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Special OriehtationIssue
By GARY WELLS,
President
Stu dent s' Adm inistra tive Council

Last year 's orientation was
succe ssful in that many people
. came out and partic ipat ed m
events tha t were both interesting and entert aining. This
year 's phil osophy is mu ch the
same, especially in th e area of
social events. Throu gh SAC's
early preparation and publ icity ,
you know wh at has been planned for you.

From the Monday Talent
Show to the Rondeau blow out you can participate and have .
a blast . If the events app eal
to you , come out and part icipat e. A un iversit y is wha t you
make of it, so join in. Orientation is the best place to sta rt.
Aside fro m the social aspects of a campus , one must
also know that a un iversity is
a place where you are ex
often for the firs ~ ·

that affect your life, your
school , and your world : Last
yea r, for example , the Ontar io
government raised tuition ..1100 ,
tripled fees for v.isa students ,
and now it talks of a new student aid package with " tighte r
control s and strieter criteria" .
All of the se conce rns are
important to you , and SAC wiU
be mountin g camp aigns on many
of.. ese issues. Got i so far?
By th e end of th e yeat
ill have approa ched you

for your feelings on OPIRG
(Ontario Publi c Int erest Re.search Group) , more stud ent
repres entat ion in th e universit y
admin istrat ion, and on more service progr ams. Sti ll following?
This 1s th e first year for our
dru g plan, CJAM is pu rsuing
FM, and we want to run an
incom e tax clinic for students .
SAC can do a lo.t of th ings
for you . If OSAP is both erin g
you, appeal. If th e awards office
doesn 't help , let us t ry. Aca-

dem ic appeals or class changes,
fo od compla ints or club-form ing, we are here . After all,
we 're respo nsible to you and we
exist to serve you . If it seems
like a lot fo r now , don't worry .
Ju st keep following The Lance ,
wat ch for posters, and drop up
to see us. Or call extension 326 .
Partic ipate now and th roughout
the year .
Life and school are great .
Try it . Take care.
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Library , food, fees...

Changesin the wind at U
By RICK SPENCE

--

The student return ing to th e
University of Windsor will find
man y changes have occurred
over t he summe r . . and more
are scheduled .
Fro m new step s outside th e
library to a new man in the
Vice-President, Adm inistrati ve ,
post, th ings are changing at th e
old U .
It 's th e end of an era in th e
library. A new elect ro nic alarm
system is being installed to
help detect stud ents who are
walking away with libra ry books . Missing or stolen books
have cost th e library a fort un e
over the years. Th e eagleeyed . secur ity guards will still
be on duty , however .
As well as new steps at t he
entr ance t o the library , th e

library has had a name change.
Th e University Libra ry is now
k nown as The Leddy Library ,
to ho nour th e university 's distinguished president.
Dr. Leddy will be retrrmg
in April, 1978, and with his
departur e from th e scene, the
University 's formative years are
complete. He came to Windsor
when the new universi t y was
onl y a year old, and has overseen its development into a
large, and st ill growing, inst itu tion .
A few signs of the university 's growth are evident even
to the newcomer on campus.
At a t ime when mo st oth er universities have abando ned all expansion plans, Windsor is constru cti ng two new bu ildings.
The three -storey Business Bu ii-

ding is nsm g from the muck
along Sunset , across from Windsor } Iall Tower , and the facu lty
is countin g on moving in sometime in th e spring of 1978 .
Completion of the addition
to the Biology Building has
been delayed by an electricians' strike, but the biology .
depar tme nt hop es t o move in
sometime before Apr il.
Another faci!itics change t h t
should be obvious to stude nt s
is the transfer of all food servif es to Vanier Hall. The cafeteria and the popular delicatessen ''T he Deli" are gone, and
th e cooking equipm ent is being
sold off. The move was designed
as an austerit y measu re, to lower th e pere nn ial fo od services

President extends welcome
On behalf of the University
of Windsor I extend a warm
welcome to all those registering
this month , both former students and new students. "Once
upon a time " un iversities seemed
to be alive o nly in the regular
term, and to spring into actio n
in September afte r nearly four
mon ths of to tal calm. This is
no longer- the case, especially
here , since we have large enrolments bo th at the inter session
and the summer session, in
each case almost one-ha lf th e
full -time enrolm ent in the main
term. But there is a discernible
d ifference whe n th e regular term
opens and our facilities are used
to the full. A dyna mic element
seems to be added to th e situation .
The first College on this site
was estab lished I 20 years ago ,
and the prese nt University was
organized under a new Act
fifteen yea rs ago. Since then we
·have enj oyed ext raordinary growt h, from an enrolm ent of
1,800 in 1963 to an an ticipat ed
enr olment this fall of over
7,500. To accommodate ou r
stud en ts we have a compa ct
but at tra ctive campus which experience has shown to be unu sually convenient , with addi-

tion al new constru ction now und er way .
However, bri cks and mor tar,
and growing enrolm ent s must
always take a lower pr ioritY. in
esteem tha11 th e mo re fundamental effo rt to ach ieve and
maintain a high qual ity of academic and intellectu al ex cel-

Jenee. In the spirit of that joi nt
ente rprise I welcome all ou r
studen ts to a good year in

f977 -I978.
Dr. j obn Francis Leddy , President of tbe University of Wind sor since 1964 , will be retiring
in April.

The new DJ()Jog~ Bui ld ing, as it l oo ked i n Jul y

CJAIV/working
toward FM license
The University of Windsor
stud ent radio st ation , CJAM,
may be broadcasting in FM
by March, if all goes well.
Last Apr il, the new Studen ts'
Admin istrative Counc il gave the
go-ahead to CJAM to pre pare
an application fo r an FM license.
At t hat time, Cliff Wilson, former manager of CJAM, was
appoint ed FM consultant .
Low power FM stations were
illegal in Canada until last year.
Since- t he low power stations
are relatively inexpensive, it is
simpler fo r stude nt radio stations to go FM. McMaster
and Waterloo applied to th e
CRTC for FM licenses last
J anuary .
Acco rd ing to Cliff Wilson,
it has been helpful to wat ch
how the other universiti es are
maki ng the tr ansition from AM
to FM. "We're anticipatin g problems now that McMaster and
Wate rloo are just start ing to
th ink abou t - and they almost
have their licenses." , said Wilson .
CJAM presently reaches a few
of the residences and the University Centre . With the low
power FM equ ipm ent , th e station may be able to transmit up
to three miles.
The peo ple at CJAM be lieve
t here is a market for the kind
of -radio they provid e. "We
have very little Canadian com petitio n" , said Wilson. " Most
of the youth-orie nt ed radio stations are in Detroit. There are
diffe rences between Canada and

the United States that should
be emphasi zed in the media ."
Th e FM tra nsmittin g equip ment will cost abo ut $16, 000 .
The proposed budget for the
FM sta tion is $12,000 per
year · an increase of $4,000
from last year. In a survey done
oy CJAM, 85 % of the stu dents
who replied were in favour of
a 50 cent increase in stud ent
fees to go toward th e radio
statio n. Th e Counci l is scheduled to dec ide whether it will
pay for th e conversio n to FM,
at the SAC meeting on September 8 .
Other changes are in store
for the radio sta tion . SAC
plans t o expand t he Gallery ,
and t he simplest way is to use
the roo ms presently occup ied
by CJAM. The Centr e Policy
Comm ittee has approv ed th e
expansio n of t he pub and
plans to move CJAM to t he
second floor of the University
Centre . SAC is applying to the
University for mon ey for th e
reconstructi on. Until the money
comes throu gh, everyone stays
wher e the y are.
Tosh Noma, CJAM manager ,
is planning new activities for
this year, such as arranging
concerts . He is also hoping for
more inpu t from stu dents in
differe nt faculties fo r exam ple,
radio plays with drama studen ts.
CJ AM always has room for
new talent. The re are openings
for peo ple int erested in working in prod uction, news, pub lic
relations , and engineeri ng.
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Grant program
makes jobs pay

,,

The Experience '77 Program
. under the direction of the Essex Region Conservation Authority has completed operations
for the year. In all, the program . provided employment in
conservation related projects for
3 3 local students.
Th'e technical staff of Experience · '7 7 consisted of 13
people - a geographer-planner,
a fish and wildlife biologist ,
two foresters, a drainage hydro logist, a climatologist, an assistant public relati ons officer,
a landscape architect, an architectural draftsman, a botanist,
,two historical research assistants
and a secretary. This staff carried out many projects which
will prove to be quite valuable
to the Conservation Authority
in yea.rs to come.
Some of these projects included Review of Development
Proposals thro ughout the county, a wildlife management plan
for a large marsh area, a study
of various ecologically sensitive
areas, promotion of the ERCA 's
tree planting service, the laying
out and rev1smg of nature
trails, a study of municipal
drains within Essex County, a
precipitation
study of Essex
County, a design of -.i new
ERCA display for local fairs,
research and interpretive work
. on the John R. Park Homestead,
-~"':

.:,
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conceptual plans and site plans
fd"r existing conservation areas,
plans for architectural renova tions of buildings associated
with the John R. Park Homestead, and finally, clerical duties
related to many of the above .
The field staff of Experience
'7 7 worked under the direction

of Senior Supervisor, Barbara
Rigg. Twenty students including
three foremen made up this
part of the progr am . Work ing
in three crews they completed
many environ ment al enhancement pr ojects both on ERCA
la~ds and municipal properties.
Some of the tasks they un d{:rtook for the Conservation Autiiority included an archa eological
dig at the J ohn R . Park Homestead as well as other restoration-related duties at the Fox
Creek Conservation Area, selective cutting and thinoing of
ERCA owned woodlots, completing of nature trails in the
Maidstone Central Conservation
Area, and many other project~ on ERCA lands.
Their many municipal projects included restoration work
in abandoned cemeteries, roadside cleanup, painting and other
improvements
in
municipal
parks and many other accomplishments.

March of Dimes wants you
It is estimated that one of
every seven people in Ontario
is physically disabled, and while
not all of them need help many
others do. The efforts of the
Ontario March of Di111es are
specifically directed toward assisting physically disabled adults
age 19 and over, whatever the
cause of disability: acci,d.ent,
birth defect, stroke, disease, or
old age.
Two types of assistance are
available : Pers onal Support Services and Community
evelopment. "Personal Suppor ,t · Services" pr ovide finan ial, "assistance for certain appli~nces that
are not always cove.red unde r
medical plans, including wheelchairs, artificial limb\, and ramps
for homes of wheelchair-bound
persons. The "Community Development" department.-advocates
for and with disabled adults,
encouraging the development of
programs and services within a
community for the physically ·
handicapped. These programs include ·recreation, transportation,
housing, employment, and accessibility of public buildings.
LOCATING THE DISABLED
In June the Ontario March of
Dirries held a meeting of persons
from Essex County concerned
with the problems of disabled
citizens. It was requested that
the March of Dimes attempt

to locate and determine how
many disabled persons live in the
County area (including Essex,
Leamington, Amherstburg, Harrow, etc.) . To do this we are
asking for yo ur support.
If you are physically handi capped, or know of anyone who
is, please contact us so you may
be included in future plans of
the Ontario March of Dimes .
Sho ~ld you 'l_O
t be disabled but
interested in ' helping with programs to assist the disabled

please also call and leave your
name and address . If you live
in ; he Amherstburg area phone
the Amherstburg Social Planning Council at 736-5471
in Essex, phone the Essex Social Planning Council at 7766262 . . . in the Leamington Kingsville area phone Mrs. Jane
Lenahan at 839-4414 .
All information will be handled in a confidential manner ..

C'1anges at U
continued from page 1
deficit by consolidating all the
food services.
The Unive rsit y Centre cafeteria is now the recreation centre on campus, housing the ping
pong tables, pinball machines ·
and pool tables which have been
moved out of Vanier. In the
shuffle, the Vanier games rooms
have become fashionable dining
rooms, and the off-campus housing office has taken over a sitting area across from the Round
Table snack bar.
Upstairs in Vanier, there have
been some changes in cafeteria
arrangement. "Vanier West" will
serve residence students who

·hav.e chosen the "bo ard" plan
for thei r meals, as well as others who wish to pay one price
per meal for all they can eat.
Vanier East will feature facilities such as those formerly at
the Centre, including a "Deli".
A "guest meal price " , where
you just pay one set price to
get in, will also be offered downstairs at the Lambton dining
room for lunch each day. The
price should be under $2 .50.
Another change is the 1 re_qu irement that students must
now pay their fees at registra:
tion, rather than wait for the
end of September. Students who
get t9ei~ ,loa ns::-and gr.ant .late,
beware! · · - ·-· · ··· · ,
Everyone
pays more this
yeat;. Mos full-trme students ar- --~
payfog $1..1.0 o~. fo an average of $7 80 per year r T_h . J !\c
crease consists of a,·'$1'60 ttil<e
imposed last year by th e pro vincial government, and I SAC's
new drug plan which costs
$5 .00. Part -tim e fees have m/
creased $20 per course.
Foreign students arriving on
campus for the first time face
fees of at least $1,575, du!! to
another government
decision.
One small victory: students and
senators at Winqsor successfully
fought through the summer to
make the government exempt
from the increases the foreign
students who were in prelirQinary year here last year.
Residence students probably
already know the pric e of a
single room has risen by $105,
and a double room by $85.00.
Five dollars of the increases go
to residence councils.
Two new faces in important positions round out th e list
of recent changes . William Mit1chell has retired as Vice -President, Administrative, and was
replaced by Dr . John R: Al lan . /·/'''
The University Registrar, Paul
Holliday, has also left, and
Frank Smith has filled his
shoes .

..
NoAgeLi,nl
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Free Counseling
(No effec t on low medical fee)
Free Pregnancy Test
(or $7 at ind ependent lab)
3 HoUJ Oinic Stay
Medicaid, Blue Cross
Accredited
We strive for high patient
comfort and friendly personal
attention,.

ACM APPROVED
CALL (313) 884-4000
DETROIT ABORTIONS

/

Can't please everyone, but....
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Orientation better than ever ,says organizer
What is orien tat ion?
The booze ride to Ro ndea u
Park , t he all-night movies and
th e dances may disori ent yo u
mo re than anythin g else, but
th ere really is an int elligence
behind next week's acti vit ies.
The organizers of Orientatio n
77 want to bring students
together in a social co ntext,
before they are divided and
loaded down by course work
and classes.
"The best time for people
to meet is whe n the y're having
fu n," says Gino Piazza, SAC's
Special Events Com missioner,
..._ "So I' m try ing t o make th e
activities as much fu n as possible ."
Piazza is running his seco nd
orient ati on schedule. Last year,
in his first yea r at the University of Windso r, Piazza ran one
of th e most successful orienta tio n progr ams in recent memory .
" I got to know wh at stu dents want on campus," say~
Piazza. He claims to have learned from his mistakes, and the .
less popular events of last y ear
have been dropped. (So there
will be no dance marathons
or tours of ,Windsor this year .)
I
However, th e successful events
are returnin g, and Piazza predicts the new program will be
" a 100 per cent improvement."
This year , Piazza has coordin at ed
SAC's orientation
plan s with tho se of th e indi vidual residences . Ther should
be less "-conflict in schedule

thi s year, as th e individual
residences are holdin g th eir orient at ion event s t his week , while
SAC events begin next week ,
the first week of classes.

guides whi ch were sent to all
stude nts alo ng with th eir registra t ion info rmatio n were another new featur e, info rming
stud ent s as t o what t o exp ect

Piazza says his detr actors
are being "c hildish ". He said
" I'm no t going to brin g in a
coupl e of stripp ers, or auction
off a girl for the night." He
says he is using the girls as
"ce lebrities" to attract peo ple
to the event, which he says did
no t draw a great crowd last
year . The buf)nies cost $50
each for th e night, bu t Piazza
ex pects the casino will make
mon ey. Some proc eeds will go
to Volunt eer Services.
Piazza admit s he cann ot hope
to please everyone. " I'm going
to have peo ple against bun nies,
against booze, against smok- '
ing . . . , " he says . But he thi nks

Orient at ion 77 will be a success.
Orie ntat ion 76 almost brok e
even financia lly, but Piazza says
" If things work out th e way we
hope, we may make a profit
this year." The to tal orie nt ation budget is $10 ,000, p lus
another $1 ,000 for promotio n.
Any money earned be th e
Stu de nt s' Adm inistrative Coun cil at Or ientatio n will be plo wed
back into the Special Event s
budget. Piazza ho pes to hold
a conc ert star ring Valdy later
this year, in St. Den is Hall.
SAC's Orie nt ation 77 will
no t be a ty p ical week at th e
University of Windsor , but it
should be very int eresti ng.

The lance
One of the improvem ents
Piazza has mad e in response to
students ' suggestio ; s has been to
includ e a cash bar with the
all-night movies . The bar will
be open until 1 :00 a.m ., and
coffee and popcorn will be
served for the rest of the evening.
Also returning will be the
orientation pass, offering discou nts or free admission to
SAC functio ns. As an extra
incentive , holder s of the pass
are eligible t.o win a t rip to
Hawaii.
he_ pock et.-size o.rientatio o.

before they arrive on campus .
Piazza feels the booklet helped
improve participation in such
events as Tu esday 's Club Day ,
as well as let students know
about such services as the
Pick-Up at the airport , bus and
train stations.
Another innovation has been
somewhat controversial. Piazza
has hired six Playooy bunnies
from the Detroit club to pJay
hostess at next T~esday 's Las
·Vega~ Casino Night . SAC's Ext ernal Affairs Commis sioner , among oth .ers, has denounced
thi s action as promoting ~_sex1sm.

Start"off'Orithe right foot!

It's the beginning of a new semes ter ... This time you're
going to do it right. This time it's a 4.0, or maybe a 3.5. This time
you'll keep up with the readings.
And the way to keep up is to buy your own textbooks.
They're always the re when you need th em, not just when a
friend or the library can loan th em to you .

Rely on your textbooks
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

exposes itself
Th e Lanc e. Much as we hate
talking about our selves, we feel
introduct ions are in ord er.
Now celebrating its fiftieth
year of publicat ion , The Lance is
the offi cial publi cati on of the
stud ents of th e Un i.versity _ of
Windsor. Anybody is welcome
to join the crazies, figure skaters,
scatt ered socialists, folk singers,
nation alists, anarchists , drunks
and SAC groupi es wh o have
made T he Lance the uni versity' s
m9-s respect t d weekli student
t,;5foid newspaper which publishes on Frid ays.
Our offices are located next
doo r to SAC HQ, overlooking
the load ing dock , but we tr y not
t if let that go to our heads.
The St udent s Admini strative
Council pay s fo r the pap er
th rough stud ent fees, but The
Lance remai ns an au to nomous
institu t io n with full editorial
inde pende nce. Without fear or
favoritis m, Th e Lance seeks out
news and atte mpt s to exp ose
lllJUStice. Previous victims of
the wrath of the The Lance have
included Idi Ami n, the university board of governors and senate, SAC presidents, the board
of governors, the minister of colleges and univers ities, Beaver
Foods (and human foods), City
Council, and the board of gover·
nors.
Most staff members are ordi nary students with no prior
journalistic experience, but just
the desire co get involved on
campus, make new friends , or to
get rowdy in the pub after layout is completed on Wednesday
nights.

Entrance- Off Lib rary Mall

Besides Th e Lance, th ere are a
few other public ations on campus worth y of note .
The Memo is put ou t weekly
by the university' s Information
Services, and it's a good place
to read CBC rad io press releases
and to catc h up o n·who is doing
what to defencel ess rabbi ts in
Biology and Psychology.
A group of talente d law sch ool
stu den ts occasionally prod uce
Th e Oyez, and th e engineers
print dirty jo kes swiped from
other enginee ring newspapers in
The Essex .
T he fledgling Dialogue is the
prod uct of the Exte nsion students, and the Com merce Club
inte rm ittently produces a newsletter called Portfo lio.
For those who still haven't
enol:lgh to read , copies of the
Detro it papers, The Windsor Star
and the Globe and Mail are
available in the University Centre . Back issues are scattered
throughout the library . .
Also occasionally available and
cluttering up the corridors, you
may see The Student Advocate
or The Student , the official
journals of the National Union
of Students and the Ontario
Federation of Students .

,
UNCLASSIFtEO will print your
non-commercial personal message for free . Typed copy must
be handed in to the Lance office
before noon Tuesday of the
week of publication. Submis sions may be edited for length.

I

Ground Floor W. Library Bldg.

Offices are open all day long,
and everyon e is invited to com e
in and chat , or complain , or
volunteer to cover a story
or review a record , make suggestions , or sing half-forgotten Irish
ball~ds. Especially needed this
year are sports writ ers and peo ple wh o can fix pianos .

FOR SALE : One refrigerator,
in excellent working order. Only
$45.00. Call Rick, 256-4768.

WANTED : Students with enthusiasm, to work on The Lance .
No pay, long hours, rotten fr inge
benefits (i.e, dinners at Vanier) .
No Pulitzer Prize winners need
apply.
WANTED TO RENT : Three or
four bedroom house, within two
miles of University . Yard required. Responsible couple with
two children. Contact Colleen,
253-4232, ext . 132.
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Tbelance

Editor.Rick Spence
Managing Editor: Brenda Mclister

The Lance is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and for the
Student Media , University of Windsor ;, Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Cent J_.e,University of Windsor, Windsor , Ontario , N9B 3P4 .
Sub scription rate s are $ 7 .SO per year. Entered as second clas s mail at the Post
Office of Canada . Op.inions exp!e ssed in The Lance are those of the student writer
and not necessarily th e University of Windsor or the Students ' Administrative Council.
Offi ces : 253-4232, Ext . 153
or 253-4060
Adverti sing : 253-4232 , Ext. 326

This Orientation

edition o f The Lance was brought to you by a s.mall number of loyal staffers who

ar ~ bravely holding the fort until the reinforcem ents arrive : Anna Maria Tremont!, Joel Leblan c, Eddie
Wehbe , Jerry Charbonneau

This issue would not have been possibl e without
Erni e Petra sovic, and Arthu r Sneath .

\

\

are seeing the promised good life
opposite sex, or to stay in a
slip further and further away .
particular, secure group and not
Students
are finding that we
meet any new people . This
have to keep running faster and
university stands or falls on the
fighting harder to stay in the
strength of the people in it ;
same place .
and your university career will
be made pleasant or unendur- \ , You don 't have to jo in the
able by th ose you meet along , :ight . But do exp ose y ou rself
:o what the univers ity can off er.
the way.
Enjoy Orientation 77 , have a·
In future issues, The Lance
will be emphasizing mor e hard
good . year, and remember that
news . It won 't all be pleasant .
the university, SAC, The Lance,
But , that does not mean the
and ,other dub ious local instipart y' s over. Although students
tutions exist for you . This
involved in The Lance or SAC
year, in class, in the caf eteria,
are among the most. concerned
in residence, in the over-booked
with such sob ering issues as
parking lots , do n 't accep t less
tuit ion hikes, government cut than you paid for
because
b acks, and unemplo yment , the y
you 've paid a lot .
also have a good t ime, as well
Wek ome back
or just
as a sense of fellowship in
welco me - to the University
kno wing they are working to
of Windsor.
help improve y our lot as a stu I
dent . Make no m istake abou t
it : wit ~ cut backs in grant s to
~tud ents and univ ersities , as well
as spiralling tuition, residence
and m eal cost students, .along
wit h othe r grou ps in society
(bu t much more than some),
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last year

The Lance invi t es letters fo r publication from membe rs of the universi t y comm unit y. Subm ission s sh o uld be typed, and be as br ief as poss ible . Dea dlin e :
noo n Tues day o f th e week of p u blicat ion. All le tt ers m ust be signed an d inelude add ress and tele ph o n" numbe r for verifica ti on p urp oses. Corr es po nde n ts ' na mes may be w it hhe ld, if a valid exc use and pro per identifica t ion are

,

given to the edi t o rs.

Coffee Prices

r

PAY FEES

, Left-over

Let~eRS

An open letter to :
The Hon . Sidn ey Handlem an
Minister of Consumer &
Comm ercia l Re lati ons
Dear Mr. Handleman :
Th rough thi s letter I am requ esting yo u to intervene in the
pr icing of coffe e in th is pro vince.
Accor d ing co press reports , Mr.
Way ne Newsort, Vice-President
and Gen eral Manager of Stan dard Brands Fo od Services,
Co., predicted in mid -Jun e a
drop in retail pric es by late
August or early September .
Since t hat time the producing
nations have substanti ally redu ced t he ir exp ort pri ces. Colomb ia has just announ ced its
fourt h reduct ion in tw o mo nth s
- fro m $3 .0 3 a poun d in Jun e
to th e presen t $2 .24 . But
wholesale and retail prices here
cont inu e at the same high
level.
Th e u naccept ability of the pr ic'ing to consu me rs in this province is aggravated by the realization tha t coffe e prices in
the U.S. are far less. Gro u nd
coffee retaili ng here for $4 .29

the generous assistance of the following Lance

o ld -timers and SAC people : Gary Wells, Karen Cooper , Roy Oickie , Lorie Tarcea, John Keatin g,

Editorial welcome
Th is is the Orient at ion ed iti on of T he Lance .
And we 've tr ied to fill it with
interesting information . About
orientation act ivities and parties
to help everyone prep are for
another season of camp us life.
You had fun this summer , and
pr obably didn 't want to come
back. But th e fun doesn 't have
to end .
University ' can be a great
social
experience .
Wheth er
you 're from Windsor , the big
T .O., th e Caribbean or Kirkland Lake, you have the chance
to get to know a wide variet y
of peopl e he_re, students and
faculty alike. T here 's a wealth
of talent and informatio n in th e
people on this campus , and we
can all share in it.
That's what Orien tation 77 is
for : to provide· a broad range
of enj oya ble acti vit ies in which
mor e students (~nd not just t he
freshme n) can get to know each
other . Too many students .go to
th ese events with the mind to
eithe r pick up a member of th i

and Colleen Abbott .

to $4.49 a pound sells in the
U.S. for $3.19 to $3.49. Similar differentials apply to insta nt coffee .
Although the contrast in whole sale pr ices between Ont ario and
the U.S. is some what less, it
is still sizeable . At the end of
last week General Foods Ltd ..
of Toronto had a wholesale
pri ce of . $4 .24 compared to
$3.48 for Folger Coffee Co .
(Proctor & Gamble) of Cincinnati . The incomprehensible
aspect of this is that Canadian
and American companies both
purchase their beans on th e
world mark et at th e same
prices.
Why should consumers here not
enjo y the same coffe e pr icing
by the same comp anies as con sum ers in the U.S. inst ead of
paying 25 per cent t o 33 per
cent more? ·
The situ ation warr ants an invest igation and firm measur es
by your Ministry. I urge yo u to
act now .
Your s tru ly _
Mel Swarr, M.P.P.
Welland-Th oro ld

Dear Editor :
I was very disturbed t o read
the article which appeared in
early March entitled "Another
Step in Davis' Anti-Education
Plan". Your anonymous writer
is, of course, entitled to express whatever views he or she
wa nt s. However ;- I feel that the
writer has to tally dist orte d th e
situat ion and has mad e no
att em pt to get the facts straigh t .
The Interim Committee on
Financial Assistance to Stude nts
was set up in order to make

recommendatio ns to government
about student assistance in general. It had the broadest terms
of reference; its memb ers were
app ointed from ·all the appropriate--sectors . To assert that
its objective was to "figure out
how ~o cut off thi s avenue of
recourse" (presumably financial
aid in the form of grant) is
absolu te no nsense.
The article implies th at the
recomme ndatio ns of t he Interi m
Committe e have been accepted.
T his is defi nitely not the case.

Tbe Lance

As I have already saip, t he
purpose of the Committee was
to make recomme n<;la
tions to
government . Th e report is curren tly being reviewed and I
expect to make an announcement on the new program in
the near·future .
Perha ps the nex t t ime you
take to publishing such an
art icle, yo u will make sure that
it has some basis in fact.
_ Your s trul y
Harry Parrott
Minist er of Coll eges and Un iversitie s

Requires

•
•

1 Sports Editor

1Entertainment Editor
1 Photo Editor
These are paid positions
Experience an asset
Apply to the Editor, Lance office,
2nd floor University Centre by September 16 .

......

How they spent their summer
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Students take law to north
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI
Town drunks, long hours on
the road and crowds of curio us
people were a few some of the
taxing situations which five University of Windsor law students
had to contend with this sum mer .
The students and some pro fessors formed a Community
Law Caravan which travelled
throughout
Northern Ontario
br inging legal educational information to citizens of northern
communiti es.
"We were providing law for
the layman ," said Professor
Roderick MacDonald , director
of the project. The city of
Windsor was an established com munity law program, but accord ing to MacDonald , "there was
no such program operating in
the north ." After a number of
requests from Northern towns,
it was decided that a similar
program would be beneficial
in the North.
The main goal of the pro ject was to find out which
legal areas were of concern to
Northern people, and then to
respond to that need .

The caravan reached Thunder Bay on June 13, travelled
to towns like Atikokan, Kapus kasing, Timmins and Blind River
and finished off in Sault Ste .
Marie on August 11. A great
deal of publicity surrounded
the entire tour. Newspaper arti cles preceded the arrival in
each town ; thes e were followed
up by (Tlore interviews for ~ewspapers, radio and television.
The caravan 's vehicle, which
on ce roved the city for St .
Clair College, would park in the
downtown section of th e com munity , and the students w-0uld
be available to answer questions
about various aspects of the
law .
Many people had questions
about tenant rights and employment legislation , topics that
are relevant to residents in any
part of the province. Others
·wo ndered about laws unique to
Northern citizens, such as environmental laws dealing with
mercury poisoning, and Indian
rights. Twenty types of pamphlets and 14 video presentations were also used to inform
interested persons.
.\

..,
~

'.'

•

The Community Law Caravan , which toured the north . Left to ri ght : J o hn Hop e, Charlie Moris o n ,
Bob Charko, supervisor JoAnna Kuras , and Sharron Buchanan .

MacDonald felt the project
was successful in the project

Professor MacDonald said
there was less success in esta -

members were able to find out
what kind of legal informa-

blishing a contact in each community to provide follow-up

tion ·is needed in the north.
He cited environmental law as

and continuity
to the pro gram. But, he added, because

the most important
consider.

the project will conti nu e for
anothe r two summers, that goal

aspect to

will be accomplished m the
future.
The project was funded by a
$108,000 grant from the Don ner Canadian Foundation . Fin ancial aid was also received
from the University of Windsor
and the Ontario Legal Aid
Plan .
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APPLICANTS TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL
Applications for all Ontario medical -schools are
now available at the Ontario Medical School
Application Service (OMSAS) for the 1978 session .
Completed applications
must be received
OM SAS on or before November 15, 1978.
Write immediately to :
OMSAS
P.O. BOX 1328
GUELPH , ONTARIO N1 H 6N8

at

By BRENDA McLISTER
At first glance, Windsor appears to be a drab, boring factoty town. It is. But if you
want to eat, drink, listen to
music, or indulg e in a bit of culture, Windsor has the places to
go.
Restaurants are one of Windsor's specialties . If you want to
avoid the cafeteria, there are a
few inexpens ive places near campus, such as University Snacks,
and the Dominion House wit h
its internationally
acclaimed
corned beef sandwiches.
The Exchange is the perfect spot for an intimate and
throughly
enjoyable evening.
The menu includes a variety of
steaks, fish, and shishkabob . The
food is excellent and though it
is expensive, it's worth splurging on .

..
There are many international
restaurants. Mario's specializes
in h\gh priced, bu t enjoyable,
Italian food. La Cuisine, and
L 'Auberge de la Bastille serve
very good French dishes.
Patrons of the Blue !)an ube
are entertained by "wa ndering
gypsies" who go from table to
table playing violins. The food is
Hungarian, and fairly ex pensive .
The Himalaya restaurant is
one of Windsor's more unusual
eating places . It specializes in
Indian and French cuisine. Some
of the dishes take eight hours to
prepare, so patrons can go the
day before the day of their
reservation to plan their meals.
The food is reasonably priced .
For your drinking pleasure ,
the Gallery Lounge in the basement of the University C~ntre ,

is a favourite spot of students.
The Bridge House and the Dominion House are also within
walking distance of Campus.
The House of Lee on Riverside Drive is an interesting
change of pace . You can drink
exotic drinks, sing along with
the band, and even get up on
stage and sing your favourite
1
songs.
Antoinelli's Radio Tavern has
a pleasant,' 1940's atmosphere,
good food, and best of all, live
'jazz music. The jazz combo features Alex Zonjic, on flute and
guitar; Jim Bruton, on piano ;
and Fu nky Fred, on drums .
Zonjic will also be playing in a
jazz concert at the an gallery
on Sunday September 11.
Now there's no excuse for
being bored. Enjoy your stay
in Windsor .
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VOURGUIDET
SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER
10
· The following is an incomplete list of events and activities scheduled for Orientation Weck (Sept . 10 to
18). Various residences and societies arc planning
their own activities this week and next, so watch
bulletin boards or ask around . Details of certain
events can be found in "Orientation highlights"
elsewhere in this issue. Most events arc free with
a SAC "Welcome Pass". Events marked in color represent a ch_ange from SAC's orientation guide. ·

Football.
Firstgameof the season
The lancers meetthe GuelphGryphons
2 p.m.at the South Campus
Freewith student card
law Schoolpresents
A Dayat GreenfieldVillage(Dearborn,Mi.)
10 a.m., law studentsonly

MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER
12
Classesbegin
12 noon."Easy Listening!'in StoreyMall
Oustoutsidethe UniversityCentre)
Freemusicand lemonade.
3 p.m. Pie-Eating Contest
Cherry pies. $25 to the winner
Storey Mall

· 8 p.m. to 12 midnight.SACTalentShow
AmbassadorAuditorium.CashPrizes.
Registerat the SACOffices
(2ndfloor UniversityCentre)before5 p.m.
Admission50 cents.Cashbar
8 p.m.to 1 a.m.
The Gallerypub. "Top 40 music".
Nocharge,Mondayto Wednesday.

,

·TlJ-ESDAY
, SEPTEMBER
13
10 a.m.to 4 p.m.
ClubDay,StoreyMall
TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER
6
to SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER
10
GalleryPubopen
FreeadmissionMondayto Wednesday
75 centsThursdayto Saturday
RegistrationWeek
Residenceand Societyevents

THURSDAY,
SEPTEMBER
8
law Schoolpresentsa film
"The PaperChase"
MathBuilding
, 7 p.m.

FRIDAY, SEPTEM
BER 9
Law SchoolDoubleDeckBus Tour
4 p.m., Law Buildinggrounds
Engineersonly
"EngineeringSocietyOpenHouse"
Meet the SocietyExecutive
free coffeeand doughnuts
RocimI09 Essex Hall
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

12 noon.More"Easy Listening"and lemonade
3 p.m. "Superburger
" eatingcontest
, Winneronlygets$25
StoreyMall.(Timeapproximate)
8 p.m.to 12 midnight.las VegasCasinoNight
AmbassadorAuditorium.Admission$1.00
CashBar
8 p.m. The GalleryTop 40.

1
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ORIENTATION 77
WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER
14

FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER
16

,
.
12noon
More"Easy Listening"with CJAMand free lemonade

LawSchoolGolfTournament
WithDinner
RoselandGolfCourse
LawStudentsonly

'

3 p.m.Whippedcreampie eatingcontest
No hands
StoreyMall.(Timeapproximate)

SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER17

8 p.m. to 1 a.m. "las VegasRevueShow"
Magic,jokes,singingand dancing.
AmbassadorAuditorium
$1.00 Cashbar

Football
The Lancersare downthe road at Waterloo
11 a.m. SACMini-Olympics.
Mainquad (BetweenLaurierand Mac)
(St. Denisgym, in caseof rain.)
Fun for all

8 p.m.The Galleryrocksto more ''Top 40" music

4 p.m. (or after Olympicsfinish)
Free Barbecue,MainQuad.
(In caseof rain, VanierHall)
8 p.m.Folk Festival
AmbassadorAuditorium$1.00

8 p.m. The Gallery. 75 cents

Lawstudentsonly
Dean'sand Faculty Dance
TeutoniaClub,9 p.m.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMB
ER 18

J/""@-~:r,.·

THURSDAY,
SEPTEMBER
15
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
FleaMarket.StoreyMall

m

tii'~~·~ft~:,."'~-"'c.·'

12 'noofii·''"The Ro:ndeaiJ
-lj'QJ)..z
e,A.-Trail
~' ..

Buses leave Lot Mfor Rondeau Park
Dinnerat the BarefootBar,and a dance
featuring"SweetThunder"
BYOBto the bar
Return1 or 1:30 a.m.,$8.00
WithWelcomePass$4.00

12 noon. EasyListening
MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER
19
7 p.m.,till you collapse:FilmNight
$2.00 for eachshowing(threeshowings)
Bringa sleepingblanket,pillow,or a buddy
AmbassadorAuditorium. Cashbar till 1 a.m.
8 p.m. The Gallery.
75 centsafter 8 p.m.
St. ClairCollegepresents
BurtonCummingsin Concert
Also featuring.JacksonHawke
St. Clair Amphitheatre7:30 p.m.
$7.00, or $8:00 at the gate
The Faculty of Lawpresents
Solicitor-General FrancisFox
Topic: Penal Reform
8:15 at the Law Building

FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 16
The first regular editionof The Lancecomesout
12 noon. Easy Listening
8 p.m. to 1 a.m. DanceNight. UniversityCentre
Threedifferentbands
The Gallery, Centreex-cafeteria, and
AmbassadorAuditorium
$1.00. Cashbar on all floors

Nursesand Engineersonly
BigBrother-BigSisterNight
Engineersmeet in Vanierat 8 p.m.
Nursesmeet in AmbassadorAuditorium
Bashat Ambassador,9 p.m.
Discoand cashbar
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Highlights of next week's orientation schedule
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Of all the intriguing events
listed in the Orientation Chart
in this issue, a few cry out for
more explanation and clarification. The Lance list of selected
orientation events follows below; remember there are many
worthwhile events not highlighted here.

Wednesday, September 14. Whipped cream pie-eating contest
replaces the scheduled frisbee

competition. The winner will
probably get his picture in
The Lance. Remember - no
using your hands .
Orientation
co-ordinator
Gino Piazza 's infactuation with
Monday , September 12. Classes
Las Vegas continues Wednesday
begin. Not a registered orientanight with the "Las Vegas Retion event, but usually manages , vue" . No Rich Little or Barbra
to draw a crowd . Classes don't
Streisand, but we do get the
usually last long th is week.
Chahtones Trio, Festival Ltd .,
The Talent Show at 8 .00
and the Steve Moore Orchestra
p.m. at Ambassador isn't entiredoing the musical honours, along
ly for laughs. Singers, comewith comedian Harry J arkey and
dians, groups are all welcome.
the magic acts of Kramer and
Register at the SAC office beCompany.
fore 5 :00 p.m.; bring your student I.D .. Prizes : first, $75 .00 ; Thursday, September 15. No
second, $35.00; third, $15.00.
more eating contests, but there 's
a flea market all day which
Tuesday, September 13. Exbrings in local merchants and
perts . differ on whether Casino
craftsmen to display their wares.
Night attendance will be up or
Film Night can be expensive,
down this year with the added
but a Welcome Pass gets you ' in
presence of Playboy bunnies as
free all night. Two dollars per
hostesses . Will the women stay
set isn't that cheap, but mosi: of
away, or will they come to show
the movies look good. The first
up the bunnies? Gambling monset features Three Days of the
ey can be used to bid for valu- Condor which is either a recent
able gifts in an auction at the
thriller starring Robert Red end of the night. Only a perford, or a documentary about
centage of the profits will go
the life cycle of endangered
to Volunteer Services.
birds in South America. ShowClub day introduces you to
time: 7 :00 to 9:15. The second
the various clubs, groups and
set is Nashville, Robert Altsocieties on campus. Should be
man 's recent Academy Award
interesting .
winner . It lasts till midnight.
The Superburger eating conThe third showing consists of
test is new . It will probably
four movies, two of which are
take place as soon as there is worthwhile. Walt Disney turns
a big crowd in Storey Mall, over in his grave every time
rather than at 3 :00 p.m. If
Th~ Bad . News Bears shows
you live off-campus, this is your
how kids really act. Walter
chance to sample Saga Foods'
Mathau and Tatum O'Neal turn
version of the Big Mac . . . if
in good performances . lady
you want to.
Sings the Blues presents Diana

Ross in a tour de force as Billie
Holliday. For the real fans, the
last two films are Dracula
~nd The Tow er of London.
'friday, September 16. SAC's
triple dance features the bands
Saltspring Rainbow, David Matthews, and Steppin. No pingpong or snooker in the Centre,
tonight only.
Saturday, September 17. Students from each residence, offcampus students, and international students (by their own

request, apparently) each form
teams fo compete for gold, silver and bronze medals in the
Mini-Olympics . According to
Gino Piazza, the games will be
no picnic ... but they 'll be fun.
A barbecue afterwards makes it
all worthwhile.
Folk artists at the concert
at Ambassador Auditorium are
Willie. P. Bennett (last seen at
last year's Pure Prairie League
concert) , Dave Essig, and Ron
Nigrini. Please note the room
change (no longer 1120 Math).

Sunday, September 18. Billed as
the finale to Orientation 77,
the Rondeau " Booze-A-Trail"
could be a lot of fun. Everyone must go by bus to the park,
the bar and the pavilion, where
"Sweet Thunder" will provide
the dancing music. Dinner is
included in the price, but
By SHELLEY HANSON
BYOB. Please note that liquor
Classical
music has often been
laws forbid the drinking of
considered
to be for a select
booze on the buses or in the
few ..This should not be.the.case.
park. You have been warned.
Music is an international langAlso note the price change :
now $8.00, due to increases in · uage - - it knows no limits.
The first album I havc:..chosen
the price of buses. It 's still half
to review in this column is an
price with your Welcome Pass.
all-Schumann recording, with
the opening selection his Con certo for Piano and Orchestra
in A minor, Op. 5 4. The pianist
is Sviatoslav Richter, with Witold Rowicki conducting the
Warsaw Philharmonic Orchestra .
The first movement, Allegro
affettuoso, was written in 1841
Your Host:
and was originally intended as
an independent Fantasia for
Peter Aomeri I
Piano and Orchestra. After its
premiere, Schumann put the
work aside and, four years
later, composed two additional
movements, to form the new
symphonic concerto.
Needless to say, Richter doesn't miss many notes. His arpeggios are crystal clear and 'the .
themes are projected with a full,
rich tone. The rapport between
soloist and orchestra is most
evident throughout the entire
work. There are a few instances
where I feel Richter tended to
push the tempo slightly.
The climax of the first movement is the solo cadenza, during
which the piano recounts all
the themes in a type of free
fantasia structure. The second
movement, Intermez zo, employs
DIRECTFROM TORONTO
·broad, expansive lines for the
orchestra, with the soloist providing the accompaniment. This
interlude provides a most effective set-up for the rousing finale, All egro vivace. Richter deDIRECTFROM MICHIGAN
•
monstrates sparkling passagework , with just the right degree
of rhythmic intensity . The clarity of the various orchestra
NO ADMISSION CHARGE - MONDAY - WEDNESDAY
sections is particularly evident
ADMISSION CHARGE - THURSDAY- SATURDAY
in a short fugal episode. I have
-with I.D. Card - $.75
Non Students - $1.00
always thought of this movement as being very joyful and,

Classicalmusic
knows no limits

••••••
••••••

S.A.C.

GIL11BJ
I.9Ul6E

Welcome Frosh & Upper Classmen
Bands for your _dancing and
listening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment
"HARMONY STREET"

Sept. 7 10 - Wednesday"STEPPIN"

Saturday

Sept. 12 17 - Monday - Saturday
Students

..................................

I

,

in a-- sense, proud and triumphant. And this feeling is transmitted to the listener . The
music sweeps you along, .allowing only momentary breaks
in its pace for a quick recollection of a theme, reminiscent of
the opening movement .
The second work on this
album is the Concerto for
Cello and Orchestra in A minor
Op. 129 . The soloist is Mstislav
Rostropovich , with Gennadi Ro zhdestvensky and the Leningrad .
Philharm-onic Orchestra. This is
a three-movement work, held
together by transitory passages
between each individual movement. It was written in 1850
and belongs to Schumann's
late works. In terms of artistic
success, it is not considered
to be on the same level as his
piano concerto. In this concerto,
however Schumann explores
most, if not all, of the possibilities that . the cello, as a
solo instrument, has to offer.
This column will be used to
review one or two albums of
classical music each week, some
of which will be new releases. In
addition, I will feature articles
on musical events and the people
connected with them, in and
around Windsor during the upcoming season.
The Windsor Symphony will
soon be celebrating its 30th
anniversary . In addition to the
Sunday afternoon subscription
series concerts and the Young
People's Concerts on Saturday
mornings, the / Symphony has a
string quartet that will perform
in libraries, schools and community centres . In this way,
more members of the community fnay be involved with the
Symphony, simply by bringing
the music to the people .
The concert season opens on
Sunday, October 30 and features
Ingemar Korjus, a bass-baritone
from the Operatic stage.
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No Shakespeare

Comedy dominate~ Player's new season
dent organization to an important voice for Theatre in the
.whole comm_unity. With the patInterested in Live Theatre?
ience and talents of the faculty
Well, come and join the submembers from the School of
scribers list for the University
Dram atic Art, production upon
Players .
production has received critical
Better yet . Why not joi n the
acclaim. Just last ye ar The
University Players yourself? All
Lion in Winter and Indians
students can audition for the ·· - were greeted with enthusiastic
plays .
approval.
•
The Players is a non-profit ,
This year the character of the
university-funded
group that
season is one of diversity and
over its eighteen year history has
challenge.
developed from a fledgling stu~
For the jocks, The Changirig
By DAVID PACKER
School of Dramatic Art

Cummings is co~ing

__

One of Canada's rock-and- his appearance at the CNE
roll pioneers is coming to Grandstand in Toronto.
Windsor just in time for OrienThe concert will take place
tation fes 1vities.
at St. Clair 's Griffin Hollow
Burton Cummings will be Amphitheatre.
It will be the
appearing at St. Clair College first concert in the amphion Thursday, September 15, theatre in several years.
at 7 : 30 p.m.. It will be his
Also on the bill are the Lavfirst appearance
in Windsor
ender Hill Mob, and Jackson
as a solo artist, although he has
Hawke ; whose album Forever
appeared at St. Clair with his
featured
the hits Into the
band The Guess Who, before
Mystic and She's the One.
they split up two years ago.
Tickets are seven dollars in
The Guess Who put Canaadva nce, and are available at
dian rock on the charts worldSam the Record Man, Shoppers
wide for years, producing hit
after hit and 13 albums. Cum- ' Record and Tape Mart, and the
St. Clair College bookstore. Ticmings, who wrote most of the
band 's material and sang all kets at the gate are $8.00.
Due to the conflict of this
the songs, is now recording for
concert with SAC's Orientation
..,,it ..Records, , a prestigious
,......
P
.,....m
9
Wee.k, . the .c_o_!}fCft cannBt. be
· lab . at CJ3S~ec s;-ef's-. '
.C
'.
',
, ·•. neaVliy ia""O'te · ·n arrip ·
Cir ming l'ias re ea e · t
Student radio station CJAM
~solQ . albums,
and established
0
himself w 'th such hits as Stand
will broadcast a special Burton
Tall and I'm Scared. He comes
Cummings program Wednesday,
to Windsor fresh from an enSeptember 14, the night be¥agement in London, following
fore the concei:.t, at 9 :05 p.m.
~

Room is a realistic view of a
dressing room, before, during
and after the game. The relationships of coaches, players and
owner are examined October 28,
29, 30 and November 1-5.
For the swinging couples of
the seventies, How The Other
Half Loves, a wacky modern
comedy about illicit affairs among friends, plays November
25,26,27,29,30, December 1-3.
Edward Bond's searing social
comedy, The Sea is offered
January 20, 21, 22, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28 . Friday, February
20 through Saturday February
28, except Monday .

And for those who love the
nostalgia of the Gay Nineties,
opening Februa .ry 24 and running every day, ,except the 27th ,
until March 4, is a hilario us
Victorian melodrama , complete
with mustachioed villain and
innocent heroine, called Dirty
Work At The Crossroads.
The final show of the season, March 31, April 1, 2, 4-8,
has not been selected as it is .
traditionally, the presentation of
the graduating class in the
Bachelor of Pine Art program.
Special student subscriptions
for only $12 .00 for the entire

season are available now . Regular subscriptions are $14 .00.
Phone 25 3-4565 or mail a
subscription form from one of
the brochures you'll find scattered around campus. Subscriptions are available unt il Nov. 5.
The box office will be open
for regular sales on October 24.
Auditions

for the first play

The Changing Room will be held

in early September. There will
be notices on the bulletin
boards, and interest~d students
can phone the School of Dramatic Art at Ext. 146.

Students can save money
by buying welcome passes
You've got to spend ·money
to save money.
That's the philosophy behind
SAC's Welcome Pass, which is
being sold to students this week
and next to save them money
on Orientation 77 events.
For the price of $5 .00,
the pass offers free admission
to most of SAC's Orientation
events, as well as to other
SAC-sponsored events throughout the coming year.
The pass even includes free
admission to the pub on September 15, 16 and 17, allowing~ holders to
_,,,UStia:r ¥ htrr sda .
fee of 75 cents.
There are only two special
events sponsored by SAC this
year which will not be free with
the Welcome Pass : The Rondeau

THURS.SEPTEMBERIS,AT
7:30PM

Booze -A-Trail, wJ\ich wraps up
the orientation schedule, and the
Booze -A-Hay -Ride, planned for
this fall. This pass will entitle
the owner to a discount, however.

The passes may be obtai ned
from a SAC booth just outside
St. Denis Hall during Registration Week, or by the University
Centre reception desk during Orientation Week. Be prepared to
present yo ur student number.
In, November, two lucky
Not only do passholders
passholders will each win a trip
receive free admissio n to most
to Hawaii during Slack Week
events , but they also get first
rights entrance privileges. How(Feb . 11 to 18). Hotel accommodation and plane fare are
ever, since all events have/
included in the trip, which
limited seating, the passes are
SAC Special Events Commivalid only where room is availssioner Gino Piazza feels will
able.
make the pass even more attrac- Scheduled costs of the Or-~tiv:e · s year · · 00 asses we e,. i,entat:ion e .en· Si -al'e.. as llow ,
· Wit: . h.e de me .P ss, all are• so1d. i?iazza
pes to ell mor
this year.
free except Rondeau .
Selling more Welcome Passes SAC Talent Show : 50 cents
~an not only make Orientation
Casino Night : $1.00
financially successful, according
Las Vegas Show , $1.00
Thursday Night at the Mov\es:
to Piazza, ·but it can also provide
SAC with more funds for special
$2 .00 for each set, or $5 .00
events. :,pecial events include
for all three ,
such SAC-sponsored activities as
Dance ight: $1.00
concerts, films , lectures (Piazza
Folk Festival , $1.00
brought in Vincent Bugliosi last
Rondeau Booze-A-Trail : $8.00
year) , and dances.
With Welcome Pass, $4.00

I

Bach One Music Productions
r

•
PRESENTS
1n concert

We'Wlptre:
"1

C

3
3

Adv. Tickets Are $7 .00 at

Sam the Record Man
Shoppers Record & Tape Mart
The St . Clair College Bookstore

$8 .00 AT THE DOOR

in the St. Clair, College AMPHITHEATRE
also appearing LAVENDER HILL MOB

,

I
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Sports

Re~reational Swimming
T he fall session may be start -'
ing, but y ou can sf.ill unwind by
going fo r a swim , all year .round .
Th e un iversity pool at th e
Human Kinetics Bu ilding will be
open for free swimm ing from
12 noon to 1:30 p.m . and 7
to 10 p.m . on w11:
ekdays . Swim
Saturda y from 12 :30 to 3:30
or 6 : 30 t o 9 : 30 , or all after noon Sunday, from 1 p .m. to
7 p.m .. Locks, lockers , showers
and saun as are available. Be prepar ed with your student card .
For thos e on the other side
of tow n , the YMCA at 5 11
Pelissier Street offers public
swimmi ng every day, but there
is a SO cent cha rge. Public swimming hours Mond ay through
Thursday are ·6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
and 8 p.m. to 9 p .m.. Friday
nights you can swim from 6 :30
to 7 :30 or 8 :30 till 10.
Saturday hours are 11 : 30
to 1 :30 and 6 p .m. to 8 p.m ..
Sundays yo u · can swim from
12 :30 till 4: 30. Not all ~e
groups are permitted at all t imes ;
call 25 8-YMCA for details.

Participate!
Details of this year's inte rcoJ-

Canadians Improve
at student games
Canada finis hed seventh overof Canad a's medals were won by
all and fifth in tot al medals at
the swim team.
t he 1977 World Stud ent Games
The highly -regarded men's
in Sofi a, Bulgaria ; last month .
basketball t eam won six- games
The team com petit ion was
and lost two , fin ishing four th ,
won by the Soviet Union, with
as it did in 1973. T he wom en's
the Unit ed St ates a dista nt sec·
basketb all team finished sixth
0~ .
J
as a result o f a 56-5 4 loss to the
T he 83 -coun t ry !Ourname nt ,
Chin ese team .
which ended Augus t 2 7, at·
The swi.rri team piled up 13
tra cted about 15,000 studen f med
als, and cam e close to two
athl etes . Canada sent 190 athmore
in th e final day when two .
let es to compet e in nine spor ts,
relay teams finished fourth . Acand emerged with four gold ,
cording . to The Globe and~ Mail,
six silver and five bronze medals .
swim
coach Paul Savage of
At the last Universiade, held
Simo n Fraser Univers ity had
in Moscow in 1973, · Canada
been counting on 10 medals
finished eleventh of 71 com petfrom
the swim team .
ing countries.
In Sofia , f anet Nutter of
Savage said that alt.hough he
Winnipeg won a bronze in
tho ught the emphasis in Candiving, and Debbie Brill of
ada on athletic participatio n was
British Columbia won a silver
fine, there should be more
medal in the high ju l!lP· The rest
emph asis on winni ng.

Enjoy a friend ly g11.
me of water polo at the pool

Sports Shorts
Interested in Lancerette (girls) track and field this season? Contact Dr. M. A. Salter at extension 568, or Professor Kimmerle at
773 .

·iegiate and intram~ rall _sports
unava11ab e as we
Programs were
·
•
1,..

*

The Ontario Universities Ath letic Assoc iation (OUAA) has
.
.
.
.
h
transferred its J!Ubltc relation § off1c~ from Water 1e>~ _.!:,o th e A~ •
9 5e'""-'lr ic Geri e·· niversity of-Gue p . -·~~IN;-~",
~ent to • ~res.s.~tl ~ ever ~'-'"
:· ·;,
interested m trymg 9ut for mter '
collegiate Lancer and Lancerette
The U. of T. Blues and the Western Mustangs , two of the Lansports,
especially basketball,
cers ' foremost league rivals, met in an exhibition game Frid ay in
Toronto to help commemorate 100 years of college football.
golf, judq, tennis , track and
1h
k
d L
volleyball, are urged to conAlso last Friday , Waterloo, McMaster, Gue p , Yor an
aurtact Human Kinetics as opening meetings for these sports are
usually held very early in the
schoo l year.
Other extra mu ral sports, such
as cur ling, fencing, hocke y ,
wr estling , swimming , diving and
synchr 9 nized swimming, are organized lat er this month or in
Oct ober . Water polo , table t ennis and p ing-pong are a few of
th e spor ts that may be carr ied
on ext ram urally if ther e is a
demand .
Intramur al count erpart s of
most of th ese sports will also
be going on all year. The women' s pro grams tr aditi onally
take place Tuesd ay n ights , whi le
the men's seasons run on and on .
F lag footba ll, soccer and lob-•.
ball tra dit ionally start very early
'
in September. Fi nd a team or
start yo ur own .
Watch The Lance for more
deta ils o n start ing times and
loca t ion s for the variou s sports .
If you would like your sport
or team covere d in The . Lance,
a I
or wo uld like to bec ome an intercolle giate or intramur al sports
repor ter, call us at Exte nsion
15 3.

Sports Shorts_

ier all played in a special rou nd-robin tournament in Hamilton to
prepare for the upcoming fo otball season . That mea ns every West·
ern Sect ion team except the Lan cers has ~me game experience
under its belt prior to the seasdn openers this Saturd .ay.
ff
L .
•· 1
Be,.s~ es swimming , the Windsor YMCA o. ers aduJt p1L
ys1ca
-~ aITIS'
;l.nd lsi.nes o pragrams for men an
omen.
Also, less strenuous clubs ,· activities and adult interest classes. Call
258 -YMCA.

·e u cat 1061,

4

Windsor U. needs cheerleaders ! Both sexes wanted ; uni form s
supplied . Contact Rob Whitenect at SAC.

Your
OnCampus
Travel
Service

ITL( ( :I\

tr-ave l
\~1~, ,ic.e
limit .e d

• AIRLINE TICKETS AT
AIRPORT PRICE
• CHARTER FLIGHTS
• VACATION PACKAGES
• HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
• STEAMSHIP BOOKINGS
• RAIL TRANSPORTATION
• CAR RENTAL

-·

UNIVER
SITY OF WINDSOR
. BOOl<STORE

NEEDE
D:
SportsWriters
_Still
Needed
Contact lance ·Office;
Ext. 153

9: 00 a.m.

4: 30 p.m ; Daily Monda y thru Friday
CALL MARY OR E_
LAINE

258-3802- 253-4232 ·ext. 691

'

r

,,
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New line-up for Lancers
...

\

..

.

By RICK SPENCE
It'll be a brand new Lancer
football team the fans will see
out on the field this Saturday,
Septem~er 10 , in the season
opener against Guelph.
The powerful Lancer dyna sty, which suffered only one
regular-season loss in the last
two seasons, is gone. Many of
the long-time stars and allstars of last year's team, including quarterback 'Ed Skow neski, have left the un iversity
or played out their maximum
five years of college footbal l.
"This year 's turnover is about
the heaviest we 've ever had,"
says head_ coach Gino Fracas.
"Almost our complete offensive
line is gone ." Time has also
hurt the defense.
Last year's Lancers finished
tied with the U. of T. Blues for
first place in the Western Section of the Ontario-Quebec
Intercollegiate Football .Conference (0-QIFC) . The Lancers
bowed out in the first playoff
round to the University of
Western
Ontario
Mustangs,
whom the Lancers had previously beaten , in the regular
season, 2 5-9.
The Mustangs, of course,
went on to win the national
championship ,
Sixty hopefuls came out to
the Lancer camp this year,
which began August 24. Fol lowing the Labour Day weekend scrimmage session, Fracas
exp ct to have the team par ed dow n to the 45 -man squad
that will form the 1977 Lancers. The process , however, was
made a bit complicated by
several players who said they
would no be able to show up
at camp until the Labour Day
weekend. Fracas said last week

Coach Fracas (second from right) working out with the Lancers .

that he would accept the newcomers , but that obviously they
would be at a disadvantage for
a spot .on the team .
· Th.ere are only three returnees from last year 's starting
offensive line. Centre Dave Rushiso'n, all-star left guard Peter
Rudakas , and tight end Roger
Adams will be the veterans in
this year 's line.
"We've got a lot of good replacements, " says Fracas of his
offensive line. "But I think .
that 's our question mark right
there. "
There are four candidates
for quarterbac . Scott Mallender backed up Skowneski last
year, and saw limited action ,'
usually in the secon d half after Skowneski had put the
team ahead to stay. Mallender
was no pushover, however, when

he got into the games.
Other contenders are Frank
Subat, who played for the
struggling York Yeomen two
years ago, Steve Zack, who had
in high
all-city recognition
school, and Bob Parr, from General Amherst.
Injuries have hurt the Lancers in some spots. Bob Bridgeman may be back with the Lancers later this season, following an accident, but outstanding running back Dave Stievano
is out for good following an
injury last year.
Candidates for running back
include Craig Mallender Scott's
brother), Renato Pessot, and
sometime-linebacker
Dan Dupuis . Fracas calls them all "fine
candidates ."
Greg Bridgeman, Chris Owen,
and Bruce Young _ are all bid-

ding for the wingback pos1t1on
vacated by Larry Sandre. Prime
candidates for other starting
positions include Lance Bullock
and Jim Conuzzi as ends , Larry
and Gary Lehew as guard and
tackle respectively , and another
brother act, Randy and Scott
E sery, as guard and split end.
" It looks like a real good
defense this year, " says Fracas .
Returnees include Randy Essery
and Chris Kolenolos as defensive ends, Phil Lynn as a tackle,
and Dan Dupuis . All three defesnive backs from last year '
have gone, but Fracas identifies six good cancfidates including Jim Cimba, formerly of
Western.
"With six back from last
year, and one import, it looks
like a pretty good unit," says
Fracas.

The coaching staff should be
able to provide the experience
the Lancers may lack. Assisting
Fracas for years has been Morgan -Clark, and this year there
are also three five-year Lancer
veterans. Don Hollerhead, the
defensive backfield coach , was
an all-star four times. Gary
l-towell, an all-Canadian linebacke r, coaches the offensive
line and linebackers. Greg Wood ,
who works with the defensive
back s, was one of the very last
cuts from the Ottawa Roug h
Rid ers this year.
Fracas notes that, although
Lancers were ranked number
five in the country at the end of
last ,season, league rivals Western, Toronto and Laurier were
ranked in the top four . "So we
have a challenge ahead of us ..
We're in a very tough league,"
says Fracas . Western has threequarters of last year 's team
back, along with imports, so
Fracas believes they'll be the
team to beat.
"I have high hopes for our
team. They 'll get tougher and
tougher as we go along ." Fracas
says that this year , the running
game, which was subordinate
to passing last year , will be
emphasized equally. " I think
something will start to show in
the next three weeks ," predicts Fracas. "Time will tell. "
LANCER LINES : Game time
Saturday at 2 p.m .. . . . . .
Where are they now? Dave
Pickett, controversial superstar
two years ago, is helping ut the
Yeomen at York . . . From
last year's team, Dave Pegg
was placekicking for Hamilton
Tigercats until he was cut last
month, and Ed Skowneski is
teaching in Detroit.

1977 ·Lancer Football

-

Saturday, September 10
Saturday, September 17
Saturday, September 24
Saturday, October 1
Saturday, October 8
Saturday, Octo ber 15
Saturday, October 22
Saturday, October 29
Saturday , Novemb er 5
Saturday, November 12
Saturday, November 19

GUELPH
at Waterloo
YORK
at Toronto
LAURIER
at Western
at McMaster
PLAYOFFS
PLAYOFFS
FOREST CITY BOWL
COLLEGE BOWL

All home games at the University of Windsor South Campus com mencing at 2 :00 p.m ..
After Dayl ight Saving Time, games will commence at 1 :00 p .m ..

Where is our spirit?
Is there any team spirit at
Windsor?
That 's what football coach ·
Gino Fracas is wonder ing. He
would like to see cheerleaders
and a pep band out at the football games, to rouse the crowd
and urge the team on. " We
u~ed to have them , years ago."
Bands and cheerleaders, he
says, "add a little color to the
game, a little rah-rah. That 's
wha t college football is all
about. "
Fracas has a record made
some years ago of a "University of Windsor Fight Song,"
but he admits that few people

know it exists . Many other
universities have cheerleaders,
fight songs, and pep bands to
boost spirits during home and
even away games.
"They make it an enfoyabt"e
Saturday afternoon," he says.
The Stud ents' Administrative
Cou ncil took charge of cheerleaders years ago, and enthusiasm waned, although SAC
President Gary Wells would like
to see cheerleading come back.
He has made tentative arrangements for new uniforms through
the Home Economics Department, but he needs bodies to
fill them.
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Hair Styling
by Appointment

YOURCA
PUS HAIR STYLISTS
2

-2

·

2846 University Ave.; W.
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How the drug plan works
time student at the U. of W.,
By BOB SKUSE
and it is ren ewable each year
Effec t ive at 12 :01 on Septhereaft er. Coverage is for a
tembe r 15 , 1977 , the Students '
Admin istrative Counc il will rei- . twelve month period and con tinues through th ose short sum:,1burse all students who find it
mer mo nth s when m ost students
necessary to rely on drug s to
find it necessary t o work in
.u rvive the da ily rigors of camorder to return in the fall . Grad pus life. T he SAC will also pay
uate and part-t ime students may
the benefici ary o f a stu de nt who
enroll in the plan by stopping
finds accidenta l death or disint o t he SAC offic e and paying
memberment the only way out
th e $2 7. 50 fee.
of a paper or test, u p t o $2,0 00.
Wh at does the plan cover?
Sou nd good? It is. AC has
Any drug authorized by a licente red into a con t ract wit h the
enced ph ysician will be reimZu rich Life Insuran ce Compan y
bursed in full m inus a 35 cent
for the coverage of pre~cripdeductable charge per prescription drugs and accid ent al death
' on . Th is is a great saving for
or dism em berm ent for all s tho se stu dents who require the
de nts who pay th
n ed
re lar use of such medica tions
SAC activity
ee of $27.50 .
as insulin, anti-asthm ati cs or cheHow do y ou k o~ if you are
mot rapy .· Contr aceptive drug s
one of t he luck ti. es covCHd
e reimburs ed to th e stu under th is plan ? ~if y ou ~
r 75% of their cost . The
a full time unde rio uate st8",;, deJi
pl~
so covers services and
1od Educ asupplie performed or supplied
tion , you are auto
t~lly co~
itatio ns set down in
ered when you
g$ er for:;t: within
the insu nee pamphlet available
classes with the Univ s~. Your
th e S C office on the seccoverage continues
s :Bing as
you remain registere as a full

w\i

tre. Every student should have
rece ived one in th e ma il prior to
registr ation, but in the event
that you did not receive one or
have lost 1t, they w1H be available t o you t hrougho u t the year .
In the case of accidental death
or dismemberment , th e bene ficiary of the st udent will receive
up to $2,000, depending on the
type of acc ident and the extent of t he loss . Th is is also
fully explained in the brochur e.
How do yo u file a claim?
Th e SAC, inder th e directi on
of Bruce Hanna h, will hand le
claims in the SAC offi ce Monday through Frida y fro m 8 :30
to 4 : 30. Jus t stop in and pick
up a claim fo rm and if yo u have
any quest ion s, check with Bruce
to insur e pr oper fili ng. When
you have filled ou t the form just
leave it with SAC and it will be
han dled from th ere. The claim
must be filed within 180 days of
the purchase of a drug or the
occurrance of an accident in order to be reimbursed. In an
interview with Hannah , who is

the Commiss ioner of Ancillary
Services, he stre ssed the importance of checking with him if
you have any question regard ing the eligibility of a claim .
" I want the stud ents to realize
that I run an open office and I
welcome their inqu iries and comments ." Hannah said the insurance policy "will only op erate smoothly with the fu ll cooperation o f the student body.
St ud ents can avoid unnec essary
delay s in the proc essing of
claims if t hey check wit h me
befo re the y file a questiona ble
claim ." It is imperative tha t you
keep all yo ur receipts as no reimbu rsement can be made without on e. Usually wit hin 10 days
of filing a claim, a reimburseme nt chequ e will be issued and
can be picked up in the SAC
office, during regular office
hours.
Sound simple? It is. Any
questions . con cern ing coverage,
eligibility, or procedure can be
handled by calling Ext. 326.

Casino a success

despi te alarm
,
Revenue fro m gate receipt s
and from t he sale of play money
totalled over $1,700 , which far
exceeded the expectations of th e
SAC organizers . Over nine hundred people filled Ambassador
Audiror ium . o~ of them w re
male, many were non-studen ts;
no one will ever know how
m any came to sec the bunnies,
and ho w man y came jus t to gamble.
As a result of the casino,
Piazza was able to say "Even
now we 're close to making a
profit on Orientation " , after
only thrc:e days of events . Once
the Orient at ion bills have been
added up , Volunt eer Services
will receive part of the profit
from Casino Night .
Publi city for Casino Night
;;;! built up all week , following an
0
C) article Saturday in the Windsor .
a- Star and reports
on various
; radio stations . The Star article
;: had a picture of Piazza surg' ro unded by the bunnies , an d
~ featured an interview with Dean
of Women, Evelyn McLean, ob jecting to what she had called

By RICK SPENCE
Tue~ay's Casino Night was a
finan cial success despite the avowed opposition to SAC Spec- .
ial Events Commissioner Gino
Piazza's .six Pla,_yboy bunnies,
trouble at customs and a false
fi re alarm which emp t ied th e
r Jniversity Centre.

Wind sor fir eman o n du ty.

Student gamblers lay t heir play money on the ta b le.
a "sexist gesture " and an " anti ~
feminine attitude " on the part
of the Orientation organizer~.
In June , Miss McLean wrote
to the SAC Board of Director s,
who had approved Piazza's plans
for Casino Night , expressing con cern about their " lack of concern fo r the majority of our
stu de nts ' interests" and abo ut

the bunn ies be ing imported from
Detroit , "when there are so
many equall y qualified Canad ian
women ."
Piazza ha d intended to pay
the bunnies $5 0 each for the ir
services Tue sday night , but when
Canada Customs heard about
Cont'd on Page 3

Ministry hedges on student assistance
By BRENDA McLISTER
A new Ontario student grant
program will be introd uced in
the 1978-79 school year. The
program emphasizes stricter controls and more money for students from low income families.
Last month the Ontario Minister of Colleges and Universities,
Harry Parron, outlined the p rinciples of the new program:

every stud ent must contribute to
the cost of his or her education;
the provincial grant progr am will
have "stric te r criteri a" than the
Canada Student
Loan Plan ;
th e amoun t of grant a stude nt is
elligible for will dep end on his
family income; students and
the ir fam ilies may be asked t o
provide access t o income tax

records to verify financial informati on; part -tim e stude nt s
can appl y for grants ; and, after
the first ye ar, a new appeal
process i nvolving public participation will be establ ished.
Parrott adopt ed t hese policies
from recommendations submitted by t he Int erim Adv isory
Committee on Student Assistance in its report last Janu ary .
The Commit t ee also recommended that Ontario replace
OSAP and the Canada Student
Loans Plan with an "Optional
Loan and Need-Tested Grant
Program." This was rejected because it would be to o costl y .
The Ministry also rejected several other recommendations : a
oposal that parents ' income
should not be considered wh en
assessing a student's eligibiliry

for a loan, and that financial
assistanc e be made available for
an unl imite d amo u nt of time.
In a press release from the
\1.inistry , Dr . Parrot t said , "We
:iave to conse rve public fu nds
by enco ur aging st ude nts to complete thei r studies as quickly as
possible. Therefore we intend to
cu t off grant eligibility aft er a
certain number of years, yet to
be determined. "
The exact terms of the new
Student Assistance Program have
not yet been made public. The
executive of the Association of
Stud ent Awards of Ontario have
more information, but they are
nor allowed to tell.
The Universit y of Windsor:s
Awards Officer , Marie Renaud
has no additional information,

through no fault of her own.
" I'm absolutely in the dark,"
she says "All I know is what was
in the press release." She said
she did not receive th e press
release until more t han a week
after she read about the program in The Globe and Mail.
"We [ at the Awards Office]
have gone on record as saying
that we resent b eing so ill informed .''
There is to be a general meeting of Awa rds officers in late
October. After that time, more
information about the program
should be made available.
SAC President Gary Wells
was in Toronto last month for
.the Ministry's announceme nt of
the new program. He told a reporter the announcement was
"garbage. "

·,
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THE STUDENTS' ADMI NISTRA TIVE COUNC IL, UNIVE RSITY OF WIN DSO R
Cons ii Admin istratif Des Elu d ients, Universite De Windsor
STUDENT M EDIA, UNIVERSITY OF WI N DSO R
Moyenne s De Communications Des Etudients , Universite De Wi ndsor
REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEMEN TS
APRIL 30, 1977
BALAIICE
SHEET
AS AT AP!lll.

30, 1m
LIABil.ITIES

Current

uae t a

$

Ca1b

$

2 ,o81

Current
llabili
Bank loans

888

Trade ac count , re ceiv able (l e aa
allowan ce for doub ttul ac coun t a

t iea

Account s p~able
trade
Account• payable 1h11ve r ai ty ot Windsor

4, 542
925
6, 543

o f *225 ; 1976 • $4 ,347)

oth er rece1 vable a
Advance, to The Call ery
Gran t r eceiv able from. The Gallery
Prepa id expe n1ea

A.~D MEMB
ERS' llt:l'ICIT

6ol

6,440
16,366

IA11 accuaulated

2,8o4
6, 392
33,366
67,526
36, 149

66, 927
28,304

31,379

38,623

$ 46,071

$ 52,281

2,16o

DlterNd

depreciation

3, 230

3,176

1,779
440

$ 61 ,780

$ 68 ,738

7 ,472
6,439
16,77 6
1,859
2, 8o4
6 ,o65
32, 98li

Office equ ip aen t
· G&l.lery lounge equi pment

200

1,019
6, 539

deduc tions
Salu tu li ab ili t y
$

Pixed uae t a - at coat

Photographic equlp,oent
rua and aovte equi-nt

$ 63,090

10,666

Amounta ov i ng Liquor Servic es
Accrue d vag ea and payroll

$ 14,692
Prin t--ing eq ui pment
Broad cu t ing eq pmeot

$ 40, 380

Deterred

income - yea r book

808

Membera ' deficit
Deficit

15,709

17,265

6,186

yearbook coat.

Approved

on Behalf

~

$ 52,281

of The Council

?721d

~ ~':-:(-72
Gary W.\1•, President
SZADtPt orm

-

$ 46,071

llRl(IJIJ8

.. . .. . .
Ernie

Petra•ovic

;,

,' Tr• .. urer

IIOTIS TO PDWICIAL STAT!Mlllfl'S

'

roR TIIE PIRIODDI&D APRil, 30, 1m

WI

~

Fee• 1"roa 1-"iver&-ity of Windaor
Adverthinc
aalea
Grant - operation
of The G&llery
*-nt
fee - The Gallery
Operation of Liquor Servtceo
Subocrlptiom
- Lance
Subocripttocuo - Studut
llirectory
s•acr1pt1oa.1
- Aabuaador Yearbook
Penaioa plan reiaburaeaent

*151, 169
21,5 54
16,332
12,000
8,434

,143,152
15,940
13,093
12,000

270

246
313
3,350

Nl.acellaneo\~

~

l.

Direct

c9ate

'

'

.

......

.,

Depreciation

e.xpenae

kt

tor

earnlnc•

the year

1n the Agreeaent.

Suaar,: of significant

&ecountiy;

policiu

Deprec i ation

1.6
9,947

'

'

66,~·34

145,091

123,61 3

69,387

75,221
41,717
13,702

15,972
4,486

130,640

89,845

4,824
225

166
4, 591

Tllf equj-qt
,u ~.,- ,,.1,..t •t coot ¥ H acc~ted
d41~1at~.
Do,-J.
'ioli la provilH di,' ;.' d:.!~W,ig 'l>Uanee 1>u1o ; . lnc1"4e4 :lo the t.p..t ·~
Ntciation
charge tor the year of $7,845 1a u, aaount ot $~,3():! vbicb perta i n•
td- the equ1-nt
and fllrniture
uoed 1n The Gallery .

·

Included in the 1m revenue 1a a gru,t of $16,332 arioing froa
operatioao
of The Gallery for the 7ear ended April 30, "1.976. The gru,t
arhina rr- the April 30, 1977 operation•
baa not been authorized
by the
th1ver1ity
or Windaor and ac cord i ngly ha.a not been ref.le cted in the
tinanci&l
1tate•nt1.

1m

'l'he Students'
A4ainbtrative
b7 Liquor Serv1ceo.
The 1m
Service• i n the elgbt

incurred

Othe r expenaea and (1ncoae)
to prior year
Expenaea attributed
lied debt
Rencivationa and i aprove•nta
to
The Gallery
Gain on diapoaa.l of f i xed aueta

de pre ci ati on expense

...

can be teraina i' ed by the Univer1it7 of Windaor, aubJect
Adainiatratlve
Council's 'toap l iance to the condit i ons detailed

The AgreeMnta

to the Stud.eat•'

1,8 53

71,558

Operatina and' adainiotrative
coeto
General an4 a4ainlatrative
Student aft"&ir• and organ i za t ion,
Other activitiea
and ape ci a.l eve.nta

before

,

The Gallery and Liq uor Servic es are operated by tbe Student• '
Adain1atratlve
Council, \mder an operating Agreeaent vith the tl:dveraity
of
Wi.Dbo:r . Both tacU1t i e1 are llcenced. by the Liquor Control Bo&rd ot Ontario.
The Ucencea are in the naae ot the uni ..vera i ty of Windaor.

2.

.

216,64 9

..,

hl>Hc•ttc1111· and cOlalWlicatiooo coato

llet earning•

86 :
2,382
1,2511

Oper11t1.nt !f!!!!!Dtl

'

l)ew.r:nae•

earned by Liquor

Council uatae
all profit,
and lo1ae1
report in cludeo revenue of $8,lo34
aontho ended April 30, 1m .

3- ~
392
~)

Det ail•
tollova :

are u

5, o49

4,438

$ 9,402

$ 29, 330

7 , 845

9 ,656

$ 1, 557

$ 19,674

of the deaand bank lo ans outa t aDd.i ng at Apr il

~

Interest

$16,000

Rate

30,

1m

Secu ri t y

9 3/ 41,

Letter ot Di r ection co vering the
act i vi t y tee grant pe.yable by th e
Univer 1it7 to the Counci l due
February 15, 1978.

1, 380

9 3/41,

Regi.stered Gene ral As1 igruaent ot
book debt a and a ch atte l mortgace
on a. compuaraphic pho to c~ po•e r .

23,000

9 3/ 41,

Lette r of Direc ti on cov er ing t he
act i vit y fee grant pqable
by the
Univer s i ty to th e Council due
October 15, 1m .

STATEMEJITOF MDIIIERS• !EP IC IT
FOR THE YEAREllllED APRIL 30 , 1m

$40,380

!211
Ba1anc e , b eg i nning of ye ar

$ 17,266

Ne t earn i ngs fo r the year
Bal.ance , end of ye ar

1,557

19,67 4

$ 15 ,709

$ 17 , 266

TOUCHE

ROSS & CO.
200 BAN lt O F C O MM ERC ~ BU ll Ot NG
10 0 OUE~LETT E AVE N UE .
W1N0S0R , O NTA R IO N9A 8T3
(519) 258 • 200 4

The Students'

Adnliniatrative
Council,
Uni ve rai ty or Windaor
Consei l Adndnistratir
des Etudienta
Universite
de Windso r

STATEMENTOF CJIA1'GBSIN FINAIICIAL POSIT!al
FOR THE YEARENDEDAPIIIl, 30, 1m

tunds
Free ope r ati ons
Net earnings tor the ye a r
Amounts charged (credited)
againat
i ncome but not requiring
an outl ay
o f f'unde
Depreci at io n
Depreci a tion adjustment related
to a.saet disposal

!:111.

~

1, 557

$ 19,674

Studen t Media, Univeraity
of Windso r
M:>y
eones de Coftllllunications des Etudienta
Unive r aite de Windsor

SOu.rce o t

Decrease

in def er red costs

Dispos al of f ixed assets

We have exBJ11ined the balance
$

7,845

furchue

9,656
(1,045)

9,402

28,285

6,186

1,238

584

examina tion

of Nxed u ae ta

808

2, 185

1,186

15,379

1, 9911

17 , 564

Increase

in vo r king capi tai

14,178

11,959

Oet'ic1t,

begiMing

61,266

73,225

Deficit,

end or year

$ •7,o88

$ 61,266

of yeu

changes

in financial

v aa made in accordance

position

vith

such tests

Administrative

and the statements

or net earnings ,

fo r the year the n ended.

generally

acc epted

and othe r procedures

auditing

Our

s tand a rd.a ,

as we co nsidered

neceasa.ry

in the circwnstances.
In our opinion,
of the Council

of 1ta operations
in accordance

-reve nue

and

and according ly included

position

29,523

shee t or the Stude nts'

30, 1m

and Stude nt Media a5 at April

members deficit

16,17 2
Applica t ion of f"und.a
Dec rea.se in deferred

Council

these

and Student

a.nd changes

Vith generally

con sis t en t wit h that

financi al statements

1n its

accepted

present

Media a.a at April
finan ci al position
accounting

the f1na.nc:ial

30, 1977 and the resu lts
for the year then ende d,

principles

applied

on a basis

o f t he pr ecedi ng year.

The pr ior ye ars compara t ive f i gure s ve r e- repcrted

Windsor, Ontario
Jul y 26, 1"77

fairly

on by other

Charte r ed AccoW'lt ants

auditor a .
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SACAssures CJA:M Funds.By RICK SPENCE
could be' available , as: the uniTh e new year's first SAC
.vers1ty 1s on aqother foncf-raismg
;meet;ing, held last Friday, turncampaign and doesn't want any
1ed out to be fairly routine , ex'competition should CJAM have ·
cept for a few matters dealing
to..appeal for funds.
with money .
This is a vital yearfor CJAM,
SAC Treasurer Ernie Petraand it needs "ou ncil support
ovic report ed that although
if the license application is to
SAC bas been borrowing mon ey
be approved. To help ensure
based on future income fro m
that SAC-CJAM.relations remain
the university, and although the
smooth, no less than five CJAM
Students' Cou ncil has been in
staffers are voting SAC memdebt since tune immemo rial,
bers. Gary Wells, Don Peppin,
revenue is up so much already
T om Scalzo, Vicki Fenn er and
that some money is being pa id
Andr e Wehbe have all work ed
back. Due to " higher th an norfo r CJAM last year or this year.
·mal revenue from liquor serAncillary Affairs Commisvices" (which provide s drinks at
sioner Bruce Hannah also re. student functions on campus),
and to brisk sales in Welcome
:Passes, SAC is making an " un·precedented" payment of $10, .000 to the bank . Petrasovic
estimated that this early payr.nent could save about $150
· !jn interest.
By JO PAYNE
Special Even~ Commissioner
Unqualified, eager enthusiasm
G·ino Piazza said that ' he had
•was the impression I got when
spent most of his $11,00 .0 budinterviewing Dr. Marie Sander- ·
.iet for Orientation, ~hich . inson about the tri:p she helped
.eluded ' $1,000 for · promotion,
organize to.· 1;1rfar n<Jrth this
-~ut · that the We~come passes
summer ·...,.. an enthusiasm, she
were selling "better than exshared by
claimed mu\::b- Wll:5
pected." ·
.
all who .partfoipated. . ,
To help ·student 'rad10 station
Dr. Sanderson arid D.r. John
CJAM · in its FM quest, ·s.AC
Jacobs of the Department of
· ·approved a ino'tion that co~ncil
Geography co-organized, and
;guarantee funds to the station.
were the ,nain instructors of, a
For a five-yeu period, CJAM
three w~ek, full credit course
will receive a guaranteed $12,at Ftobisher Bay on Baffin
000 per year, . wheth~r: . the
money comes from SAC ,direct- · Island ~ 'the first of its kind by
any Ontario University . . The
1ly or . from a special student
course was .an in.trod ction to
the Arctic environment and covSAC also agreed to pay for
ered · a number of studies and
any cost over-runs, a guarantee
required by the Canadian Radio- · ·interests, ~ ·shown by- the var,iety of 'lecturers . who com •
television and Telecommunica·prised the staf : Dr. Paul Heb-'
·tlons 'commiss ion, whi~his conbert of the Biology Department; '
sidering ; CJAM's . FM license .
Dr
. Philip How&Tth, Department
Although this guarantee could
of
Geography, McMaster Uni,'.cost SAC even more than the
versity ; Dr. Gifford Miller, In. promise~ $12,000, CJAM's FM
stitute of .Arctic an.d Alpine
consultant
C.liff . Wilson ,told
Resea rcli~ ··university .of Colo~.
-.c~uncil '.'I'll g~ out .on a:_{: imb '
rado; visiting government scien-and say there's · no ·re·ason it
tists , and an Inuit · elder, Si- ·
should cost more than this."
monie Alainga.
CJAM al.so hopes for money
The course was designed for
from .the -university tp open
Inuit
and ·non b.gn students as
. new studios on the sec~nd floor
well
as
students from the south.
,of the University Centre . The
Threr were 24 in all; 13 north,station wants $20,000, which
ern and southern whites anci ·
.SAC president ~ary .Wells thinks

ported at the meeting, and he
talked about the dithcultJes of
the new student drug plan,
which he must administer. "It \
going to take three men and a
boy to pick up all the receipts,"
he predicted.
Hannah also said he would
look into having parts of Tec umseh Hall fixed up , saying
that "o ne ·half is a slum." Half
the building has been cleaned
and repainted sin,i:e a small
fire in July, but the far half
now looks even worse. Hannah
says there are even thing s
"gr owing on the ceiling."

Cool Summer .Students

fee. . .

. ,. '

eleven Inuit students . Two other
members were babies carried
through thick and thin by two
Inuit students. They , of course,
received no credit.
The group stayed at an Ukkivik ·(translated from the native
tongue, inuktitut,
to mean
"place where you spend the
winter") resid~nce on the northern sho.re of . Frobisher Bay ..
Much time was spent · in a
wide variety of field activities which cove,ed Arctic terrain, climatic measurements,
flora and .fauna, . oceanic studi~s ~including a tour on a
research ship) and Inuit civilization-.
The course was sponsored by
a private grant and the Depart~
.,._
d N h
. ort ern
.ment of I n d 1," an
Affairs. Scholarships ·.were avail-· •
a~le to ~<,th noqhern and southern applicants.
·
The trip was very rewarding and educational for all.
Dr. Sanderson said the thing
.that 'Yas most striking was that
·24 people ··from different cultures spent three weeks togeth er, learning from each other,
learning -about their environment, and getting along with
each other! Hopefully, courses
such as this will continue suecessfully under Windsor's name.

Attention .·,ub1erlber1: lt~a time once again to
renew .your ·1ub1crlptlon ·10 !he Lance.

. . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . .. . . . . . ..... . . . .. .
ADDRESS. .. . • • . . .. . . . .. .. • • .. . . . . . ... . . .. ...
CITY ........ • • . . . .. . . . . ..- .. .ZONE . ........ .
P,ROVINCE·OR STATE .... . . . .......... . . .. . . . . .
COUNTRY
. . . . ..........
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
NAME ..

•

,.

· Enclosed 11 $.......... for ....... ... sub1crlptlon1 to The
Lance at $7 .50 eac (27 issues).

All Chequ

Payable To:

n Admlnl1tratlv
Uni r It o
Indio
Wind r, -Ontario N
t .u

Prizes Announced
Father Norbcn Ruth, . President of Assumption University,
announced Wednesday that the
following students have been
awarded Assumption University
Prizes based on their work in
the 1976-77 school year.
Miss Jaimie Loaring, second
year science, has. received the
Dr. R.J. Coyle Memorial Prize
in Biology 110, worth $7 5,
and the Or. R.J. Coyle Memorial Prize in Physics 113, worth
$50.
Nancy Chittim, second year
Arts, was awarded the Fr. Louis
·
h
J. Bondy, C.S.B. Prize in Frenc
.
.
,. ,

Counclf ltd.
4

Literature, to a value of $50.
Mark MacKew, . third year
arts, has been awarded the Major H.P. Swan Prize in History.
Second year ans student Margo · Scratch received the Helena •·
M. Coyle B.A. Prize in English
for having obtained the highest
standing in first year English
courses. ·
A public acknowledgement
of these prizes will be made at
the Annual Celebration of the
Patronal Feast of Assumft~or. en
December 8.

···.

Ca.s.-1.no
. . ,z,.o
·m
k,
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.
.
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.
·
the plan and demanded proper
work permits . The bunnies ag·
reed to work for free .
Due to complaints received at
Customs Tuesday, the bunnies
were stopped at the border , and ·
Piazza took two hours to get
them through._ After the wome,n
had arrived about 9 p.m. , Piazza
told them · something else could
happen that night.
"If something happens, it
happens," was the response of
one of the bunnies.
As the bunnies entered · the
auditorium, about 9 p.m., the
crowd " homed in on them like
a bynch of locusts," as one observer put "it ." However, since
the bunnies were . not wearing
their renowned costumes , many
observers were disappointed .
The fire alarm came at 10
p.m ., and confused everyone.
According to Piazza , the volunteers . manning th e games took
good care of the bunn ies, who
did not kno w what was happening . "They mad e the bun-

~

~

Mak

Orientation assistant Bob Gammon piloted SAC's Orange Ex.
_Pressaround the clock last week for the pick-up service.

NoAgeLim

t

"Free Counseling
(No effect on low medical fee)
Free Pregnancy Test
(or $7 at independent lab)
3 Hour Clinic Stay
Medicaid,Blue Cross
Accredited
We strive for high patient
comfort and friendly persona!
attention.

ACM APPROVED
CA.,LL(313) 884-4000
DETROITABORTIONS

.· ·

nies feel ·right at home.''
The · bunnies, along with the
othe .r volunteers and d ie. gam- ,
ble~s. went back to the ,·casino : ·
Gambling stopped at midnight,
and - the bunnies then hosted
the auction for prizes.
"I seriously think it was all
pretty childish, " said one bunny
about the fire .alarm. She
thought the feminists' ·opposi ·
tion to their appearance her<
"wasn't worth all the bother.'
The bunnies emphasized the}
were only waitresses, and hac
nothing to do with the bunnie:
in the magazines . " We do no1
pose in the nµde, " one as·
ser.ted. They all maintained the}
had appeared at many charitable functions, free of charge,
in the last three years. "We
always do thing for a good
cause ," th ey said.
Th e bunnies agreed the y had
never encountered opposition
such as there was in Windsor.
On e bunny suggested that the
Dean of Women " show herself,"
and t hat th e bunnies should
picket th e next femin ist meeting.
Since Detroit's Playboy Club
has closed, the women said
Casino Night was their last
appearance as a group . . "We
agreed to do it for a good cause. ·
We didn't expect a response
like this," said a bunny.
Would Piazza put on a
similar show again? "Y es, " he
said. "I don't think a few dozen letters would stop me f. m
planning an event for th@·
rity of the campus. ".
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Bunnies arepeop/e, too
There are far more importan things to worry about
than Playboy bunnies. Especially on this campus .
To be specific, there is a faculty association which
has bee·n at odds with the administration for over a year,
and which may yet call a strike. Food services have
been cut back, student aid is becoming harder to get,
there are fewer ping-pong tables on campus this year.
The list of concerns is very long.
And· yet there are those who have insisted on making
an issue over Playboy bunnies. And the whole dispute ·
grew so much out of proportion that it now demands .
COfT!ment.
Six bun!lies from Detroit were invited by Gino Piazza
_to be hostesses at Orientation Week's Casino Night. The
rest is history, and well documented at that. Almost
1,000 people crowded into Ambassador Auditorium
Tuesday night, anonymous complaints delayed the
bunnies at the border, a fire alarm · was pulled, and
Volunteer Services will make a lot of money.
A group of militant feminists think the bunnies'
appearance here was demeaning to women. The bunnies · saw their appearance here as a · public service.
For real sexism in action, · the Las Vegas Revue
Show Wednesday was a disgusting example, depicting
women as all body and no brain, and subordinate to
.._ ·iheina.kperformers in almost every way. _ ·

Both Gino Piazza and Dean of Women Evelyn McLean got a lot of publicity out of Casino Night. Piazza
even told the Windsor Star that the success of the
casino was a defeat for the women's libbers; an asinine
and ignorant statement which will only inflame the conflict.
Long before the bunnies came to campus , McLean
denounced the SAC Board of Direcfors (which had
approved Piazza's proposal to bring in bunnies) for its
"anti -feminine attitude."
That turned out to be a mistake. The bunnies from
Detroit were not the pneumatic, airbrushed fantasies
that grace the magazine. They are not anti-feminine.
In fact, they showed only ·the finest qualities we could
ask of any person - male or female.
Before they came to Windsor, they knew .they faced
opposition, and that some sort of incident mig,ht occur . .
They came anyway.
.
They came, despite the fact the Playboy club closed
last month and · they were no longer employed as bunnies, because · they wanted •to honor their agreement with
SAC.

They were delayed two ~ours at the border, where
they suffered the close examination of customs officials who had been warned not to let them into Canada;
They stuck it out.

The bunnies learned they could not earn money here.
They agreed to work for free.
They endured the scrutiny of reporters, photographers, and hundreds of curious gawkers, yet they showed
few signs of impatience or ill will.
When the fire alarm came, the bunnies were separated, confused, and undoubtedly frightened . They suffered through rude and vicious taunts during the alarm,
yet they returned to the auditorium and finished out
the evening.
That's class.
.
All the bl1nnies showed a good deal of grace, loyalty, ·
charity and courage . What finer qualities could we ask
of anyone?
The bunnies proved that individuals simply do not
conform to predetermined stereotypes. Some people
will not recognize that; such as the feminist who said
Wednesday that she didn't have to meet the bunnies
to know what kind of people they were.
For the male chauvinists, who were so disappointed
that the women didn't wear their bunny costumes, for
the feminists who so bitterly opposed these people
they never met, and for Gino Piazza, who exploited
them all, there was a lesson in Tuesday night's occurences.
·.. :;., -

.

,,.,_...)

[. Cornrnent;s

Student movement is still,alive
By LEN WALLACE

Comments have been made
in the last few days that ~is
,year's university students are
much more l~ke those of the ·
"radical" sixties than they have
been for the last four or fiveyears. Well, yes and no .
In the late sixties students
began to question the stodgy
and worn-out conservatism of
the traditional school structure.
With the advent of the war in
Indochina and the accompanying stories of the horrible atro-

cities committed in the name of
"democracy", students began to
criticise the moral basis of
this society. In Canada the
spillover was apparent in the
questioning of Canada's pseudocolonial status to the corporate
monolith south of the border.
The old movement of the
New Left died - as much to the
fact that the establishment elite
had redirected the energies of
students into "safe" channels as
to disorganisation. However, the
questions never died. They just

Jay dormant.
Today 's student movement is
growing and qualitatively different . People are beginning to
ask serious questions about their
place in society and their future.
In this age of mass unemployment, continuous inflation and
cut backs of services, the individual is concluding that society's demands cannot be met
within the existing politicoeconomic framework. Change
must come, not from the top
down, but from the bottom up.

The power structure of society
has to be altered .
The student can now see
his or her position as a part of
society - amongst the power. less. Cynicism and apathy have
been bred over the years because of an honest disgust for
the old political "solutions "
which basically left things standing at the status quo. What
was really needed was a radical
transformation of daily life.
People are beginning to think
for themselves. As far as the

government and its props are
concerned,
that's dangerous.
Nevertheless, it is the basic
questioning of one's role in
society . Once it is realised that
this society is not really what
it is cracked up to be, changes
will come.
It remains to be seen whether or not we have learned
from our past mistakes . But
it's a start - a start originating
with the individual, because we
all know that the individual is
a menace to society.

African group calls for support
These twelve people, all memAn lnt~rnational Campaign
bers of the African National
has been launched to call upon
Congress of South Africa have
South Africa to halt the trial
been spotlighted upon for their
of eleven black men and one
principled resistance against Ap·woman in Pret oria, South Afartheid. In many ways they
rica. These twelve people are
represent the conscience of humcharged under · the terrorism act
anity in its struggle for freedom
for opposing the racist policies
from racial oppression .
·
of apartheid.
Our
feeling
is
that
the
South
Apartheid by nature is violent, as was evidenced by the ' African government will be using
these twelve patriots to set an
massacre of hundreds of schoolexample
and to install fear in
children in Soweto and elsethe people of South Africa
where since June 1976. These
by imposing a life or even a
atrocities are still continuing .
death sentence.
Recently 175 more children
/\'iWY
,1
dia,qs,,. rqr1 ,,,1all
were arrested.

.c;~n

walks of life, including churches,

trade un ions, non-governmental
organizations, political parties,
and members of municipal, provincial and federal levels of
government have joined together
to call for the immediate release of the Pretoria Twelve.
We demand that the Canadian
Government take up this issue
with South African Government
for the release of the Pretoria
Twelve and all political prisoners .
·Saturday, September 17 has
been chosen as a national day
of prote~t to free. the .Pr~toria
Jl!'W:l l :.:i 2 1,, nn o122imr!'o J
f116•ri(l)J

ll!f),'(J

f_

In Windsor a demonstratio n will be held at the
Federal B'uilding on Ouellette
Avenue to show our concern
about the fat~ of the Pretoria
Twelve, and to demand an end
to the apartheid system in South
Africa. This will take place at
Noon Saturday. All those concerned about the inhumane situation in South Africa are urged
to demonstrate on Saturday.
The protest is co-sponsored by
the International Students' Organization, The Canadians Concernc;d about South Africa, the
Windsor Peace Council and the
Twelve.
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Windsor and District , Labour
Council.
Canadians Concerned about
South Africa feels that.· those
who resist and· fight against the
apartheid system are not the
ones who should be on trial,
rather than those who maintain this inhuman, racist system.
A meeting to organize a local
chapter of the Canadians Concerned about Southern Africa
will be held Wednesday night,
September 21 at the International Centre, Cody Hall, University of Windsor at 7 :00 sharp.
Interested individuals are wel-
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Sexist nonsense could have been stopped
By BRENDA McLISTER

At the SAC Board of Directors meeting on June 7th , plans
to import Playboy bunnies for
Casino Night were objected to
by Maryon Overholt , Ext ernal
Affairs Comm issioner ; and Evelr,n McLean, Dean of Women,
as being " sexist". Accord ing to
tj)e minutes of the meeting ,
" After considerab le djscussion,
th e Board exp lained th at · the
Playboy bunnies would not discriminate against women ."
It is comfort ing to hear t hat
bunnies have noth ing against
women . I think, however, that
the Board was trying to get a

different point acr oss: the use of
Playboy bunnies to draw a big
crowd for Casino Night was not
sexist. I would like them to
" explain " it to me . .
Unfortunately for the Board,
objections continued . Special
Events Commission er, Gino .Piazza has had more than three
mon.ths to practic e defending his
pos ition , an~ is now the undis puted king of rationalization . He
told me himself that he is not a
"sexist " . The Playbo y bu nnies,
he"said, are " celebrities" - wh at
oth er celebrity coul d yo u get
for $30 0 (an agreement had
been made earlier th at each

bunny would receive a "gift "
ofSSO) .
How six nameless waitresses
from a private club can rate
as "celebrities " is beyond me.
To argue that using them to sell
Casino Night is not sexist is
ridiculous . Th ey are ·representatives from an organizat ion that
perpetuate s female stereotype s
and cashes in on male fantas ies
incernation ~lly !
Women , you have every right
t o be enr aged. But unt il you
become more politi cally involved, SAC will conti nue to ignor e your rights . One perso n
got involved and almost stop-

ped the bunnies from coming.
Someone informed Immigration officials of th e $300 " gift"
that the bunnies were to receive. They are Americans and
can not be legally employed in
Canada without work permits .
(A small oversight on th e part of
th e Special Events Commission er). It could_be difficult to prove
that the bunn ies were pro viding a service that could not
be done by Canadia ns or landed
imm igrants.
On Tue sday night, Mr. Piazza
and his gaggle of bun nies were
" delayed" at the border . They
arrived at the Universit y . at
about 9 :00 p.m ..

According to Immigration
officials , they were not permitted through customs until
Piazza and each of the women
signed statements that th ey
would receive no remunerat ion
for th eir services at Casino
Night . How generous of them .
Thank you inform er, whoever you are. I have oppos ed
the plans to imp ort the bunnies
from th e very beginning and am
glad that t hey were inconvenienced.
If more people had acted
earlier the whole sexist nonsense may have been stopped
compl etely .

How to clean up yollr act
By DEBORAH KENNEDY

Rubbish. Junk . Garbage. Litter .
These are th e distasteful , and
commonly avoided , facts of our
lives. Man has developed a lust
for short-term possession. The
Dixie Cup Generation will use
something and, without a blink
of _an eye, throw it away. Our
desire for ease and comfort, as
well as the fact that there are
so many of us around, has resulted in the problem of waste.
The adage, "Waste not, want ·

Discourage
•
sexism
bear Editor :
It is no longer radical to
discourage the practice of sexism in· our public institutions.
Though some areas of private
enterprise insist on propagating
sexism, it is not "childish" (as
Mr. Piazza claims) to hold organizations responsible that receive
public funds. The cl.aim that
Playboy bunnies would be used
as "celebrities" would be laughable were it not so lame.
· Once again, the abysmal lack
of intelligent forethought is evident in the planning of our Special Events Commissioner . . .
such is the luxury of a person
appointed and not elected (by
men and women) to serve the
needs of the student body.
Yours truly
Doug Simpson
P.S. - Would a man who learned
from his mistakes book another
St . Denis concert?

not " can be modernized t o the
phrase , " Want it, waste it ". We
have become spoiled with such
goodies as disposable eating utensils, clothing, and diaper s.
Man, busy creature that he is,
accepts these conveniences, and
not always with patience as
everyone who has waited in a
Take-out line 1knows.
The Dixie Cup Generation
has learned that all good disposab les must be disposed of.
Oour disposing needs have gown
to the point where we have to

worry about wher e t o put it all.
How mu ch can be burn ed?
recycled? crunc hed? piled up ?
Few can afford a private garbage masher, and the availability of land for garbage dumps
(or anything else) is lessening.
Anyone who has experienced
the Detroit River, might wonder
where all of that excess 'stuff'
is going.
The war drums need to be
rolled again. Action must be reinitiated against pollution and
waste. The differences between

6) Control waste (N.B. not
referring to john action) . Eg.
Don 't accept a shopping bag
for trivia, like a magazine, (unless you 're trying to hide the
cover).
7) Use lunch bags more than
once , or at least until your orange is almost breaking through.
8) Hassle the U. of W. to put
more garbage cans on campus.
9) Plant a tree, bush, flower.
10) Don't throw The Lance
away directly after reading it.
Even if it's used to line a bird's
cage, someone will sleep better.

.SAC imp.arts.wro(Jg,rideas from Detroit
Dear Editor :
With the proximity of Detroit, it is not surprising that
Windsor is often supportive of
their activities . Unfortunately
this city in particular, the University of Windsor, is immune
to one of Detroit's most positive programs. Detroit, with its
six NOW Chapters, and numerous women's groups and centers, has been actively promoting women's issues and concerns.
On Friday, August 26, Detroit participated in the celebrations of Women's Equality
Day. Hundreds of concerned .
men and women joined the lectures and workshops held in
Kennedy Square. The prevailing attitude was one of cooperation in actively advancing
women's progress and interests.
On this side of the border,
:me is .confronted with
far
~ore regressive attitude, exhi)iting a total lack of awareness
about women's issues. The

a

Board of Directors of the Students' A.dministrative Council
approved the importation of
six Playboy bunnies at a cost of
50 dollars apiece. The bunnies
are to act as drawing cards for
Casino Night.
If anything in our society
represents the ultimate sex object, the Bunny , a submissive,
cuddly, plaything - complete
with cute floppy ears, fits the
role. While everyone is, at some
time, considered as a sex object
by another person, it is hardly
necessary to continually portray women in this role. A major thrust of the women's movement has been to develop public awareness of women as
people, not as objects.
A fund-raising campaign for
Volunteer Services is an admirable idea. It reflects a genuine
concern for the community to
which Volunteer Services pro vides an impo~nt service. But
one must question the necessity of exploiting one cause to

Booze,bosoms and bums
Uear Editor:
I have never met Gino Piazza,
but he has shown himself to
be an incompetent chauvinist
.boor.
Casino night - okay . Mini
Las Vegas - an unimaginative
but inoffensive event.
But the presence of playboy
bunnies on a university campus
is a definite social regression.
This is a community composed,
theoretically, of ,human beings
who are beyond such cultural
hangovers from the age of unquestioned sexual chauvanism .
Mr. Piazza can obviously be
excluded from such a group.

th e flower childr en and th e fungus children are grotesque but
realist ic. The Land of Debris
can be returned to its natural
owners if we :
1) Think before wasting something.
2) Remember, while thinking.
eg. "This pa:per was once a tree ".
3) In missing the garbage can,
rebounding.
4) Return bottles ( unsmashed).
5) Buy a wine skin (They're
fun, and· not thrown away) .

Campus women have every
right to be outraged by the importation of hostesses whose primary function is to display
USDA choice beef - read 'bosoms and buttocks.' Campus
men, upon reflection, must also
be offended by Mr. Piazza's
assumption that his job is to
stimulate male genitals in the
name of profit making. (There
are names for such men - none
of which resemble "Commissioner of Special Events".)
Add to this farcical sally a
booze-a-trail, which assumes students need to be drunk to enjoy themselves; . The Gallery's

"Top 40 Music" (more in line
with a junior high school lunch
hour); Harry Jarkey (Harry
Jarkey ! ! I Need I say more?);
Festival Ltd. (read 'more boobs
and bums'); coupled with Mr.
Piazza's unquestionable display
of incompetent management last
year (remember the Pure Prairie
League fiasco?) . The list goes on
and on . . .
Are these not grounds enough
to call for Gino Piazza's resignation? Perhaps we could ask
"the funniest and very talented"
Harty Jarkey, t;o , _stay on as
Commissioner of Special Events.
Joseph Romain

promote another. Women's concerns are people concerns. u~iortunately, community origanizations promoting these concerns are scarce in Windsor. It .
would have been more beneficial to the students if the Board
of Directors and the Orientation
Host, Gino Piazza, had recognized the need to provide us
with an Orientation to the real

world of women's existence and
progress.
[nstead, we conclude they
were more concerned about satisfying their own fantasies and
interests at the expense of the
student body. They have turned
a benefit for Volunteer Services into a disgusting sham.
Maryon Overholt
Member of the Women's Center
Advisory Council

Library asks

D,u!~
r Ou;r,,~
~!P.tha

We are delighted that you areback for another school yea.r.
We hope you have an opport- .
unity to vi$it the library many
times and that you will find the
items and information you want.
To this end, we are appealing to your better natures by
asking you to use what you want
~nd borrow what you need,
but to leave things in the same
condition in which you find
them and to return books within the set time limit.
Most of you have no idea
what is costs to deal with mutilation and theft. Last year,
you paid $14,000 to replace
the pages people ripped out of
books and journals and to make
up the issues stolen from the
library shelves. Stolen books and

we have yet to discover will
cost even more. You pay for this
in your tuition, so the next time
the price rises, you will know at
least one reason why:
Take a few moments to look
at the theft and mutilation display in the main foyer of the
library. Have a good look at
some of the. damaged items that
we deal with every day. Then
think twice before you steal
or damage something.
If you see someone ripping
up, or off, a book, let the
security guard or someone at the
circulation desk know about it.
Maybe next time you will
find what you w'ant.
Aline Soules
Chairman -Task Force on the
Mutilation and Theft of Library Materials

LETTERS and comments must be no longer
signed, and submitted by noon Tuesday of the
tion, and should be double spaced typed on a 70
tification to confirm signature is required. Names
from letter$ ,for a valid reason.

than 500 words,
week of publicastroke line. Idenmay be withheld
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Library installs
.new security

Parking lots
oversold

system should help to reduce
losses by about 65 per cent.
An electronic detection syAll library books have been
stem has been installed in the
specially treated or sensitized .
University of Windsor's Leddy
When checking out a book it
Library. Basically what this is,
is de.scnsitizdd, all-owing f;ee
is an exit system which will
passage through the exit gates.
actect those books that have
This new detection system will
not been checked out properly.
· Students leaving the library ·· not
make book theft more
difficult but it will also speed
last year were asked to open
up the checking-out process.
books and briefcases for inspecHowever, no security system
tion. This year they will sim-'
is fool-proof, and this one does
ply leave through the system's
have some minor flaws, such as
exit gates. If a book is being
false alarms. Three ring bindtaken through the gate withers and 3M recording tapes
out first being c}:iecked out,
have been known to set off the
an alarm system will sound and
alarm in other University libthe exit gate will lock. When
raries using this type of detecthis occurs, a circulation clerk
tion system .
from the library will simply
A record of all real alarms
'ask that person if he or she. has
will be kept by the library,
forgotten to go through proper procedures for taking out _ 'but the false alarms will of
course be · over-looked. With a
books.
This new system costs $40,record of the real ·alarms the
000, with installation, but Mr.
library can keep track of the
Al Mate, the acting University
people who repeatedly forget
Librarian, says it should pay · to check out books in the
for itself within a few years.
proper way. Mate says this
It has cost the University $15 ,system is simply a deterrent
000 to replace the books lost
toward book theft and is not
last year. Mate says this new
meant to punish ~~ividuals .
By JOHN RADTKE

all

Motor City Myths
By ANNA MARI~ TREMONT)

Those of you who are new to
Windsor are probably already
aware of the city's number one
attraction , the Detroit skyline.
And most of you, !'Caring that
the gory stories about our neighbours to the North (yes Nonh)
are . true, are content to sec
Detroit only from the foot of
Dieppe Gardens. It is for you
misinformed individuals that I
have chosen to shatter the many _
myths of the Murder · - I mean
Motor City.
MYTH: Upon leaving stadiums and concert halls at night,
you will be followed to your ·
car and muggecl.
TRUTH : You will not be
mugged in the parking lot . Most
muggers are lazy and prefer t<?
wait at the exit doors.
MYTH : Vou cannot leave
your car parked for more than
ten minutes on a downtown
street in Detroit without finding the hubcaps, ures an~ steering wheel missing upon your
return .
TRUTH : This is ridiculous.
Hubcaps disappear within the
minute ; after ten minutes , your
car and the two behind it will
' already be across town .
MYTH: Street gangs lurk
behind every build ing and in
every alley wait ing to attack.
TRUTH: Nonse nse. They're
also beh ind the fire hydrants
and next t o police call phones.
MYTH: Gun-w ielding lunatics
demand "your money or yo ur
life" when you stop for a red
light on a Det roit city street.
TRUTH: I wouldn't know;
I don't stop for red lights m
Detroit.
MYTH: The tunnel bus is
always packed with drunks, addicts and pick-pockets .
TRUTH: There are no more
drunks on the tunnel bus than ·
there are in the Engineering
Faculty.
MYTH: Kidnappers run rampant in Detroit.
TRUTH: True, but you'll
never spot them for th e snipers and perverts.

,

MYTH:
Shady peopieof
questionable character will force
you off the expressway, take
your American Express trav·ellers cheques, and run .
TRUTH: In all my travels
throughout Michigan, this has
never happened. And I don 't
think it has anything to do
with the bumper sticker that
warns of my three regular pas-.
sengers: a doberman in the
front scat, one in the back, and
another in the trunk.

MYTH : People are shot in
broad daylight while shopping.
TRUTH: This is totaliy unfounded . Some victims are just
.
waiting for a bus.
MYTH: ·unsuspecting mnocents are pushea off piers into
the Detroit River with surprising regularity.
TRUTH: It happens, but
don 't worry. You could never
sink - the water is too thick .
MYTH : Detroit is the murder capital of thw world .
TRUTH : Yes, but the victims ate always people who are
involved in something. Like
walking down the street, going
to rest aurants , or minding their
own J~_u siness.

By ERIC MAYNE

Problems regarding the avail
ability of adequate student park
ing continue to plague the Uni
versity campus this year, as car
be seen in the congested conditions in many lots around the:
area.
Several reasons have been
"Ii
:r
given for the overcrowding of
O·
0 these facilities, including the inconveniences caused by the con··
!"'
struction of both the Biology
(")
:r
and Business Administration
~
g buildings. Perhaps the most sig= nificant of these is the fact
that there have been more spaces
C:
sold than there are spaces available.
Wary student tests new library security system.
Grant Mciver, Director of
Security, admits that there are
lots that have been "oversold
slightly" . He justifies this action
by saying that the variety of
times at which students may
attend classes justifies additional sales. He feels it is unlikely
According to Mr. Schiller,
By ROBERT BROWN
that all permit holders would
posters announcing the terminIf you couldn't register last
be in the lot at the same time.
ation of delayed tuition pay·
week due to not having tuition
It is interesting to note that
ments were put up in March.
money on hand, you were not
while maintaining this position,
He also stated - that a paid
alone. Many students suffered
Mr. Mciver strongly advocates
announcement
of the change
from what appears to be an overthe formation of car pools.
was put in The Lance. HowThis is impractical in many
sight by administration in notiever, The Lance has found no
cases due ro independent time·
fying students of the difference
record
of such an announcetabling.
·in the procedure ·of collecting
ment.
Regarding last year's controfees.
versy surrounding the most
The fun started last spring,
Fortunately
officials
in
recently constructed parking lot
when a policy change scrapped
charge
of
registration
allowed
U on the corner of Wyandotte
the usual three weeks' grace
'deals' to be made: if a student
and Sunset, no settlement has
after registration for paying first
could prove he could pay later,
been reached between the Unituition installments. The reasons
he - was allowed to register. In
versity and Miss Agnes Maitre
for the decision seem sound
addition, the change did not afowner of the home near the lot
enough. As Director of Finance
fect those who make a habit
on California Avenue.
Joseph Schiller explained, the
of paying when they register
delayed payments made for
At present only half of the
anyway. But a number of
bureaucratic nightmares. Many
112 parking spaces for parking
students would register without ! - registering students found themare in use. The newly conselves in trouble when they
paying and then never bother
structed lot blocks access to the
arrived at St. Denis Hall minus
to attend, or drop out. Others
alley between Sunset and Calicheques or hundreds of dolwould go to the University but
fornia Avenues thus bJocking
lars in small bills.
would never get around to payaccess to Miss Maitre's home .
The unfortunate fact that
ing their tuition. Altogether the
University solicitor Leo lnmost of the confusion could
number of accounts still outnocente was not available for
have been avoided with just a
standing from last year is "very
comment regarding a second aslittle more advance notice will
sessment of Miss Maitre 's landconsiderable ". "The old properhaps serve as a warning for
holdings made last November at
cedure," says Schiller, "was
future situations like this .
the University's expense .
double our work."
However, the administration
could have let more students
know about the new procedure.
The fact that fees must be paid
at registration was contained in
the new Calendar, the 1977-78
Men and women
1
Schedule and the green fee
of integrity, courage and common sense,
sheet sent with pre-registration
willing to devot~ themselves,
forms. But unless one reads
university regulations carefully
without thought of reward, to the
it is not easy to notice the
highest ideal and the greatest
change .

:

Students fooled
by fee collection ·

OSAP
1977 · 78

Apply Early!
If you nee~ money to continue your education this fall,
you may apply for fi nancial assistance under the
Ontar io Studen t Assistance Program.
When you apply , remember that errors cause delays.
Yol! can help avoid erro·rs by:
1) reading the Info rmation you receive with your
application and
2) checking your completed application thoroughly
for accuracy and completeness.
To find out how much assistance you can expect to
receive in September .

•

Apply Now!

LEADERS WANTED

undertaking conceivable
to human beings.

This is a call sent out to men and women ·
of all ages, educational and racial backgrounds, who wish above all else to fulfil
their creative potential in every aspect of
their living.
It is an invitat ion for you to embark on a
training program designed to equip you to
provide the caliber of leadership for which
the world is in desperate need.
The mass of humanity will not change to
reveal the beauty of its creative potential
unless th ere are individuals with sufficient
vision and integrity to undergo th e process
for themselves and to lead . the way by the
example of their own living.
For further information write to:

Leadership Traini ng
P.O. Box 238, Loveland , CO 80537
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Department reptesentatives still needed
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI
Now that you've lost all your
money at Casino Night, heard
enough of the Chantones, and
listened to CJAM's blaring over
the drone of some professor in
Dillon Hall, it's time to realize
:that there are a few academic
things happening on campus
!also.
The actions of every depart·
ment in the university are
determined by a departmental
council . As well as the professors of a given department,
student representatives sit on
these councils. The students
have full voting privileges and
take part in deciding on considerations such as curriculumn,
promotion and tenure, and ap·
po intme nts. As student-elected
representatives of the stud ents,
these people also make known ·
to the professors. The feelings
of students about courses, exam
•
formats, etc.
Most student representatives
are · elected in the spring, but
there are still some depart·
ments holding elections within
the next few weeks.
If you 're interested in a position on your departmental coun-

cil, or if you just want to get
to know ' the students representing you, contact your departmental secretary.
These departments still .need
representatives :
ECONOMICS: still needs one
undergraduate
rep · nominations will be held within the
next few weeks .
ENGLISH: Usually the English
department holds elections in
the spring, but last year, there
just weren 't ·enough interested
nominees . Nominations will be
held-from September 19 through
26 for seven under graduate, one
graduate and one teaching assistant rep.
DRAMA : The Drl!ma depart·
ment still needs two more representatives . Nomination a d
election times will be posted
within the department in 1the
near future.
FRENCH: Nominations for one
graduate and three uhdergraduate reps will be held September
22. Elections will follow on
September 23 .
GERMANIC
AND
SLAVIC
STUDIE$: One grad and one
undergra will be elected sometime in
ly October .
.
r

ea

HISTORY: The history depart·
ment already has three undergraduate reps, and within the
next few weeks will be electing
one graduate rep.
MATH: During the next few
weeks, elections will be held for
five · undergraduate
and two
graduate representative s.
POLITICAL SCIENCE: A graduate representative is still needed
for this department, but election s won't be held for a few
more weeks.
RELIGIOUS STUDIES : At the
end of this month, elections
will be held for two under graduate representatives and one
graduate.

SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY : Elections f'or this
department will be held within
the next few weeks . Two grad-'
uates are needed, as well as four
undergraduate sociology majors
and two undergraduate anthropology majors.
All full-time students are eligible for positions in their respective departments.
The University 's Student Awards Office recently announc~d
the latest deadlines for applyin g
for fin~ncial aid.
A limited 1mmber of awards is
available to undergraduate students. Applications are available
at the awards office in the West:

NUS postcards to Pierre
Maryon Overholt wants to see
Prime Minister Trudeau.
No, she is not a nymphomanic chasing our half-marri ed/
half-divorced politicial pontiff ·
far from it. She is, instead, a
lady with a cause ; a cause of
great interest to any student
who has had trouble finding
_work during the _summer months

or, more importantly, after graduation, and to any student who
is disenchanted with the student loan situation.
Maryon Overholt is SAC's
Commissioner of Exte rnal Affairs and her prime concern is
the unemployment among ~tudents . Student unemployment
hit a record .. high rate. of 15 .1%

)·
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COMMERCE SllJDENT SERVICEs
Available at the ·Canadian fmperial
Bank of Commerce on o near most colfege and
university campuses throughout Canada.
Commerce Student Services are designed to he lp the student
succe ·sf ully m a nag e the financial aspects of h is or her ed ucation .

'

OPE N TO FIRST -.SECON D -. THIRDFJFTH-.SJXTH-. ·S · VENTH-.EIGHTH..J>fi,,GHER-YEAR STUD E NT$ .
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fnfroductJon to Genenil Banking.
Supervisor of Setvice: The Commerce.
A service that emphasizes saving h1one y. 'It covers su ch neces~
s.try information as setting up a bank accoun . making depo si-ls
making withdruw~Js: brir:igingyou, passbook up to date :'ca sfi1ng
cheques. etc. Unlimited enrolment.
Prerequisite': Money to open an account .
·
Summer ~ Fall ~ \Yinter £8:lSpring ,
Offered C81

to

COMM 102 How Maiqage your M9ney.
Supervisor of Service: The ·Commerce.
DilTerenl ways to e~rn higher interest on _your money . Maki'ng

ends meet : budgeting and mone y handling (paying bills and
meeting financial commitments. balancing your cheque book
affording a night out. etc .) Unlimited enrolment.
'
Prerequisite: Money to manage .
Offered C8lSummer ~ Fall
Winter
Spring
COMM IOJ Principles of Student Loans.
Supervisor of Service: The Commerce.
Check with the Supervi sor of Service for full description and
prerequisites for e nrolm e nt.
Offe red
Summer
Fall 18JWinter 18JSpring .

fr

~.:

CANADIAN

-.

IMPERIAL

BANK . OF C OMMER CE

~\,;~

• .,,!"'~

Library Building, and must be
submitted by September 30,
1977.
Students . with
outstanding
loans from previous years who
are taking at least 60 per cent of
a normal course load must register with their bank to make sure
they are not charged interest.
Fill out a Schedule 2, available
at any bank , before October 31.
It's not too late to apply for
a student loan or grant. The
deadline is September 30 for
both OSAP and Canada Student Loans. OSAP is available
to any student taking at least
80 per cent of a full cours e
load .

/

this summer according to the
National Union of Students.
Summer employment, how ever, is only half of the story according to Overholt. Upon graduation from post -secondary institutions in 1977 , only four out
of five graduates are finding
work . Four out ,of five may not
sound too bad, but when you
put it into percentages, that is
twenty per cent unemployment
for university graduates.
"The situation ", sayd Overholt, "Is simply ridiculous. What
little help the federal gover~
ment had been providing (in the
form of summer grant programs)
was cut off or reduced in recent years as they tried to cut
back spending . There seems to
be no real permanence in any
job creation program in this
country - nothing really effective."
Aside from the unemployment
issue arc complaints
against the student loan program ·
· at both the provincial ahd
federal levels.
First, there is the question
about minimum financial earnings from summer earnings, and
parental contributions.
"If you cannot get a sum- .
mer job," asks Overholt, "how
can you raise the four hundred
dollar requirement for the lo: ·
an?"
Secondly, the whole loan
situation is a disincentive to
low-income students. "With job
place mcnt as low as it is after getting a degree, why should
poorer people take the risk of '
going into debt with a government loan?"
'
Finally, as students need
more help , the government is
going to be giving less. Discussions concerning putting tighter controls on loans and reducing the amount of grants
are under way in the Education
and Finance Ministeries.
"We want to talk to Trudeau," says Overholt. "He is the
man with the clout. Unfortunatel y, he is also extremely
hard to contact but we are not
giving up. We are going to get
a hold of him and have some
kind of a meet ing."
t ude nts on campus may
have seen the NUS pamphlet
entitled "Lee Them Know We're
Here",
and the NUS newspaper, The Student Advocate,
outlining their campa ign. Many
students may also have filled
out the post-card expressing
dissati faction with governmental action m these areas · t o be
sent en masse to t he Prime
Minister's office.

....

i
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Essex County French High .School A Reality
By BRUCE DINSMORE

It was a gut issue that set
neighboiir against neighbour tor
the last eight years . It appears
to be settled but some say that
t he · issue is just beginning to be
fin ished .
It was a hot issue in the
weeks before the November 15
Quebec elect ion and in the
months that followed the elect ion of Rene Levesque , the bill
became a politic al stick of
dynamite with the fuse lit .

In th e June prov inc ial electi on , it was t he major topic in
thi s area . Three area candidates went against the ir party
platform s and opp osed about
t he school. The three major
part ies sup po rt ed the bill to
build the school, so it was a
for egon e con clusion that it
wou ld be built, no matter who
won th e electio n.

to that, an extra two per cent
or · $200,000, if the province
was forced to build the school.
The Bill forc ing the construction of the school , gave
th e , school board until August
24 to decid e to build the school,
or t he province would step, in
and do it.
The Board did not meet unti l
August 24.
When the Board met that hot
August night , t here were ques-

tions as to the meeting 's legal
status . Finally, it was worked
out that the Board could st ill
legally act to build t he school
that night , but t hat it was the
Board' s last chanc e.
After two hours of angry
debate , th e final vot e was ten
t o eight to build t he schoo l.
One of t he st ipu lations of th e
bill was t he Board select a sit e
and . hir e an arc hit ect. The St.
Clair Beach site was chosen _

and J .P. Thompson Associates,
were to be architects.
Afterward, Chairm an Jean
Asht on said that the Board was
folly comm itted to the school,
but it caused " great bittern ess."
The main thrust behind the
scho ol, the French Action Committ ee, sees no victoty in the
Board 's mo tion . They say that
t hey will be hap py when the
school opens it s doo rs.
Not mudi has happ ened in

the momn since the vote was
taken . In · an interview , the Director of Education of t he Board,
Gabe Sagan , said that the
architects have to draw the
plans and th e contract has to
be let before any ground -breaking can be done . He says that
he doesn't see any obstacle in
getting t he scho ol built , and
t hat t he Board is a1mmg for
opening the school by t he fall
of 1979 .

Ontario Student Federation Di_
g·s Wells
By BOB THOMPSON

In a referendum held last
March, stude nts voted in favour
of joining the Ontario Federa tion of Students (OFS). At an
OFS conference last June at
McMaster University, SAC president Gary Wells was elected
as an executive member , one of
six th roughout the province.

~~• •• ~aeaa

The executive , which Wells·
said meets th ree or four t imes
every t wo mont hs, consists of a
chairman, treasurer and six executive members . Wells works
with three committees, looking
into student services, pubs, and
orientation activities.
Wells says the basic idea behind OFS is that member or-

ganizat ions can draw upon t he
kn owledge and exper iences of
others. At this tim e, members include five commun ity
colleges and 14 of 16 Onta rio
universities, Ottawa and Western being ihe two non-members.
Wells stated that he feels that
University of Windsor students
will directly profit from his

e eoo,aaaao ooocooo~~=aacac
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posit ion, in that he is in direct
contact with the organization .
While admitti ng that his
work ing with OFS will take up
a good deal of his time, he
said he feels he can organize
things so that his time and
"ability to carry out his SAC
responsibilities will not be adversely affected.

aaoaac=oo~
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After the voting was over ,
and th e PC wer e back in power in Queen 's Park , the bill
was introduced to th e house
and passed just before 11 p.rri.
on the night of July 12.
Only Raymo Mancini (Liberal-Essex South) and Richard
Ruston (Liberal-Essex North)
,opposed Bill 3.

'•

The bill that was brought in
by the Ontario government was
not popular, but it was an effort to get something done.
The issue was many years old
and the Board had rejected it
a dozen times.

'

! ..

For the past eight years,
the French-speaking people of
Essex County have wanted a
high schpol where French would
be the major language. The subject has been an on-again-offagain issue, but this summer, the
province gave it a little push.
The province passed a bill to
force the construction of the
school, - Bill 3.
There was so11,1equestion of
the grant situation : Many people
were opposed to building a new
school at a time when the province was preaching fiscal restraint and that other schools
were empty . At a meeting of
the Essex County B·oard of
Education on May 9th, Professor Allan Gould of the
Math department of the University suggested that the Faculty of Education building in
South Windsor be used and that
the University construct a new
Ed . Fae building on the main
campus . The Board rejected the
proposal.
The Board owned two possible sites for the school. One
was near · the Windsor Airport,
but if the proposed expansion
plan for the airport goes through, the school would have to
lie cheek to jowel with jetliners . The other site was in St.
Clair Beach. The Windsor firm of
J .P. Thompson Associates had
done some preliminaty work on
the school, at a price tage of
$5 1,000 . The school itself was
estimated to cost between 4.5
and S million dollars. Tack on

111
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On Cam{JusJobs

Negotiations Blackout
been negotiating with the Hoard
of Governors' negotiating team
since early October last year.
The association received union
status in May 1976, but is still
without a contract . Negotiations
stalled last March and provincial conc iliator J ohn Dempster
was called in t o get the talks
going again.

By RICK SPENCE
If you don 't find schoolwork sufficiently challenging, or
if you need the mone y, a parttime job may be the answer.
There are several part-time positions for students on this campus, but you have to act now .
The University 's Media Cent re, in the basement of the Math ·
Building , has about 20 openings
According t o Dean Michael
'When negot iat ions began last
for students . The Centre offers
Zin of th e Facult y of Business · various jobs, including television
year, the issues cent red around
Adm inistr ation , " quite a few
professorial wages, which are
studio production , and pushing
clauses have been signed. " There
lower at this universit y than
slide projectors around campus .
are st ill a few more items to be
oth ers in t he prov ince , and facThe amount of exp erience resettle d, but Zin said tha t he is
ulty rights and privileges which
quired varies with the j ob ; "o ptim istic" about a satisfacwere being threate ned because
but contrary to popular belief,
tory settl ement in the near fuof shrink ing enrollments and
yo u do no t have to be in Comture.
financial cu'tba cks.
. mun ication Stud ies to work in
the Media Cent re.
The Media Centre pays $2 .65
per hour, and students can expect to work from four to fifteen hours per week. Hours
will be arranged to fit your schedule . To apply, fill out the
forms at the Media Centre office.
The student pub "T he Gallery" is now accepting applications for work dur ing the fall
term. Empl oyees must reapply
for each work term (fall, winter , intersession and summer
. ).
ses~1on
The pub has openings for
waiters, waitresses, bartenders
and cashiers, according to manager Pete Romeril . Wages vary
It only took two years for
the University to get around to
landscaping the empty lot near .
with the different jobs. Hours
Cody Hall. A 1975 student prodepend on the total number of
people hired, and again will
·test prevented construction of a
b
d
d
h
parking lot on the _site. .
' .
~ :ange
_aroun your SC e1
'-'• :- ~~ . ....... ~',.+..,,.,..~.,.-...
. . . -·-~. .
. ir,t
omagnetism of '· 'the Seminary
and Meadowcliffe Tills in the
Toronto Are;l".

By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI
"Hot and heavy" is the way
one source described the contin·uing negotiations between the
faculty association and the University Board of Governors , but
those directly involved with the
negotiat ions are refusing t o
comment .

Dr. Alan Metcalfe , President
of t he faculty association, says
he can not discuss issues because of a press black out imposed on the bargaining team .
·H~ did say, however , that he is
hopeful of reaching a suc cessful resolution in the very near
·futu re.
The faculty association has

T:i.lks have been going on during the summer months, and it
appears as if both sides are
closer to coming to an agreement. At a general meeting a
week ago, the faculty was informed of various issues that
had been settled .

Profs receive grants
...
Two members of the faculty of the University of Windsor are among recipients of research grants from the federal
department of Energy, Mines
and Resources.

Th e library h.as also comylete d most of it s hiring for the
yea r. It hires stud ents in the
late summe r, and tr ains them
just before schoo l starts. However, there may be openin gs
through the year::,due to special
projects, moving, or tQ dropping out of present staff.
No · experience is necessary at
the library, training is provided. However, first and second
year student are preferred, who
will return and work in future
years ato save the expense of
training new students every year.
The library pays the minimum
wage of $2.65.
The Manp ower Centr e on
campus receives emp loyment openings throughout the year.
Coming up is Convocation (October 1 weekend) and students
are needed to act as marshals,
uspers, and in gown rentals.
Apply to Manpower in Dillon
Hall as soon as possible, and
have them · keep your name on
file for odd jobs throughout
the year.

..

Looking For An Option ~

The grants, awarded under
the Department's Research Agreements Program, will supp_ort
research and development projects in the natural, physical
and social sciences and engineering, which complement the
earth sciences, energy and minerals programs of the Department of Energy , Mines and
Resources.

The grants were among 140
at 34 Canadian research institutions totalling $1,086,228 announced by Energy Minister
Alastair Gillesoi~.
They are Dr. G.P. Mathur of
the Chemical Engineering Department who received $5 ,000
for his reseach project "Investigation On Life ·Style Impli cations of Alternate Energy
Futures", and Dr. C.P. Gravenor of the Geology Department who received $3,000 for
his research project on " Pale-1

By ROBERT BROWN
For some unknown reason,
these accredited U. of W. courses
were not efficially registered
with the computer until recently. It is hop-ed that the students
will take advantage of this
extraordinary
educational opportunity.

Nearly 40 per cent of the
funds , or $409 ,318 , will support research into energy-r elated projects. Another $416 ,820
will support research in the earth
sciences while $260,090 will be
used for minerals research .

HMEC 105c : POISONS AND
HOME COOKING
Since all HomEc students
are out to get married , this
knowledge will be particularly
useful later on in life, like after
about ten years following the
tying of the knot . Products

of the Labs will be given to
members of the Administration
of the University - it can't'
hurt them anyway.
107 DH. Prof. C. D'Medici.
Textbook: "Arsenic and ()ld
Lace" .
PSCI 134 : TOILET TRAINING AND THE ENVIRONMENT
A look at how toilet training influences future psychological development of the individual, as well as the influence of toilet training on the
collective unconscious through
archetypes. Lectures will be
based upon works by Freud ,
Adler, Skinner, Neumann , Jung,
and Reich . (Sam Freud, Georg_e

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

T

+
IONA COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY

Ask for an application at the
bar . Everyone gets an interview.
The real money is in Food
Services, which •have completed
their initial hiring. Twelve students have already been hired ,
at a rate . of $5.10 and up per
hour. Some more students may
be hired during the year, but no
one knows for sure . Applications may be submitted to the
Student Manpower Centre in
Dillon Hall.

OF

WINDSOR

A STUDENTRETREATWEEK-END
at
Westiminister College - London, Ontario
Theme
"THE JOY OF LIVING"
September 23 - September 25, 1977
Fees: $25.00
Registrar & Information Iona College
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404
Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario

24 Hour Personal Help
-CONFIDENTIAL-

If you have
Social - Family· Drug - Alcohol
Suicidal - Financial - or Other
Problems you can't handle.

- CALL or COME IN -
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Aater , Fred Skinner, Alfred E.
Neumann, Always Jung, and
Third Reich). Particularly emphasized will be Igor Offenhauser 's' great work, "Die Toiletten und Bathroomen and das
Environmenten", written during
his stay in Happy Homes Resting Place.
2127 WHS. Dr. Stark.
HK155 : STARING INTO SPACE
Due to complaints of Human Kinetics students concerning the standards of the present curriculum, this course is
being offered to give HK majors
a chance to develop along the
lines of their own ability. Also
open to History and Psychology majors.
220 HKB. Prof. Zombie.
No textbook required .
PHIL 228 : REVOLUTION AND
TOILET TRAINING
The role of toilet train ing
in the development of class ·
struggle and world revolution
will be examined, with particular emphasis on Fourier,
Owen , Saint-Simon, Marx and
Engels. This course should lead
to a perspective on the present state of World Communism.
1848 WH.
HIST 378 : WEIRDOS IN HIS-

To::

examination of some of

the people who have made the
world what it is today (screwed
up) from Attila the Hun and
~:a:~gis Khan to Margaret Tru-

b~~ii"t,~~iifr.~~
•ir: t:~~~.~.d;.',
•'
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Goodbye Summer, Hello ·Madness
By PAUL CHERNISH
My vacation probably started
Yes folks, it finally hapjust like yo ur's - on a three
pened. No more summertime
hundred foot yacht that Jackie
blues. No more glaring hot sun,
lets me use sometimes . Okay,
sweaty armpits, employment or
so it doesn 't sound lik_e th e most
headaches . It is time once again
exciting thing in the world, but
to enjoy the pleasures of book
my simple tastes have always
reading, rushing to classes, get- · afforded me the opportunity to
ting totally hammered and doing
enjoy mundane events . Everyall the other things that we love
thing was running on schedule
to do .
except for one minute detail Actually I missed school. But
there wasn't ' any gas in the tank.
don't be startled because I also
I had to go down to the selfmiss getting high on Lysol. The
serve over on Walker Road
doctor says I'll never have a _. and pick up a couple gallons of
germ in my stomach again.
high-test . Can you imagine that?
Anyway, in case you're interLucky for that captain that I
ested, here's how I spent my
didn't squeal on him . Jackie
summer vacation .
would have fired him for sure.

Anyway, after I poured th e gas
in the tank, we set sail for
France .
We never got there. The captain mumbled something about
the waves being too chopp y.
Well, let me tell you, I'm a normal type guy with an average
temper but this goof blew a
fuse . in my temporal lobe. So
I picked him up and threw him
off the port side. (I learned a
lot of sailing lingo on that trip).
I then grabbed the steering
wheel and drove that tub myself. It wasn't too hard to learn
how to steer it, but I was having
a lot of trouble with the gas
pedal.

I managed to stay awake
for six days while. navigating
the vessel. (That's what all the
sailors called the boat). You
know where I ended up? Boblo.
Can you believe that? I couldn't
believe. it myself until the Detroit police boat stopped me and
asked me why I couldn't keep
the tub in a straight line. Well,
after I explained just who owned
the boat and that I, being a
Lance staffer, knew a lot of
people in high places , those
cops let me go with. a warning. Onward I sailed.
I finally ran out of gas.
There I was, stuck right in t he
middle of the Detroit river. I

had no choice but to leap out
of the boat and make 1t to me
Canadian side of the river. When
I got home I simply had to not ify Jackie about the inept crew
she had on that vessel. Boy, did
I ever giver her a piece of my
mind!
Needless to say, Jack ie was
completely disappointed . She
realized that she had to make up
for the terrible time I had .
Well, Jackie didn't let me down .
She went out and bought me
a brandspanking new Ford Fiesta. What a woman! I spent the
rest of my summer tooling around Windsor. Interesting eh?

Student Gamblers Hlt Jackpot ·
By DEBORAH KENNEDY

~

~
~
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Bunny runs the wheel at Casino Night.

Every Tuesday in September, you can enjoy 2
submarines for the price of 1. Call ahead
or come right in, but remember, this
September Submarine Special applies
to pickup orders only and
Mother's does reserve the
right to limit quan tities.

/

252-

All bets are down; spin the
wheel! The gamblers forgot the
difference between Las Vegas
and Ambassador Hall when they
stood at the betting tables on
Casino Night, last Tuesday night.
The funny money gave even the
m;st steadfast student a chance :
to risk it all and beat the odds .
There was a choice of btackjack, roulette, crown and anchors, and the wheel of fortune.
Once a player latched onto a
winnin g streak, he wouldn't
budge from the table. This led
to crowded tables, which was
the complaint of most players,
but. waiting in line . gave· gam-·
biers a chance to study the odds
and decide their bets .
There was a sudden shift in
noise level and crowd movement when the bunnies arrived,
but this didn't interrupt concentration for much longer than
time for a quick glance. The
bunnies were said to know their
games and have an art for salesmanship, since they auctioned
off two Gallery beer mugs for
seven dollars .
The biggest commotion of
the :· evening was the sounding

of the fire alarm at about 10:00
p.m .. Very slowly the crqwd began to evacuate, with every
person eager to be the first back
to the table. · After the false
alarm and a breath of fresh air
for all, the games rolled again.
The alarm also emptied the
pub , where patrons were told
they had to leave their drinks
on the tables . One man, who had
just received his drinks, downed
six shots of rye before exiting.
There was a great rush to return
to the pub after the firemen
had checked the building, as
students wanted to find tables
dtat still had drinks -0n.,them.
The evening can be summed
up if you picture an average
student in the following manner :
The eyes study the gameboard
and the other bettors . The hinds
slowly fold a pile of green fifty
dollar bills, and place them on
the board. Then it's all noise.
" Come on number twenty nine "
" I'm staking my life on this
one"
"Yeah! I won! "
"Easy come, easy go. "
"Does this money buy beer?"

The 2 for 1 Submarine
Special. It's a pennypinching reason to
come on home to
Mother's every
Tuesday in September.

Licensed
under L.L.B.O.

187

ComeonhometoMIIIQI•
FREEPARKING

819 OUELLETTE, WINDSOR

Pizza Parlour& SpaghettiHouse
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Cuckoos Fly Over South -Windsor
duction. Tonight at Centennial
SecQndary School, "One Flew
Over The Cuckoo 's Nest" will
open. This play, for those of
you who don't know , is based

By MIKE HAZAEL

Tbe Windsor Light Opera
Association's Players group is
1aunching its most serious pro-

on the book by Ken Kesey,
the head merry prankster out of
the pages of "The Electric Koo!A.idAcid Test."
The pl~y, however, is very

different from Kesey 's book , as
was the movie . The play was
adapted by Dale Wasserman and,
for the sake of continuity, he
has taken ticence with certain
characters' lines, shifting them
as needs be to maintain the
steady flow. If you are a fan of
the book, don 't expect to see
a stage version conforming stric- ·
tly to the book . However, do
expect to be entertained.

Unclassified
UNCLASSIFIED will print your noncommercial personal message for free ..
Typed copy must be handed into the
Lance ·office before noon Tuesday of
the week of publication . Submissions
may be edited for length.

FOUND : A blue suitcase, In SAC's pickup van . Owner can claim in SAC office.

The pace is rapid, the crazy
characters are there, and the
message still reaches out and
grabs you like tiny electrodes
attached to your ·head. Ta.king
place entirely in the ward of a
mental hospital, the play is a
recounting of the re-coming of
aw.areness of Chief Bromden,
a. supposedly deaf and dumb
Indian . With the arrival on the
'Yard of Randall Patrick McMurphy, routine is disrupted and
a battle of wits between µic
~cad Nurse and McMurphy

FOUND: A charm bracelet.
Roseville
area. Appears vl!luable. U. of W. 1977
charm. Call 944-5690.

Ann.ouncements
AUDITIONS for "The Changing Room"
will be held tonight, September 16 in
Essex Hall Theatre, at 7:00 p.m .. This
is an all male show and all men (students,
faculty, and staff) are invited to audition.
Please contact Ext. 146 for further information.
ANYONE interested in t.h~ Equality,
Rights and Awareness of women are
invited to a meeting on Tuesday September 20 at noon in Assumption Lounge.
We are forming a club for undergraduate
women to ' rescue the Women's Centre
from disuse.

.-..~

THE Windsor Symphony's 10th ANTIQUE SHOW and SALE will be held at
Cleary Auditorium, Riverside Drive West,
Windsor. Times · as follows - Sunday,
Oct. 16, 5 p .m. to 1l p.m. ; Monday,
Oct. 17, 11 a .m. to 10 p.m .; Tuesday,
Oct. 18, 11 a.m . to 6 p.m .. Admission ·
$1.50.
-

.....

~~~~~

THEATRE Viola 2 presents Dostocski's ''White Nights", Sept-ember 16-18,
and 23-25 at Willistead Library, at 8:00
p.m .. This production won three awards
at the Theatre Ontario Festival 1977 .

I*

COFFEE HOUSE one night only! At
IONA COLLEGE ($.Inset Avenue) on
Sunday, Sept. 18th from 8 to 12 p.m ..
PLEASE feel welcome to bring friends,
talents, and instruments. Admission Free.

Trivia a -uiz_ I

J

COFFEE HOUSE. Iona College will '
host a coffee house on Sunday Evening
September 18th from 7 :30 p.m. to 12 :00
midnight as part of orientation week
activities. Admission FREE. Local talent.
IONA College, 208 Sunset, wil hold its
student suppers every Thursday evening
beginning September 15th. Tickets in
advance or at the door, '$1 .00 per person . ,
Supper to include discussion, celebration and soecial ouests .

The follov\ingis the first

**I

in a series of strang.e tests.

II

This week's quiz- is for animal lovers.
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LOUIIE
Bands f qr your da.ncing and
listening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment

•:

Saturday Sept. 17
''STEPPIN''
DIRECT FROM MICHIGAN

DIRECTFROM LONDON

..

I

led?

*

1 7 . The giant panda s at th e Washington D .C. zoo which were th e *

#
#tf,:f
!

gift of th e Peopl e's Republic of China are named .. .?
*
18. The first dog to orbit the earth had a name which when trans - :
lated meant " Barker " - How's your Rus sian?
*
19. In th e " Green Acres " TV series, what was th e pet pig's name?*
20 . What is the name of the Ford Mercury TV advertising cougar?:

tf,

Answers!!!!!!
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9. Elsie the Borden cow has a son, can you name him?
*
10. Do -you remember Captain Nemo's pct seal from 20 ,000 Lea-I
gues Under the Sea (1954)? What was her name?
*
11 . What was the name of Rip Van Winkle's dog?
12. Can you recall Pete r Rabbitt 's three siblings' naines?
13. (This is the toughie - If you score on this one you're hot stuff!!)
What were the names of the mother and father dogs in the Dis-*
ncy flick " 101 Dalmatians "?
*
14. What was Uncle Wiggily's housekeeper's name?
*
IS . What was the name of the cat who was always after Pixie and**
Dixie?
16. Donald Duck has a fiend who is an inventor and he is usually*
accompanied by a light bulb symbol. What was this friend cal-:

:

I
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Mon. Sept. 19th- Sat. Sept . 24th
''VISIONS''
t1J,~jrt~4~~

7.
8.

..4. *
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**

What. was the name of the dog on the TV series "The Ghost:
and Mrs. Muir?"
I
What is the name of the black cat seen in the introduction to
thc 'TV series "Mannix?"
*
What was Hopalong Cassidy 's horse called?
* What is the name of. ~he sta_tionhousc dog· on "Emergency?"
:*
On the "Topper " series who was thc ·st. Bernard ghost-lush?
In the 1942 movie "Bambi" w.hat was his rabbit-friend's name? *
What is the name of the Waltons' hounddog?
*
In the " Phantom :: comic strip , what is the name of bis pct*

I*
#
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Your Host:
Peter Aomeri 1.

Welcome Frosh & Upper Classmen

"Cuckoo's Nest" takes you
away with laughter then drops
you on your ass hard enough .
to . hurt at the end . Be prepared to be swept up with Billy
Bibbit on the night he loses his
virginity, with McMurphy who
attempts to con the pants off
his fellow inmates only to be
accidentally fooled by them,
with Bromdcn as he emerges
from his self-imposed silcnc(
·only to be sent to the Shock
Shop for a treatment of eloctroshock therapy, and with Nurse
Ratchet as she finally defeats
everyone irr the end, yet loses
forever her self-assurance and
power over the patients.
· The W.L.O.A. Players present "Cuckoo's Nest" tonight,
Saturday, Sunday and next
Friday and Saturday at 8 :15
p.rn .. Centennial Secondary School is located in S'outh Windsor.

'******************************

3.
4.
* S.
: . 6.

S.A.C.

helps bring the other patients
to a new awareness of their
manipulation by the Big Nurse.

.

-·
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Radio Is Alive And Well On CBE·
emphasis on classical music !is~
_tening. I welcome suggestions
from readers, and l invite you
A surprising number of people still labor under the mis- to contact me for . further inapprehension that radio listenformation of specific radio lising is a rite of the .past, speci- tening guides.
fically the 1930's and 1940's.
I cannot think of a more
Initially, in response to that
auspicious beginning than by dearchaic way of thinking, I voting this instalment to Wind· could only wince, or at best,
sor's own CBC radio station,
utter mute cries of exasperaCBE. Located at 1550 on your
tion. Finally, it occurred · to me
AM dial, CBE station is reto undertake this weekly assign- nowned for its varied schedules,
ment of introducing to you
"reflecting the principle set out
the fine local radio stations,
in the Broadcasting Act that
including public stations across
the national broadcasting serthe border. Each week I will
vice should be a balanced serattempt to preview what I bevice of information, enlightlieve to be the listening highenment and entertainment for
lights for such diverse interests
people of different ages, interas current affairs, documenests and tastes covering the
taries , drama, opera, variety,
whole range of programming."
science and the fine arts, with _
It is hardly possible for me
By ROSEMARY A. BRESCHUK

to give a complete run-down of
the fine programs offered by the
CBE. Hpwever, I will begin by
drawing up a partial list of
programs which may interest
un iversity stud ents.
On Monda y nights at 8 :04
p.m., for the next two weeks
only, CBE offers THE PICK
OF THE GOONS. The Goon
Show is an outrageous . and
totally original comedy radio
series from Britain produced
from 1952 to 1956 and starring those goonatics Peter Se!-_
lers, Harry Secombe and Spike
Milligan. DR. BUNDOLO comedy · series will replace the Goon
Show beginning October 3.
Thursday evenings at 8:30
p.m. you can tune in to JAZZ
RADIO CANADA, featuring
Canadian jazz concerts, inter-

.

views and profiles of jazz artists. Guests commentators on
this show have included Dr.
Peter Stevens from the University of Win~sor.

afternoons at 12:05 p.m .. The
SOUND OF SPORTS, a summary of weekend sports activities, is heard at 10:05 p.m.
on Sundays.

This list is not exactly repreSat urdays at 12:10 p.m. hear
sentative of CBE programming,
QUIRKS AND QUARKS. Dr.
but I urge you to tune in whenDavid Suzuki explains scientific
ever you can. You will be sure
mysteries and . new discoveries
to find a program of interest.
without the , technical jargon'.
. Incidentally, the CBE publishes
At 2 :04 p.m. there is OPERA
free copies of the highlights
BY REQUEST. Also, at 10:05
of each month's programming.
p.m. you can hear ANTHOThese guides may be located
LOGY, featuring POC:try, short
on the counter at the entrance
stories, reviews a. -: interviews
of
the U. of W. Bookstore.
with literary figures.
Clyde Gilmour, in his GILMOUR 'S ALBUMS, plays opera,
classical, instrumental and solo
selections from his immense and
varied collections, heard Sunday

Director of Public Relations
is Margaret Butcher. I'm sure
she wou_ld be pleased to hear
from the newly-introduced listeners of CBE Radio.

IMUSIC GUIDE I
ByCJAM

Eastern Michigan University
Cobo Hall

Sept. 24

Melanie
Geils and Derringer

Sept. 26

Ray Charles

Sept. 28

Be Bob Deluxe

Sept. 30

Frank Zappa
David Brenner

Oct. · 1

Jay Ferguson

Royal Oak Theatre

Oct.

2

Steve l,\artin
Aerosmith

Ford Auditorium
Cobo Hall

Oct .

3

Joho Luc Ponty

Oct .

7

Chicago

Hyatt Regency
Roy ;,l Oak Theat re

~.,

Cobo Hall
Ford Auditorium

Fisher Theatre

Robin Trower, Ram Jam, and Small Faces

Oct .

INTHE*STARS

Steppio In

By OTIS T.
ARIES - (March 21 - April 19) : Organisation now will result in

success later. Nothing will be gained by waiting till the end.

The Pub

8

Olympia
Cobo Hall

Royal Oak Theatre

Firefall

Oct . 14

Firesign Theatre

Oct. 16

Utopia and Starcastle

Masonic

Oct . 19

Santana

Masonic

Oct. 20

Iggy Pop
Tom Waits

Oct . 23

Foreigner

Oct . 24

Jose Feliciano

Oct. 26

GrahamParker and Thin Lizzy

TAURUS - (ApTil 20 - May 20) : Straighten out financial pr<ffitems

Michigan Theatre (Ann Arbor)

Cobo Hall
Michigan Theatre

before going on . Any delay would be costly .
By ELLEN SILVER
GEMINI ....:.(May 21 - June 21) : Concentrate on the positive as-

pects of the problem. Being overly pessamistic will only cloud the
issue.
CANCER - (June 22 - July 22) : Unbridled romance is only for

pocket novels. Be content with whatever you can get .
LEO - (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Your ideas are worth listening to.
Pushing will only create unneeded hostilities.
VIRGO - (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : Ride out any opposition to the
bitter end. You knew you were right from the start.

Steppin, a five member band,
appears for our first week of
classes at the Gallery Lounge
(the pub). The group ·consists
of three male guitarists, a male
drummer, and a female lead
singer. Their selections are mostly top 40 hits by such artists
as· Bob Seger, Stevie Wonder,
Peter
Frampton,
Fleetwood
Mac, etc .

Although, as one observer stated,
"Steppin tends to fall down
LIBRA - (Sept . 23 - Oct . 22) : Your present quandry will soon be
and
trip over certain rendicleared up. Heed any advice that comes your way.
tions", they are, for the most
part, enjoyable, even if a bit
SCORPIO - (Oct . 23 - Nov. 21) : The direct route is not always the
loud at times. The response
safest. Reveal only what is absolutely necessary.
from those who like to dance
is
also quite good . The lead
.SAGISITARIUf - (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) : Pay strict attention to '
minor details . Nothing can be considered unimportant .
singer maintains a fairly good
rapport with the audience and
requests
areanswered promptly.
CAPRICORN - (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 ) : Be cautious of any confidential information. The source may not be reliable .
The group will be appearing
at the Gallery up to and incluAQUARIUS - (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) : A wait and see attitude may be . ding Saturday night. And, as an
best for the moment. The situation could change at any time .
added bonus, they will be giving
away T-shirts throughout the
PISCES - (Feb. 19 - March 20) : You must gain cooperation from
week. So drop in, and do some
others _befoJ"e yo'U/Ca{l proo~,<hiWi.thou 't'Y a r .doom·crd-~o ail u»aeppin tof •,your •'tJ\'v'n~ o" S e'p·ure.
' pin.

Cobo Hall
Hyatt Regency
Masonic

LIBRARY . INSTRUCTION
BIBLIOGRAPHY ONE
( An in-rrodlAction to +he.Libro.ry)
The.Ledd'tLibrary is a.cc'-ptin9
re3is+r~f ions for-1,·,vlio~rap~ lJ
a course, i" l-ibrar~ \o~ruc+1 on.
Tne.course... cons i 91"s o.f 3 one
hour le.c+ures be3inni"q Sev.\-,
2b
and9.9ainOc4· 3 . lnttVt~tu:i
s+tAde"+sc.an si3n- up a~ the

. 1!\forMa.-hon
Vesk) Ledd_:1
L,b,ary.
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tn.tramuralSport

DATES OP
COflPl!lTITION

ACTIVITY

TDII! '

PLACl!l

Men' • Pl a 9 Football

Sept.

Men' • Paddleball

Sept.

29-

OCt.

28

Women's Soc cer

Sept.

26- OCt.

24

5 : 15-

6 : 30 p. a.

So uth Cu,pua .
Pield .a

6 : 30 p .a .

south
Caapu•
Pi eld l

21-

oct . 26

5 : 1 5- 6 : 30 p.a.

( MW)

on own ti -

H. lt . Buil ding

(M)

Me n 's

whatsOevcr. Invariably, someone
will know someone who knows
someone who's thinking of for·
ming a team , and they will
approach you in the next few·
'!eeks and ask; "Howd' jalikc_:
tobeonanintramuralteam, huh?".
If th is shou.ld happen, remain
calm. These people are seldo~
d~ge~?US.

A return to campus· kicks
·off a new year for intramural
,sports. Many students would like
,to participate, but do not know
·how to go about it. There arc·
two methods ·of becoming in:volvcd. The ' first is to go to
'St. Denis Hall and put in your
name at intramural sports headquarters, or to call the intra'mural hotl ine, Extension 32S .
People doing this are commonly referred to as "active
seekers" by those in the know

are literally crying out for talent , so your contribution would_
_not go unappreciated.

Se p t . 20 - OCt . 27
(T Th )

5: 15-

Men ' s Lobball

Sept . 22 - Oct . 27
( M T Th )

5: 1 5 - 6 : 30 p . m.

So ut h Caa pu a·
ni aao nda

Co - Ed Lobba ll

Sept.

5 :15-

Sou t h Campu •
Di aaond a

21-

Oct.

26

6 : 30 p . m.

( W)

Women I s Vo ll eyball

OCt.

4 - Nov .

2

7 : 00 -11 :00

IT )

The Intram ural Program is to
your right and , as you can sec,
all forms of competitive sports
are covered. Intramural activities
are a good way_ to enjoy your self and stay in shape. All dubs
and organizations arc encouraged to part icipate .

Many sports are available t o
choose from. Sports beginning
this month include flag foot ball, paddleball, women 's and
men's soccer, men 's and coed
1lobball , a superstar competition,
golf, and tennis . The caliber
·of play ranges from competitive to recreational , so there is
room for everyone . Most teams

Because this first method
involves some effort, many pre-fer the othe r method known as
the "inertia " approach , first pro·posed by Dr. Gonzo _in 1214
A.D.. This requires no effort

Socce r

Co - Ed Cu r ling
• 3 on 3 "
Ras~etball

Men's

Mar c h

5- Nov.
Th)

oc t .

Curlinn
3

St . Den is

Earl y AM,
La t e PM
7 :0 0 - 9 : 00 p . m.

Adi e Knox

co - Ed Volley ball

Nov .

8 - Dec.
(T)

Men ' s Basketball

Nov.

7- Ma tch

24

7 : 00 - 11 : 00 p. m.

Jan .

3- Feb .

28

8 : 00 - 10 : 00 p . m.

Jan .

11-March
w Th )

16

7 : 00-11 :00

24 - Mar c h 2 4

w Th )

(M T
H~ckey

IM T

Bowling

Jan.

Co • Ed Inner

Tube

J an.

Polo
Vo lle y ball

Co- Ed Floor

I J an.

Tennis

-

6

p . m.

Aren a
St . Den i s
St . Deni s
WIii. Hands
Prin ce o f
Wale s Sc h ool
St . Den i s

March

9 :00 - 11 :00 p.m.

Bowl e ro

10 - March 21

9: 30 - 11 : 00 p . m.

H.K . Pool

7 :00 - 9 : 00 p.m.

.

(M)

wa ter
Men's

Club

9:00 -11 : 00 p.m .

Oct .

Co·Ed

Wi nds o r

8 : 00 - 10 : 00 p . m •

Men' s Hoc k ey

Hen ' s Ball

St . De n i •

(W

Women'• Basketball

- The Lance is interested in.
covering
games,
publishing
-scores, schedules, team informa·tion, team photos, etc .. So come
'on up and brag to us about your
.team.

.

Oct .

p . m.

(Sun . )

:

south Cu,pu• Pielda

12-Marc h 16
(Th )

l Feb. ,~ 7-~.Narch
,

23

:

8 :00 -10 :0 0 p. m.

Wm. Ha nds

..

ease ment
n .. n i s

PIE EATERS TOSS THEIR PIES
: By DJ\NlEL SULLIVAN .

~

Each contestant in this case... _ahd shortly after the 1S en-.
·trants
had begun their facebad a pie plate , at the bottom
to-face confrontation with the
of which were twelve cherries.
pies, one of the . spectators
The object of the contest was
fiendishly ran behind the table
to , without the use of the hands ,
grabbing a pie, and dumping
eat th rough a large amount of
.it on the head of a contest ant .
whipped-cream topping · and
,Th e crowd scatt ered, as what
devour all th e cherries.
started out to be a pie eating
A large crowd had gathered .

A}l, a pie-eating con~est. I·
came prepar ed, but riot for what
, nsued on Monday afternoon .
, ,Pie-eating contests in my memory., involve the consuming of an
entire pie of each contestant,
the first-one finished being the
er. This was slightly different thoug h.

cont est turned quickly into a
pie throwing contest .
In the confusion and the mess
a winner was declared. Dave .
Jewell, a second year student
in social work, was the recipient of a $2 S first prize.
.
The outcome was taken well
~ ev<:_
ryone, _though _organizer .

Gino Piazza was visibly dis- '
appointed, atid accused :Vince
Landry of being the chief culprit in the mat ter.
· Personally, I played it safe."
At the first sign of trouble 1 I
headed up into the nearest tree,
where I stayed until the last··
flying glob of cool whip had
reached its tar2et.

* READ

300 PAGES IN ONE H OUR
* IMPROVE STUDY SKILLS
C UT READING AN D STUDY T IME I N -HA LF

*
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•

•
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DUR.A
T-IQN:
8 WEEKLY SESSIONS OF 1 Y2HRS. EACH
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Lancer Track and Field Running
By MIKE HAZAEL

Belle Isle, we won't get a chance
to see our track and field team
unless we venture to one of the
meets away from home. Next
year however (in the 78/79
school y ear) the Lancers will
have a meet here.

This year, the U. of W.
Lancer track and field team will
be participating in three Ontario
. sanctioned meets. Dr. Salter
and his team will be at the
Waterloo Invitational on Oct. 7;
the McMaster Invitational on
Oct. 15; and the OUAA Finals
at McMaster Oct-. 22 . The Lancers are also to be partic ipants
in six cross country and road
.races. Sept. 25 they will be at
the Springbank International in
London; the York Invitational
on Oct . 1; an OUAA Invitat ional at Waterloo Oct. 8; the
Guelph Open, Oct. 22; at Belle
Isle in Detroit near the end of
October; and the OUAA finals
at Queens Oct. 29.

events and has received many
medals in his five years of competition in Ontario. Dr. Ian
Malcolm is one of the best
marathon runners in Canada
and he will be coaching the distance runners . The marathon
runners will be going anywhere
from 4 to 24 miles. (The marathon is one of the races not
yet run in kilometers).

The Lancer track and field
team has been a low ·key team,
unlike the football or basketball teams, and we really don't
hear too much about them .
They train just as intensly
as the other teams though,
and they do represent the University at meets across, Ontario
as well as in Michigan. Organizing the team is the task of Dr.
M.A. Salter and he has some
great talent lined up to help
him to capture some medals
at the meets. Derek Doidge is
this year's coach for the field

As you may have noticed,
with the possible exception of

Dr. Salter is one man who can
push .this team to top competitive level. His philosophy,
:he told the prespective team
members at ·their first meeting Tuesday, is that "there is
no point going out. for a team
unless you 're going to work to
win, unless you 're going to try."
He advised the future track and
field Lancers to "set an objective. You 'II get more satis•

Service' Program '71
ACTIVITY

. DATES

WCATION

TIME ·

At . the opening meeting 28
-people came out for the men's
team, 12 for the womens. The
Lancer track andf field team
will consit of approximately
25 · members for the meets that
are going to be held in Ontario .
There are races in Michigan,
however, where any nu'!1ber of
competitors can compete using
the . University of Windsor's
name. All hopeful team members must take a U. of W.
medical test before they are
allowed to compete. Another
_prerequisite is the MY02. (Maximun Volume of Oxygen) intake test . The MV02 test is
run on a treadmill for a maximum of 15 minutes and a readout on the oxygen intake ·of the
person is recorded. Dr. Salter
explained that, on . a, scale of
one to ten, he .would like the
men to accomplish an eight or a
nine. ·the average man ·on the

street would score about a two
9n the test.
The meets worth paying attention to are the Springbank
International in London, Ont ..
This meet is a highly competitive distance runner meet
that attracts many name competitors; and the OUAA finals
at McMaster, a meet which produces many of the Olympic
_competitors.
Last year the Lancer track
and field team had an overall
placing of .fourth in Ontario
for Outdoor competition · and
had individual winners like Paul
Brown, who placed second in
the All-Star games 600 run;
and Sharon McNamara who
captured a gold medal in javelin at the Ontario Championships. Membership on the team
is still 0pen .and anyone interested in what is one of the more
_personally strenuous of th~ com- .
·
petitive sports, should · cc;>I:itact,
Dr. Salter in the Human Kinetics
building.
•

·Tuesdays
Sept. 2 7 ,-Dec. 6

9:3~-11:00 p.m.

HK P,ool

:lironze ,Medallion

. Daily Mon/Fri _
Sept. 19.: Sept . 30

6 :00 , 7 :00 p.m,

,HK Poof

CAM .PUS

Infant Sw'imming · · , .'.;
•
;
, • I ,t
. , i 1 . ~.

: Mon/Wed/Fri
. Sept .' 26 - Dec. 9

·HK Pool

.DIVERSl'ON
. ·.Si:RVICE

Adult Learn to Swim

Diving..Clinic

AJkido

Karate Club ·

.
'

.

. .

. .

un.
'

10:00 -10:45

·'(,.

t

.

',,·

Daily Mon/Fri
Oct. l ~ Oct. 14

Children's Swint.mt~ .· .. ::

·. 9;30 ~

, .,oct.

~

11:30
a.m. ·'
!

'

•

'

•

I

'·

. HK Pool

•

':{)i~ay~ _ .. .:
. Sept. 20 - Dec. 6
·.·

~

.

,Mon/Wed/Fri
Dec;· 9

'

I

•

Men's Self Defense

Women's Self Defense

p-

•

•

. 7 :00 ·~9:00 p.m '.·
,·,
·.·
..

Classroom St. Denis .

;

. \ ~ . ·.

.

!

; . ~ . ·., \

. .

·· Thursdays
Sept. 22 - Dec. 8

· 8 :00 ~ ·9,:00 ·pi;"ui.

Thursdays .
Sept. 22 - Dec. 8

. 7 :00 - 8 :00 p.in. ·

.

1 :

Dance Studio .

M~n's Fitness
.
.
·''.T.urkey _Trot"

. ·· . Mpn/fhurs ·
Sept. 12 -.Dee. 8
.

· 7:30 - 9 :'30 .p.m.

Wednesdays
· . Sept. 14 - Dec. 7

8:00- 9 :00 p.m. :

Friday
October 7

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p:m.

DaI,lceStu1io

Track

, 7 :00 - 8;00 p,.m. .

Daily
·sept. 12 - Dec. 9

.12:00 - 1 :00 p.m.
or on own time ·

Mon/Wed/Fri'
Sept. 12 - Dec. 9

5 :00 - 6 :00 p.m.

Basement St. Denis

Badminton Club

Fridays
S<:pt. 23 - Dec. 9

7 :00 - 9 :00 p .m.

St. Denis

Children's Gymnast ics

Saturdays
Sept . 24 - Dec. 10

10:00 - 11:00 a.m.

Volleyball
Coaches & Players

Saturday
September 17

9:00 a,m. - 6 :00 p.m .

Football (Boys 10-15)

Saturday
September 24

9:00

12:00 noon

Field s HK Building

Basketball (Girls 10-15)

Saturda y
November 19

9 :00 - 12 :00 noon

St. Denis

Children's Creative
Dance

Saturd ays
Sept . 24 - Dec. 10

9 :00 - 10 :00 a.m.

Danc e Studio

U. of W, Dancers

Mondays
Sept. 26 - Dec. 5

7 :00 - 9 :00 p.m.

Dance Studio

. . F c;ncing

Dance Studio ·.

Track or Streets
of Windsor

Dance Studio

•

of lptramural and . Se.rvic-cPr&-.
Are ·you restless? Botcd? tFat?
yQur children sink when
gr~s) an_d the co-ordi~tot of
· _you tak~ them swimming? Have · the .program is, .Mr. Brian W~l·
· dasses become -so stale that you
ters _ he is the man to contact
if you h'avc 'a'n'£·'t"ettvif ·' you
. :., ~ ?.$ed ;1,A)ye11ion. frQN; r9\ltine?
If so;rthe Faculty ·ofHuniait
wouid' like to see in ..tbe pro-.
·gr~ or if you .would like to
Kinetics . is · iriv.tting .stud~nts;
faculty, staif, and alumni (and · · instruct an. act_i':~~- He can _be
their families) to partid-pate in · · contacted m the 1 •Hu_~~ Km:- ,
leisure atime activities :
. ... .
etics' building . . ',
•. .

Do

Team
~-,Possibilty_

lf .,you're interested in -judo, · to come down and ~e · what
or think you are, the wall-toit is all about, . including begin~ · ·
. wall ~a.ts in the combative · room
ners and advanced, . male or
under · St. Denis. Hall are waiting · female. · "If we can ·put up a
for you.
team," says Mi . Linnelle, "we
Located in the tunnel betcan go on trips to ..tournaments, .
ween Dillon Hall and the gym,
and hold our own tournaments."
the room · 'is · open Monpays,
For · more inf~rmation, you ·
Tuesdays and Thursdays at .7 : 30
can call Bert Linnelle at home
p.m .. · The 'nstructor is Mr.
at 258-8738, or. trip on down to
A.W. Linnell,e, a ~cond degree
the combatives room. Seven
bl:ick belt.
hundred square feet of ~ats .
Mr. Linnelle invites everyone
are waitin2 to break . your falL

APPLICA 'NTS TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL

c

St . Denis

Coming Up 2nd Semester!
First Aid Course, Scuba Diving, Wrestling Clinic, Boys' Basketball Clinic, Athletic Injurie s Clinic, "Swim nastics " and more!
I

is frof. R. Bou.cber (Director

·combatives Room
St. Deni~ . . ·

Wednesdays
· Sept. 14 ·- Dec. 7

Jogging Club

·

jjm .

;

· · Women's Fitness ·

'

Dance Studio

·,.

Judo

The director of the program

·By .E: P. CHANT
I:

Saturday$ ..
1- Oct •. H

. ... , - .;. .. . ~ep_t.

.

faction if you have a personal
g-oal to reach and · you match
or beat that goal."

,-

..

Applications for all Ontario medical schools are
now available at the Ontar io Medical School
Application Service (OM SAS) for the 1978 session.
Completed applicat ions must be received at
OMSAS on or before November 15, 1978.
Write immediately to:
OMSA$
P.O. BOX 1328
GUELPH, ONTARIO N1H 6N8
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LANCERS OPEN WITH 22-1 WIN
By DON PEPPIN

If one was to believe the players on this year's Lancer team,
last week's victory came because
of team spirit as much as real
skill. This year's team moto is ..
would you believe "HEAVEN
IN '77" ...
nope neit~er did
I.

,-.

But then who believes 200
pound football players anyway?
Right?
Anyway the Guelph Gry phons believe it because it
happened to them as the Lancers took their season opener ,
22 - 1 last Saturday, to help
launch the team into another
year of near,the-top ranking in
the
Canadian Interco llegiate
Football lineup.
The way the season shapes
up for the entire Western Division of the Ontario Universities
Athletic Association (OUAA) is
that the same teams will be
facing off against each other in
the middle of the schedule.
And as for the rest of the season
there should be very few sur~
prises at all. Over last weekend
Toronto, Western and Laurier
demonstrated that they also in·
tend to keep things as simple
as they can, they're just going
to win and win big.
As for the Lancers' efforts
on Saturday they proved, as
much to the coaches as anyone
else, that they wouldn't let
a
t ese rumours about
losing their veterans to graduation bother them. The team 's
quarterbacking appeared well in
hand with last year's number
two man, Scott Mallender, 'tak·
ing the hehn' this year · and a
former local star, Steve Zack,
ably backing him up. Both
t~sed touchdowns to second
year man (and ·ex-Lancer basketballer), Roger Adams. Mallender hit Adams on a 14 yard
pass and Adams carried it the
remaining 10 for the Lancers'
first score of the season with
only 45 seconds le.ft in the ·
first half.
Steve Zack, who backed up
Mallender Saturday, went to
school in Port Huron last year
on a Baseball Scholarship and
had aspirations professionally
that way which didn't jell.
He came in later in the final
quarter , and made a nice little
impression on Lancer fans right
off the 'bat', hitting Adams on
a 6 3 yard recept.ion for the
Lancers' final major.
Zack himself admitted after
the game : "I didn't even see '
Roger (Adams) go in." he had
released the ball only moments
before he was smothered by
Gryphon linebackers. But those
quarterbacks are resilient sorts,
and to stand in front of those
RESULTS IN 0-QIFC

...
>,

.&J
0

0

.::

0.

The Lancers turn on their charm and the 9ryphons fall for it.

guys anyway, well, they are a
few cards short ... if you catch
my drift.
Anyway, the defense deserves
a pat on the head and a biscuit
for their efforts as well. They
never figure to get enough
publicity. At least that's what
they said when they cornered
me last week, and who am I to
argue.
Consid-ering that they - were
missing not only veterans from
the lineup but all-star type veterans to both administration
hassles and injury, they did
exceptionally
well,
holding
Guelph to only 191 yards offense, barely halving the Lancers 383 total offense. Jim
Lynn , Bolf Bridgeman , and Ran dy Essery were all out for
Saturday's match-up among others, but Coach Gino Fracas
commented after the game that
the guys who went in including
Jim Commuzzi, Kevin Souligny,
and Terry Brannagan all made
stand-out efforts in relief.
Of course the defe.nse was
still a regular 'mob' out on the
fiel(i with no-name, no-knees
Tim Maiter, Rick Shaban the
much-missed Jim Cimba · (returning after being out of action last year). They all helped
to make Gryphons' quarterback
Craig Conklin just as uncomfortable as humanly possible .
Dan Dupuis gained a mark of
notoriety this week as he was
featured front and centre on the
sports section of a local (great
metropolitan) newspaper, in a
photo showing h·im helping Conklin readjust his facemask on his
helmet . .. perhaps rearrange his
face too, hmmmmmm? He did,
however, make some 'points'
which are perhaps somewhat
more admirable. He along with
newcomer Dave Larsh gained 37
yards rushing on 10 and 7 carries respectively .
Larsh, who played formerly
for SEPTEMBER 10

McMaster 6
Guelph 1
York 1
Waterloo 11
Carleton 26
University of Quebec at Trois-Rivieres 8

Western 44
Windsor 22
Wilfrid Laurier 1 7
Toronto 37
Concordia 27
Ottawa 57

•

This Week in 0-QIFC
Friday, September 16
Saturday, September 17

Concordia at Ott awa
Windsor at Waterloo
York at Western
Laurier at Toronto
McMaster at Guelph
Bishop 's at Queens
UQTR at McGill

in Vi~inia, decided to return
home to Windsor to play in
Canadian college ball where
"you can enjoy the game".
teoach Fracas noted ·that the
penalties in the game hurt the
Lancers and indeed they did.
Seve~al times the team received

a punt or kick-off in excellent
field position and only had to
concede 15 to twenty yards
on a Rough play call, a clip or
any number of, sometimes questionable, calls.
Scott Mallender, helped the
team out in the rushing de·
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Steve Zack

Scott Mallender

partment as well. Besides hitting for 13 of 20 passes for 149
yards, he also carried it 7 times
for 31 yards, including the
Lancers ' second major, which
he took straight up the middle.
Mallender is also expected to
share the punting duties this
year with Scott Essery. Essery
did all the punting for the team
Saturday, averaging just over 40
yards per kick.
On the place kicking side,
Rob Geier has some very handsome (only because they weren't
big) shoes to fill, with last year's
top scorer in the OUAA Dave
Pegg departing for (ho pefu)ly)
better things. Geier's kick-offs
put the receivers right back to
the goaf line, and his converts
were high and straight and that
is one part of a team which a
coach needs rarely but when he
does . ..
Totalling up the points, with
Roger Adams' two TD pass
receptions, Mallender's dive, Geier's three converts and Scott
Essery's 50 yard punt (which
jumped out of bounds in the end
zone for a single) and the lone
Gryphon point off a missed
field goal for a single, gave us
the final tally.
LANCER LINES: The team
travels to Waterloo tomorrow to
face the Warriors in Seagram's
Stadium at 2 p.m .. Though
the Warriors dropped their game
last week to Toronto, they arc
always big. The game will prove
a little more of a challenge fgr
the Lancers. Watch out for upset .
--...___
Another game to watch fot is
the
Laurier/foronto
match .
Memories of upsets last year
should keep both teams very
honest.
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ST.at Mill

• FRIENDLY PERSONALSERVICE • FREE PARKING

FAMILY MEATS DOES IT AGAIN

AND AGAIN AND AGAIN
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· 32
DOG
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Economy
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iversity averts ·strike
fct ulty contract signed
-

T EMONTI
There will be no strike acQri
tak en by the
niversity
Faculty Associati
cause the
on as come to a con tract agreement with the Boa rd
of Governors.
The announcement of the
set tle ment came at 2 :10 Wednesday afternoon during a faculty meeting , at the very moment that strik e action was bein g
discussed .
The meeting, which began at
one o'clock, and resulted in
suspended classes for the rest of
the afternoon, was interrupted
by Faculty Association President Dr . Alan Metcalfe, who
stated simply, "We have a
contract ."
The bargaining teams for the
two sides had been in talks for
nineteen hours stra ight before
the agreement was reached.
Specific issues of the contract will not be released until
the final package is ratified ,
according to Dr. Paul Cassano,
head of the bargaining team for
non-monetary issues.
.•

·E

ANN~ARIA

Cassano did say that agreement was reached on a number
of issues concerning " academic
governance
and
structures, "
J
including "promotional criteria
and acad emic freedom."
Monetary
issues remained
vague, but Dr. William Miller,
head of monetary negoti ations
for the Faculty Association did
announce that the pay increase
over three years would be higher
than that of any other Ontario
university .
Miller added that he felt
sorry for those negotiating subsidiary agreements in future
years because "we got it all."
" If there's any (money) left,"
Miller added , "we haven 't done
our job ."
Professors have been wor k- C
ing without a cont ract since 0.,
1975, and have worked on 1975 "'
e
wages for the past two years ; iii
According to one professor, i>,
many have had to borrow ,D0
0
money in order to get by . ..c
The new contract is retro- c,.,
active from Jul_y 1, 1976 and
CONT'D ON PG. 6

.
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FACU LTY picketing outs ide Windsor Hall.

, -Secrecy shrouds presidential search
By LEN WALLACE

;frying to track down information on the undertak ings of
th e university's presidential selecri n
about
rf Fto

members of the Board of Governor s, two Deans, and five
Senators, th e proceedings are
strictly hush-hu sh.
The
embers of the com-

mittee incl\.tdeE.J. Doyle, Wfud-

Stan Arbour of Arbo ur and
Wellington Pabli c Accou nt ants,
is the chairman and sole spokesman from d,:ie up. Mr. Ar.bour believes tnat a decision for
r 1dent will b reac ed

g£

T he committee ·sin the mi:dst
of . searching for a new presiden t to replace Dr. J. Francis
Leddy, who will be retiring next
Sep tember. Composed of five

Dean Crowley, D.r. Paul Cas_sano of the French. Depa rt"
ment , Dr . L. Leduc of Pol itical Science , · Dean of Ans ,
E.R. Malley, and Bob Kent a
sOJdent.

ut before

th~ commi ttee , oi; their iden-

tities-.
. It is surprisin g to note · that
the committee has rece ived no
names for the presid entia l posi-

tion through advertising. Mr.
Arbour did, however, say that
:names were "solic~ted " fro m
presid en ts of unjvers it ies- and ., aeans of learned soc ieties" . Tn
problem is tliat most potential
already have firm
· o other insti·
tutions for next year.
Th proceedings are un fortunat ely so secret that .neither
Dr. Leddy nor the executive of
the Board of Governors kno ws
what is happening. Every one is
in the dark.

Lectures offered
By THE OFFICE OF
STUDENT AFFAIRS

SAC President Gary Wells models the latest campus fashion ·a Hairy Parrot T-shirt.

For the fourth year the
Office of Student Affai rs plans
a series of three lecnue s on
studentship, designed to help
students work more efficie ntl y.
Over three hundred stude nts
attended th is series last year·
and their written evaluations
indicate that most fou nd the
lectures to be helpful.
..., Students can learn a sy[ ~tern for notetaking th at ale lows attention to oe paid dur~ ing th e lecture and produces
~ a good study aid for review,
;: tests and exams. Similar effi! ciencies can be brought to the
tasks of using the textbook,

planning a semester's work ,
managing assignments and studying for tests and exams . The
student who knows how to go
about academic task s systematiqlly and effi ciently will get
better grades and have more
time for socializing and recreation.
The three-lecture series i~
conducted by Kennet h F. Long,
Assistan t Dean of Students.
They will be offered consecutively on Monday, October 10,
Tuesday, October 11, and Thursday, October 13 from 12 :00
- 1 :00 and again from 5 : 30 6 : 30 . All sessions are in the
Madame Vanier Lounge in Vanier Hall. They are informal .

Rain doesn't stop Rondeau trip ·
By GARY FISH

The rain didn 't stop abou t 60 ..
students from boarding a bus to
Rondeau Provincial Park last
Sunday, as SAC concluded a
week of Orientation activit ies.
The bus left from parking
lot "M" at 12..30 p.m ., and for
two glorious hours the students
travelled down back roads ,
drank , passed the Heinz Ket ·
chup factory , drank, and drank .
At 2: 30 th e bus poured out its
load at Rondeau 's Barefoot Bar,

a take-out restaurant, where the
passengers were free to tour the
park, drink, or whatever they
pleased . Although the weather
semi-cooperated and the sun
shone slightly, many of the
park 's facilities were closed,
such as the bike rentals.
The evening meal was eaten
in the 'Arcade', a large pavilion housing pinball machines,
ping pong tables an4 a bar
(temporary?) . Th e A~cade is
capable of holding approxim-

ately 500 people for banquets
and dances . The meal all you
can eat consisted of roast beef,
ham, fried chicken, ba ked beans,
potato salad, coleslaw, bread,
milk, coffee, and a tart for
dessert .
After th e meal , the victims,
• er, patrons , settled down to
talk or play frisbee . A nasty
rumou r was started, insinuating
the Ar~~e had an insufficient
power supply, and for this reason the dance was slightly de-

layed in getting started. However, once the show go.t going,
Sweet Thunder prov ed .that they
are a superior dance band by
getting a large percentage of
those attending onto the danc e
floor.
The brave and the weary
managed to arrive home to the
U. of W. about 3 :30 Monday
morning, the return trip being
much quieter than the going.
· A blessed end to a long week!

.,.
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,-14,000 last year

Library vandals cost you money
By ROBERT BRp WN
A professo r wen t t o get a
. lib rary arti cle for his class last
week - and found bot h copies of
,it gon e. T hat was just on e exampl e of the book and maga• zine vandal i~m plaguing t h~ library , according to Aline Soule s,
whos e Task For ce on the Mu ti lati on and T heft of Library Materials is tryin g to figh t it .

T he T ask Fo rce was formed
· last summer ou t of necessit y,
when · it was no ticed t hat t h.e
vandali sm had risen 30 per cent
last year alone. Besides sto len
ma te rial, most of the dam age
is thr ough pages ripped out of
j ourna ls, bo oks and m agazines.

To· com bat this 'ep idemic'
the Task For ce is relyi ng o n t ~e
persuasio n of a publicit y cam paign. T o alert students of t he
probl em , Sonia Dawydc huk designed a display in t he main
foye r of the libr ary, and Mrs.
Soules went on CBE Radio Tu esday morning . In additi o n, let ters
appeared in last week's Lance
and in th e Universit y Memo.
In case it is tho ught t hat pu blicity i~ a rather too th less way
of dealin g wit h vandalism , the
Universit y of Rhode Island reported a substa nt ial decrea se in
ibrary dama ge after a similar
campa ign.

It is also going to be mor e
da ngero us to rip pages out .
Th e new detect io n syste m
A coup le ot pages may not
should cut theft of whol e book s.
seem like mu ch to the average
It also gives security more tim e
· stu de nt , bu t rep lacing them is'
to roam th e library , and being
very difficult . To find a dupcaught by a security guard is not
licate along requires the help
an experience looked forward
of other universities through the
to.
Interlibrary Loan Service. AsThe University has stated it
. suming that a copy can be found
has no qualms about prosecu (not always the case) the binding
ting offenders ; considering the
. of. the book or journal has to
scope of damage already perbe taken apart to insert the
~11etrated.
replaced page.
Howev er , Mrs. Soules points
-. Then the book has to be sent
out th at responsibility rests
to Wallaceburg for the binding
not with security, but the stuto be redone. Altogether this
dents . " The more people leave
, turns out to be a very expensive
things where they are, the less
1 proposition : repairing and rethe y will have to worry about
placing damaged material cost
14,ooo · last -year~ Ancf·l:ther e ·~may be just as mu ch vandal ism
instituted should mak e students '
:,remaining undiscovered by ·libwork easier, as well as for the
rary staff.
library staff.
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PART of the vandal ism display in the Leddy Libra ry .

Campus women unite
By JANINE HALBERT
"A feminist is a person who
is concerned about women 's

........
......

Vanier Hall frorrt falling into
disuse.
Their immediate objectives
are to form an executive and a
constitut ion so they can be
recogniz ed by SAC as a club
and receive funds .

Programming Committee will organize activities to raise wom en's .awareness. Ther e will also
be a Speakers Commi t tee to
arrange for guest speaker s to
come to the University .
The group will be meeting
again at noon, T uesday, Sep_tember 27th, ,in the Women's
Ccnttt {in Vanier) to discuss
club organ ization and choose
the executive. Anyon e interested is invited to attend .

"

The glamour of

university is go,;,e
S.A.C.

. University may not be as
important as you think.
At least , that was the message of Ontario Minister o f Colleges and Universities Harry
Parrott in a speech shortly after
last June's provincial election . .
"If the glamour of the uni- ·
versity is gone, it is because
those in my generation oversold the importance of post·
secondary educat ion at the university level, " said Parrott . He
said he had once believed,
along with just about every -

GIJ.1111

Your. Host:Peter Romeri I

LOUIIE
Bands for your dancing and
listening pleasure ·
Live Nightly Entertainment

Now, however, Parrott suggests it is important to consider alternatives to a university · education, since it's ~bvious that the B.A. has not the
significance it once had . Parrott says he wishes " all the
best " to those who enter un iversity not for caree r purposes ,
but "for the sake of becoming
a mor e rounded person ."

Gas rebate for
handicapped

Sat. Sept. 24th
''VISIONS'!
DIRECT FROM LONDON

Mon. Sept. 16th-- Fri. Sept. 30th .
"HANDEL BAR"
.

one else, that "going to un iversity was a sure ticket to a
better income ."
·

•
•#

On August 19, 1977, it was
announced that the physically
disabl ed would be ent itled to a
refun d of the exc ise tax on gaso·
line pur chases. Trem endous respon se to this news has required
som e clairfication on th e po int
of what is refund ab le retroac -

For Info on Stude:nt Awards
Grad & Under-Grad

V1sir Studenr

l .**•
•••·~= :::: •••••
*****J

Awards Office.
W. Library Bldg.

8:30<1.m.- 4:30p.m .

tivel y.
From Jun e 24 , 1975 to Jun e
15 , 1977 inclu sive th e refund is
allowed for gasolin e exp end ed in
tr avelling t o and from wor k
onl y. Fr om Jun e 16, 1977 on ,
th e refund can be claimed for
any gasoline used by th e handicapped perso n , prov ided his expenses have not been paid by
other persons (firm) .
For further informat ion con tact the Excise T3.X: Office ,
Roo m 60 6 , Fed eral Buildi ng ;
telephone 25 2-5 78 3, or t he Ontario March of Dimes at 2546 314 .
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Anna Marla Tremonti , Eric " Scoop " Mayne; New people we want to hear more from:

••

Jo ',! Vel!a ,

~ . 1

;

Wilson Lam, WUJy Paquette , John Radtke, Colette Bellem a re , Harry Drummond , Jo Payn e';;Dan Aw- ·

,i

.

ender, Dan Castellani, and Michael Upmalis . New People always welcom e.

'

l

University's problems aren't Over yet
The faculty have their contract , and 1t appears we have no
neep to fear a stri~e . Novel as
that may have been to some
students here , there are enough
Windsor high school students
on this campus who have suffered through teachers ' walkoµts , and they know that a
strike is no fun.
All th e gaping wounds in the
admin istration-faculty split seem
healed . Even Dean Zin of the
Board of Governors negotiating
team says he is satisfied with the
new contract. We hope that the
bitterness that became evident
between the faculty members
and the Board is all gone .
If only we could get rid of
another feature of the contract
talks : the feelings of paranoia
and the conspiracy of silence.
However, fear and insecurity
seem basic to this univers ity,
and we'll probably have to put
up with it for a long time .
The attitude of the uni versity administration was even
more frightening than that of
the Board and the faculty. The
.University Information Officer
told the Lance he did not want
to be informed of any progress of the negotiating teams :
Who knows , someone might
have asked him a question, and
he might have had to give out
some information .

Other
top
administrators
were no better. Dr. Leddy knew
nothing ; Senior Vice-President
DeMafco says he is always the
last to know ; Acad emic VicePresident McAuliffe could offer
nothing certain .
These people · are supposed
to be leading the universit y .
Djd they really give a free hand
to a bunch of deans and petty
bureaucrats to play power trips
with the faculty, with no accountability to anyone? Or do
they know more than they say,
and lie just for the sake -of it?
Althougfi the contract dispute is over, another i~sue is
coming up which deserves some
public scrutiny and input. A
Lance reporter assigned •to find
out how the search for a new
president was progressing, found
that no one could reveal any
information. We cannot know
who the candidates are, we
cannot even know how many
there are.
The Board of Governors,
composed mostly · of outsiders
who like closed meetings, will
choose our new president from
among the search committee's
candidates . One can only hope
that the new president will
introduce himself to us next
September, since nobody else
will tell us who he is.
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ODUM to replace OHIP says,official
By E.P. CHANT

The editor of The Lance ,
told me not to comment about
the "Bunny issue" because, now,
I would just be beating a dead
horse - or a dead Bunn y, as the
case may be. Instead , I shall
discuss another endangered species
the Ontario hosp ital.
Much to the chagrin of
Windsor residents , especially the
sickly among the, Riverview
Hospital was recently order ed
to close by provincial Health
Minister Dennis Timbrell - continuing 'the austerity program
begun in that ministry a year .
ago. During the recent provin cial election , the Conservative
government all but begged public forgiveness for its shutd own
policy. Apparentl y, even though
t hey rema in in a minority situa ·tio n in the House, t he P .C. 's
feel confident : resumin g t his
un -medical practice (pun intended). Dr. Stuart Smith , leader

of the Liberal Opposition , has
identified this reneging o n a
camp aign stance as an example
of heinous politicking (how
astute) .
However, l have been assured
by a minor official ir the health
portfolip , Mr. K.C. 3enn, even
more sweeping me;,.sures will
soon be announced by the government.
"The whole thing is financial," he said. "Not only the
hospita ls, but the hospitali~ation
plan in our province is far too
expensive ·t o maintain ."
"But , from all studies made
in an international context , I
th ought Onta rio 's medical program was one of the best j n the
world, " 1 pfotested .
VThat may very well be th e
case," contim1ed Benn , "b ut th e
government must also care for
the eco nomic welfare of its
citizens. He ace.,., in the n.ear
futu re (aft er we get every last

hospital in the p rovi.nce , shut
will be trained as public speadown) , O.H.I.P. will be rekers and will go through the
placed with a new health pro- .. ~.:Province- convj ncing those few
gram ."
_:.. who insist tha t rlii }; ; are sick
" Namely .. . ," I urg.ed hjm ~ that th ey ·are
hyp oto divulge the new plan.
chondriac s," e_~plained Benn .
" Namely , O.D .U.M.. "
"What about ' the ' rest of t he
nurses·? '.' I asked_, by now trying
"O.D .U.M.?"
"Yes, " he explained , "Ont ario Denial of Unhealthy ,Mala~:..:li~'"
dies. The provincial government,
in its undying wisdom, is going
to elimin ate sickness by legislating a program to den y that
it exists. "
"That sounds like quite an
und ertakin g. Tell me - what do
you plan to do with all the doctor s, dentists , and nurse s in the
province?" I qu eried .
"Well, as you no . do ubt
1•!
realize, most docto rs a,.nd qent ists spend more t ime on t he
-~
·, ...
golf courses t han in t heir offices anyw,ay, so we are go.i,og
to get t hem on t he pro to ur.
As for the nurses, half of them

feiif ,~usi:

to talk myself out of the cold I
had .
"They will be trained as spa
attendants ."
" Spa attendants? ;'
"Yes ," concluded Benn. "We
are going to make heal ,h resorts out of all . ih~ hosp1t aJs."
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AsYo a See l~

1

By ANNA MARl ~ TREMONTI
J:>H
O TO S by JO HN REVELL

Students sitting around the University Centre were asked the
question : How do you feel about the university changing the food
,ervice s area solely to Vanier?

I t hin k it 's great . I don 't
have to fight the crowd s for a
cup of coffee in the mornin g.
Tom Akellaiti s
4th yr. SpeciaJ 8 . Comm.

[Le-c-ter.is

]

Sexist policies insult everyone
Dear Editor:
Alth ough it" is ·. not com:
mo n for an outs tder t o contribute to th e lett er column of
The Lance especially concerning
iss1,1esof campu s policies, as a
concerned rece nt graduate and
last year 's editor of this paper
I feel some just ification in joining my voice with those oppo sing the sexist policies of Special Events Commissioner Gin o
Piazza.
It is frustrating enoug h to
live in a society that by and large
persists in treating women as
merchandise and in exploit ing
sexu al imp.ulses for profit . But
to see such insulti ng ta cti cs in
use at a univer sity - a com-

munit y hopefully composed of
th inking individu als - is int olerable.
Mr. Piazza has insulted every
member of the camp us commun ity, male and female , by
using phony sexuali ty to bo ost
his gate receipts , and perhaps
more notabl y, his ego.
As for the Lance editorial
"Bunni es are peopl e too " :
while I must concede that the
waitresses in question are humans and not rodent s as th eir
name implies , I fail to see how
their appearance at Casino ight
in any way showed them to possess individuality or "class " .
While th e author of th e
editori al seems awed by th e fact

Piazza is Praised

I think it's ter rible. he only
place to have food is Vanier ..
the cen~e is closer.
Dainius Vaidila
4th yr. SpeciaJ B. Comm.

It 's inconvenient to walk to
Vanier, but Vanier is nice.
FrankJY., I never come here so it
do esn' t matt er.
Bonnie Porter
3rd year Nursing

I don't like it , I went to the

Pub, but the ir sandwiches aren't
too good . I've only been to
Vanier once .
Jim Bruton
PolitjcaJ Science Grad Studies

Dear Editor :
contend however that due to
It would seem to me that a one 's appreciation of the singreat,. many stud ents on cam pus cere effort put into orientat at the University of Windsor
ion that Y.,OU should be pleased
'have either lost sight of the work
or satisfied with all events.
ethic or were never aware
Consequentl y, if on contrithere was such a socially per- butes his or her tim e and enpetuated idea. I am specifically
ergy constructive ly , many situa• referring to the letters which
tion of conflict could most
have appea red in The Lance in
certainly re~ult in mutual re- the recent past , condemning the
solve. I, for one, do know of the
actions of Gino ·Piazza, Comunsel.fish and -hard work Gino
missioner of Special Events at
and his assistant Bob Gammon
SAC.
put into orientation and feel
Constructive criticism is not
thanks and support are in oronly unde rsta ndable but often
der. I would also urge, that if
solicited by anyone who is of
the opinion he or she can bene - any one wishes tha t some particular event would take place,
fit and grow as a result of it.
get up to SAC and init iate some
Criticism , or mor e specifically
actio n yours elf, don 't ju st sit
th e right to crit icise legit imat eback
and bitch if and when it
ly must be earned in orde r t hat
doesn't
happen .
it will be rece ived with any
Th is letter is not a defenc e of
respect and attention . I conStudent s' Administrative Coun ten d the refor e th at if anyone
cil nor the Comm issioner s ther ewishes to criticise Gino 's action • they should 'first mak e . of, but a deserving vote of
thanks to Gino Piazza and his
themselves aware of the untold hours cf hard work and ·assistant Bob Ga!Ilmon for a job
well dqne.
coorc.;nation that go into pro'ducing an. orientation . I do not
M. Br-4ce Hannah

that these six delicate women
possessed t he stami na to withst and a two- hour border deray.
it seems to me that such an experience, while annoying, is hardly a measure of - character.
or · am 1 impres ed by the
fact th at "t hey endured the
· scrutiny of reportl!rs , photographers, and hundreds of curious gawkers", such scrutin y
being the very basis of their
jobs .
/
It did not take a spec ial kind
of person to return to' th e gambling tables following "vicio us
taunts" during the fire alarm.
uch a lack of pride is hardly
an admirable trait.
And finally , I can not believe,"
as the editorial asserts, th at
"ther e was a Jes on in Tuesday
night s occurrences " for anyon e, least of all organiz er Gino
Piazza. Any man insensitive
enough t o stage such an event
largely in order to spit e stron g
and concerned oppositio n will
probably never learn anyt hing.
Respectfully,
J hn Keating

Thanks
for the
informatio n
Dear Editor :
The last issue of Th e Lance
cleared up several matte rs which
had confound ed me for some
time .

My th an ks to Brenda McLister who (in her comme nt
last week) prop erly defined
'political involvement '. I never
knew th at it was as easy as
pick ing up a phone. My impression of involvement was of
personal sacrifice, dedicati o n,
and effort .
Thanks to Maryon Overh olt 's
Letter to the Editor , I now
' have a clue to the fantasi es of
the Board of Directors. Previously, I though t they spen t
something for everyone on Fritheir time daydreaming about
day, as well as for the whole
ways to balance their academic
week ranging from l- . Folk
and student government work Night to the Rondeau trip on
loads .
Sunday.
·
To us it seems th.at Gino
Finally, my sincere apprecia"Piazza pulled off the most suction for last week's editorial ,
cessful and well-rounded orienstating that Bunn ies are inditation that Windsor . U. has ever
viduals (and " classy" ones at
seen . We also would like to say
that) . It's a shame that some
to those who criticized, that
people have th is overwhelming
although your compla ints were
need t o stereotype human benumerous , your own suggestions
ings.
were nowhere to be found .
Yours truly
Tecumseh Hall House Council
Dave Powis

Criticism Unjust
l used to have my breakfast
in the student centre and use
the deli. I don't use Vanier at
aJI.
Barb Greig
2nd yr. Special 8 . Comm.

Th.e systerq in Vanier . is
good for those who eat a lot ..
otherwise there's no real choice.
Cathy Munro
3rd yr. Comm. Studies

l don 't really like it. Now
you don't know what you're
getting.
Mark Lanbir
3rd yr . Business

Dear Editor :
After reading last week's
Lance we were very disappointed at the unjust criticisms that
Gino Piazza received on his
handling of the Orientation
Week activities . We also feel
that the accusations of "unimaginative , incompetent management " were strictly uncalled
for . We would like to express
that Gino E id a commendable
job in trying to appease as
many people as possible in .hi\
selection of activities .
In reference to the Casino
Night festivities , it was apparent to the people in attendance
that the playboy hostesses (" the
dum , blonde , floosy bunnies ")
displayed first-rat e class. Perhaps they showed more class
than the people wh o maligned
them in last week 's editori als.
Also it was obviou s to everyone who attended Friday's trilogy of concerts at the Centre that the evening was an
unqualified success. If you were
one of tl}e fortunat e many
who attended it you saw three
wide variet ies of bands playing
in front of three packed houses .

' f,udoy
ot 12:
30.
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University narrowly averts stri.ke
CONT'D FROM PG. 1

·- ,

runs until June . 30, 1979.
• The Faculty Association bargaining team seemed pleased
with their settlement. Metcalfe
called it a "very fair contract.
We have ·ended over a year of
very hard bargaining with very
worthy opponents and we are
very pleased with the outcome,"
he said.
Metcalfe went on to say the
contract is a step forward for
this university, and, "it will
help redress some shortcomings
that we saw within the university.''
Cassano had simi ar feelings :
"I am very confident that the
agreement will .be viewed country-wide as a step forward for
collect ivized faculty barga ining, "
he said. He also spoke of " some
welco med innovat ions we're
confiden t the faculty will be
pleased with," but he would
not elaborate .
The settlement was announced · just before a strike mo tio n was t o be introduced to
the facu lty. The faculty had
alread y passed a ·mot ion opening th eir negot iations to th e
press, and had been discussing
work-to-rule proceedings.
The original work -to -rule mot ion was rej ected because som e
members felt it would not
involve all facul ty equa lly.
The Associati on decid ed to
incor pora te into tha r- m ot ion
a mot ion t hat had been inde pen den tly draw up by Professors P .D. La Valle and J.
S. Cohen. That motion , which
included suspending all teaching
duties and /or extra-curricular
activities, is reprinted in full on
. another
part of this page.
The most important of the
non-monetary issues centred a. round academic freedom and the

preservation of academic input
into unive-rsity administration.
These issues have been resolved
to faculty satisfaction, according
to Catsano.
During the entire faculty
meeting on Wednesday afternoon, ther~ was some concern
over how a possible strike
would affect students. Many
professors voiced the op_inion
that they were concerned about
the academic implications a
strike would have ori teh . students, and on the reputation of
the university.
One professor from the Faculty of Law said, wh.en he
heard of the settlement, that
h~. was "happy an agreement
was reached without any destruction to the students ."

The following is a verbatim copy of a co11fide11tialmotion submitted to the Faculty Association meeting Wednesday, ca/liug for
strike action ~gainst tl;e University. Strike action was under discussion at the moment it was announced . tbat a contract bad been
signed.

The Board of Governors
negotiating team al~.o views the
settlement as satisfactory . pr.
Michael Zin said the ''whole
negotiating team is pleased."
Zin said that provincial conciliator John Dempster was not
present at the final round of
talks. Dempster was summoned
1
from Toronto in February to get
the stalled talks . going again .
"He · was instrumental at the
time to · get us back on track,''
said Zin.
Dr. J.F. Leddy, president of
the university , said he hoped
the . contract would be "duly
ratified by both the Board of
Governors and the Faculty Association. I think it is a good
contract in the interests of all
concerned," he said.

BELOW ARE MOTIONS AND PROPOSED RESPONSES TO MOTIONS RE: THE FACULTY ASSOCIATION COUNCIL'S MOTION
ON SELECTIVE WORK REFUSAL. .
Submitted by: P.D. LaValle, Geography
J.S. Cohen, Psychology

Whereas the Motion on Selective Work Refusal by its very nature
would force a certain section of the membership to carry the main
burden of consequences in this strike '.,action and would thus be a
divisive element within the Faculty Association:
and
Whereas the same motion would discriminate unfairly against a
certain section of the student population, in particular, working
·people, who are our part-time students,
and
Whereas suc h· discrimination · could result in the loss of potent ial
support among labour unions and other sect ions of th~ commun ity,
and
Whereas th is same mo tion prop oses action that does littl e to involve
th e total faculty and thus reduces th e impact of what is supposed
to be deci sive action;
.
and
Whereas overload assignments have not been offi~ially specified at
this time and thus overload refusal's could lead to confusion and
disunity,
and
Wherea s this motion does not provide altern ative and pote ntially
more effective actions , we propose the defea t of this motion and in
, its stead suggest an alternati ve course of act ion be ent ertained wit ~
the alterpative being that we will engage in some for m of str ike ac-,
tion. We suggest that th is form of strike action be dete,rmined by th e ,·.
membership fro m a list of alte ,:native s listed in a subseque nt mo~ :
tion pr esent-as follows in th e subsequ ~nr-proposa l.

.THEREF-ORE BE IT MOVED THAT:
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THE / ASSOCIATION MEM0
~ BERS SHALL IMPLEMEN T A POLICY OF WORK STOP- ,''·f
0
PAGE IN SOME FO RM FR OM _THE FOLLOWING LIST OF
ALTERNATIVES:
"'O
::,"

s·
(/)

"Cl

"'
0
::,

Profs picket to protest ·talks
By ANNA MARIA TRE~ONTI
"Twenty-six months with no
increase." "Sign now; · avoid a
"197 _5 wages; 1977
strike."
prices." Carrying signs with
these and other slogans, about
20 · professors marched in front
of Windsor Hall Tower .late Tuesday afternoon.

According to Faculty Associat ion Director Dan Britten the
professors were participating in
an 1 "information picket" in an
effort to make the Board of
Governors aware of their feelings toward slowed negotiations.
The Board met at 4:00
Tuesday afternoon. Board mem- '

pension of classes on Wednesday . The faculty - meeting Wednesday ~as to inform . members
of negotiation progress, whereas
the picketing "':as t.o inform the
~Board of Gov.ernors of the
On September 8, the fac-,
faculty's concern for . the lack of
ulty association ~ent a · letter
progress .
to · the Board of Governors
"We don't want to disrupt
asking them to , meet with the
the university, but if someassociation to discuss the prqthing isn't done soon . we're not
gress of negotiations.
s_ure what the consequences will
That letter, said Britten, was
be," said Britten.
never answered . .It was for that
"The pt9fessors," ·Britten adreason the professors were pic~ed, "want to wrap this (nego keting. "This action is il} restiating) up so we can get on to ,
ponse to their !ack of response,"
academic things."
he explained.
Wednesday, it was all wrapBritten stressed that the pickped up.
eting was ~ ot related to the , sus-

bers had tp cross picket lines,
but according to Britten, there
was no exchange of dialogue between the two parties.

1. To suspend ALL teaching duties

·
and/or
2. J 'o sµspend ·all university teaching duti~s on one or more
si}ected days . of the week which will be ·determined by the
Asso'ciation Action Committee
and/or
3. To suspend all university, faculty, and departmental committee work
and/or
4. Refuse to submit grades, ·records, or other materials pertaining to the matriculation and course enrollment status -of
students
and/or
5. Refuse to participate in all university ceremonial functions
and/or
.
6. Other alternative actions proposed .a~d - passed by the 'Faculty Association.
,._

If the first part of the motion and any of the alternative parts of
the motion are accepted, WE FURTHER MOVE THAT:
INFORMATIONAL PICKETING1 COMMENCE IMME,PIATELY
P.D. LaValle/Cohen

Fortunately, this' article is now academic
A faculty strike is no longer a poss ibility, but here is an
idea of what w e might have
been in fo r, had th e negotiating teams not agreed on a new
contract Wednesday.

By LEN WA LLACE
Th e po ssibility of str ike ac:_
t io n by t he faculty loom s large
and leads us to wonder at the
.fo rm s it could take and the po s1~ible repurcussions.
If t he stri ke is act ively car- .
ried th rough by a full walkout ,
picLeting may be taken up
aro und t he University . Stude nt s

have t~ o choices, eith er to cross
the picket line to resume classes
by themselves, or take up a passive non-interference , thus showing some solidarit y. The\ quest ion rema ins, what would be the
position t aken by mai nt enance
and service wor kers?
By refusing to cross such
picket barriers the ent ire university can be effect ively shut
down. Th e idea -is not too farfetche d since rumor s are running high tha t th e adm inistra~
tion- maintenance
negot_iations
are at a stan dstil l. A st rik ing
faculty may i.n fact be joined

These last two strategies are
a second striking group .
not as effective as a full strike
Other tactics by_ the facwh ich could show that fac ulty may be fruitful to their
ult y, through their numbers, do
cause .- The "work to rule "
wield a good part of power.
concept would simpl y mean that
profs would go to classes but
The role of students can be
not t each - a basic ta keoff from
essent ial. If a movement 1s
th ~ ~it -down strike in the industaken to openly op pose th e factrial sector.
ult y th en the admin istr ation
A t hird possibil ity is that of
could ' app eal to pub lic suport
rot at ing st rike s am ong the difby portra ying the facult y as
ferent facultie s. While some fac- · ro bbers of . the stud ent s' educult ies work , others jus t call off
ation. Fro m the exp erience of
classes for a certai _n period un - the fo od service and mainten til the rotation begins. Some
ance strike last year the po ssifa cul tie s would go back to b ili t y" <of stud ent scabbing is a
wor k, oth ers woul d walk out. good one . On th e oth er hand ,
by

a student . movement supporting
the role of the faculty could
force enough pressur e upon the
adm inistra tion to meet the faculty's points .
Legally the facult y associatio n has th e right to str i.ke . An
effect ive closing down of the
u niversit y is t he st rong est weapon if both facul ty and work ers j oin the same picket line .
For off-cam pus student s t he
prob lem is not se~i~us , altho ugh
senrices for residences will come
to a dead halt , The att itude of
th e stud ents remains t o be seen .

Negotiations took over a year
By RICK SPENCE

It was a long, hard road to
agreiment 'for the negotiating
coriif?:ittees of the ' Faculty As- .
sodiition ,, · and · · the Board of
Governors. Along the way, accusations and name-calling abounded !...and italks appeared at an
imp ~~se:''sev~ral times.
In April, 1976, the Fac~lty
Association, expecting imminent
certification by the Ontario Labour Relations Board, proposed
that contract negotiations begin
with the Board. It would be the
Assi ciati?n '.s first contrac~.
May .1,.L.
1976, the Associad on received interim certifica l'io'n,
on 'the s~me day
the chairman of the Board predicted that negotiations could
take another six months .
Tnrough the summer of 1976
the 32-member council of the
Association prepared the proposal and demands of the faculty
for presentation to the Board of
Governors . On September 3, the
monetary proposals were submitted, and the non-monetary
proposals came on Oct ober 13.
November 5 wa s the date
of th e · first of what would be
week ly meetings between the
Boa rd negotiating committee,
consisting pr imar ily of deans
and headed by Michael Zin of
Business Administration, and the
faculty negotiating committ ee
under Dr . Ralph Nelson of
Political Science. Both parties
agreed not . to reveal any information about the negotia tions.
After three months, and some
16 meetings, progress had been
made on some issues, such as
the faculty' s -use of Human
~ ine~if s fa.cfl~tie_s, , llq,t th~ . major
issues had not been set tled.
In January a lett er from the

On

and
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named in late February, to try
Faculty Association executive to
to bring the parties back to'their rank and file indicated that
gether, but he did not; appear
negotiations were not 'going well,
and suggested t_he Board's nego- , on ~ampus unt ,il late · March .
He then disappeared for anotiators were po.w€r-hungry . Concern was exp ·ressed that t-h.e.. _ ther · th_ree weeks, befor e retraditional role of the fac tl'lty~ . turning for. another round · of
in the university was threatened
talks · in April. ~yent:ually, the
conciliator got the sides toby the "und~moctat ic' ' demands
of the Board.,
·
gether, and left the scene.
At a meeting in February,
DRAGGING HEELS
the Association members voted
to express their confidence in
' AccC?rding to faqilty spokestheir own negotiators, and to
men, the Board dragged its
censure the deans for their
heels on the important issues
proposals which "den y colleright through the summer. The
giality and meaningful faculty
Facult y Association met Sepand librarian participation in
tember 8 to try to force the
the university. "''
Board to bargain seriously, and
At the time the Lance first
after their calls for a meeting i::
heard of strike possibilities, Dr.
with the Board itseif were ~
Leddy issue·d a statement which j gnored, they decided -rn hold ~
was designed to counteract the
th e " information picket line" v5
outside the Board meeting on £
"casual and irresponsible rumSeptember 20 .
• .
o
our" which had flourished.
0
The faculty also warned of .c::
The Board Committee broke
drastic action if the eontract .i.. ·
off the talks on Wednesday,
was not settled by no on, WedFebruary 9, a move which the
FACULTY arrivin g for
nesday, September 20. They
faculty negotiators said came as
scheduled a faculty meeting for
a surpsise. Board spoke smen said
1 p.m. Wednesday to decide
fu rther
me etings woul d be
what to do if the contract was
" counte r-pro ductiv e," while Asnot settled.
sociation m embers said progress
h~d been "virtu ally nil."
Th e Board discussed the
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI
negotiations at its closed meetREACTIONARY
Wednesday afternoon's walking Tuesday, and apparently the
·out
by campus professors came
scare
tactics
of
the
picket
line
The faculty negotiators said
as a surprise to man y universit y
and
the
general
meeting
worked.
that the Board considered the
Negotiating teams worked all . administrators.
establishment
of a facul~y
Geoffrey MacGibbon, Infornigh~ ancf all morning "We~nesunion as an excuse -to change the
mation
Services Officer, said
to
hammer
out
the
last
day
structure of the university, and
that
be
makes "sincere and
details
.
that they were bargaining to strenuous
efforts not to be
As late as 12: 30. Wednesward reducing the powers of the
informed"
of curren t Faculty
faculty and the . senate in ad- . day . afternoon Dr . Cassano of
Association
an cf Board of Govthe Association said he had
ministration . Faculty members
ernor
negotiations.
called the Board one of " the
" upsetting"
i1ew:s about the
most · reactio nary institutions in
On Tuesday, the day before
the Board Committee 's withCanada ," and fought to retain
the scheduled walkout , Macdrawing an offer to pay interhard-won academic freedom and
. est on ~r.etr oagi-ve -pay __increases > Gib\t.91;1~ id he .a~S\lm:ed' '.classes "
rights.
will go on tomorrow".
to the faculty, but by 2 p.m.
A provincial conciliato r was
When asked whether or not
.,
all was se~tled . :

Wednesday's meeting.
/

.

I've got a secret
th e negotiat ing sides kept him .
informed , MacGibbon · replied :
"I don 't want to know what is
going on in that (negotiating)
room ." He added that unless
there was some "dramatic turn" · ·
of events he was not informed ·
of day-to-day negotiations.
Similarity, Senior '1'ice-Presi-. .
dent Dr. Frank DeMarco answered, •i 1 am always the last
to know," · when questioned
about the walkout and other
negotiation rumours.
.
Academic
Vice -President ,
John MacAuliffe was asked the ,
same question. He replied that .
he had heard there would be
a walko ut if n~gotiations were
not settled by noon on Wednesday . He stressed, however ,
that he was not certain about
that.
Dean Michael Zin, who is on
the n~gotiating team for the
Board of Governors, said Tues day, "I haven't heard anything
about that at all," when asked
if there would be a walkout on
Wednesday.
A large number of professors,
however, told their students
early in the week not to attend
classes on Wednesday.

Unclassi-t=iOO
FOR SALE: Spoke wheels and
conversion parts for MGB $150 .
Many other MGB parts for 6 7,
68 and some for newer mode ls
as well. eal l John at 736-333 8
after 4 p.m. most weekdays.
LOST: During registration on e
pen engraved. sentimental v.alue.
"Step hen Brown " . Call . 9662499 .
FOUND : On e Argus
Contact The Lance. .

camera.

WAYNE MISENER : Your Summer School English notes, Clipboard and pad (found in B-05
Memorial } are in the Philosophy Office, 2 190 WHN. Bring
identification .
FRIDGE fo r sale: Good running
con ditio n. $40 . Call 252-6878.
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In . 'the · 1930's, two outfar between and, for the -:mos{
~orisumptio~. :, .We ne·ed ·thing$
raged . consumers, Messrs. Kaiworn out, .
consumed, burned
part, the , market is' composed
let ·and Schlinck, wrote ··a book · of respectable · ~usiriesses with
replaced and discarded at an
entitied "100,000,000
Guinea
whom we can deal with ~onfid~
ever-creasing rate."
ence;
· Pigs'\ The 'guinea pigs' were
. Thro:ugh billions .of dollars ·
consumers - the . people who
worth of marketing expertise
There are a number of flaws
were ·. being defrauded, injured · with this fictionalized account
ari~ advenising, corporations are ·
and killed every day by . prodin the business of creating conof the modern mar~etplace ucts that were adulterated and
most notably the confusion besumer demands. Take, for exam tween what 'is'. and what
dang~rous. The guinea pig metaple, Proctor and Gamb1e.'s "Prin'ought' to be.
,
phor caught on and soon a
gles" potato chips .. Why ~e~e
·. whole series
muckraking stu• Firstly, the marketplace is
t~ey developed? Proctor and ·
dies appeared, · exposing the
G'amble's chief executive exnot competitive. Most sectors
· plight of the consumer, the atrocities of business and the negli· ~t
gence of government.
IIPCfH
Today, government and corporate
spokespersons
suggest
· that this - is no longer the case.
Although acknowledging past
abuses, they are quick to argue
that consumers have come a long
.w~y . . They point to the federal
and p'rovincial agencies -that have
been established to protect the
consuming public; ' _they point
~o organizatiQlls like the Better
Business Bureau set up by 'concerned' businessmen to police
against their disreputable associates; they point to the legis-·
. lative remedies that have since .
come into being; and they point
to the consumer experts that
;. ·' businesses . have employed. In
fact, they go so far as to suggest that, far from being the
victim in today's m~ketplace,
the consumer is now king.
This notion of consumer sovereignty · enjoys widespread curof the economy . are already
plains the : 20 years of research
rency · in today's marketplace
dominated
by
a
small
number
behind
Pringles as an attempt
·but .lacks the evidence to supof corporations who control the
to · satisfy consumer demand.
port its claim. Needless to say,
majority of sales, assets, and
"With the existing product the
its major (if not only) prorevenues
of
that
sector.
For
housewife was .getting 25., per
ponents are corporations and
instance;
cent of the product crumbled
government spokespersons.
4 companies have 93% of the · or broken. The prackages were
sales of motor veJ1icles ..
.bulky and difficult t o handle ."
4 breakfast .cereal · compinies
Th ~ ,bu~incss · press . (Fortune) ,'
control 97% of that market
quic~ly picked up the message
4 iron · and steel mills con and editorialized
that, "the
trol 78% of that market
developmept of - Pringles is a
4 companies have 7 4% of the
classic case of ··recognizing a
petroleum refining m'arket .
need in " a consumer market
The corporate version rests
and than painstakingly workin g'
4 breweries control 96%
on a defence @f the free enaway to meet it ."
of that market
terprise economy in which, it is
4 tobacco companies con argued, benefits necessarily actrol 9 7% of tobacco sales
crue ,t o the consumer as a
4 airc raft and · parts comresult of the activities of compani es cont ro l 72% of · th at
-c
pet ing firms . It goes on ~o sugmarket
gest th at by voting with our dol 4 compan ies control 60%
lars we can influen ce corporof the sales of major appliat e policy and virtuall y dictate
The idea th ~t consumers are
ances .
wh at is prod uced , at what prices,
worr ied abo ut some broken
This arrang ement, known as
and in wha t quantities . Thus,
ch ips in a 'bulky ' 4 o_unce pack- ·
an oligopo ly, is a situa t ion in
.they claim, corpo rat ion s ex ist
age
is stretching the limits of
w~ich firm s no longer comto fulfill our needs and to resreasonable
concern. The reaso n
pete with one anoth er in areas
po nd t o our dem ands. All th at
Pringles was developed was t o
of price , durabili ty or t he like,
is being done to us is really being
sat isfy co rporate nee ds and overbut comp ete thro ugh advertisdo ne for us.
come
some of the mark et ing
ing and costred u ctiorr. Coi;isumproble
ms
of conventional potato
_The governm ent 's version is
ers wit hin an oligopolistic
ch ips. Since Pringles are sta cke d
more equivocal. It recognizes
market are overcharged fo r
and sealed in solid conta iners ,
that th e inte rest s of consum ers
goods and services, have less
t
hey can be shipped across the
and bu siness do not alway s coinproduct choice and fewer sercou ntry, ther eby allowi ng Pro ccide. Th ere is a need , then , for
vices available to them .
to r and Gamble to move in on
a neutral- third party t hat can
local potato chip manufactu rers .
me diate the differences and acThe y make nati onal advert ising
comodate the intere sts of 'both.
I
of pota to chi ps possible for
This is the governm-:n t 's role
the first time - Proc to r and .
- to ensure that , over time, _no
Gamb le spen t $5 .4 million to adone side is being adverse ly afvert ise Prin gles in 197 3 alo ne.
fec ted by the other . Th e gov* Secondly, · corp orations do
Th ey can sit on a shelf for at
ernmen t's conc ept ion also relea.st a ye ar wit hout going sta le;
not "do it all for you " nor do
cogniz es th at corp orat e abuses
con sume rs influenc e t he market'o ccasionally' do take place and,
and they sell fo r up 50 per cent
place. Corp orations exist for one
in the se situ ations, consume rs
more tha n conve nt io nal potato
reason - to make a profit - and
need pro tect ion. Of course, that
chips. In other words, Pringles
is ex act ly what th e govern "' consumers exist t~ buy the
makes potato chip oligopoly
ment, through a host of legisproduc ts. As Victor Lebow, a
possible for the first time and
lative instrum ent s, has , been
marketing con sultant put it ,
they make enorm .ous profits for
do ing. No netheless, we must be
"Our enormous productive ecProctor
and Gamble. That
wary of those 'shady', 'fly -byonomy . . . demands that we
is why Pringles were developed.
night', 'unscrupulous ' operater s
make consumption our way of
who, despite the government's
life, that we convert the buying
* Thirdly, governments are not
watchfu lness, will still try to
and use of goods into rituals;
neutral third parties mediating
cheat us . Fortunately, these disthat we seek our spiritual .satbetween the interests of conreputable characters are few and
isfaction, our ego satisfa ction in
sumers and bu sinesses . Instead,

up,

of

·No vote

for dollars

Innovations
-·benefit ·
manufacturer

"Y ou

you'r e th e one"

governments respond . to the
loudest , voic~s and, in Canada,
these voices belong to the corporate sector. For instance, take
the fate of Bill C-42, Canada's
competition
legislation. First
introduced . in 1972, the bill has
been redrafted a number · of
times and now is on its way back
to the drawing ,board again.
The reason? . The corporate sec. tor has made it clear that it
· does not like the proposed legislation. The bill originally .was
drafted to enhance competition
(there have been no convictions under the monopoly and
merger sections of the existing
anti-combines laws) and provide
much needed mechanisms for
consumer redress, such as class
action.
Despite the obvious need for
.such legislation, the initial bill
'Was blocked when the
government
received some 300
briefs from businesses ( one supermarket chain spent $20,000
its brief) suggesting major
revisions. This time round, dur-

.

as culpable. Is is the 'respectable' companies that produce
cars which are unsafe, overpriced and designed to . rust out

·•''Respectable''
companies ·
guilty too

and fall apart. It is the 'respectable'
companies that form
monopolies, engage in predatory ",,
trade practices, create phoney 11.?
crises, and fix· prices . It is thesc 1
same companies that have been . ~
found guilty of false advert =
ising, short · weighting, income
tax evasion , fraud, bribery and
• illegal kickbacks ; that introduce
thousands of hazardous chemicals into our food, workplaces , .
and environment every . year;
and · that constantly push back
the horizons of reason in their
efforts to sell .us more useless
products at inflated prices. Consµmer 'rip-offs' are not the e~-· •;
ception - they are the rule : ' 1
This is today's marketplac~ .,,
- a far cry froll} the one in which ..
· , ·«
the consumer is king .
Vendo _rs u_sed to hang signs :
in · their stores · which .read' ·1
"Caveat Emptor" - Buyer Be!111
ware. The warning is just
·ing one month 'ofhearings, the
valid today b.ecause every year .;l
government received. over 100
we are all, to some ·extent, a)}..}
more briefs from the corporate
used by corporations. Whetb~ t 1 Ci
sector. Most, like the team efit be through tlie hard .sell of e
fort of 12 · of Canada's largest
10
encyclopedia salespeople at ou
'tcorporations, made it quite clear
front doors, or the secret mani .:· !
that, altho"Qgh Bill ~-42 was. an
pulations · of • companies con : -,..
."improvem ~pt" over earlier atspiring . to fix the price of world n
tempts to redraft the legislation,
zinc, consumers are constantl y ' 1
it ·was still not acceptable. Needbeing . injured, /cheated and deless to · say, with such big guns
,- ,
frauded. However, consumer i1,1
trained on the legislation, conjustice ; no matter how perva: rt
sumers will have .to take a back
sive, <:annat Le explained ' away....-- seaC
as the willful intent of unscni .-h
pulous people. Rather, it is ai·.
* Fourthly, despite .Proclamaby-product of an economic S}"'->i
tions t~ ·the contrary, govste~ in which profit maximi t··
ernments . are n9t champions of
zation is allowed to take pre n
' Consumer protection. It was .not
cedence over the satisfaction of
until the late 1960's, after dehuman needs. Con sumer inustice 1,
cades of corporate abuse and
and economic injustice - tw.o,,.
consumer agitat ion and pressur e,
faces of the same co in - stem.,.
th at_ t he federal and pr ovincial
from this fundamental power .,
governments finally got around
imbalance - the pow er of car - ,
to setting up corisum er de- :
po rations t o make decisions
while peop le bear t he co nse_quences.

on.

Co~porations

block bill

as

Consumers not
considered

part men t s. Ev'en so, they did
not cor1sider cons umer protection an important enou gh issue
to warrant seperat e jur isdict ion.
Instead, we have departments
which are designe d to serve
the int erests of both the corporate sector and consum ers.
Th e no tion of a comb ined qepartm ent presuppo ses a harmon y of interes t betw een th e
two sect ors tha t do es not,
and cannot, exist.
Furthe rmo re, consum er pro tec tion legislat ion , although it
has correc te d som e of the more
glaring abuse s in the market place, is by and large inad equa te. T here are still too many
areas where consumers have no
pr<?._
tectio n. Even in tho se areas
where legislation has been enacted , the inadequate enforcement mechanisms and minimal
penalties make the attempt almost insignificant.

* Fi nally, although we are led
to believe t hat business abuses
·are th e doings of "u nscru pulous op erator s" only, the respecta ble companies are equall y
....

T his power imb alance can
on ly be redressed through the
combined eff orts of peo ple
wor king together , recogmzmg
our commonal itie s, and creat ing
new init iat ives. As alway s, the
best defence is a goo d offenc e:
Th e first step is to kn ow our·
rights - t here are some, but most ·
of us are u naware of what they
are, and ho w we can exercise
them.
Reprinted

from

Caveat Venditor

(Let the Seller Beware),
produced
te re st

a ha ndbo ok

by the Onta rio Pubi'ic I!'
Research

Group,

Wate rloo .

O PIRG is a non -pr0fit resea rch group
bas ed o n univer s it y ca mpus es around
t h .: oro vince, and it is w orking to
in clu de

Windsor .

For

more

infor-

matio n call Len Wallace at the SAC
O ffice, ext. 326 .
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New · ~,;
·~r~
eg:rstr~,r; 11ew process
_-§y ,BRUCE DINSMORE

:He is the man who counts
the 1neses; · ·
,he · rrew Reg istrar, Frank
S 1tl( - ,.-..- .... ·.
.
1

Mr. S~{i.h was:appointed to
the Office of the Registrar
effe ct ive· Sep temh dr 1 th is year .
He - repl aces the Rev. Paul T.
Holliday, w.ho 'has gone to a
te achi11g posi t ion . in Tor onto .
-:i: .•

t...~.

he

.

.

·"'

regist rar . is th e offical
of
c univers ity wh o _is respon. , sih ~-fo r com piling figures about
att ndance her e ,..;i_r t he U., and
fo fiWard i,ng them to the Ministr:y of Colleges and Universities
in 5 .Toronto , so Windsor Uni vets.ity ,can get .. its Provincial
gr-a:nu for -the year.

One of the main reasons for
m issing out on .a ch1.ss or th at
particul ar pro f. you wante d is
the spa ce shortage. ·

Ma"ny people go to the Reg istrar's office t o cor rect some-

"St u dents must appreciate
t hat the re is a certain ph ysi-

thing in their t imetables, when
they have been give a cou rse
that th ey did _ not ask for, or
didn't get something they wan!.
ted.

cal capacit y and we can't pu1t
l 50 students in a room th at
holds 50 ."
In assigning alternate classes,
the computer is programmed to
look _ at the student 's whole requ est for course s and put the
student into all the available
sectio ns of the availab le courses.
There are 3 5 full time people
in the office and with th e po pul arity of off- season course s,

they are -busy all year. After
the September crunc h is over,
the sta ff is working on graduation, and then th e January
admissions. Then it's intersession and summer session and
now high schoo l studen ts are
bein g urged to apply a year
early t o th e unive rsity the y
want to enter.
The Regist rar 's office : the
job is not as easy as it lo oks .

Where there's smoke,there's rules
By ~RIC MAYNE

In a recent memo published
by the Office of Information
Services the University of Windsor "requests all instructors and
students to observe the nosmoking regulations in class' rooms ."
This statement is the result
of an appeal made by the Inter-

~The registrar is also the man
controls the registration
anci . admi ssions p rocess, a job
th it has become a year-round

w~i>·

rasll.r, ·

} ii~!

system", said Mr. Smith. Students have suggested that the
registrar's office be moved when
the space crunch lS over, an~ the
univer~ity's two new buildings
are ready for use, but Smith :·
pointed out that most of the
new space will be for academic
use and not administration.

agency Council on Smoking and
Health. The organization is sponsored by the Essex Lung Associat ion, the Windsor Cancer Society and the Heart Association.
The Coun cil's appeal is based
on the findings of a survey taken
last spring, which polled 500
stud f ntS from St . Clair College .
and 500 students from the Uni-

versity. According to Lilly Hun dy, a representa t ive of the

The subject of enforcement
has not come up on the agenda
of the Faculty Association . Several professors have taken ac~. tion based on the Universit y 's
request. One instructor announced he would no longer
-smoke during lectures and pro- .
mptly changed his courses to a
seminar format .

Council, the results revealed that
students favored t he enforce ment of existing regulations.
'This was proven by a wide
margin, 81% opposed to smoking, 19% in favour. The surv_J!
y
also showed that non-smokers
are a majority, 65% to 35%.

········my:TBE
..Aii···FARCE·i~Q~··TEST

maj ority · qf the student
pp_P,°
}afiqn . hav~ ;,their contract
wit ,,.the Registrar's office at
reg~ ir ation . in September . This .
ye ~r ,~he re wa; ~ M
p ew wrinkle
in th .e process, . an4 The Lance
as d Mr. Smith .if the prepay- ·
m . t . of , t~es · ha.J any effect
o ~ ~gi~tration. ·~
2J;le !,:replj ~d ~h:a~ other than
i lo~g, li~eqp _
s_.at -the feed~ ~;rral . taJ>le, .th~re were few
pr 9J>lem~.. Windsor is now on a
· syf; em that is . standard for
o~~ r 1 pni Kf S.:Si
~~c.s in Ontario.
Ht i.-:a~deq .. that . if the student
h~9i ~he n~cessary forms he/she
coHl4 .bree 2;e . ~hro\,lgh registratio . .jn
Of 20 minutes.

.J

•

•

.

l

DON FE.RGUSON asks:

o

..

•

asks:

SUNDAY MORNING is:
(a) A new religion involving
cucumbers and calendars.
D (b) A popular Peruvian cocktail
made from red wine, tomato
juice and maple branciy.
(c) CBC Radio's electronic
weekend newspaper
broadcast Sundays from
9:00 to Noon .

o

DOCTOR BUNDOLO is:

TOUCH THE EARTH is:
o (a) One of the most difficult
·· positions ·listed in ·
The Perfumed Garden .
D (b) Sylvia Tyson 's "musical
• , roots " _5how,Tuesdays at ·,
8;,~pm o~ C C fil~dio_.
D (c) A popular game played
by off-duty kamikaze pilots .

ts

D (a) A famous Canadian
physician ventilated by
the Chinese.
D (b) The instigator of a crazy
CBC Radio comedy show
heard Mor:tday nights at 8:00.
D (c) Canada's hernia transplant
·
pioneer

JOHN MORGAN .asks':
DAVEBROADFOO
asks:
AS IT HAPPENS is:
(a) A glossy magazine

When aske d by Th e Lance
if ' the tuition increa ses had
an y effect on , foreign studen t
erfrolment, he said a.gain that it
was too early to t ell and that it
would be an other month before
he and the figure s on his desk.
He also cleared up a possible
m isco ncept ion about coming to
t he U. of W. as a foreign stude nt . The stude nt applies directly to th e University and then,
if admi t ted, mak es application .
to t he sen ior govern me nts fo r a
visa and ot her necessary doc uments .'

about birth control .

o (b) An award -winning

D

phone - out program hosted
by Barbara Frum, weeknights
at 6:30 on CBC Radio .
(c) A popular British custom
for schoolboys sometimes
associated with spitballs .

o

o

THE GREAT CANADIAN
GOLD RUSH is:
(a) The basis of Pierre Berton's
railroad books .
.
(b) Terry David Mulligan 's 90-minute
rock music series, Mondays at 8 :30pm
on CBC Rad io .
(c) The flow of money out of Quebec .

C

o

D
C

o

: o
••
••

"When you thi nk of th e registr ar 's office, y ou usually th ink
of the long lineup s on . the second floor of the Tow er Building.
Smith said that all regis- ,
t~llrs' . offices suffer from that
image.
· "We are making constant efforts to chanie or improve our

.

.

..

.Win a ·SUPERPOSTER
Test yo ur radi o I.Q. and w in a Super
co ver-up. A SUPERPOSTER for b lah
walls featuri ng 150 rock stars in red
and blue 28,x 40 inch es. Oust too big
for yo ur locker). Check off yo ur
an swe rs, te ar o ut the page and mail it
tod ay, and §et a piece of th e Air Farce,
the comedy show that make s
.
"
Satu rday a silly day OI) CBC Radio.
First 100 cor rect entrie s per campus where this ad appears
are winners, Closing da te Oot. 31, 1977.Winners witl be
notified by mail. Every entry will receive a piece of junk mail
promoting the Royal Canadian Air Farce .

Free Pregnancytest
(or $7 at independent lab)
3 Hour Oinic Stay
Medicaid, Blue Cro~
Accredited
We strive for high patient
comfort and friendly personal
au ~nt ion.

••
••
••
•
••I

DANNY FINKLEMAN is:
(a) The host of "My Friends the
Flickers" CBC Radio's
movie quiz show.
Fridays at 8 pm .
(b) The host of "The Danny
Finkleman Show ;·
Saturdays 10:00 to 11:30am .
(c) Ascientific odaity explained
on "Quirks and Quarks ,"
Saturdays at 12 noon .
THE ROYAL CANADIAN AIR
FARCE is:
(a) Canada's contribution
to NATO.
(b) Otto Lang's private airline .
(c) Canada's mos \ -listened-to
comedy series, Saturday
mornings at 11:30 on
CBC Radio .

..•

•••

Free Counseling .
(No effect on low medi cal fee )

/

'YES YOU'RE WRONG! is:
of confusion
gen~rally ·associated
with theology professors .
(b) A comic ,quiz &how·with
host Bob Oxley, Tuesday
nig-hts at 8:00 on ~BC Radio.
(c) MacKenzie King's
famous ·retort to Julius
Caesar during a 1943
· seance :

o ('a)_A st~te

sow~

-.,With another week of late
registration to -gor Smith had
na., preliminary .registration figur~ · He · said Yth ere are many
things that aff c;ct registration
arrd many of these are not
settled yet . Last year , the
Uriiversity had an official count
oL 7,400 full time students .

ROGER ABBOTT

•
••
••

·QET
~ J'IECE
QFTHE
F~ACE!
•...
..
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"Orientation '77: ~ '1

i I
i

A wet escape from th
East m eets vflest on Club Day

/

\

A classical tune from Andrew Cervin at Talent Night

~nOth·er Sensation

THE LANCE-SEPTEMBER

H, 1977-PAGE ELEVEN

.

t

r

• rain during th e barbeque

Hot air wins John Siddle
first place in talent night .

,,

Fire bells on Casino Night

A fine day for a sale

. ..-;-:···

Las Vegas comes to Ambassador

~·

..•

'

by the Lance. Photo Team
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One 'CI.Jckoosp,rkffJS,,,"'I
...

By KATHERINE BOWYER

I\

If you would like to see
~ommunity theatre, th en ven~r e out to Centen nial Secondary School this weekend. The
Windsor Light Ope ra "Player s"
have been att empt ing the pro duction of , One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest. This 1s a

--

ward. Offsetting many of the
challenging script for amateur
technical flaws of this protheatre to tackle . Many of th e
audience will almost inevitably
duction, McMurphy sparkles in a
compar e it with the acclaim ed
quite good supporti ng cast .
movie. For those who aren 't
familiar with it, th,e plot con - '
Je ff Chase played McMurcerns the - individua l R.P. Mc-- phy on the . night I saw tpe
. Murph y's fight against the reshow. Cocky and vulgar, · he
striction s of a mental hospit al . co nfro nt ed Nurse Ratc!i~d in
a lively scene where he _shocke d/ her , dressed in a t o_y;el.
Norma Jean Baker recreates a
stron g counter character as the
.
I
"Big Nurse".

CJAM HIGHLIGHTS .
For The Week Of Sept. 26.
ByCJAM

CJAM back for another year of great programs.
MOSAIC

Monday, September 26th - "Floaters" by the Floaters.
Tuesday, ~eptember 27th..:..."Phantazia" by Noel Pointer: ·
1
Wednesday, September 28th - "Danny. Kirwan" by Danny Kirwan
Th_ursday, September 29th - "Diamond Nights" by Hummingbird.
Friday, September 10th .-'- "Before We Were So Rudely . Interril -pted"
by The Animals.
·
· ·
,.
All Mosaic Album Previews are featured Monday thru Friday at
11 :45 a.m. and 9:05 p.m .. .
Monday, September 26th - CJAM will present an introduction to
the Women's Centre with Evelyn McLean. ..
,
.: ·, .
Tuesday, September 27th ::- Bruce Dinsmore talks in-<lepth ~ith
Bob Skuse.
. .
· ·
·
Wednesday, September 28th - John Bain will talk to Paul Schiller
·
·
•
Director of the Big Brother Association.
·
Thursday, September 29th -:-CJ.AM features an exclusive interview
.
.
~ith Canadian jazz improvj53:rio Moe Koffman.
fbel.
riday' .September 30th ..:..The ·best ' of Martin Mull and Barth Gim~
.
. .

Do ~ald Piper betrays how
· rudimentary hi~ knowledge of
~directing . is. Too many of the
McMurphy - - - Ratched battles
were blocked centre stage. This
may be a str<mg area, but not if
overused. Greater variety in the
arrangement . of three of the
patients, Scanlon (Carl Idzinski), Cheswick. (Bill Fleming)
and Martini (Michael Hazael)
is also necessary. · When . Mr.
Piper neatly lines them up,
they seem too much like ·the
Three Stooges. The ' sight of
these actors being placed parallel to the . proscenium ,arch in '
a few . scenes becomes boring.

,.};:;-

'

The patient s generatiy succeed in sustaining ' their char acte rs. Michael Hazael has developed some inter estin g mime
work, shadowing McMurph y's
· experien~es. ·'Th e ch;o hic pat ients , in part icular ,_ ~~ow appreciable discipline.

Bob Cramp has .been physically well-cast as ~ hief Brom den, the supp~ sed d~af-mut e
who acts as commentator . The
convention of having his voice
on tape for the solioquies does
not work . .His speech.es are garbled . It is disturbing · to see a
character who is suppose~ to .be
speaking when he isn't ' even
moving his lip:

ing this emo tional height, the
actor mechanically jumps out
the window . Thr ee • p_atienrs
wave goodby e - - he ~i~ht j:ust
as well have been the ir maiden1,.•.''
aun t .

The import a,nt wi~dow ;ire~-::
is clutt ered by a :taRje '-:.a nd ,'·,
chairs. The set already . offers .
too muc h empt y ·~P,~_!.:e. iF."
wouldn't have been difficult t o '
provide adequat e maski n1{ ~{ t h~ ·
lights above and 'to l>ett er dis- guise the cracks betw ~~i:1
of the set. The set · also suffers' ·
from, the amateur
of. }~~ ,: '
paint glaring flatly u11~er· the · '.
lights.
··

wal
~~
.:
flaw
'

~: ,.,.' /

,,·,

A'.NTl,OOH WEEKEND
'·, - 1
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A... 'CHALLENGLNG
,ENCOUNTER
WITH
CHRIST '! '
'
.
' ..
,••
'

Needed

~

''
Contactlance Office; ":;,

Con.tact Assumption c,mpus Community - 254-3112
·. orTheCh 'aplafncyTeam - 256-0095 or 254-3783

.'

.·~
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HEWLETT'

PACK ~ ~D .

COME IN AND TALK WIT:H THE H-P REPRESENTATIVE. L~T
HIM HELP YOU WITH ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY Hi\VE.
Choosethe new HP·29Cfirst
The new HP-29C could be the last calculator you'll
ever need. You can write programs of over 175
keystrokes. And when you switch the calculator off,
then on, both your programs and data 3:l'estill there.
But the HP-29C is only one of a full line of professional
• HP calculators. When.you ·come in to see them be sure
to get you free copy of the HP Selection Guide. It will
help you match your present and .future needs to
exactly the right HP calculator for you.

THE HP-lOJS SMALL - AND SUPERB
Hewlett-Packard'.s exciting new HP ~lO is up to 50%
smalier and lighter than other hand held printing
calculators- with all the foatures you'd expect to find
in a desktop office machine. And look ·at the HP-lO's
incredible versatility:

HP-19C's quiet thermal printer lists your programs or data
With the HP-19C, you can list a program: the contents
of the 30 addressable registers, or the contents of the
automatic memory stack. And you have a complete
record of all your calculations.
You s~lect from three printing modes. With the
printer switch set to MANUAL, the printer operates
only when the Print X key or a list · function is
executed. With the switch set to NORMAL, the
printer records all entered data and functions. With
the switch set to TRACE, the printer will list the step
number, · function, and result of each · step .of an
executing program or the operati~n and results of a
manual calculation.
·

-:···,WitllE VERY.:ff P-10 YOU ALSO GET . . . .
(~as t:charg e ·battery .pack installe d in the calculator
· bef or e shipping. • AC Adapte r/Rec harger that lets
you opera te the HP -10 while the battery :,p ack .is
·recha rgin g. • Comprehensive manual (75 page s),
coverin g calculator oper ations and ·over a dozen
bus iness ap plications. • Attractive soft carrying case.
• Three rolls of themal pa per. (A,dditionaJ paper is
availab le in six-roll packs .)
•

Th~ new HP-19C
Advanced PrintiJigProgrammab le
with Continuous Memory

0

H-P Repre sentative on Campu s Monday, S·ept .-26,:10 a.m. -4 p.m.

UN IVERSITY

'

BOO KSTORE

atthe
G.ROUND FLOO.R -. ...W:. l1IBRARY BLDG. - ENTRANCE OFF LIBRARY MALL
,

\

.;

.

. Of course, it is am~tetits ~ho
Mr. Cran'i'p is .dev,oid'.qf reachave produced One f, l~ -Over
tion on ' seeing 'McMurp;hy after
the Cuckoo's Nest. Tfl~ Windsor
the lobotomy. His pain and de~i~i,ht Opera "Pl~yers" are ~trivsion that it is necessary to 'sqiomg to mvolve this .· ':ommunity
tqer his · friend .are not .-at ,'all
with .more theatre ;:.' ·-rh_ey are
. convincing. A ·definite up Hft ris
acting towards . the ' city-1.s <:\Jlcalled for at the end as·,chief
tural enrichment: The fe }~ littl l .
Bromden conquers his littleness
· enough . _th~atre ·else'wher~ ' 1fn:
and escapes : Instead of 'c:re
iii:- · Windsor to be seen.
v,,.•, : i,-.,,:

Writers

FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL ·

/
. This !riday night's special will_feature three hours of music by
The Getls Band (formerly J. Geils). The Friday night special is
presented eve Frida ni ht at 9 :OS.
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·By KAREN S~IERKEL
the Year.''
"·Breaker; Breaker, Have .you ·
The Bandit is a ·trucker-cum
got your . ears on, Come .<>n, CB'er who is·. challenged by
Come on,.10-4!"
two stinking rich Texani t'o
If you ·can decipher thadin- · · · bootleg a -rig,-load ~f beer 900
. go. then you'll probably · en- . · miles across ,state line and back ·
again in 28 hours .
·joy Smokey . and the . Bandit,
- Never . one to 'shy away from
a light-humored action picture
featuring th .e latest · craze - CB
a challenge' Burt e11liststhe aid
. ~t adios and. their looney - nine
of an old trucking ace· by the
· operators. .
..
handle ' of Snowman, . and . together they run into a series-of .
The 'Bandit.: (fear not, he , is
a good guy) is' Burt Reynolds.
complications: a runaway bride
Still · sporting tight (pants and
(Sally Fieids); a state sheriff
-loose hands he maintains that
who wants her back at the proC(?cky, vain spirit of his that's
verbial ·alter (Jackie 'Gleason);
bound to win him an . Anita
and over 50 state patrol · units,
Bryant award for "Fruit of
all of which attempt · to block ·

. the bandit's c~nvoy . . :• . '
.
Running guard in a· SQQ.pe4-, .
.
·
·
·up Trans Am !or the , _Snow~. ·.
.
.
,,. .
man's 40 ton rig, Bandit and ·
·
·
··
Frog (Sally Field), race . over .
By OTIS T .
900 miles,. of · broken terrain to
escape the ' grips of Smokey.
ARlES - (March 21 - April 19) : Take no unnecessary risks · a-t ·
"Smokey" in CB jargon is the · . this t~e. The potential gain is not worth the chance .
cou·nty · sheriff who in the chase
TAURUS - (April 20 - May 20) : Take your time and slow down .
scenes not only los~s half of
·
Concern yourself with the details, in· order, one at a time .
his patrol car and ·two thirds of
GEMINI - (May 21 - June 21) : Continue at your , current pace.. ;;
his sanity, but most of his chicAp~ changes made now will not be for the · better.
.. ·
. ·. {
ken' droppings as well.
Actually it's a crazy, half-wit'
CAN~ER "--' (June 22 - July 22) : A challe'nging new assignment
movie with so:riteclever scripting
wJll create dramatic changes. Extra benefits will result.
•.
and the · odd chuckle or two.
There's not much o.f a plot and · LEO - (July . 23 - Aug. 22) : Ignore , provocative comments as t
harmless. Concern yourself with the facts.
,,
there's no organization - it '.s
·simply one big chase sequence.
VIRGO --- (~ug. 23 - Sept. 22) : Stick faithfully to your budget ;
. But, it does mi,i.nageto keep you
Spend no, more than you have to, unless it is extremely important .
tuned , in to find out the ansLIBRA .- (Sept. 2 3 - Oct . . 22) : lmpulsive. actions are doom~d.
wers to these questiions: Does
$tick to your schedule and fol-lowthe logical course of action. .
·i
the Bandit complete the . run
SCORPIO ....,.(Oct. 23 - Nov.. 21) : Make s_ureof your facts before ::
with 50 troopers · trying to
stating your case. Opinions will only cause you trouble.
'
· ;;
..smo~e him . out? Does . Froggie
By ED BULMER
goals. and carry them out . . ~
get jumped? Does Smokey get
SAGITTARIUS - (Nov. 22 - ·oec. 21) : Ov.er-confidence· will ·)
·.·¥Y g9~al this year is to spark goal ts. a target, a~d you _cant that Bandit?
only lead to errors. Take time to double-check your ~ork.
new intere~t in student inhit a target ~f you _~.pn't have .·-.'· For .
·crazies and all yo,u ·
CAPRICORN - (Dec. 22 ·- Jan . 19) : Volunteer your services .
v~lvement .and participation . Did
one.
other crazies it's "a ·must"; · to others . Assuine leadership-where you are qualified . .·
,.'
you · know .that "inspiration"
Each week I will introduce · · fot the ·.rest of us, it's · a "do
new ideas - on · how to .improve without" and that's a big- 10-4 . AQUARIUS - (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) : ·Concentr~te ·on pers~nal
~cans in-spirit-action? We need
hea_lth matte d . Without care it could worsen .·
.
·
·. ·
ouT campus activities as weU as
good ..buddy!
.
tb get student ~ involv~d in the
to co-ordinate future events, ·
·
· PISCES ...:.
· (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Keep track of personal belong.Smokey can be ·seen · at the
s~irit with action. By getting
rsuch as concerts, sports activi·
-·
. · ings. Consider anything you lend as lost. ,
involved in student act ivities you
Odeon Theatr~.
~ill'be inspired to d~ better in ties, and dances.
everything you,, do, which will
One project already in. pro- .
gress is to have a · pep ·band '
· result in b~tter · teams, · better
ready to go when basketball
academic records, and a better
·
season starts. So I ··guarantee · ·
gos~tive - atmosphere for stud~ nts . · • that this year we will ·have ~he
':/ I believe that the University
most exciting basketball season
.D . Windsor campus can .be the
ever·
,.....,,.:'
:,~ st exc..:Jt,ing campu···s in Canada. .
. If ·you have ideas, send th ~m
to me. at th,e· ·Lance' office,· on'
~· .
...-E,.,
,You.
.'. ..-mav ,.ask ·y· o.urself why Qne
...,.. . . ._
.
,.;,,¥'"
• ,.,,,,,,"': -- "!,; 3: .. ' - /''
' ,.,,
. • •
.. the:nseco:nd flo·ot · of ·Jthe ··uni : ,,,,
· campus has more actlVlty than ....
, · ,,,.. ·,._
.:· .,
-· --~
vers1ty':\.:,e11tre+.
-~ :.:.:-~
'.~;...,-_;,c"o;.:\s·-~-.~~> . -i',,. _~.r':i,':'.:~/:;.._tlh"'t
~'c.'"'.<:.;, .,,._; ...
~ - ·:· ~~.
·~ -·:c:-f~!'~£~.~.:.~~i~~-~,"'?''%"!b'~~~c·
-:1\10:WWIND SOR RM WHA~
Y O U'VE BEENLO O KJNG~i=OR-

¥- • • • .. ·•

..
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Positive power

·cs.

Announcing!

A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF ABOUT
•. ··.s- --:\'.
CO .N7 AC ~ L~ NS~S. WE'RE THE SPECIALISTS .

.cAREERs
-n,'
l

"'·~J0Cf;>
Nf AcTS'>(
r:te.oue :oNl v ·eus-,N,ess
-?:,-

/1~ _,,...,..:•

BUS
·INESS
MANAGEMENT

'.c:_!'/·
....

·~ •, '

.~-

~

.:.~f",-

.•

'-:"::. ,'

'<"

•

Phone 253-8988

•

,>

V

•

,......

< .•

For an Appointment

Back to.. school. Exams. Christmas.More classes, more
examsandgraduation.And·next...
.
·.
830 Ouellette Ave . , Windsor
(across from Mother's)

Right now you are probablythinking aboutthe pasr several·
yearsandwhatyou have1o lookforwardto aftergra~uation.
.growthandsatisfac~-hile.¥OU'reat it, considerthe personal
tions.you could experienceat Procter& Gamble- a leader in
the consumerproduct~ industry. We regard training and
· because.we
development as our most basic responsibility_
promotes~rictl}!.from wi.thin Procter& Gamble. Weknowof no
way to tram peopleto becomemanagersotherthan to have
themlearn by doing.
,,.,
E~onomics, history, psychology - our managersinclude
diverse backgrounds
. Moreimportant than your specific field
~f study are s_uch basics as intelligence, leadership ability,
innovativeness, anda solidtrackrecord of achievement.
(

Prior to on-campus interviews, representativesfrom Marketing, Finance, andSaleswill bevisiting yourcampus.toanswer
questionsand talk about their experiencesat. Procter &
Gamble. Specific date, place andtimewill be advertisedsoon
in this news·paper and at your placement office. The visit will
bea one-dayinformal session in whichall interested students
can learn more about career opportunities in business
managementat Procter & Gamble.
As a.first step, we invite youto visi;y our placementofficeand '
obtaina copy of our_literature. Additionalinformationjs also
availableinthe library file in the placementoffice.
Plan to be at our pre-recruitingsession-: no appointment
necessary, drop in anytime.
.'

Career Night
Thu:r;sday Octo ber 6 8 p .m. - 11 p.m.

NOTE: CLEANING
We're

AND

not in the p h one book,

~

POLISHING
so please

·

ON THE PREMISES.
keep this ad for reference.

.

1

•**************************************
* -. (
_.
.
*f:

I
ALM PRESENTATION
I{
I* " LIMITS TO ·GROWTH" Tuesday Sept ..27, 7:00 - 9:00 P.M. *;
1-~
**I
Wednesday, Sept. 28, 12:00 no on - 1:30 P.M .
#·;
***
. F*~
•
Panel: Prof. Allen Brown, Dept. of Economics .l!!nd ~.
*·
•
*I Prof. G. Math ur, Head of the Dept. of Che.mica/ Engineering I~
*
** · THE OTHER -W~V' ~ Wednesda y, Sept . 28, 7:00 -9:00 P.M. **
**
**
Thurs da y, ·Sept. 29, 12:00 noo n -1:30 P.M .
I
*
J
* Panel: Prof. Phill ip A lexand er, Dept. of Electrical Engineerin g I*
*
Prof. George Crowell~ Dept. of Religious Studies
*
**
**
I*
Assumption lounge - University Centre
l*
*
**
'
:*
Sponsored
by: Iona College ,
_ #;
~**********************
***********************
11

~****************************
* .
*
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I ·Trivia
Quiz , i*
.

Cleary Welcomes Ballet
By E.P. CHANT
The grounds of the university were graced with a little
culture this week, just as the
city of Windsor will be graced
in early October.
· Fresh from an interview with
local television , Tomas Schramek arrived on campus on Monday afternoon to do a little
advance publicity for the National Ballet of Canad~, which
will be performing at the Cleary

sports . At fifteen, he realized
that he wantd to make ballet
his life, proceeding to take a
B.A. in dance from an arts
academy in his native Czechoslovakia . He came to Canada
in 1968, when the Soviet Union invaded his homeland.
His . background makes Mr.
Schramek particularly apt for
discussing the differences between European
and North
American ballet: "It is arnaz-

twenty years. They (the audiences) are learning very quick-

*
**

r

ly, though, and, fortunately, *
they are seeing good ballet . . *
"The troupes on this con- *

I everythin g about
?· *
I

tinent,'./ he continued, "are by
no means second '-t~ass when *
compared to . those ~n Europ~; *
They are . real_ly quit_e ~00
If pr~ct1ce 1s any md1cat1on
o~ quality, .one ca,nnot ar_gue *
with Mr. Schramek s appraisal. *
The National Ballet's da'hcers
rehearse and exercise for eight
hours a day or five hours on the *
day of a performance. Rarely
is there a day of rest : "Just as
in the case of an athlete, to stop
training for a week can ruin *
you condition. Continual work
is essential."
*
.
#
. Sel~om, too,_ 1s there a break *
m their travelling. I,n the past *
few months, the National Ball~t *
has pl~yed New York, Ontario *
Place m Toronto, Los Angeles,
a_nd Chicago; in the imme:- *
diate future it will be perform- #
ing ~n Montr~ al, Que bec City, *
H_am1lton, Wmdsor, t ~e Ca~a- *
d1an W~st, Toronto (mclud mg *
th e Christmas perform ance of#
"The Nutc racker Suite"), and,*
Aud itor ium on October 2nd,
ing how rapidly North Amer through October 5th . This is the
ican ballet has developed.
early next year, Europe and the *
twenty-fifth year of operation
"This development can be
U· S.A. ·
~-*
for Canada 's offic ial ballet "
seen most strikingly when one
The National Ballet of Can- *
now, an internationally appreexamines the audience. Euroada will present Swan Lake#
ciated troupe .
pean audiences have lived with
and (one different nights) An *
Tomas Schramek , a principal
ballet for hundreds of years · . f O
A
B ll ~ *
(or lead) danc er, has been danc they - know what is good and · EveCnlmg 0A d" ne. ,ct . w\:d *
- *
at
eary u ttorium m
ing for almost as long as the
what is bad . North American
sor, October 2 - 5. · Phone the '*
National Ballet has · existed. He
'audiences, however, have been
Cleary Auditor i~m bo~ office *
began studying at the age of
so infatuated with sports for so
(252-6579) for ticke r pnces and
nine, drawn into it, he remem- - long that interest in the arts
bers . by his still avid love , fo r.
has really only arisen in the past
outlets .
_

1.

2.

**
**f
*

*

*

**
l
ships and seas. * ·1
*
*I

T his week's trivia quiz is for
*
*
thos e who th·1nkthey k/now'·: : *

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

, 14.
15.
16 .
17.

18.
19.
20.

*

•.

·
, -.
*
How many seas are there in the world named for colors?
In September, 1934, a passenger ship burned off the New Jer- *
sey coast. Can you name her?
.
*
Where is the Coral Sea?
,
In what year did the famous race between the "Natche z" and * the "Robert E. Lee" occur?
'Which two seas are on either side of Italy 's "boot"?
What two ships fought at Hampton Ro ads in March of 1862?
*
What sea is the center of a swirl of ocean currents between the ·'*
West Indies and Azores (lat 20 N. to lat 35 N)?
*
What was the name of the U.S. vessel destroyed m Havana
harbou~ in 1898?
'
For centuries sailors have roamed the seven seas, can you name*
them?
What do they call a cargo ves~el which has _n_of~xed itinerary?
What sea lies between Malaysia and the Ph1l1ppmes?
*
In 1955 the world's first atomic submarine was launched.:
What was her name?
Today's toughie - you 'll have to be good to get it!!! In Swift '.s *
"Gulliver's Travels", Lemuel Gulliver is washed ashore onto *
Lilliput after what ship was wrecked a; sea?
*
The A.rafura Sea and the Timor Sea are closest to whkh con- *
tinent?
·
In December of 19 39 a ship's crew scuttl ed thi s vessel outs ide *
Monte video harbour , do you recall her name?
Can you name t he th ree Brit ish ships connected with Qu estion No. 15?
.
·
In Novembe r of 1872 this ship left Bosto n and four week s :
later she was found adrift with all sails set~ Her c! ew and pas- *
sengers · have never been heard of again. Do you know her nam e? *
The Caucasus section of Russia has a sea on either side, what
are they?
The "Titanic" had a sister ship, what was her name?
On the McHale 's Navy TV Series what were the code num-,
:,
bers on the torpodeo boac
*

J
*

*
*
*

I
I
*.

**I

.

*

Answers on pg. 16

*

L****************************
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Monday , Sep t. 26
Assumption Lounge
··Tuesday, Sept. 27
Ambassador Auditorium
Vvednesday,Sept.28
Ambassador Auditorium
- Thursday, Sept. 29
Ambassador Auditorium
-·'tl l'.fu\iioWi
iB

home from a tour of England
~

~~

Recently
Seen on national television
Toured through the United States
on major university campuses
Uiw1.&IIB
..

.

..
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Not m"a'ny
folks at gOod folk Concert

-

By DEBORAH KENNEDY
The Orientation Folk Festival on Saturday, September 17,
provided an audience of about
140 with more than three and
a half hours of easy listening
ple~sure.
/

T-he performance began with
David Essig, an excellent showman, guitarist, and teller of
weird stories (including his grandfather who had a vice for
chinchilla for). The scope of his
tunes went from the blues to
rowd y sing-a-longs, where he was
capable of -.getting ·the aud ience
clapp ing, stomping, and singing,
o r just humming (if they were

·shy). Essig generated his 'at
home ' feeling throughout
the
auditorium.
He demonstrated his concern
for the environment with sQ.11gs
about land used for ashtrays
and garbage cans, ("You can
shove that Winnebago up your
ass"), the "big mess" of the
pipeline and the unfair treatment of the nation towards the
Indians.
A versatile guitarist, Essig
played the box guitar > the man dolin, and the twelve-string guitar. The highlight of the evening was a twenty minute original

piece entitled "Sunrise",
on the twelve string

played
guitar.

Ron Nigrini performed a selection of tunes in a more laidback vein. Nigdni has a crystal
clear voice which naturally com- ·
mands the attention of his listeners. His set included a sup erb version of "I'm Easy", and

in,,,.simultaneously
playing the
guitar and the harmonica. Bennett is a harmonica player in a
blues band and his songs gave
good representation to the blues.
The
remarks
That it
not at

"Kitty Star". Nigrini was accompanied . by, a non-static bass
player . Perhaps this was the
reason for ' the slight tension
emitted from the stage, as Nig. rini admitted that he wasn't
used to having an accompanist.

only common negative
about the concert were :·
started at 9 p.m . and
8 p.m., as advertised,

Dial-Log
ClassicalRadio
.

Willie P. Bennett ended the
show. He displayed dexterity

\

By ROSEM 1ARY A. BRESCHUK

Thi s week 's rad io listen ing
column is devoted t o two American public radio stat ions, \YGTE
and WQRS .
Located on y our FM dial at
91.3 , WGTE bro adcasts out of
Toledo, Oh io . Because WGTE
is a listener -spo nsore d st at ion,
. high stand ards in . the choice
of programi ng is insur ed . Classical mu sic , nightly jazz, public
af fairs and new s programs m ake
u p WGTE 's bill of fare. A relatively new st at ion , WGT E jus t
celebra ted it s first year of
b roa d'casting last May. A hand;: some radio listenin g member ship guide is issued by WGT E
, ~ each month , the cover of which
:--displays t he art and photo;: graphy of Toledo . artists. My
~ only complaint wit h WGTE is
:l. che occassionall y late arr ival of
its guide.
The second fa dio station in
•. uestion ,~ WQRS , is a public ,
non -commerc ial
stat ion,
at
.. ,,;;.,
~
•
) 05 .1 "'on ""the FM dial. The
nights . The concerts will start
zes and. night duos, presenting , ...complete .bro adcast day is transat 7 p.m ..
the gospel of Jesus Ghrist mitted out of Detroit using the
Praise consists of six sin·
through music.
Dolby · B-type noise re~uction ·
gers, who have performed togesystem devised for FM . broadther in the United
States
casting. Like WGTE, WQRS
According to a press release, boasts a varied schedule, though
Great Britain, and Israel. The;
toured Israel fo r forty days,
Praise's singers "are so directed the emphasis falls, ·again, on
by the H oly Spirit that they classical music selections .
visiting air force bases, kibbutvery quickly change apathy into
The theme of this week's
the high praises of God." They I radio listening preview is favo~ave reportedly converte <!_many rite classical .pieces. Some of the
listeners.
following . compositions may be
Assistance
Program
pieces you have not heard lately
, · or they may be pieces you wish
Praise's
repertoire
ranges to become acquainted with.

s

~

· An evang~lisiic music team is
coming to Windsor next week to
, ., give free concerts.
The group " Praise" will perform in Assumption
Lounge
next Monday night, and in
Ambassador Auditorium Tues day, Wednesday and Thursday

Student

Ontario

from rock music to soft music.
The group has been together
since 1972, and has released
one album.

Sunday, September 25
WGTE 3 :40 p.m. '(approx.) Tchaikovsky's Romeo and
Juliet, Overture - Fantas:,
WGTE 7 :15 p .m. (approx) Chopin's Polonaise-Fantaisie
in a A-Flat Op . 61.
WQRS 8 :00 p .m . on OPERA
THEA TRE , Bizet 's " Carmen. "

September

30,

1977.

• MCAT

• LSAT .

• DAT

. • GMAT • VAT • GRE • OCAT • SAT

If you need fi nancia l assist an ce to
c on t i nue yo ur studi es t h i s yea r a nd ha ven't
ap pl ie d f or OSAP y et, do it today .

• NAT IONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• ECFMG
• FLEX

Flexib le Programs and Hours
Over 38 yearsof experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials. Courses that are constantly updated. Centers
opendaysand weekendsall year. Complet
e tape facilit ies for review
of class lessonsand for use of supplementary materials. Make-ups for

Regu latio ns an d ' applica t io n f orms may be
obt a in ed at the St ud e n t Awqrd s Office,
We s t Li~rar y Buil di ng.
Min ist ry of
· Uni ve rsit y of Winds or

missed lessons at our centers.
FA RMINGTON H ILLS
(313) 851 -0313

Colle ges and
Universi ties

Ontari o

A N N AR BO R
(313) 662 -3149

OR Writ e t o :
292 26 Orc hard Lake Ro ad
Hon. Ha rry C Parrott. DDS, Minister
Dr. J . Gordon Parr, Depu ty Minist e~

Tuesday September 27
WQR S 5 :45 p.m. (a pp rox) G ershwin's "I Got _Rhythm ' '.
keyboa r ~ and e'lectronics
. p.erformed b-y Gershon
Kingsley.
WQRS 6 :00 p.m. on CAMEO
CONCERT , Mozart's Overture to "Marriage o~.
Figaro, " K 492 performed by the Cleveland
Orchestra under the bat . on of G. Szell.

Wednesday September 28
WGTE 9:00 a.m. on DA CAPO, Mahler's Symphony
No. 7 in E.
•
WGTE 3 :45 p.m. (approx.) Mozart's Piano Concerto No.
15. in B-Flat, K 4,?0
(Pressler /Seipen ,busch).
WGTE 4:15 p.m. Tchaikovsky's
Sleeping Beauty Ballet
Suite, (Phila/Ormandy).
WQRS 6 :20 p.m. (a'pprox) Beethoven 's Piano Sonata
No. 26 in E-Flat , Op.
81a " Les Adieux ."

=~...
N-+{

~

=·

1

sPl!,sli~~~
Pfttf'cT
JOr938 .

Sui te N o . 205
Far ming ton Hills , M i. 48018

~-

Monday , September 26
WGTE 9: 00 a.m . Mahler 's Sym- ,
ph ony No. 6 " The Tragici' (Clevela nd Sym Orch/ G.- Szell) . This select ion com es m id-way in
th e cy cle o f te n sym p honies by Gustav Mahler , heard at 9 :00 a.m .
week days on WGT E except Tuesda y s.
WGT E 2 :00 p .m . o n AFTERNOON CONCERT, G ershw in 's Rhapsoay in
Blue . Gers hw in was born ·
on this day in 1898 ·.
WGTE 4:30 p.m. (approx) Beet hoven 's Symp hon y No .
5.
WQR S 7 :05 on MUSIC FROM
.CANADA, a performan ce by the Nat ional Arts
Center Orchestra of Mozart 's Symph o ny No . 41
in C, K S S l ''Ju pit er" .

Thursday , September 29
WGTE 9 :00 a.m. Mahl er's Symphony No. 8 , " Sym phon y of a Thousand"
WQRS 3 :45 p .m . (appro x ) DeBussy 's " La Mer" (Bosto n Sym. Orc h).
WGTE 4 :45 p .m. (ap prox ) Ros sini's Overtu re to "T he
Barber of Seville ."
WQRS 8 :00 p.m . Tchaik ovsky's
Piano Conce rto No . 1
in b -F lat , Op . 2 3

'Chere JS a difference!!!
Dea_dl ine:

and that the air-conditioning
in Ambassador Hall \Vas too
cool for comfort. It is too bad
that so few pt;ople attendec.i the
show, and as a result they missed out on a display of fine
musicianship as well as experiencing th .e essence of listening
to the (Long May It Live) acoustic guitar.

- - - - · Atfi liate d Cent er s in Major U. S. Citie s•••••"

J·.

Friday, September 30
WGT E 9 :00 a .m . Mahl er's Symph ony No : 9 in D fo llowe d by his un comple ted Sym phony No.
10.

,.
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W oody Allen Strikes Aga in ..(MUSIC Gµl ~ E
By CJAM

when he disrnvered tl1e uni - ·
verse was expanding "What's ·
After dabbling with a life of
the use?" exclaims a dep ressed
crim e, a Latin American revolittle Alvie.
lution, science fiction and TolDespite Alvie being in the
stoy 's Russia, Woody Allen has
centre stage of the film the
returned home, New York, in his
character who develops most is
most personal film to date,
Annie '\f all. Diane Keaton gives
Annie Hall. Allen plays Alvie
a transplendid performance as
Singer a nervous Jewish Brookthe WASP "right out of a Norlyn comedian obsessed with
man Rockwell painting " fr om
· deat h, morality, antisemitism,
and sex , who falls in love with a
Chippewa
Falls ,
Wisconsi n .
Mid-Western WASP, Annie Hall
" You 're what grann y HaU would
played by Diane Keaton . The
call a r-e-a-1 jew ," An~ie telt s
film is based on the offscreen
Alvie .
• relat ions hip whic h Allen and
Annie is a con fu sed, fluster Keaten shared and we may sus- _ ed girl when first seen, biut
pe ct that t he wit and neu ro ses : Alv ·e enco urages her to go int o
Alvie displays reflect Woodie
ther apy and t ake an adult edAllen's true life obsessions.
ucation cour se. Unlike Alvie
Alvie narrate and tells us of
who has gone to an analys t for
his own past growing up in a
fifteen years, Annie quickly deJewish household under the
velops self-assurance and perroller coaster at Coney Island
sonal growth. Ann ie realizes that
and his two unsuccessful marralthough Alvie loves her he is
iages~_to New York intellectual
too obsessed with the darker
Jewesses and finding lots of
side of things to share t he happy
mind and no love unti l he met
moments of life. As Annie tells
Annie Hall.
Alvie toward the end,"all the
In the film we are led to
books you ever gave. me had
believe that Alvie's source of wit
death in the title." .
is his hostility, he defines his
ln Annie Hall, Allen uses
life by t he Gro uc ho Marx line,• every
conceivable
techn ique
"I would never belong to a club
from cartoons to double extha t wo uld have m,e as a memposures to split screen. In
ber. "
one masterful scene, subtitles are
To Allen/ Alvie nothing is
used to show what a: nervous
sacred, critics and experts don't
conversation
iS: really about .
know what they are t alking
Allen maintains our interest by a
about , California's only culcomp lex editing sequence which
tur al advantage ·is you can
flashe s back to various eras of
make a right turn on a red light,
his life and Alvie himself enint ellect uals perform
mental
ters to narrate the episodes '.
ma stur ba tion . ~h e humou r is
Fo r the first time Allen has
serious and has been for Alvie
gotten a cam erama n with wh om
• since he was six y~ars_ of __age
he can work . Most scene s are
By AL WELLMAN

shot at medium and close range,
Allen has employ ed an old
technique of maintaining a for eground,
middle ground and
background. Many scenes are
shot through windows or posts
or outside the actual room in
~hich the principals are found.
By keeping the principals in the
middle ground the scenes are
visually exciti ng and hold our
· interest. In all, the film is tech-nically an excellent ·work and
fun entertainment . Now pla y ing
at th_e Capital.

Sept. 24

Melanie
Geils and Derringer

Sept. 26

Ray Charles

Sept. 28

Be Bop Deluxe

Sept. 30

Frank Zappa
David Brenner
Praise

.

Sept . 30
-Oct. 3
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Hyatt Regency ,

..

Royal Oak Theatre
Cobo Hall
Ford Auditori um
Ambassador Auditorium

Roy al Oak T heat re

Oct.

1

Oct .

J!.

Oct.

3

John Luc Ponty

Oct .

7

Chicago
Robin Trower, Ram Jam, and Small Faces
Jesus Chtist Superstar

Jay Ferguson

,.,

Steve Martin w ith Jo hn Sebastien
Aero smith

Trivia Quiz

Answer s

Eastern Michigan University
Cobo Hall

Oct.7,8,9
Oct. . 8

Oct.

14

Oct.

16

Oct.

19

Oct. 20

-

Firefall
Jezebel
· Canadian Brass

•

Ford Aud ito rium
Coho Hall
Fisher Theatre
Olympia
· Cobo Hall
Masonic

Royal Oak Thqtre
·
On Campus
Det roit Institute of Arts

Michigan Theatre (Ann Arbor)
Firesign Theatre
Crisler Arena
Steve Miller Band
CKLW Benefit, John Denver, Gordon Lightfoot Olympia
and Harry 'Chapn
Utopia and Starcastle

Masonic

Santana

Masonic
Cobo Hall
Michigan Theat re

Iggy Pop
Torn Waits

Cobo Hall

Oct . 23

For eigner

Oct. 24

Jose Felician o

Oct . 26

Graham Parker and Thin Lizzy

Hyatt Regenc
Maso ni

.-

GETINTOSPEED
READING
* READ 300 PAGES IN ONE HOUR
* IMPRov ·E STUDY _SKILLS
* CUT READIN -G A~D STU ·DY TIME
.

.

.

IN HALF

.

8 WEEKLY SE.SSIONS OF 1Y2 HRS. :EACH .

DATES & TIMES .
3 CLASSES ARE OFFERED COMMENCiNG
WED., SEPT. 28 5:30 P.M ~& 7 P.M.
THURS., SEPT. 29the6 ·:_30 P.M.

LOCATION
ON CAMPUS ROOM NUMBER TO BE ANNOUNCED

COST

FEE FOR COURSE IS $50.00
INCLUDES TEXT BOOKS, MATERIALS
THl;SE ARE DEDUCTIBLE FOR ·INCOME TAX PURPOSES

SE
·EUSINTHEUNIVERSITY
CENTRE
,
LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER
fRI. SEPT. _23rd MON. SEPT. 26th 10 A.M ~- 3.P.M.
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Dance Night a Three Star Success
By PAUL CHERNISH .
Last Friday night the University Centre contained enough
excitement to induce an average-sized riot. But the large
crowd was not there for any

activist get-together. They were
there to dance .
If you could get a seat in any
of the three dance halls, you
were lucky . The pub was packed . The cafeteria was swarm-

ing with rock and rollers . And
Ambassador
Auditorium
was
completely stuffed. Overall, the
evening was a smashing success
for everyone involved .

STEPP IN delighted the Disco Ducks.

Annoancernen~s
THE LAW FACULTY presents speaker
Dr. Victor H. Li, a law professor at the
University of Stanford in California .
Dr. Li is engaged in the Senate hearing
on U.S.-China relationships . His conference on The People's Republic of China
will be held Tuesday, September 27.
ijt 10 :00 a.m .. Everyone is welcome.

ATIENTION ALL, CLUBS To be recognised by SAC you must have your Constitution and Executive lists into the SAC
offices by October 14, 1977.
Rob Whitenect

ANARCHIST Party of Canada (Groucho . Marxist). All anarchists, free socialists, Marxists, syndicalists welcome to
joiA. Object: The radical tra·nsformation of everyday · life. Call Leonard,
Ext, . 326.

•

* LIVE THEATRE *
THE UNIVERSITY PLAYERS 1977 /78 SEASON

* SUBSCRIBE NOW *

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR PLAYERS
Mr. Mrs. Ms. _____________________________
Address----------

•

Telephone-----

C ity ________
----

Date preferred :
•

1stWeek-Fri.

e

••

,Sat. , Sun.

•
•
•

Fri., Sat.

$17.50

Rates _____

at $14.00

Student Rates
Student# _________

at $12 .00
_

......... ~-·. . .......
Row

Seat Numbers

Mailed

..

Return th is for with your cheque

:

,

~.~

.Jt

~

-;;.->'.

;..

The Changing
LINE UP !

By STEVE CHEIFETZ
One of the more interesting
plays..back on the road is Hello
Dolly , now playing at the Fisher
Theatre in Detroit through October 22. The part of Dolly
Levi is played by the ever so
popular Carol Channing. This
play revival is special because
in essence it is the same play
people saw 14 years ago.
Dolly Levi is a women who
knows how to get what she
wants. She is a meddler and
knows it. Throughout the course
of the play she manages to cause
quite a few commotions .
The role Dolly Levi was made
popular by Carol Channing years
ago. The play was on Broadway
for many years, and Dolly Levi
becam e Carol Channing's alter
ego, just as Zero Mostel became known as Tevye, the
milkman of Fiddler On The
Roof
Not only does Carol Chan-

ning play a terrific part, but she
is complemented by her fellow
actors and actresses. Florene
Lacey as Irene Molloy is tremendous, as is the rest of .the
cast. The cast received a stand ing ovation at the end for ~heir
outstanding preformances.
The night I attended the play,
Ms. Channing decided to say a
few words to the audience. She
was very witty in her comments
although some think she was
funny. She finished off by
saying she could talk all night
and no one would leave, so
she had better shut up .
Hello Dolly is the Fishers
first production of the 1977-78
season . It will be followed by
many more including Shenandoah, Chicago and Pippin but I
can think of no better way
of starting qff the season than
by being enchanted by Carol
Channing in He~lo Dolly.

•

e

_____

FOR f:'URTHER INF ORMATION TELEPHONE 253-4585

A GREAT

Even though the evening was
successful, the hassles involved
in producing such an enor·mous event might null ify a repeat in the near future . However, Piazza is in the pro cess
of scheduling a smaller danct
night on October 1st. Redwood,
formerly Homespun, will be
featured in Ambassador Audi torium .

•

•
•
•
•
. ••

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR . Mall to Room 168, Essex Hall
Theatre , University of Windsor . Orders are filled as received. NO REFUNDS . Exchange of date privileges are
availab le for your convenience. Tickets are available at Box Office or in the mail around Labour Day.

":.

By the way. do yo u know
how hard it is to cover three
bands at once? I felt like Jo anne Woodward in The Thr ee
Faces of Ev e. Anyway, it was a
good time and well worth the
seven miles I ran up and down
stairs.

e

Renewal

Regularpricefor5plays
Season

.

,;

•

SPECIAL SEASON RATES

2nd Week - Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
\

Finally, the "upstairs" band,
Prairie Oyster , entertained their
audience with bluegrass. They
are from Ottawa, and ~eir
ability to recreate laid-back
country rock tunes was described _by some members of the
crowded room as "slick and
classy " .

•

Postal Code ______

New subscription

a chance to boogie down to a
good rock band for quite a while, and The David Mat·
hews Band did an excellent job
of reminding us of what heavy
metal sounds like.

Hello Dolly
Back Again

OPIRG (Ontar io Public Interest Research
Group) is being established on campus.
We need your help. Interested. Contact
Len Wal!ace, SAC Office, 253-6723. '

WINDSOR Chapter of the Solar Energy
Society of Canada is sponsoring an informative and entertaining program on
this topic. The evening features an expert in the field, slides on solar heated
homes and a display of solar heating
hardware . '
This program will be held at the Main
Library, Wednesday, September 28 at
7 :30 p .m ..

e

Gino Piazza , Special Events
Commissioner, was very satisfied. "It was an overwhelming
success. In attendance, on a
turnaround basis, there were
about 1,700 people."
Piazza's strategy involving the
three-level, three bands approach
worked well. His plan resulted
in a rare occurrence : an opportunit y to enjoy three entirely
different types of music in one
building.
Downsta irs, in the pub, disco
was in order. The Michigan
band, Steppin , prov ided a heal' thy mix of disco tunes and
seemed to coax the entire audience onto the dance floor.
The "bump" may not be a popular dance anymore but you
could not help doing it in the
congested confines of the Gallery. The "disco ducks " went
daffy, and certainly got their
money 's worth .
In the cafete ria a different
brand of music was pumped
out . The David Mathews Band
created an atmosphere of controlled bedlam with solid , kickass rock and roll. The band is
big in their hometo~n of Toronto, often acting as warm-up
·for popular touring bands. We
U. of W. students haven 't had

Room - Oct.

How The Other Half Loves - Nov.
The Sea - Jan .

Dirty Wor at the Crossroads
Showcase

Production

- Mar .

Open from 6 AM til 2 AM daily

Breakfast Specials
Super Luncheon Specials
Pizza Special
Large Super

Medium Super

$4.99

- Feb .
PICK UP
AND
DELIVERY

$3.99

252 2711
-

NO DELIVERY
CHARGE
ON CAMPUS
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New look fo r intramurals
This year the Intramural Program has taken on a new look
and features something for everyone. If you are one of those
individuals who think there is
more to campus life than attending classes, dig your sneakers out of the closet and look
to the Intramural Progra !
This year a variety Of activities is being offered including
perennial favourites and several
new events. FalJ term activities include flag footbalJ, paddleball, women's and men 's soccer,
men's and co-ed lobbalJ, women's and co-ed volleyball, hoc key, basketball, and co-ed curling. Special one day events
include a S~per-Star Contest,

Golf Tournament, Rollerskating
night, a tennis tournament,
"Games Night" and "Channel
Swim".
Many activities how have
three levels of participation;
competitive, recreational, and
casual. The competitive level requires participants to have a fair
amount of skilJ, and will consist of regular league play followed by playoffs, with team
trophy and individual award presentations . The recreational level
emphasizes participation , requi res a basic level of skill, and
consists of regular season play
only . Individual awards will be
given.
The casual level is for tho se

individuals who are perhaps less
one of the following individuals ,
skilled, but want to be involved
who can be found at the Intramural Office .
League play \ ill
and have
be conducted on a regular basis, ,
Prof. R. Boucher - Director of Intramural & Service
however there will be no league
standings or playoffs.
Program
Mark Plewes - Intramural CoThe Intramural Office has
ordinato r
been set up in St . Denis Hall,
Brian Walters - Service Prowith office hours Monday to
gram Co-0rdinator
Friday, 12 - 1 p.m., and 7 Vicki Paraschak - Intramura l
9 p.m., in order to answer all
Assistant
questions concerning Intramural
Donna Young - Service Proand Service Program activities.
gram Assistant
Drop by or give the Intramural
Brenda McCarron - IntramurHotlin e a ring at Ext. 325.
al Assistant
In order to participate , you
Gather your gang, and come
have to enter. This involves
on down to the Intramural Of signing your name on a piece
fice and see what you can do for
of paper called an Intramural
yourself this term !
Entry Form and handing it to

fun.

Still more intramurals7
By PETER MUD RACK

Well sports fans , th e first
weekend on campus was an
excitin g one for intr amural sports . Act ion centred in .Room
1120 in t he Math Building onFr iday night as the phy sics
facult y challenged th e tour ing
Soviet t iddlywinks team . A
packed house witnessed a t itanic struggle . Unfortunately,
since -tiddlywinks are so smalJ,
onl y th e first thr ee rows of
fans could see what the heck
was happ ening . The other 95%
had to amuse themselves with
the vodka provided free of
charge by the Russians . By the
6th frame , several spectators began jabbering about five year
plans being put into operat ion
on collective farm s near Minsk.
The Russian Spell was work ing
perfectl y!
Th e crucial 10th frame began with the score t ied. Svi·drigailov , the Scourge of the
Steppe s, sunk his tiddlywink
to put the Soviets one up .
Physicist Niels Bohr , play ing
under the influence of the
Russian spell: responded by
putting enough backspin on his
tiddlywink to cause it to fly
ba ckwards and imbed itself'
in his lef t nostr il. Bohr was
removed by stretcher while the
exuberaht Soviets celebrated
th eir upset victor y over t he
highly to uted ph ysics squad .

mer 's solar plexus. Before Van zet ti could apply the pin how ever, Elmer rolled out of harm's
way .
Waldo tqen slipped Elmer a
blunt object which he pulled
from his pocket . As Waldo held
Vanzetti along the far ropes ,
Elmer smashed him repeatedl y

fra ntic with th e tremendous
beating that Prof . Vanzetti was
· taking .

in the face with the blunt ob ject that the referee somehow
failed to see. The crowd grew

toss Waldo · through t he ropes
and into the first row of seats.
Bohr then climbed out after

But Bohr charged into th e
ring like a wild bull. He bowled
over th e referee, .and hit Elmer
over the head with a chair ,
rende ring him unconscious . Vanzetti recovered long eno1,1ghto

him and continu ed pumm eling
Waldo while the referee coun ted Elmer Blackjack out . Justice
and clean living triumphs again !
This is only a sampling of the
excitement tha t is intramural
sport. In the weeks to com e,
regular intramural activities will
comm ence. Pho ne in result s of
your intramural games to The
Lance so tha t. we can publish
weekl y summ aries of the com pet itio ns.

Swimming and
Diving
The ope ning meeting of the
University of Windsor swimming
and diving team (men 's & women 's) has been changed from
Monday , October 17 to Monday September 26 at 4: 30 p.m ..
- Room 201 at the Human
Kinetics building . Practices will
start immediately after the meet mg.
If you know of anyone who
wants to join let him know .
Come on out and give us your
support.

Womens
Soccer
Tired of using your head ?
Well, use your feet by playing
Women 's
Intramural
Soccer
commencing Monday , September 26th from 5 :15 to 6 :30 .
on Field No . 3 Human Kinetics Building (College Ave.).
All are welcom e. Hand in t eam
list. along with capta in's phone
number to Intramural office at
St. Denis Hall.

Yoube

Tag Team
W restling
Satur day marked the long awaited return of intramural
tag te am wrestling . The Blackja ck Brot hers, Elmer and Waldo,
(t he bad guys? boo, hiss), were
sch.eduled to wrest le Professor
Bartolomeo Vanzetti of th e
Slavic Stud ies Departm ent , and
the plucky iels Boh r, who was
still groggy following the tiddly wink gash which required 25
stitches to close.
Early in the bout, Bohr
caught Elmer Blackjack in the
left aortic ventricle with the
aweso~e Atomic Drop . Bohr
then tagged Prof. Vanzetti who
climb~
up the ro~s
and
jumped down squarely onto El-

I

...,.

... '
•,
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lceSboUJ
By PHIL KANE
Canada s own Toller Cranston has gone and broken all
the unspoken "rules" that ice
show promoters have had in the
past and has given us a musical experience on ice that el Vates figure skating beyond biased
j ud ging and clowns dressed up as
Snoo py . The Ice Show has given
a start to th e notion of figure
skati ng as an a'l't form , much like
balle t.
Crans ton, who is billed· as
"Ca nada's Own Internat ional
Olympic World Champion" has
tri ed to crea te a total visual
and auditory experience us ing
music, lighting , costumes, and of
cou rse, some of the greatest
figure
katers in the world .
Among the solo skaters are
World
professional
freesty le
champion Wendy Burge and U.S.
men's champio n Gordon McKellen. Of the four pairs, (all
of which are excellent) probably the best
nown are
Oly mpi c and World Medalists
Colleen O'Connor and Jim Millins.
For his three performance s at
the Windsor Arena last weekend,
Cranston brought his whole ento ur ge, direct from its appearance on Broadway, includi n an
excellen
um:! andlighting sytem, · possibl because the facilities owned by arenas are notorio usly terribl e.
Although the names of the
people behind the scenes were
conspicuously absent from the
program (which was set out in
acts like a Broadway production) the pre -performance publicity led me to believe that
Cr7.!1Ston had a great deal ~o
do with the choreography, the
cosrumes and the lighting for
th e entire show, all of which
we.re first class.

My only complaint ab out
the Ice Show was that Toller
Cranston didn 't skate enough .
His style emphasizes fluidity of
movement and interpretation of
the music, and when Toller

NINETEEN

a true experience

•
•

Cranston skates , one forgets all
about time . Every aspect of
th-e five solo numbers perfor med by him were smooth and
flowing , implying that "this is
t he way figure skating should
be done".

All of the other numbers in
l.he show were well executed
(I was especially impressed by
all of the four dance teams )
bu t I got the impression that
Cranston was skating in a sty le
different from any of the other

skaters in the company , a freer
freestyle , if you will. Th rough
his own . skating, and with his
original ideas on the presentation of skating shows , Toller
Cranston really knows how to
entertain people .

The building that isn't ... yet
By DON PEPPIN
Ever wo nde r why it is that
although thi s universit y has such
a beautiful Human Kin eti cs buil ding on the South Campus, we
still have to play basketball
in a moth-eaten, r of-rattl ing,
joc -infeste d St. Denis ?
Dr . Dick Moriarty , an Adminisrr a.tive head at the Human
Kin tics Faculty, agreed : " in't
it the truth ?"

He y there i no lack of
support for th argument to
get a new ph ys ed facility, but
ther just i n't t he mone y .
n denie that the facilities
need to up updated, consideri g that the ront part of t.
Denis Hall was built in 1915
n the re in 947. For tbe
tune being, however , here just
isn't any m ney in the university co fers or a fancy new
complex.

Program 25 was esJ:ablished a
few years ago to canvas th e
community in a fund raising
drive for some 25 projects
which the university wished to
undertake, However with tht
construc tion of the new Biology and Business Administrat ion buildings there is just no
cash on hand.

·\

Could this be the site of a nev11Lancer gym?
In ormation
ffi er Goeff
ibbon n ted that here is
m ve to form
new fund
raising driv . Howev r that effort is still in the early stages
and a Director of Development still has to be appointed.
This individual would be responsible for establishing the
drive and work ing towards a list
of the priorities· the university will be facing over the next
few years.
a

As for the Human Kinetics
facility, Dr. Mor iarty would like
to see a first lass gymnasium

of cour . ne with a seati g
apacity to mat h the calibre
of the univer ity sportS using
it.
lso the establishment of
squash court , dance studios,
wrestling mezzanines,
all of
whi h would compliment the
fine research facilities which
were established in the first
phases of the complex .
Why then, you ask, wasn 't the
new gym bu ilt back with all
the other facili ties . At the risk
of spunding redundant, there
wasn 't enough money . However
1chere was another complica tion, in which this newspaper
was deeply involved.
Back in 1970 the university
had as good as decided to build
a new facility which would have
incl ud ed a ne.w hockey arena,
a gym, dance facilities and some
curling sheets .
In the city of Windsor at this
time the sport of curling was
,een as an elitist sport , and a
number of organizations both on
ind off campus, including the
Lance, felt that ·spending all
that money on sports like curling was a waste of money . As
1 result of these pressures the
university Board of Governors
tlecided to return the issue to
1 committee
for further examination . A few weeks later
the Ontario governmen t ann ounced a policy change which .
affecfively killed any efforts
towards a new H.K. facility. The
government placed a moratoriui:n o!l all new buildings on
university campuses in Ontario.
It wasn't that any one group
was to blame for the delay . It

~RANK

was more that the idea of an
elitist sport getting into these
facilit ·es didn't sit very well
with a lot of people , accordi ng
to MacGibbon.

However the university could
have an out which they discovered in constructing the Lebel Fine Arts building . When the
university cons tructs a building
which satisfies a real and acrual
need, and it is done in an effi.
cient manner the government
tend s to reward this with extreme generosity.
After the
Lebel building was completed
the university applied to the
government and received a complet e refund on their investment in that construction.
That obviously returns cash
to the university which can be
channelled into other new projects. Now ' the problem is the
government doesn't always think
a building was efficiently built.
Then the mone y is harder to
pry out. Mr. MacGibbon noted
that the idea is just a possibility but it is there none the
less.
But the powers that be say
not to worry , with the copriorit ies of the Biology and
Business buildings now well
under way, we can soon look
for that little man at the door
asking for a contribution toward
the effort.
With an intelligent compromise o n facilit ies, and a little
push , we can look for movement by the Admi nistrat ion
towards a new Hum an Kinetics complex within the next
year .

.T. Fox.

O,D,

.

OPTOMETRIST
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Lanc·ers sneak by Warriors, 18 - 16
By DON PEPPIN

Let's put it this way. When
th t. season started we didn't
expect much from this year's
version of Lancer Football. Last
Saturday they lived up to those
expectations and more ... unfortunately.
"We did the important thing,
we got the two points," commented Coach Gino Fracas after
the Lancers skinned Waterloo,
18-16 . " I couldn't believe all the
penalties."
The Lancers notched 10 penalties for 104 yards but many
of those came on crucial plays
when it made a difference between keeping a drive going
and stopping it.
At the beginning of th e year
Fracas mentioned that he wanted to mix up the offen-se effectively and get the ground
game work ing as well as the
passing game had been in the
past few years . Saturday handed
that theory a severe blow as
the Lancers only ran for 5 3
yards . On th e other hand, the
Warriors ran for 244 yards.
Mallender tossed 15 of 29 passes for 171 yards while Wat-

erloo's Gord Taylor connected
on 5 for 19 and 51 yar ds.
Fracas noted after the game
that he was surpr ised by the
Warrio rs' runn ing attack, but
that the ir passing game was
still un der suspicion.
The first quarter of the
match-up was basically unevent ful. However, the Lancers' special team did learn one thing
about the Warriors r punter Mike
Karpow. He can do his job.
His average for the day was
5 1 yards. Karpow notched the
first point of the game, bouncing a 75 yard. punt through the
end zone for a single.
The second quarter on the ot her hand consisted of tw o drives,
the Warriors taking one for 6
points, while the Lancers had to
settle for a field goal.
In a penal ty-ridden drive
which began on their own 3 3
yard line, the Warriors connected early on some long pass
at t empts and moved the ball
weU to the mid-field . However,
their effort was stalled by Windsor 's defensiv e backfield and

The Lancer's Phil Hartigan (54) ,
Joe Alves.

were forced to punt.
A Lancer holding penalty
aided the Warriors ; cause with
a first down on the Windsor 36.
Fo llowing a face-maski ng penalty against the Lancers and

Scott Mallender (14) bursts away from the crowd. lancer 's Daye Larsh (25). and Julian Jones (33)
trot behind.

"

Tennis starts bouncing
Despite the rainy, cold wea,
ther we've· been having the last
couple of weeks, the University
of Windsor tennis team has been
battling the elements when they
can and taking to the courts
to warm up for a number of
tournam ents in the-near future,
leading up to the All-Ontario
Championships in early Octoper.
Coach Jack Moore tells us
that the team started out with
about
40 competitors,
but
through the process of elimination the team is now down to a
more manageable number of 12
men and 9 women .
Though the team lost Brian
Hall, its number one seed from
last year, who moved ihto the
pro-circuit in the U.S., the
team has a core of 6 returnees
including second-seed from last
year Dave Clarke and Al Kramer,
who placed 7th in the Ontario
Class A this year .

Coach Moore emphasized
that, though the comp etiti on is
always strong in the Far West
Division (including Western, McMaster, Guelph and Windsor)
the women 's comp etition te nds
to lean more toward s the part icipation of individuals on.:q ual
levels. Thus the women's league
is set up in flights depending
on the level of skill.
Windsor has the honour of
hosting the Western Sectionals
this year which take place on
Friday Sept. 30 and Saturday

OCt . 1. The entire competition
will take place on the tennis
courts located behind the Human Kinetics Building .
The winning individuals in
each of the singles and doubles
groupings and the top team from
the division will travel -to the
Sectionals . They then travel to
Toronto the following weekend
for the OUAA championships
at York University.
The Windsor teams won the
Far West Division last year
but were edged out by Western
in the Sectionals .

Larry Lehew (52) and Greg Bridgeman (24) line-up the Warriors'

some confusion in th e defensive
own 44 . Here, they began to
line, Waterloo's Greg Jones went
move throu gh the air.
over the middl e for six. The
A series of Mallender passes
convert was blocked leaving the . to Bullock , Quigley, and Adams
score at 7-0.
put Windsor on toe Warriors '
15 yard line. From there MalAft er an exchange of downs,
lender rolled out hitting Bruce
the \i arrio rs punted. However
Walker on the three where he
the Lancers fumbled the ball,
trotted in for the major. That
giving the Warriors another
put the Lancers within five
chance .
points . Coach Fracas decided to
Finally the defense began to
try for the two-pp int converclick, nailing Warrior QS, Gor d
sion. This decismn met w'th
Taylor, for an 11 yard sack. On
success when Steve Zack tosse
the following play Jim Mccaffthe pigskin to Roge_r Adams for
rey intercepted bis pass, giving
the
score, leaving Windsor "trail the Lancers the ball on the
ing by three.
Warrior 3 i yard line .
On the ensuing sci:image of
fter: stumbling ar.ou!l_d, Bob
downs, Waterloo ' s Taylo fu ,Geier put a field goal th,i:ough
bled . J11fien Jones r,ecovered fot
the uprights for three points
Windsor on the Wali[iorf 31.
heading into the half time break.
Six plays later, Mallender · sneaThe second half began with a
ked over from the one yard
replay of the first. The usual
line, putting the Lancers ahe ,
load of peanlties bogged th e
18-14.
Windsor offen se down . HowIn the final moments, Windever Lancer punter, Scott Esssor 's defense halted the Warery, pushed the Warriors back
riors' last-ditch attempts . Waterto their own four-yard line with
loo' s final two points came wnen
a well-aimed kick.
~Essery conceded a safety in
the dying seconds of the game .
With their back to the old
wall, the Warriors moved the
Coach Fracas noted after
ball out with ease. The Lancer
Saturda y's game that t he major
defense couldo't stop the dr ive.
problem th e Lancers faced was
Taylor, a transfer fro m Laurier,
improving their execut ion. And
directed a pun ishing ground at t hey 'll have to be up on that
tac k.
end of it tomorrow when the y
face the York Yeomen. ExPenalties helped place the
Lancer Dave Picket is one of th e
Warriors near the Lancers' three
assistant coaches for York, so
yard line. From there, Taythe Lancers will nave to be
lor took it over for the major
watchful for some of the ir own
After several, boring exchanges
tricks . Otherwise the team
Scott Mallender began to show
should look for a wealc offense
his stuff.
on the part of the opposfrion
Early in tbe fourth quarter
and their third win of the year .
th e Lancers · took over on th eir
0-QIFC STANDINGS
WEST
Team

Western
Toronto
Windsor

Laurier
McMaster
Waterloo
Guelph
York

GP
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

w
2
2
2
1
1
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2

T

•F

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

F
94
30
47
44
44
26
19

54

A

Pts

10
24

4
4
4
2
2
0

17

40
30
26
27

· 55

5
5

42
73

18
48

-o
0

Results from Septembe .r 17 in the 0-QIFC
EAST

18
56
Western
17
Toronto
McMaster 20
Queen 's
44
McGill
14
on September 16
37
Ottawa
Windsor

Waterloo 16
York 4
Laurier 13
Guelph 4
Bishop's 25
UQTR 11
Concordia 19

Team

GP

Ottawa
2
McGill
2
Bishop 's
2
Concordia 2
Queen 's
1
Carleton
1
UQTR
2

w
2
1
1
1
1
0
0

L
0
1
1
1
0
1
2

A

27

,.

Pts

60
25
25
27

4
2
2
2
2
0

71

0

33
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Tighter-Controlsonstudent -grants-}
1

'-

,

By BRENDA McLISTER
In an Ontario Federat ion of
Students will be encouraged
Students (OFS) brief, it was ·
to finish their studies soone.r,
estimated tha~. "at least 20%
and tighter control~ will be
7
), of those currentli - re1a11
r,"ff.'lffl!r,,,.."7c;rvtg _need-based grants from
placed on student...l,;1
new student ai
OSAP, would be cut off ·
-nounced Septem
the stricter criter ia" .
st~r of Colleges
It is hoped that this time
Harry Parrott . ·
li@it on eligibility will, "en Th e new gran
c~ ra e studen ts to complete
gulations will c
t lt$- ud ies quickly, " said Par~
::;., ·rott.
'We · also hope to enfeet in September
' The ' Ontario 'S u ~ t Ass~
courag
a reduc tion in the
t ance Program will cgf.ltinue to
length f time needed by stu Provid e grant and Iii
-_ ns, but
dents t quali fy for some prowith some modi ficali;o~
ns~:~it~w
~ il~
l -:: ~~~- program s such as denno longer be necess
t istry and law. "
$1,90 0 Canada Stude nt Loan
be fo re being eligible for a grant
. Part-time student s m ay apply
for grants, but will be,. subj ect
but th e crit eria for grant eligibilit y will be stricter .
t o t he same eight eligibility per Students will be eligible . for
iods as full time stude nt s. gran ts for " eight non-rene wable
Te d . Bounsall, MPP for the
periods of 10 to 'l9 weeks each" .
Windso r-Sandwich riding, said
Most students will t herefore be
that the tim e limit on eligibeligible to apply for grant asility, "posivitively discourages
sistance for four years ," , acadult students, particularly from
commencing studies on a partcording to the Ministry.

caps and gowns

~

'~

time basis wit h the hope of
progressing to full time studies". ·
OFS calculated that since,
"the average part-time student
at the University of Toronto
. takes a!} equivalent of 1.5
, courses per two terms, it is easy
to see that the average ·parttime student will onl y complete 40% of the course work
necessary for a 3 year under graduate degree before the grant
c:ligibility period is over. ''·
-nhe
e1'ght e1·1g1
'b1·1·t1 Y
· · peno· d s
~
system disqualifies graduate student s fro lT\ th e g_rant progr am.
To counteract this, Parrott annou nced that th e number of
Ontar io Graduat e Scholarships
will be increased .to 1,200 fro m
945 , and t he value to · $1,500
per term from $1,450 .
"The various grant and loan
cbmponents of OSAP help achieve equality of educational
opportunity for needy students.
pnt ario Graduate Scholarships
'

,

I

-·~!,

reward academic merit, regar~less of financial ·circumstances",
said Pan :ott .
Liberal MPP, John Sweeney ·,
criticized this new policy, saying that,"
for · all practical
purposes, th is new approach will
restrict graduate and pr9fess :_ional programs to children of t he
wealth y ."
According to Bounsall , "fr
di~qualifies from grants all-grad uat e stud ents arid t he small
incre ase in the amount - $50 .00
per term, and number - 2 55 pe r
ye ar, of th e Ontari o Graduate
Schol arsh.ips, is a t ota lly inadeq u ate substit ute ."
Parrot t will be holding public meetin gs on various campu ses over t he next fe~ weeks.
He will be app earing at .t he University of Western Ontario on
Tuesday, October 4. Anyone
interested in attend ing the me et 'ing should contac t SAC, wh ich
is arranging car pools.
·

..

i

.·' ..

.
~

·.'t;.:.
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28th Convocation ready to go
Eight hundred and fifty grad- - session or summer school. '
Thre"e honorary degrees will
uates ,are scheduled to receive
also be . awarded at Convoca th eir dip !omas tomorrow as the
tion. Jasper and Manly Miner/
Universit y of Windsor holds its
Twenty -Eighth Convocation.
are two of the sons of the
..Caps and gowns will be the
founder of the Miner Bird Sanord er of the day outsid ,e Dillon
tuary , Jack Miner. The y' have
\ Hall. The ceremony will begin
-continued the natu_ralist work
at 3 p .m ., but gradua~es and
begun by their father in Kingsvisitors are expected to be seate ~
ville i_n·-1904 , and fortheir wQrk
befo re t hat tim e.
_ they win rec ei've honor ary de-"
In case 'of rai n , gradu atio n
grees ~ from --t he University of
will be held in St. Den is Hall,
Windsor .
tvhere seati1'g is limited , bu t
The other recipi ent will be
the proceedings will be broad the
Hon. Mr. Justice Thomas
cast on closed-circuit TV .
.
Ge
orge.
Zupe r, a Jud ge of the
!!,
Uni.v~rsity ~ hancellor Lucie n
Ont
ario
Cou rt of Ap,p eal, who
Lamou reux, _who is empo wr
pra cti ced and taught law _in
ered to ·grant degrees, w ill. not
Windsor before his first jud.i·be present this weekend. Vice·
cial appointment. Judge Zu ber
chancellor and President J. Fr anwill
deliver the Convocatio n ad-.
cis Leddy will preside, assist ed
dress.
by Senior Vice-Preside nt DeGradua t es are · requested to ·
Marco .
assemb le at Dillon Hall at /
Last ye ar's fall convocation
1: 30
t omor row
afternoon.
was cancelled as a result of a
Gowns and ho ods may be rented
maintenance strike, and those
graduates who missed out were
in the University Cent re for
invited t o retu rn at last May' s
$8.00 for the day. They are
convocat ion . Most of the gradessential to graduat ion , acco rduat es are those who finished
ing to the Secretary t o the
work ~for t heir degrees in inter Senate , Barbara Birch.

Tecumseh Hall slow on repairs
By· E.P. CHANT
As the situation developed,
"Scungy, cruddy and unhy the fire caused smoke damage to
half of the building. This requi- ·
gienic .. .It isn't that the superstructure is going to fall down,
red various repairs and fresh
it's just that it's so bad you
paint fo make the apartments
don't want to live here."
once again fit for human habiThat is how ·Bruce Hannah
tation.
The other half of Tecumseh
gescribes his home. Bruce is the
· was not so fortunate, h.owever.
Ancillary Affairs Commissioner
Virtually no repair or deaning of
of SAC and his busiriess is to lisany kind took place in · certain
ten · to a11d try to get action in
areas of the building over the
r~gards to complaints concerning
summer, _ but still they we.,re
residences and food services at
opened to new residents. Light
the university . It seems he has a
fixtures were missing or broken,
problem of his own to handle.
carpets were filthy, doors of
Hannah lives in Tec1.;mseh
closets were not to be found,
Hall, the apartment -type resiand. walls were cracked. - One
dence just off Huron Line at
wall, in 'Terry's" room, had a
Mill Street. Half of the residence
hole the size of a fist.
was the site of a fire in July, the
other half was'; not affected .
Various people in the administration were contacted about
it appears a resident can consider
himself fortunate if he is living
the situation, including the Director of Residences , and a vicein the section that was affected
by the fire . (As Bruce says,
president . "Both p ushed it amany
residents
are saying,
<;Oritinuedpage 7
"Th:mk.
r.nrf
fnr
tht> fire .")

~
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This hole in the roof is just one of the problems needing ,repair
at Tecumseh Hall .
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V(bli'i llet,penin1 is a resuiar feature o~ TIie '"bllicllt
wn1cn will include U nclauified Ada, P,no.._t Adi.
and Notices orcampu1 e¥eat1. Liatlnp of off-campus
. actffitlet will alto be coltlidered for publication.
Any ~n
may IN edited for lenpb. D...W..
ii noon '!uitlday of the WNk orpublication.
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ANARCHISTS, free socialist~. marxists,
THE Aquatic Exploration and Resea rch
libertarians, council comm ·unists, antiAssociates (AERA) w-ill hold a meeting at
authoritarians. Want to build the Anar,7:30 p.m., Monday, October 3, Room
7-8 Centre Building for anyone inter- · chists Party of Canada (Groucho-Marxist)? Who needs leaders - No governested in Scuba · diving, photography,
WiNDSOR GAY UNITY, an organi .zament is good government . All those who
moving making or aquatic research in
tfo.o for homosexual women and men in
can consider themselves . as red subsuch areas as underwater archaeology,
-the city, will be having a meeting on
vers.ives are · welcome. Contact Leonard
geology and communication . . AERA
Monday, October 3rd at . 7:30 p.m. in
Ext. 326.
presently has the equipment and people
the ' downstairs meeting roonis at .the ·
ARE y,ou a pansy, faggot , gearbox ,
with the skills to carry out such proWindsor Public Library on Ouellette
fairy, · queer or are you a gay person?
jects; also a dive. festival is planned . for
Av~nue. If you are interested , please
If you · are interested in meeting other
November 5 and 6 at the Univers ity .
feel free to attend ....
gays and getting an organization .set up
A NON-CREDIT Course in Leaded Glass
The Fort MaJ.den Gu ild of Art s and
on campus co me to a meeting on Tuesand Stained Glass Working starts on
Crafts presents paint ings by . Morand
day night, October 4th at the Un iverTuesday, October 11, 1977, and conZimm~r 9n Sunday afternoo ns from 2
sity Centre at 8 :00 p.m. - Meeting Rooms
tinues for 7 we eks . Instructor, Dr. Tim
to 5 for the month of October at the
7 -8.
.
Emmons. Place: The Women 's Centre,
Ginson Gallery, 140 Richmond Street,
THE
Women's
Centre will sponsor a
19 Vanie r Hall. T ime: 7 :30 - 9:30 p.m . Amherstburg. If you would like any
symposium on RAPE in the second semeTuesdays. Fee: $30.00 (plus your own
add itional information, please call 736 · supplies to a total of about $50.00 for . ster (the date to be announced , -al ong
3278.
.
with the format of the sympos ium , wit hthe project).
SENATE Committees need student repretwo weeks). Students wishil}~ to serve
'in
Classes are open to men and women .. .
sentatives. Any student interested in
on
the planning committee are asked tq
limi.t
of
10
people
Payment
must
be
these positions please contact Maryon
contact Evelyn Mclean, Dean of Women
made in advance of October 7, 1977 in
Overholt in the SAC off ice at ext . 436,
(ext. 333) o r Deb Russell, Head Resithe Office of Student Affairs . . . . no
before Thursday, October 6.
dent
, Laurier Hall (ext . 800) at the earE.R.A. - The equality, rights and aware refund-swill be permitted.
liest possible t ime.
ness of women meeting wilf be held on
ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS!
OPIRG - Ontario Public Interest ReTuesday, October 4, 1977 from 11 :30
The first meeting of the Graduate Stusearch Group ~ research to inform the
to 1.:00 at the Women 's Centre in Van dent Society will be held on Tuesday ,
public and students in the community.
ier Hall. Everyone is welcome. ConOct . 4 at 7:30 p.m : in the Faculty LouWe .need your volunteer help to get
tact Maryon at ext. 326 or 436 for more
nge, Vanier Hall. All departments are
established. Phon e Len Wallace, 253information.
requested to send at least one repre6423.
DOES it matter to you that r(lillions · sentative, elected or not, to this meetGINO Piazza is. starting a cheerleaae rs
ing. Only departments which send repreof peop le in the world are sick, starving
club, to appear at all Lancer football
sentatives to G.S.S. meetings will be
and illiterate? If 100,000 people were
and basketball games. Men and women
eligible to receive money from the ' d isto put aside just 5 cents a day for these
welcome . Contact Gino at the SAC
bursements program.
unfortunates, $1 ,825 million would be
offices, ext. 326.
accumulated in just one year . UNICEF
THE Office of Student Affairs announces
has special banks to help raise those
a change on the dates of its studentHAVE YOU EXPERIENCED · Delta Chi
mohies and there are 100 of them in the , ship lectures. There will be no lecture
Fraternity, 408 Ind ian Road (253 -5583) ·.
SAC Office. Are there 100 people on this
Monday, October 10 (Thanksgiving}.
.We offer : A friendly living environment,
campus who care enough to use them?
very reasonable rooming, a fantastic
Lectures w ill be held Tuesday, October
11, Thursday, October 13, and Monsocial life, an athletics prog ram, COf!l ·
SAC needs · electoral officers for by day October 17, from 12 to 1. and from · munity activities, and membership parkelections. Some renum erat ion . Contact
5 :30 to 6:30 in the Vanier HaH lounge .
~ Rooms now availab le,
.SAC office .

Notices

-·~

. DELTA CHI Fraternity at 408 Indian
Roa~ _is now establishing intramural
teams in: Basketball, Road Hockey , ·and
Volleyball. Anyone interested :please contact us at 253-5583 or stop by the house .
THE Department of Asian Studies presents Professor L.P. Vidyarthi, distinguished Indian scho lar, who will speak
on "Religion, Pilgrimage, Civilization and
Integration'", Tuesday, October 4 at
7 :00 p.m. in Assumption Lounge, University Centre. Everyone is co rdially
invited to attend. There is no admis ·sion charge .
/

Unclassifie
FOR SALE: Spok e wheels and con version parts for MGB $ 150 . Many other
MGB parts for 67 ,68 and some for newer models as well. Call Jo hn at 736 3338 after 4 p .m. most weekd ays.
FOR SA LE: 160 lb . Bar Bell/Dumb bell set. Viny l covered weights - $35 ';00. ·
Call Greg - 948-0 700.
FOR SALE : A-R tur nt able with base,
dust cover and cartr idge. Has belt-drive
and indepednent suspension . $65 ($128
new). Call· Greg 253-6812 after 5 p.m .. FOR
Elite
$325.
home

SALE : 1 year old set Spalding
golf ·c1ubs (9 irons and 2 woods)
Serious inqu iries, leave name and
phone in Lance off ice.

FOR SALE: One Candle AM-FM stereo
8 track player and recorder system with
two speakers . Like brand new. Worth
over $300; MUST sell fo r $ 150 o r bet ter offer. Call _948 ·-9831 betw~en-~ 10.
p.m . and 11 p.m ..

-FAMILYMEATMARIEi.

SAN~
.Wl(:HST.at MILL

• FRIJ:NDLYPERSONALSERVICE • FREE PARKING

FAMIL y MEATS Q.OES IT AGAIN . AND AGAIN AND AGAIN
EVERY
WEEIW·E FINDTHEBEST
FOOD
BUYSIN ONTARIO
ANDPASSTHESAYINGS
ONTOYOU

a.at.

Skim

Bag

Ml:LK

$1.09
-

-

,.

BREAD

..,

240z.
Sliced

..32

$1.34

$1.44

Y2Gal. & 2 Litre

~

'

.99

ICE CREAM
by the piece

LEGS & B REA STS

\

.

POLISH SAUSAGE

Fresh Cut Chicken

SAT. & SUN. 8 am · 6 pm

Homo

BOLOGNA

COOKED HAM

OPEN:

· TUE. - FRI. 8 am • 9 . pm

2% Partly Skim

Delicious

Store Sliced

CLOSED MONDAY

,

Economy

$1. 79Lb.WEIN ERS 1~~
:_$1.00
2

.89

CIGARETTES
All Brands ·

OPEN SUNDAY .

$6.99
crtn.

8AM-6PM

,
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Arlifact
found at
Frat house
discovered .
A pre-historic too l whic h
The tool cou ld have been for
could be 1500 years old was
woodworki ng or agricultur e, acfound last week just off camcording to Hamil t on. It is abou t
pus by a second-yea r an th ro3~ inches lon g, and an inch
, pology stud ent.
wide. On e end is abo ut an inch
To m Hamilton was working
·thi <::
k , wh1le the ot her end tap~
in the garden . at th e Delt a
ers off to form a sharp, smoot h
Chi fraterni ty house on Ind ian
bl ade, resemblin g an adz e.
R oad last Wednesday whe n he
hap pen ed upo n the small, black
Accordin g to Hamilto n, th e
celt was made in the lamo ka
object .
_style, which is a tradition in
He washed it under a stream
of , tap water and was able to
chipped stone artifacts.
The slate used to make the
identify it _ as a celt, a multipu rpose tool, made of slate.
tool was "pecked, .ground and
Dr. Leonard Kroon of anthropolished," , acco~ding to Hamilpology said that at "a safe . ton. The object was first chipestimate" , the tool was 1,550
ped away and ground with a
stone, and then it was polished
years old .
using finer stones. The slate
Kroon also said it probat
could have come from Colbelonged to the Huron Indians ,
lingwood , or elsewhere in No rt h
• ·who "maintained a continual
America, says Hamilton, beoccupat ion in this part of the
cause the Hurons had an excountry for ten thousand years."
tensive trade with other InHe said th~ university is sitting
right above an old Huro.n en.:: dian groups.
The celt was washed to the
campment, and that if it were
surface after hundreds of years,
not for government red tape,
said Hamilton, ·probably by rain
valuable archaeological
work
could be done in campu-s con- · water falling from the roof and
erodmg the topsoil layer. He
struction sites, such as the busisaid that Slfch artifacts are ''very
ness building.
common throughout North AmHamilton said that such finderica, but scattered."
ings were not unknown, alHamilton says he does not
though his celt is well-preserved.
know what will be done with
, Many artifacts are daJT1agedby
plows or shovels before they are . the celt.

NoJhing comes free in this
world.
And that includes The Lance.
The Lance is funded by
about '. thirty thousand dollars
in Student Council fees, or
close to five dollars per student. (That means each stu dent pays 18 cents for The
L~nce he takes home. Save
money by taking home two
copies, so they only co~t nine
cents each.)
All of which brings us to th~
subject'at hand.
Although stude -nts ·pay for

Tom Hamilton and his artifact, which could be 1,500 years old.

No draftforCanadians
Military conscription is not in .
our futures.
Barney Danson was, apparently, grossly misquoted
by
every newspape r. in this country
early this week, but the situation
·
is now being rectified.
Danson, the federal Minister
of National Defence, was report ~
ed to have said in a weekeJ1d interview in Toronto that he favoured a military draft · for
Canada and that he would like
to see that subject opened to
national debate .
The minister went on to say
that young people should perhaps consider the challenge of

the cost of a paper which is
produced by for the whole
university' it is expected that
non-student
readers of The
Lance will purchase subscr iptions.

The Lance, .it is ;ead by more
than just students. ' Facurty and
·staff and visitors · to the university are invited to pick up
a copy of the paper at any
time.
They are also invited to pay
for it. That is why the subscription form appears occasionally
in the paper, early each year.
Seven dollars and fifty cents
may sound like a lot, but it
includes the cost of the paper,
plus postage and handling. In
order to ,. make ends meet and
·not burden just students with

No one will tear the paper
from your grasp, or arrest you
for stealing, if you pick up
The Lance. But if you enjoy
it, if you appreciate the time
and money that go into The
Lance , please subscribe. A subscription form is reprinted in
this issue for your convenience.

·Attention 1ub1crlber1: It~• time once · again to
ren•w your subscrlptl~n ·to The La·nce.
NAME ..........
ADDRESS.....

,.....

.
. ..

_.......

CITY ...............

.

PROVINCE OR STATE ..

COUNTRY. ...........

. . . ....... ..
··•

.......
..... ZONE
•

•

.

Enclosed 11$..... ~.-.. ~ for ~ ••.a .....

J

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

. ....

..... ....
~

l!Jb1crlptlon1 to The

/Lance at $7 .50 each (27 issues).

Make All Cheques Payable To·:
·student, Admlnl1trat .lv• Council Ltd.
University of Windsor
-Windsor , Ontario N9B 3P4

the Armed Forces as an alternative to Unemployment
Insurance.
In addition, he said
that Canada need_s a stronger
military to serve as . a deterrent
to war.
Following an editorial supporting Danson's views in "The
Windsor Star" 6n Tuesday, Sept ember 2 7, The Lance tried to
contact the Deputy-Minister of
Defence for comment. He was
in a meeting .
However,
the
National
Director of Information
for
National
Defence,
Colonel
Boullet, informed - us that Mr.
Danson had said nothing of

the kind, but simply that he
would like to see more young
people examine the alternative of the Armed Forces, as
opposed to going oQ welfare.
Colonel Boullet also presented a press release of a speech
made by Danson in 'Yellowknife
on Tuesday which stated that he
was entirely opposed t.o conscription, as it was unbefitting
the Canadian and the Armed
Forces' positions.
said, "With
the
Boullet
limited resources our Armed
Forces have , we cannot handle
more than a few thousand
people anyway."

¥·,~
CareersNight
Open to all
Students who are contemplating graduating this year are
invited to Careers Night, to be
held'' Thursday October 6 in
Ambassador Auditorium ·.
1

Reprsentatives from 32 companies will be on hand from 8
to 11 p.m. to meet . graduating
students · and discuss employment opportunities.
Although
the event is sponsored by the
Comm 'erce Club, organizer Tony
LaSorda emphasizes that all
interested students are welcome.
"In the past it was a business
event," says LaSorda, " But we
are opening it up to other faculties."
LaSorda, the vice-president
in charge of social functions for
the Commerce Club, says that
engineering students are espec ially welcome.
Last year, only 24 com-

panies sent representatives, but
this year 32 companies are
sending about 60 people to
Careers Night. ''They are coming
out in full force," said LaSorda.
Three hundred students showed
up last year, and LaSorda
hopes to better that number
this year. A cash bar- and refreshments will be available.
Careers ~ight interviews are
a sort of "pre -screening process", . according to LaSorda .
They ' are much more informal
than the later interviews which
follow at the Placement Centre on campus.
Among the companies which
will !>e represented are IBM,
the Public Service Commission,
Bell Canada, Simpson-Sears, Dominion Stores, the Canadian Armed Forces, General Electrjc ;
Dominion Life, Xerox, and GM,
Ford and Chrysler.
·

1~****************************1
I ATTENTION ALL MALES I

I* Get slim in the Gym and cool 1nthe Pool *I
*··
. Centre
**
* Adie Knox Community
I*
1551 Wyandot~e W. I*

I Gym and Swim class starts Wed. Oct. 5 **
**
' pm
**
7:30 to 9:30
**
'*
15 weeks for 15.00
*I
*I
JOIN NOW
*•**************************
*
j
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Ontario student aid plan a fraud
Let 's be fair . There are some
good points in the Ontario Student Assistance Program (OSAP)
revisions that were announced
last week.
For the first time, part'time students will be eligible
for student aid. This is a majo r
step forward.
Compulsory loans for anyone getting a grant have been
eliminated. This is posit ive, be-.
cause many . students avoided
student aid because they · did
not -wisli to go into debt ( to
the .tune of $1 ,000) to get it.
Another good point is the ·
elimination of an arbitrary amount representing a student's
contribution
to his own education from summer earnings,
regardless of whether or not
the student worked during the
summer or not.
The number ' and value of
graduate scholarships have been
increased. Not by much, however .

Over 200,000 Ontario graduate students ,are not ,going 'to
be helped much be an increase
of $5 0 per term · in 1200 graduate scholarships . That is 1,500
fewer ·graduate scholarshq,s than
wern available in 1970 . For the
Tory government to pretend this
is a positive step is not only
wrong, it is decept ive.
But then, so is the whole
packag e surrounding the new
st udent aid program . Und er the
guise of fairer dist ributi o~ of
grants, a commitm ent to acade mic · ex cellence, 'and "a .more
~ff icient use of the ta x dol"
lar," t he Ministr y of Colleges
,and Universities is embarking
.on a series of regressive cutb acks.
.
Ju st as the government has
1:ut back in the health field ,
to th e poin t of closing down
hospi t als, so is it concentra ting it s, dubio us economy mea·
sure s on educa t ion . Can we

expect to see universities being
closed
in -the neaf future?
It may not be likely , but
it 's possible. Especially in the
wake of one of the most disturbing aspects of the new stu- .
dent aid scheme. Students are "
eligible for grants -(those same
grants which are supposed to be
distriquted more fairly under
the new system) for only four
years. After that, you 're on
your own. You students who
could not take full loads ·every
term, or who failed some courses and need more time to finish up, or who wish to continue
on to graduate or professional
schools : get a job. The government has decided you are no
longer worthy of student aid
·
in the form of grants.
Incredibly enough, the same
time perio'd is applied to parttim~ students, who may spend
10 years working on a degree.
Although the ministry itself
admits student loans are a disincentive, that "is virtually all it
offers grad students. It looks
like . ability to pay will be the
chief criteria for selecting future doctors, lawyers, dentists
and professors, which is a
classic reminder that class lines
in Canada are becoming mor e
and more rigid .
The reai' crunch is still only .
hirited at.
"We must conserve public ·
funds," says Harry Parrott, our
Minister of Colleges and Universities, "b y encou raging students to complete th eir stud ies
quickl y ." Big Brothe r is concern ed we are not using our
t ime her e wisely enoJgh .
Th e solution is obyiou s. Boot
us out . And t hat is what th ey
are pla nn ing in the back ro oms
of Qu een's Par k .
Parro tt says he wants "to
en.cour age a reductio n in the
length of tim e- needed by stu -

dents to qualify for some professional programs such as dentistry and law." •Put your comp let~ confidence in the -lawyer
with .·one year in Law School,
and in the dentist with two
years' experience in med ic~!
school. Let's get these people
out of the schools, and into the
working world where they belong!

Money should not be the
criteria for selection of stu- .
dents in undergradu ate or graduate programs at universit y .
Especially, money should not
determin e the duration of study
in any field.
The government 's "commitment to maintaining and improving the high standards of
academic excellence in our uni-

versities" is a sham .
Dr. Parrott is travelling around the province promoting
and explaining his new program. He will be in London next
Tuesday, by which time he will
probabl y have his defences, explanations, and rati~nalizations
down pat . We hope so . .. he'll
need them.

We must conserve public fu nds by encouraging
students t o complete their studies quicklyi

Cornrnen-cs
Reviseddug ·plan·unveiled
By M. Bruce Hannah
Commissioner of
Ancillary Services
· In an . effort to accommodate
the many students on campus
with respect to the drug plan
the ensuing article will indicate
how the plan will be administered. If you are a full time
underg raduate student at the
Un iversity of Windsor you are
covered by the plan and have
already paid for it as it was
deducted from your student fees

upon registration.
This particular plan is a reimbursement · plan . When a prescription is required the stu dent pays for it, and then brings
the receipt and fills out a claim
form at the SAC office on the
second floor of the University
Centre . Claims will be remitted by SAC to Zurich Life on
the 30th of every month and
only once a month. A claim by
the student may be submitted
-:it the SAC office five (5)

business days immediately preceeding th e 30th of each mon'th .
Refunds, wh ich come in. the
form of cheques made out to
the individual claimants , may be
picked up at ·the SAC office on
the 7th and 8th of the follow ing month. That is to say, if
forms are remitted by SAC
· to Zurich the 30th of September, refunds may be picked up
on the 7th and 8th of October.
Should these dates fall on a
Saturday or Sunday, then the

normal business days imme diately following t he 7th and
8th will be observed . It is
important
to note that refunds may ' be picked up only
on these two (2) days of each
month. Further, claims may
only be submitted during the
one business week prior to the
30th of each mqntb.
Reimbursements -come in the
form of a cheque made out to
individual students and may be
obtained upon pr esentati on of a

valid student card between t he
hours of 9 a.m. and 4: 30 p.m .
on the proper dates at the
SAC office. Refunds may be
picked up by the claiming stu dent only. A friend cannot pick
it up for you.
·This system is to ensure that
the drug plan operates in an
expeditious
and business-like
manner. Your cooperation and
understanding will be greatly
apprec iated . Thanks for taking
the time to read this through.
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Are there limits to gFowth 7

Why is it that when university life is one of th~ fondest memories in most . people's lives this campus shows virtually no signs of
involvem ent whatsoever?
By FERN BROWN
Orientation can pack the university centre and keep everyone
Does growth lead to crisis?
ente rtai ned for a week, but once it's over th e major:ity of students
Tuesday night , · in assumpclimb right back int o their hollows and ignore carnp':ls life for the
tion Lounge, Iona College showrest of the year.
ed the film "Limits to Growth,"
To their credit, resident students and non-Windsorites tend to
as part of its film presenta use this campus mor e. For . examp le, people from the Sault come
tion
series on alternative lifefro,m a city where involveme nt is a way of life, · and acting crazy •
styles.
The film, in fact, did
is second-nature. Toronto, by its very size, demands participation.
not portray or suggest any alStudents from those _kinds of cities will naturally continue to be
ternative lifestyles, but merely
·
active in a new city.
gave
some visual and verbal
Students born and bf ed in Windsor , however, step on campus
pictures
of serious concerns,
five minut es before their classes start and leave imm ediately · afwith · a slant of pessimism that
ter : These are the peo ple who complain that there is nothing to do ,
would make most people squ irm
tha t Windsqr is dead , and who yawn wh en asked, "What 's new?"
in their .seats. The filIJ1 was
Th is city may be dead, but t his campus doesn't have to be.
based on t he book, The Limits
There are surely some t hings which can get the Windsor ites back
to Growth, by Donella and
on campus and into t he university commun ity again .
De nnis Meadows, . et al. and
That means SAC has, to ,get moving and start planning, but it
included c~mmentaries from varalso means students have to show some interest .
io~s other pe~ple who were
The prime time of the year for rioto us living is comi ng upon
affiliated with his project , The
us, and it is one which th is campus has essentia lly ignored during
Club of Rome, at M.I.T., in
the past few years. It is OCTOBERF EST . You don't have to be
addition to other "concerned
German to have a hell of a time at this type of act ivity - just funcitizens": an ecologist, several
loving .and uninhibited . The Octoberfest to beat all is in K-W and
. (British) government workers, •
the kids there go wild for two solid weeks.
and a professor of cybernetics
With exams ·a s;ife distance away, and essay deadlines still rewhose face became increasingly
mote, there · is no well-worn excuse to stay away from campus.
familiar as the film progressed,
Octoberfest gives the university and the student a perfect opProfessor ijeer.
portunity to let loose; take note, SAC.
The focal point of the film
We are not advocating that students forget classes~ that's why
was
the variety of concerns
we're all here in the first place. But university life could be more
which our world now faces:
fulfilling if you take time to enjoy it. No where else will you be
pollution, overpopulation
and
~urrounded by so many peers willing to listen to your ramblings
inadequate food production per
and quasi-philosophies of life.
capita, lack of raw resources,
A lot of you out there would love to get involved but have nevc;r
and industrialization. These were
had the chance. Now is the time to get off your collective butts
compounded into .a title which
and into some Octoberfest activities. Demand it of your student
was
supposedly the source of
council; then 'be there.
these
problems, "growth in. a
And when that's over, take some time to get some education
finite world."
outside the classroom. There are all sorts of clubs and organizaThe content . of the film is
tions that will welcome you with . open anns.
undisputably
worthy of fOncern.
It's your campus; use it.
·
It is, in fact, an issue (or, an
array of issues) which we must
do something about, in order
·to change what would seem to
lead to inevitable deterioration.
The means used in the film,
however, served not , only .to
frighten the viewer about the
state of our present and future
worlds, but also raise some questions about what an individual
can do. With all its urgent phrases ("In our progress is an end ."
''Society eats the very planet
.we are on ." "Growth leads to
·crisis." and a continual ref er.rat to collapse.) there seemed to
be no indication of any solu-

JOin·1tae·-tance-

Wf?require: phvtograp-hers,

reporters,.production peop.le

2nd floor,

Universit Centre.

tions offered to the problems
named . Certainly no one has the
answers for the direction an
entire society must take,' but
various conservational or economical . suggestions could have
been made, with probably more
favourable results than scare tactics . For example, if some re~
ference had been given to the
food c~ain (how we can change
some of our eating habits; per.haps growing some of our own
food and reducing the amount
of meat and sweets we eat), or
how we can initiate various projects in our communities to
recycle some elements (paper ,
alumi num, glass), how we may
cut down on our use of natu ral
resources with which we are
perhaps carele ss, - this would
probably have had a more favorable outcome!
After the film was shown,
we were treated to two brief
commentaries on the book and
the film from Professor Alan
Brown, of the Department of
Economics, and Professor Gurucharan Mathur, Head of the
Department of Chemical Engineering panel.
·
Professor Mathur spoke first,
on the implications of growth.
He felt that although the crisis
of resources .is part of our modern life, the pollution problem is great, and technology
is "feeding on itself," the data
t~at was , shown in the film was
wrong, the outlook shown was
indeed pessimistic, and "people
may be stung by f~ar." "The
model used," he continued,
"was not only simple, but simplistic. It could not really be
considered applicable to the
real issue, and it is mathematically incompetent and incorrect."
Professor Brown, who began with the comment that he
was "in full agreement with
Professor Mathur", felt that the
message in the film was good,
but the "packaging" was distasteful. The book _was written
under the guise of scientific
proof, but what .we saw in the

film was not reaily scientific,
he said. The computer simulation was presented as what is
occurring ·in the , 'real world';
"they did arrive at the truth,
but using phony techniques ."
In this way, it was really a
"misrepresent ation of truth."
Prof . Brown also noted how
ironic it was that the author
of the book was adamant to
"d ecry progress and growth,
· and he nsed the computer to .
do it!"
A main complaint of Prof .
Brown was the combination of
the insistent urges to "do it
now!" but when he asked "do
what now? " he found tha:~ no
answers were given. He .felt _
that th is book was "not science ,
but science fiction, going under
the . pretence of science ." He
concluded, "They have polluted
the academic air ·and I would
not count on them to cle~n it
up ."
A discussion followed tbe
critiques of the two pro £essQrs.
Several students raised .poip.ts,
DO\ all in agreement wi~h .-the
panelists. One student wa~· pleased that the issue was brought
to the attention of the people,
and felt that "all the p,oliticians in the U.S. and C3ariada·
should have t;o sit dovl h and
watch this film." . Brown ·agreed that the issue was Qf f rjtical importance, but asked w~ether it was "necessary to ·p~ostitute science?". A second stu·dent felt that the message . was
1
'basically political, and · portrayed the (wasteful and care.less) attitude of human nature
today, especially in a highly
industrialized society." J;>rofessor Brown felt that this may be
so, but wondered if_ the p.opulation's atti ~udes would ;~ally
change after viewing such a film:
"Will it help our logicai assessment of . problems?"
·
With hope, we will find other
means for realizing our present
situation, and trying to come~to
some viable suggestions for cor- ·
recting our attitudes and behaviour ,

l
News blackouts frequent
Dear Editor:
Your recent issue raises a
.number of points regar<;lingconfidentiality with reference to the
Presidential Search Committee
·and negotiations between the
Faculty Association and the University .

J

The arrangemen ts for dosed
meetings of the Presidential
Search Committee reflec:s th e
desire of the committee to
attract the best poss ible candid~tes. Co nfid ent ial meetings
have been the rule in the vast
majority of committee
se:u
ches in Canada. In those fe
cases where the alternative has
been tri ed, the experienc e has
been that -otherwise promising

candidates have declined to
bership and the management for
stand because of the publicity _ ratification before they are reattending ·their application.
leased. News blackouts ar.e also
It's · worth noting, too, that
frequent, particularly in the latthe process of the selection
ter stages of negotiation, when
being used at Windsor , was
the parties involved agree that
approved by the Senate of the
keeping the bargaining · over the
University of Windsor after
table will help achieve an agreethorough debate and that the
ment.
Senate is substantially repreConciliators often order them
sented on the selection comfor just this very purpose - to
mittee and that · its findings
help. achieve a climate in which
will go t~ a join t meeting of the
a reasonable agreement can be
Board and Senate.
reached . This was the case at
Regarding the confidentialit y
the University of Windsor; t he
surrou nding negotiations · between th e Fac ulty Associatio n and
conciliato r orde red the news
the University, it should not be · blacko ut , which both sides. observed.
a surprise to any experi enced
labour reporter t hat detail s of ari
Geoffrey A. MacGibbon
Office of Information Services
.agreeljlent ~o first to the mem-

Sponsor needed
for blood drive
Dear Editor:
The Nursirg Society is sponsoring an on campus blood drive
on October 20 and 21, 1977,
and on January . 27, 1978 .
In the past, the Nursing Society has sponsore d a three day
blood drive. This year however,
the Red Cross strongly encou rages more frequent drives of
shorter durati on because of the
local demand for fresh blood.
We have come to a problem
with the Red Cross regarding a
·third blood drive which is scheduled for March. Taking into
considerat ion, the academic facet of our J;mrsing students, th e

' Nursing Society has opted not
to sponsor the March blo.od
drive. March is a very busy time
of year, scholastically and it is
of the opinion of the Nursing
Executive Council, that sponsorin { the third blood drive
would be detrimental to the
students involved in the orga_nizatio n angle .
The Nursing Soc iety requests
any alternatives or suggestio ns
that the other societies and the
general student body might have
rega'rding possible -sponsorship of
the blood drive.
Sincerel y yo urs,
Kathleen O'Sullivan
NSG Society
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Homecoming gone

Preside.nt dortllnat8S:SAC 1118eting
By RICK SPENCE
stalled oth~r SAC presidents for
The annual Homecoming Paryears . ·However, Wells said he
ade has been cancelled for th is
would not give up t he fight, and
year .
that if he could not convince
There is a new system for . the Board members, he would' .
receiving refunds from the SAC
introduce a bill into the pro- - drug plan.
vincial legislature to have the
A new student aid packUniversity oc' Wiridsor Act chan age could cripple some stu•ged to allow for five student
_dents ' hopes of getting into . reps on the Board of Governors.
·graduate or professional sahools.
"By the end of the year ,
The pub jukebox , is hurtone way or another, students
ing CJAM radio in its search
will have a vote on the Board
for an audience.
of Governors," WeUs told council.
And Gary Wells may carry
Treasurer
Ernie Petrasovic
his quest for a vote on the Board
presented last year's audited
of Governors to Queen's Patk;
· SAC financial report for counin Toronto.
cil's ·.approval, which was g-ranThese are just a few of the
titbits that came out of Tues~
ted after some discussion.
. Ancillary Affairs Commissday night's 2~ hour SAC meet- _·
ioner Bruce Hannah described
ing.
The meeting started with a · the new , system ·for subinitt- ·
President's · ~eport that lasted
ing -drug · plan .claims. Details
over an hour. Gary Wells reare -elsewhere in . The Lance.
counted highlights of the Mini- .
Hannah also said he wanted
. stry of Colleges and Universi.to : go on -record "and say the
.. ties' ' new student aid program,
food service orr this campus
tried to get · council interstinks .". He called the removal
ested in opposing aspects · of ,_ of food ·services .from .the Uni-the system. ·. Among the - drawversity 'Centre "the worst abor '7
backs of the -new ·program · are ·. tiori ever PU:t on the students", ·
' a,n · 'em.phasis on '"tighter con : . and said he wanted · to see the
·.trols and stricter ,cn,teri~' ' ·and . centre ''turned.around;"
on 'pushing students through uni. Special Events . Commissioner
versity faster, said Wells.
'
Gino Piazza said his Orientation
Wells alsQ opposed the benereport was not ·yet ·ready, but
fit . in . the new faculty con that there were so few council
·t ract which allows faculty memmembers at the meeting that he
' hers · to send their children to
would not have given it anyuniversity here free. "I think
way. He did say that he, th~
it sucks," said Wells.
alumni association , and the resiHowever, some council memdence councils had agreed to
ber disagreed, suggesting that
cancel homecoming activities,
such bonuses .were sta ndard
because they had been scheprocedure at other institutions .
duled for Thanksgiving weekend,
The council defeated a mowhen many students would not ·
tion which would have~ con- . ·be on campus.
demoed that portion of the
''Homecoming should be betfaculty contract, which wo_uld
ter organized hext year," said
have t:alled for the money to be
Piazza.
rechanneled into other areas to ·
Piazza is also starting a cheerbenefit all students.
leaders'
club, for anyone interWells also told council "It's
ested
in
cheerleading,
male or feintolerable that students can't
male.
vote on the Board of GoverOnly .one other item of busi nors.'' Wells is now the only
ness
was considered, the jukebqx
undergraduate student rep : on
which
manager Pete · Romeril
the board, and he cannot vote.
installed
in the pub at the beWells said he brought the
ginning of the . school year.
subject up at last week's Board
Several council members commeeting, and that the Board
plained
that the jukebox detried to stall him, as it had
O
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SAC council members at work: Andre Wehbe Kathleeen O'Sullivan, Marty Furac, And Bob "Bear"
Gammon. ·
·
'
prives CJAM of its pub audience, · may take an hour or more.
Council · decided ·to · delay acsince while the jukebox is _playing, the CJAM signal into the
tion until a SAC Board of Dir. pub is cut off.
ectors' meeting . Monday, at
which tjme Romeril would be
Councillor E'ddie .Wehbe said
that CJAM could play . requests · · ·asked . to appear in . order to
within · a few. minutes, as· op- · find a solution to the jukeboxposed to the juke box which - CJAM problem .

Alarming
sonable cause " c·itculates an
Although the ·. campus ·has
pull a false alarm," Mciver
been hard hit by fire alarms this · warns, · in that it pulls valuablCf . alarm aba'u~.' fir~ ) s guilty of an .
offense under Section 393 of the
week, Director of Security Grant
fire equipment from the station,
Criminal Cpti:e 'Of Canada ·,. and
Mciver says there is nothing unand produces a negative attiT
could be liable to imprisonment
usual about the · situation.
·tude to fire alarms, and a reluc ..
for two years. '
. The number of . fire alarms
tance to obey them.
"is · not abnormally high · for
"There is a potential for a
this time of year," says Mcfire
to happen" at the univer· Mciver says · that in th ~ past,
iver, noting that many of the
sity , says Mciver , so he emphapeople who _ have pulled false,.
alarms were scheduled fire drills .
sizes the alarm system must be
alai;ms . h~ve_ b~en caught, and
It has been common practice
they have been · charged "with
respected
.
in the ·past that · fire drills were '
Anyone
who
"without
·
readue
process of law .''
held throughout campus early
each school year . .No firemen
.or equipment show up ~t the
drills, and people return ·to the
building · as soori as it has been
cleared .
There ·have been a number
of false alarms so far this year'
Back to school. Exams. Christmas
. More classes, more
including the University Centr(;
· examsandgraduation.
·Andnext...
Tuesday · night and the Math
Building Wednesday morning :
Right now you are probablythinking aboutthe pastseveral
Mciver says false alarms . hapyearsandwhatyou haveto lookforwardto aftergraduation
.
pen "spasmodically", and that ·
Whileyou'reat it, considerthe personalgrowthandsatisfac-security "views them very ser~
.
t
ionsyou couldexperience
at Procter& Gamble- a leaderin
iously.' ?
the
consumer
products
industry.
We regard training and
" It is very dangerous to- -

OntarioUnion.

·of.
Jewish Students
We are alive and well, surprisingly enough! .Any Jewish
students ·or ·organizations wishipg to ( re ) establish ·contact with us,
please write to:

In an · interview last week,
Ro_meril said the . jukebox was
installed on . a · trial basis, after several requ~t~, and that
it represented a good _source of ·
revenue to SAC. SAC, which
runs the pub, takes half of the
,revenue earned bythe jukebox.

OUJS
cl o M. Vomberg
104 Union Blvd, Apt 208
Kitcheqer, Ont.

Have a good year. Shalom v1ehetraot.

CAREERS
IN
BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT

developmentas our most basic responsibilitybecausewe
promotestrictlyfromwithin Procter& Gamble.Weknowof no
way to train peopleto become·managersotherthan to have
·
·them learnby doing.

·economics, history, psychology- our managersinclude
. diversebackgrounds.Moreimpo.ttant thanyour specificfield· ·
·of study are such basicsas intelligence,JeadeFShip
\ability,
innovativeness,
anda solidtrackrecordof achievement
.
Priorto on-campusinterviews,representatives
from Market,ing, Finance,andSaleswill bevisitingyour campusto answer
questionsand talk about their experiencesat '.Procter &
Gamb.le. Specificdate,placeandtime will beadvertisedsoon
.in this newspaperandat your placement"office. Thevisit will .
.bea one-dayinformalsessionin whichall interestedstudents
can learn more about career opportunities in business
management
at Procter.& Gamble
.
Asa first step,we inviteyouto visit your placementofficeand
obtaina copyof our literatu.re. Additionalinformationis also
availa~lein the libraryfile in the placementoffice.
Planto be at our pre.-recruitingsession._ no appointment
necessary
, drop in anytime. · .

Career Night
Thursday October 6 8 p.m . - _I I p.m .
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Copyright laws·may ·-s~op-photoeopyiri'g·
.
.,/ ·,,'

· By MARK D. GREENE
Students who ar,e used to
photocopying from books and
.magazines could lose that right
unde~ , some '.proposed changes
to Can~da's copyright laws.
In order to protect the works
of _authors, : soiig~Svriters and others ~with . xpublished works, the
govermnen 't ;ha:s institi.ii'ed copyrigJ!t:. Ja:ws;- Because of changes
in society ~and technology there
-1re
!, now proposals to amend and
. µpdate tpe Copyright Act of
Canada. The proposed changes
are'" 'serious . enough to warrant , the attention of the Ontarid; tl ttifliri ; Associa tion which
ha ~W''0riti'&l' a comm ittee to
pr esen t__..its ,. recommendations.
One of the important considerations cpncerns the use of
phot ·e-c opy'ing machines. Most
students · are familiar with these
wonders · of the twe nti eth century : Th~y're the blue and grey
machines found through out the
library, ·which · for a mere five
cents will ·.pwvide you with a
reasonably ' clear photocopy of
almost anything you desire.
Yet these seemingly harmless
machines are now seen by publishers and owners of copyrights as a serious threat to
their interests. Although the pre-

(

-

the Organhation of Ca:~i~~ n
Authors . and ·Publishers . determine copyrights. She felt 1the
"collective'' would only . ptot~ct authors' and publish ·~rs'
nghts and possibly treat ~ i1b-.
rar~s~ith "unfair bias". · ·
· Exactly how extensive the
chtnges in · the ·Copyright . Act
will be cannot now be ·determ.ined, but undoubtedly .they
will be significa_nt. According to
_Mrs. Soules there should be '.'.'no
real effect on the stude~t's" .
~t is unlikely that photo-cqpymg · machines will be removed
from the library unless the lib~ary i~ forced to decide · what
may or !11ay not be cop-ied.
Although it is generall y fe lt
that copyright laws are es$en-l
tial to pro.teer the interest~ ~f
those concerned and should · be
updated to insure full protection, libraries are also concerned that their rights be -con - ' ·
sidered. The proposed changes
in _ the Copyright Act concerning libraries are serious. ·;Mrs.
Soules <;:omplained of
"lack
of public awareness and student input," believing that · .unless people speak qut no.w; ,.the
next time we want 'to copy
something we may not have .;the
option of doing so.
'"

t
=;
:I:

.....
>.

~

o
]
c:i..

}hese photocopy machines could be on the 'way out.
no more than that would be
copied? If the library is to as-:
sume this responsibility then the
use of copying machines may
have to be restricted.
Mrs. Soules also expressed
concern over one of the Canada
Council's -prnposals that recom- ·
mend that "collectives" such as

sent legality 'of · thes e mach- · · stantiar part " of a work, but as ·
ines is somewhat quesd.onable it
Mrs. Aline -Soules, Co-ordina~or
is hope d the new copyright ~~t
for the Extrami:iral Librar y Ser.:vice, points out the act fails to :
, m achine s to co~tinue to be
define ' what is meant by a "sub- ·
used ·..in.: di.is manner or if it
stantial . part". Even if "less
will ~ force curtailmen ·.':,t" ~of (these ·
than a ·"substantial part" were
practices.
defined, she asks, who would :
The P:resent act allows for
be . responsible to ensure that •
the copying of "less than · a sub1

..!,:
]ecumseh
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Enrolm8ntdrops at Ed. Ft£

continued ··.from page 1

.

.

)ong," recil ls Hann"ah.
'"""
tenants accidentally - knocked a
I,
;.;,
}.
l·~;~
.!c~uld 6etter ' handle the ''~al -''
- · ··Tnen, the ~·ehase · afte r the '\-hole .in the ..walL,(npt a c...,
QJ11
.m.-0n
By_DAN SULLIV~
housekef ping ~sta.fJ b,egan. . It
occurrence- the tenants cause litEnrolment is down at -th e" ": ler number. Last .¥..ear, !he '
Windsor Ed. Fae. ha,d over
:, _ :tgok ~~out a _month, but they · . tle damage). They promptly paid
U. of W. Faculty of Educ~430 stu.~t~ts; this year .enrol.: are ,,now a,.i:J~~n~ng ~p tp~ apar- . / for tl}e. dama~they ,,,,
pad cau~d, ,
tioo, ·· and , "-at other · ectucation ment
has dropped by ibout ··IQ0. ·
';tm~_nts. !_o .n~ avad, however :
and the ··h~le·-was repaired a few: ' faculties . across Ontario, but
',Due
to the "very tight"
/to
Dean
A.S.
Neas~.
according
The walls remam a faded yellow,'.
:weeks ago-. three years after the
market
for
teachers right now, .
that
may
not
be
the
problem
accident had occurred.
(the walls in the fres~ly-painted '
faculties
of
education
will begin
it seems.
half are a bright white). Hannah
In another three ~year delay,
to
gear
themselves
more , to
That's not to say there · is no
sum:s ufthe ,situation: "It is belighting was requested for the
"in-service''
programs
for tea,
The
same
problem.
There
is.
yotid soap and water; it needs
back of the building to prevent · _
chers already working, to upnumber . of students were adpaint."
· '
break-ins which had occurred in
grade their certificates, says
mitted this year as last year,
the darke _ned are~. No acti~n,
Nease. Four years ago, gra:cl·
Because of the time lag behut not as many actually shoas yet, has been forthcoming .
at the facu~te enrolment
.tween a · complaint and ·seeing
wed
up.
Dean
Nease
admitted
Apathy has now set into
ulty
·
was
30.
This
. year it's
some action, it seeins that the
that
there
was
a
"higher
num_Tecumseh Hall. "There is no ·
5
36.
administration has .Put the resiber of no-shows than ever bepride of ownership," says Bruce
fore" across the _province, but
·The training of new teac~
dents in Tecu mse h Hall and then
Hannah . "The tenants don 't care
that
the
Windsor
.
faculty_
.,
hers
is not going to disappear
fel!
forgotten that they or the build- '
about the condition , so it gets
ing are there . in one case , two
worse."
0

... ,. .

••

. - ~JI,

C·ompletely:. ,1-}
PEes~nt graduates
are getting jobs, though ~oi
always riglit .away; arid ther, have
to be willing to ,..move. :Nease,
w'ho is Q~
, t h{ ' Council ~of Ont ..:·
ario Universii i:e ~· task f~rce stud·- .
ying pr,e-~i'Vice
enrolments.. ,;;.. ;._1~
said
'
that "a recommendation ~~ay
be that faculties of education
pay more attention to ~~W~t
demand," and gear thejr ;-·~h;
rolmeots toward such dfhi:ilrid.
The Faculty of Educatiriri ;s
· task foi: the future seems ·to .be
to extend its offerings to 'gr:1,duate students, providing .· pi:ograms that are acceptable )>9th
academically and to the · ·ifa.chen.
·

Attention
All Clubs
,
.

Terrific opportunity parttime

To be reco'gnised by SAC you MUST _have your ·:
··
constitution and-executive lists in by

Excellent earnings
doing product previews.

Oct. 14 at the'

SA.C .offi·ces

All contacts .supplied.
/

.Work 6:30 to 10:30 _pm four ~venings
per. week , .9:00 to 4:00 pm Sat.

1

\

Car required.

MARANATHACHRISTIAN.(ENTRE
255 Sunset , Windsor·
Tel. 258-6562
·,

(

Call Al
,between 9:00 and 11:00 am
or 4:00 and 5:30 pm Mon. to Fri.
at 258-1214
1

Weeldy meetin~s:

Monday - Bible study
Thursday - Fellowship

7 P.M.
Special spea kers
films
I

Bob ~onner

concerts
"

presidini

~

~

·

..

.•
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The Lance do-it-yourself dip.loma
r

With conv ocation coming up ~
a lot of people will be receiving
University of Windsor degrees.
Most of them are no bettereducated than non-graduating stu ..
dents , they are just educated
- longer.
The Lanc e believes that everyon e at t~e University of Windsor de serves a degree. And yo u
can make y our own. J ust write
in your own name , facu lty and
degree, or use the lett ers pro-.
vided .
Education is a right! Free
the degree!

AaBbC
cDdEe
FfG Gg

H h Ii J
j Kkll

MmNn
.
._O o Pp
OgRr:S
..

j'"'-.

•

..

s Tt

u~u
I'

VvW ·w
f

Zz
News pf
the vvorld SAC is considering sponso ring a procrastination clinic on
Tues day or maybe :rhursda y ,
or Frida y , whenever any interested students can get around to show ing up . The first
lectu re will be titled "Creative · Pro crastinat ion, Getting Around to Not Getti ng Aroun d
to It ."
N ew Yor k (1986) - St ory
will be available in nine years,
but we 're to ld it will be really
excit ing . .
Kampala Uganda - There is
no rum our to th e truth that
Uganda n presi dent Idi · Amin
will bec ome president of the
University of Windsor. Alt hough he expressed extreme interest in the post, Mr. Am in
said ··that he would change the
tit le to "most Benevolent and
Revered Fearless Leader and
DADA ". Current President, J.
Francis Leddy wasn't asked for
comment.

~-:cfg):
~

LIGHTHOUSE
ELECTRONICS

1652 TE.CUMSEH RD. E.·(at Lincoln) .
OPEN ·g to 9 THURSDAY and FRIDAY

--------11111"' Phone 252-2512

1
STEREO

& SOUND

CENTRE

.~.

SR303 HITACHI RECEIVER
With 30 WRMS of Power
PS10 HITACHI TURNTABLE
Ser:ni-Automatic with $40
Audio Technica Cartridge ·
TWIN S100SPE A KERS
Complete with Record Brush
· ·and sp·eaker Wire

@)HITACHI

NOW JUST

ssso.oo
·

YOU SAVE

$150.00

.

\
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OPIRG begins campaign in Windsor
-

.

By BRENDA McLISTER
In January, students of the
University of Windsor may be
asked to dec ide in a referendum
whether they are willing to
·pay $5 .00 more in student fees
forOPIRG.
The Ontario Public Interest
Research Group is an offshoot
of Ralph Nader' s " PIRG 's"
that started in the U.S. seven
years ago. A PIRG began in
Waterlo o five years ago, and for
the first first year foll owed th e
U.S. model. The riext year,
Water developed a Canadian version of the PIRG, which . resulted in OPIRG.

Accordintto Mike Ura, from
the OPIRG provincial office, the
Ontario PIRG's are necessarily
different from the American
PIRG 's for a number of reasons : "The Canadian political
process is different, ·the Cana.dian academic tradition is dif·
ferent from the American tradition, and the students were
not happy with the U.S. model
_ and decided to change it on their
own."
The concept, however, re, mains the same - students work
with community groups to research problems, and hope t~eir
research will facilitate social
~hange.

/

The difference lies in who
does the changing. State PIRG's
lobby for changes themselves.
The purpose of OPIRG is to
inform groups and communi ties, to aid them in their own
lobbying. "We don't want / to
become · another form of elite" ,
says Ura, " the public shouldn't
depend on OPIRG to solve th eir
problems ."
OPIRG research is not unbiased. Stu de nts work with com- -a
munity groups "so they can ~
fight irresponsible companies 'g
and governm ent bureaucracies " ~
says Ura. So, the research must ::,..
be "extremely accurate" . As ~
proof of its accuracy, Ura said _g
that although OPIRG has made · c:i..
" pretty serious charges" against
OPIRG provincial co-ordinator Mike Ura and Windsor co-ordinator Len Wallace discuss plans for the
the government and corporatproposed referendum.
ions, it has never been sued.
foo-d industry, nuclear power, ·
right to participate in OPIRG
·give credit for OPIRG research .
If an OPIRG office is set up
research an·d use its resources.
mercury pollution a~d poison~
In order to have a referen'ing.
on a campus, any student inWindsor OPIRG co-ordinator
dum on campus, OPIRG or.:
terested in doing Public InterHWe want everyone to know
ganizers must · present to SAC
Len Wallace says, . "there are
est Research can talk to one of
a 350-signature petition favwhat OPIRG is before they vote
many things we can do iri
· the co-ordinators, who will help
oring a referendum. OPIRG
on it," said Wallace.
Windsor that would benefit stu1
hopes to get 600 or 700 names
the student .choose a research
dents , and the community."
and will be canvassing various
project relevant to one of his
Some pos~ible local projects
There are presently five uniclasses and clubs for the signacourses. Then OPIRG will negowould lfe to research occupatversities that have OPIRG offtures.
ional health and safety in
tiate with the professor of that
ices: Waterloo (which also houIf students vote in favour of
auto factories, or local pollucourse, for ,the student to get
~s the provincial office), Guea campus PIRG, student fees
tion and its relat_ion to disease.
credit for the project.
lph, McMaster, Trent, and Westwill increase by · $5 .00. This
'()PIRG 's record with proern. This year, OPIRG is campfessors has been "extremely
WGuld be the main source of
To familiarize students with
aigning in Windsor and Ottawa.
good", according to Ura. Ht> funding for ihe PIRG. Any
OPIRG, Wallace· is organizing a
For more information, constudent can get a refund on replans to make a list of Wii:idsor
speaker/film series. The series
tact Len Wallace in the · SAC
professors who are willing to
quest, but must give up his
will cover such topics as the . office, 253-6423, ,or ext. 326-.

University gets star on campus
,.~..

.

_,

.,._

~

ByBRUCE DINSMORE

The University has opened a
press room on campus for the
use of the Windsor Star for covering campus events.
"I think that it will be more
convenient, havin2 a base o.q

th~ space they use. They are
Robert Pearson, expanded on
county school b~;;Js_ ,..He fe~l;
currently in the old Off-Camthis. In a Lance interview he
his new office will enable him
pus housing office in Vanier
said there is a large number of
to get more of the feel of the
people in · the university · comcampus, as welf as be a place _Hall, but according to the
University Info_!.IIlation Officer . munity, and the Star wants
for him to receive phone calls,
to reach those people.
' / Geoff MacGibbon, this space is
mail and visitors.
Patterson said that there
The Star is oavinr, rent for . only temporary .
He expects the press room
were plans in ·the works by ,
_ to move to permanent quarSt. Clair College to open a press
ters, once the - two new buildroom of their own as well as
ings come on stream, and open
add an information
officer.
up space in other areas. A,
The press room here at the .
permanent home for the Star
university had the blessing of
office has not been decided.
SAC, as it was an . attempt to
There are other commercial
p\l,t the university and its acticompanies that rent permanent
vfties before the public.
space on campus, one is the
The bureau was a joint
Toronto~Dominion Bank in the
idea of the Star and the unilower' level of the University
versity and the present acCentre.
commodations were work~d out
According to Mr. MacGibover the summer and will exbon, the university generates a
ist untiLpermanent quarters are
large volume of news.
public arran~ed.
The Publisher of the Star,

campus, rather than w~rking
from an office two f!liles away,"
says Paul Patterson, one of the
itwo Star reporters on the ~education beat. Patterson covers
the university and St. Clair
.College as well as the . two .

<6) OPIRG (Windsor)
Ontario PublicInterest Research Group
stude.ntresearch ~o·inform the

meeting

g·uest ~peaker:

Mike Ura
OPIRG provincial office

Assumption Lounge
University Centre
Monday, October 3rd 3:30 p.m.
for further info phone Ext. 326

Everyone We.lcome

HomeSweetHome
It is easy to forget that this
university is home to almost
one thousand people.
Most students, and staff, who
work here during the day can
shut their brief cases, board their
car or bus, and leave the cai:npus behind. To them, t.his place
is just a job .
But to the residence students, the University of Windsor is home . Where they eat .
Where they sleep. They depend on it for social life. Th ey
cannot turn their backs to the
campus, as so many others can
do each day .
'
This is so obvious as to sound
ridiculous to -residence students.
But others do not realize ·the
extent of some peopl~'s commit tm ent to the university ; and
how their fa.,tes are inte rtwined .

Residence students ·deserve a
fair shake. They deserve more
«;>fa voice. The Lance's Residence Corner will attempt to
provide a forum for residence.
students. What they're thinki~g.
What they're doing. What they're bitching about.
We need submissions from
residence · students.
Parties,
dances, complaints, activities,
-problems . .. We'll get it all
in here.
While y ou 're at it, maybe
you can come up with a bette r.
title for our residenc e col-.
umn. (Laurier Haller ? Huron
Hole?) You can do better
than that.
Send
all submissions, comments , or announcements to
The Lance Re sidence Corner,
in care of Wllly Paquette .

in
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Thei:Tower of .·Babel.
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l* · Trivia
.

Quiz · i*

·*II*· Want t d num ·b.er on
**
YOUrh88~ 7
**
I* . Try thi·s numbers quiz.
** .
**
I* 4:
**
*
17
** ~.
* }
tf
1* ,.··.
*

By KATHERINE BOWYER_.
If you .we~e :confronted by a .
teacher who spoke nothing but .
English, how would you feel?
''What would you expect?" you
mutter. ''There's no problem _

*I
**
I.
I*** _
*I
***.·
*·,
I~

trical entertainment ... Director
know. How would you be able
Ray Whelan ·lets the laughs ripO O 8
to communicate?
ple along effortlessly ( . comThis is the situation Israel
ments the Toronto Star on the
Horovitz has developed in- his
play The Prunary English Class, . production now . touring. The
Primary English Class flows to
in which, a young teacher and
. its end without intermission.
The Multicultural Council of
Windsor and Essex Coun~ ~nd
the Enthi-Cultural Association
of St. Clair College have ar1. George Orwell wrote a book called - - - - - - - - - - ?
ranged for the Open Circle
2. Boeing produced the famous "Flying Fortresses" which were
Theatre production in Windsor .
also known as B- ?
Mr. Horovitz asserts that their
3. In t he song "Delta Dawn" how old was she?
show is even superior to that of
How man y rivers were there in Hades? (Greek My_th ology) ._ . .
New York which met with rave
5. Audie Murphy was the most decorat ed Am errcan soldier m
reviews.
.
World War II. How many med al~.was he awarded ?
.
The Open Circle Theatr e
6. In the movie "Th e Love Bug what number was painted _on * ~;
is Toronto-based and was ~ou n- *
Herbie's side?
· * "i
<led in 197~. :ts pro_du ctions
How ma ny ~heets of pap er·in a ream?
.
,,
offer enterta mm ent and · reflec t_
8 ::,~In the ~9vie ','~qpl Hand ,Luke" , Paul Newman wms a wager
a great social conscious ness.
b_..
ased on nisconsumi ;11ghow many eggs in one hour?
: ~-.,,
~our _diff~rent wo~kshops deal9 ... Which cavafry re~ime?t was Genera l Cus~~r's l~ t com.m~nd ?
mg with such topics as theatre * H}. How many port raits .dtd Rem brandt van RtJn paint of himself?
art and_ the ·pro~le~s of immi-1
0 ~ th e TV series "Dragnet'' -wha t was Sgt. Friday 's badge ntim1· ·
grants m educat10n and labour
be t? ; . _... . .
./.· , .
~~~
will be :happening · in Windsor
12;; In the 1964 movie " Goldfinger", James Bond uses a gold bar * ·}
th is w_eekend._Th~erelevance of
~s bait to lure ,Auric G.oldfinger. What numb er was stampe d on, ~
Horov1tz's scnpt has · attracted *
,. the bar? _
-, .
many people not normally avid
13; Today's _pi<;k ~f the wee~ - only tried and true triv ia buffs· -'['
. theatregoers . Six- times its run *
nt!ed read· tu·rth er., .- In the 1964 movie Mary Pop pins, the* ,f
had to be extended in T~ronto!
c':family she· nannied for _were the /Banks. Where did they live on .* ./
If you respond to this comCherry Tree Lane?
·
,
* _;
..::
edy's
lure,
dc;m
't
be
afraid
of
14_
:.
The
~umbers
on
a
Dr.
Pepper
bottle
are
meant
to
suggest
t}le
Left to right: Brenda Kamino, Luc Elia, Arnie Hardt; Aldo Vinci,
entering a Tower of Babel! All
best tnne for a Dr:. Pepper l;>reak.What are they?
Ula Yee, and Rosemary Dunsmore.
the languages · won 't overwhe~m
How many pints of bl~od in t?e ~verage human body?
you . Chinese, French, German ,
In what century does _Star Trek take place?
about that. That's only natural."
six immigrant students grope
Italian, Japanese and Polish are
17. How many wives did Brigham Young have?
their way through encountering
Now imagine yourself a~ a Chinspoken during the performance.
18-~ W~a~ was Sh~rlock Holmes' a~dress on Baker Street?
,__.r
ese or a French or a Polish stueach other's values and langAs in a UN session, _an ~ctor
19. How mani d1~ple~ qn ~ golf ball?.
.
uage towards understanding.
dent or one of any different
translates what is said slffiul-120. ·What was the reg1strat1on number of the U.S.S. Enterpnse on*
Horovitz is a contemporary
ethnic group. Think that y·ou're
ta:neously .~nto Englis~. _ . '. .
the TV series "Star Trek"?
· * ..
surrounded by other students .. .playwright whose shorter works .
Performances begm at 8 p.m.,
·have · been internationally ac- ·
who don't speak Engljsh. They ·'d
at the Patterson Playhouse Sepalso probably look bewildered at . claimed. Here, his writing leads
the sound .of the language _you to an evening of hilarious thea-

1*

i
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** : ·
115
116
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** ·
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Laura to lead band to further victorieS
.

0-

.

.

-
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~
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By ROBERT BROWN
Gary L~ura of the School
of Music has been named Director of Music for the Winds9r
Optimist Youth Band, according ,
to James Brown, - Chairman of
the Youth Committee. of .the
Op-rimist Club. He wili be serving this new position concur- .
rently with his professorship.

Laura 's

appointment

takes

effect as of today. It follows
a month-long search by the Optimist Club to find a successor
to Terry Murphy, who had
directed the band ~ince its for. mation eleven · years ago. Mur. phy is leaving to. form ·his own
·band, which should start practices in October.
Prof. Laura's credentials are
impressive. In addition to teach-

ing percussion . here and occaplayers are leaving to join the
treal, not including _hundreds of
sional public performances, he
former director's group, and · engagements closer to home. has also conducted the Taylor
what the consequences will be
High School Band in Detroit.
is anyone's,guess.
Since Taylor is 'big band' along _
the lines of the 100-piece WindBut despite its · problems,
. sor Optimists, this experience
Laura will be taking over one of
should keep him in good stead.
the better bands in SouthLaura will need experience,
western Onta rio. The Optimists
because of the rift in the band
have played at competitions in
caused by the departure of Mr.
Minneapolis , Toronto, WisconMurphy. Many of the senior_ sin, Buffalo, Ottawa, and Mon-

a

Rusty Handlebilr
plays Pub
By DEB KENNEDY

With a name like 'Handlebar', what can you expect?
Defin itely l'J!Ore.The ·band in the
pub th is week is a five piece
group: lead , guitar, bass, keyboards , drums , and lead vocalist. Their selection of ·music is
Top
disco and jazz ; thus a
continuation of wliat has become · the pub V5!in of .mus ic.

40,

Handlebar has <5
nly bee,n together for four mont.hs . - and
it shows. The lead guitarist admitt ed th at they had limited
recent band experience . The
group members come from " all
over" , wit h main roo ts in To ronto. They have . been touring
Ontar io and Quebec and playing club dates .
The stage presence o~ the
band is nil, except for the lead
0

l\ullp!) ~tplt

singer who manages to do a few
disco moves. He also has to sing
his own back-up , vocals which
tends to produce poor effects
on tunes like · "l Wish", by
Stevie Wonder. The night I saw
the band, they claimed that they
were too tired to help s_ing
back -up . ·

~alon
. RUDY'S .ANGELS

YOUR

KIM

CAMPUS

LAURlE

HAIR
I discovered that the group
travels with no light ing equip- ·
ment . Monday night t hey were
. debat ing whether or not to
rum mage up a spotlight for the
lead siµger. They described t he
stage as dark, but cozy. Th e
band will be chan ging the ir
name to 'Innervisions' in case
you want to see them ntxt tim e
th ey are around .

&·

STYLISTS

ROSEMARY

1

F(?r A ppo intm ent Call

258-2490
2846 UNIVE RSIT Y W.EST

In case yo u want to catch
th eir act, Handlebar will be at
the pu b until Saturd ay.

Under The Bridge
I

.

.. i ..

1tl;:1,~11tf.j

,1,;,

, '

/
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be substituted by the "Yes,
You may recall that two is- You're Wrong " show. Last year
this light-hearted quiz show was
sues ago I r eported on Windhosted by Rod Coneybeare and
sor 's CBE radio station (15 SO
featured two teams of celebrity
on the AM dial) and its propanelists.
gram highlights. A number of
Wednesday evening at 8:04,
· schedule changes are being insti"The Elton John Story" con tuted on CBE, most of which
cludes and "Pulp and Paper",
become effe'ctive the first week
a Canadian . radio comedy proof October. Therefore, I would
gram
returns.
like to give a brief run-down
"Danny's
Music", usually
(!f the new programs. .
"School Broadcast", returns . heard at 8:04 on Friday evenings, will be replaced by "Our
at 2 :04 p.m. Monday through
Friends
The Flickers" , a movie
Friday beginning October 11th.
nostalgia parlour . g~e with h~st
October 3rd and 10th marked
George Bakan and two teams
the final series of "Inspector
of competing panelists.
West at Bay" in the BBC CRIME
Watch this column in NovSERIALS. Tuesday, October 4th
ember for further information
_sees the end of · "My Word", a
BBC quiz show. Also ; the . regarding schedule changes.
In my first column I listed
"BBC ~fternoon .Theatre, My
"The Goon Show" as a pro- ·
Music" (ano .ther BBC musical
gram of interest to university
quiz show) and ·~souvenir~"
seri~s conclude on October 5 ,6 ._students who have acquir~d
taste for British humour. Sadly,
and 7, respectively.
the
Goon Show concluded this
S~turday, Octo~er 1st sees
past Monday night on the CSE.
the return of the "Royal C~naHowever, . good news, Goon
dian Air Farce", a satiric ·radio
fans! The famous Eccles (Spike
. comedy program with Dave
Milligan),
the true-blue-BritishBroadfoot, John Mo(gan, Roger
idiot-and-hero-always
Neddy
Abbott, D?n Ji'erguson and Luba
Seagoon (Harry Secombe) and
Goy. On Saru,rd.ay aftemoon at
the ·notorious Hercules Gryt: S :OS, "Festival 'Celebrations" is
pype-Thynne
(Peter Sellers) can
scheduled. · At 7 :05, . "Ideas
still
·
be
heard
on two other
77!]8" can be heard, followed stations. On WGTE 91.3 FM the
by the return of "Off Beat"
Goon Show can. be heard Satur(classical
and
experimental
day nights at 10:30. Immedwork) at 8:05 p.m ..
Sunday afternoon at 4 :05, . iately following t~at is another
Goon Show at 11 :00 on WUOM,
"CBC Stage" (Canadian dramas
located nearby on 91.7 FM ..
and major classics) replaces
(An
article
about
stations
"Musicmakers International". At
WUOM and WDET is coming up
5: 10, "Cross Country Checkup",
in a week or so). -Canada's ~only , national openFinally , I'd like to list a few
line phone-in show, returns.
more
classical pieces which can
"Concern", a program of interbe heard on WQRS, 105 .1
views and , documentaries exploring ethical and moral issues . FM.
.Sunday October 2
returns at 9.:05 p.m ..
11 :20 p.m . (approx) Beetho Tuesday evening at 8 :04
ven's
Piano Sonata No . 8 in c,
the "Frank Muir , Series" will
By ROSEMARY A. BRESCHUK

•••••••
~y OTIS T.

ARIES - (March 21 - April 19) : Continued caution is indicated

for the next few days. Tensions will clear afterwards.
TAURUS - (April 20 - May 20) : The time is right to make your

move. Conditions will never be more in your favour.

·

GEMINI - (May 21 - June 21) : Excellent opportunities _will pre sent themselve~. It's up to you to use them properly.
CANCER - (June 22 - · July 22) : Make. y~ur decision as soon as

~ossible. A wrong choice is better than none.
LEO - (July 23 - Aug . 22) : Take time to relax and enjoy the
results of your work. You've earned awell deserved rest.

VIR® ,...:(Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : ldle rumours will only distract
ye,~,from the .truth. Double-checlc your sources.
·

a

LIBRA - (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) : Imitation is the highest form of
.
flattery. Be natural and flatter yourself.
SCOJU>IO- (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) : Wallowing in self-pity will re~Jv.e-nothing. Fi>rget the past and concentrate on the future . ·
.

. ·,

~

.

SAGiTTARIUS

·,

.

.

- (Nov. _22 - Dec. 21) : A name out of -the past

will rekindle an old flame. Let the fires burn bright tonight

CAP~ICQRN. - (Dec. 22 - Jan 19) : Windfall g_ains mean nothing
if squande,;ed , Keep your impulses in check.
· . :. · . .. , ·
AQUARIUS - (Jan. 20 ,- Feb . 18) : Leave caution to the wind and

c~a_igefull ·~cad. Nothing ,can stop yc>Unow . .

..

PIStFi
·z:<(Feb. 19 - March· 20) Questions regarding
afrces will
arise. You have nothing tc:>fear as all is in order.
·=

.

your fi~-

CAM
.~u~
s,MlN,JSTAY
ANGUCAN
SERVICES at Canterbury College,
172 Pati'icia, 256-6442 ·.
Sundays: 10:00 a.m., Holy Eucharist (Followed by
a light Breakfast and .Discussion) .
Monday - Friday: 12:15 p.m., Holy Eucharist.

.at

Assump-

Petrolia. ·Be· prepared · to hear
more about this town in the near
future. The Victoria Playhouse
in Petrolia will provide the
stage for the debut of the Roy. al Performance music festival, .
which starts this. week..

MASSES (2nd Floor Ch~pel)
- Sundays: 10:30 a.m . and 4:30 p.m.
Monclay - Friday: 12:00 noon and 4 :30 p.m.
(except Tuesday) .
Tuesday: 5 :15 p.m . follow i d by dinner $1.00.
Satu_rday: 11 :30 a.m ..

PRESBYTERIAN
SERVICES
Wyandotte W. at Askin, 253- 8741.
Sunday: 11 :00 a.in ;. ·

at

The early schedule of events
is tempting to any music lover , and is as follows:
Gala Opening Night - Septemher 30, tickets : $25 .00.
Canadian Brass - October 1,
·tickets: $8, $6, $4 .

The Roya l Perfo~ance
will
provide a series of entertaining programs in the areas of ballet, musicals, classical concerts,
and theatrical events.
The . 'Gal~ Opening · Night ;
. of the playhouse is St:"ptember
30, and it
present an array
.of famed performers such .as

Monique Leyrac - October 2,
tickets: $8, $6, $4.
·"Shakespeare for fun and pro3 ,4,5, tickets :
fit", October
· $4 .
·
· Quartet · Canada- - October 6
· tickets: · $6, $4, $.Z
'
London Sinfonia with Arthur
Ozolins - October 7, tickets:
$8 , ·$6 , $4
·Karen Kain, Canadian . Brass,
Monique Leyrac, Marie Pelle-,
Algoma . Festival Opera - Octo ·grini, Liona Boyde, and Kare.n · her 8, tickets $6, $4, $2 .
Quinton . The $25 ticket price,
.The Grande Finale on October
should be worthwhikwith
such
9 will feature Moe Koffman .
·- talent on hand .
,
,
All seats $10.
,

2321

will

ORTHODOX
SERVICEScontact
Alexandro Stan at 258-1824.
"

:

Fr.

..

Contact
UNITED CHURCH SERVICES
Fr. B~b Lockhart at 25~-7257. Iona College, _
.. ______________
... _________

Op. 13 "Pathetique," Vladimi
Horowitz, piano.
12 :30 a.m. (approx) Beethoven's Pi;mo Concerto No. 5 in'
E-Flat, Op . 73 "Emperor," Rudolph Serkin, piano. New York
Philharmonic under the direction of B. Walter.
Tuesday October 4
3 :00 p.m . on CON MOTO .
Beethoven's "Fidelio" Overture,
Op. 72c.
6 :45 p.m. (approx) Mozart's
Serenade No. 13 in G. k 525
Nachtmuzik "
"Eine . . kleine
Cleveland Oreb Strings/G . szeil.
10:00 ·p.m. Bach's Fanta'.sia in
C, BWV 570. Lionel Rogg, organ '. Quad.

WednesdayOctober S
9 :00 a.m. · .Mozart's .Sy!Dphony
No. 28 in C, K 200 . C.Oncert. gebouw · Orchestra. ·Followed by
Mozart's ."Ach ich fuehl's" from ·
'·'Magic · Flute" ·K620. New Phil- .
harmonia ·Orchestra. Next, :Mo;. .
zart's Piano Concerto ·No. 20
in ~. ·K 466. Alfred Brendal on .
piano.
10:00 a.rn'.. Beethoven's Piano
Sonata · in A-Flat, Op.' ., 26.
· .'~Funeral · March ." . Sviatoslav
.
Richter, piano. ·
S: 1S p.m. (approx;) .P-i~ton;s
''The Incredible Fb,1tist"· (complete ballet, · i938) Lou isville
Orchestra.

T,hursdayOctober 6
4:05 p.m . Rossini ;s Overture to
"William Tell." Royal Philhar~
mo nit Orchestra; C. Davis· con- ducting.
Friday October 7

10:50 p.m . (approx) Beethov_en's "Egmont" Overture, Op.
84 .

.Petrolia ·plaYhouse presents

,.
ROMAN CATHOLIC SERVICES
tion University Chapel, -254-3112 ;

30, 1977-PAGE ELEVEN

...

Tickets for the events can be
received by sending 1 cheque or
money order payable to:
Victoria Playhouse Petrolia
Inc.,
Box 1180
Petrolia, Ontario
NON lRO

Write or call 1-882-1221 for
more information. Remember to
include a self-addressed, stamped envelope .
Attending any of the spectacles, will give you a chance
to get into some Canadian artists, enjoy some excellent music,
and of course see what the town

has

of Petrolia
to offer .
Get away 'and be entertain ~
ed, even if it means - sacrificing
a day or two of the Windsor
life. ,
.
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WHAT'S YOUR SCORE?

. ..

.. ~ ....~~~~~~~~~~~..;_~~...:.:~~·~ ':i

15 -20 Excellent
10 -,l.4 Goo d

4-9

F_a(r

O -8 Pitiful
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IMUSIC GUIDE I

Butler's piano in tune
By TED GODDARD
Last Friday evening the Music
Department offered the campus
a very fine performance
by
pianist Gregory Butler. A capacity audience attended the con. cert held in the Moot Court
r~~m _ of the Law Faculty building.
Butler's playing was excellent. Technical command of the
instrument
was vividly illustrated thro ugh his introductory
works written by Jean-Philippe
Rameau and Harry Somers. Mr. ·
Butler's emotional drive then
shone through in the terribly
difficu]_r Variations on a Theme

by Paganini, by Johannes
hms.

Bra-

After a brief intermission, Mr.
Butler continued to express lnsbrilliant interpret ations and in-·
tense feeling of music in many
moods. At the final, resolving
chord of Chopin's Fantasy in
F Minor, the · audience broke
into a very appreciative standing ovation.
Gregory Butler, from Belleville, Ontario, has achieved a
series of degrees and awards
in music and performance and
has held teaching positions at
a number

of universities,

m-

eluding the Eastman School.
Mr. Butler is now Professor of
Piano at the University of Windsor. He leaves Canada this
week for a performing tour in
Engl.and.

A list of upcoming concerts
in 'the Border C-,ty area

l**~**********l

I

!*

Entertainment

By CJAM
Frank Zappa
David Brenner ·
Praise

Oct.

1

Jay Ferguson

Oct.

2

Steve Martin with John Sebastien
Aerosmith

writers

*** -wanted for
#* The Lance

Oct.
3
-Ille************"'
Oct.

7

-

Oct. 7,8,9

Overkilling Canadian Conten .t
By PAUL CHERNISH &
JIM ANGUS
What do you know about
·the restrictions imposed by various federal agencies on the
Canadian recordi~g and radio
industries?

gulations are much more complicated.
There is a problem that surfaces out of this situation. ·
Canadian radio feels the whole
effect of Can Con (Canadian
Content) . and Canadian artists
are feeling the pinch as weil.
The question remains: is Canada
big enough for true success?
We can cite the fact that in
many cases . Canadian artists
have found it necessary to retain roots in Canada while allowing financial control to originate in the United States.
The Amer'icans are rich in bot ·h
•·technical know-how and capital.
Assuming the CRTC has indeed
detect ,ed the problem, they may
be at the same · time overkilling
Canadian music .

It can never be ou; job to
interpret laws, but it we can
' help you answer a few questions
about it maybe we can help
each other out. We'd reaJly
appreciate
hearing what you
think.
Who are we talking about?
Primarily the CRTC (Canadian
Radio -Television and Telecprnmunications Commission) . Their
job as a regulatory body is to
protect our best interests in
the broadcast media.
The cornm1ss10n regulates
with defence in mind, protectTalent can only be stretched
ing us from the cultural sh·ock
so far, therefore our radio stathat pours over the border.
tions cannot be blame d for
The CRTC imposes restrictions
taking advantage of the good ·
on radio content with hopes of
Canadian talent and overplaying
shielding and possibly expand·their ·music. Fulfilling licence
ing Canadian creativity. A gen =--- obligations and maintaining a
eral overview of their guidecompetitiv .e · stature may be two
lines points to this sheer prodifferent things.
tection aspect ._ For example,
Without regulations, would
between the hours of 6 a.m.
all Canadian music be ignored?
and midnight a ca ·nadian AM We really doubt it, but th en
radio station must broadcast
again, can we survive on force30% Canadian music. Very genefed mat~rial?
rally then, the message is rather
We all · know about the
clear. However, the detailed re- great Canadian identity search;

ANTIOCH WEEKEND
October 14, 15, 16, 1977
A CHALLENGING ENCOUNTER WITH CHRIST
Contact Assumption Campus Community - 254-3112
or The Chaplaincy Team - 256-0095 or 254-3783

our feeble stream just turned
into a raging torrent. We are
looking at some important questions that deserve the attention of all Canadians. What do
you think?

Royal Oak Theatre
Ford Auditorium
Cobo Hall
Fisher Theatre

John -Luc Ponty
Chicago .
Robin Trower, Ram jam, and Small Faces
Jesus Christ Superstar

Firefall
Jezebel
Canadian Brass

Olympia
Cobo ~Hall
Masonic

Royal Oak Tpeatre
On Campus
Detroit Institute of Arts

Oct.

8

Oct.

14

Firesign Theatre
Michigan Theatre (Ann Ar:bor)
Crisler Arena
Steve Miller Band
CKLW Benefit, John Denver, Gordon
Olympia
Lightfoot 'and Harry Chapin

Oct.

16

Utopia and Starcastle

Masonic

Oct.

19

Santana

Masonic

Oct.

20

Iggy Pop
Tom Waits

Oct.

23

Foreigner

Oct.

24

Jose Feliciano

Oct.

26

Graham Parker and Thin Lizzy

Oct.

27

Tom Waits, and J.J.w,Iker

Oct.

31

Cobo Hall
Journey, Lynyrd Skynyrd
National Lampoon Hallowe'en Party Royal Oak Theatre

'
Vanier's answer to A & P's price and pride.

Cobo Hall
Ford Auditorium
Ambassador Auditorium

Sept. 30

Cobo Hall
Michigan Theatre
Cobo Hall
Hyatt Regency
Masonic
Royal Oal<!Theatre

I

Nov.

3

Earth, Wind and Fire

Cobo Hall
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Praise plays for God

CJAM HIGHLIGHTS

By DEB KENNEDY

Often · bands connected with
religion lose a portion of their
audience simply due to that
connection. This happened Monday _ night when the group

HflJ/ights of programming
onCJAM

It quickly becomes evident
that the group's · main obj~ctive is ·promoting their fait~.
Their music is simply their
choice of how to present their
version of the gospel. Between

· it matters that we're children
of God".
Praise also performed on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nights ~ This is the first time
'Praise' has performed in Canada

for the week of Monday Oct. 3
By CJAM
MOSAIC

Mqnday , October 3 - Steely Dan' s "AJA " .
Tuesday, October 4 - The "Mirage" of Richie Havens ..
Wednesday , October 5 .- The Rolling Stones "Love You Live".
Thu rsday, October 6 - The world of Freddy King.
Friday, October 7 - Klaattl at 11 :00 a.m .. "A Hardcore Package "
provided by John Mayall at 9 :05 p .m. .
\
All Mosaic LP features are at 11 :00 a.m. daily and all Mosaic talk
progra'ms start at 11 :45 a.m .. Also all Mosaic features are at 9:05
p.m . daily.
Mon day, October 3 - Women in Engine ering: - the topic for CJAM's
Women's Show with host Evely n McLean and guest Margaret Poissant.
Tuesday. , October 4 - Lance editor Rick
Spence talks to Dr. Leddy
(
about his accomplishments and future plans.
.
,
Wednesday, October 5 - ''The Good Earth" with host John Bain
talks to Margaret West, Director of Big Sister's Associ~tion of Windsor.
.
Thursday, October 6 - The first in a weekly series of reports from
the SAC President, Ga-ry ~ells with CJAM's ' News Director Anna
Maria Tremonti.
Friday, October 7 - The first in a series of weekly reports of the
roles a~d responsibilities of SAC commissioners, ~nd faculty and
society presidents. This week - External Affairs Commissioner
Maryon Overholt.

Prais·e promotes faith along with their music.

FRIDAY NITE SPECIAL

Friday, September 30 - Three hours of the best . of Aerosmith,
, starting at 9 :05 p.m ..
LANCER FOOTBALL

. S:aturday, October 1 - Live coverage of the footbaU game between
; qur L_ancers and the Varsity Blues starting at 1 p.m. with CJAM)
: Don Peppin and Jim McFarlane.

r···...

.

'Praise' performed for an audience of about 45.
Praise produces an upbeat
, sound with their main assets
· being the harmony of the five
vocalists. The three female and
two male vo~alists provided a
good balance in pitch. An . apt
acoustic guitarist was the major instrumental force, · while
.. mediocre rhythm was added by
,•
the electric guitar and bass.
The percussion was limited to
the use of the wood block, the
quiro (a fish-like instrument
that is rubbed), and the cabasa
afuche

each song,. one of the group
members would speak for several ·
minutes about his or her personal committment to religion.
The group's history goes back
five years to paducah, Kentucky,
where "some friends got together singing." Their sound was
promoted by the Maranatha.
Christian Centre. This fellowship organized tours fot .'Praise'
all over the world. Three years
ago the group cut an LP and
they plan to produce another
in October with new , original
material. Among their lyrics is
"Ever y child matters · to me,

which is, as one vocalist termed
it, " a far . away place from Kentucky." Monday night the group
taped ' a show fot th~ Gtobat
TV program '100 Huntley St .'.
The group played at the university because their fellowship
will be forming a club on campus. The audience involvement
· at · the concerts · seems to indicate there is some interest in
such a club.
In addition to the lively music of 'Praise', there was a performance by a Michigan pianist, Brian Jones.

Llterature Llves

•

t!LLIBJ
u·.~.
.4_
lh V

at the Lance
Your Host:
Peter :AQmeri I _

,lm.ii--

Ir_ -

1

vr

1

Bands for your dancing and
.
listening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment
Fri. Sept. 30

"HANDELBAR''
nmECT FROM TORONTO

Mon . .Oct. 3 - Sat. Oct. 8
"FREEWIND"

The Lance Poetry Page is
back!
The Lance will once again
be regularly publishing the
works of · campus poets. Students, faculty and staff are all
invited to submit their poetry
for consideration.
Submissions should be addressed in care of , Scott El-

dridge ..m the Lance office, second floor of the University
Centre. Please includ e your
name and addre_ss, and a st amped envelope if you wish your
work returned.
Other creative writing will
be considered, as well as poetry.
Literature lives, at The Lance!

r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.

+

+

I

i Coffee
Housei
+

+·

t, Sponsored by : ACommunity
ssumption

Campu s

+

t,

+

t, At: The
Blue Rm. (Assumption
Community Centre)

t
T

.+

+

t
When: Sun. Nights
I
8 : 30 p. m . - 11 p. m :

:

i:
i
••~
••-•• ..... •••••........ •..........J .L.._,;..
_________________
DIRECT FROM DETROIT MICHIGAN

T

DONATION .50
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Lancerette volleyball team
looks proinising
By WILLY PAQUETTE

Look out! The ladies in
"Blue and Gold" are off to
another season on the volleyball court and hopes are high.
After just two full squad
prac tices, the Lancerettes journeyed to De Paul University in
Chicago, to take on some pretty
solid U.S. teams last weekend.
This resulted in a fine showing
by defeating Northwestern University 15-13 , 4-15, 15-12 and
•refoctantly giving way to the
University of Wisconsin 6-15,
9-15; Kellogg Community College 12-15, 7-15; Northeastern
University 9-15, 15-11, 7-15 and
hostesses De Paul University
5-15, 4-15.
. Lancerette coach Marge Prp'ich warns that these results
are deceptive, for the · Amer-

ican teams were better prepared
having had more time to practice in earlier exhibition games
Since the American collegiate
teams have only a three m·onth
season, Cq,a.ch Prpich thinks it
wise to take advantage of the
situation to give her team mor e
experience in game situations.
The -12-member team plays
its first league game in November , but their exhibition season
started three weeks early. With
only six players from last year's
club returning to the "Blue and
Gold", Coach Prpich is most
concerned with developing teamwork and cohesion.
The coach emphasizes ·that
the club is blessed in having a
roster comprised of well-coached
local players .. She regrets also·
to have to cut a good number .

of other talented players.
The loss of Elaine and Leslie
Dowdell seems to have created a lack of height on this
team, but Coach Prpich has
full confidence that the six
"nouvelles"
Lancerettes (four
of whom are first ye ar students)
will fill the void. "This is a good
learning team that always gives
me 100% effort" added Coach
i>rpich. "Obviously we're not
Olympic calibre, but we're just
as exciting. I'm inviting all the
students and · faculty of this
school to support our team."
The Lancerettes play Saturday ..at Michigan State U niversity against the University of
Cincinnati, Michigan State and
in a return match versus Kellogg
Community College.

Piazza_ Pushing
For the first 'time in a number of years Lancer basketball
fans may have cheerleaders and a
pep band to get them going .
Anyone who travels to universities like Western · or Waterloo knows that these schools
utilize their bands and cheerleaders to the fullest. They
travel to hockey and basketball games and just generally
have a good time getting the fans
up on their collective feet, and
off their collective you-knowwhats.

season is over. He says that
anyone, male or female who
would like · to get involved
should come and see him in the ·,
SAC office as soon as possible.
The pride of a school comes
through the students; here's
one way you can get into the
spirit of things.

The Cheerleaders will be forming a club so they can get
some money from SAC for their
uniforms . Mr. p'iazza says the
team will be choosing their own
Gino Piaz.za is orgamzmg a
uniforms and there is no truth ·
group of e~perienced people
to the rumour that they will
hopefully before the footbali · have little rabbit ears.

Thirty .

centimeter
ball?
.>

By DON PEPPIN

With the · recent swing to
metric conversion , we all seem
to be wondering what will come
next?
The first Liter Bowl game
was played recently between
two Minnesota colleges, Carleton
and St. Olaf, using metric measurements. The game was played
on a 100-meter .(or 109 yard)
field and was about the width
of a normal field.
St. Olaf crushed Carleton 4242-0 raking up 302 meters on
the gro_!lnd with Tom Fiebiger
rushing for 70 meters and Steve
Ostlie tossing a 36 meter touchdown pass. St. Olaf's kicker
Chuck Benson notched up a 34
meter field goal as his contribution to the effort.
Carleton's offense ·ust 2.51
centimetered (inched) along and
gained few meters in any category. The official stats will go
into the NCAA in yardage measurements.

NIEDED:
SportsWrite,s

Still
Needed
·
Cuteet lance Office;
·Ext. 153·

Free Counseling
(No effect on low medical fee)
Free PregnancyTest
(or $7 at indepenclent lab)
3 Hour Clinic Stay
Medicaid,Blue Cross
Accredited
We strive for high patient
comfort and friendly persqnal
attention.

ACMAPPROVED
CALL (313) 884-4000
DETROIT ABORTIONS

This week Miracleis open'til
midnight· Wed~,Thurs.& Fri.
Mira .Mart Regular or Individually Wrapped

BEST

CANADIAN PROCESSED

BUY CHEESESLICES
1 lb. pkg.

&GOLDEN
FRY
·

ll7SAUSAGES
1 lb.pkg.

.

Fresh from the Tropics

LARGE SIZE
BANANAS

Check out for
less at Miracle.
ALL PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL OCT. 4, 1977 IN WINDSOR AT
DEVONSHIRE MALL, 3150 HOWARD AVE. • UNIVERSITY
MALL, TECUMSEH RD. W. AND HURON LINE - WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.
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By PETER MUDRACK
A visit .to the intramural
office in St. Denis Hall proved
to be a worthwhile experience:
The staff is very helpful, and
interest .ed in . a well ruq, efficient · intramural program.
.
· Posted co9spicuously on the
wall inside the office is a listing of intramural sports . objec- tives and principles. These objectives provide direction to the
staff, but they can be readily
applied to , anyone either forming a ream or participating
on on ~.
Herein lies the philosophy
behind intramural sport:
1. to provide an opportunity for
every individual, regardless of

\.

ability, to realize the fun and
joy o( participation against fair
and equal competition .
2. to off er a variety of activities, balaneed vigorous and light
exercise, and team and individual sports to satisfy present interests and meet future
needs :
3. to provide opportunities for
every individual to improve
known skills and develop new
skills of a carry -over nature for
future adult life.
4. to provide enj oy able exper iences and social contacts, within a sporting environmen t , th at
will lead to new friendships .
5. to create an enthusiasm for
and a realization of the im-

portance of the "physical wellbeing" of the individual.
The key eligibility regulations are as follows:
\ . All full-time or part-time students, faculty members and staff ·
are eligible to participate.
2. Current members of Lancer,
Lance~ette, or · Crusader inter collegiate teams are not eligible to compete in that sport.
3. Can only play for one team in
a particular sport .' NO transfers to another team are allowed once the schedule has
begun .
4. Anyone using an assumed
name will be barred from all
intramural activities for the re1

mainder of that year. Reinstatement for the -subsequent ,
year must be 3:pproved by the
Intramural Director.
5. Any team using an ineligible player shall forfeit the
contest(s) in which the offender took paft.

soc~
plafirst
soctwo

teams showed up, the excitement exhib ited by those who
played resembled a game between Liverpool and Manchester. The girls who never played

Another boring Friday afternoon?

OT AT DELTA CHI FRATERNI
·409 Indian (Peter and Indian Ads)

,' .

We are inviting ail to an afternoon
~ of social interaction where
INEXPENSIVE B()OZE
AND SANDWICHES
provide a good time

Relax and unwind~YOU ·deserve it

must

have

a

specified minimum number of
players to be included in the
schedule. This minimum is 3
above the number of players
needed to fi~ld a complete
starting line-up'.

The Lancer Cross Country team took to the h.ills last week at
the Springbank International meet in London. The team fared very
well considering the level of competition on the meet . The winner
of the Men's 12 Mile was Bill Rogers of the Greater Boston Track
Club. Windsor 's Jim Bulley finished 117th out of a field of 176
with a time of 1 hour 27 min~tes. In th~ 4Vzmile, out of 290 entries
Ray Holland , Paul Roberts and Tim Wood placed in the top 100.
Two members of the Lancerette track team ' participated in, the
Springbank road race . Linda Staudt and Cathy Seuin ran 'in 'the
ladies' open 4Vzmile, with Linda finishing 27th out of 130 entries.
She logged a time of 27 minutes, 24 seconds for a 6 minute mile
pace for the entire race. Cathy, normally a mile runner entered her
first distance event and also finished well also, with a time of 34
minutes. The winner was Brenda Webb from the U. of Tennessee.

soccer before could have fooled
anyone. Some of them passed
the ball using their heads, backs,
knees, and 'other body parts,
making fantastic attempts at
shots on goal.
This game produced the first
recipient of the Jacques Stra· ppee award for "outstanding
mdividual performance", a highly-coveted award presented to
the week's intramural MVP.
With the HK grads leadmg 3-2
late in the game, grad goaltender Kathy Kobelski attempted a goal kick. ~efore kicking
the ball, however, Kobelski decided to take a few steps backwards while carrying the ball.
Unfortunately, she stepped behind her own goal .line, inadvertently scoring the tying goal
for the HK undergrads.
Women 's intramural soccer
will be played every Monday
night from October 3-24, from
5:15 to 6 :30 at the ,fields at th(;
HK building. All other girls are
welcome to come out. Place
team list or individual name at
the intramural office at St.
'.lenis Hall.

team

SPORtSHORTSP
ORTSHORTS-POR

Women's soccer kicking
Who said girls can't play
cer? Surely not those who
yed Monday night (the
night of women's intramural
cer). Even , though only

6. Each

Lancer ba~ketball coach Dr. Paul Thomas invites all interested
Basketball players to the opening practice and try-out on Oct . 12.
The Wednesday night practice session goes from 7 - 9, however
players are asked to come early for the opener. The practice takes
place in St. Denis Hall. Co~ on out and take a shot at it.
i{ ~"'-

.

j

Despite the·.....~ecent he
ali' .... ,wintei spor~s fans haye to_ ready
themselves
·heless. T~ ·.
_ural cur!mg. season ~egms on
ether for its first meeting of the
October 16 w · · the c~ g
season. The ams (to be ''··,
' ater) play Sun~ay nights at the
Windsor Curling Club on Central Avenue. Th_e atmosphere is a fun
one with more emphasis on participation than on competition.
Ti;-ansportation will be provided from the traffic circle in front of
Vanier. Curling begins at 8 and runs . till 10. and the first two nights,
O~t. 16 and 23 will be practice and warm-up nights. For more information call Rand at 256-8969 orJack 'at 256-1437.

·(2'~..

The Lancerette Synchronized Swimming Team will begin practices Monday October 3 at 4 p.m. at the Human Kinetics pool.
Old and new members welcome. Or call Prof. Prpich at ext. 774.
Mens and womens Self Defence classes begin Thursday, September 29th, 7 :00 p.m. - 9 :00 p.m. at the Dance Studio, HK Building. All you need is loose clothing (shorts, T-shirt or sweat suit, and
running shoes). In~tructiop by 8ob Seneshen.

GETYOUR
-BOOKSTORE
BONUS

ASTHMA

+KIDS
+CHRISTMAS
SEALS==

COMMUNITY
ASTHMA·
PROGRAMS

(HERKIT

CONTENTS

•
•
•
•

Clairol Herbal Essence S_hampoo - 113 .7 cc
Lady Trac II Demonstrator Razor
Noxzema Anti-Perspirant
Roll-On - 42 .5 ml
Alberto Light & Fresh Balsam Instant
,
Conditioner - 225 ml
• Playtex Deodorant Tampons - 4
• Facelle Roya le Facial Tissues - pocket size
• FDS Feminine Towelette - 2

QE1"V
~.1.,A

SJ'

,~m"
.49,
- i-?~.:,:~~·_.

• Clairol Herbal Essence Shampoo - 113 .7 cc
• Trac II Demonstrator Razor
• Noxzema Ant, Perspirant Rol l-On "Extra
Strength " - 42 .5 ml
• Palmolive Rapid -Shave Shave Cream - 198 g
• Facelle Royale Facial Tissues- pocket size
• Alberto Light & Fresh Balsam Instant
Co nd it io n er - 2 1 ml

Health education and
information
Family asthma programs
Day Camps
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ONEKITPER·STUDENT
.ON SALEMONDAY OCTOBER3

2 For information contact
~ your Lung Associati?n

ASTHMAWEEK
OCT3·9
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Lancersyank York Yeomen;·43~1
-....

~

:,.

By PETER ·NASH
caught 2 for 42 yards to lead
There were no surprises over
the York receivers and Rick
the outcome of last Saturday's
Dilena went 3 for 21 yards.
0-QIFC football - game. The
Coach Aldridge blames inexLancers demoralized the York
perience for his problems. "Our
Yeomen without much effort,
defensive secondary is still look· 43-3.
ing into the backfield and being
The big plus for the Lancers
fooled by their (Lancers') play
was the manner in which-.they
action". You can only feel
.. won. The .change from the
sorry for the man.
-previous week's effort was alThe game started off poorly c::
.most like night and day. Play
for the · Lancers. On the first ~::s
·•execution and a more polished
play from scrimmage Scott Mal- ~
offence were the major differlender's pass _was intercepted. ::Eences.
The York offence stumbled 9 ~
>.
Coach Fracas noted "We got
yards and then was forced to .o
0
what we were looking · for.
punt.
0
.c:
The offense is coming really .
After several more unevent- JJ,..
well." A · balanced atta ·ck was
ful exchanges, Windsor's Jim
the big difference in this week's
Cimba started the ball rolling, .
game, with strong play from
with a SO yard punt return for
backs Craig Mallender and Julian
·the game's first major. Rob
Jones sparking the Lancer runGeier converted to give the
ning gam{. Craig Mallender ran
Lancers a 7 - 0 lead.
OOCH! Lancer linebacker Tim Maitre stalls a York runningback in last Saturday's 43-3 wipe-out. ·
for 57 yards and Jones added
A combination of Windsor's
to be contenders . Up to th.is,
·eraged 44-yards punting.
50 to lead the Lancers to an imback from an injury to play
good defence and York's quesWindsor is still taking ·too
point their status is still quespressive 157 yards rushing.
a
fine
game.
The
Lancer
sec'tionable offence left the Yeomany penalties, however, this
tionable.
In the air the Lancers were
ondary covered well, causing
men with almost no offensive
Coach Aldridge · of York
week they had 9 penalties for quarterback
Mike
Foster
to
awsome, as usual. Scott Malin the first quarter.
noted, '"The key (to the Tora total of 90 yards. ,
take
several
poundings
by
Lanlender .and Steve Zack com- -In the second quarter · WindTomorrow the : Lancers will
onto-Windsor game) is injuries.
cer linemen. The second half was
bined with receivers Bruce Walsor struck early. Mallender pasplay
the
University
of
Toronto
Windsor
doesn't
have good
a bit sloppy due to the weaker arid Steve Quigley for 3
sed to Steve Quigley for a 40
depth."
·
Blues,
at
Varsity
Stadium.
Coach
ther
as
much
as
anything
else.
touchdowns. Walker gained 64
yard completion and another
We'll find out tomorrow.
Fracas commented that the TorWindsor fumbled at their own
yards on 4 catches while Quig6 points. That was not the end.
Windsor
has the momentum;
21 yard line and a subsequent
ley gained 71 yards on 2 recep ·
onto game will be "the big test".
Minutes later back-up quarterhopefully
they can carry it
penalty
put
York
on
the
12
tions. These combined with
If Windsor can . beat U. of T.
back Steve Zack hit Bruce Walthrqugh.
yard line. York lost a yard on
York's horrible defensive seconth~y
~ill
have
proven
themselve~
ker for a 9 yard gain and a 21-0
two tries but Bill Paskou put one·
dary led to 148 yards gained
lead.
through the uprights for 3
passing.
York's second quarter ofpoints.
York's total offense added up
fence resembled the first quarWindsor turned the ball over
to 13'0 yards, and offered little
ter; there was none. Joh~
again on their next set of downs.
in the way of excitement ex- . Trevisan had several long gains
Fortunately York;s broken-do,
cep·t tor some fine running by . on the ground but there was
wn offence only moved the baU
John Trevisan, who gained 56
never much threa t of a score.
5 yards . To add insult to the
yards. Quarterbac Mike Foster
Windsor's defence should be
This, oh faithful ·reader, is the see how the team prepares it.'/ ork injury, Windsor's Kevin
completed 9 of 18 atts.mpts
given cr~ait for part of York'sdebut of a column which will self for a game, and unwinds
Souligrty t,loeked the field goal
_in the air. Craig Clydesdale
lack of offence. Jim Lynn came
appear in this space henceforth. afterwards. This year's _team
attempt.
In my own provocative style shows itself more 'as a t e~am than
Windsor's offence started to
I will view the events of the any i've seen, by the songs they
click again at this point. Mal·
world and present ·them in a sing, (man what harmony), somlender connected with Quigley
witty forthright style which is ething about Rodrigues the
for - a 30 yard gain. The -next
guaranteed to have you sleep- Mexican pervert, and somebo4y
play from scrimmage, Mallennamed Barnacle Bill (?) and his
der went to the air to Walker . ing in the aisles. · ·
The expression ."I know from girlfriend .
foE_a 40 yard gain and 6 points.
whence I speak " (or wh atever) is
· The entire drive took on ly two
Let 's p:ut it t his way these
part icularl y approp riate for th is boys from Motown sure aren't
plays.
column as I encounter ed a situ a- singing th e blues.
York's Trevisan tried to anstion
last week whi ch put me
wer the Windsor score all by
Though · a team ·doesn't get to
specific
ially 'in the showers' .
~ himself. He carried the
ball
see
the people they 're supposed
Well to maj(e a long story even
o four times in- a row. Tim Maito be doing this for more than
o
longer
it
seems
the
Lancer
er tre and Jim Lynn combined to
football team took some ex- once a week they still show the
~ stop the drive by sacking quarcept ion to a recent scathing drive and desire they .need to
E: terback Foster for a 15 yard
review I made about their ef- prove Windsor is the -best. Would
~ •l<;>SS.
forts
against the Waterloo War- . you argue~
§
Roger Adams just missed
·,
.
riors.
Briefly, they didn't wait
g ·scoring, on the next series of
Sometimes they don't do it
for me t_o change before they all perfect but they do the jpb
downs, with an incomplete pass.
helped me into the drink. and the job is playing the _game
Scott
Essery
followed
with
a
_
If looks could kill this Mariner would have a football team on his
Now far be it from me to the best they can and that's
punt that was good for a single.
conscience.
say
they're a bunch of wild- all. A coach can communicate,
Next came York's "surprise -t'
men,
but this is one · reporter fool around with the guys; he
offence. They assembled in a
who's going to wear his swim- can be a real S.O.B. or a real
OQIFC FOOTBALL STANDINGS
shotgun-type offence similar to
suit next time I go to interview driver but Vince Lombardi sho·• that of the Dallas Cowboys.
the Lancers.
WEST
But that was where the simiwed the world, it's the team that
larity ended. Foster is definitely
makes ·the team and if that theNone the less tny little inciGP
w
Pts ,
Team
L
T
F
A
not a: Staubach . . He immedory holds any water this -yeais
dent did point out something
0
0
150
10
Western
3
"3
6
iately threw an interception to
Lancers will b'e a team to be
which, in trying to remain obWindsor
3
3
0
0
83
20
6
linebacker Artie Watkins. Watdealt
with.
jective, I may have overlooked.
Toronto
0
0
3
68
30
6
kins returned the ball to the
~
Of all the Lancer teams I have
The team faces the stiffest
Laurier
3
2
1
0
45
26
4
York five and Scott Mallender
ever - worked with, never has competition they have faced
McMaster 3
1
2
0
,2
32
62
threw to his brother Craig for a
there · been one where the in the last couple years tomp- .
0
Watedoo
0
3
3
35
70
0
touch down for a 3S-3 lead .
spirit has been higher. Sure rrow, considering that every:
0
0
Guelph
3
3
0
5
92
The fourth · quarter brought
there have been some pretty
body knows we should hav~ .
York
0
0
3
3
8
116
0
on Windsor's longest drive, and
fantastic teams in the past few beaten Western in the play'
featured one of the weir~est
years but never has the spirit offs last year. If you've got any
plays ever seen at South Cambeen more visual than this year. way to get to Toronto, the
pus Field. Steve Zack _passed·
Now the Lance Sports budget
Blues-Lancer game is being calRESULTS (FOOTBALL) SEPTEMBER 24
to Walker, who fumbled. The
being- what it is, we reporters
led the game of the year. And
ensuing struggle . saw a York
are often forced to travel on the it should be, both teams have
UQTR
14
21
Carleton
lineman nab the ball, and charge
team bus. With wall-to-wall been marking time for the first
Concordia · 6
5-1
McGill
down field. But he fumbled,
bonecrushers, this scrawny little
three games and now they come
0
Guelph
s_o
Western
and Roger Adams turned and
150
pounder
tended
to
give
a
to the crunch. Go up to Toronto Queen's
11
15
Ottawa
ran back the other way for a'lofriendly sll!-nt to the story, at and - see who breaks . The game
McMaster 6
Toronto.
14
ther Windsor s5.~re._
least until I'd get off the bus. goes at Varsity Stad ium at
Waterloo 8
15
Laurier
Rob Geier went 6 for 6 in
However, on the bus you can 2 o'clock.
York 3
Windsor 43
converts and Scott Ess~ry av-

IN THE SHOWERS ~·····
-
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Food services on campus stinks'

stalemate - the students are
By E.P. CHANT
of the criticism that wiir lil[ely
"I want to go on record as , arise at the committee's meet- . saying the food is shit and that
saying that the food service on
ings will be levelled at Carson.
they are getting the shaft, while
this campus stinks ." - Bruce
One can not enter Vanier Hall
Carson says that the food being
Hannah, Ancillary Affairs Comw ithout hearing derogatory statserved is the best possible promissioner , SAC meeting, Sept ements concerning food quality,
duc t he can find.
ember 2 7, 197 7.
selection, or service (most of
"One th ing must be realIn an effort to elim inate or,
these statements, by virtue of
ized, " said Hannah , " Institu.a a colorful modes of expresat teast, slight ly deodorize th is~- orn.
tional food is a fact · of life. It
situat ion , Hannah ·
pro sion, are rend ered unprintable). ·
is never going to be "Mom 's
_Ha nah, however, feels that is
cess of forming a committ ee;
home cooking " . About th e only
to be compos ed u£. himself,
time o stop the complaining
thing that can be demand ed is
Saga Foods superv1 o~ oss Ri~
and st t mediati on to find some
. that the food be dec ent , nuCarson, and variou ~ resent ~
soltfj o .
tritious, and hot ."
tives from residences
d),
':ai e past, " he said, "The
Elab 12rating on th ese thre e
situ arlon has been a complete
Certa inly the bu ~ much

At Wester

criteria, Hannah explained that
the business of the c:ominittee will concern polic y , such as
food qualit y and m enu selection . It will not be dealin g with
pett y complaints abou t the occasional cold po.ta ro.
After a recent survey in residence wh ich show ed that the
thing most resid ents are dissatisfied with is the fo od p ro gram (41.4 per ~ent listed thi s
as the ir prim e grievance), it
appears that the tim e has come
for some kind of act ion.

takes it on the chin
Outraged students , awards ofresponsibilit y of t his prog ram
ficers , and universit y vice-pres iis to supplement - not repl ace
- the personal and parent al
dents all gave Minister of Colleges and Universiti es Harry
contributi ons."
" Tell us how yo u woul d
Parrott a hard time at the Uni divide up the pot ," Parro t_t
versity of Western Ontario Tuestold t he critics wh o com plain day morning .
• Parrott, on the fhird stop of
ed of the lack of det ails in his
his swing through five Ontario
program. He -asked th em to
cities to explain to post-se~onaccept a $7 4 milli on limit on
dary students his revisions to the
the budget for student aid , and
Ontario Student Assistance Prosaid he wanted t o hear suggram, was challenged throughgestions on how this mon ey
out his appearance, and booed
· should be spent. He told those
as he left th ~ hall on his way to
who requested more det ails that
a press conference.
he would be back with speciStudent and administration
fics in January, but by that tim e
~ representatives,
.from Western ,
it would be too late for public
input.
og_ Windsor, Waterloo . and ' Fan ~ shaw College in London, critic- ·
The University of Windsor
::i::· ized the new aid scheme for
was represented by SAC's Mar~ cutting off grants for graduate
yon Ov~rholt, and Senior Vice; students and ignoring the needs
President Frank DeMarco . Overof part-time stud ents in esta holt pressed Parrott on aid to
blishing a four-year limit a grant
graduate students , and on why
eligibility.
he chose not to appear in WindParrott replied "The basic
sor.

By ROBERT BROWN

Right now a pollution con. troversy is happening across t he
river wnich m ay well have seriou s reperc u ssions on t his side.
T he skirmish - essentially · betw een Windsor offici als and the
Peerless Cement Com pany - is
co nce rne d with the possible
burning of PCB - cont ami nated
wastes by the Peerless Plant in
Delray .
PCB is a chemical which has
been proven to induce serious
and sometimes fatal illnesses.
The problem started in August when Peerless requested a
work permit for burning the
waste from the Wayne County Health Department. The De_.

partment was in favor of issuing
the permit un t il May or Bert
W et:ks and Windsor Cit y c ·oun cil protested ~, One may think
t hat a Windsor may or would
not have much int erest in a
Michigan factory, bu t it is pro b able t ha t the fumes from th e
burn ing co ntami nat es wou ld
blow southwards from Zug lsland to the \ Sandwich area and,
incidentally the University.
...
As a result of the protest, ]
the Department delayed the per- ~
mit. Detroit City Council held a ...;
public meeting yesterday morn- £
ing to sample the opinions of ~
the populace. There is no doubt ~
of the opm1on of Windsor
Detroit plants like this one may
Council, which will probably
for Windsor.

Welcome Alumni
Contrary to last week's Lance, Homecoming is not cancelled, as
reported, but . will take place as usual this weekend. However , some
events, such as the parade, have been cancelled.
Here is the s~hedule of events for returning grads (all events take
place on Saturday):
(1) 11 :45 a.m . - the '77-78 Alumni Association Scholarship
Winners ' Luncheon in the Kent Dining Room in Vanier Hall.
The speaker will be Professor A. S. Nease.
(2) 2 :00 p.m .. - balloon rides before the football game, from the
South Campus field .
( 3) Wilfred Laurier Golden Hawks vs. the Lancers (football
game).
( 4) 4 :45 p.m. - Grad and law student cocktails in the Law Building; cash par.
(5) 4:45 p.m. - Faculty Business grads cocktails in the University
Centre; cash bar.
(6) 5 :00 p.m. - Open house at Canterbury C:ollege.
(7) Noon to 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 to 7:00 p.m. - University jazz
ensemble in the G~llery Pub.
You can come home again.

fight thro ugh the American
courts if the permit is issued.
The reason for concern lies
with the nature of, the chem ical. PCB (not to be confused
with PBB, the centre of another pollution controversy) is an
abbreviation for polychlorinated
. bipheryl, a mixture of benzine
and chlorine. It does not burn
at extremely high temperatures
and so it has been used for electrical transformers like those of
Peerless Cement.
However, experiments at various universities have shown that
PCB contamination has caused
death,
reproductive
failure,
cancer, abdominal _ pain, and,
believe it or not, severe acne
in monkeys, rats, and other
animals :
Those who don't believe that
a few dead rats prove anything

>

mu st also brush away the Yusho,
J apa n , tragedy of 1968. Thro ugh
a m echanic al break down PCB
was put into pro cessed rice
which was eaten by thou sands .
Thirteen hundred became ill
with headaches, fatigue and digestive problems. In t_he end,
lQ died, all with high cancer
counts.
The record of the Peerless
Cement Company does not exactly inspire confidence either .
The plant in Delray opened in
the spring of 1971. Six months
later the Wayne County Health
Department sued the Company
for breaking air pollution standards. That department, is the
same one which may issue the
permit to burn PCB. In 1972,
the company was again sued,
this time by citizens of Delray
CONT'D ON PG. 3
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·Wba-c,s :Happening

Wfjat '.•:H•\,pening is a r~gular feature of Tb• ·Latici
which will include U nclauified Ada, P,noul Ada,
and Notices or campus ev_enta. Liltinp of off-campus
activities will also be conaidered for publication.
Any 111l>miuion may be edited for lenpb. Deadline
is ·noon Tueaday of the week of publication.

.

.

E.R.A. - The equality, rights and awareness of women meeting wiil be held on
T·uesday, October i 1, 1977 from 11 :30
to 1 :00 at the Women's Centre in Van ier Hall. Everyone is welcome. Contact Maryon at ext. - 326 or 436 for more
information.

INTERMURAL sports. Basketball, street
hockey, volleyball, flagfootball. If interested phone DELTA CHI FRATERNITY at 253 ;5583 or drop by the house
at 408 Indian Road.

o,r_.1
carnpas

THE Women's Centre Advisory Council
is interested. in obtaining the assistance
ON October 25, 1977 at 8:00 p.m. the
French Department will present a play by of women students on the council. We
need students to represent Law, Nursing, . Moliere entitled "Le Medecin volant"
ANARCHISTS, free soclalisfs, marxists,
Fine Arts, Dramatic Arts, Music, Busiand "Le Medecin malgre lui" presented
libertarians, council communists, antiness Administration, Modern Languages,
by "Le Theatre Populaire de Quebec" .
authoritarians. Want to build the Anaretc .. The Advisory Council meets every ·
It will be shown in the Ambassador
. chists Party of Canada (.Groucho-Marother month on the third Thursday at
Auditorium. Tickets are available at the
xist)? Who needs leaders - No govern3:30 in the Women's Centre. The next
French ·Department or at the door the · ment is good government. All those who
meeting will be on November 17th. In
night of the show : $3.50 for adults, and
can consider themselves as red subthe meantime, interested students are
$2.50 for students.
v~rsives are welcome. Contact Leonard
asked to contact Evelyn McLean, Dean
Ext. 326.
of Women in the Office of Student AfVOUS PARLEZ FRANCAIS?
Alors
fairs, 52 Vanier Hall (ext. 333).
venez assister a la premiere . rencontre
du Club francais l'Amicale qui aura lieu
. UNITED Way Campaign. Get invo,lved.
ce vendredi 7 Octobre, a 15h30 dans la
·eanvassers needed. Contact John (500A
Salle Commune du Departement de
Electa Hall 256-1672) or Kevin (300A
POTIER Y: Hand crafted pottery, gift
Francais.
Electa, 256-2946), as soon as possible.
items - The Potters Four, 1720 Front
Road, LaSalle; 734-1134.
THE Women's Centre needs 'volunteers ·
V()LLE:YBALL players needed for a
DEJA
VU - · resale shop opened. 1432 .
to staff the Centre. The only way we can
Windsor-Essex County Volleyball team. ·
Wyandotte
St. E.. Circa crothing 1920,
keep
the
Women's
Centre
open
and
read
Fem.ales only, must have high scho(?I
30,
40
and
1950. Also small house furily
available
to
anyone
who
wants
to
drop
.experience. can: · 255-5764, or 258nishings - Deco Period ·. Phone 254-09~9.
in to read or st'udy or discuss, i_sto have
5283 after 5:00 p.m ..
a volunteer staff. No duties . .. just bring
CHRISTMAS flights to Vancouver and
yourself, a book, a friend, or whatever
SKIING Delta Chi Fraternity is starting,
to
pass
the
time.
Leave
the
schedule
you
Halifax!
Toronto/Vancouver/Toronto
up . a ski club with the intention of
Dec.
20/Jan
03 and Dec. 21/Jan. 05
can
keep
with
the
Office
of
Student
Af-.
weekly trips around the area and for slack .
$199. Tor,onto/Halifax/Toronto
fai rs.
week. Phone us at 253-5583 or drop by
Dec. 19/Jan. 03 . . . $125. Contact
the house at 408 Indian Road.
Canadian Universities Travel Service, 44
FRIDAY aft~rnoon parti~s at Delta
St. George St., Toronto (41 ij") 979Chi _Fraternity from 1 :00 - 6:00 p.m ..
Interested in student community action
2604 or 173 Lisgar Street, Ottawa
Sandwiches and cheap ~everages: TGIF
research? Help OPIRG (Windsor) get
(613) 238-8222 .
parties are great at 408 Indian Road.
established. Phone Len Wallace. Ext. 432.

UNEMPLOYMENT What . does it _mean?
If you are . ~ . You know! If you're not
....
You're paying for it! Unemployment hurts everybody, some more than
others. It's time to stop it! Participate in
the Windsor Conference for Full Employment, October 17, 1977 - 1 :30
p.m. - 6:00 p.m., at the UAW Hall,
1855 Turner Road. Sponsored by the
Ontario Federation of Labour, and the
Windsor & District Labour Council.

IN capitalism it's dog eat dog. In communism it's the other way around . Nobody should rule. The libertarian socialist alternative is alive and well. Contact
Len, Ext. 326.

ancJassi.,:iOO
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Arab students prepare
for year of service
The Arab Student Organization has a new executive committee: Ahmed Al-Laithy, President; Yasseen Mohammed, Vice
President; Nawall Badran, Treasurer ; and A. Nasser, Secretary.
The Arab Students who parti cipate in SAC and ISO functions on campus are now organizing a program of cul.tural and political activities.
The Arabic program
on
CJAM
in English and Arabic

- will be resumed, with Arabic
songs and dances fr~m various Middle East countries ; such
as Yemen , Egypt, Syria, Libya , and Lebanon . News will
be picked up on a short wave
radio and translated into English . This program is .run by
Yasseen Mohammed who is also
the ISO Public Relations officer .
A table is set up in Cody

Research
Comm .ittee
meets
in Windsor

/

25 7:00 p .m_.
26 10: 00 a.m .

Nov_.

Psyc holog ical Res eaDr . J ohn To ng
Dep t. of Psycho logy rch on Alcohol &
Nicotine

1 8 :05 p .m.
2 10 :00 a.m.

Dr. T . Landaue r
Belle Laboratories
Mu rray Hill, N. J.

CS!

7 :00 p .m.
10:00 a.m .

Dr. Igor Kusyszyn
York University

The Psychology
Gambling

\

"\
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ALL notices and unclassified ads must
be submitted to THE LANCE office
no later than Tuesday noon of the week
it is to be published.

All sessions · are conducted by
Kenneth F. Long, assistant Dean
• etc; perhaps you should con- ,. of students, and are held in the
Madame Vanier Lounge in Vansider investing three hours of
Hall .1every Wednesday from 1
ier Hall.
your
time
to
develop
efficient
p.m. to 2:30 p.m. to assist .
study skills. Efficient study ·skills
Arab s_tu4ents on campus and
means more learn ing, better
in the community.
grades and more time for everyThere will be a benefit dinthing else. The Lectur es on
ner on November 26 with
Studentship cover an efficient
speakers from other univ ersiintegrated approach to ~ll of the
tie s to discuss Middle East
necessa ry stu dy skills. Many stu issues, at Vanier and the Unidents have found th is series very
versity Centre .
helpful. Try it , y ou will like it.
For more information , call
THE LECTURES O'li-1 STU Yasseen Mohammed, 2 58-5 5 i 3,
DE~TSHIP
or at the ISO.
The Research Advisory Com1. Planning a Semester's Work
mittee of the National Welfare
& Learning From a Lecture,
Grants Program will be meet·
Mon . Oct . 17 - 12:00 - 1 :00
ing in Windsor, on Thursday
and again from 5: 30 · 6 : 30. ,
and Friday, October 20 -21,
2. Textbooks, Effect ive Read1977 to -review welfare research
ing & the Management of As- grant applications submitted unsignments, Tues . Oct . 11 -_12 :00
ting world records for disder the program .
1:00 and again from 5 : 30 ·
tance and duration in the AX-3
The Committee meets three
6 : 30.
ballo on class.
t imes a year and such meetings
3.
Effectiv e Preparation for
usually takes place in Ottawa. ·
The flight is part of the U.
Tests & Exams, Thurs . Oct . 13
1n order to enhance the exof W . hom ecoming celebrat ion
.- 12 :00 - 1 :00 and again from
change of ideas between the
sponsored by the Univers ity 's
5:30 - 6:30.
Committe e, researchers in social
Alumni Associat ion.
welfare and prospective appl icants, it has .been decided to
meet outs ide Ot tawa.
You are invite d to an info rmal get to gether with the Comm ittee on Thursda y , Oct ober 20 ,
Eye-Witn ess Id ent ifiC. T. Flaherty
15
7: 00 p .m.
from 3 :00 t o 4 :30 p.m .. The
Attor ney & Cou n- cation
16 10: 00 a.m .
meeting will tak e place in the
sellor
FA CULTY CLUB, VANIER
Det roit, Michigan
HALL, UNIVE R SITY OF WINDSOR and wili be followed by
Dr. R :M. Pritchard Stud ies in Perce p8:05 p .m.
22
a cocktail at 4 :30 p .m .. The •
Dept. of Psych ology t ion
23 10 :00 a.m.
Committee is particularly conMcMaster Univ. ·
cerned with th e develo pment
of social welfare resea rch and is
Dr. T . X. Barber
The "New " Hypno7:00 p.m .
29
interested in learni ng more aThe Medfield Foun- sis and Human Po30 10:00 a.m.
bout the social welfare restentialities
dation, Inc.
earch int erests in the area and
Medfield , Mass.
the problems faced in pursuing
these interests. Any suggestions
Dec. 6
Dr. Marcello Truzzi Investigation of the
7:00p .m .
regarding the development of
Dep t . of Sociology Paranormal
7 10:00 a.m.
social welfare research would
E. Michiga n Univ.
be welco med.

.Distinguished · Speakers Series
All talks are presented in Room 1120, Math Building , University of
Windsor.
Dr . Charle s Rebe rt Bram Assym metry
Oct. 18
7 :00 p .m .
Stan fo rd Research
19 10 :00 a.m .
Inst itut e
Univ . of Gu elph

FEMALE to share apartment . $75 a
'month, plus utilities. 2 bedroom, 8 blocks
from U. of W.. Need bedroom furniture
only. Kitchen, laundry, bath, 256-0906
or 966 -2724 . Ask for Cathie.

1

If you have had troubles with
wodt load" tests,.. asssign.ments,

Balloon fligh,ttomorrow
8th. Providing weathe ~ condi tions are favourable Mr. Owens
will take on of his balloons up
from . the University 's , South
Ca:mpu·s on a tethered flight .
Lift up is planned for 11 :00 _
a.m ..
Mr. Owens holds the exis-

FOUND: During Orientation. A brown
sweater, and an Argus camera. Claim
at Lance Off ice.

Student ,lectures

1

Peter Owens , Aberfoyle, Ontario, one of only three active
.hot air balloonists in Canada and
the country's only manufacturer of hot air balloons , will
visit the University of Windsor
campus on Saturday, October

WANTED; Drafting table or large desk.
Call Wayne 735-9724 after 6:00 p.m ..

More meetings planned
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OPIRG ready to move in ·On Windsor
The OPIRG referendum
is
· scheduled for January 17, if
350 signatures can be gathered
on a petition requesting the
referendum by then. The five
dollar ' fee must be approved
by the Board of Governors,
but it will be refundable each
year, on demand. If 51 % of the
students claim their refund, said ·
Ura, the local chapter is automatically dissolved.

By RICK SPENCE
About 10 people showed up
in Assumption Lounge Monday
afternoon to participate in the
birth of OPIRG-Windsor.
OPIRG (the Ontario Public
Interest Research Group) is a
provincial association with chapters on five un iversity campuses, and it is designed to channel student research into areas
of public interest . Under the
auspices of OPIRG, ahd with
his instructor's approval, a student may conduct "public interest research" on contemporary
issues and problems, and receive a course credfr for his
work.

Establishing an OPIRG chap ter at Windsor requires student
approval in a referendum, because OPIRG is funded by a
student fee of five dollars. At
Monday's meeting, some students were concerned -rhat students had to pick up the whole
tab for an_ organization that
aids community groups.
"Students berieftt the most,"
replied QPIRG . representative
Mike Ura. "You're
learning
'skills you haven't acquired before. You're working with people. You're not involved in traditional academic research.' .'
According to Ura, hundreds
of students at the University
of Waterloo, where OPIRG .began six years ago, are now involved in OPIRG research. In
addition, six students . are elected . to the board of directors
of each OPIRG chapter, Ura
says, and anyone interested can
, heip det .ennine policy.
Ura says students have a natural interest in a group like
OPIRG "because they are citizens ," and "because they have

He said OPIRG depends on
student fees because "students
are a stable funding base." Having hc).d bad experiences with
government grants, OPIRG .avoids being compromised in accepting
government
money.
"The government is as much an
actor in social problems as anyone else," said . Ura. "The government is not a neutral player."

Mike Ura shows off an OPIRG ·publication exposing Weston's Foods.

research tools." The student
fees go to paying a research coordinator and setting up a local office.
Among the OPIRG research
projects which Ura mentioned at
the meeting were an analysis of
the vast Weston's food empire,
a study of mercury poisoning,
,and a profile of the Reed International
Paper . Company.
Most of this research 1s produced in booklet or tabloid
format for use by interested
citizep~ an4 co~munity .g_roups.
Ura said it was up to the ·
future Windsor office to decide what local · issues be researched, but he offered some

sµggestions: that students research Auto Pact, industrial safety (Chrysler, he said, has an
"abominable
record" for employees' fingers being cut off),
laid use, government services,
pollution and the environment.
OPIRG was attracted to Windsor, he said, because some students last year were interested
in setting up a local chapter.
However, many of these students have graduated, so Ura is
looking for a new base for
support. He emphasized that
OPIRG was not expanding Just
fo r the sake of expanding, and
that if students here were not
interested in OPIRG, "then we
have enough to do elsewhere."

Although Windsor's five dollar fee would be the highest in
OPIRG, all new chapters will
pay the same · amount, and all
established chapters are committed to raising their fees to

for damage from the plant.
That suit was settled out of
court.
Altogether this has many individuals concerned that Peerless might actually succeed in
the plan tb burn the contaminated material. Geography Department Head Dr. Frank Innes
has recently .completed a study
.of poHution , effects 011 area:
residents with Dr. P. La Valle.
While stating that he has no
detailed knowledge of PCB and
its effects, Dr. Innes freely ad-

• AIRLINE TICKETS AT
AIRPORT .PRICE
CHARTER FLIGHTS
• VACATION PACKAGES
• HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS
• STEAMSHIP BOOK,NGS
• RAIL TRANSPO .RTATION
• CAR RENTAL

••

tr-avel
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Next week, Mike Ura will
return to campus for a slide presentation on the food industry.

Continued from /Jclget'

Your
OnCampus
Travel
Service
1.ITL(.( :I\

that level.
For students unwilling to lose
their five dollars, · Ura said,
"we're pretty clean about our
refund operations." The fledgling Opirg operation at Western had some problems last
month with refunds, but that
was a result o f a misunderstanding of university fee reg~lations, and a mix -up in office
space allocations.
OPIRG ch ose Len Wallace,
a political science student currently finishing up . his Masters, to co-ordinate the Windsor campaign . Although Wallace said little during the meeting, he is the man to contact
for students interested in helping the campaign or wanting
more information.
Traditional academic research
is limited and sometimes frustrating, said Ura . "OPIRG is in
part designed to resolve the
gap between students and the
real world."

li111it.etl

mitred his apprehension over the
Peerless plan. "The Zug Island
area is already a source of pollution with all forms of noxious fumes," he said. "If PCB
was burned the Town of Sandwich and the area west of the
university woud be prime areas
affected."
Even guarantees of dangerfree disposal are not terribly
co~incing,
because "as the
mayor has pointed out, no control system is entirely safe ."
Dr. Innes draws a parallel with
the oily fly ash pollution of the
Det roit Ediso n plant . Th at problem was supposed t o be solved , y et west-end residents experienced two incidents of falling fly -ash within five years.
Th e crowded Windsor-Detroit
area is a bad location to b e
taking any chances ·of such
pollution . "The y are not mini- ,
mizing the risk by doing it
where there is a lot of people ."
Windsor itself has its PCB
contaminates
hauled to New
York to be properly disposed
of . If the Peerless Company can
be convinced to - do so voluntarily or not, we may allbreathe
more easily - in more ways than
one.

Baby
marketplace _
By MARK D. GREENE

UNIVERSITY
OFWINDSOR
BOOl<STORE
9: 00 a.m.

4-': 30 p.m. Daily Monday thru F riday
CA LL MAR Y OR E~AINE

258-3802- 253-4232 ext. 691

" Infant girl for sal~."
That is how an adverti sement
in the Universit y Cent re caught
the atten t io n of the Lan ce. But
unl ike most of the po_st ers
on the board this was not an advertisement for Slavic Studies
text-books.
This was · announcing the sale
of a "sixteen month infant girl",
complete with "own diapers,
crib, assorted sleepers and some
clothes." This package could be
had for a reasonable price.
Attempts to contact "Nadia"
using the listed phone number
were unsuccessful, . as the line
had been disconnected .
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We'd like to welcome the following new staff to the developing Lance Photo Team: Tony Hine,
John _P. Mortimer , and Simon Hung. Now if we could o nly get some more news writers , we'd be all
set. Kudos this week to E.P . Chant, Robert Brow'n, A.M.T. , Deb Kennedy , Pete Nash, Bob Thomp-

The Lance is published every Friday of the ~I a9d winter terms by and for the
Student Media, University of Windsor. Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Centre, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4.
Subscription rates are $7.50 per year. Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada . Opinions expressed in The Lance are those of the student writer
and not necessarily the University nf Windspr or the Students' Administrative Council.
Offices: 253-4232, Ext. 153
or 253-4060
Advertising: 253-4232, Ext. 326

son, Scott Eldridge , Debbie Hetherington,

Fern Brown, Mark D. Green ~, Willy Paquette, Karen Spier-

kel, Dan Sullivan (there's a letter for you at the office), Jim Angus , Book Review Editor Phil Kane,
Mudrack, and to the old guard: Photo Editor ,Janine . Halbert, E:nter-

Glen Wallace, Pete "Fireman"
tainment

Editor Paul Chernish, Sports Editor Don Peppin, and Steve MacLean and his car. Managing

Editor: Brenda Mc Lister. Editor Editor: Rick Spence.

SAC should remove pub jukebox
student-run,
A non-profit,
FM radio station can be many
things .
The student radio station of
the University of Windsor could
be refreshing and non-commercial, in a world where - selling
soap is more important than
public service.
It could be the voice of this
institution, drawing together its
most concerned and creative citizens, who could work to counteract the sensationalism and
trivia of most broadcasti~g outlets.

CJAM student radio . is going
for it. By next year, with CRTC
approval and the support of a
hitherto slow-moving administration, CJAM-FM could be on the
air, providing a true alternative.
This year is an important period for CJAM. New techniques
must be perfected, broa ·dcast ing regulations · must be followed to the letter, programming must be . smoother and
more serious than ever before.
There can be no instant metamorphosis from "playing radio"
to real ~roadcasting, on the day

the station receives its FM
broadcasting li~ense. CJAM must
be ready.
The station is now broad casting carrier current, which is
to say maybe it reaches .the first
five or six floors of Macdonald
and Lauriet Halls.
But CJAM's main . audience
has always been the pub. And
now the new sound in the pub
is a jukebox.
No one can deny that the
jukebox has been a success. It
is playing constantly, oversha<lowed only by the pub bands
at night . It is. a great source of

-

revenue for SAC, which invests
nothing in the machines but
takes 50% of the machine 's
revenue.
Yet the success of the jukebox has occurred at the expense of CJAM, a far more
important · and vital resource.
At the most demanding period in the station's history,
it has no audience.
It is not fair for pub manager Romeril to say that he gives
the students the -choice between listening to CJAM or the
jukebox. Any one with a dime .
can knock CJAM off the air,
no matter how many people
want to list~n to the station.
Jukebox listeners miss CJAM's
news and public affa irs programming, as well as CJAM's
Canadian Content, which the
jukebox does not bother with.
N~r does Romeril · give the ·
station a fair chance. Even when
the jukebox is not being played,
CJAM is ra~ely restored to the
pub 's airwaves . Th e reason?
Pub employees are too busy to
turn the station speakers back
on, forcing ; students to turn to
the jukebox for music.
Romeril says the jukebox
provides "a service to the stu dents" . Yet it is the same service, background music , which
CJAM has provided for years,
and at no small expense . CJAM
has infinitely more music, an.d it
provides requests free. And with
the jukebox taking in some cases
hours to play a selection,
CJAM's service has always been
faster and more efficient.
But Romeril does not feel
he has to take orders from the
radio station manager, and so hr
is hanging on to his jukebox~
He scared SAC directors Monday by saying that the owner
of the jukebox would probably pull out all his TV cock-

tail machines, and never deal
'with the pub again, . if SAC
ordered the jukebox from the
pub. He also said that if SAC's
directors ordered th( jukebox's
removal, they would not be representing the interests of the
students .
Who understands · the students' interests better? Students
who were elected by students
to represent them, or a paid
employee whose concern is to
not lose' face before a · student~n radio station?
Romeril is obviously not interested in doing what the students want . In asking for "leeway " to manage the pub, he
is demanding a blank cheque,
which SAC must not giv,e him
if it cares about other student
services such as CJAM.
Monday, the SAC directors
cowardly adopted a "let 's wait
and see" attitude, dem anding
that CJAM install an on-off
switch nearer to the bar . After
that, they will evaluate the situation further .
·.',..
The directors were gutless
because they should have sup--ported, with their votes, the
radio station to which they have
committed over $60 ,000 in stu dent funds, and for which they
are also asking funds from .a
financially-pressed administrati- on. SAC should vote the jukebox out.
CJAM must not be ab~
doned now, when they so desperately need both audiences
and encouragement. The nickles
.and dimes from the jukebox,
and the petty politicking of the
. pub manager must not stand
in CJAM's way. If Romeril
d~es n,ot like to take orders
from students , including SAC,
he may not . have to much
longer. His contract expires m
November.

Canada Steamship J.,ines, is a
V-P for Consolidated Bathurst
and Power; John Rae, formerly
executive assistant to Jean Chretien, now Desmarais' chief aide ;
Maurice Strong, former presi,dent of Power is now Undersecretary General of the United Nations. The former head of
the Anti-Inflation Board, JeanLuc Pepin, not only sat on the
board of directors · of Power
but on Westinghouse, Canada
Steamship,
Celanese Canada,
Collins Radio , and Bombardier
Ltd .
Ties to the Conservatives are
made through individuals such as
former Ontario premier John
Robarts, who is on the board
of Pow·er, Bell Canada, the
Canad
jan Imperial. Bank of Com........

Il)erce, Abitibi Paper .
Obviously class lines have
not disappeared- · in Canada nor
are they blurred. The same inter ests that own and control the
working institutions extend their
grasp to the schools and the
state.
If anyone wonders why students specifically have no control on campus, then look to
those who do have control and
look to the interests they represent. It 's the same group,
only more powerful, that con-trols life off campus .
We have no power except
in our numbers, and then, only
when consciousness is high enough that we can understand
our own interests. Until then
let's bide our time and learn.

0 0 [mudc,,ff.e]
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{Gornroen-ts
By LEN WALLACE

Ever wonder who really
makes the decisions around the
university? It's neither the students nor the faculty . Sometimes the administration is so
screwed up that you wonder
how they could hold the .power .
They don 't . The real decisionmaking body - the Board of
Governors - is compos t;d of people and interests divorced from
the interests of those below
them.
The composition
of the
Board is really given up to a
managerial elite. There is R.J.
Tebbs , vice-president of Hiram
Walker; W.G. Horne , district
manager of Bell Canada ; E.
Doyle, manager of the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce;

J .R: Calcott of .Morton Tobacco ; J.H. McGivney of Chrysler; M. Goldberg, Business Girl
Fashions; F.S . Arbour of Arbour
and Wellington. Th e list goes
on.
The movement and direction
of university life is determined by this group . The myth
that we are here to be "educated" falls apart. Education
really means acquiring the skills
that can make capitalism run
more profitably.
In effect , the university situa tion is a microreproduction of
the rest of society arranged ' in
the corporate-managerial hierarchy. Take for instance the corporate ties to the state .
At the top of the monopoly structure in Canada stands

Too ... .

I ·

the Power Corporation, a $7
billion operation headed by Paul
Desmarais . In 1974 its combined revenues totalled almost
$1 million each working day.
It 's into pulp and paper, shipbuilding, media, gas, finance
and loan, insurance, grain elevators , real estalle, banking, trust
companies, mutual funds, and
other worthwhile ventures.
The maze of interlocking ownership and control across Canada is amazing and extends even
to the traditional political elite.
Ties are held with the Liberal
government through men such
as Maurice Sauve, a former cabinet minister and now vicepres . of Consolidated , Bathurst;
Paul E. Martin, son of the
Liberal Senator, who operates

l
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Out on a Limb

By DON PEPPIN and

FIVE

[ Comtnent:s

J

·F - t .

ANN A MARIA TREMONTI

· Peo ple in t h is area wonder wh at t he Canadian Broadcasting Cor poration really is. Those who grew up in Windsor and vicinity are
more likely to think of it as CBS with a typographical error. It is
a Canadian station ; it shows American programs, plenty of Americanized Canadian programs, and a few terrific Canadian programs.
Last Sunday night the network treated itself to a "gala event",
toasting 25 years of service to this country. To its credit, the CBC
is unsurpassed in a number of areas in entertainment : sporting, documentary and feature programming . But one place it continuously
flops is in its specials. Sunday night 's exhibition was just another in
the series.
The principle (for those of you who watched Switch instead)
was a good one : take all the · great moments from the CBC's 25
year ru.n, and give them to the viewer in some organized way.
The Corporation decided to carry it one step further, and put the
whole works , including songsters and semi-qualified dancers, in
front of a LIVE audience . All that pomp and circumstance should
spell - Special, right? Not thi s tim e; it was just another cheap imitation of an American super-special.
Placing dull-witted Fred Davis beh ind the m ike to read cue cards
and act as though he was enjoying himself was the first mistake .
. The second came in trying to please a studio audience when they
were really after those of us at home in our living rooms . They
didn 't fool th e audience, and they didn 't fool us.
The program wasn't a total loss. Old Wayne and Shuster clips,
news films from the Cyprus riots , and shots from the October Crisis
were impressive presentations. Howe ver, when quality footage is
mixed in with costumed dancers from our childhood cartoon favourites , it loses considerably.
A take-off of "Tpe National" was well done and enjoyable, but
by following it with Rene Simard, CBC was back at square one.
The footage produced before the special was excellent; the script
written around it to tie it all together was miserable. The corporation is capable of doing good work; they cannot, however, tie it all
together.
That's an unfortunate position to be in for an organization that
is supposed to be tying the country together, as well as itself.
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How to act in the library
By JIM ANGUS

In the never-ending search for
ways to make your life around
campus easier, I've decided to
end all speculation and guide
you in what is Proper Decorum
in the Leddy Library. After
all, many of us spend a lot of
time thinking about going there,
if not actually doing so .
Things are ghting tougher
this year . With the new sign and
name and no place to go, the
library really wants to make an
impression on somebody . Whom
the y want to make that impre ssion on is as yet unknown,
but , judging from that book
alarm at the fron t it could very
well by the CIA.
Why , just th e other day I
happ ened to make the mist ake of cruising through - it in
my aluminum vest . At first I
thought my car keys had set off
the · contraption. It was wrong
- the vest had · done the trick .
Since everybody has one, that
alarm should get plenty of use.
Getting back . to the subject,
the next papragraphs will be
taken up with a few things we
must never do in the library.
This is not meant __to be a
definitive list, merely a -primer
to keep you out of the "mos~
embarrassing moment" columns.
1)
Watch those turnstiles at
the front. ~entlemen, see what
happens
when
you
hurry
through them. Get peeled off

one of those thmgs and your
performance is guaranteed to
suffer.
2) Don't drink the coffee . Some
people can read the paper and
smoke a cigar without setting
their residence on fire . If you
can't, don't try to drink cof.fee and read a book.
3) So, .YOU had to w .ilk down
the stairs seven at a time? Believe me, it doesn't work . Next
time you get the urge to make
a legend of yourself , check
those who have gone befor~
y ou . The skid marks will change
you r mind. You can't miss
them , the y' re at the bottom
near th e victims who haven't
been found yet.
4) Never fall asleep in the library (unless you can keep at
least one eye open) . I've been
moved out into the middle of
University Avenue in a suitably slumbery state. I didn 't
find . it funny, but the jokers
on the bus that nearly flattened me sure enjoyed it .
5)
Unless you are Charles
Atlas, forget about trying to
steal the furniture. The people
in the security intelligence division have figured out a way to
bolt the stuff down. They have
devised a system that joins it
all to the security building.
If you can get out of the library with anything at all, you
definitely ' qualify for the an' nual "It . takes a thief award '.'.
6)
It's not funny to pull a

whole lot of books off the shelf
and then throw them in the
wrong places. Ever notice how
many bald librarians there are?
They tear their hair out during the search for lost books .
Instead, why not collect up
all the books (loose ones) and
display them on the desk you 're
working at? It makes you look
like a patron of the arts. Pec?ple
will come up and ask if they ca n
join your library .
Finally, there ' are certain
things that deserve only short
mention. T,hey are the really
juvenile th ings that are alway s
the most fun to do. Things like:
changing the signs on the bathroom doors, gluing books to '!· ·:
shelves, putting an out of order
sign on the photo copiers , or
putting burning matches under
a sleeping person's fingernails.
Now I know that we've all
pulled these little pranks, but
they're all just a little passe
now. Let's face it, we could
spend our time much more constructively. Like trying to wake
up Dillon Hall, or cleaning moss
off all the egg heads around.
But let us all remember we are
here to learn. Open hooliganism isn't in anymore, · esp~cially in the library. Most hip
people · who used to be into
screwing up .the library are
into more serious things like
computer cri~, • or finding a
parking spot.

Bricks threaten students
By RICK SPENCE

At most construction areas
safety precautions are a prio~
rity. Not at the University of
Windsor, apparently.
A Lance photographer passing by the Assumption University building this week was
hit by several pieces of falling
brick. Such an accident ~hould
never be . allowed to happen
and never be repeated.
.,,
For some weeks now, work::r
~ .men have laboured high above
0
er the campus on scaffolding to
; renovate the aging Assumption
~ University,
and its corroding
~ walls. But the lack of safety
::. standards to protect innocent
pedestrians is curious, and indefensible.
I

Pedestrians walk below the Assumption construction

site.

Our reporter was struck by
only small portions
of the
bricks, but any particle, - had it
affected her eyes for instance
could have been dangerous. Furthermore, once the photographer was alerted to the threat,
she noticed other, larger pieces
of brick lying on the ground,
which had obviously also fallen
from the renovated area,
Is someone waiting for a real
injury before primary safety
precautions will be taken? Is
there ·a minimum size of b;ick
that is considered harmless, and
acceptable for dropping on people's heads?
There should be no need
to even ask these rhetorical
questions. Anywhere in the province, a construction site must

be adequately
protected,
especially a site that is so near to
a busy public ·walkway. However, the university seems to
think that it is exempt from adhering to basic procedures.
Why invite tragedy? Before
anyone is seriously hurt, let's
have the Assumption site made
safe for all, for men on the
job and the pedestrians below.
And then let us have an inquiry
into construction practices on
this campus as a whole. With
two big buildings now being
built, and more planned, let us
be sure that unsuspecting students, and others, are adequately protected from the hazards of multi-storey construction.

)
Dear Editor:
Some years ago, the news of
resource depletion, environmental damage and the exploitation of one people by another
caused me to suspect that there
must be a more appropriate
goal for society than just expa11ding the G.N.P .. After a lengthy study of problems and solutions as presented by con cerned people, a basic set of
guidelines became evident . The
objectives are :

To develop an ecologically
sound way of supporting human life. That is, one in which
materials are managed in continuing cycles and the energy
necessary to advance those cy·
cles is taken from ,continuously
reliable sources .
To encourage life-based pur suits. These would include: interpersonal relations, creativity,
co-ordination, appreciation and
spiritual, intellectual and psychic development.

To develop toward technologies which do not: 1) Require continual input of nonrenewable resources. 2) Have a
cumulatively degrading effect on
3) Require
the environment.
more material than would be
available if the world's resources
were equitably distributed amongst the world's people.
There are many people that
believe that it is essential to
develop along the·se lines if we
are to survive . We would like

your readers to ask themselves if they agree. It is our intention to ask this question as
widely as possible in search of
public support to influence decision-makers.
For convenience this question has been named the Bakavi
Question. The word bakavi has
been selected from the history
.of one of North America's native people; it refers to a vehicle used to survive problems
brought about by people so

caught up in their own creations that they acted without
regard for the non-human creation which makes life possible.
Interested people can write
to:
The Bakavi Question
P.O. Box 2011
Station 'd'
Ottawa , Ontario, Canada
Yours truly ,
Mike Nickerson
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Windsor now
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By RICK SPENCE
At last, the University of
Windsor is starting to be taken
seriously by students in ot her universities, said SAC External
Affairs
Commissioner
Maryon Overholt following last
weekend's Ontario Federation of
Students Fa_!l Conference in Toronto .
Overholt said that now that
Windsor is a voting member of
O~ S, it is no longer an out-

sider among Ontario universities . Windsor now has a strong
voice in OFS. SAC president
Gary Wells is an executive member of OFS, and Overholt and
fellow Windsor representative
Andre Wehbe were instrumental in passing several important resolutions at the threeday conference.
Tw~nty of the 38 OFS
member institutions
attended
the · conference, including ali

has strong voice" in OFS
the Windso r delegates concerned
have to do with.out student fees
15 un iversities exce pt Wilfred
relatio ns between--OFS and the
from Western , which droppe.d
Laur ier.
Nat iona l Union of · Students
out of OFS this year.
The mo st vital issue at t he
Many issues were brought
(NUS), the problems of onfall conference was studen t aid,
cam pu s orga nizing and mo t ivaup as "other business", among
and several workshovs were det hem a motion by Guelph that
vote d to stud ying the govern- - ti ng the stu de nt body, employme
nt
,
·
a
stu
de
nt
pr
esidents
'
OFS support " the decriminament 's new aid pro gram, ancaucu~, and a wo men' s caucus .
lizat ion of all legislation connou nce d last m onth , and t o pr eMaryon Overho lt was app oint ed
cernin g the possession of cannaparing fo r th is week 's speakth e Ont ario repr esent ative t o th e
bis and its derivatives." Guelph
ing tour by Colleges and UniNUS wom en's committ ee.
has brought up th ?s motio n at
versiti es Minister Harry Parrott
At Sund ay' s plen ary session,
every confer ence fo r yea rs, but
to explain th e__
new plan.
the results of the wor kshops
this year it was finally passed ,
Other highlight s of the conwe.r~
presented
to
all
the
delealmost
unanimousl y.
Onl y
ft!rence were . a banquet featur gat es, and some resolutions wer e
Queen 's voted against th e m oing guest speaker Opposition
hotly debated .•
tion.
Leader Stuart Smith, workshops
De legates agreed that the y
and debates on unemployment,
should carrry out an informaThe Windsor .delegation in troelection of new officers, and a
tional program to inform studuced a resolutiol) calling on
final . five-hour plenary session
dents and the general public
OFS to raise the stu de nt aid
to wrap things up and decide
on the implications of the new.
issue with bodies such as senon the year's strategy .
student aid program, and the y
ates , award offices, etc .. Over Gary Wells chaired two workalso agreed to hold a special
holt, who also sits on the Unishops. His services committee
OFS plenary "as soon as conversity of Windsor senate as a
has looked into establishing a
venient"
to discuss Parrott's
student rep , told the · conferprovinetal credit union, and he
campus tour .
ence "some of the most u'ninwas dir~cted to investigate furformed people at Windsor are
ther. He also chaired a worksenate representatives :" The moWhen the services commishop to plan a "mass lobby "
tion
was seconded by U. of T.'s
ttee,
which
is
chaired
by
Gary
of Queen's Park MPP's in NovSAC,
and was carried.
.
Wells,
was
discussed,
one
deleember, to inform them of stuWindsor also seconded a
gate suggested "we should get
dent problems and to determine
motion by 1 McMaster, stating
our political act together" bethe extent of their concern.
that OFS support th e Ontario
fore OFS started offering spec Other workshops attended by
Human Rights Commission, and
ial services . Regard less, the plendiscourage discrimination on the
ary gave the services committee a mandate to continue.
ground ~ of "sexual orientation"
or "physical disability ." This
The on-campus organizing
committee
report
concluded
was to be followed by letters
that student leaders should not
,..
to the Ontario Minister of Laasks that the company give him.
blame students for a lack of resbor, and others, asking for acletters of reference so that he
ponse on important issues, but
tion in these matters. After
might have a better chance of
that student councils should
some discussion , and some relucfinding employment elsewhere.
re-assess their campaigns, and
tance by a few delegates who
OCAP is run by the Mininot depend on just a "core
wanted the motion subdivided,
stry of Colleges and Universigroup" to get things done .
the motion was carried.
ties, in connection with local
Outgoing tr~asurer T-Jay WalThe ' conference was deemed
dock presented his report, which _
Canada Manpower centres. I! is
to be on the whole successful,
based on a successful 1976
showed that OFS had a surp lus
except for Gary Wells, who lost
as of Sept. _ ~g. However, the
program which placed young
his snazzy denim jacket Saturpeople in various positions in
treasurer predicted hard times
day night . .
provincial ministries.
ahead, as OFS this year will

OCAP Trains For Industry
Manpower Office.
By BOB THOMPSON
Prospective candidates must
Since · January
1977, the
me~t four requirements . They
Ontario government has been
must be between 16 .and 24
running a project called the Ontario Career Action Program · years old, l!ave left the educational system, have not held a
(OCAP) . · Its purpose is to help
full-time job in their selected
unemployed young adults to
occupation or field, and have
receive training and employbeen unemployed prior to selecment in their chosen field in
tion .
industry.
Tom Markham, information
officer with the OCAP office
A candidate who is accepted
at St. Clair College explained
by a company will be taken on
the need for the program .
as, a regular or probationary
"The problem with many
full-time employee. J--Iewill unyoung people is that they lack
dergo training in the field while
the proper experience to get a
working a 40-hour work week,
job, they can't get any experfor a period of up to sixteen
ience, and without the exper. weeks . During this time, his
ience, they can't find employsalary will be set at $100 per
ment," he said .
-week, paid by the OCAP program .
At the end of this training
OCAP is trying to get around
this problem . It will take appli .:- period, the company involved
cations from candidates, · and at- . may elect to hire the trainee
as a regular employee, but it
tempt to match them up with
is under no obligation to do so.
local industries, and encourage
Even if the trainee is not hired,
the industries to take on the
however , he has now received
students as trainees. Application
training in his field, and OCAP
forms are available at the Canada
,

It's Been Said. ..
Add Lib
Since the advent of Women's
Lib , we have acquired some new
words and concepts - chairperson, spokesperson and so on .
But the topper came recently
when a university, trying to
desex its adult education catalogue, offered a course in maternit y and child care for preg-

T~pie

nant persons.
Th e Glob e and Mail, Toronto
In Italy, rugby player Claudio Monacelli emerges from a
. scrum to find his left ea:r partially bitten off. His vivisector is arrested and Italian newspapers call it an unprecedented
act of sports cannibalism .

BaptistChurch

664 -Victoria Ave Windsor

We Meet Your Need In Christ
Sunday: 11:00-am and 7:00 pm
Wednesday: 5:30 (supper -~1.00)

Family night
1 Block South Of Wyan_dott,e West

@ OPIRG (Windsor)
Corporate control in the Food Industry
public meeting
guest speaker:

f,tm:

Mike Ura
OPIRG provincial" office

~"GuessWho~ Coming
to Breakfast''

Assumption Lo~nge _
University Centre

Tuesday, 'October 11 at 3:30 pm
for further info phone Ext. 326

Everyone ,Welcome
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Zuber stresses patriotism at Convocation
By JANINE HALBERT
.sent to cheap seats, in AmBy Friday at 5 p.m ., the stage
bassador Auditorium the Math
was set, chairs were - standi ng,
Building, and Dillon Hall.
· The · graduates and officials
and the flowers were blo omin g
for another outdoor convocamarched into St. Denis to a
tion . f-!owever, on Saturday, the
drum ro ll that should have aca public hanging
cha irs remaine d empty, due to . . companied
rath er than a gra duation celebrathe persistent rainfall and icy
tion. However, most of the
win ds.
music, p rovided by th e univer But the organize rs were aware
sity's concert band, was good.
of the instability of Canadian
The pro gram began with the
we ather, and were prepa red to
traditional
"O Cana da " and
move Convocation into the St.
"Prayer of Invocation".
The
Deni s Gym . However, there is
Honourable Thomas G. Zuber,
one majo r problem with St.
Judge of the Ontario Court of
Denis . It is too small t o conAppeal, and Manly F. Miner
tain the huge crowd which asand Jasper W. Miner, direct ors
sembles every convocation to
of the Jack Miner Migrato ry
watch friends and relat ives reBird Foundation were aw~rded
ceive th eir diplomas.
honorary degrees.
This pro blem was also aptly
handled . All graduates were pre ~
Zuber's address to the . au diviousl y given tw o passes t Q.. ence dealt with that fam iliar
convoc atio n in case of rain. The
issue of national unity. He
stated that the "situat ion in th is
rest of their party would have to
view th e grad uat ion process on
country calls fo r the best from
all of us ". Zuber felt th at there
televis ion monitors placed strashould be a "r esurrection of
tegicall y throughout
the university.
virtues " such as patriot ism, cou As the crowds began to arrage, industry and charity.
"Give a little in the name of
rive, usher s and security stood
patriotism"
he recommended.
firmly at the gates, demanding
As for the use of the French
passes. Th e majority had to be

8'

Graduate receives hood while Canada Goose (fifth
. looks on .

changed much over the years,
but it has been distributed
among fewer and' fewer institutions. .
Johos Hopkins University received the most - more than
100 million dollars , in milic, w uu cne Massachusettis Institute of Technology ' (Mil), the
two universities received far
more money tpan the other 77

·t·o~~

from left)

Goose, sitting amonst the bullrushes in the corner of the stage,
to honor the Miner brothers,

language, Zuber suggested, "Try
it, you may like it."
Even the stuffed Canada

Residence
Corner

Pentagon .influence constant
Prague (IUS) - - ~ccording to
the ''Times Higher Education
Supplement",
the Pentagon's
influence on !American ..h-igher
institut ion s last year remained
fairly constant.
Altogether _79 colleges and '
with the Depart~;~~- 0
fence. A~cording to the Pentagons ' figures, this total has not

was stirred by _ the - inspiring
speech .
Th en hund reds of graduates filed across the stage, two at
a time, to receive their 26. 7 cm
X 20 .3 cm (8" X lO'h'') diplom as and a qu ick hand-shake
from Dr. - Leddy and vicePresident
DeMa rco. The TV
cameramen
had to make sure
every graduate appeared on the
screen, for at least a couple
seconds , to please those in t he
cheap seats .
Among
the
distinguished
graduates were Dave Powis, Lau _rie . Piche, Brian J. Gifford ,
Mary Bridgen , Nancy Bishop,
Errol James, Fred Sande rs, John
~ Mu tuma and Regi Valentinuzzi.
Directly in front of the stage,
J friends and relatives with their
:--, flashing Instamatics and tiny
;: movie cameras fought , to cap~ ture a close up glimpse of the
::l. graduate of their choice as they
_were hurried across the stage.
With a large round of applause and a sombre God Save the
Queen, the 28th Convocation
ended. The Graduates and their
fans appeared satisfied with the
ceremony - and glad_it was over.

We're still vvaiting

that were included in the list ot
the 5 00 largest Defence Department research contractors.

By WILLY PAQUETTE
There seems to be a trace of
what one .may ;'caH 'life-,,in · nr
- residences. But you m:iy not be
c1.u,c LU tell by what's in this column :
Mac: House Council President
"Nothing's
happening ." (Ed.':
"sure.' ·')

In order, the top 5 were:
Johns Hopkins ($106 million) ,
MIT ($100 million), the Stan-

c~1f-

Mflf1_o~J,
--tneiini~er~ity'°of
rfor~1a ($18 million), and the
Umversity of Southern . California ($13 million).

10usly winless Suhar clan 17-12
in 8 innings. In the other spine~
_;:5pilµ~g thriller, the undefeated
"Ej, ic_ureans, thinking t ey were
playmg football, finally got their
.act together in the last '2 innings
to demolish Okobo 24-lS
·
The standings are now:

Laurier : H.C. Pres. , not home.
Epicureans
2 0
1.000
Cod y: Same as above
Okobo
1 1
.500
1
Tecum seh: In a combined efSuhar
1 1
.500
1
fort, Huron/fe _cumseh tug of
Frapper
0 2
.000 2
~ar t eam challenged a prof esHuron has ordered two buses
s10nal club fro m Windsor at the
Fogolar Furlan last Sunda y.
for the Western foo tball game
Even the combination
of 12
b u t I·t t h ere are more wanting '
· tuggers versus 8 pros could not
to go, tickets are $3.50 at the
prevent the eventual defeat but
game, an d $5 for the bus rid e
for the amateurs it was fun ·'
(both ways). The re is also a
Electa ( The year was kick ~d off
by-_election next week, for the
by_ a very success ful part y last
offices of House Council SecFnday. In fact, it was so su er~tary and Treasu rer. Nominacessful that they have surt1ons day is Tues day, October
passed· the record of 24 cases
11, and the election follows on
of beer consumed, by drinking
Thursday, the 13th .
3.0 cases this year and an addi Note to all House Council
Pr~sidents : Keep your fellow
t10nal eight 40 - ouncers . It 's
t?o bad the beer o nly lasted un residents informed of the
t·til 11: 3o!
. .
.
ac 1
v1t1e~, issues, complaints . . .
Huron: Lobb all was the mai·n
any 1~ f ormat1on
· relevant .to your
attraction, where the Frappers,
Halls, by giving me a call at the
f_or the second consecutive outLan ce or leavmg
·
a message at
mg, beautifully misplayed anothe main desk O f H
th
b
uron Hall
Happy Thanksgiving!
·
er g~me Y losing to the prev -
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·Attention
Jewish
Students f

f*

Annual
99eCorned
Beef
Supper

#
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. Jewish
Students'
ksociatin

Wednesdily,
October
1Z, 51 pn Alumni
Lounge
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CallSidlnoigorDare
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swan Lake proves to
-be ballet classic

By PAUL CHERNISH
ARIES - (March 21 - April 19) : Don't trust your eyes . They were

only put in your head to deceive you.
- (April 20 - May 20) : If your name is Luke you had
better use the force. Don ' t fall for princesses .

TAURUS
By E.P. CHANT

instance, in one number, the
Four Swans did a spectacular
fade dance but, as they finished with a quick series of very
difficult steps, I could hear the
lead dancer among the four
counting as each step was done
(" ... seven . .. eight ... nine
. . .anti ten!"). Perhaps the
acoustics at Cleary are not as
bad as rumour has it.
In the big finale of the
night, a · member of the thirty strong Swan Flock took a spill,

saw the horse, Nijinsky,
run a couple times. I saw Barbra
Streisand as Fanny Brice in
Funny Girl doing the Ziegfield
version of Swan Lake ("Vut?
- You vant to kill zeez lovely
svans?"). I even know a girl
who once had an aud ition with
the National Ballet of Canada
- she is built like a brick Bolt
shoi .
These three items of cultural knowledge made me the
logical choice to review the
ballet for The Lance this week.
Seriously, I do not know anything about ballet. I know the
difference between a pirouette
and a tutu, but that is about as
far as my knowledge goes. Actually, that is not true. A couple
of weeks ago, I interviewed
By ROSEMARY A. BRESCHUK
Tomas Schramek for this very
As I promised earlier, this
newspaper.
week's radio listening expose
Schramek is a principal danfocuses on station WUOM, 91. 7
cer in the National Ballet of
FM, as well as its sister staCanada and I had the very distion WVGR: at 104.l
FM,
tinct pleasure of seeing him
broadcasting out of Ann Ardance the part of The Prince in
bour and Grand Rapids. Both
stations operate in the public
Tchaikowsky's Swan Lake this
--------- week (at Cleary Auditorium).
interest and are owned by the ·
Along with Nadia Potts as The
University of Mic;higan.
Swan Queen, I got my first taste
A copy of the WUOM/
of ballet by seeing the world's
WVGR program guide is a~ail~-' ~ . - ~
--fa~~~ 7° baTletic pl'a:v~-.. - --l...tt-~mr~~_::.:::.:_.::._.:::::-__.J;o
---;· - formed by one of the world's
WUOM, 5th Floor LSH Bldg.,
most exciting troupes.
University of Michigan, Ann
Certainly, . there were flaws
Arbour, MI 48109. 1 welcome
(even I could see them). For
readers to contact me through

. but, luckily, she got up before
she was trampled to death.

G_~MINI - (May 21 - June 21) : Put warm tuna salad in your arm-

pits . Your body odors will be revolting this month .
Furthermore, from the standpoint of acting, · at times, the
characterization of all the dancers slipped as their facial expressions laps ed. Of course if I
were hopping around like a
kangaroo for two and a half
hours every night, I suppose I
would stop smiling and start
panting t-00 (in my e·ase, I would
probably start fainting).

1. .

CANCER - (June 22 - July 22) : Don't pla y dom inos withou t y our

face-mask on Jul y 20.
LEO - (Jul y 23 - Augus t 22 ) : Be prepar ed for anyth ing. Yo ur
moons are crossing all over the place. Which is not too goo d.

(August 2 3 - Septe mb er 22) : Your chances of bei ng a
super hip person next week are, let 's say , pr et ty dim. No , Let 's
·
say jet black.
_
·
VIRGO -

LIBRA - (September 2 3 - October 22) : You luck y perso n!' You
were born under the sam e mo on as me . No problem.
SCORPIO - (October 23 - Novemb er 2i) : Boy oh boy are you
ever in for a terrible time! l suggest you dig a hol e and jump in it.

CRADIO

._••.. •••••...............................

-D

...+f

GHLIGHTS

- (November 22 - December 21) : Listen honey,
I know this is your sign and y ou're reading. Sorry about the rash.

SAGITTARIUS

- (December 22 - January 19) : Put your money
on Fast Flash in the fifth race at Hazel Park on October 18.

CAPRICORN

- (January 20 - February 18) : Leadership is on·e of
the greatest qualities . Too bad you will always be a follower.

AQUARIUS

the Lance office for additional
program guide information and
addresses.

(February 19 - March 20) : Burn all of your 'painter's
pants. Then go out and buy some coveralls. '

PISCES -

Before
preview WUOM's
classical music programs, I'd
like to highlight several of its
jazz shows. I must confess
I have scanty knowledge of this
particular
genre
of music ,
though I am trying to atone for
the fact by tuning in when I
...n-~W-;-;Ur70ru"M7.
-- 1;-::w~o~u:'it:id
-=;r;:;:;e:;:c~o;:;:m;:---t= -- --""": iil
mend that fellow jazz neophytes tune in tomorrow ~or
WUOM's jazz fete. Commencing
at 11 :00 a.m., on MUSIC OF
THE BIG BANDS, jazz artists
Charlie Barnet (1944-5) and
Count Basie (1940 -1) are feat -

HEARTHESHOW
WINTHEALBUM

•ISCO man •1a?_. i:I•

u.red. Later that evening (5:30
p.m.) on JAZZ REVISITED,
host and Director of BroadI
:. · casting, Hazen J. Schumacher
chooses as his - focal point jazz
By PAUL CHERNISH
recordings of the first three
Enough is enough!!! I hate, _despise and detest Disco music. But
decades of jazz history.
who am I to judge that gumball Junk?
People seem to be so cheezed off with a~y band _that comes to
Mr. Schumacher is also host
of- JAZZ REVISITED RE the pub. All I want to know is what you like - Disco garbage or
good old, fun time rock ~nd roll? L~t us all· know how you feel by
QUEST NIGHT, a 2~ hour
filling out the following form. And if you can tel~ us ho:" m~ch you
show heard on the second Sathate disco in 40 words or less you might even wm a prize. 1 he best
urday of each month · at _ 8 :00.
disco cut down will win the author a bottle of spirits of his choice.
Mr. Schumacher plays requests
The winning cut-down will also appear in next week's entertainment
and talks about jazz with stusection. All entries will be judged by the Lance staff.
.
dio guests, .and will go to great
After filling out the form, just drop it in the surv~y bo~ located
lengths to satisfy lis~ener reon the University Centre desk. If you choose to wnte a disco cut ..quests. I recall an incident
down include your name, student number and phone number and
when a caller desperately wandrop it in the same box. Survey and contest results will be p4blished
ted to hear a certain early Al
next week. Contest ends at 4:00 Wednesday, October 12.
Jolson song. A 45 r.p .m. disc
was located, but · the record
~player o_nly operated at 3 31/3
,and 78 r.p.m.. Nev~rtheless,
in the true the-show-must-go-on
spmt,
Schumacher
ostensibly
proceeded to rotate the d!sc
with the aid of his index finger (with the perceiv~ble re. suits) while the recording crew
audibly dissolved in fits of
check one
laughter in the studio.

I

-1

Official Lance Disco

Survey Form

D
D

I hate ·disco

I like disco*
~

-

Later still on Saturday evening, from 11 :30 p .m. until
1:00 a.m., JAZZ ALIVE host
Tavi Fulkerson features jazz in
the latter half of the 20th ·
century, including the recent
and the experimental in the jazz
idiom . On Oct. 8 she spotlight s th e- Charlie Mingus Quin tet and Ed Blackwell.

.

. ..

...

- -

MARY A• NN McDONALD
-

-

'

SHARON LEEWILLIAMS ,

MARTIN SHORT, (AL DODD , JACK DUFFY, DON FRANCKS,_
w,th

ALLANSTEWART-COATES
. HELENHUGHES•nd ANDREAMARTIN

J and WILLIAMOSLERa, Ma ch,avelh .
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SUNB\YOCTOBER16·00 CBCRADIO 1:05p.m.

D1ALl550AM
THEFIRSTCBCRADIOMUSICAL
EVERAVAILABLE
ASANLP
A lusty new radio musical set in Renaissance Italy. Machiave(li's
accurate observation of human nature in a raunchy c?m~dy . Am~si~g
one-liners, bawdy humour , and high spirits. Love, intrigue an t e
hilarious romantic plot make this musical_ab?ut t~e Mandr_agolalove
potion and its rec;:ipientsa delightful radio listening experience .
LISTENTO THE MUSICAL AND IN 25 WORDS OR L~SSTELLUS
WHICHSONG YOU LIKEBEST.
On each campus where this ad appears
we will award 25 Mandragola albums to the senders of the best 25
letters.

LISTEN! WRITE! WIN!'
Send your entries to:
Mandragola Album,
CBC, Box 500, Station A, Toronto MSW 1 EG
If you want to buy the album, y.irite to:
CBC LEARNING SYSTEMSat the above addre~s.
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I Never Promised

You a Rose Garden
By KAREN SPIERKEL

I Never Promised You a Rose
Garden, at Devonshire, is a film
in the tra ai tion of One Flew
Over the Cuck oo's Nest : revealing, frightening, perplexing .
Set _in the early 1950 's, it
deals with the insanity of Debory~ (Kathleen Quinlan !, a girl
so ..jstant from the real world
th ~ she ha~ created ·one of her
own complete with gods, language, and loyalties. The God
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orah battles with herself and her
ting. Yet it is so natural it beGods. She exists in an institucomes real to the point where
tion packed solidly with all the
one wonders when the acting
eggs that Cuckoo's Nest could
stops. Bibi Anderson, as the
not handle . Deborah toys beunrelenting, sensitive psychiatween sanity and insanity, pretrist does manage to stay on
ssur ing death.
top of the whole crazy bundle.
T he frightening aspect about
Erie, directs her every thought
She is not over-shadowed by
and fear.
Rose Garden is the way in
Quinlan's performance - she is
which director Anthony Page
To tally enveloped by this imenha nced by it. She becomes a
deals with the inner churnagined, yet very tangi ble God,
hero, a savior in Deborah' s eyes,
ings of an insane mind. He not
Deborah convinces herself she is
as wel_las the audience's.
only brings insanity out on the
poison . · She does not feel pain .
Spotlighted throughout the
screen through filmic devices,
She does not like to be touched .
film are the cast of loonies who
and treatment of the actors , but
Her only solace is phy sical sufare almost an experience in
fering. also out into the audience .
themselves . There is a halfThe viewer becomes the vicAft~r an unsuccessful suicide
crazed spinster who spends
tim, assuming Deborah 's role,
attempt,
Deborah is placed
hours calculating geometric forand living the experience of
under the care of Dr. Fried
mulas, an unaspiring actress who
insanity. It is a scary sensa(Bibi Anderson) in an institunever did quite make it to
tion of questionnable repute.
tion, one I'm not quite sure is • Broad way, a multiple rape vic• The film covers a two year
tim who really seems to enj oy
enjoyable .
span in which Deborah fights her
being screwed up, and an endl ess
It is... Kathleen Quinlan who
way out of insanity ·and back
gives the film th is involving qual- - list of females who got so mad
among the feeling, living people
they just ''weren't going to take
ity. Her portrayal 0f the insane
again. In these two y<:_arsDebit anymore". Yes, the y are all
Deborah is disciplined and exacinsane, but credibly so.
Deborah's struggle to get
"out" is pitted against the women "in", against her _inability
to feel pain, against her will to
die. The film's most sensitive
sequence is a relieving one,
when Deborah finally discovers
~nd, delega; ion from Wind_sor ture is definitely a film worth
physical pain by burning her
ts flymg to the New York Film
seeing again. Starring Sean ·conarm with cigarettes. The viewer
Festival. There are also plans
nery and Michael Caine.
also feels released. No longer is
for a charter to F.r.ance for the
he trapped by Deborah's un.OCT. 18 : Casanova: Fellini's
1978 Cannes FIim Festival.
deterring insanity.
latest has had mixed reactions
The Windsor theatre is one of
, It is an intense film. One
from the critics, but any Felfour regional theatres in Ontario
walks out of the theatre not
lini is better than no Fellini.
affiliated with the Ontario Film
quite knowing what happened,
It's his first English-language
Instutution in Toronto.. - Windyet no one walks out untoufilm, with Donald Sutherland in
sor's branch _is the, big~ \'\ and
ched - and th(?y just don't
the title role.
oldest of the four : It is'-£ nonmake
''them th;tr kind of movies
profit organization; all money
no
more.
"
goes toward administrative costs
OCT. 25: Edvard Munch: Peter
and the rental of the theatre
Watkin's documentary on the
and films.
Swedish painter is a _ quality
OFT-W presents films every
piece of cinamatography.
Tuesday night at 8 :00 at the
Super Cinema on Erie Street .
NOV. 1: The M~ids: This ·fi}m
The shows for ·the :neKt
was shown locally a few yeats
couple of weeks are listed be- ·
ago. Splendid performanc~s by
low.
Glenda Jackson and Susannah
OC~. 11: The Man Who Would
York.
Be King: Kipling's epic adven-

OFT offers first ~ate films
By ANNA MARIA TREMONT!

The fall season of the best
movie bargain in town is already in full swing .
The Windsor branch of the
Ontario Film Theatre (OFT-W)
is offering choice foreign, Canadian, and commercial films every
Tuesday night at the Super
Cinema.
The objective of the OFT-W,
according to program chairman
Stuart _Selby, is to provide the
community with quality films
that they would not normally
be exposed to in Windsor's
commercial theatres.
Films -by European greats
such as'·Godard, truffaui Fellini and ·Bergman are booked on
'a regular _basis, as are documeritaries and Canadian films, in
English and French. Commer-

cial films which have alreo
played in local theatres often re-surface at the Super
Cinema, says Selby, ·if they are
"worth taking a · second look
at."
Foreign-language films are
shown in their original language with subtitles.
Theatre patrons, says Selby,
include university students and
professors and anyone else "in
the - commun~ty who has an interest in film."
A one year membership to
OFT-W is three dollars, and
that includes admission to the
first show. Subsequent admission is two dollars with presentation of a membership card.
Members are also entitled to
take advantage of charter trips
to cities in North America and
Europe. This Thanksgivii:ig week-

~
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MOSAIC

Monday, Octobe_r 10 - Thin Lizzy 's "Bad ·Reputation"
Tuesday, October 1} - Beck/Bogart/ App ice "Live"
Wednesday, October 12 - Diana Ross's . "Baby, It's Me"
Thursday, October 13 - The "Flowing Rivers" of Andy Gibb
Friday, October 14 - Rush presents a "Farewell to Kings"*
All Mosaic feature LPs are at 11:00 a.m. and 9:05 p.m. daily, un-·
less otherwise specified, and all Mosaic talk programs start at 11 :45
a.m., and 9 :45 p.m.
• - will be featured only at 9 :05 p.m. on the specified dates.

Bands f o~ yoµr dancing and
listening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment
Fri. Oct. 7 - Sat. OcL15

"FREEWIND"
DfflECT FROM DETROIT MICHIGAN

Closed Monday Oct. 10 Thanks,;;vin~

Tuesda_y Oct. 11 ·

Matinee ~12 am -2 pm and 5 pm -7pm

JAZZENSEMBLE

.................................

-

By CJAM

Your Host:
Peter R<i)meri1.

1.0Ultl

.

The Lance

'************
- --- ---CJAMHIGHUGH7S
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writers
wanted for

,

I

Monday, October 10 - The "Women's Show" with host ·Evelyn
McLean. The topic: Women in .Sports with guest Marge Prpich.
Tues__gay,October 11 - CJAM's Cliff Wilson discusses the future of
one of Windsor's better rock group "Whiteheat" with Larry Coughlin at 11 :OOa.m.. Lance editor Rick Spence talks to the Dean of
Student Affairs, George McMahon. 11: 30 a.m. on CJAM.
Wednesday, October 12 - Host John Bain talks to Betty Lister and
Leslie Nadon, members of the Canadian Cystic Fibrosis Foundai
tion.
Thursday, October 13 - The weekly report from SAC Presiden .t
Gary Wells.
Friday, October 14 - The roles and responsibilities of SAC commissioners, faculty and society presidents. This week - Ancillary
Operations Commissioner Bruce Hannah, starts at 11 :00 a.m ..
CJAM talks to the director and some of the cast of the University
Players presentation of the '.' The Changing Room", starting at
11 :30 a.m .. •
FRIDAY NITE SPECIAL

Frida y, October 7 - Two hours of the best of Chicago, starting at
10:00 p .m ..
LANCER FOOTBALL

~

Saturda y, October 8 - Liver coverage of the football game between the Lancers and the Laurier GoJden Hawks, starting at 2
p .m ..
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Shakespeare for
fun and profit
Windsor Community Theatre
is again sponsoring the best in
touring professional Canadian
theatre this season, and is starting things off next Friday,
October 7, with "Shakespeare
for Fun and Profit", with Toronto's Theatre Passe Muraille.
This show comes direct to
Windsor from a successful run
at The St. Lawrence Centre
in Toronto, and will be here for
one night only.

point Bottom says that there
are no fai ies and no magic in
his world, not realizing that the
magical way in which he ends up
relating to Shakespeare's Stratford (or should we say Stratford's Shakespeare) is no less
fantastic than the world of
Oberon and Titania . The other
irony, of course , is that, although light years apart in terms
of sensibilities, those worlds are
only thirty miles apart.

THREELOCATIONSTO SERVEYOU

ALAN PARSONS PROJECT

ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCH .

FOREIGNER

"1 Robot"

"New World Record"

Inc. "Cold as Ice"

5 99

TAPES

4 44
LP

5 99

TAPES

DAN HILL

DOOBIE BROS.

"Longer Fuse"

"Livln on the Fault Line"

5 99

TAPES

4 44
LP

4 44
LP

STYX
"Grand Illusion"

5 99

TAPES

4 44_
LP

5 99

TAPES

Toronto's theatre Passe Murai lie visits Windsor tonight :

The premise of this play is ·
a fairly straightforward
one. ·
It focusses on how two elements -- the Shakespearean culture and the small-town Ontario culture - would inter .act
·with each other in the same
·piece. That being A Midsummer
Night's Dream.

Ticket prices are $4.00 for ·
students, and $5 .oqregular, but .
there still is a flat rate of $3.50
for groups over 15'. Also, any
teacher that brings in a group
of 30 or more will be admitted
free. You may call 252 -9997
(ask for Dennis Young) to arrange for group reservations.

The play is about Quince
and Bottom putting on their
play - their hopes and dreams
and expectatio~s coming out

Curtain time i~. at 8:30
p.m., and the usual afterglow
will be held in the staff lounge
if you or your group would
like to meet the cast.

MECO

STARZ

"Star Wars & Others"

"Violation"

4 44

-C 99 -

LP

~

- TAPES

4 44
LP

BARRY MANILOW

"Live"

5 99

TAPES

7 99
LP

9 99

TAPES

in the process . It is also_ about
their contradictions.
At one

TriViaQuiz
YES

CAN YOU MATCH THE COMIC STRIP WITH ITS CREATOR?

•3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
"16.

Alley Oop
Andy Capp
Archie ·
Barney Google
Believe it or Not?
Buz Sawyer
Dagwood
Dennis the Menace
Dick Tracy
Doonesbury
Flash Gordon
Gasoline Alley
Hazel
Joe Palooka
Katzenjammer Kids
Li'l Abner

17.
18.
19.
20.

Little Lulu
Mighty Mouse
Pogo
Woody Woodpecker

1.

2.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Walter Lantz
Marge
Ted Key
Paul Terry
Ham Fisher
Rudolph Dirks
Billy de Beck
Smythe
Bob Montana
Chester Gould
Walt Kelly
I. Chic Young
m. Al Capp
n. Robert Ripley
o. Roy Crane
p. Hank Ketcham
q. G.B. Trudeau
r. Frank King
s. Alex Raymond
t . V.T. Hamlin

ANSWERS
t-..J ._

._

._

._

._

._

._

._

._ , ._
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4 44
LP

5 99

TAPES

ELTON JOHN
"Greatest Hits" Vol. 2

4 44
LP

5 99

TAPES

JIMMY BUFFETT
"Changes In Attitudes"

KLAATU
"Hope"

"Going for The One"

5 99

4 44
LP

TAPES

GRATEFUL DEAD
"Terapln Station"

4 44
LP

4 44
L.P

5 99

TAPES

GEORGE BENSON

"In Flight

4 44
LP

5 ~!Es

RECORD AND
TAPE MART
UNIVERSITY
MALL DEVONSHIRE
MALL TECUMSEH
MALL
256-3525

966-3641

944-3700

SALESTARTS.OCT.6-SALE ENDSOCT. 8-QUANTITIES ON All ITEMSLIMITED

..,.

........................
,
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Disco in the,darkness

/

Pub band review

•••••••••••••••

concert guide by CJAM
Oct.

8

Oct . 1'4

Royal Oak Theatre
On Campus
Detroit Institute of Arts

Firefall
Jezebel
Canadian Brass

Michigan Theatre (Ann Arbor)
Firesign Theatre
Crisler Arena
Steve Miller Band
CKLW Benefit, John Denver, Gordon
Olympia
Lightfoot and Harry Chapin

Oct.

16

Utopia and Starcastle

Masonic

Oct.

19

Santana

Masonic

Oct. 20

Iggy Pop
Tom Waits

Oct . 23

Foreigner

Oct.

Jose Feliciano

24

J

Cobo Hall
Michigan Theatre
Cobo Hall
Hyatt Regency

Oct. 26

Graham Parker and Thin Lizzy

Oct. 27

Tom Waits, and

Oct . 31

Cobo Hall
Journey , Lynyrd Skynyrd
National Lampoon Hallowe 'en Party Royal Oak Theatre

N ov.

Earth, w fnd and Fire

3

I

J .J. Walker

.

-~~

8'

Nov . l1

Royal Oak Theatre

1111111

IIICI

~·f'

1f\1 :,;.·~~ ,.

Average White Band

If you- haven't heard of
Klaatu, you're not alone. But,
recognition of the band seems
inevitable, Judging by the quality
of their recently released second
LP. Hope . Klaatu produce a
unique sound combining vocal
harmonies, synthesizers - and or-

band : This is a nice surprise for
anyone who has to follow
Canadian content regulations.
Hope is a thematic LP which,
from the first groove to the last,
carries the listener from space
to the unknown land of Politzania. ·The mysterious fantasy of

chestral arrangements.
First, a bit of info on the

the galaxy riders spins off
thoughts of life on other planets, space flights, and human
identity
in the Space Age.
The first cut, We're Off You
Know, is a bouncy introduction
with an enchanting sound suitable to a Peter Pan-type musical. The light tempo drops in
the next track Madman. Found
here are a few of the rare spots
where the electric guitar is a
strong force .
The trip begins with Around
the Universe in Eighty Days.
(Yesterday the earth, today the
universe?). On this cut the tern-

Masonic
Royal Oak

Nov. 13

Buddy Ri~h

Music Hall

~ ov. 17

Charlie Daniels

Royal Oak Theatre

Nov. 19

Joan Armatrading and
Tim Weisberg

Royal Oak Theatre

\

•--------1[1111111-----------------..
group. There is none. Their
albums have no lists of credits,
acknowledgements, instrume1:1ts
used, names of the band members or -group photos. ·Such is a
nightmare for the record re~
viewer .
Why the anonymity? Even
Capitol Records claim they
don't know the identity of the
band. There have been suggestions of the Beatles involvement, but the _mystery rides on .
One fact that is known is that
Klaatu is classified as a Canadian

Personally, we hate disco, but
we try not to hold it against any
band that can't play anything
better. We feel it's time for the
pub to get out of this disco rut
and grow up to Rock and Roll.

Deb Kennedy

·, Hyatt Regency

Firesign Theatre

mong most of the pub's bands
is lack of adequate equipment,
although, Freewind proves bettsr than average. Their Peavey
P.A. is the p its. Another equipment problem noticed by
one pub g~er was " I can 't see
them because they don't have
any lights." We agree. Their
lack of stage presence adds to
the overall monotony.

By

Cob o

~;

. 'l

Masonic

tion of Barbra Streisand's The
Way We Were. Nancy'$ talent
should have been used to a
greater extent. Without her the
band lags into mediocrity.
Also worthy of honorable
mention are the harmonies and
Rocky Seprino's keyboards .
As you all know, every true
disco band must have a guitar
player with a WA-WA. Freewind
fails here . Even two keyboard
players can't fill the need for a
guitar player with a WA-WA.
Where a ·good lead break would
have broke the monotony of an
average disco song, keyboards
leave the crowd unenthusiastic.
Another common failure a-

Cobo Hall

Nov . 5& ? . Rod Stewart

Nov.

By H.J. SWENSON
In accordance with the pub's
· policy of hiring the bands least
likely to offend anybody , Freewind is appearing on campus
for the next two · ~eeks. Freewind stacks up to a little more
than a basic disco band. If you
were to close your eyes you
could almost pi'cture yourself
listening to CKWW on the
radio .
The only feature which dis , tingui~hes Freewind from every other disco band is Nancy
Focht, the lead vocalist. Freewind excells only when she is
allowed to sing her leads. One of
t_he h~hlights is her 'rendi-

po changes constantly,
and
vocals vary from solo , to harmony. The flow and emotion
of this song make it one of the
most effective on the r~cord.
In Politzania , heavy instrumentalism continues. The fuzzbox
is used to create an unusual
chorus on the Politza11;ia state
anthem .
Side two begins with The
Loneliest of All Creatures. It's
a light-sound ing tune complete
with 'lonel y-boy' vocals and
· a good deal ot keyboards. Here
we are presented with the dilemma of being lonely versus
that of f eeling lonely .
Prelude is a totall y instru mental cut from which such ·
instruments as the woodwinds ,
violin, chimes , and brass can
be picked out. It flows into
So Said the Lighthouse Keeper . A tone of despaire is added
in this song with lyrics like,
"Beware all ships , the space
graveyard and its stones of asteroids ".
The record and the voyage
conclude with the optimism of
the title track, Hope. The final
words heard are, "All is lost if
one abandons hope " .
Falling back to earth ... Klaatu have produced more than
a flowing and diverse piece of
music . Hope is a sound painting. Whether or not the band
members retain their 'Clark
Kent' identities, their music
still supplies the element of intrigue.

·:.................................
~··················· ............. .
BOREDW-ITH FRIDAy AFTERNOONS?
i
LET'SCHANGE THAT FOR YOU

I

II

I

Delta Chi Fraternity at 408 Indian Rd.
(30 seconds from campus)

I,

is having a T.G.I.F. party today and every Friday from

J

1 pm to 6 pm. We offer you a chance to get to

socially interact with fello~ stu.dents in a friendly atmosphere.

___

121UNIVERSITYW. 25-4·1555__

Sandwiches and beverages . Drop by.

..................................................................

.
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sports
Trackers )make a ·mark _i
The Lancer Cross Country
· team travelled to Toronto last
Saturda y · to compete in · the
York Invitational Seven Miler .
Running in th e torr ential down. pou r whi ch pampered m ore th 3:n
one Lancer squad last week, the
team had to deal with flooding
streams and puddles as well as a
normally difficult terrain. Nils
Lavelle of Laurentian won the
envent with an excellent time of
34 minu te s, 8 seconds .

Two members of the Lancerette Track Team travelled
to the Golden Traiangle Cross
Coun try Invitational at Eastern
-Michigan University last Sunday
and fair ed very well.

The best Lancer finishes m
the field of 92 wer e Paul
the field of 92 were Paul Robert s at 40th , 4 minut es pff the
pace, and Don MacKinnon who
placed 43rd , 16 seconds behind
his teammate.
Dave McGill
came in 60th with a time of 40
minutes 9 seconds
and Jim
Bulley was 87th at 45 minutes,
32 seconds. Queen 's univers ity
led the 16 competing schools,
winning th e first place team
honours.

dian entries and Linda placed a strong 10th with
of 19 .14 over a rough
course. Cathy Seguin

They competed in the Women 's 5000 meter against schools like Ohio State, Notre
Dame Eastern and Central Mich'
igan and others. The Windsor
athle t es were the only Cana-

~
>
~

...;

E
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~

Staudt 0
0
a time .c::
Who says thre e's company? Our roving Sports Photographe r caught up w it h three of the intramural
i:i..
grassy
tennis champs at the courts behind the H.K . building . From r ight to left are the mixed doubles champlaced
pions Deb Finnegan andRick Knetchel. With ! hem is Womens' singles champ Bonn ie Bridge .

44th, but less than 4 minutes
behind Linda . The whole team
travels to the University of

Waterloo th is weekend for their
first major tournaments .

A Start and Finish

The Intramural Tennis TourTired of just sweeping floors?
nament ended Thursday SeptThe Intramural Curling league
ember 29 with the Men's Sincould be just the thing for you.
The league is an easy-going .gles champ was Charley Mor way to get into one of Canada's
rison, with Paul Daly taking the
favourite sports. The site is the
Consolation honours. In WoWindsor Curling Club, Sunday
men's Singles, Bonnie Bridge
nights from 8 :00 to 10 :00
towered over the rest and Deb s
Games night is coming up
and the first two nights, Octoby Botterill took the consolSaturday October 22 at St.
ber 16 and 23 are just warmation crown. In the Mixed
Denis Hall and the emphasis is
up and practice nights. TransDoubl~s the teams of Rick
'
I
purely and simply on fun. No
portation is provided from camKnechtel and Deb Finnegan, and
conventional games such as baspus and you can contact Rand at
Carlo Barzotto and Nancy G'ava
k etball will be on tap . The games
256-8969
or Jack at 256claim ed the championship and
to be played will be completel y
1437 for any further info. ~consolation prize s,, ~espectively. -·
new and innovative ; hopefull y.;; ' Come on out and find out why
Congrats to the · champs attd
nothing you' re ever seen bethe CBC devotes two hours of
to all the participants who made
for e.
prime t ime TV to this sport., the tourney worthwhile .
T he int ramu t al staff has been
diligently working on devising
new and differe nt activ ities, and
keeping all very secret even from
the probing repo rt ers of Th e
Lance.
Since games night is stricdy coed, onl y me n and women
may participate . Bring a friend .
There ' s some t h ing fo r everyone.

A night

MEDIUM PIZZA

·SMALL PIZZA

Cheese & 3 items

'cheese & 4 items

of games

Having a floor party? Check Rocky's prices,
quality, _and speed
PICKUP
AND
DELIVERY

ASTHMA

+KIDS
+CHRISTMAS
SEALS:::

COMMUNITY
ASTHMA
PROGRAMS
Health education and
information
Family asthma programs
Day Camps

2 For information contact
ij your Lung Association ,

ASTHMAWEEK
OCT3·9
..,'

2522711
-

NODELIVERY
CHARGE
ON CAMPUS

.

\.

sPORfSHORT
ORTSHORTSPOR
'.'3

M~n 's
on 3" basketball gets unde rway this month. The entry
deadlme 1s Tuesday October 11 at the St. Denis Hall Intramural
Office. Competit ion centres in St . Den is Hall fr om 9 :00 to 11 :00
pn -Wednesday and Thursday evenings .
·
Emphasis is placed on competitive play and evenl y matched
squads. So dispel any thoughts of forming a team of seven foot tall
m~nsters and waltzing away with a championsh ip. The eombined
height total of the three participants cannot exceed 213 inches.
~

Need a few extra bucks? The following intramural leagues are
still in desperate need of referees to officiat e games for the Fall
;l Semester : Men's Flag Football, Women's Soccer, Men's · Soccer,
~ Men's Lobball, Coed Lobball, Women 's Volleyball. Wages range from
. g: $3 to $6 per game depending on qualification and league . Appl y to
~ Mark Plewes at the lntramu ·ral Office in St. Den is Hall, or buzz the
Intramural Hotline at Extension 325 .
Convenors are still needed for both intramural hockey and basketball. Contact the Intramural Office for details.
~

Watch that ball! This group of unlikely Tiger trainees \Y8Staking part in an intramu ral lob-ball game
this week. The winner of the ga·me is not ·available at this t ime, but keep slugging the season continues
till the end of the month.
·

FORTY-FOURTH

0-PENING LECTURE
SEASON OF THE CHRISTIAN

CULTURE

SERIES

LARRY HENDERSON

. _In~ramural Badminton has started for another year and everyone
is_ mvited ~o ?et out and bat a few birds : Competition goes Friday
mghts begmnmg at 8 :00 and involvement is the name of the game.
~ n?minal fee is charged to club members to help de {er the cost of
birdies and such, however the frustration you can release will make
up that few a thousand t imes.
Just another rem ~nder that Lancer Basketball try-outs come this
Wednesday from 7 - 9. Coach Dr . Paul Paul Thomas i~ look ing for
lots of new talent, so 'try-out'. Watch for the great Lance Basketball Preview next week.

EDITOR: CATHOLIC
REGISTER, TORONTO
Author,
Radio and TV Personality
TOPIC:

IN THE SHOWERS

Africa"
"The Crisis in Southern
(From a Christian Perspective)

SUNDAY
AFTERNOON,
OCTOBER 16, 2:45
FORD AUDITORIUM,
DETROIT
ALSO:

on the same program

Celia Hardcastle

a mini-concert

By DON PEPPIN

by MARO

PARTAMIAN,

Tickets Available at:
Sheet Music Store & Assumption
University,

NOW&THATAFTERNOON

:

..........

'

Sugg.

contralto

Rm. 215, Ford Box Office

Don. $5; $4; $3.

It was
today that
jor league
playing in

exactly six months
Canada's second mabaseball team began
their rookie year.

The Toronto Blue Ja ys began the 1977 season with a bang
and they ended it with one too,
though after a wh ile perhaps
they .got tired of doing it to
their heads. It wasn't the greatest rookie season on the books
but it does prove one thing .
Toronto sports fans have to be
the stupidest bunch of los ers
in the sporting world . An yo ne
from the 'Big T own ' has h eard
it a hu ndred times; it doesn 't
matter - where To ronto tea ms
fin ish , t hey always draw th e
fans .
However baseball
different.

could

be

T he great American sport ha s
one fault against it : th e season
ticket · is jus t a littl e to de ar fo r
th e· averag e, Toronto area sports
fa n . T he Argos and the Leafs
ar e worth it , simpl y bec aus e
t hey' ve been aro und for centu ries, bu t t hese new Ame r~
icans migh t ju st have t o prove
th ems elves b efo re m any peo ple
start sit t ing out in the snow
for more ope ning days :
Don't get m e wrong , ·I love
baseba ll. I went t o a few Blu e

Jays games, and besides the lack
of the frothy stuff which seems
~o be essential for some fans'
enjoyment of the game, I had
an enjoyable time . But $300
for the cheap seats - I think
I'll just stick to the sandlot and
the tube .
On the other hand if I lived
in Kansas . City, it would be
different.
Wild · Billy Martin . and his
v ·ankees do alright, but they
just don 't have that old zip it
takes to bu ild a dyn ast y like
the one the Reds and the A 's
had. Majo r league bas eball is
now virtuall y dy nasty-pro of and
this m akes fo r just plain bett er
bas eball fo r th e fan s and the
ow ners. Th e fans get what th ey
wan t , and so d o th e ow ners.
So now com es th e mom ent of
truth , when all goo d m en com e
to th e aid of th eir book ies, and
ta k e th e plun ge. Pur ely on
hunch, t otall y ignorin g stats an d
records, I loo k fo r a Roy alsDodgers World Serie s. The Nort h
Am eri can Champions will be t he
Lo s An geles Dodgers, · with
mem or ies of Sandy Kou fax st ill '
bright in thei r minds. I do not
call · th em t he world champio ns. They have yet t o face the
J apanese champs and then of
course there's the _Lance Lobbe rs.

'Chere IS a difference!!
• MCAT
• GM AT

• LSAT

• VAT

• GRE

!

• DAT

• ·o cAT

• SAT

•-NAT IONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• ECFMG
• FLEX
Flexible Programs and Hours

_-1{.
1J

Over 38 years of experienceand success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials. Coursesthat are constantly updated.Centers
open daysand weekendsall year. Completetape facilities for review
of class lessonsand for use of supplementarymaterials.Make-upsfor
missedlessonsat our centers.
FARMINGTON
(313 ) 851-0313

HILLS

ANN ARBOR
(313) 662-3149

....
...

N

!iDUCAT10ow.
CDIT£ R

OR Wr ite to :
29226 Orchard Lake Road
Su ite No . 205
Farmington Hill s , Mi . 48018

·

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTSSINCE 1938

Affiliated Centers in Major U. S. Cities

'
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Lancers drop first of season, 29 - 7
By PETER NASH

Are the Lancers a great team
.or are they just a good team?
Last week's performance tends
to make them just good as the y
faced number two-ranked University · of Toronto · Blues and
received a thorough thrashing,
29 - 7 .
Weather conditions were poor
and that doesn 't help the Lancers who rely prill}arily on the
pass. Rain poured down, receivers and quarterbacks slipped,
and generally muddy conditions
made Windsor's normal game impossible. Receiver Bruce Walker
said "the weather took much
of our sting away ."
That wasn 't the only thing
that took their sting away.
Scott Mallender and replacement
quarterback Steve Zack, spent
much of their time running for
their . lives rather than looking for receivers . U. of T. is
known for its big teams, but
this year they . out did tl!emselves. Huge defensive linemen
sacked Windsor quarterbacks on
5 occasions, ·and Windsor has
not had that type of pressure
before.
The game started out a bit
slowly for both teams ~ Mallender hit Walker and Adams
for 2 completions and Scott's
brother Craig gained a big first
down in Blues territory . That
drive stalled on an incomplete
pass and Windsor ~as forced to
punt .
U. of T. failed to move th~
ball, on the next series, and
Windsor regained possession .
The Lancers then started out on
one of the longest drives of the
game. It featured 60 yards of
offence on only 3 first downs .
Craig Mallender did some fine
running, 60 yards total for the
game, and he also had a 19 yard
pass completion from brother
Scott . Overall Scott was.5 for 16
and 90 yard s gained (including .
2 inte rcept ions). Unfo rtun atel y
the drive st alled on the U. of

Scott Mallender cranks up as Coaches Gino Fracas (7th from right), Don Hollerhead (in the shades),
and Morgan Clark (3rd from left) watch from sidelines. ,
T. 2 0 yard line on an incomplete pass, when receiver Steve
Quigley was unable to hang on.
Rod Geier attempted a field
goal that was not accurate enough for 3 points but long
enough for a single. The drive
· was unsuccessful and from that
point on, so was the game.
The Blues - scored on their
next 2 possessions. Most of the
work was done by backs John
Goodrow and Joe Hawko. Good row is definitely one of the
finest backs in the couiitry. His
moves and deceptive speed
fooled Windsor defenders " for
many long gains, and his fine
outside running hurt Windsor
the most . His first outside run
was good for a major and the
second was good for 70 yards
and put the Blues in fine scoring'
posit ion. U. of T.'s quarterback
Dan Ferraday took the ball in
for Toronto 's second major,
and the Lancers were unable
to recover from these two lightning fast dr ives.
The second half resembled
th e first, in most aspects , wit h
interceptions
and incomplete

passes stalling all but one of the
Windsor drives.

strong 386 total yards, almost
double Windsor's Ferraday went
9 for 19 and 130 yards, with
3 interceptions.

Toronto
kept . up its offensive punch with 2 more
majors in the second half. John
Goodrow scored on, you guessed
_it, another sweep. Windsor's
defence sagged on several more
key runs. Goodrow ended up
with 186 yards, almost as much
as Windsor's total offence of
210 yards.

U. of T . played well but not
exceptionally well. The key is
to contain running back Goodrow as their entire offence rotates around him. Windsor, on
the ~other hand, played terribly
Saturday but the potential is still
there. Another game be~een
these two te~ms, possibly at play
off time, could have an entirely

Windsor
faultered
several
more times and then Toronto
scored again. Some excellent
running by Joe Hawko, who
ended up with 13 carries for
65 yards, led to the Toronto
major .
The Windsor offence finally
started to mqve at this point.
The _Lancers decided to go with
a 'shot gun' qff ence. Steve
Zack took over at quarterback
and immediately threw an inter.f_
eption. Fortunately
Windsor
got the ball back on an interception. Fortunately
Windsor
got the ball back on an interception by Chris Kolonelos, and .
Craig Mallender took the ball
in fo r Windsor 's onl y major ,
on the next series of down s.
Th e extra poin t attempt failed
and, t he game was over.

different out come .
' Windsor's
next
game is
against Laurier at South Campus Field at 2 p.m .. Lancers
dropped their game to Toronto
last year as well and still came
back to win the rest of their
regular season match-ups. Tomorrow's game should b'e another clissic, and wa{ch out for
next week when they travel to
West.em for what should be one
of the biggest games of the season for both teams . . . it usually
is.
·
-

Q)

u

C

Q)

Q.

Rob Geier shows picture perfect style as he lines up on Steve Zack's
hand and fhe football.
·

Coach Fracas didn't feel too :
disturbed about the game. Fra- »
cas commented that "We're not ~
too far off. If we plug a couple ]
holes we'll be all right." The i::... Showing rather floppy style the U. of T. cheerleader;; know they're
mid-field defensive core has
no .match fo r th e soon-to-come Lancer crew.
stiffened up weJl but the ou tOQIFC GAME RESULTS
side is still weak.
Saturday, October 1
Bru ce Walke r point ed out
tha t "We were near the (Toron- Guelph
17
York 15
to) 20 four times and didn't Waterloo 34
McMaster 0
score. . . the game could have Carlefon 21
Ottawa 9
been much closer. "
McGill
5
Queen's 4
Coach Ron Murphy of Tor- Bishop's 28
UQTR 9
onto, descirbed the Windsor Toronto 29
Windsor 7
offence as '"too pass-oriented.''
Monday, October 3
He was quite content with the
Laurier
19
We~tern 17
win, puffing on a victory cigar, anq boasting that "We're
going to be tough to beat."
Toronto ended up with a

NEEDED:

SportsWriten
Still
Neede~Contactlance ·Office;
Ext. 153

OQIFC STANDINGS (WESTERN DIVISION)
OQIFC STANDINGS (EASTERN DIVISION)
Team
Ottawa
McGill
Carleton
Bishop's
Queen's
Concordia
UQTR

GP
4
4
3
3
3
3
4

w

L

3
3
2
2

1
1
1
1
2
2
4

0

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

F
118
86
68
75
59
52
42

A
59
43
50
69
45
114
120

Pts
6
6
4
4
2
2
0

Team
Toronto
Western
Windsor
Laurier
Waterloo
McMaster
Guelph
York

GP
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4

w

L

4
3
3
3
1
1
1
0

0
1
1
1
3
3
3
4

T
0
0

F
97
167

0

90

0
0
0
0

64
69
32
22
23

0

A
37
29 ,
49
43
70
96
107
133 .Y

Pts
8
6
6
6
2
2
2
0

Cutbacks ahead
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Enrolment down at U of W
By E.P. CHANT

Registrar Frank Smith announced that registration figures
for this year have finally been
tabulated and they reveal a drop
of approximately seven hundred
in the full time student population (from 7,400 last year to
·6,700 this year).
Zero population growth may
be desirable in a world context , but it certainly is financially unadvisable for a university . Dr. Allan, Vice-President
of Administration and Treasurer,
confirmed this sentinment.
"There is no doubt there will
be far-reaching financial implications", he said, commenting

on the enrolment drop .
Actually, the financial situation is more complex than most
students
might
realize . Of
course, there is the basic loss
caused by the deprivation of
tuition payments: 700 X $760
loss . of $532,000.
equals
Secondly, however, is a loss
of provincial grant. Tuition does
not cover the cost of an education for a student and, so, at
least part of the deficit is made
up by payments to the university by the provincial government (the amount of payment
depends on the faculty breakdown - that is, for instance, an
engineer may be worth more,

a

grantwise, than an Arts student). Taking the arbitrary figure of $7 50 for each student
lost from the enrolment, another half million dollars may be
lost in provincial payments.
On top of these losses, revenue from residential occupation could also amount to a
couple hundred thousand dollars.
The sum total ot this ratner

alarming situation could be a
loss of close to a million and a
half dollars for the university.
The Financial Committee of the
Board of Governors will be examining the problem soon, and
resolutions should be forthcoming by November. They may
well include financial cutbacks
in various areas of spending
on campus.
A gloomy winter may be
ahead.

Faculty Association
to vote on pact
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

no

lh

.Q
....

....
C
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The new faculty contract
should be ratified by next week,
and one professor says he can't
understand what all the fuss was
about.
The professor, who did not
want his name published, said
he was pleased with the new
contract, but he added there
is "not that much that is really
changing" as a result of the
contract.
The power structure of the
university will remain the same,
he said. At the beginning of
negotiations, last year, the faculty accused the deans in the
Board of Governors of being
power-seekers saying the deans
wanted more control over aspects of the university administration, control which the faculty wanted to keep.
Teaching and faculty duties,
as well as professorial rights
and privileges will not be altered. Sabbatical time, and freedom for research have not been
threatened, according to that
professor.
The guarantee of certain academic rights and privileges,
which had never been formally
recorded, was one of the main
concerns of the faculty during
negotiations. According to our

source, academic freedom has
been preserved.
When asked about monetary
issues ou~ source said the proportions of salaries will be different, but other than that,
salaries are "not too exciting."
The university will probably
only experience subtle differences as a result of the contract,
he said .
The faculty will be meeting t
C
tomorrow morning to decide ~
whether or not to ratify the :
>contract.
The Board of Governors re- ~
ceived copies of the 189-page ]
contract last Tuesday. The exe- c...
American imperialism was challenged once again by the hardy
cutive of the Board will be meetCanucks of the P.C.C.C.C.C., who ventured on the Ambassador
ing Monday afternoon to ratify
Bridge to extend Canada's boundaries over 100 yards into enemy
the contract, if they agree with
territory
Following the celebration, the Bridge was sliced in ha!f,
the contents.
leaving
the
United States to float away into the Gulf of Mexico.
Negotiations began in fall,
1976, not long after the faculty
association acquired union status. Last spring, the bargaining
teams reached an impasse and a
At press time, there was still
off MacGibbon said there approvincial concilliator was called
no damage estimate resulting
peared to be "minimal damin to
restore
negotiations .
from a small fire early Thursage".
On September 21, the facday morning in Memorial Hall.
Speculation was that the fire
ulty association, frustrated by
A number of Windsor fire
was ignited by a lit cigarette
talks which ·appeared to be
trucks answered the alarm about
lodged in a mop following the
going nowhere, set up infor1 a.m. The fire turned out to
cleaning of the floors. Macmational pi.ckets outside Windbe a small blaze in a janitorial
Gibbon said the cigarette prosor Hall Tower, to make the
storage closet on the third floor
bably "started to smoulder" in
Board of Governors aware of the
of the geology building. Unia mop which had been treated
professors' concern.
versity Information officer Gewith heavy oil.

This alarm was real

0

No quon,n

SAC meeting sacked by absent reps
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By BRENDA-McLISTER

Last Thursday's SAC meeting was cancelled due to poor
attendance .
It was a special meeting for
the report of the External Af-

fairs Commissioner on the OFS
Fall Conference. External Affairs Commissioner, Maryon Overholt, and Drama Rep., Andre
Wehbe, had prepared a report
on the conference, along \\lith

You can be a SAC rep
Nominations open today
Nine seats <:>nthe Students' Administrative Council are still open,
and a by-election will be held in two weeks to fill them.
The following positions are open: two Arts Reps., one Social
Science ·Rep., one Commerce Rep., one Education Rep., one Social
Work Rep., one Human Kinetics Rep., one Science and Math Rep.,
and one Music Jlep ..
In order to be a faculty representative on SAC, you must be a
member of that faculty. Only members of a faculty or school will
lbe eligible to vote for their SAC rep ..
Nominations open today and close Friday, October 21. Nomination forms are available at the SAC office.

several proposals to be presented to SAC for discussion.
A quorum was not reached,
so the report was deferred until
the next meeting.
Overholt is hoping to initiate a number of campaigns
to fight unemployment and _tuition increases, and improve the
Student Aid Program. She is also
trying to start a Student Aid
Committee to organize Lobby
Day. Lobby Day is an OFS
.campaign to get students to talk
with local MPPs about student
aid and tuition increases.
John Shortel, OFS field worker, attended the meeting. So
that his trip from Toronto
would not be a total waste,
Shortel 'talked to the SAC members who were present about
OFS structure and function.
"I was very disappointed
at the poor turnout,"
said
Overholt. "It's time for the

Council members to realize that
SAC works as a collective .
Not only the cabinet members
should be involved in projects
and policies initiated this year."
The following representatives
were present at the meeting:
Kathleen O'Sullivan, Nursing
Rep.; Heather Hicks, Nursing
Society Pres.; Andre Wehbe,
Drama Rep.; and Marty Furak,
Social Work Pres ..
The followin~ members were
absent:
Pete Savoie, Engineering llep.;
Viki Fenner, Arts Rep.; Leo
Meyer,
Engineering
Society
Rep.; Don Peppin, Social Science Rep.; •Gary Siddall, Commerce Society Rep.; •Tony
LaSorda, Commerce Rep.; *Tyler Higgins, Law Society Pres.;
and • Ken Golish, Law Rep.
• gave prior notice that they
would be unable to attend.
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What's Ha})pening is a regular feature of The Lanc:lt
will include Unclassified Ada, P,raonal Ada.
and Notices of campu1 event,. Listing• of off-campus
activities will also be colllidered for publication.
Any aubrnisalon may be edited for length. Deadline
is noon Tuesday of the week of publication.
which

on c<:Jrnpas
ON October 25, 1977 at 8:00 p.m. the
French Department will present a play by
Moliere entitled "Le Medecin volant"
and "Le Medecin malgre lui" presented
by "Le Theatre Populaire de Quebec".
It will be shown in the Ambassador
Auditorium. Tickets are available at the
French Department or at the door the
night of the show. $3.50 for adults, and
$2.50 for students.
INTRAMURAL sports. Basketball, street'
hockey,
flag football.
If interested
phone Jim at DELTA CHI FRATERN ITV at 253-5583 or drop by the house
at 408 Indian Road.

SKIIING - DELTA CHI FRATERN ITV is starting a ski club for students
with the intention of weekly trips around the area and for slack week. Phone
John at 253-5583 or drop by the house
at 408 Indian Road.
DO you realize exactly how the New
Student Aid Plan will affect your education? Anyone interested in organizing a campaign come to the SAC office, Wednesday October 19 between
12:00 · 2:00 p.m. Contact Maryon,
ext. 326.

THE English Departments presents a
Poetry Rading featuring: Phil Hall, John
Ditsky,
Dianne Feser and Maureen
Dilliott. October 20, 1977, 1 :00 p.m ..
Assumption Lounge, University Centre.
IONA Lay School of Theology: "On
Dying Well", led by Canon Paul Chidwick, rector of St. Mary's Anglican, will
begin on October 26, 1977 and meet
each Wednesday (except November 9)
until November 30, from 8:00 to 10:00
p.m ..
Consideration will be given to the difficult moral, legal and personal questions
connected with death. For further information call Robert Lockhart at 2537257.
HONKY - TONK PIANO PLAYERS.
Can you play that electrifying music
one hears as the train bears down on the
helpless heroine? Can you play that evil
melody that accompanies the villains'
sneers? If you can, then you can be
part of DIRTY WORK AT THE CROSSROADS, the fourth production
of
The University Players. The show opens
February 24. Interested? Phone Dr.
Dorrell at Ext. 709 or leave a message
at the School of Dramatic Art.

Henderson to speak
Noted Canadian broadcaster
and author Larry Henderson
will be the guest speaker Sunday
as the Christian Culture Series
begins its 44th season.
The series presents distinguished speakers and noted
musicians in a number of lectures and concerts each year,
in both Windsor and Detroit.
Henderson will be speaking
on "The Crisis in Southern
Africa from a Christian Perspective" on October _16, at
Ford Auditorium
in Detroit,
close to the Detroit-Windsor
tunnel exit. Also on the program will be Maro Partamian,
a contra! to who sings arias and
folk songs in many languages.
In future presentations in the
series this year, Dr. Donald
DeMarco will speak on "The
Increase of Double-Think"
at

the University Centre November
5, and operatic tenor Nihal
Fonseka will give a concert at

COME and 101n the Black Student's
Union. Let's get together and make the
most of our resources - culturally,
socially and intellectually. Friday, October 14th, 6 . 9 p.m. at the Assumption Lounge, University Centre.
CATHOLIC Campus Ministry (located
at the Assumption University Building
on campus . 2nd floor). Masses: Sunday 10:30 a.m., and 4:30 p.m .. Weekdays, 12:00 noon and 4:30 p.m .. Saturday 11 :30 a.m.
WE need students who are concerned
about the issues of unemployment and
tuition
fee increases. Please contact
Maryon in the SAC office, ext. 326
for more information about our campaigns.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
PARTIES at
DELTA CHI FRATERNITY from 1 :00
. 6:00 p.m .. Cheap beveragesand casual
atmosphere at 408 Indian Road.

THE Cel iac-Sprue Association of Wind.
sor-Essex County will be showing the
film "Celiac Affection"
in the audi.
torium of MetroMlitan Hospital, Tues.
day, October 18, 1977 at 8 p.m .. Our
guest speaker will be Mrs. Kay Ernst
discussing "Bread for the Celiac Child",
All interested persons are welcome.

aaclassi.POO
FOR SALE: Complete set of hockey
equipment for forward and partial set
of goal equipment, size 12 goal skates.
Phone 253-6423 or 256-7798.
FOUND: During Orientation. A brown
sweater, and an Argus camera. Claim
at Lance Office.
FOR SALE: Garnet amplifier, "Rebel
Deluxe", 45 watts RMS, cabinet with
15 .. speaker, horn and cover. $195.00.
Call Phil - 735-3762.
LOST: The left channel plus speaker
enclosure of a portable Sanyo cassette
tape recorder. Left somewhere in the
Centre on Friday October 7. If you find
it call 252-7694.

Rosenbaum new President

MBA t-shirts going fast

in Decem-

The turnout for this year's
MBA elections was impressive.
The results are as follows:

First Year Reps: Robert J.
Burgess, Don McLeod and Steve
Purse.

The opening speaker, Larry
Henderson, was the first longtime newscaster on the CBC
National News, in which capacity he travelled the world and
reported from Cyprus, Israel,
Vietnam
and Russia. He is
currently
the editor of the
Catholic Register and a commentator on Toronto's CHFIFM radio.
Henderson has written a halfdozen travel books on Vietnam,
the Middle East, and Africa,
and he has just returned from a
trip to Africa.
Non-members are welcome at
the lecture. Suggested donations
are $5, $4, and $3.

President: Sam Rosenbaum
Vice-President: Don Stewart
Treasurer: Vic Neufeld
Secretary: Catherine Clark
Second Year Reps.: Barry Munholland, Ted Jackson, Paul D'Amico and John Cowan.

The Society has many goals
for the coming academic year.
Planning of social events, class
rings, yearbook pictures and the
resume book are among several projects. Also increased involvement in G.S.S. activities has

Cleary
ber.

Auditorium

Filmson China
The newly-formed
CanadaChina Friendship Association of
Windsor, consisting of Windsor
and area residents interested in
promoting
friendship between
the peoples of Canada and the
Peoples'
Republic
of China,
presents three films. Sunday
evening, October 16 at 7 :30
p.m., University of Windsor,
Mathematics
Building (Room
1120), Sunset
Avenue near
Wyandotte Avenue. Donations
are $1.00 and the PUBLIC IS
INVITED.
1) "BETHUNE"
The most famous Canadian
Dr. Norman
Bethune
an
outstanding surgeon and Chinese revolutionary
folk hero.
NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF
CANADA documentary
film,
1964.
2) "MISUNDERSTANDING
CHINA"
An American TV documentary examining Western attitudes and sterotypes of China.
CBS Network.

THE group exhibition of drawings and
paintings respresenting the work of students and faculty who were involved in
the Summer Program in Fine Arts at
Yeovil, England, continues on view in
the LeBel Fine Arts Gallery through
October 20.

"THE
SUN SHINES OVER
LHASA (in Tibet)"
A Chinese documentary
illustrating the revolutionary changes in New Tibet.

Gays
invited
One of man's basic needs is
the need to socialize, to interact with others. Lesbians and
gay men are no exception.
Therefore, a group of students
have gathered and organized a
club called, aptly, Gay Students
on Campus (G.S.C.). We invite
you to join us at our next meeting on Tuesday, October 18
from 8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
in Rooms 7 & 8 at the University Centre, to share your experiences with us and to help
us to plan a fulfilling and beneficial year. We need your support and encouragement. Please
join us .

been emphasized.
MBA T-shirts should be avail·
able this week at $4.00. There
are only a few in stock so it 1s
expected they will be gone with·
in a few davs.
First year students with problems in their core courses are
encouraged to drop by the MBA
office (No. 2122 Library) to
seek tutorial assistance.

Students and unemployed unite
By GARY LAWRENCE

On Monday afternoon, October 17, from 1:30 - 6:00 p.m.
there is The Windsor Conference for Full Employment at
the UAW Hall, 1855 Turner
Road (one block north of
Tecumseh
near Metropolitan
Hospital on the Ouellette Bus
line). It is sponsored by the
Windsor and District Labour
Council in conjunction with the
Ontario Federation of Labour.
Students and unemployed are
invited to attend - free.
One of a series of six reg-

ional conferences across the province this weekend, the Windsor
meeting consists of a series of
briefs presented by labour, community, student and unemployed representatives. SAC President Gary Wells will help represent the students' voice.
This weekend is the second
anniversary of the institution of
the Wage controls and one
year since the October general
strike, the first coast-to-coast
strike .in Canada's history. Since
the Wage "and Price" controls
were instituted, more than $1

billion in wages were rolled
back by the "Anti-Inflation"
Board in comparison to just
$14.9 million rolled-back profits. Since the controls were
instituted,
declared corporate
profits in Canada have totalled
$18.6 billion. Meanwhile wh1k
the aveage wage increase ~lowed
during the first six
months of 1977 was 6%, prices
m the past year have risen
8.3% and food (January to
September) 11.8%.
Students and unemployed are
urged to voice their concerns.

NOW OPEN
CRAWFORD

CONTACT

LENS CENTRE

NOW WINDSOR
HAS WHAT YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING
A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
CONTACT
LENSES. WE'RE THE SPECIALISTS.
CONTACTS
ARE OUR ONLY BUSINESS

Phone

253-8988

FORABOUT

For an Appointment

Tues. -Sat. 9:30 am - 5:30 pm
830 Ouellette
Ave., Windsor
(across from Mother's)

NOTE: CLEANING
We're

not in the phone

AND

POLISHING

ON THE PREMISES.

book,

so please

keep this ad for reference.
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Potential for accidents always present ·

Chemistry:familiaritybreeds danger

er
te
he
nd

By MARK D. GREENE
The study of chemistry may
be hazardous to your health.
A recent article in the Windsor Star reported that levels of
toxic metallic-mercury vapor in
a laboratory at the University
of Western Ontario reached levels "50 to 100 times the level
accepted as safe by industry."
Jn another incident at the
same university "near fatal levels
of methyl-mercury vapor were
found in a laboratory where
researchers were working." Fortunately in both cases nobody
was injured.
Here at this university there
are many safety measures to
decrease the chances of such a
mishap occuring but as Mr.
John Lehman, Director of Safety points out, there is always a
potential danger.
Mr. David Hill, who is in
charge of safety in the Department of Chemistry, elaborated on some of the measures
being used to avoid accidents.
All students are informed of the
proper safety procedures by
means of a booklet provided
by Mallinckrodt Chemical Works

and classroom lecture. The laboratories themselves are equipped
with safety equipment such as
showers, fire extinguishers, fire
blankets
and
"fume-hoods"
which expel dangerous gases.
Mr. Hill pointed out that no
large quantities of toxic chemicals are stored at any one time
and chemicals used in class experiments are kept to a minimum .
Even the most sophisticated
safety program cannot effectively deal with the human element.
The potential for accidents, as
both Mr. Hill and Mr. Lehman
point out, is always present.
Mr. Hill stated that students
after many years of handling
potentially dangerous chemicals
become "too familiar" with
them. This can lead to carelessness.
It is like, he said, the mechanic with a cigarette in his
mouth cleaning parts with gasoline: "Nothing
can happen.
Right?"
Fortunately there have been
no serious accidents here. The
last big explosion according to
Mr. Hill occurred about 13

years ago. (There were no
injuries .) There have been minor
explosions involving "racks" of
test tubes where students have
been cut. These injuries could
have been avoided had proper
safety procedure been observed,
according to Hill.
Aside from the possibility of
blowing oneself into the outer
regions of the universe or Essex
· Hall, one must also consider the
long term effects of exposure

to c!'iemicals. A recent Swedish
study shows "Chemistry graduates have a cancer death rate
twice as high as normal". Mr.
Hill stated that he was not surprised by this disclosure considering the fact that all chemicals affect the body in some
manner.
At present there is no government body which regulates
safety procedures in research
and experimental
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cording to Mr. Lehman the
university tries to adopt the
Ontario Industrial Safety Board's guidelines in instituting
safety measures.
Considering the potential haz,ards involved in the study of
chemistry both Mr. Hill and
Mr. Lehman seem to suggest
that constant awareness of proper safety procedures is the only
defence against chemical accidents .
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The university truly represented a seat of learning for a short while last week, thanks to some
unknown pranksters. The bench had to be taken apart in order to be removed from its pedestal.

Essex Hall experiments with solar power
By BRUCE DINSMORE
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Solar energy is a reality in
Canada. That was one of the
points brought out in a lecture at the Windsor Public
Library by Professor Robert
Stager, of the Chemical Engineering department.
He was speaking to an open
meeting of the Solar Energy
Society of Canada. The group
held a meeting in Windsor,
to enrol members from this
area.

This part of Canada is called
the "Sun Parlour" and there are
several experiments underway
with the sun in the area. A
group of University faculty and
some interested people in the
county, spearheaded by a science teacher at Leamington
District High School, is in the
process of building a working
model of a solar powered
greenhouse.
Despite the word 'experimental' being linked with solar
energy. a solar heated house

was built m Surrey, Bnt1sh
Columbia, in 1971. The house
itself was built in 1969 and the
solar energy heating system was
added two years later.
The University has an experimental solar collector on the
roof of Essex Hall.
The principle of solar energy
is to mount a thin panel-like
array of sheets of tubing facing
the sun. Water flows through
these tubes and absorbs the
sun's heat. The water is stored

in a tern perature-insulated container and is piped through the
building as required.
At the present time, most
solar energy systems are an
assist type of system. On the
west coast of the U.S., there
is a Burger King restaurant that
has solar assisted heating.
This group has branches across Canada and is devoted to
promoting the use of solar energy. It also acts as a clearing
house for current information
and as a social vehicle for
people who are interested m
the subject.
There are now about 60
members in Windsor.
The Society is closed. Lead-

ers ot the local meeting said in
a Lance interview that since
the members paid their dues,
they are intitled to a closed
meeting.
The organization is based in
,Winnipeg and dues are $14
a year. Ten dollars go to the
national office, while four of
them j!O to the local chapter.
:::>olar power is perhaps the·
closest alternative energy form
that may be heating a house in
\the next few years, but many
feel that it is just a matter of
time before it takes its place
in the energy warehouse and
people are using the full output of the sun, instead of just
using it to get a tan.

HannaJ claims drug claims
ready for claiming
By E.P. CHANT
Recent delays in reimbursements from this campus' drug
plan have given a Torontobased insurance company, "Zurich Life" a kick in the premiums.
According to Bruce Hannah,
SAC Ancillary Affairs Commissioner and the man responsible for the drug plan, "Zurich"
is known throughout the insurance industry as having a very
fast claims processing service usually taking only three days to
handle all the paper-work and
send the cheques back.
However, claims sent to the
company for the month of Sep-

tember (totalling $7,000, guessed Hannah) did not return on
schedule this month - that is,
October 7. Without procrastina,tion, Hannah delved into the
hold-up by contacting the mar'keting representative of "Zurich", Rick Bush.
It was then discovered that
some other school got Windsor's
claims through a computer error
-which has since been rectified~
Hannah assuredly said that the
cheques would be in Windsor on
October 14.
"It was a one time screwup," he concluded.

Temple Baptist Church
664 Victoria Ave Windsor

We Meet Your Need In Christ
Sunday: 11 :00 am and 7 i>O pm
Wednesday: 5:30 (supper • 1.00)
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Notes for a
lazy Friday·
It was gratifying to see the
Senior Vice-President of the University of Windsor, Frank DeMarco, stand up in London last
week and oppose aspects of the
new student aid program in
front of Harry Parrott , Minister of Colleges and Universities. The Lance criticized parts
of the new plan in this space
two weeks ago, and that stand
drew nothing but yawns from
the university populace as a
whole.
When Gary Wells tried to inform student reps at a SAC
meeting of the revivions and
their implications , he was met
with indifference,
and even
opposition , on many of his
points. It is clear that the
majority of students couldn't
care less about the new student
aid plan.
Yet university awards · officers, the people who will have to
administer the new plan, have
opposed som e of t he changes,
and one offi cer at ,West ern
last week charged the new program would be "an adm inistra tive nightmare ." In a CJAM
interview, Dean of Students
George McMahon would not
even discuss the new proposals,
since in his official capacity
he does not wish to denounce
the plan.
If nothing else, th is is a much needed reminder that students,
faculty and administration can
unite on some issues, and that
acting together they might be
able to effect desirable changes
beyond the power of one group
acting alone.
As Parrott pointed out last
week, the new OSAP regula-

tions do not become official
until January, so there is still
time to contribute to the reform of the plan. Under the
revisions announced last month,
graduate students will be cut
off from grants, and part-time
students will also be hampered
by unfair time restrictions. Additionally, there is still no word
yet as to how much a student
must contribute from his summer earnings , on how much
parents will be expected to contribute.
Parrott says he is seeking
advice on how the pot ($74
million for student aid) should
be seent.
Let 's tell him.
If students , faculty, and administration
can get together ·
and agree on recommendations
for Parrott, we just may see
some results. The obvious place
to do this is the Senate, where
all three groups meet to debate
issues of im po rt ance t o th e academ ic life of this insti t uti on.
Stu de nts wishing to contribute to student aid campaign
should contact Maryon Over-'
holt or Gary Wells in the SAC
office , where initial opposition '
to Parrott 's plans first sprung
up. If SAC can carry this on
into the Senate, then there is'
hope for a combining of forces,
and a successful fight for reform .
If not, well, the government ,
will roll right over us, just like
it did last year with its differential fees and $100 tuition
increase.

***

Every Wednesday, the Lance
staff takes a break from its ex-

S!CKNe'5s
hausting labours at lay-out , to
seek an oasis of peace and quiet,
and a bite to eat. Our fruitless
search for good food has carried us to Harvey's , Mother's,
the D-H, the deli at Vanier
(we didn't stay long), and, at
last, this week , the all-you-caneat feast at Vanier West.
Well, the first thing we learned was the price had gone up .
From $3 .00 cash to $3.30.
Then we learned that, having
arrived at 6 :25, we had five

minutes to load up our plates ,
as the cafeteria closed at 6 : 30 .
Does nobody eat after 6 : 30?
So we tackled the food. The
hot chocolate was really good .
The milk wasn't bad either .
The fruit cocktail was acceptable .
But as for the watery salad,
the unthawed green beans, the
cold French toast, the meat
patty called Salisbury Steak,
the plastic cheese, and the
apple pie that had been glazed
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into submission; we can only
feel sorry for those who have to
eat the food every day .
No one says institutional
food can be as good as mother
used to make - but with over
40% of residence .tudents complaining about the food (as revealed in a recent survey), it is
time something was done.
One can only hope that the
recent food service meetings,
such as that held last night,
can offer some solution.

Comrnen'ts
Government ministers despise students
By LEN WALLA,CE

Government ministers don't
like students. In fact, I think
they ve~emently despise us and
will eventually plan to destroy the universities. At least
that's the impression I've been
getting.
Last week, Windsor students
visited Harry Parrott, Ontario
Minister of Colleges and Universities, at the University of
Western Ontario. He commented that he was travelling thr- .
oughout Ontario explaining to
students the workings of the
nt·w loan program to be implemt·nted next September . His
wish was to have a rational
dis.:ussion and "dialogue" even

though he refused to listen to
our criticisms and made it abundantly clear that he would
never change his mind.
We argued that the percentage of the Ontario budget allotted to universities had decreased since 1971, even though
in money terms it had increased;
that the program still effectively discriminates against students from working class and
low income families; that the
end to grants offered to graduate and part-time students was ·
unnecessary . We further asked
why the total allotted money
to universities was never spent .
Unfortunately,
the honourable
minister refuses to be swayed by
facts. Facts seldom bother Mini-

ster Parrott.
Some of us have come to the
conclusion that a deep, dark,
sinister . plot is being hatched
against students. The honourable
minister had formerly stated
that the whole philosophy behind the new scheme was to get
students out of the university
"as quickly as possible" and into
the working world (even though
the honourable Prime Minister
Pierre E. Trudeau admitted that
job prospects were not very
good and that he really couldn't
do anything about that) . By the
way, Trudeau told us that if we
didn't like that fact then we
should go to another country.
So, while Parrott is simply
content with getting us out of

the schools, Trudeau would rather have us out of the country
altogether. Admittedly it would
be great on Canada's unemployment figures. Instead of thousands of jobless graduates cluttering up the streets and the
unemployment lines they simply
would be the responsibility of
another country! It's a plot!!
These men are fairly confident that the scheme will
work, what with their admirers
on campus. I remember one
such student who claimed that
it was a damn good thing that
tuition was being raised and
grants cutback . University expenses were not only inflationary and uneconomical, but
immoral since education is a pri-

vilege and not a right. Those
individuals who couldn't find
jobs were just lazy good-fornothings taking advantage of the
system. In any case, he exclaimed, he didn't have a job
and he could well afford the
extra costs. And if he could,
so could everyone else. This
last line was uttered as he step·
ped into his silver Ferrari bought
by his father who was vacation·
ing in Florida aboard his yacht.
As for me, I really don't
care. I'm going to finish writing
my Master's thesis as quickly
as possible and either be a para·
site on society by becoming a
government
minister,
or I'll
move to Uganda to find a job.
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Out on a Limb
By DON PEPPIN and
ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

A new breed of student is emerging on the Universit y of Windsor campus: the bigot .
One Canadian complains that foreign students are crowding her
classes; another says he can't understand their English; yet another
blames them for the state of the Canadian economy . These complaints are petty and absurd ; foreign students are becoming scapegoats for frustrated, incompetent Canadian students.
For some reason, liberal Canadians are becoming stuffy and selfrighteous elitists who believe they have the sole right to opportunity in this country.
Well, that just isn't the case. First of all, we are all descendants of people from other countries . Our ancestors may have come
over twenty years ago, or two hundred years ago; the fact remains
that they all immigrated at one time . Secondly, we are only Canadians because we happened to be born here - a fact none of us had
any say in . So how can we, being Canadians ~imply be some stroke
of geographical luck, deny others an opportumty?
As for blaming foreign students for over-crowding classes and
keeping Canadians out of various professional schools: the idea is
absurd. Canadians are accepted into medical school, law school, and
dental school IF they can make the grade. Those who can't, blame
it on foreign students. Instead, they should try studying harder.
In all fairness to Canadian students, however, it should be mentioned that there is a quota imposed so that a certain number of
minority students can be admitted to professional schools. Whether
or not this practice is fair to the Canadian students is debatable. In
a sense, such regulations can work against students from this country. Those Canadian students, who, despite having high grades, are
rejected by the professional schools have reason to be concerned.
All too often, however, it is the student who would not have been
accepted under any circumstances who blames the foreign student.
Too many people complain that foreign students cannot be understood. They forget that English is the second language to many
students. We expect foreign students from non-English speaking
countries to have a perfect command of the English language, when
a large percentage of Canadian students cannot even write two consecutive coherent sentences.
Another point
often raised by Canadian students is that their
parents are paying taxes and have been paying taxes for many yea~s.
They are, it is argued, more entitled to an education because of this.
According to that line of thought, a person whose parents have been
paying taxes for 35 years should have more right to an education
than one whose parents only contributed for 25. Right? Hardly.
Also by the time taxes are pro-rated across the entire population
of this province, including parents of students and non-students,
any differential payment becomes purely an academic one since it
would work out to a saving of about one or two dollars per taxpayer.
Are the bigots justified? Of course not. Neither are the people
who hate fellow students because they are not Canadian, or not your
colour.
Everyone on this campus is a human being. It's time they were
treated accordingly.

unreflective.
The ideas that we are free or
determined have the quality of
being self-fulfilling prophecies.
If we as a society become more
and more deterministic in our
attitudes to each other then
we may be losing a certain type
of television show, movie, novel
or play.
And if we come to think in
this way about ourselves then
we will think it only natural to
do and behave as others do;
we will in short become more
impressionable, weak-willed, and
unreflective.
Worse perhaps than any de-

coming coincided with the Thanksgiving holiday. Resident students in particular found the
Thanksgiving date unattractive.
So why pick such a lousy
date? Because Saturday, October 8th was the third and final
home football date of the season. Only by going to October
8th could the several operations involved with preparing for
such an event be carried out.
October 8th was an unfortunate choice but one we were
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The ideal president
By JUDITH NEFSKY

Presidential Candidate: Ivor
E. Tauer.
Professor Ivor E. (for Eligible) Tauer is after the "discerning" vote in the race for the
presidential pot . And with his
qualifications he stands a good
chance indeed .
Coming to us from the darkest of deepest Africa after several years studying the mating
habits of snakes, Tauer knows
how to slither his way around
spineless creatures of various
types .
His administrative
abilities
stem from his experience as viceprincipal of a junior high school
in North Bay. After receiving
his B.S. degree at Princeton,
South Dakota, a highly-reputable mail-order school? he continued at the University of
Orlando, Florida, where he received his degree in geography.
Although he was offered the
position of president of the University of Peru , he declined for
the greener stash of Windsor.
If elected, Tauer's self-image

would be as a kind of guiding
force, a spiritual leader for the
community at large. He is well
aware of how the university is
grappling for such a figurehead
right now, in these times of turbulence and financial fiasco .
Tauer's
political
platform
makes him a stiff competitor.
Primarily concerned with the
internal organs of the university, Tauer will leave external
affairs to his subordinates. When
asked how he would curb the
financial crisis, Tauer proposed
to cut the faculty by 50 per cent
leaving the geography department as it now stands.
Any difficulties with the high
student-teacher ratio would be
checked by the use of such academic tools as bull-whips and
barred cages. His other tactics
for improving faculty-student
relations include the use of mace
in case of student invasion of
faculty office, and barbed wire
fences around such sacred shrines of the institution as the
faculty club bar.
Professor Tauer is anxious to

become better acquanted with
the Windsor community. After
being assured that SAC was not
a social disease, Tauer attended
a council meeting where he
learned that president Gary
Wells wanted a vote on the topsecret Board of Governors. "Not
·while I breathe," he swore under
his breath as he looked up expired space allocation permits
for the second floor of the University Centre.
Following a tour of the
Leddy Library, Tauer proposed
that upon election he would
encourage armed guerrilla patrol
of the stack areas. Surveying the
new biology building, Tauer
asked if the test rabbits had
gotten out of control to deserve so much space, and he promised to bring in wombats after his election.
If he does win the highlyprized post, Tauer plans to invite suggestions and questions
from all the students, staff and
faculty, and he promises he will
"always keep one ear open."

l
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Disco 'more than a passing 'fad
Dear Editor:
I was offended by H.J. Swenson's article entitled "Disco in
the Darkness" in the Lance
of October 7. Obviously Swenson, like most people on campus, has never heard good
disco, and so gives a strikingly
biased (spelled S-1-N in journalistic circles) view of the

viancy this may be the uniformity it produces: a long series
of generations which reproduce
themselves so that they may
only float through lives which
they feel they have no control
over · meaningless, stupid, wasted lives.
Let us hope that if the determinists have their way on
these issues that people in general will think of these as being
"special cases" and not let it
affect them in the way they
think about people in general
and especially about the way
they think about themselves.
Guy Fraser

subject.
Etymologically,
the word
'disco' comes from the: Greek
'disko' and, according to Webster, means: "disk; phonograph
record; recording". By definition, therefore, live bands cannot play disco - only sorry
imitations of it.
I would have agreed with
Swenson had the recommendation been for bands in the area
to get out of their "disco rut",
but I think it unfair to blame the
pub. It is self-defeating to go to
the pub to hear disco. The day
the pub installs a decent sound
system with turntables, mixing
equipment and a light show;
enlarges the dance floor, hires
a dis jockey and buys some good
disco records will be the day
Swenson will be in a position to
do disco reviews. Not yet, H.J.!
Should anyone want to hear
true disco, may I recommend
memberships at !'Esprit, My Fair
Lady, and Club Fever, three of
Detroit's best - if not Detroit's
three best - discos. Their disco
repertoire is equalled only in
New York, and a few other centres such as San Francisco,

Lousy date for Homecoming
Dear Editor:
I regret that the Lance was
required to admit a headlining
error on October 7th com~itted in the September 30th
issue. You
reported
then,
"Homecoming Gone". Homecoming of course was not
"gone" on September
30th.
Homecoming plans were percolating along quite nicely in
fact. What was gone was general student participation. This
because the date for home-
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Does television control us 7
Dear Editor:
There is a murder case be0fore the courts right now in
which a boy is pleading temorary insanity due to "involuntary television intoxication".
I can understand how some
highly impressionable, unreflective, weak-willed person could
be abversely affected by television.
What I don't like is that this
may become another example in
which television, movies, advertising,women's fashions, etc., are
deemed to be at fault rather
than the qualities of being highly
impressionable, weak-willed and
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necessarily forced to take.
Student
participation
was
sought from the SAC Commissioner of Special Events and
planned for over the summer.
It came as a surprise when resident students opted to pull out
in September. Planning for alumni
participation
continued
however and it is with alumni
in mind that homecoming went
forward.
1978 may allow for better
.chemistry. Homecoming pres-

London, and Paris. This, coupled with their elegant decors
and exclusivity, puts them just a
little higher on the scale of private clubs than The Gallery,
and surely rates disco more respect than a passing fad.
As a test for Swenson's
eligibility to comment on disco,
I would like to know if the
following have been heard (or
heard of) by H.J.: "From Here
to Eternity" by Giorgio; "Doctor Love" by First Choice;
"Magic Fly" by Space; or "San
Francisco-Hollywood"
by Village People, currently number
one in New York, Toronto, and
Europe?
Expectedly,
there are no
good disco bars in Windsor.
There are a few 'discos', but
they play mostly rock of the
CKLW variety. I have nothing
against rock, but I do not like
to see disco put in the same
class with it, as I would not,
like to see classical music put in
the same class with jazz, or
Cadillacs
with
Volkswagens
(could 'disco' on forever?).
Mike MacCoubrey

Lanm

ents a unique opportunity for
former students to meet present U. of W. students. Out of
this kind of experience grows
alumni support of scholarships,
alumni assistance in identifying
employment opportunities, and
many other worthwhile · projects of significant value to the
University and its people.
Cordially,
John Mahley
Director - Alumni Affairs

Staff
Meeting
noon Friday
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Oktoberfestjust a fund raisingmadhouse
By DEB KENNEDY

Do you like to get drunk?
Do you enjoy laughing at others who are drunk? Do you like
to polka? Do you like fattening the profits of ethnic clubs?

Answer yes to any one of the
above, and the Oktoberfest is
the place for you .
Every year the phenomenon
of festing grows. There are Septemberfests, grape fests , freedom
fests, plan old beer fests, and the
most timely, the Oktoberfest.

The facts of fests show record
crowds, record booze sales, record tons of grapes stomped,
and record profits. This merrymaking suggests a few points
to ponder . The Oktoberfest at
the Teutonia Club is a case in
point.

Blood drive needs your suR)Ort
By SHELLEY YEARLEY,
Nursing Society
A donation of one unit of
your blood, and approximately
30 minutes of your time, is a
small miracle to someone whose
very life depends on it. The
Nursing Society in co-operation
with the Canadian Red Cross,
is sponsoring the first blood
donor clinic October 20 and
21 in Ambassador Auditorium .
In the past , there has been
one three-day clinic, held on the
university campus annually. This
year however, the nursing society will be sponsoring the October clinic, and a second halfday clinic is scheduled for January 27, 1978. It is felt that
smaller clinics, held more frequently, will better meet the
community's
need for blood.
.II

faculty will be awarded the
blood donor plaque. There will
be a competition between residences also . The floor (or clan,
for Huron residents), that donates the most blood will win a
couple qf cases of its favorite
brew.
Our goal for the October
blood donor clinic is 375 units
of blood . Please help us reach
it. Staff, students and facult y ·
are welcome .

On October 20th the clinic
will be open from 12 :00 - 4: 30,
and on October 21st the times
are from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 .
Coupons offering $1.00 off
on an eight-piece pizza will be
given to the first 50 donors,
courtesy of Mothers and the
Varsity Christian Fellowship.
There will also be door prizes .
There will be a faculty com petition, to be tabulated on a
percentage basis. The winning

Arriving at the Teutonia at
8 : 15 on Saturday night , I made
two thoughtful
observations :
there was no place to park, and
everyone going in looked under
17. But, in we went .
Two-fifty was a hell of a lot
of money to pay for not finding
a place to sit down . Either the
management considers it fun to
stand, or thinks that after a
few drinks people will be on
each other's laps anyway.
Grandparents,
parents, students and babies, you name an
age and they were there. Something makes me doubt the value
of a fest as a family outing.
Watching people get high is not
the best way to break a kid into
the world.
The line-ups for beer were
discouragingly long . But not
long enough to discourage anyone from buying the brew . The
line-ups for the john were equ-

ally long. Some used the convenience of the sidewalk or
lawn. All in the fun, right?
I'm not an expert on polka
bands, so I can only say that
the band was oompapaping enough to keep the dance floor
packed . Another ethnic touch
was the German food which
took care of any munchies.
After circling about the three
banquet rooms and the beer
tent we still didn't see a spare
chair. We did see a lot of people getting totalled, or being
sick. Such a scene didn't entice
us to stay .
We inched our way to the
exit door. People were still
paying their admission. The
organizers didn't seem to care
about the difference between
an entertaining festivity and a
madhouse. The fun of festing
lasts as long as the foam of a
beer.
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By E.P. CHANT
Last week, Entert ainment
Editor Paul Chernish unleashed a
scathing attack on the spectacular new art form disco
music, or, as we connoisseurs
refer to it, " ausea in taberna"
(Latin).
Obviously, Chernish does not
know good music from one of
the many holes in his supposedly knowledgeable head. Aside
from its remarkable and complex melodic structures, the lyrics are, for the most part, deep
statements
concerning
world
political affairs ("I'm Your Boogie Man") and social injustice
("Disco Duck"). Even the heartbreak of human emotionalism is
covered by disco music ("Undercover Angel").
When the music of this century is examined in the fardistant future, it will not be such
trivial musicians as Duke Ellington, the Beatles, the Rolling
Stones, or Simon and Garfunkel
(or that jerk Stevie Wonder)
who will be remembered, but,
instead, such momentous figures as K.C. and the Sunshine
Band, Donna Summer, and
Andy Kim. They are in the
realm of genius - easily compared to Beethoven, Bach, Moz'..
an, and Tchaikowsky. Even Elvis pales in their radiant glow.
I am sure if you turn to the
entertainment section now, you
will find that the results of
Chernish's survey concerning the
merits of disco music will have
proven beyond a shadow of a
doubt that the wise and cultured people on this campus
have showed drips like Chernish
that they are virtually alone in
their ignorant sentiments.
Now, I rest my case as I
must go off and heave dryly.
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By PAUL CHERNISH
The great Lance disco survey
is over. I now know what the
people on this campus want -ROCK AND ROLL!!!!!! Too
bad you disco deadheads, but
you are just a very small minority here at the U. of W.. I
would like to thank everyone
who took the time to let their
voices be heard by voting.
I know I may sound just a
wee bit biased, and I'm sorry
if I offended any of you disco
ducks, but now I have solid
proof concerning the popularity

of Rock and Roll. Almost 90%
of you voted against disco, and
many of the survey slips had
cute intellectual, university-type
comments like "disco sucks"
written on them.
As far as the contest is concerned, I'm a little disappointed.
The response was alright, but
the quality of the material was
not quite worth receiving the
Pulitzer prize. It was downrigh pathetic. But, the Lance
is fair to everyone, and a prize
is going to be awarded to the
winner, some guy named Chris

were some good ones. Like this
one by a real industrious guy
named Andi Komar:

Fader (could be a girl) . Just
come up to the Lance office
before the end of this week
Chris, and you'll get what you
deserve. As promised, here is
Chris' winning disco cut-down :
"I hate disco because even
my poor, deaf grandmother
develops
migraines from its
"
auditory assaults."
Pretty good eh? Well, nice
try anyway Chris. There were
many other entries, but most of
them broke the 40 word limit,
therefore making them ineligible. Too bad because there

"Ever wonder why those
stupid commercials on TV (that
we hate so much) manage to
sell their products? Repetition.
We sit there and we watch. We
are expected to take it seriously
and not take it seriously at the
same time, laugh at the product,
but go out and buy it anyway.
Well, that applies to the "music"
heard on the radio-waves, juke-

boxes and, unfortunately, at the
Gallery every week. Disco! What
the hell is disco? From what I
can figure, it's one of those
stupid commercials put to notes.
It's repetitious, you can't take
it seriously. But yet it sells. And
it seems the only ones laughing are the rock and rollers still
left in this world. We are the
ones who weren't taken in
by this overnight commercial
sensationalism whose appeal to
the mindless masses has left
us out in the cold."

Finally, a nifty poem by Colette Bellemore:
"DISCO-ITIS" (OR: WHY I HATE DISCO)
Discomania is all around
In the city and about the town
The flashing lights, the perpetual motion I often wonder who came up with this notfon!
People "Hustling" and doing "The Bump"
All I ever see is a hit-and-miss jump!
I hope most indicate, by this poll
That they prefer good ol' Rock 'N' Roll!

CRA0101
IGHLIGHTS
By ROSEMARY A. BRESCHUK
In the past five instalments
~
o regarding radio listening in this
~ area, I have brought to your
.....attention a number of fine radio
~ stations (both Canadian and Am" erican) as well as briefly describing tl)eir choice programs.
"C

-=-

Freewind ends their stay at the pub on Saturday night!

This month, a new "old"
program enters the WGTE-FM
(91.3) schedule Sunday evenings at 7 :00 p.m.. The Lone
Ranger rides again! Twenty-six
of the original network radio
series are being broadcasted.
For the opera buffs, here's
a list of up-coming performances:
Tuesday, October 18
WUOM-FM (91.7) - Massenet's
"Manon" featuring Beverly Sills
and other soloists with the New
York City Opera Company.
8:05 p.m.
Wednesday, October 19
WUOM-FM (91.7) - Mozart's
"ldomeneo, Re di Creta." The
San Francisco Opera. 7 :00 p.m.
Saturday, October 22
WGTE-FM (91.3) - (Double
feature starts 2 :00 p.m.) (1)
Leoncavallo's '"'I Pagliacci" See
it on television on Channel
56 at 9:00 p.m. on October 19.
(2) Mascagni's "Cavalleria Rusticana". See it also on television
on Channel 56 at 9 :00 p.m. on
October 26.
Sunday, October 23
WQRS-FM (105.1) - Wagner's
"Die Meistersinger von Ncurnberg". Vienna State Opera Chorus. 8:00 p.m ..
Finally, regarding educational
radio, tune in to WGTE-FM
(91.3) for ANOTHOLOGY OF
AMERICAN MUSIC, heard each
Tuesday at 11: 30 a.m.. This
program features recordings of
American music from bluegrass,
rags and jazz from Victorian
America through Samuel Barber
and Aaron Copland.
Also of interest is WGTE 's
OPTION IN THE ARTS at
1 :00 p.m. which features interviews with various artists and
authors. On Wednesday, October
19, Kurt Vonnegut, author of
BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS
and other novels, interviews
himself.

•
place aRd the funeral home
doors are broken down by
fans . As mourners pay their
respects, and are hounded by
sadistic reporters, we are given
accounts of Valentino's life .
The first time we see Val entino in action, he is dancing
with another man . This is a hint
of the sexploitation to follow.
The rest of the movie is devoted to the controversy of ishe-or-isn 't-he a homosexual.
In the film, Valentino had
the reputation of being something like a human 'spanish
fly' . Everyone wanted him. Because he wore make-up and sold
his dancing services to old
women, he was rumoured to be
a faggot. One of the worst
scenes of the movie was where
Valentino had to prove his man hood by having an actual boxing
match with a newspaper reporter who had called him a
"fag". Then Valentino had to
Everyone loves a good movie. Now even university students will :
have a whiskey-drinking con• be able to afford them again. "Saturday and Sunday Nights at the :
test to prove his virility. Such
Movies", is a program just begun by the people in SAC Special i
backward
outlooks
on manEvents.
•
hood are an insult to the audiThroughout the year, five of these movie weekends will be h_eld.:
ence.
Two movies will be shown on Saturday, and on Sunday the f1lmsi
Rudolph Nureyev is the only
will be shown in reverse order. This will benefit those who might •
attraction of the film. Everymiss a good show if .it were shown at the same time on both nights. : - one wants to see if the dancer
: There will also be cash bars at the Saturday shows.
:
can act. But like the other
•
The cost of admission is a relief to the worn pocketbook. U. of + characters
in the film, the
+ w . students will pay only $2.00, and outsiders only $2.50
acting was overdone. The film
: both films). If you still have your Welcome Pass hold on to it tighbusiness can definitely do withtly, because it will get you into all the films free.
out Nureyev's acting talents.
:
There are so many excellent films available, that you must deHowever, there are a number
: cide which ones you prefer. The results of the survey will determi ne
of enjoyable dancing scenes in
which movies will be shown. Sharpen the pencils and pick out your
the movie where Nureyev's tal.
favou rite five films in order of preference.
ents as a dancer must be appAfter picking your selections, place them in the Movie Survey
:
lauded.
• box at the University centre desk.
'Valentino'
is presently at
the Cinema One in Devonshire.
.:
If yo u are into Ken Ru ssell's
SATURDAY I SUNDAY NITES AT THE MOVIES
method of hyping reality, maybe
What movies do you prefer:
you 'II like this one. If you go
for watching the mockery of a
l) The Sting - Newman/Redford
famed man, you'll like it for
12) W.C. Fields & Me - Steiger/V. Perrine
sure.
By DEB KENNEDY
Mention of his name caused
women to swoon. Looking in his
eyes was an act of passion. He
was a charmer of the screen who
will never be forgotten for his
profound presence in such silent
movie greats as 'The Shiek of
Arabia', and 'Blood and Sand' .
This one man symbol of romance was Rudolph Valentino.
Like every person of fame,
· Valentino was exploited. Ken
Russell's latest production, 'Valentino', has to take the prize
for distorting the legend .
The action of the film starts
in the funeral home where the
dead Valentino lies. Riots take
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- Chris
The Sentinel
Other Side
of theSarandon
Mountain - Beau Bridges
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
113)
\14)
15)
16)
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17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
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Car Wash - George Carlin/Ivan Dixon
:
Earthquake - Charlton Heston/Genvieve Bujold
Bingo Long Travelling All-Stars & Motor Kings - Richard Pryor/ Billy Dee Williams
Hindenburg - George C. Scott/Ann Bancroft
2-Minute Warning - Charlton Heston/}. Klugman
Gable & Lombard - James Brolin/Jill Clayburgh
Eiger Sanction - Clint Eastwood/George Kennedy
American Graffiti - Ron Ho,ward/Mack Philips
Midway - Charlton Heston/Henry Fonda
Bawdy Adventures of Tom Jones - Nicky Henson
Fellini's Cassanova - Donald Sutherland
One-Nite Extravaganza - 420 Minutes of Excitement - Godfather Pt's 1 and 2.
Serp ico - Al Pacino
Jo hn Livingston Seagull - Music by Neil Diamond
Monty Python's - Ja bberwocky
The Man Who Fell to Earth - David Bowie
Monty Python - Holy Grail
King Kong - J eff Bridges/}. Lange *NEW
Lov e & Anarchy (L. Wertmueller)
All Screwed Up (L. Wertmu eller)
The Story of Adele H. - F. Truffaut

OfficialMovie Surv~ Fann
I like movie no. ...best
I like movie no..... 2'd bat
I like mouie no. .... ~ best
I like movie no ... .4th best....
,

by CJAM
Oct . 14

Firesign Theatre
Steve Miller Band

Michig an Theatre (Ann Arbor)
Crisler Arena

Oct . 15

CKLW Benefit, John Denver, Gordon
Lightfoot and Harry Chapin

Olympia

Oct . 16

Utopia and Starcastle

Masonic

Oct . 19

Santana

Masonic

Oct. 20

Iggy Pop
Tom Waits

Oct . 23

Foreigner

Oct. 24

Jose Feliciano

Oct . 26

Graham Parker and Thin Lizzy

Oct . 27

Tom Waits, and J .J.Walker

Cobo Hall
Michigan Theatre
Cobo Hall
Hyatt Regency
Masonic
Royal Oak Theatre

Oct . 29

Kenny Rankin & Randy Newman
Waylon Jennings
Oct. 28,29,30 Pat Paulsen

Oct.

31

Raven Gallery
Crisler Arena
Raven Gallery

Journey, Lynyrd Skynyrd
Cobo Hall
National Lampoon Hallowe'en Party Royal Oak Theatre

Nov.

1

Grateful Dead

Nov.

3

Earth, Wind and Fire
Franki Miller & Crawler

Cobo Hall
Cobo Hall
Royal Oak r°heatre

Nov. 5&6 Rod Stewart
Nov.

7

Oscar Peterson

Nov.

8

Average White Band

Cobo Hall
Hyatt Regency
Masonic

Nov. 11

Firesign Theatre

Royal Oak Theat re

Nov. 12

Burton Cummings

Royal Oak Th eatre

Nov . 13

Buddy Rich

Nov. 19

Jo an Armatrading and
Tim Weisberg

Royal Oak Theatre

Nov. 30

Pablo Cruise

Royal Oak Theatre

Music Hall
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G!L11BJ

Your Host :
Peter Romeri I

LOUIi£
Bands for your dancing and
listening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment

Fri. Oct. 14 - Sm. Oct.15
"FREEWIND"
DIRECT FROM DETROIT MICHIGAN

Mon. <kt. 17-Sat.Oct.
T.B.A.

22

I like movie no. .... 5th. best

...............................
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A Farewell to Kings
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BTO never was the best rock

• band in Canada . And neither is

/'

Heart . They just steal the show
because of sudden fame. But
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by Paul Chernish

guitar that used to pound out a
constant barrage of high level
decibles is now used for musical
purposes, such as well accented
crescendos. Rush now seems to
be more well versed in that de-

Alan Parsons Project
I Robot
I Robot is the best album
to come out this year. Alan
Parsons and his fellow musi-

.\) :\fJl'\\Cll to k1n,,s

:
:
•

burst mto fame.
A Farew ell to King s is not
their most enjoyable album.
Fly By Night is still their best.
The reason is simple - Rush is
not diversified enough to spread
their music into different realms
as they do with this album,
and with their first concept
album, 2112 . A Farewell to
Kings, however, is the most
exciting Canadian release since
Heart's Little Queen .
I don't really think that Les
Paul intended his invention to
be used like Alex Lifeson (lead
guitar) does. Lifeson must have
punctured quite a few eardrums
during his career . The strange
thing about his guitar is that
he plays it well! (yep, I checked
his birth certificate, he is Canadian) . Randy Bachman must be
playing the wrong type of licks.

•

•
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CJAM H/Gf/UGHTS
By CJAM

Monday, October 17 - The world of "Paul Odette"
Tuesday, October 18 - Golden Earring - Live•
Wednesday, October 19 - Sherbit 's tastes in "Magazine"
Thursday, October 20 - Roger Daltry's just "One of the Boys"*
Friday, October 21 - Colosseum II presents "The Electric Savage"*

All Mosaic feature LPs are at 11 :00 a.m . and 9 :05 p .m. daily, unless otherwise specified, and all Mosaic talk programs start at 11 :45
a.m..
• - featured only at 9 :05 p.m. on the specified dates .

I

two favorite cuts are
to the Heart and Cin-

MOSAIC

Monday, October 17 - Sexuality on Campus is the topic on this
week's airing of the Women's Show with host Evelyn McLean and
guest Dr. Walter Wren.
Tuesday, October 18 - OPIRG's Mike Ura discusses the corporate
control in the Food Industry, at 11:00 a.m .. Lance editor Rick
Spence talks to Senior Vice-President of the University, Dr. Frank
DeMarco, at 11 :30 a.m. on CJAM.
Wednesday, October 19 - Host John Bain discusses the plans of the
Canadian Hearing Society with Regional Director, Gordon Ryal.
Thursday, October 20 - The weekly report from SAC President
Gary Wells, at 11 :45 a.m .. CJAM presents segments from the play
"The Changing Room" with the cast and crew of the production
starting at 11 :00 a.m ..
Friday, October 21 - CJAM presents live coverage of the Blood
Drive, starting at 11 :00 a.m. with Bruce Dinsmore.

t:
~

.;

:c

FRIDAY NITE SPECIAL

E

Friday, October 14 - Two hours of the best of Steve Miller, starting at 10:00 p.m..

ii:
Cover of "I Robot" conveys the same message as Parsons' music.

LANCER FOOTBALL

Saturday, October 15 - Live coverage of the Lancer football game
between the Lancers and the University of Western Mus~angs starting at 2 p.m. (if available).
*NB - Due to transmitter breakdown we are off the air in Macdonald and Laurier Halls. Our apologies for this inconvenience we hope to correct this problem soon.

:~:
~--------..,..
LIGHTHOUSE
ELECTRONICS

STEREO

& SOUND

CENTRE
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That guitar combined with
Geddy Lee's maturing vocals
can draw attention during a
nuclear blast. And A Farewell
to Kings proves that Rush can
control their v9lume without
relying on it. The jack-hammer

derella Man, tunes that can be
appreciated
during the first
listening.
The rest of the albu~ revolves around a dreamy, fantastic concept that I can't figure
out. It takes time to get used to,
but it can be appreciated.

1652 TECUMSEH RD. E. (at Lincoln)
OPEN 9 to 9 THURSDAY and FRIDAY

Phone

252-2512
NOW JUST

$349.00
222 SANSUI TURNTABLE
With Belt Drive & Empire Cart.
TWIN EDS 330 SPEAKERS
COMPLETE WITH RECORD BRUSH
SPEAKER WIRE AND 5 YEAR WARRANTY

cians are quite capable of getting their lyrical ideas across
through their music - which is
quite a compliment. Very seldom does an artist blend lyrics
and music into total harmony.
The image of the robot and
the future comes across as
clean as a Stridex pad. Some
Other Time is almost a tearjerker , and its depressing mood
is actually satisfying. This is the
most played tune from the album and it deserves every second of radio airplay.
In fact , all of the tunes that
contain lyrics are excellent,
psuedo-ballads . I Robot, the title
track is the most successful
instrumental, and, being the first
cut, sets the mood for the entire
LP.
Alan Parsons creates music
in the same fashion as the now
popular Supertramp, which is
another great compliment, and
I hope he continues doing it
at the same impressive level.

Library to
exhibit
sculptures
An opening reception to be
held Friday evening at 8 :00
p.m. in the Leddy Library Gallery initiates an exhibition of
sculpture by artist Ante Sardelic.
Mr. Sardelic was born in
1947 in Blato, on the island
Korcule, which is situated on the
Adriatic coast in Yugoslavia. He
attended the School of Applied
Arts in Split and in 1971 he
graduated from the Sculpture
Department
at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Zagreb (A.L.
U.). He now lives and works in
Toronto and is a member of
Sculptors' Society of Canada.
In addition to winning the
O'Keefe Centre's award of first
prize for the best sculpture in
1977, the artist has held numerous exhibitions of his work in
such diverse locations as Zagreb, Dobrovnik, Split, Sibenik,
Puerto Rico, New York, Montreal, Toronto, and Windsor.
The show continues through
October 29.
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IN THE SHOWERS
By DON PEPPIN

It seems Billy Martin and the Yankees had other ideas when they
read this column last week . They somehow managed to put down a
team that cost half as much and plays twice as well with two last
inning sprees. However on the other hand the Dodgers put down
Philly in admirable style.
The Dodgers in six . . . any takers??????
All betting aside, this weekend will bring on far more than just
more baseball games especially on the university football front. The
west division of the 0-QIFC has neatly divided itself into two parts,
the good part and the bad . The bad is very much so, however the
good isn't so (good that is). At least relative to past years.
Last week the top ranked Toronto Varsity Blues just barely got
by the lowly Guelph Gryphons and the Lancers and the Golden
Hawks proved they were not in the good for any power plays
eit her. Western is the only 'good' yet to really prove itself. And the
Lancers will find out just what they're made of when they line
up across from the Mustangs tomorrow afternoon in London.
If the other games in the season mean nothing this one means
everything ... to both teams. All the cliches work here: it's now or
never ... maybe some hope and a prayer would help. • • • • • •
Every week a number of publications cross my desk regarding
different events around the OUAA and other leagues. However recently I've noticed that a number of these don't really apply to this
campus and that there just doesn't seem to be any interest in them
at all.
For instance when was the last time anyone here talked about
the Lancer Soccer team. Quite a while . How about the Women's
Field Hockey team. It's one of the most popular sports around most
campuses in Ontario. Where's our team? Marge Prpich has her
Women's Volleyball team bouncing again this year but what's this,
Windsor's men don't even form a squad. Surely there's a few spikers
out there who'd like to take a swipe or two .
How about Women's Hockey? How about it? There are teams
from almost every other university in this province . . . except
Windsor. With all the hockey in this city, surely there are a few
young lasses who figure the y can do as well as the guy s.
Finally , let 's take a stab at rugby, one of the roughest and demanding of all sports . Yet for some reason it is also a favourite among many students who haven't got anything better to do with
their heads on a Saturday afternoon. No pads, no helmets, just a
lot of brawn, brass and a whole lot of guts.
All of this leads up to my final point. Whose fault is all this?
I'm sure the Human Kinetics faculty would argue that they can't
do it all there just aren't enough hours . But students who have
tried to form a team in one area or another have run into nothing
but a lot of bureaucracy .
Surely the people who were active in high school feel no less
enthusiastic now, they just lack the leadership and guidance . That's
where the H.K. faculty has to come in. They can cut some of the
tape in the Ivory tower and help athletes get their sport off the
ground .
And no matter whether their training is in physical education or
computer science there must be faculty members on this campus
who are willing to spend some of their leisure time with a bunch of
enthusiastic idiots who just happen to like cracking skulls over an
inflated pig skin ball, or any other sport.

The year that was baseball
By WILLY PAQUETTE
It 's been a very good year
for baseball where expansi on ,
exciting pennant races, and disappointments were the main attractions .
For all baseball fans in Canada, we may now dream of
someday watching an All-Canadian World Series. The Toronto
Blues Jays were introduc ed to
the world of major league baseball and gave us what was to
be expected, a losing season .
But there were a few surprises
on this club which made the
summer a good one. Bob Bailor
was batting in the top ten of the
American League, all summer,
Jerry Garvin proved capable of
becoming a long time 'Ace'
and Doug Ault played a steady
defensive first base.

In the National League, the
Montreal Expos stayed in the
pennant race for their usual 8
weeks, then dropped into oblivion along with the Mets . It
makes me wonder; despite the
Expos' ability to score runs
with Perez, Cash, and Carter,
they couldn't put together a
good winning streak. But how
could they when their pitching
was garbage? Aside from Rogers
and McEnaney, they couldn't
control the opposition.
The same holds true for the
Detroit Tigers. In the hitting
department,
they are blessed
with the services of Staub and
Thompson, both of whom have
knocked
in more than 100
runs. But the big man this
season was none other than Ron
LaFlore, averaging over .320
and getting more than 200
hits, while burning up the base

paths with his speed . Again
this is useless , without
the
services of Mark 'the Bird'
Fidrych,
Dave Rozema, Jon
Morris, and the ineptness of Fernando Arroyo . The coaching
staff was instrumental in overworking pitching arms and misinstructing
batting eyes. The
Tigers could use a coaching
staff in the likes of Billy Martin
and Whitey Herzog.
These two men managed their
repective clubs through controversy and exciting pennant
races. Martin overcame Reggie
Jackson, George Steinbrenner,
the Baltimore Orioles, the Boston Red Sox and finally Whitey
Herzog's Kansas City Royals.

Let

it

not

be

said

however

that the " No-Name " Royals
gave up . Fred Patek and Co
ran the Yankees silly, neve~
giving the Big Money players
any breathing room . But the
bats of Thurmon Munson , Mickey Rivers and Willie Randolph
broke the Royals ' backs.
In the National League, the
Dodgers and Phillies proved:
that basics and good experienced
players are the essentials for the
winning
combination.
During
this series, errors gave the
Dodgers the win.
In the World Series, the
Yankees and Dodgers will prove
that good pitching and "hit and
run" efforts results in good baseball.
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*
f** agement
For an information session covering man#
career opportunities with Allstate.
*
*** career
If you . are interested in a challenging
*
which offers excellent opportunities
**
for advancement, THEN BE SURE TO AT:
TEND. We will be in the University Centre
* between the hours of 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.. *#
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*
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*
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ORGANIZATION

The 1st International
FoodNightand Dance
Date-28 Cliober 1977 (Friday)

Time- 7:30 pm

Place -AmbassadorAuditorium
Price - 5 3.00 per person

Dress- Semi-formal
Tickets are limited
and are available
in the International Centre (Cody Hall).
For bookings and further information
please call Gerri at 253-4232 ext. 687'.
There will be no tickets for sale at the
door.

Where Fashion and Good Taste
Get Together
For Appointment Call

258-2490

2846 UNIVERSITY AVE. W.

Under The Bridge
Convenient to Staff and Stud en ts
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\SPORTSHORTSP Tracksters prepare like champs
ORTSHORTSPOR
The syncron ized swim team start s officia l practices this week .
If anyone is interested in gettin g involved the y should contact Gerri
Brown at the Human Kinet ics building . Come and get your feet
wet.
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The Lancer speed swimming gets into the stroke of things on
Monday October 17 when the team starts its first practice . They
get together at S o 'clock, and ot course coaches rony Kennedy
and Rosemary Mousseau are looking for new people . The schedule
gets under way November 19 when the team competes in the OUAA
relays in Waterloo.
The wrestling team also gets under way next week and the team
has only a few returnees. Coach Dr. D. Hrycaiko says that a number
of competitors have approached him about joining the team but
he's looking for more . If you 're interested contact Coach Hrycaiko
(ext. 605). Practices get rolling on Tuesday from 5 to 6 :30 in the
Combatives room of the Human Kinetics building.
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Referees are still needed in many areas of intramurals. If you have
some spare time and would like to earn a few on the side, contact
the Intramurals office at Ext . 325 . They need refs in Men's Flag
football, Men's and Women's Soccer, Co-ed and Men's Lobball and
Women's Volleyball and you can earn up to $6 depending on the
league.

e
e

• MCAT

~

For the first time in Lancerette history the women placed second overall with 86
points just missing top spot
which went to the University
of Toronto with 89 points .
The ' Lady-of -the-hour' has to
be Jennifer Pace, a first year
Human Kinetics student from
Malta . She won all the women's
field events tossing the Javelin
40.89 metres, the discus 35.1
metres and the shot put 11.26
metres. These broke established
Windsor records and also bettering the final performances in
last year's OWIAA. Unfortun-

atel y no official records can be
set at an invitational tourna ment . So Jennifer will have to
wait for the Ontario Championships to try for the triple
crown. Nice to see a Lancerette
·truly " outstanding in her field ."
In other areas of the meet
Debbie Sukarukoff also set an
unofficial record in the hurdles
with a time of 70 .8 and came
second in the 100 metre hurdles. Andrea Page, a third year
Human Kinetics student, took
third in that event . Andrea
also made it to the finals of the
200 metre and finished a strong
third.
Linda Staudt set a new Windsor record in the 3000 metre
at the meet as well, with a time
of 11 minutes, 5 and one tenth
seconds.
The Lancerette team will try
to jog from this 'good' showing

to a better one this weekend
in McMaster as they get ready
for the OUAA finals on October 22.

Men shine too
On the men 's side Al Wright
took top honours in the 400
metre with a time of 52 seconds,
as well as competing on the 4
X 400 relay with Paul Kozak,
Rick Norman and Paul Richardson. Richardson also set a
new University of Windsor record in the high jump, placing
second with a jump of 1.85
metres. In other field events
Steve Domino placed second in
the long jump at 6 .21 metres,
and Dave Irwin was the third
longest spearchucker with a
hurl of 51.25 metres.
Watch out Russia.

'Chere IS a difference!!!
• GMAT

**
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By DON PEPPIN
Despite a cold, overcast day
and a slow cinder track the
Lancerette team came up with a
first class performance at the
Waterloo Track and Field Meet
last Friday.

Got some time to spare ?

• LSAT _ • DAT

• VAT

• GRE

• OCAT

• SAT

• NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
·• FLEX
• ECFMG

By DON PEPPIN
"The thing is I want to get
out and do things but I can 't
make the commitment to an
intramural team "

Flexible Programs and Hours

Over38 years of experienceand success.Small classes. Voluminous
homestudy materials. Coursesthat are constantly updated.Centers
opendaysand weekendsall year. Completetape facilities for review
of class lessonsandfor use of supplementarymaterials. Make-ups for
~~
missedlessonsat our centers.
FARMINGTONHILLS

(313) 851-0313

ANN ARBOR

"(313) 662-3149

.,.

...
IIIUC.lnCIMAL
CO>m•

OR Write to:
29226 Orchard Lake Road

N!

TEST ,REPARATION
SPECIALISTSSINCE 1931

Suite No. 205
Farmington Hills, Mi. 48018

~-••••Affiliated

Centers in Major U. S. Cities

*~

and any other part that needs
it .
If yo u spent much of your
summer bathing in the cool
waters of the lake, (or you

4

J

Sound familiar?

The university and surround·
ing community have just the
thing for you. Recreational facilities are available for students
to get out and exercise their
rights, lefts, centres, midrifts,
1

wish you had) there is a beau1tiful pool just waiting for you
over in the Human Kinetics
building. The pool is kept nice
and cool and the sauna nice and
warm to soothe your tired muscles. The H.K . pool is open

'weekdays from 12 to 1:30 al19
7 to 9:30. On weekends it's
open to help you wash away the
'morning after the night before '
blues , Saturday from 11 : 30 to
3:30 and 6 :30 to 9 :30 and on
Sunday from 1 to 7. Get out
your water wings and take a
dive. It's free, of course .
For those skating enthusiasts
the exercise comes a little har der . The nearest arena is Adie
Knox Arena at the corner of
McEwan and Wyandotte. It's a
fair hike (about
of a mile)

*

but it's worth it. The prime
time to get the blades out is
Wednesday night from 8 to 10
when it's adults only. The rink

Yoube

is rarely crowded and there's
lots of room to _get ?your 'ice
legs' back again. Other times
when you might want to _getout
are Friday from 8 to 10 and
Sunday from 1 to 3 and 8 to
10. The cost is nominal, and
sorry, no hockey .sticks.
For those who like the feel
of a pair of sneakers under
their feet, St. Denis Hail affords
times when one can get into a
'pick-up' game of basketball.
However these times vary by the
day and because of changing
class, team and intramural schedules, times are a little tough to
track down. Your best bet here
would be to call St. Denis or
just go over when you have the
time and check it out.
As you can see there is lots'
to dQ for those who have only
a half hour here and an hour
there, and chances are it will
make studying just a little bit
easier.

NoAgeLlmlt
, Free Coumetin1
(No effect on low medical fee)
Free Prepaacy Test
(or $7 at independenrlab)
3 Hour Clinic Stay
Medicaid,llue CiOII

AccrMi-1
We strive for hip patient
comfort and friendly penonal

attention.

ACMAPPROVED
CA1.L(313) .....

DETllOIT

n
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Lancers Tie Golden Hawks, 25-25
By PETER NASH

Coach Fracas hit it right on
the head when he commented
after the game that "I'm very
proud of the Qffence - that's
class". The Lancers fought a
come-from-behind battle to gain
a 25-25 tie against Wilfred Laurier Golden Hawks last Saturday.
The game was so close that
it wasn't decided until the last
few seconds. A missed extra
point, with seconds left, was
the difference between a win
and a tie.
Although rain came down for
most of the game, both offences were able to function
quite well. Part of the reason
for the close score was Windsor's Jack of defence. They
didn't adjust well to Laurier's
surprisingly strong pass offence.
This Jed to two scores, and
good field pos1t1on for the
Laurier offence on several other occasions.
The Warrior defence didn't
play very well either. Their
defensive secondary was massacred by Scott Mallender's passing. Coach Dave 'Tuffy' Knight,
of Laurier, said "Our defensive
backs gave them way too much
room."
The passing statistics prove
Knight's point. Mallender went
19 for 31 and 220 yards gained.
Wide receiver Bruce Walker
gave much of the credit for the
tie to Mallender commenting
that "He (Mallender) called a
superb game today." Walker
had a fine game himself with 11
catches for 126 yards.
Windsor's ground game is
steadily improving. Craig Mal-

score 24-13 and time running
out. Bruce Walker answered with
a half back pass to Roger Adams
that fooled the defence. That
put Windsor on the 9 yard line
and Mallender connected with
Lance Bullock for a touchdown.
A two-point conversion attempt
failed so the Lancers were still
down 24-19.
Laurier failed to move the
ball very far on their next possession but Jerry Gilyes managed a single.
Windsor got the ball back on
their own 35 yard line with 56
~,,seconds
remammg. Mallender
~ executed a flawless 2-minute of~
~ fence
that put Windsor in
>,
.o scoring position. Sideline pas~ ses to Walker and Craig Malt; lender brought the ball down to
the 14 yard line. On the first
down Mallender ran the ball
Coach Gino Fracas (centre) prepares the Lancers for this weekend's big game against Western. The
himself to the 2 yard line, and
game goes at 2 p.m. in London.
then connected for the major.
quarter.
pts for 15 1 yards.
lender scrambled for 59 yards
Unfortunately Geier missed the
Reid scored a major soon
The game started off quite
and Julian Jones gained 44
extra point with 6 seconds
after Calwell's on a drive that
well for the Lancers. Mallender
yards. A new facet of Windsor's
left and Windsor was forced to
connected with Walker for 2
featured him as the solo runrunning game is the quarterback
settle for a tie.
gains and Craig Mallender brouner. He carried the ball 6 out of
Coach Knight of Laurier was
option. Scott Mallender used
ght it to the 2 7 yard line on a
8 times on the series and scored
"very dejected and depressed.
the play to his advantage, runfine run. The drive stalled at
on a 10 yard run.
I feel as if we lost." Head
ning 70 yards in 11 carries.
this point and Rob Geier manWindsor ended the half with a
Coach Fracas thought it was a
Windsor ended up with a strong
aged a single.
Rob Geier field goal that made
poor defensive showing. "The
173 yards on the ground.
Windsor's next drive was
the score 15-10.
defence needs work, and it
Laurier's offence centres agood for a touchdown. It feaThe third quarter saw the
will be our top priority this
round backs Jim Reid and Phil
tured 10 plays and
75 yards
Lancers score a single and a
week. (in practice)." The LanCalwell. Reid leads the conferoffence with three first downs.
field goal. There were several
cers also need some work in
ence in rushing, and this week
other exchanges but neither
keeping their penalty totals
he had 92 yards on 20 carries.
Reid and Calwell struck back
team could capitalize.
down.
This week they had 7
Calwell had a tremendous 117
for Laurier with a touchdown
, The next score came in the
for
90
yards.
yards on 14 carries. Laurier's
each on the next 2 possessfourth quarter. The Warriors
The Lancers will need good
total on the ground for the day
ions. Nelson connected with
marched from their own 40 and
defence
this week because they
was 287 yards.
Reid on a 60 yard completion
scored 9 plays later. Nelson and
face number 1 ranked Western.
·The Hawks are primarily a
and Calwell brought it in for
Reid did most of the work on
A powerful
rivalry between
running team but this week they
the score on the next play. A
the ground, Reid getting the
these 2 teams always leads to a
exhibited an ability to pass as
2 point conversion attempt was
score.
good game. The game will take
well. Quarterback Paul Nelson
good and the Warriors went
It looked bad for the Lanpla.ce in London at 2 o'clock
had 7 completions on 8 attemahead until late in the fourth
cers at this point with the
tomorrow.

Intramural turkeys trot for fowl
By PETER MUD RACK

For weeks-on-end no results
or standings in intramurals have
been available. And then without prior warning, the avalanche
hit. The Intramural Office in St.
Denis Hall, bless their hearts,
provided a literal barrage of
results. So without further adieu .....
• • • • • • • *•
A happy Thanksgiving was
had by all those participating
in the Turkey Trot held October 7th. For any turkeys who
don't know, the idea behind
the Turkey Trot is to estimate
the time you think it will require for you to traverse a
specified distance, and then see

how close you come to the estimate.
Winner Bob Gaspan's inspired
guess of nine minutes and forty
seconds to cover four and threequarters laps of the track proved to be the difference as he
finished a remarkable five-tenths
of a second away from his predicted time. Bob can always
be found on the streets of Windsor in his jogging suit. He has
been running steadily for three
years, and is currently involved
in Rosemary Caille's noon hour
jogging club sponsored by the
Service Program. Persev.erance
pays off. A usually reliable
source reports that the first prize

MEN'S INTRAMURAL SOCCER - DIVISION "A"
Standings as of Thursday, October 6

Africa United
Chinese Students
Camel J ackies
Caribbean Culture
All-Stars
Faculty

GP

w

L

T

Pts

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
1
1
1
1
0

0
1.
1
1
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

4
2
2
2
2
0

TP

turkey was used as the main
course in the jogging club's
fall party.

• • *

* • • * • •

In flag football, three points
are awarded for a victory, two
points for a tie, and a consolation prize of one point is given
to the losing team. Flag football policy is that nobody should
walk away without getting something.
The scoring race in flag football is a one-man show. Dino
DiGuiseppi of the Dildos has
scored twenty-nine of his team's
thirty-six points. The big man
with the big name has racked
up more points individually than
every other team in the league's total point output. Congratulations to Dino DiGuiseppi,
this week's winner of the Jacques Strappe award for outstancUng individual performance
in intramural activities. Kathy
Kobelski, the only previous

Mac Hall
Bears
Humkin
Snatchers
Cody Hall
Mill Street
Dildos
Bears

w

2
2
3
3
2
3
1

PF

PA

2

L
0

19

0

6

2
1
1
1
1
0

0
2
2
1
2
1

25
3
6
12
36
3

12
19
20
27
22
4

6
5
5
4
4
1

• • • • ** • • •
Games night is Saturday October 22 from 8 p.m. to 11
p.m.. The games to be played
are completely new and innovative, and make for an evening
of interesting participation for
the adventuresome stuaent. Any
numher of people can participate, and no specialized equipment is necessary. The actual
games, which were devised by
the Intramural Office staff, are
supposed to be strictly confidential until October 22. However, an unsubstantiated
leak
to the press reported that "Infinity Volleyball" and "Yogi

Tag" are on the
Games Night.

agenda for

• • • • * • • • • •
What does champion Channel Swimmer Cindy Nichols have
in commo.1 with you? Pro·
bably very little. But have you
ever wondered if you have what
it takes to swim the English
Channel? You can find out by
joining in on the intramural
Channel Swim. This gives you a
whole month to match Cindy's
feat across the channel. Parti·
cipants can swim during any
free swim during the month of
November, and can log miles
with the lifeguard.

•• • • • • • • ••
The Intramural staff is plea·
sed with involvement by stud·
ents so far this year. But mor~
participants are needed for actl·
vities coming up soon, such as
hockey, basketball, and vol·
leyball.

MEN'S INTRAMURAL WBBALL

Blue Division
GP
4
4
4
4

w

Humkin
Mac RA's
Hitmen
Bats and Balls
Gold Division
Bad News Bears
Brewers
Law Ballers

4
4
4

3
3

MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL
GP

recipient of this highly coveted
trophy, was tending goal for the
HK grads in women's soccer
when she surrendered the tying
goal by stepping back into her
own net while carrying the ball.
Won't let you forget that one,
Kathy.

4
3
1
0

2

L
0
1
3
4

Pts
g
6
2
0

1
1
2

6
6

4
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No ceiling on new salaries

Faculty, Board ratify new contract
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

A critieria for assessment of facThe new faculty contract has
ulty members eligible for merit
been ratified by both the Facawards will be decided upon by
ulty Association and the Board
the department head in conof Governors of the University
sultation with the dean, said
of Windsor, and according to
Metcalfe.
one professor, "it is the best
One professor said he agreed
contract that any univefsity has
with the merit award system,
received this year."
The most noteworthy provision in the contract is a financial one. Salaries have undergone a scale increase of six to
seven per cent for each professorial rank, and ceilings or
salary limirs, have been lifted
from these ranks. Average salaries have been brought up to
the provincial level. Salary floors
for the 1977-78 academic year
range from $13,330 for lecturers, to $26,820 for full professors.
As well, fixed pay for overload teachers have been brought into line with the provincial
average.
A "Discretionary merit plan"
has also been established to
reward
· faculty members for ~
.
"quality . and excellence" in 'rl
· teaching · and other contribu- i
. ti0ns, acfording to Faculty As- tl5
sociation President Allan Met- t
calfe.
%
A ·-merit fond will ~be set ·up f
· in each faculty according to the
number of full-time members.

but said he . thought it was a
. way of getting around the controls of the Anti-Inflation Board.
Met.calfe disagreed with this
comment, saying, "It certainly
was not .the motivation" behind the merit system. He added
that faculty r_nembers are only

. awarded under the system "in
the case of very goo~ work." ,
Another contract item which
met with the faculty 's appro:..
val was that members will continue to have input into the
running of the university. "Everything else in the contract,"
said one .source, "is subsidiary
to that agreement-'.'
1

or

The spouse
dependent
children of faculty members will
be refunded tuition costs at the
end of every school year, upon
completion of their courses at
this university. One source ·says
the faculty negotiators traded
away a dental plan to get this
benefit.
Rules governing sat>bat ical
leaves have been made more
stringent, said Metcalfe.
Other provisions include a
retirement plan, with financial :
input from both the faculty and
the university, a long-term disability plan, and mileage allowance for those teaching offcampus.
The faculty met last Sat- ·
urday and voted 90% in favour
of accepting the agreement. The
Board of Governors ratified the
contract earlier this week.
The contract is retroactive
from July 1, 1976 and runs
until June 30, 1~
""_,..,.._.._

~
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SA~ passes 77-78 budget in nicord time ·
By BRENDA McLISTER
T4e SAC budget for this year
"w~ ra,tified by council , in rl cora
time- less tha n . 50 minutes.
At last Friday's meeting, SAC
members had few complaints about the proposed budget · for ·
the fiscal year ending April 30,
1978.

Betty Kashka, from Legal Aid
Windsor, and Ken Golish, Law
Rep, protested the proposed
$4,000 grant for legal aid. They

asked for $7,000 to pay t he debt
incurred
during , the .summer,
and' to 'incre ak 'Revie · Coun fel
hours this fall.
Council turned down the
$7,000 grant, but granted $1400
on top of the proposed $4,000,
to make the Iz.egal Aid budget
the same as last year's.
. Another dispute occurred over the CJAM budget. fM Consulumt Cliff Wilson wanted assurance from SAC that they would

No other changes were made
in the proposed b_udget.
Total SA·c revenues this year
including student fees, the Gallery pub and liquor services, etc.,
amount to $238, 345. Total expenditures, including the new

budget, summer operating expe~se.,.
~ and ':expenses attributed
ta qjiior . years '!, are $21 7_,299.
Of the total expenses, The
Lance accounts for $28,566.
CJAM radio is budgeted for
$4,464, and the student directory $3,000. '
Salaries and honoraria amount to about $30,000, and ·
societies and clubs receive over
$35,000.

Administration blamed for food deficit
By E.P. CHANT
tive of Saga Foods and the
As any student who eats
director of food services on
at Vanier Hall knows, Saga , campus, is willing to concede
Foods has made some changes
· the new set-up has its flaws,
. in the past week. Not only have
including the time factor and
they been unpopular changes,
loss of socialization. However,
they may also have been illegal.
he said, he had to deal with an
The changes that have raised
alarming financial situation.
the most ire are both struc"Scrip holders _were being
tural and financial. The serving
very selective about when and
process was redesigned so that
what they ate," explained Carscrip holders now eat in Vanier
son. "They were eating one meal
East, while board plan holders
a day and eating more than one
dine in Vanier West. Previously,
portion without paying for it scrip holders cou.ld share in the
we had no way of telling if they
meal plan in Vanier West.
were going back for seconds."
Financially, the changes in
. The loss caused by this situaquestions include the removal of
tion amounted to $3,000 per
"seconds" for scrip holders (not
week . (amounting to $75,000
guaranteed in the contract, but
by the end of the school year).
established by precedent in the
Before he redesigned the cafefirst month of classes) and the
teria, Carson raised the price
price changes for meals for scrip
of dinner, the most popular
holders (prices for meals are
meal for scrip holders, to $3 . 30
specified in the contract, with
from its contract-specified $3 .00
· no mention m~de of prices being
This action has resulted in
subject to change).
examination of the situation, led .
by Mike Haddad of Legal Aid
The structural changes have
resulted in two chief · comon campus. Haddad was unavailable for comment, although
plaints _. Firstly, long and slowCarson said he had arranged
moving line-ups are present' in
twice to meet with him, and
both the scrip and board plan
both times Haddad failed to
hold'ers
sections.
Secondly,
show up. Carson returned to
many scrip holders complain
contract-specified prices, saying
they cannot ear with their fri"There's no way. I want to be
ends who are on the board plan .
involved in violating that conR ick Carson, the representa-

tract." That matter remains to
be resolved. ·
On top of the recent con fusion, there are even more
complex
financial
problems.
Food services stands to lose
$130,000 this year on its operations (an additional $90,000
could have been lost had cafeteria services not been removed
from the Unive~sity Centre).

Carson blamed the loss on the
administration . . The Board of
Governors overrruled Carson last
year and made scrip available to
all residences, as opposed to
,just Electa and Huron, as Carson
advised . The Board last year
predicted that only $50,000
would be lost by food services
this year.
CONT'D ON PAGE 2 ~

Yearbook killed

SAC saves '7,000
'

By NIGEL MILLER

yearb ook will be pub 'lished for the 19 78 school year.
· There ·may never again be such
a thing as a yearbook on campus .
According to SAC financial
statements, total revenue for
last year's
book was $2 ,300
compared to $6,200 expendi tur e. This prompted SAC to decide against a 1978 yearbook ;
saving SAC an estimated $7,000 .
Sales for th e 1977 yearbook
wer e so po or that th e price was
dropp ed from $6 to one dollar.
Cop ies are still available in the
SAC o ffices.
Why did the '7 7 yea rbook fail
No

.

so miserabl y ? Could the poor
sales be because -th e total grad
photos for last year's engineer ing, law' and. commerce students
were less than thirty?
Robert
Whitene ct,
SAC
Vice-President ,
believes
an
Annual Review could still be
published this year. It would '
be soft cover, 100 pages long,
and will contain no grad photos .
No steps have been taken to begin this project as yet . However ,
SAC President Gary Wells has
said that no yearbook of any
ty pe will be published due to
the excessive cost , and no funds
have been allotted for this in
the bud get .
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Wbat/s
on carnpas
THERE will be a meeting of the Equality Rights and Awareness of Women club
Monday at 4:00p.m. in the Women's
Centre. Nominations are now open for
President, Vice-President, and SecretaryTreasurer. For more information, call
Brenda, ext. 153.
by fr.
CHINESE MASS celebrated
John Mak (Toronto Pa'"rish) at 11 :30
a.m. t~is Saturday (22nd) at Assumption Campus Community Centre Chapel. For - further information please call
254-2643.

ATTENTION! The Marketing Club presents "A Career in Marketing with Colgate-Palmolive." Tuesday, October 25,
3:15 p.m .. Assumption Lounge in the
University Centre. It's your opportunity
to find out who Colgate-Palmolive is,
and what it can offer you.
FREE MOVIE: 'The . Ten Commandments' with Charlton
Heston . This
Saturday (22nd) 8:00 p.m. at Math
Building Room 1120 . _Everybody welcome.
ROOMS NOW AVAILABLE at DELTA
CHI FRATERNITY. Phone 253-5583
or drop by the house at 408 Indian
.- RGad,_ __
. .......

Ha .ppening
WE need students who are concerned
about the issues of unemployment and
tuition
fee increases. Please contact
Maryon in the SAC office, ext. 326
f_or more information about our campaigns.
UNIVERSITY PLAYERS presents THE
CHANGING ROOM by David Storey,
Friday, October 28 to Saturday, November 5 at ' 8:00 p.m., at Essex Hall
Theater,
University of Windsor. (no
performance Monday, October 31 ).
TWO representatives from the Association of Treaty No. 9 Chiefs will be at
Iona College, 208 Sunset Avenue, on
Monday, October 24th from 12 to 2
p.m. to speak about how development
in Northern Ontario is affecting their
lifestyle. Please bring a bag lunch. Phone
253-7257.
'
MR. Simon PUN resigned his office as
vice-president of the Chinese Students'
Association on October 10, 1977. In
the Executive Meeting held on October
15, Mr. David Lam was appointed to
succeed this office on Nov. 3, 1977. If
there are any objections, please contact
the executives before the above date.
AQUATIC Exploration and Research
presents Aqua · Space '77 at 1120 Math
Bu_ilding Nov. 5 and 6. Featuring . competitions in · underwater
photography,
. movies and research films and slide
shows will be shown.

Arabic - English radio

At the same time Democratic Yemen celebrated its 14th
of October revolut~n in Aden,
but the historic occasion was
reduced to a minimum due

~

noon Tuesday of the week of publication.

THE School of Nursing needs male models for its Physical Assessment Workshops, on Nov. 2, Dec. 7, Feb. 1, and
March 1. About three hours work, pay
$2 .50 per hour . Call Kay Fawdry, at
extension 562 or 268, or drop in at 161-1
Windsor Hall South.

onclassi.,:f 00

THE _Copper Craft Gu Lid needs partible hours. No extime sales help. Fle ,;s,
perience necessary. No investment. Must
have transportation. Call Nora Newman 1
736-3177.

EXPERIENCED manuscript typist will
accept either book length or short assignments. University area. Can be contacted from noon til midnight at 2589093 .
RIDE available to Grand ffapids, Michigan. Leave Friday, October 28, return
Sunday. See Rob in the SAC off ice,
ext . 326.
LEADERS WANTED: a call to men and
women of integrtfy, courage and com mon sense. An open lecture offered by
Harvey O'Higgins on Wednesday, October 26 between 12:15 - 1 :00 p.m.
in Assumption · Lounge, University Centre.
FOR SALE: Garnet amplifier, "Rebel
Deluxe", 45 watts RMS, cabinet with
, 15" speaker, horn and cover. $195.00.
Call Phil - 735-3762 .

FOUND:
258-8522.

As part o,f a province-wide
· eduquional progr am. called Ontario North Today, two native ._
1
1J dians fr om " N~rthern Ontario '
to the death of the North
will ~.~nd uct a public ·forum at
Yemeni president.
'Arab students · for Demo- · 7 :30 p.m., Monday, October
24t .h _in the Ambassador Audicratic Yeme ·n celebrated this
University Centre. · The
torium
occasion with various Arab stuprogram
is designed to educate
dents and Yemenis in Detroit.
the people of Ontario about the
Democratic Yemen students in
culture and lifestyle of the
Windsor sent a cable of abso- \
Native people in Northern Onlute support and congratulated
tario and to begin an Ontariothe South Yemeni preside~t on
wide process of public dialogue
the anniversary.
concerning
resource . developArab students intem.4 to actively participate in local political and social affairs on campus
and
in Windsor,
generally.
In the near future Democratic Yemni students will show
a complete historicai film on the
Popµlar Front for the Libera.tion of Oman and explain the
political and military situation ·
of the Omani Revolution. For
further details contact Yasseen
Mohammed at 258-5513 or at
the ISO Centre.

Wolf's techniques and designs have been published by
leading Canadian Universities all
over the world. Wolf continues
to win awards at the National
and International Symposium ·s
of world masters in scientific
and artistic glassblowing . His
pieces are all hand sculptured
and blown free form using specially fused , glasses in combination with pure metals such as
gold, silver and platinum in
- order ta achieve unique colour - a completely new and
original aesthetic experience.
His work is an example of
ancient and modern glass craftsmanship employ ing sophisticated flame working techniques
resulting in vigorous and contemporary art for~.

brown

dog.

Phone

FOR SALE: 25" RCA black and white
Console TV. Excellent condition $150.00
Call 258-7865.
GOAL skates (size 12) and goal gloves
for sale . Call Gary at 253-6423 or 2567798.
FOR SALE: Two loud speakers, two
dressers, and one "antique" desk. Contact Sully at 258-9275 between 4 & 6
p.m.
RARE - Datsun 2000 Sports Convertible (SR L-311) 150 HP, dual Solex
carbureators, 5 speed, completely recond itioned, clutch, rebuilt engine and
racing header, new front suspension etc .
Easy parts availability. Your investment
$3,100. Call 734-1597 .

ment in the north.
Norman N aveau, from MattaThe two • guest speakers in
gami Indian Reserve, was forWin·dsor ar~ Wilbert J on~s and
f!lerly a trapper and a ·guide.• HeNorman Nave.au. Jones, an Ojib- . presently is' ,working ' for ·the
way of the Garden River Band
Southeast Regional Council on
near Sault Ste. Marie-.! is preDrug and A:lc6hol Abuse in
Mattagami.
sently Executive Assist ant to
The program provincially is
Andrew Rickard , Chief of Grand
being sponsored by a number of
Council Treaty No. 9. In thi s
groups including Grand '.Council
capacity he has spent much of
Treaty No. 9, Ontario Federahis time dealing specifica lly with
tion of Labour• Pollution Probe,
the pol icies of the provincial
and Project North.
governme nt and, in particular,
For
further
information,
Hartt's Royal Commis sion of
plea.Se contact John MacDonald ,
the Northern Environment.
028 Ouellette Avenue. (252 15 17) during the afternoons.

Continued
·from page 1

Glassblowing exhi~it
The LeBel Fine Arts Gallery
is pre senting an exhibition of
glassblowing by Wolfgang R .
Eberhart, now until November
9.
Eberhart was Qom in Vienna
in 1926 . At the age of fourteen he was accepted . as an apprentice by Franz Schuebel, an
expert Master in glassblowing,
who was well known as an artist
thro ughout Eu rope.
Wolf came to Canada in
1957 and quickly made a name
for himself in the scientific
and art istic field. By 1961 he
was a senior member of A.S.G.S. (Artistic and Scientific
Glassblowers Society) and was
accepted as an expert by both
Canadian and American profes. sional glassblowers.

Small

lndans to conduct forum

__./

The Arab Students' Organization for Democratic Yemen,
an organ of the main Arab Organization, mourned the death
of Yemni President
lbrahm
Al-Hamdi and his brother · Abdalla Hamdi in Sanaa. A cable
of condolence was sent. Ab·
sence prayers were given in
Windsor and Detroit by various
members of student and Yemni
societies.

is a regular feature of The La~
which will include Unclassified Ads, Personal Ads,
and Nofices of campus events. Listings of off -cam~
activities will also be considered for publication .
Any Stibrniasion may be edited for length. Deadline

ON October 25, 1977 at 8:00 p.m. the
French Department will present a play by
Moliere entitled "Le Medec in volant"
and "Le Medecin malgre lui" presented
by "Le Theatre Populaire de Quebec".
It will be shown in the Ambassador
Auditorium. Tickets are available at the
French Department or at the door the
night of the show. $3.50 for adults, and
$2.50 for students.

prog~m a, CJAM
The Arab students, are testing
an Arabic program in English
and Arabic during school hours
next week - on CJAM Radio,
and hope to have a good response from - students on the
campus _

What's:.Happening

Filming the deep
The Aquatic Exploration and
Research Associates (AERA)
will be sponsoring . an aquatic
film festival at the University
of Windsor in the Math Building, room 1120 on the weekend of November 5th and 6th,
with two shows each day at
1:00 , p:m. and 7 :00 p.m. respectively.
There will be a multi-media
slide
and movie presentations
1
on underwater subjects fea tu ring
Windsor's own award-winning
filmmaker and former editor of

•

Skin Diver Magazine, Jack McKenn ey . There will also be com petitions in photography, filmmaking and resear ch. Tickets
are now available at a discount:
Saturday, Nov. 5 $2.50; Sunday, Nov. 6 $4.00; two-day
package - $5.50.
For more information call
253-4232 ext. 755, room 260-3,
Windsor Hall, University of Windsor.
Tickets available at Oddessey .
Dive Centre, Scubanautique, and
BellancJ.sSports Centre.

To alleviate these problems,
Carson said, "Come Christmas,
we are going to ask to go scrip
or meal plan - the obvious choice
would be scrip since there are
now 5 30 people on scrip , as
opposed to 260 on meal plan. "
Also,
continued
Carson,
"This university has been giving
in to this union for years." The
union is C.U.P.E. local 1001,
with which the university negotiated a high-paying contract last
year. If the cafeteria , was ever
closed to save money,' and then
re-opened at a later date, that
same union would stilr have to
be hired back. (Carson has had
some . interest ing negot1at1ons
with the union. During a disruption in services last year, he
had his car windows smash ed.)
Union president, Peter Dufour, was unavailable for comment, but the contract was
scheduled to be discussed at a
Centre Policy Committee ,.meet-·
ing yesterday. Carson was recruiting students this week to
attend the meeting to let the
administration know how dissatisfied they were with food
services .
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Teciimseh Hall's -rating: improvedslum
By E. P. CHANT
Tecumseh Hall has changed
from a "slum" to a "slightlyrepaired slum" in a little over
two weeks.
Following an expose in The
Lance, September 30, the housekeeping and maintenance departments of this University began
to correct the errors of their
ways with regard to the residence.
Floors ha'le had their
sticky beer-based wax scrubbed
off , carpets have been .vacuumed, walls have been deaned and
some have been patched and
paint ed - as have some doors.
However, the chase after
those responsible for up-keep is
still on . One apartment which
was to have been painted Tues day displayed only its peeling
old -coat upon examination, even
though a tenant across the hall
claims to have seen painters
enter the apartment .
Ron Spina, ii, Residents '

Assistant at Tecumseh, has approximately 30 work
orders
that he has sent to the maintenance department, all about a
month old. Perhaps ten have
been examined and their problems corrected.
The other 20
.haye not even been looked at.
"The publicit y about the
situation c~rtainly helped ," he
said.
"Whether they (house.keeping and maintenance) will
keep it up remains to be seen,
but the y seem to be slowing
down a little now."
Still outstanding in the work
order list are various paint jobs
and , a number of replacements
(such as shower-heads, stove
elements, light fixtures, closet
doors , kitchen drawers, and refrigerator freezer doors) . Also,
·some walls still need patching
and furniture requires repair .
Some residents just - got fea
up with the delays and did re.:

pairs by themselves.
"Mike"
.in apartment 313 spent two .
days cleaning .his walls when he
first arrived, as well as spending
close to $25 on tools to fix the
furniture and put mirror-tile
over his scarred walls. Another
resident had to buy several cans
of "Raid" to get the ants out of
his cupboards .
"I wouldn 't mind if we were
paying slum prices for these
places ," said Mike, "but my
three friends and I are paying
$100 a month f9r this place. I
think we deserve a little more
consideration
for
$400
a ·
month ."
Spina mused that it m ight be
interesting for residents who
made their own repairs to · send ~
a bill to housekeeping's financial
department .
"We · probably » ,
wouldn't get anything, but it ~ .
might get some kind of res- ]
llsponse ."

5

Societies get •30,000 from SAC
· By BRENDA McLISTER

model ·, available in the SAC
office, 2) having the constitution approved at a general meeting of members of the faculty.
3) electing an executive according to SAC regulations, and
4) b~ing ratified by SAC.

This year, SAC paid $30,870 to societies on campus.
Any faculty or school recognized by the University can
form a socieiy by: 1) writing
a constitution according to a

Is Canada sinking?
By DEB KENNEDY
The separatist problem in Quebec is' not strictly linguistic, but
an economic problem as well.
This viewpoint was presented ~y
Dr . Eric Waddell, a geography ·
professor at McGill University,
during a lecture at the -.University
of Windsor October 14th.
Dr. Waddell's field of study is
minority .groups, from a geographical point of. view. His ~ork
includes a . report concerning
francophones
living in Newfoundland and Labradour. Waddell has bee~ living in Montreal
since 1961, when the Quiet Revolution began. · His own experiences in a French environment
have given him personal insight
into the situation. He admits it
is very difficult, if not . irnpossible, to belong to two ethnic
groups. Yet, Waddell, hi11!5elf,
works in English (he is bilin-

BoGs

gual), and his wife works in
French. ·
Last November's election, Dr.
Waddell said, was "predictable."
The Quebec problem cannot be
looked at separately ·from problems occuring throughout Canada. The developing practice of
continentalism will promote further integration of the U.S. economy with our own. This has
resulted in the impression that
Canada is sinking. In such a
· case, Waddell questioned whether Quebec's abandoning of the
ship would simply be a. delaying
factor in her suIVival.
Dr. Waddell concluded his lecture by reinforcing the urgency
of the Quebec-Canada conflict.
He said, "It is. not a transient
situation ... even if the P .Q. is defeated , the pr.oblem won't · go
away."

Caught in the act: We fou_nd a maintenance man repairing a leaky
wall in Tecumseh Hall.

By-laws no. 15 and 16,
passed by SAC in 1975, guarantees societies 3 3. 3% of the student fees of students enrolled
in their faculty ($7.50 -per
By WILLY PAQUETTE
· for all the rained-out games a,nd
student). They are also\ given
The residences of this fine
determine the teams in the playan addition grant of $1.25 per
university are alive and kicking.
offs which will start on Sunday. ,
student.
After some friendly persuasio_11, As of now, fifth floor has a slim
Society Presidents are also
fiv~ of six House Councils have
two . point lead over ninth floor,'
voting SAC members.
in the battle for first place.
SAC President Gary Wells _ given . their complete co-operation . .
opposed this by-law when it
Cody: Hockey shirts will be
AN IMPORTANT NOTE TO
was ·passed in 197 S, and still
made available this weekend
CODY, LAURIER and MAC
opposes it. He said it was "foolthose who ordered . them. There
RESIDENTS:
ish" to guarantee funding that,
will also be . red rugger shirts
Your respective House Coun"~ltimately gives no guarantee
and T-shirts for all Cody resi- . cils . are investigating the food
to SAC and is so irreversible."
dents. The main event this weekThe rules for funding cannot be
plan as your representatives. If
end calls for a Football tournaaltered, "unless by resolution
·you have any suggestions and/or
ment.
at a special meeting of the
complaints, let your Council
Laurier: Speaking of (ootCouncil called solely for such
Reps know, so that they may
ball ... Was it touch or tackle , .forward this information to the
· purpose, notice of which shall
ladies? Regardless, third floor
be published in · an edition of
food services director.
came out on top of the heap to
the student newspaper by the
Meanwhile at Electa: The guys
tak~ the championship. A special
student media at- least 10 days
are playing . soccer and · some
invitatio ·n . is out to all for a
in advance of any such meeting
folks went to Detroit yesterday,
Coffe!! House Sunday, 8:00 p .m. . for an evening of some truly proand shall be sent by pre-paid
at Stag's ·Head. ·
registered post at least 14
fessional entertainment in the
Mac:. Why the Red Wings? play 'Hello Dolly'.
days prior to such meeting
Some of the boys · went to
Huron : They now have a comand where at least three-quarters
Montreal
yesterday to watch the
plete House Council. The by(-l4) of the members are preCanadiens and the Red Wings election resulted in Diane Kipper
sent, approval of which shall
battle at the Forum and for
as Secretary and Steve Wipperrequire a ninety (90%) per
numerous other · reasons. Back
steg as Treasurer. A bus load
cent affirmative vote of the
on campus, Lobball action confrom Huron went to the Western
members of the Council present
tinues on Saturday, to make up
game and came back in pieces!
and voting:"

INV I r5 Twf ~uee,t,?
we1v~
Low!R
~ ,~fU>S!

'iltlrr

.Residenc2
Corner

for

Parrott returns
Dr. Harry Parrott, Minister of Colleges
and Universities, will be the guest on
. " On the Record " , on CBET at 8 p.m. ,
Thursday _, October 27. ,
If you woald like -to tell the honourable minister what you think of his new
St udent Aid proposals, differentia l fees
or higher tuitio n, join the studio audience. Free tickets for the show are avail- .
able at the SAC office; second floor of
the University Centre.

Notice
,SAC MEETING

Temple Baptist Church
664 Victoria Ave Windsor

We MeetYour NeedIn Christ.

Thurs. 27 Oct. 5:30 pm

Sunday: 11:00 am··and 7:00 pm
Wednesday: 5:30 (supper 1 1.00)

SAC Office open

Familynight
1 Block South 01 Wyandotte Weat
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on the L~nce staff this week included Anna Maria Tremonti,

Fern Browri, Nigel l'diller,

E.P. Chant, John Revell, Tony Hine, Terry England, Scott Eldridge, Bruce Dinsmore, Gary Fish, Ted
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Goddard, Deb Kennedy, Eric Mayne, John Vella, Willy Paquette, Bob Thompson,

Dan Sullivan, Mich-

ael Upmalis, John P. Mortimer, Simon Hung, Mark Greene, Peter Nash, .Pet_eMudrack, Allen Wellman,
and Deb Hetherington.

Among those who had to be bribed to work on the paper were Editor Rick

Spence, Managing Editor Brenda Mc Lister, Photo Editor Janine Halbert, Sports Editor Don Peppin,
Entertainment

Editor Paul Chernish, and Circulation

Seer Steve Maclean.

Watch for details of the

Lance staff party.

Did Plato ever go
to a ·SAC meeting? ·
"The greatest penalty for
failing to engage in politics is
to be ruled by one inferior to
yourself."
Plato said that, and if a few
more University of Windsor students took the adage to heart,
we might get a more effective
student council this year. Well,
we can dream .
Presently; yo'ur student government representation has not
been all it could be. The same
problem which reaches all the
campus plagues SAC as well apathy. Many of the elected representatives do not seem to
care about their duties at all.
This year's council has so far
indicated a great reluctance to
attend meetings, and when they
do attend, they like to leave
early. Thus a meeting two weeks
ago was left high and dry when .
the few reps · who did 'show up
were not enough to make a
quorum. When the bu~iness of
that meeting was carried over to
the next meeting, it again had .
to be cancelled, when a number of voting members deci-

ded they had more pressing
engagements elsewhere .
The problem is not only
apathy; even calling meetings
has been mismanaged. One SAC
dire/tor found out about last
Thursday's meeting only a halfhour before it began.
Our student reps do not
realize that they have a responsibility not just to attend each
meeting, but to work actively
with the SAC executive and
with their own faculty, to be
· informed and inform others
about issues affecting students
at this university. This takes
some effort, but these students have promised to serve,
and they should have no qualms
about going so.
What are the issues? There
arc the external ones, such as
(f1idng ··tis ' all,
unemployment
if we ever get out of here),
student aid, and cutbacks in
university financing . There are
the "anc'illary" issues, which
deal with the problems of food
services and the residences .

\, ·'c.)'~

>

Toe

Too many of the SAC reps
seem afraid to act. Last week,
for instance, salary increases for
the ·,~·.sAc · e)(J ctii:1ve ~~~m r '~be fore SAC's Board of Directors,
a bedy of student reps chosen,
hopefully, for their decisionmaking powers. Of only five
directors able to vote on that

J

BE A

CAN

SAC.. 'RE.P .I

issue, two directors chose to
abstain.
Per}:taps
it is ..,.-.still
too
early
f
'. t1'\~'
.r, ·~•·
.., •
in" the yea.r ·to berate our .SAC
reps for failing in their duties.
Some of the veterans, like Leo
Meyer of Engineering and Andre
Wehbe of ~rama, have shown
good leadership abilities and selfexpression. .-...

Ir

1

''

Let us hope ~that next week's
by-election will present us with
more able reps, who are willing
to · take dn aU ·the duties of a
student representative: a will- .
ingness to work hard, to confront the issues, to attend meetings, to speak their minds, and
to vote consistently and confidently.

SAC mlsma!)ages lts own election
There is a SAC by-election
to fill eight seats on council,
this Thursday,
October
27 .'
Nominations are still open, so
it's not too late to throw your
hat into the ring. But hurry nominations close at 4:30 today.
Actually, you 're quite lucky
if you know about . th~ election
at all. Students' Council didn't
exactly tell the world about it.
A few posters were made up ·
early this week, but by that time
the nomination period was half
over. And with the election
following the nomination deadline so closely, ivost students
wiH have no chance to make an ·
intelligent decision.

· It is not a promising situation.
Had SAC given proper notice
of the election, and of nominations, and had the foresight to
schedule the .htes so' the Lance
could properly report the proceedings, things might not be as
serious: But with the nominations closing today, there is
no way this issue could carry
even the ·· ,rfa:mes of the candidtes, much less their statements or pictures.
Furthermore,
the election
being Thursday, not , only can
·next week's Lance not carry
a pre-election wrap-up, but it
can't even present the election

The Lance always
needs
News writers

Staff meeting
12 Noon today
ALL WELCOME

results. By the time the election
results are totalled up Thursday
night, Friday's Lance will be in
the final printing stages. We'll
get the results out in two weeks.
This year's SAC knows that
one of its biggest problems is
communication. They are also
well aware of the Lance's deadlines, and of what we can and
cannot possibly cover.
The reason why SAC has ig. nored the needs of the student
body, then, is puzzling. The
SAC executive has complained

this year about the lack of
interest and committment of the
elected reps, yet when there is
a chance to elect nine nc;w,
capable
representatives,
they
blow it, through poor planning
and management.
SAC ,President Gary \\ells
said the election is being hurried through now to get it over
with, and fill the vacancies. Two
weeks ago, when . the Lance
started asking questions about
the election, there was no urgency at all about the matter.

Last week, no one even knew ·
what day the election would . be
held .
If you like getting involved, :
if you enjoy working with people, run for office. If you care
about the rights of students, do
make the effort to get out and
vote. Try to find out who your
candidates are, and what they
stand for. SAC has made it almost impossible to elect . a slate
of competent
representatives,
but let's do the best we can.

Subsidise all student parties
Each year, SAC pays large
sums of money to societies.
SAC is bound by a 1975 bylaw to pay 1/3 of the society
members' student fees directly
to the society. SAC also pays
an additional grant · of $1.25
per member. There are -3,528
students who belong to societies - somewhat over half of
all full-time
undergraduates .
SAC paid them a grant total of
$30,870.
Societies should get money .
from .SAC, just as do clubs and
other organizations.
But the
present amount of society fund. ing is too high. The SAC budget has allotted only $4,500
for clubs. Club members have
to 'contribute to club funding

themselves by paying $3 .00
membership fees.
Society members' contributions come out of their student
fees. Everyone pays the same
fee whether ghey belong to a
society or not. In effect, society members are getting back a /
portion of their student fees
to pay for activities for them- .
selves and members of their faculty . The other 2 ,710 students
who do not belong to societies,
do not.
Unfair you 'say? We agree!
.But the by-law is virtually impossible to change.
In order to alter the method
of society funding, the following must happen : a SAC
meeting must be called solely
for this purpose. SAC members

rnust be notified 14 days before
the meeting - by . prepaid registered mail. An ad for the
meeting must be printed in the
Lance at least 10 day_s before
the meeting. · At least 7 5% of
the voting SAC members must
be present at the meeting. There
must be a 90% affirmative vote.
It's not going to happen. Not
while Society Presidents live and
breathe an-d have v~ting positions on SAC.
Well, if you can't beat 'em
. . .. Faculty of Arts, Faculty of
Social Science, Faculty of Science and Math: SAC should subsidize your parties too . You
have a right to form a society
and receive funding. It's easy to
do. For more information, inquire in the SAC office.

. ......
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Campus Gay Students Form Social Club
"

By ·cAL BERNACHI
Gay Students on Campus ,
G.S .C., is new only in its name.
Lesbians and gay men have
existed throughout history and
will continue to exist, organized
or not . On campus or off , we
sit next to you, talk with you,
and, at times are very close to
you in a truly genuine way .
We have organized, l believe
most strongly, to express the
fact that we- are persons with
normal needs and · love, and,
all too little understanding and

warmth. As a social club we
will attempt to provide a pleasant atmosphere for gays who
wish to meet and become involved academically with other
gays. For persons who have
not "come out of the closet"
and are struggling with their
gay identity, we can off er a
place to openly express yourself and to interact with other
gay persons on an individual or
group
basis. Our common
ground is shared experience.
As an educational group, we

will . provide qualified speakers
from the gay community to
any faculty member who feels
that a need exists in his/her
course that may be met by our
person al experiences.
l hope I can speak for the
entire gay community on campus when I say that I have a
special need, a desire to fulfill
the other ' half of me that cries
out that I am not a whole
person without all of you straight or gay. If you are a
person who feels uncomfort-

of sex the subject of a coarse ·
able around people you kriow
jest, yet, when you speak
or think are gay, then you need
to talk to us, to meet with us, ' earnestly and seriously on the
subject, is silent. I feel that this
and, weigh your attitudes about
is to be truly irreligious . . . .
us .• If you are non-judgemental
Can I walk with one who by his
and accepting then you have a
jests and habitual tones reduces
valuable commodity to 'be shathe life of men and women to a
red . Let us come one step -clolevel with that of cats and dogs?
ser to wiping out all prejudice
The man who uses such ·a vulgar
that exists in our "enlightened"
jest describes his relation to his
day and age. Henry David Thodearest friend. Impure as I am,
reau had much to say when in
I could · protest and worship
1852 he wrote :
"I lose my respect for the
· purity ."
man who can make the mystery

[We Go-c a Few Let-CeRs
Emigration Not Answer To Economic Problems
An open letter to Mr.
Len Wallace concerning his
"Comment":
"Government
ministers despise students".
Dear Mr. Wallace: .
Many
students
agree
wholeheartedly
with your
justified criticism of Minister
Harrry Parrott's plan for a revamping of OSAP which will
eventually exclude many stu~
dents, who are in dire need
of funds, from financial assistance via the government
program.
However, your criticism of

Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
lacks a degree of insight. It
is a fact that Prime Minister
Trudeau admitted that job
prospects for students "were
not very good,,. to say the
least. It is a fact that Mr.
Trudeau
emphasized
the
point that he could not do
· anything about this sordid
situation. It is a fact that ·
Mr. Trudeau told students to
leave the country if they
were not satisfied. Harsh
words without a doubt. Yet,
you have overlooked the fact
that Mr. Trudeau's statements .

were p·art of a reply to the
angry demands and jeers of
some 'Very desperate students
(who, in my estimations,
should have criticized a backfiring economy rather than a
problem-plagued prime minister).
Despite the grave implications of the single incident, you have overlooked
the major incen.tives.. for the
' well-being o( this cou"ntry's
economy, as presented by Mr.
Trudeau. Two years ago, this
month, the Prime Minister
addressed this nation con-

Ho_ax-Caused Money Rel11oval
Dear Editor:
The person or people who
organized the students to
withdraw their money from
the T-D bank last year pulled
the wool over our eyes. Their
reason for withdrawal was
that the T-D, along with the
. other major Canadian banks,
were theoretically aiding a
dictatorship.
During their
campaign, however, they forget to mention one or two
minor details.
First, we (Canada) were
not lending Chile the money.

We already had, long ago. Re. cently ,, the due date on the
loan was approaching and
Chile asked for an extension.
Secondly, had we not given
the extension,
the banks
doubt if they would ever have
seen their money again .
I do not know why anyone would organize us to
believe we were giving Chile
a loan when these organizers
must have been awar.e of the
true facts, else how could
they have deviated the facts?
WHoever ' was behind this,
not who was known but the

Food Turns Stomachs
Dear Editor:
This is my first year at
Windsor University. I am a fourth year student at Cody Residence. I am th9roughly disgusted with your food system.
Twice this year I have experienced an upset stomach soon
after eating in your dining
room . The general quality of
your food is enough to turn
anf one's stomach . But not
to be totally neg~tive about
the food, there is one good
thing about it. The milk is cold
and fresh, but I guess it is
pretty hard to screw th_!lt up,
as you don't have to cook it .
I also signed a contract at the
start of the school year which
guaran .teed . me a dinner, with
unlimited
second
helpings

for the cost of $3.00. Apparently you have decided I
would be better off without
this, so I now have to e'at a
la carte. I paid an unbelievable price of 85 cents for
two slices of roast beef. But
then I guess you have to make
money too, so why not squeeze it out of the students.
After all, most students are
actually millionaires in disguise
right? I ate at York University _
for three years, but I never
really knew what totally disgusting university
food was
until I came here- to Windsor.
I certainly hope ·this situation
changes drastically and soon.
Your~ truly,
Peter Verbeek

unknown party behind this,
please listen. Canadians want
to ' help the world become
free for everyone . If Canada
was to discriminate against
foreigners of different colours, or abstain in the U.N.
during voting against terrorists, Canadians are ashamed
of the politicians who .arrange these things. Most of us
want to do the correct thing.
If· you come from a country
with troubles caused by the
people who run your country, give us the true data.
Don't mislead us . The free
world remembers oh so well a
period .where a whole nation was misled into thinking
that they were doing the
correct thing .
I am not saying that you
were misleading us to the
same degree as Germany was
to her citizens . I am only
saying that the free world
iearned a lesson, and that
lesson is to question. The
proof of this is that I, your
ordinary free world citizen,
listened to what you tried
to organize and did my own
research to see if your data
was correct or not .
What l have beert saying
is that Canada wants to help
you but don't mislead us for
it will only be a matter of
time until we find out, and
then · you will lose some of
our respect.
Bruce Walman

cerning the implementation
of Wage and Price Controls .
In his statement, he suggested a catch phrase for
all Canadians to stand by :
"economic
restraint".
Mr.
Trudeau, using the simplest
terms for his economic principles, attempted to explain
to all Canadians the importance of having a u~ificd
stand _against the disorder of
the economy.
However, this concerted
effort failed to come 'about;
this lack of action . represents the basic paradox of
Canadian Society. E~er since
the Great Dep.ression and the
Second World · War, Canadians have turned to government for relief when the
country rumbled with economic indigestion. Yet, when
governments seek citizen participation in experiments in
economic survival, we respond with a lack of enthusiasm.
So, Mr. Wallace, it is my
suggestion that you reconsider this situation. Despite
the rashness of his reply,

Mr. Trudeau does not wish to
see the emigration or' disgruntled students. Quite 'possibly, the Prime Minister
wanes students to listen and
participate, to offer suggestions instead of criticism,
and, as a consequence, not to
expect immediate miracles
where magic . never existed.
Obviously, it is difficult for
the Government to cater to
c>ur demands when we do
little in the way of catering
to Government wishes. Between the Canadian student
and Government, there exists
a marriage of necessity; it is
up to us, to a great ' extent,
to bridge any parting of the
· ways.
Sincerely,
Peter Hrastovec,
Arts, Second Year
P.S. Before you purchase a
plane ticket to Uganda, let
me remind you that per
capita unemployment is greater there than in Canada.
What's more, Uganda has one .
"employer"
from whom I
would never seek employment.

Discontent Rising
Over Scrip Plan
Dear Editor
1977-iS") · with
Information
WE the undersigned as the
each individual resident on tq.e
duly elected representa~ives of
Mac Donald Hall, Laurier Hall · scrip plan. As a result of these
changes, a great deal of discoo·
and Cody Hall wish to strongly
tent has arisen not only am·
focus the attention
of the
ongst the scrip plan holders,
university upon - the gross injusbut
also with the meal card
tices being perpetrated upon the
· olders who can no longer dine
students of the aforementioned
with their friends on the scrip
residences. The university has
seen fit to disreguard it's <ili- plan. The university should
be advised that the only way
ligation to abide by the 1977-78
to quell this rising discontent
Residence License amd Meal
is to reinstate the meal arPlan Agreement.
rangement as set out in the
By refusing to permit scrip
aforementioned agreement.
holders to pay guest meal rate
Timothy
J. O'Gonnor, President,.,
admission to the board dining
MacDonald Hall House Council
hall for lunch and dinner, the
university has breached its ag- . Julie A. West., President; Laurier
Hall House Council
reement (as stated in the pamKeith Nelson, President, Cody . ·
phlet, '.'food
Service, Rules,
and Regulations and Interesting
Hall Housc-O>uncil
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Are you surrending·rights foTresidences?
By JIM 1.A.WSON
Under --,residence rules you, Act ruled out years ago. Note
Do . you know your rig~ts?
that it is also .in the benefit of
. would probably be convicted
If the answer is no and you live
the University to kick you out,
and fined from $10 - $25
for as soon as you 're ·gone, they
in residence, don't waste your
(minimum) or kicked out of resitime looking them up - you
. dence (maximum) and bonded
not only keep the balance of
, don't have that many. Lately,
from $10 - $25 for committing , your payments, but they can
the residence contract for Mac, ! a major infraction of residence
rent the room out to someone
Laurier, Cody and St. Mike's
rules.
else for the full price as well.
has come under close legal
Q. You have a friend up to
Ifs the old 2 for 1 deal.
investigation by the Student
your room one night and after
Q. You are suppqsed to
Legal Aid Society in the expecan argument with one of the
register at 2 p.m . on registratation of finding something ilresidents, he picks a fight with·
tion day. You have paid $150
legal or unethical in it. There
him where some damage is done . in advance to reserve a room.
to the proerty. The R.A . reports . You check in to residence;
1was nothing illegal about the
contract but it proved to be
you (you are responsible for
then you go register, pay your
highly unethical. Consider these
your guests) to the Head Resituition, residence and meal-plan
cases then, and see how you,
dent as being .responsible for a
fees, then go back to get your
the _courts, and the residences . fight in residence, another maroom. There they tell you that
would judge them.
jor infraction. The next day you
in order to get the room you
Q. There is a party going
are -given written · notice that
must first sign a contract with
on o'n your floor on : some
you must leave within 24 hours :
the basic outline of rules in it
Saturday _ night. You emerge
Must you leave in that time?
and a clause that binds you to
from a room that smells like
A. Under Canadian Law it . a Residence Handybook and
dope. Your Resident Assistant .. would depend. In most places
the rules in it. You sign the
sees you and smells the dope as
you would be renting you would
contract, then get the Handyhe walks by. He reports you to
be classified as a tenant and your
book, and find out that in it
the Head Resident who calls
case would fall under the Land ~ there is yet another clause that
you before . the Rules Comlord-Tenants Act . . You would
binds you to yet another set of
mittee of your residence where
rules, called the Residence Unthus be entitled to 60 days notderstandings . and Agreements
your guilt or innocence, as
ice before you would have to
- well - your punishmen ~ will leave.
form which you don't receive ·
ln residence, you have signed
until a week later. Are you
be determined . Are you guilty
· of any crime?
·
a license, not a tenancy agreebound by these agreements then,
ment, and therefore you are
A. Under Canadian law you
having received them after signbound by the contract (license).
are not . It must be proved that
ing the contract?
YOU would have to leave or
you were in possession of ' a
A. Under Canadian Law you
they would break into your
substance that you knew was
are. Basically, you've signed into .
room and remove your belongillegal. There is no law about
a game where they make up the
ings, a p.ractice that the L-T
having smoke in your room.
rules as you go along. That is,

as

SAC: Raises out, clubs in

if you do something and there's
no law to convict you, they
can make one -up that will.
So · where does that leave
you? If you are in first year,
as 70% of the residents are,
you had no idea what you were
getting into and the University
wasn't about to warn you. The
rest. should know better ~ even
though they don't always have a
·choice.
·
One place where the students are winning though, is in
the case against Saga Foods
Ltd . Earlier this month Saga
raised the guest price of their
supper meal from $3.00 to
$3.30, a move which breeched
the contra ·ct that the students
had previously agreed to. No
legal action 'has yet been taken
but the students are petitioning
and it is hoped that presssure
now will avoid the need of

. INTERNATIONAL

court action. -In any case, tt 1s
suspected that Saga will lower
the quality of their food services again to make up the dtficit if the prices are forced to
change.
At the end of this entire
legal argument t.hen, comes the
University of . Windsor Act,
which is really what gives the
ultimate power to the University to do what is_has been
doing . Few students realize the
potential power of this Act, ·
but basically it makes the University its own little kingdom
with · its own set of roles. When
I found this out, I asked Legal
Aid, " Do . you mean to say.that
in just one Act the University
can breech every Canadian law
ever passed and take away
every civil liberty we ever had?"
Yes : and they not only can,
they _'ve already started.

STUDENTS ORGANIZATION

The 1st:International··
.

.

FoodNightand Dance·
Date-28 October
1977 (Friday)
\

Tune-7:30 pm

Place-Ambassador
Auditorimn

International Students' OrganOFS conf~rence last month m
11s
Marke.ting .club/ Gtrteization,
'Toronto
.
~
~, No one came away very hapNight
(a
film club), Delta Chi
When
Overholt
finally
delipy from last Thursday 's SAC
and a Deita Chi ski club, the
vered her e_xternal affairs report
Board of Directors and counwomen's group ERA, India
to a full house at the budget
,
cil meetings.
Canada Students Organization,
meeting
last
Friday,
she
manSAC's Directors met just beTrident Club (Ukrainian), Chinaged
to
have
several
resolutions
fore the council meeting , to
ese Students Association, Royal
passed by the council. SAC
consider the application of the
' Canadian College of Organists ,
approved
support
of
the
OFS
SAC ex~cutive for a 10' per cent
Karate club , the black students'
Mass Lobby at Queen's Park
raise. SAC President Gary Wells
club, Assumption Campus Com10,
and
agreed
to
November
did most ·of the plugging for the ·
munity, Parkistan club, Photo
send
a
delegation
to
join
in
the
raise, on behalf of himself, the
Lancer club, Jewish _club, and
vice-president, the treasurer, and l publicizing of student concerns
the Inter-Varsity Christian Felto
MPPs
in
Toronto
.
th'e three appointed commisslowship.
SAC also agreed to co-operioners.
ate with other groups in the
After a secret session, the
fight against unemployment, and
fiv~ directors turned down the
by · a 5-4 vote reaffirmed its
increases in a 3-0 vote. The
opposition to last year's $100
directors stated the executive
fee increase and the differendeserved a rise, but that the
tial fees for visa students.
tight budget of SAC this year
Gay Students on Campus was
would not allow it.
the
first cJub up for ratifica- .
. The Council meeting, which
'followed the Board meeting, : tion at Thursday's SAC meeting.
Ratification means only that the
mainly featured the ratification
club is recognized as a student
of student clubs. It ended when
club by SAC, and it does not
V-P Rob Whitenect interrupted
mea~ the clubs get any money.
· External Affairs Commissioner
Only Drama Rep. Andre Wehbe,
Maryon Overholt, and pointed
and Social Science Rep. Don
out there was no longer a quoPeppin,
voted to ratify the gay
rum, due to the early depart- .
ure of several reps from the , _club; all other members abstained. Most of the other clubs
meeting.
received :many v~tes.
Overholt was right in the
Other clubs approved Thursmiddle of her long-delayed re.port on spident aid, Harry Par- day included the history club,
curling club, Campus Liberals,
rott's trip to Western, and the
By RICK SPENCE

Dress- Semi.formal
Tickets are limited
and are available·
in the International Centre (Cody Hall).
For · bookings and further information ~
please call Gerri . at 253-4232 ext. 687.
There will be no tickets for sale at the
door.

STUDENT DIRECTORY

Owing to the delay in ·receiving the Student

Registration Ro·lls, the directory will . be unavoidably

· delayed.

I

Every effort is being made to publish
as ·soon as possible.

Opportunities for 1978Graduates
r

DuPont of Canad3

DIANA ROSS
ANTHONY PERKINS
in

MAHOGA.NY
THURSDAY 27 OCT. 77
8 P.M. AND 10 P.M .
1120 MATH BUiLDING
ADMISSION: $1.00

• a PSA presentation •

Applications are invited immediately fr~m graduating students in Mechanical, Chemical, & Electrical Engineering, Engineering Physics, Chemistry,
Physics, Computer Science, Commerce and Business Administration.
Applications will be acknowledged in each case, and the "prescreening"
process will be used to select candidates to be interviewed.
, Closing date for applications is 28th October 1977 with interviewing
on-campus to begin soon afterward.
Kindly visit your Placement Office for more complete information
about individual job opportunities and how to make applications.

.
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All The King's Horses and
By RICK SPENCE and
ANNA MARIA TREMONT!

Ever wonder why there's a
Dean of Women, but no Dean of
Men? Or just what the Board of
Governors does? Or why the
University has three vice-presidents?
In answer to absolutely no
questions at all, the Lance decided to find out the answers
to these and other pressing ques·tions. What you are reading is
the second (revised and unabridged) version of the most
popular epic on campus.
Tracking down the members
of the University Administration led our correspondents to
the 6th floor of Windsor Hall
(where not even the elevators
dare to tread), to dark corners
of Vanier, and to leafing through
ousty' half-forgotten documents
which stipulate the . structure of
the University.
The results of this in-depth
investigation are reprinted here
in full, along with a modern,
up -to-date chart of the lines of
communication and power, to
wrap fresh fish with or pin up
on your wall.

Leader
The leader of the pack is
Dr. J. Francis Leddy, a Classics
scholar who has been with the
University since 1964. Leddy
succeeded the Rev. Eugene Carlisle LeBel, the first President
. of the University of · Windsor,
following its transition from Assumption University in 1963.
Leddy has announced his retirement as of September, 1978,
at which time he will have reached 6 7, the regular age of
retirement for professors.
Leddy was appointed for an
indefinite term, and is pre- ·
semly the senior university president in Canada. He describes
his function as "the chief executive officer ... responsible for
the effective operation of the
university.''.
"You can't satisfy everyone
at once", said . Dr. Leddy in
discussing his years as president.
With so many competing interests . within the .university,
Leddy says h~s main responsibility is to mediate, and decide,
among the conflicts, "which is
the one in the best interests
of the university." A president
"has to be as fair as he can be,
regardle'ss of what he may
think",
according to Leddy.
Leddy was a professor of
Latin and Greek for 2 5 years, .
before /becoming a full-time administrator. He is still not sure
what he will do in his retirement.

Search
Leddy says he is sure the
University will get a good pr esident to suc<:eed him. Selection
of the presiden t is in the jurisdict ion of the Board of Governors, and na mes of candidates ·
fo r the positio n are being kept
confide ntial.
The new president will gain,
along with the position, residence in the presidential house
currently occupied by the Leddys, at 197 Sunset.
The President is not alone

He carries out the wishes of two governing bodies, the Senate and
the Board of Governors, and has ;
three vice-presidents to assist

·in his respensibilities.

hirn.
At

one

time,

the

Cha
Board of Governors
Chairman: Robert

J. Tebbs

Pr•
Vice~

univer-

\

Olairmaq

I

sity's one and only vice-president was Dr. Frank DeMarco.
DeMarco is now the Senior
· V.ice-President, and his colleagues are Joh"n McAuliffe,

Lucien :

J.F

Vice-President, Administration

Vice- ,

Senior V
and Trea5'lrer
President Academic, and John
F. A.
· John Allan ;
Allan, Vice-President Admini- ·
stration and Treasurer.
DeMarco is a link between
the academic and non-academic
Part-Time Studies
Assistant to the Vice-President,
concerns of the administration.
Personnel Services
He also takes charge of special
Administration
(Employment, Wages and Salaries)
projects commissioned by the
C. W. Morgan
President.
These men a,re supported by a
Planning and
Security
staff of · about 1,300, which
Physical Plant
·construction
gives us a ratio of the one paid
(Heating, Maintenance, SwitchJ>oard)
employee to every 4.9 fulltime students .
All academic considerations
Administrative Services
. are looked after by McAuliffe .
(Bookstore, Purchasing, Post Office)
Studt
He deals with the deans and
Dean: G
directors of the various facul- ·
.
University Centre
ties and schools in determining
(Food, Vending Machines, Conferences)
~urricula . a~d budgets. Allan
deals with the business and fis-.
Assistant Dean of Stude1
cal side of the university, a~d
Finance
his assistant, Charles Morgan ·
(Cashier's Office, Payroll)
looks after planning, construction and security.
. The titular
head of the .
universi~ and the nominal head
of the Senate is the Chancellor Don't forget to drop in to the Nursing Society's blood donor clinic
from his posmon as Associate
and he lives off-campus. Wa) today.
Dean at the Law faculty. "I
off. His name is Lucien Laname of Her Majesty the Queen
work
principally
with
the
About the time Assumption
by the Legislative Assembly of
moureux and . he is· Canada's
deans", says McAuliffe. "It
University became the U. of W.,
Ambassador to Belgium, among
the Province of Ontario .
would be unusual for a student
several colleges became affil iated
The Act generally dictates the
other things. The ~hancellor is,
to come here." He is in charge
or federated with -the University,
. empowered to ' confer . all ' degstructure of the university' and
of the general supervision and
including E~~ex, Holy Redeemer,
direction of all the academic
Iona, and Canterbury, In 1957,
activities, including budgetary
when Canterbury first affiliated
control.
with Assumption, it became the
The deans of the various
. first Anglican college in the
faculties
(Law,
Engineering,
world to join with a Roman
Catholic University.
Arts, Social Science, Science and
Mathematics, Human Kinetics,
Six years ago, the University
of Windsor Act was amended
Graduate Studies, and Educaso it no longer read that t-he
tion) rC:,Port directly to Mc"ma~agement and control shall
Auliffe. He is also in charge of
be based upon Christi-an printhe library and the registrar's
ciples". The Board of Govoffice, as well as holding the
ernors is described as "nonposition of Chairman of the
denominational''.
Senate Committee on Promotion
The Board is generally conand Tenure. All faculty mem. bers up for promotion or tenure
cerned with the non-academic
go before departmental commiside of University administrattees, the Senate Committee, the
tion. It · approves budgets, makes
"i
President, and the Board of
by-laws, regulations and rules
J.F. Leddy: President, Vice Chancellor, Chairman of the Senate Governors. He emphasizes the
"as · may seem nece~sary or
He'll soon be able to retire, get a good job, and buy a new tie.
advisable :', and has the power to · Committee 1s not a rubberrees, but in his absence (which is
specifies the membership of the
appoint and remove the Chan- .
most of the ume) . this dis- · Board of Governors and the
cellor, the President, and, "on
tinction falls upon the ViceSenate.
the recommendation
of the
Chancellor (the pres ident).
The Board of Governors is
President, all other officers,
Leddy also acts as chairman . compose _d of the Presiqent, 14
agents and servants of the
of the Senate. The Senate, acother appointees, and 15 elected
University."
membe rs. Their membership is
cording to the University of
The Board meets once a
Windsor Act, has the power
for a t hr ee-year term , whi ch is
month,
September
through
"to regulate the academic prorenewab le twice. Th e Board · June. Meetings are always clogrames pursued in the Uniaspires to repres entation from
sed, although Senate meetings
versity, and the conduct, acti the various communit y groups,
are open.
vities and discipline of the stuinclud ing member ship from lab- .
Chairman of the Board of
our , th e school system , and the
dents ." It consists of 30 elected
Governors is R.J. Te-bbs, who is
faculty members, 4. students, an
Jewish faith. Gary Wells, Presialso vice-president of Hiram
appointee of the Alumni Assodent of the Students' Admini- . ,Walker's and Sons Limited
ciation, the Dean s, Principal s of
strative Council, is on the Board,
Budgets are submitted to the
the affiliated colleges, and ot her
ex-officio, as a n.on-voting me mBoard by John Allan in his
ex-officio rnembe rs.
ber.
capacity as trea surer. The viceThe Univer sity of Windsor
pres ident Academ ic collabor ate s
Act also stipulates the pur on the budget for the academi c
pose s of th e university. There
side with Allan. The dual capaare two. "The advancement of
city as administrative vice-presilearning and the dissemination
dent and treasurer is not autoof knowledge" is one of the
matic.
The Board is concerned with
reasons for this instit ution. The
the management of the Uniother purpose is to contribute · versity, and it "ha s all the powto "the intellectual, spiritual,
ers necessary or convenient to
...,
moral, social and physical deveperform . its dut ies and achieve
>,
.D
lopment pf its members and
the objects and purposes of the
0
0
students and the betterment of
excepting
those
University",
John W. McAuliffe became .c
Windsor Hall: Palace of Kings, Vice -Kin
Q.,
society". (And you thought you
powers granted exclusively to
academic vice-president in 197 3,
A Pair of Deuces, and , Really Nice Elevat
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rAIIThe King'sMen, Again
charge of the Cashier's Office,
as well as payroll, 'financial
statements, accounts, and student loans and grants. Finance
also is accountable for scholarships and bursaries, the bookstore, residences and food ser-

eellor
1111ourcux
~nate

ident,
anccllor,·
1f the Senate
Leddy

Information Officer
Geoff MacGibbon

c.tfresident

Since all these people keep
Vice-President " Allan so busy,
his assistant, Charles Morgan,
assumes certain responsibilities.
He oversees property management, safety, planning and cono;truction, and -,·11r1tv

Vice-President, Academic
J. W. McAuliffe

litMarco

Registrar
Frank Smith ·

Librarian

w:P. Dollar

Computer Centre

Department Heads
tAffairs

~

<1
1

Dean of Women

John McAuliffe, Vice-President Academic and Honourary President
of the Glee Club.
,
·
'vices, and development
camGrant Mciver is the Director
·paigns. The funds to build the
.of Security , and a good man to
know . Security takes care of
new
business
administration
·parking control, lost and found,
came from a development fund.
.and operating in case of acci.Schiller reports to · the Vicedents or emergencies.
President, Administration.
Although the Board of GoverAlex Marsha ll is the Direcnors has the ultimate say in uni.tor of Physical Planning and
versity employment, Personnel
:Information Analysis.
Services are responsible
for 1"the. _
J ,
Dr . Barry Taub is director
day-to-day concerns of staff.
The director, Gary Wintermute · of the Psychological Services
Centre, better known as The
oversees employment,
wages,
House on Sunset Avenue. The
benefit plans, and labour relaCentre offers many services, intions. Wintermute is also . rescluding counselling,psychother, ponsible to the Vice-President,
.apy, and assertiveness training.
Administration.
Another
administrator
is · Most of these services are avail:able to students free of charge
Ronald Nicodemo, Director of
Physical · Plant. His department- -......:and to facµlty and staff as time
.permits, on a sliding fee scale.
cares for heating, repairs, housekeeping and maintenance, teleTwo
other
administrators
phones, . and central
stores,
whom few students know anywhere supplies are kept.
thing about are John W. WhiteStephen Kominar is director
side, the Secretary of the Uniof the University Centre. Under
.versity and the Board of GoverKominar's jurisdiction fall such
nors, and Barbara Birch, Secreresponsibilities as vending mach tary of the Senate.
ines and rental of centre facili 'ties.
Now that you've struggled
through all this, you '11 know
Th·e Director of Administrawho , to blame! And so will
tive Services is Dennis Drew .
He deals with the operation of
they.
the bookstore, purchasing , and
If you are a bureaucrat, and
the post office. He also keeps
we've
left you out of this
watch over the stationery stores ,
story, please inform the Lance. _
and is in charge of cent ral microIn writing. In triplicate ~
filming.

\1.cLean, who has held her
position since the mid-sixties,
seems "comfortable
with that
title".
The Director of Residences,
Dave "McMurray, is r also a~~oAffairs .
1ciated with Student
Along with student affairs
,and residences, Senior VicePresiqent DeMarco is in charge
of Part-Time Studies, the Media
Centre, and the Computer Centre. .He takes charge of presi·dential obligations when Leddy
cannot be present (as in chairing
the recent Boland MemQlial
Lecture with Marc Lalonde) .
DeMarco also takes charge of
special
projects
occasionally
has just been told the funniest joke
commissioned by the President.
·
Recently he has been involved
which bargains with the faculty
:in research and preparation of
Association. Until last year , he
:part-time studies, and preparaalso carried a course in law - ·tion of a document on the goals
school.
·of a university.
The Deans, in some cases
Geoffrey MacGibbon is the
assisted by · associate or assisDirector of Public Relations
tant deans, run the faculties .
and Information Services for the
A faculty is a large academic
University, and has the title of
unit, and it differs from a school
Executive Assistant to the Pres (the Schools of Social Work,
ident. MacGibbon is responsibie
A!t,
Nursing, and
Dramatic
for liaiso n with the press, preComputer Science) in size.
paring press releases, and pubDepartment
Heads or the
lishing the Memo, the weekly
director .s of the schools are in
newsletter which publishes faccharge of leading their division,
ulty and administration informaand report direct! y to the deans.
tion which the Lance can't be
The
Dean
of Students,
bothered to print. ·
George McMahon, has different
·responsibilities. He reports directly to the Senior Vice-President, and is in charge of Student
Affairs. The goal of Student
Frank Smith is the UniverAffairs is to solve students' "persity Registrar. The Office of the
sonal and acaqemic problems",
Registrar is responsible for the
.says McMahon. Services include
registration of all students, the
counseling, financial aid, housassigning of student numbers,
:ing, and health services.
admission into courses, and gradKen Long, Assistant Dean of
uatioh. Smith has the services
Students, and Dean of Women
of four Assistant Registrars, who
Evelyn McLean are also in
oversee Admissions, Data Pro- .
charge of student affairs. Long's
·cessing, Records and Academic · 1i·
position used to be known as
Programs.
~!
Dean of Men, but when he took
Although a lot of students ...,
:I:,
over from Gabriel DeLuca two
have trouble at registration, we .0>, ,
years ago, the name was chanall know the real villain is the 0
ged. McMahon said that "Dean
·cashier's office. The Director of ] John Allan: This new fellow has been entrusted with all the schooi's
of Men" and "Dean of Women"
you buy a used car from him?).
Finance J.E. Schiller, is in ~ money (V'v'.ould
· were "awkward titles", but that
;
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Senior Vice -President DeMarco
he 's ever heard.
stamping; it has "turned down
quite a few recommendations" .
McAuliffe is also Chairman of
the Academic Plann ing Committee, which reviews all cirriculum changes, and he is on the
Faculty Negotiating Committee,

Counselling

Princes, the Occasional Queen, Four Jacks,
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G~t'a craving for Rock'n'Ro/1
,
By PAUL CHERNISH

to its own noticable style of
music.
I am not at all concerned
with what goes on in the States.
I don't care · what happens in
the States. I don't care what
happens in Puce. Windsor and
this campus are my main concerns. Mr. MacCourbey's point
about disco in the States is just.
But the majority of U. of W.
students don't have ten silk
shirts and Pierre Cardin suits
squeezed in their closets. Maybe if we were all born in Grand
Rapids we'd be discoing down
every night. That is absolutely
understandable
and right. It 's
all a case of environmental
conditioning .
My survey reflected the feelings of a hearty number of students who enjoy rock. Many of
them suggested a revamping of
the Gallery's pro-disco structure.
Rock and rollers know that

The recent series of "no
holds barred" assaults on disco
found in the entertainment
pages of the Lanct have provoked a great deal of response.
But quite a few people have ·
misinterpreted
the
meaning .
behind the copy I have penned.
My stand is, by now, obvious. Want me to say it again?
I hate disco. But what the hell
is this musical form that everyone gets so steamed about? It
is time I came up with a defini'
tion.
Disco , without . getting into
the Greek derivatives , (re-Mike
MacCoubrey's letter in the Oct;
·14 issue) has expanded itself
'frofn its disc-spinning origin to
an individual, massive medium.
I didn't invent the phrase "disco
music" as many readers seem to
think. You have to admit that .
the disco format has given birth

ough solid rock to start an avapub. The line -ups were unbeardisco is a narrow medium. It
lance. Just like the good old
able on· Monday . nights. And
is a.lmo·st monotonous. And I
days.
what
did
these
bands
play?
A
am not saying that this is bad.
By the ,way, has anyone heard
But rock ·and roll can be so · good selection of different types
any disco blaring out of the
of rock along with a tad of
diversified. Its spectrum is a:we,
notorious juke box? How about
disco. We couldn't get enough.
some. For example, the followThe pub sure has changed.
ing artists can fit into the rock
CJAM? Catch my drift?
It's nice to hear that Catharsis
Last Saturday I stumbled into
category: Rush, Queen, Kiss, ·
is returning, and that a jazz band
the St. Clair pub to see what's
ELP, ELO, Supertramp, Eagl; s,
might be ·playing in the pub on
happening there. Was I surpriRonstadt, and Pat Boone. From
sed! The band was called FarFriday afte ~noons. Now how
.acid to aspirin.
about some rock and roll! ·
mer, and they kicked out · enMost r'eputable local rock
bands can handle any of th ~
aforementioned
material along
with the simple form of disco.
Ninety per cent of the people
on campus like rock as opposed
to disco (re-Disco Surveyt The
majority of students on campus
won't be satisfied until rock
By PAUL CHERNISH
•:
and roll is reintroduced. And +
.
.
I'm sure they will put up with a
:
Yep, another contest. All you have to do is write the name of the :
bit of disco.
:artist
next to the quote supplied. Only this is a big contest. First
Ah yes , I remember the good
•place
gets
a bottle of booze and his picture in next week's Lance. :
old days when bands like Meaplace gets · a bottle of wine. Third place gets a bottle of beer •
dows and Chaos invaded . the : •1second
in the pub .
:
:
In order to win, you must correctly identify the artist responsible :
:for each ~uote. If no one guesses them all, .the winner will be the
: .person with the most correct. If there happens to be a tie, winners
•will be picked at random out of a box.
'
:
After filling out the _form, drop it in the Lance Music Contest :
:Box located at the University Centre desk . Include your nam...eand •
student number. Contest ends at 4 :00 p.m ., October 25 .
•
1. "When you see me with a smile on my fafe, · then you'll know
:
I'm a mental case."
•
"On your feet or C:,nyour knees"
•
:"I ~.on 't ._.
kno :,v, ~u! J _been told if you keep on dancing you'll

~

r.........................................
,

i:

Who Sang it?
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:2.
•:3
·.
:4.
:s.

~ .never grow O
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"Bartender, gimme another gin"
"I 'm taking little white pills and my eyes are open ·wide"
"No one knows what it's like to be the bad man"
"When I'm holding your wheel, all I hear is your gear"
"A girl named Johnny Cash"
"Like looking in your mirror and seeing a p~lice car"
"Just yesterday morning they let me know you were gone"
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Aaron offers a goo<:!selectie:rn of enjoyable tunes .
By PAUL CHERNISH

Aaron may not --..
be dompletely
worth the lo_ng wait; but at
least the wait is over.

blems that were du_e to balance,
but perfection is tough to achieve because of the pub's acoustic layout, and I wouldn't hold
it against Aaron. ·
What pleased me was the fact
that the band seemed to have
fun playing their music, especially during the final country
set.
Aaron does a pretty fair
rendtion of Eagles ·tunes, . the
type of music that most of us ·
have dearly missed in the pub.~
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Tastych~nges at pub

- Sometimes change for the
sake of change is good. Aaron,
the band playing the pub this
week, provides a good step out
'
of the "pub rut".
The music this band _comes
up with is mixed well. The tunes _
Top ·
I caught ranged from
to the Beatles . Each of the four .
musicians (two guitars, bass and
drums) seems to possess enough '
talent to make the music sue-.
ces~ful and ear-pleasing.
i noticed a few sound pro- ·
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on campusOct.25

.
)

For an information session covering management career opportunities with Allstate.
If you are interested in a challenging
career which offers excellent opportunities
advancement, THEN BE SURE TO AT TEND . .We will be in the /University Centre
b etween t h e hours of 2 p.m . and 4 p.m .. .
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Catharsis is back !
Catharsis is evolving. It has
developed from a coffee house
to The Organ _ization for Windsor Arts Development (T .0 .W.
A.R .D.) Incorp . The philosophy
which developed from Catharsis
and continues in T.0.W .A.R.D.
is the expansion and sharing of
art, and the creation of a place
where "energy comes from people and goes back to other
p~ople " .
The original aim of Catharsis,
when it was founded in June
1975, was to fill the ·gap created by the lack of alternatives
of music available in the community . Musical performances
were held ifi Mac and Electa
Halls on campus, and drew a
large audience of all ages.
The success of Catharsis was
interrupted when the March 27,
1977 Benefit Concert Extra\vaganza was cancelled. In answer
ito the question Why?, the direc !tor felt that it couldn't be
fpinp o inted to one reason , or to
iseveral. Factors like the head-

line performer - cancelling out,
·and Valdy playing at Cleary
the same night, added on to
other problems, like the mis·printing of promo sheets. The
time itself seemed to be a period
· of low energy for the volun. teers of Catharsis, and with so
many problems there was little
· motivation to continue.
The low energy has beeen
revitalized . This includes , a new
direction for the coffeehouse .
T .O.W.A.R.D. is not a closed
entity, but rather, it is aiming
to be inclusive for the entire
community.
The
downtown
location, will make it more
accessible · to Windsor residents.
·The directors stressed d re need
to fill one of the vacuums in
Windsor by providing a place
where interaction of- artists, in
both musical and plastic arts,
can occur .
Catharsis
happens
every
weekend, beginning November
. 4,5 and 6. Nationally known
singer and songwriter Dave Brad-

street will perform the first
weekend. Tickets to this performance can be picked up in advance at Warehouse Records, the
University Centre, and St . Clair
College Bookstore,
by the
·middle of next week. Catharsis
will be held at 119 Ouellette
Avenue .
Catharsis will be reaching into .
different realms of music. The
program f{}r November follows:
Nov . 11, 12 - Mike Blanchard Quartet.
Nov. 13 - New Conception
Jazz Quartet, featuring Doc Holiday, who has been in the jazz
field for over thirty years and
has played with such jazz greats
as Mel Lewis, Stan Kenton, and
Duke Ellington.
Nov. 18,19,20 - John Thi. badeau, one of the top ragtime
guitarists and a unique stylists,
who grew up in Windsor . .
Nov. 25,26,27 - Ken Bloom,
who plays at least 20 instru. ment~ including the slide zither .
A word of advice: the new
-location holds only 65 people,
so buy your t ickets early . Catharsis is mov ing towards something that Windsor has been
needing for a long time .
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ARIES - (March 21 - Apr il 19) : An extraordinary

effort will be
_requir;-ed for you to keep your cool. Tense moments ahe~d .
·
_TAURUS - (April 20 - May 20) : This is no time to start feeling

sorry for yourself. ,Your sense of humour will pull you through .
·GEMINI - (May 21 - June 21) : Complete assignments early this

week. Force the issue only if you're sure that you're right.

,

CANCER - (June 22 - July 2.2) : Tact and careful timing are
·needed to achieve results. Outside forces plot against you.
·
LEO - (July 2 3 - Aug. 22) : Respond to your natural instincts ,
they are valid now. Take care not to overreach yourself.
'
VIRGO - (Aug. 23 - Sept . 22) : Do things correct the first time
-around. There won't be -time to do it again.
.
.LIBRA - (Sept. 23 -_ Oct. 22) : A good time to get off by yourself.

Solitude will result in a much better work effort .
.

.

(Oct . 23 - Nov . 21) : Late breaking . developments
.will change the situation. Adjust your thinking as well.
·
S~ORPIO -

SAGITTARIUS - (Nov. 22 - D~c. 21) : Delay your dec ision for
·
a little wh ile longer. Time is still on your side.
·CAPRICORN - (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : Leeches are lying in wait for
you . Share your glory with non-one; it's all yours ;
AQUARIUS - (Jan . 20 - ·Feb. 18) : Advice will prove to be faulty .

Make y our own decisions despite resistance.
PISCES - (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Support will come from an unu-

sual source . Swallow your pride and accept .

Cosby at it again

* LIVE THEATRE *
THE UNIVERSITY PLAYERS 1977 /78 SEASON

* SUBSCRIBE NOW *
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situation vis a vis the Ame rican
class system . Overworn issues
By KAREN SPIERKEL
are battered ab out t he classA Pie.ce of the Action is not
. a porno flick. Actuall y, it 's room as Po itier assumes the
1
another m the , ;,.set' es -of the ,, teacher role for this aggress.-Cosby -P~ itf ~; ~pi ct t'ti th,~r; df:: : ive :yriuths . .Oppr ession, poverty ,
t ion of the ir earlier Uptow n- ignorance, an d m iddl e class
guilt all come to a head in the
Saturday Night, Sidney Poitier
only convincing piece of dialand Bill Cosby play two partogue. " You kids wear ignorance
time con artists, who parlay
on your sleeves as though it
·their acquired profits · into varwere a badge . And you think
ious personal funds .
that's cool. That 's not cool.
Unlike their earlier films, the
That's
masturbation! "
·ebony duo have experienced an
The film is an interesting conupward shift in so~ial class.
junction of episodes : the antics
Poitier, is an affluent black
of two con men and their at.playboy, and Cosby directs a
tempt to locate their anonyChicago Management Corporamous tormentor, the romantic
tion . How convenient.
entanglement
of Poitier and
The two enjoy their lives of
influence by day . and crime by · Cosby, and even the thrills of
Chciago disco night life, (what .
night , until a retiring detective
would
a 1977 black film be
(James Earl Jones) discovers
without some reference to distheir misdeeds. The detective
co?). Each theme is dealt with
. uses this knowledge to blackseparately, yet they a.11 come
mail the fellows into putting
to focus i~ an easy, yet rather
. their material efforts into a
low-key film.
community action centre for unCosby is at his finest : loose,
employed black youths, instead
witty, and totally smooth. His
of into their back pockets . The
best performance is as a disco
threat Jones suggests is direct :
dancer in a I Chicago night"Five years working voluntarily
club, where he manages to make
for the betterment
of black
Soul Train look like a · nonyouth, or X amount of years
stop waltz . He succeeds in ' fill~ ·
working for the federal state;
prison division naturally ." Poiing the 'Black American Dude'
tier and Cosby accept in the
image without overtaxing the
hopes of .tracking down this incharacter.
cognito blackmailer and plunge
into their "Good Samaritan"
The film is fast-paced and
· roles as co-ordinators
of
well scripted. However, its most
youth work force program for
.annoying drawback is that is is
30 guerrilla-t y pes .
Hollywood's answer to th~ Black
What ensues is an attempt at
Problem, and that means it tends
a serious comment on the black ./ to be cliche-ridden .

a

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR . Mail to Room 168, Essex Hall . •
The_atre, University of Wi _ndsor . Orders are filled as received . NO REFUNDS . Exchange of date priv ileges are
available for your convenience . Tickets are available at Box Office or in the mail around Labour Day .
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION TELEPHONE 253-4565

FOR OFFICE USE ON LY :

Row

Seat Numbers

Mailed

Ret urn t his for wit h you r che que

The Changing Room - Oct.
A GREAT

LINE UP!

How The Other Half Loves - Nov.
The Sea- Jan.

Dirty Wo rk at the Cros sroads - Feb .
. Showcase Production - Mar.

•
•
••

,SAM'SPIZZERIA

2215
Wyandotte W.

Pizza, Ravioli, Chicken, Rihs, etc.

. 256-4993
Look for our specials regularly .
Attention University Students
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Ugliness ·Re.v,ist"ted•·-· ·1
By AL WELLMAN
One has to be surprised at
the advertisi11g standards
at
the Windsor Star.

Ii

·1

:

.
:

mu,1-c
i
By CJAM

For a week the Star ran an ad :
for the porno flick, "Nazi Love · :
~:;~dN;~s2;l·~
a page in size.
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s;:;te~a~;

:
i:
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The purpose of the ad was
nothing more tha_n t o pander .........
•••• • •• •• .....
October - 22 Redwood (formerly Homespun) ·
to the latent sado-sexual feelAmbassador
ings of the readers . Perhaps
Cobo Hall
Foreigner
Oct . 23
even more subtle is the ad 's
Hy att Regency
appeal to latent anti-semitism .
Jose Feliciano
Oct . 24
The ad promises sexual deg Masonic
radati o n of women , presumably
Graham Parker ahd Thin Lizzy
Oct. 26
Jews (what shameful things were
Roya l Oak Theatre
these women forced to do
Tom Waits, and J .J.Walker
Oct. 27
behind thses walls?) .
Royal Oak Theatre
Oct . · 29
Kenny Rankin & Randy Newman
Crisler Arena
Waylon
Jennings
The ad is also intended to
Raven
Gallery
Oct . 28 ,29 ,30 Pat Paulsen
shock , and citizens of Windsor
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and students who have friends
and relatives who were in concentrati on camps ar~ probably
quite off ended .
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-CJAM HIGHUGHTS-

The swastika alone will conjour up images of crematoriums
and bodies piled high like garbage. Using it in the context
of a porno flick turns a cruel
event into cheap sadistic erotique.

By CJAM
MOSAIC
\fonday , October 24th - CJAM interviews Chris Kelly and Wendy
Solloway, organizers of Catharsis regarding future plans for Catharsis. This -will begin at 11 a.m. 11 :45 Dean of Women, Evelyn McLean will be featured _in a prqgram focussing on the Mature Women's Associatio .n .
•
Tuesday, October 25th - SAC Vice-President Rob _Whitenect.
11 :45 Rick Spence intervi~ws - Allan Metcalfe, president · of tne
University Faculty Association ,.
'
Wednesday, October 26th -- CJAM will feature a program in conjunction with "Quicksilver and Slow Death" _ 11:45 ,Len Wallace,
University of Windsor co-ordinator of OPIRG. Following this, John
Bain will talk to a representative of Credit Counselling.
Thursday, October 27th - CJAM interviews THE OUTDOOR
PLUMBING COMPANY, a bluegrass group which recently performed in the Windsor area. 11 :45 weekly report from SAC President Gary Wells.
Friday, October 28th
11 :45 Ancillary · Commissioner Bruce
Hannah
1

Monday, October 24 -- "Another Nighttime Flight" thats Blue*
Tuesday, October 25 - Cano
Wednesday, October 26 - The "Power and Love" of-Manchild .
Thursday, October 27 - Stranglers "No More Heroes"*
Friday, October 28 - Grateful Dead "Tarapin"

LANCER FOOTBALL
CJAM wiil not be broadcasting the game, but reports will be available at 254-1494 .
CJAM Love Sounds - "Morning Music" from 9 to 11 Wednesday
. and Friday mornings.
NB : Due to transmitter breakdown we are off the air in Mac and
Laurier Halls . Our apologies for this inconvenience, we hope to

'Chere IS a difference!~!
• LSAT
• GRE

• DAT

• OCAT

• SAT

•NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• ECFMG
• FLEX
Flexible Programs and Hours

OverJS yearsof experienceand success.Smallclasses
. Voluminous
homestudy materials.Coursesthat are constantlyupdated.Centers
opendaysand weekendsall year.Completetape faciIities for review
of class lessonsandfor use of supplementary
materials.Make-ups
for
missedlessonsat our cent~rs.
FARMINGTO .N HILLS
(313) 851-0313

ANN ARBOR
(313) 662-3149

OR Write to :
29226 Orchard Lake Road
Suite No. 205
Farmington Hit.ls, Mi. 48018

~---••Atfiliiited

at,:

TES;-;;;;;.;;
SPECIALISTSSINCE 1931

Centers in Major U. S. Cities,•••••111111'

'

Nov .

1

Nov .

3

Cobo Hall
Journey, Lynyrd Skynyrd
Royal
Oak
Theatre
National Lampoon Hallowe'en Party
Cobo .Hall

Grateful Dead

. Cobo Hall'
Royal Oak Theatre

. Earth, Wind and Fire
Franki Miller & Crawler

Cobo Hall

Nov . 5&6 Rod Stewart
Nov .

7

Oscar Peterson

Nov.

t

Average White Band

Hyatt 'Regency
Masonic

Nov. 11

Firesign Theatre

Royal Oak Theatre

Nov . 12

Burton Cummings

Royal Oak Theatre

Nov . 13

Buddy. Rich

Nov . . 19

Joan Armatrading and
Tim Weisberg

Music Hall
Royal Oak Theatre

Nov. 30

Royal Oak Theatre

Pablo Cruise

•

:
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, What next~ a film about an
orgy in Nagasaki -after the Abomb, or maybe the erotic
adventures of a mercena,ry in
Biafra?

i

FRIDAY NITE SPECIAL
Two hours
of Santana starting at 10 p .m.
-,

• MCAT

/

~I
S.A.C.

All feature LPs are at 11 a.m. and _9:05 p.m. daily, unless otherwise
specified and all Mosaic talk programs start at 11-:45 a.nL
• - Nite time only.

• GMAT

The Windsor Star may only
-do it_ for the money. Does it
only take a little money to let
someone make warped statements on genocide? Was Nazi
; '-'G:e
rm;ny 'ii-J g?iat- . tum '!;'tjn. ?

Oct.

GJ.LLIII

Your Host:
.Peter Romeri I .

LOUlfl

#

I
f

J
•
#
•!

Bands for your dancing and
listening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment
Fri. Oct. 21- Sat. Oct.22

#

AARON

•

DIRECT FROM LONDON

•

Mon. frt. 24- Sat. Oct. 29

•#

T.B.A.
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SuperCrown 'en-tertains audience

By TERRY . ENGLAND
Those who did not attend
the special lecture held in the
Law Bµilding's Moot Courtroom last Tuesday night missed
a surprisingly exciting mixture
of learning and entertainment.
The guest speaker was Bruce
Affleck Q.C., on·e of Canada's
most
successful
prosecuting
Crown Attorneys. Mr. Affleck ,
who only half-jokingly refers to
himself as "Super-Crown", trea- .
ted the packed house to humourous anecdotes drawn drom
his 16 years in the courtroom
as well as serious reflections on
the role of the prosecutor m
On t ario 's legal sy stem .

Bruce Affleck was the
secutor in the celebrated
involving the largest bank
bery m O n~ario history,

procase
robover

$1. million from the Royal
Bank in Windsor . Of the 45
.murder trials he has contest~d,
all have resulted in convictions.
Now he is a special prosecutor
for the Ontario government, undertal<ing many major criminal
trials.

nst the accused are reduced in
exchange for a guilty plea) Mr.
Affleck said that he must be
"careful to maintain a high standard reflecting the interests of
the
community ."
Although
many have denounced plea 'negotiation ' (as he prefers to call
it) . as "bargain-basement
just- ,
ice," the learned · counsel claims
that "without it, the administration of justice would grind
to a halt. "

--Most impressive, however, is
his general approach to the
law. "I do what I consider appropriate to the community and
Bruce Affleck has retained
to the _administration of justice :"
the feeling that he is a servant
he says, adding that "the game
to the needs of the co~munit y.
must be played with dignity and .
In every case he is aware of his
respect and integrity." Although
duty
to th e people as their prohe favours " a strong and vigosecutor,
and favours inore openrou s prosecution," he also claims
ness
in
the conduct of courtthat ."the most important qualification of a crown attorney is room practices. "I have no mis- ~;,...
givings about any of my con- .J:l
fairness ."
0
victions," he claims, which is 0
On the subject of plea bar- .
.c probably why he has been so Q,.,
gaining (~here the charges agaisuccessful.

Trivia Quiz

Ontario Crown Attorney

Bruce Affleck . .

'Mercyair8s' to visit

GENERAL INFORMATION QUIZ
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

I'

7,,..
8.
9.

11 ,

13.
14.
15.
16,
17.
18.

19.
20.

Who was known as the Divine Sarah?
What is a mneonomist?
On what part of a man's face do the most hai rs grow?
Distinguish between stalagmite and stalactite .
'
·
Name the seven deadly sins?
What city in Spain was famous for the quality of its steel weapons? .,.~
·
Whois the Henry Ford of F rance?
Wh ich weighs less, damp air or dry air?
In _which sex do~s colour-blindness predomi_pate?
Who was Nefertiti 's son?
_,,
What instrum ent records earth quakes?
What holds the planets in place? ,
Today ' s toughie - take three points if you get it - What is the
study of mountains called?
Who were the Rough .Riders?
Who is the George Washington of South America?
r
·
Who was Geronimo?
How mahy -kinds of bees are in every hive?
What was Mark Twain's real name?
What is a chinquapin?
What is the oldest form of gambling?

-+------Answers

on page 10...

"Michigan High Schbol ~students to entertain

Next Wednesday, Oct. · 26,
there will be a concert in Am bassador auditorium given by ·
the Mercyaires, a group of 20
girls from Our Lady of Mercy

us next Wednesday.

High School in Farmington
Hills.
Many business and professional organizations have been
entertained by the Mercyaires,

DELTA-CHI & NURSING SOCIETY
~p,aeaa
1

SUPER HALLOWE EN PARTY

*BANDIT*

including
convention
perfor.:
mances for International Business Ma.chines, and the Society of Automotive Engineers.
They have also performed at a
,;number of charitable functions
including the annual Detroit
·-Tigers and Detroit Lions Capuchin Dinner and in Christmas
and Spring Concerts to support
the continuing food and distrbution program of Duns Scotus College in Southfield.
The Mercyaires are directed
by Larry Teevens, Chairperson of the Music department
at Our Lady of Mercy High
school. There will be no ad. mission charge, and they will
perform from 4:00 to - 5 :00
p.rri. This -event is. sponsored by
~he Music Club.

SAT·OCT·29, 8PM
AMBASSA 'DO'RAUD·
ALSO: $100 PRIZE FOR BEST C0STUM£

PREG .NANT
AND D1$TRES~ED
CALLBIRTHMHT, isNin" .
~reanency
..............

Preena~I
NeAgeLlmlt
Fiee Counaelina.
(No effect on low-medical fee)
· Free Plepaancy Test
(or $1 at in~epindenr lab)
3 Hou, ,Oinic Star
Medic.aid,
BlueCibll
Acciiectited
_ Westrive fQrhigh patient. ·
·comfort and friendly personal
attention.

ACMAPPROVED

$2.<XJ
ADVANC£~$2.5!lA.T
/JOOR

CALL(313) ~-4000 .
DETROIT·AIOR110N·.
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Lancer basketball: readying for long season
By ERIC MAYNE .
and JOHN VELLA

Ac cord ing to Dr. Paul Thomas, taki ng top honours in basket-·
ball depends entirely on "how
ba d we want it . The Lancer Basketball coach noted, " If · we
work ou r ·hea ds off, we can do
.it. "

member of the Thompson's
Sport Shop team which traveled
to Europe last summer. While
on this trip, _he was again -herald.ed as an All-Star in ~everal tournaments.
In addition t o these ·
distinctions, Charlie is probably
the most -feared shot blocker in
the OUAA.

Bob Oosteven is another return ing vet eran who should
Th is year could · prove to be a
mak e -a substantial contribution
very pro duct ive one fo r the Lanto . t be team effo rt. At 6 '5 ", he ·
cer Basketball team. At present ,
will provid e additional rebound th e team 's roster is down t o 12
ing
help at the forw ard spot .
. playe rs, but it is expected to
Oosteven,
who also traveled to v
reach 10 before the team opens
>
Europe with Th omp ~on's, was ~its exhib ition schedule Novemselected to the All-Star Team in ...;
ber 11t h at the University of
a Czechoslovakian tournament . ;;
Toledo. The team has seven reThe muscle up-front is sup- ~
turning players off last year's
plied by Fred "Truck" Robson . f
squad. This coupled with the
According to Dr. Paul Thomas,
perimeter shooter, should give
presence of some very talented
the coach of the Lancers, he has
the Lancers a scoring threat
newcomers should provide the
improved tremendously both ofthe Lancers .t scoring threat in
Lancers with a substantial edge
fensively ancf defensively since
the backcourt. But Dan Devin
in their division.
last year.
·
is the catalyst of the team. He is
Another
returning
forward
is
• Heading the list of returnees
a fine blend of all these attriJim Minella. His aggressive .reis Charlie Pearsall, the 6' 10" cenbutes and has the benefit of extre, acknowledged to be the _ bounding and tenacious defense
perience.
supply an important dimension
tea~ leader. Among his many
Both Landry and .Devin were
to the team's · performance.
laurels as an outstanding cager
selected ~ to · the second team
The returning guards offer a
are his selection to the Canadian
.OUAA All-Stars in 1976/77.
combination of speed, effective
~ational team and as a first team
The newcomers vying for the
shooting, and experience. Vjnce
OUAA All-Star in the 1976/77
last two forward spots are John
, Landry contributes to the speed
season. He also gained ·further
Ritchie, Jim Molyneux, and
international experience as a
and quickness. Ed Bialek, a_fine
John Papovich.
But Coach
Thomas is quick to point out
that the returning veterans do
not have a lock on their jobs.
An interesti 'ng battle . ~as
shaped up at guard. Brian Hogan, a first -year player, in "the
Landry mold," is competing
against
Kevin
Greenwood.
Greenwood played for the Crusaders in the past, and if Coach
Thomas desires an experienced
·guard, then he .may get the nod.
Hogan could add speed to the
'team, and there is no question about his ball-handling abilities.

When evaluating this team,
there are many strengths but few
weaknesses. Experience, leadership, and potential are on the
plus side. This season will probably see the absence of a con-

trolled offense.
The Lancers
will more than likely utilize their
speed and quickness for a running game.
Perhaps the only weakness is
the lack of strong outside shooting.

SPORTSHORTSP '
ORTSHORTSPQft
The U. of W. Diving Team practices from 5 :30 to 6:45 Monday Thursday under Coach Paul Laing ("how he got there I'll never
know"). More divers arc wetcome. The U. of W. will be holding its .
first Girls Invitational Diving Meet on Saturday, November 19, 1977
beginning at 12 noon.

If you wish to channel your interests into other areas of the
pool and get some exercise while you're · at it, the Intramural Office begins its Channel Swim November 1st'. Merely give your name
to the lifeguard and they will tally your total lengths. Badges will be
awarded for. completing S, 10 and 20 miles. The only difference
between the Windsor channel swim and the Real McCoy is that,
no matter how long you .swim you'll never end up in Calais.
Rollerskating night ·is November 9th at the Wheels Arena. T~ansportation will be arranged by bus, if enough people are interested.
Drop your name off at the Intramural Office in St. Dennis Hall
and get rolling.

PORTRAITS BY:

MlN,I sludio
1298 OTTAWAST. AT HALL AVE.
/

258-5500
PHOTOG RA PHY, OF DISTINC TION

ON CAMPUS
UniVersityCentre

EcrBailek shoots over an unidentified opponent getting ready for
the team's November 11 exhibition season opener.

FRANK

.T. Fox,

October 24th -28th

O.D.

OPTOMETRIST

Suite2B
.
Church
Rd.,
· 400Huron
Assumption
University
Universitv
ofWindsor

258-0042

ByAppointment

••••••••••••••••••

Studio Appointments
Available
Friday 9 to -g
Closed Mondays

9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

S.A.C.'s Appointed Photographer
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400-metre, rounding ,the tr ack in
50. 7 seconds. He also took part
in the 4 x 400 metre relay squad
Both the Lancer anq Lancerwith Paul Kozak, Paul Richardette track and field teams have
son , and Bob Bedard, placing
had a number of very successful
fourth with a t ime of 3 .09.
invitational meets in the past
In other track ~howings, Ray
few weeks and last week was deHolland trotted to a fourth in
finitely no exception.
the 5000-metre and Paul Kozak
took 11th in the 400-metre with
The team traveled to Hamilton to take part in the McMaster · a time of 52.5. ·Tim Wood e..:
qualled his personal best in the
Invitational in readiness for the
1500, taking fifth in 4.07, and
Ontario Championships in that
Bob Bedard finished sixth in the
same city tomorrow.
400-metre in 51.5 seconds.
On the Men's side, the LanOn the track side, Dave Irwin
cers picked up a couple of medmade an excellent dual showing,
als and bettered a number of
bettering his personal bests in
personal bests. Silvano Campthe javelin and discus, placing
agna placed second in the shotfourth in the former and fifth in
put, picking up the silver medal
the latter.
for his toss of 11.09 metres. Al
In the steeple chase Paul RoWright took the bronze in the
By DON PEPPIN and ·
LORNA CHERITO~

hurling the javelin 42 .5 7 metres : .
berts
ran, jumped,
hopped,
In track events , Andrea Page
swam, and generally cleared the
placed
first in 400-metre hurdles
3000-metre tra ck in style to colwith a time of 1.07 minutes, a
lect a., fourth in 10.04 minutes.
personal best and a University of
All of these competitors, as
well as, the women who place ' Windsor record. Linda Staudt
·placed second in the 1500-mebetter than sixth in the OUAA
tre, running a personal best time
Championship this week will colof 4.56 minutes that -·also cut 50
lect points for the total team
seconds off the previous Windsor
_..
effort.
record.
'
Strong performances by WinThe Lancerette relay teams
dsor women, ihcluding three
placed third in the 4 x 100
firsts and two seconds, helped
with a time of 5 3 .9 and fourth
the Lancerette Team to a Strong
in the 4 x 400 metres with a
finish at the OWIAA side of the
time of 4.26 minutes.
Other
meet.
fine performances by LancerBettering all three of. her preettes include:
vious performances at the October 7th Waterloo meet, Jennifer
100 metres ·Pace won the Women's Discus
Margot McKinley
13 .5
with a throw of 36.69 metres,
Judy Tomek 14.2
shotput with a heave of 11.85
metres, anq placed second by
· 200 metres Andrea
Page
27.1 .
(Personal Best ; 4th)
Margot McKinley 28.4
Judy Tomek 30.0

FIFTEEN

400 metres Rose Caille 1.02
P.B.
Cathy Seguin 1.07 P.B.
800 metres Linda Staudt 2.27 (4th)
Rose Caille 2.28 P.B.
1500 metres Cathy Seguin 5.39
100 metre hurdles Andrea Page 17 .0 ( 4th)
Diicus Sharon McNamara 26.06
metres
Debbie Powell 17 .22 M
Shotput Debbie

Powell

6.33

M

Javelin Sharon McNamara 30.01
metres ( 4th)
Long Jump Judy Tomek 3.81 M
Margot McKinley 3.15 M

Intramural flare-up

Fellow team members · look on as Rose Caille finishes the final leg of a relay. The team travels to Ham ,
ilton Saturday, to compete in the OUAA meet .. .
·

Intramural soccer has had
problems before but this year
it has reached a new height. An
undetermined number of players decided ·that they should
take matters into their own
hands, after a game between the
Chinese Student Association and
the Camel Jockeys . The result
was a large number of game suspensions and 5 season suspensions .
Professor Boucher, head of
intramurals, ·feels ·this was an
·isolated incident and that there
w.ill be no further incidents. But
he .also said he had heard such
incidents had been occurring for
eight years. "The captain, Dean
McMahon, and myself met this
morning (Monday) and we all
agreed that the punishments
were fair."
Apparently the fight started

after several heated confrontations during the game. Just as
the game was ending some of
the players started to swing at
each other. The outs ome was
one - injury that led to an examination in hospital. The injured
player was released after observation without any ~er.ious· repurcussions.
Professor Boucher commented that "due to the extremely
competitive nature of the soccer
league, some games are difficult
· to officiate."
The players wei;e dealt with
as specified in the intramural
hand book. The rule states that
players fighting should be suspended for 3 games. Since there
are only 3 games left in the season, the suspensions are for the
year.

...

IN THE SHOWERS
By DON PEPPIN

Is down the· drain this week

Accountingstudents
are a going concem.
Certainly to our firm and to the
future of our profession.
The role of an accounting student is diversified, demanding and .
rewarding , providing wide exposure to the business community of
today . A challengin ·g career awaits any individual interested in .
becoming a Chartered Accountant.
Business and commerce majors will obviously be interested in a
chartered accountancy degree . In addition , we are also interested in
talking to graduates of mathematics , computer science, engineering
and general arts and science who are interested in applying their
undergraduate background to th is dynan;iic business environment.

.

'

.

If you are willing to accept this challenge, applications should be
submitted as soon as possible to the Student Placement Office . Our
representatives will be on campus to discuss career opportunities on

November 21, 22

Peat, Marwick,.Mitchell& Co.
Chartered Accountants
St. John 's. Halifax. Moncion , Quebec , Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Mississauga , Hamilton , Waterloo, London , Windsor, Sault Ste. Marie , Winnipeg, Regina
Saskatoon , Calgary, Edmonton , Vancouver ,. Prince George .
~ .. ••/-

•
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Windsoi waxed b Western, 22-15
/

to move the ball any furth er fa king the field goal.
Windsor -Western
football .
'Coach Fracas decided to go
ga~es are usually tough and
with close hitting and last week's ·
with Steve Zac1>.on what turne d
game was no exception . Windsor
out to be Windsor 's final posslost 22-15 in the end , but they
ession . The first play from scrim were not outplayed.
.
mage , Zack pitched to Craig
The
tough
breaks
went
Mallender who tried to execu te
against t~e Lancers and some ·
the half back pass . But Craig
key inuries cost them dearly
threw the ball too short , and
as Coach Fracas explained, "We
it was picked off by the Mustwere hurting. Some of our of- .
ang 's Dimitry · Ku,rilsky. The
fensive men were playing for the
game ended wi,th Western in
first time this y_ear. With la.st·
possession and they ended .up 7
week's starting lineup it would _
point victors.
have· been a different game."
Windsor's defence had a fine
The Lancers missed starting
game overall. Jim Lynn, Al
centre Dave Brescasin, out with
Dosant, and Jim Cimba all stood
out on defense . Fracas com~
the flu. Pass protection biock- ::: ..
ing broke down and not only
mented that he was "proud of
was Scott Mallender unable . to ~
the defense toda:y."
The Lancer offense had a
pass but he suffered several sev- ';,
pqor showing, partially due to
ere poundings . Eventually Mal- ~
injury problems . . Western's delender was replaced by Steve _g
..
. . ..
.fense
. was another reason that
Zack, who also got heavily Q.. · Craig Mallender ( 18) breaks out of a crowd last week. But even his efforts we_ren't enough as the Lan- ·
the
'
offense
lacked its usual
thumped.
cers went down 22-15 to Western.
~ip
last
week.
Scott Mall~nder
After the game Fracas ""ad- ·
ain, Bone throwing ~ 40 yarder
· to the play was that two unidit in for the major, the convert
·
went
10
for
28
in ' the air and
mitted he had doubts about the
to Ross Tripp. The Lancers ·got
entified Lancer defensive backs
was good, and the score was
115
·
yar
_
d
s
gaine.d.
The ground
game. "I thought we'd get wiped
the break _when it was called
ran into each ot~er trying to
7-6 for Western.
game was much less .with only
out but the defense .rose to the
back
on
a
make
the
tackle,
·
1eaving
Arnott
holdi11g
penalty.
'
The second ·quarter saw Win71 yards gained. Penalties also
occasion." Windsor limited Westwide open. Windsor never regWestern was forced to punt
dsor's
longest drive. Craig Malfigure
in Windsor's loss taking
ern to its lowest total of the
but Arnott couldn't kick it
ained ttie lead after that set
lender carried for. two first
for
81
yards and 5 of those
season in scoring.
back.
more than 30 yards. Al Dosant,
The Lancers started out early · downs while brother Scott conresulted in first downs for the
Windsor's
next
drive
faultered
having a fine game, returned the
nected with Bruce Walker and
on a drive sparked by an Al
opposition.
when , Mallender stepped back
ball 50 y?,rds to the Western 30
Bru,ce
Young
for
one
recepDosant interception,
returning
Western's offence was also
to throw anci' seyeral Western
yard line. Unfortunately Windtion each. The Lancer drive
the ball to the Western 39 yard
hampered
with injuri~s. Bill Razlinemen smashed him and he lost
sor was unalile to capitalize
started at their own 40 yard
line after a ' 38 yard run. From
alowsky, Western 's star running
the
ball.
Western's
Henry
Svec
on this break either.
· line and ·ended at the Western
there Scott Mallender connectback, was sidelined · with an
picked it up and broke into
34
yard
line,
where
Windsor
was
Windsor
threa l!ened
once
ed with brother Craig for 11
ankle injury' and reserve runthe end zone.
forced to attempt a field goal.
more, in the fourth quarter but
yards and a first down, on the
ning back Toni Fallis was lost
W
i
ndsor
was
out
of
the
game
Rob Geier kicked it 40 yards for
had to settle for another Geier
27 yard line . Windsor struggled
for the season ; dur-ing the game,
for,
good
on
just
those
two
bad
3 points, giving Windsor a 9-7
fie_ld goal. The drive started on
down to t ~e 15 and then Scott
with a broken knee :
plays.
the Western 36 yard line foHolead
connected with Craig again for
Ross
Tripp gained 119 of these '.
Windsor's next possession was
wing a poor punt. Windsor was
Then the roof fell in .
15 yards and 6 points. · The
Jamie Bone went 7 for 19 in
much
more
successful.
Mallender
ineffective on the ground so
.On a second and long, at th e
extra was no good. Craig ended
passing and 115 yar ds, well
passed to Adams on a 15 yard
Mallender
. went to the air on a
Western
18
yard
line,
Western
the day with 48 yards on 4 car- ·
below his average.
completion and · then hit hr.other
screen pass received , by Roger
quarterback Jamie Bone unloaries.
Craig for another 15 yard gain.
Adams, and he · managed to
This week Windsor plays
ded to Tom Arnott at the 50 .
· Western rebounded only 4
But Windsor had t-0 settle for
and
McMaster in · Hamilton,
scramble down to the 17 yard
Arnott dodged three would-be
minutes later when Ross Tripp
a field goal 3 plays 1ater .
a
win
this
week
will
mean
the
line.
Mallender
kept
to
the
air
tacklers
and
scampered
into
the
carried 3 times for 26 yards to
Following
Windsor's
field
Lancers
will
play
the
winner
of
with
a
pass
to
Bruce
Walker
but
end
zone
for
6
points
.
The
key
the 4 yard line. Toni Fallis ran
goal Western almost struck agthe Western/f oronto game.
the Lancers failed once again,
By PETER NASH

1
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Intramural games night secrets revealed
By PETER MUDRACK
Today, Friday October 21
at noon in St. Denis Hall, the
final three events in the University of Windsor Super Star
contest are being held. After
the first six events, the race
between the top five competitors is extremely tight . These
final events will be th ,e deter mining factor in making or breaking the superior athletes participating in this unique form of
competition.

In the Su per Star scoring
sy stem, one hundred points are
awarded for a first place finish, sixty for a second place
scori~
fifty points for ending_
up in third, forty for fourth,
and finally, the athlete finishing fifth in a particular event
receives thirty points.
Total points after the first
two hurdles of the Super Star
are:
Paul Richardson - 410
Kevin Greenwood - 390
Dave Steviano - 340
Dave Gotts - 340
: Mike' Quinn - 260
Greenwood and Richardson
finished tied for first in the 100
metre race, and both received .
one hundred points . Richardson
also finished first in the long
jump, and second in the 800

metres and the tehnis tournament . Kevin Greenwood scored
high during the softball throw,
and 800 metres, and en"ded second in the long -jump. Dave
Gotts walked away with the
tennis
tourney,
and scored
second in the 50 yard swim.
Dave Steviano swam the best
time in the 50 yard event, and
also had the second best softball throw.

tive are (in no particular order):
Barrage, Frisbowl, 2 on 3
· Basketball, Blind Infinity Volleyball, Bum Ball, Crab Ball,
,Medipede, Knee ball, Frisbee
Net Ball, One-Handed Beach

New Red Wing_bus service

The final three events are
we~ght lifting, a Basketball freethrow contest, and an obstacle
c~urse. Come out to witness
the crowning of Windsor's Sup er
Star.

Windsor hockey fans who
wish they could go over to
Detroit to see their favourite
team play the Red Wings but
don't like driving over to thl:
games now - have the chance .

For those interested in playing volleyball, games take place
on Tuesday night from 7 to 9 .
Anyone wanting to play shoµld
come out as no specific skill
level is required . The Intramural
Staff will place you on a team.

A service is being offered
by the Red Wings h,ockey team
for Windsor hockey fans who
don't like the idea of leaving
their cars in the Olympia parking lots, and dislike even more
going out to get that car after
the game .

Someone down at the Intramural Office does not know how
to keep a secret. As you know,
Games Night is this Saturday .
at St . Denis, and the ac-~uaf
g~es to be played were suppo- .
sed to be strictly confidential
and top secret. But someone
blabbed (Vicky) , and the enti re
list of games has been leaked
to the press. The games, which ·
are completely new and innova-

games. In · fau; the: more the
better. Needless to say, everyone is welcome. Bring anyone.
Bring your grandmother.
So
what, if your grandmother is
better at Bum Ball than you are?

Ball Volleyball, Two Round Object Possession, Circle · Football, Crab Tag, and last ·but
hardly least, Raid. Sounds interesting, no?
Any number can .play these

Scott Lavery, a .former Win, dsor student, is co-ordinating t~e
· Red Wings public !'elations operatiort_s on this side of the border
and has designed the bus service for the benefit of Windsor
residents .
The bus will load at Devonshire Mall at 1 6 o'clock on the
night of a Red Wing home game.

Departing from there at 6: 15
it will ' travel to Dieppe Park .
It will dep ·art Dieppe at
6:30 for the Olympia and anyone on board should remember
tq bring some identification
stating their nationality
(ie.
_birth certificate, passport etc.).
The cost is two dollars per
person and the bus wi-ll return
to Windsor right after the game .
Getting tickets for games at
Olympia is remarkably easy too.
All you have to do is call Windsor Arena at 256-4549 ·tell them
which game you would like tickets for and they will book them
for you. All you d0 is hop on
the bus, pay your two , dollar
bus far , get off the bus, go to.
the ticket office, tell them who
you are and pay f9r your tickets. You can then sit back and
enjoy watching some of the
best hockey there is. Make sure

you call Windsor Arena early
for -the . good seats of course .
_If you have a group larger
than 25 people and want to
make a real trip out of it there
are some real discounts you can
get. Your scout group, residence
floor; · drinking crowd even your
group of limp ~brained engineer
friends can get in 01:the discounts .
Scott Lavery is more than
happy · to give any group a hand
with the arrangements absol utely free. He can help you book
a special bus, arrange the tickets for you and any other odds
and ends which you might not
be aware of, contact him at
969-3586.
, It's a great opportunity to get
in on N.H .L. hocke y, the real
thing, all it t~ es is a phone call
and a little cash, and it'cs enter- .
tainment that beats th'e 'hell
out of the pub .
1
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'Why don't youl"

Students can impr_ove campus food services

-

After two meetings in the
Because of problems with the
new system, changes are neceresidences l ast week, Food Serss.ary. Carson presented
the
vices Director Richard Carson
students with a list of possible
hopes · the campus is more inalternatives to the present syformed about the problems fastem, which included changed
ced by food services, and what
hours and formats in Vanier,
students can do to help .
Facing often hostife crowds
at Laurier and Macdonald Halls
last Thursday evening , Carson
responded to criticism of the
food, personnel, and organization of food services.
Carson is employed by Saga
Foods, an internarional company . In ten years with Saga
he has worked at other univcrsitie~ such as York and Mount
Allison. Food service staff mem bers belong to a union, Local
1001 of the Canadian Union
of Public Employees, which also
covers maintenance and janitorial workers on campus . .
Student criticism of food services has intensified in the past
two years, due to the infroduc- • ~
tion of mandatory food plans J;
for residence students in Sep- .8
0
tember, 1976. Saga also took f ·
over th e food services contract that yea r, succeedil\g BeaSaga Foods manager
ver Foods.
Most recently, students have
and the possibility _of all stucomplained that food services
dents switching to a meal plan. broke the residence students' ,
"The university won't go
contract by taking away the
b_ack to unlimited seconds," said
right of scrip holders to eat
Carson. But he said there was
all-you-c;an-eat meals along with . room for flexiJ:>ility in the final
those who · have purchased 10 or
plan, which must be approved
by the Centre Policy Committee.
14-meal bo_ard ·plans. Legal opCarson said "I am responinion on the alleged violati_on
sible to the students for sarisof the contract is still forth
' coming.
faction, and to the university
Under the previous system,
financially . . . If anything is
in effect until October 16,
to change, it must come from
Carson said students who ate
the students."
only one meal a day, and gorWhen one student advised
ged th emse lves at dinner, were
Saga to " ask for a subsidy, so
costing food services $3,000
students can pay less," Carson
a week. He presented figures
replied, "WKy don't you?"
which showed that at -dinner
Some students attended the
each person ate an average of
Centre Policy Committee meet2 .5 portions.
ing Thursday afternoon, but
Now that scrip holders can
they claimed they were not
· join the · all-you-can -eat feasts
taken seriously - by the chair
only for breakfast or on week(George McMahon, .Dean of
ends, Carson's figures show each
Students), and that several quesperson eats only 1.8 portions
tions were not answered. One
· per meal.
student called the committee's
One student at Macdonald
attitude "co ridescending".
Hall said he resented those fig- Carson reminded the Laurier
ures, because they indicated that
audience of 20 to 30 women
students were irresponsible. He
that students formed a majosaid food ,services' idea of a
rity on the Centre Committee
portion was too "mall.
·

(five student rel?s on the ninemember committee). "There are
~nough students on that committee to carry any motion you
want through."
·
Carson repeated that food
services could handle most indi- .

dinner. "We guarantee. satisfaction," he said.
·

the names of unc-0-0perative
food personnel should be reported to him; and that they
Prices are out of his hands.
could be subject to discipline,
He said 40 cents out of every
iunder contract regulations.
dollar is spent on food, and the
Carson also told his Laurier
rest of th~ money is spent on
,audience that Saga's meals are
labor costs, preparation, cleanplanned by professional · dietiing,._etc. He admits union wages
'cians, and that they offer proare high, but he attributes that . per nutrition.
to years of negotiations with
Some Laurier residents comthe university, and to the labor
plained about the difficulty of ·
climate in Windsor. "The union
using the one oven in the resi- ·
.belongs to the university, and
dence basement wben they
the caterer cannot do one thing
wished to cook for then:iselves.
to change that," , said Carson in
There · used to be stoves scat.answer to questions about whettered throughout Lauri_er before ·
her other staff could be hired
the compulsory food plans were
at lower pay.
introduced last year. Director of .
Residences Daye MacMurray said
· Some ·students m Laurier
the stoves in past years had
complained about the attitude
been too expensive to mainof some of the food service
tain, and had caused many
workers. "I can get people who
problems. , H,e agreed to install
. will smile at me, at a restaurant,
one more stove in the Laurier
which I can't get at your place,"
basement.
one girl told Carson . Carson said

Statistics Canada
stlldi8s bookstore

Rick Carson (left).

victual problems that come up.
He said food services individualizes meals for students with
health problems, and that there
are always extra cold meats and
, sandwiches for board students
who do ~ot like any of the three
entrees offered · each day for

Bet you didn 't kn ow tney
kept statistics _like this .. . .
The latest figures released -by
Statistics Canada indicate sales
at campus book sto res across
Canada rose in 1976-77.
Preliminary estimates show
76 -77 retail sales of 210 campus

.
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University of Windsor stu,dents will be involved in some of
the actions to be taken opposing the Ontario government's
new student aid program .
The Ontario Federa~ton of
Students is planning a mass
lobby at Queen's Park in Toronto on Nov. 10, to make MPP's
aware- of . the implications of the .
new student ajd package. Represent~tives from Windsor will be
lobbying with student~ from universities and community colleges
all over the country .
Maryon Overholt, SAC External Affairs
Commissioner,
hopes Windsor · will send about
15 delegates. She calls the lobby
"a positive alternative to a demonstration."

holt is still trying to book local MPP Ted Boun sall. the
NDP's university critic, and a
spokesman from the Ministry
of Colleges and Universities.
The assembly will take place
in Ambassador Auditorium at
Thursday, and will consist of
an outline of the student aid
program and its drawbacks, and
statements by the guest speakers.
"Hopefully, after the General Assembly there will . be
much more interest and enthusiasm" in external affairs such
as student aid, says Overholt.
After the assembly, the student:; who will go to Toronto
for the lobby day will be selected .
The lobby will hit all MPP's,
One we~k before the lobby
and will both gauge their knowday, this Thursday , Nov. 3, there
ledge of student issues and inwill be a general assembly to
form them about student comdiscuss the new student aid • plaints about t,he OSAP changes.
plan . Special guest will be the
The OSAP changes, announLiberal Colleges and Universi-· ced in September, will be finties ,Frit ic John Sweeney. Overalized in January. In the mean-
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Admission $2.00 .

time, students are conce rned
about aspects of the erogram
which .cut off most graduate
students and those in professional schools from rece1vmg
grants , and whic_h cut off pan time students' grants after only
four years.
In addition ; students are still
waiting for the Ministry to
announce how much students
will be expected to ·contribute
to their education from their
summer earnings, and how much
their parents will be expected
to pay.
Another concern is the provision in the new program for
the provincial government to
check out people' .s tax retu·rns
to ensure the validity of statements made on student aid applications.
Anyone desiring more informatio 'n about the ·general assembly, student aid or lobby day,
should contact Maryon Overholt at the SAC office, second ,
floor of the University Centre.

THE
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Windsor students lobb.Y.·MPPs

******************************!
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book stores rose 11.8% over
the previous year to $82 million. Text books accounted for
62 .4% of sales, trade books
12 .3%, stationery and supplies
15 .9%, and miscellaneou s items
9.4%.
Big Brother is watching you.

1662 OTTAWA ST. , ~INDSOR, ONTARIO
Phone 258-1617
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Now where are all those people who said they 'd come in and finish up this ·morn-
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Keep those cards and letters coming, folks
We've heard some complaints
recently that The Lance is covering too much bad news this
year . Instead of concentrating
on the . negative aspects of the
university, · instead ·of always
tearing things down, we hear,
The Lance should be reporting
on the good things on campus, /
it should be helping to instill
pride in this institution.
The Lance refuses to adopt ,
that role. We are not here to
promote this 'institution. It has
its good points, it has its bad
points. Since the bad points are
those which invariably upset and
frustrate people, those are the
aspects which we necessarily
concentrate on.
Some weeks back we were

criticized for running an article about chips of bricks falling
from a bui,ding. We did not
write about the thousands of
bricks on campus that are not
falling, and that have no intention of doing so - we wrote
about those few, unrepresentative . bricks which were falling,
and which we felt presented a
hazard.
For ' those who believe we
should write about the other
bricks, about all those that
stay up ...
sorry, that's not
our job.
Top administrators have said
we have been denegrating this
institution
by point out · its
flaws, and that we could be affecting enrolment
m future

years. Well, if the high school
kids do see The Lance, and if
they are scared away by the
reports of neglected residences,
awful food, and a paranoid
administration,
all the better
for them.
The role of the national

press in Canada is undefined.
In the United States, the press
acts as the loyal opposition;
in Canada, we have the P.C.
party to do that. But, here:
at the university, there is nc
body · that will oppose the en·
trenched
administration,
and

u...
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lobby for the rights of stu·
dents and try to rectify - 'that
which is unacceptable.
The Lance must fulfill that
role . We appreciate 'an comments · and constructive criticism, from all merµbers of
th.e university, regar~ing our
performance of that role . ·
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Out on a Limb
By DON PEPPIN an~
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The crunch is on.
Essays are due, assignments are overdue, and the research books
are piling up in corners.
Professors are busy too. They spend every waking hour plotting :
they are out to get us, you know . It gives them a thrill to see us
hollow-eyed from too much reading and puffy-headed .from too
much ~nowledge, and they'll stop at nothing, - including droning
incoherently in lectures and assigning three weeks of work due the
following, to see us buckle under academic pressures '.
There isn't much that can be done , to stop the flow of work,
but if you can get your pro(essor to like you , then life will be simpler. Maybe , just maybe, he'll tolerate the typos, grammatical errors, and the fact that you just spent three ·weeks and 2 5 typed
Dear Editor:
pages on the wrong assignment. We've compiled a list of items
Down in the deep, dark
' guaranteed to make your prof enjoy your very presence in. the
depths
of my basement I have
classroom. Follow our rules, and he/she will fee guilty for giving you
a T.V. set. It doesn't work.
a B+ instead of an A when you really deserved aC.
Someone gave me this T.V.
*When going in to ask your professor for an extension, arrive
set 31/i years ago when it did
with your wrists bandaged and look despondently out , the window
work; however it never worked
while he asks you what you want.
very well - it used to cough
*Sit at the front of the class. Watch the professor constantly,
and splutter a lot. I never watand every couple of minutes nod excitedly. He'il think you 're
ched it, but my roommate
agreeing with him; you '11 know that you 're only doing it to keep
did . One day somebody tried
a, ake.
*Buy a copy of your professor's latest book. Or the last two or . to mend it , and since that ?ay
th~ee publications if you can afford the seventy bucks. Kick it
around for a week to make it look well used, and then start carryittg it to class: Leave it op top of your pile of books, and make sure
he sees it . He'll never question your academic judgement when you
have such obvious good taste in literature.
Dear Editor:
• Address each instructor as "Doctor". When he denies having
We're not CUP members eit :i ·aoctoral degree ,· look shocked and indignant, and mutter someher . Unlike you, though , we ,
thlng about how this university ought to give credit where credit .
have no real intention of reis' 'due. Not only will you ace the course, you may be called upon to '
joining that noble organization .
testify for him in front of a Promotion and Tenure Co~mittee.
You probably say our earlier
*Sit within earshot during a lecture and hum his favourite song.
letter on that subject.
If he's into the Mormon Tabernacle Choir give up, unless you have
Re the ·point raised in your
another 449 humsters with you.
form letter - - yes, you can have
*Tell him something silly like you should never confuse knowall the reprint rights you want.
ledge with intelligence. Then hand back the test he just marked and
Just name the Martlet by name
a~k him if he would like to try it again.
in your dateline or acknow• Always · scribble what appear to be notes during a le~ture. Ocledgement. We'll do the same for
casionally ask your prof to repeat a phrase; then scribble twice as
you.
fast while he dictates it. You '11 get top honours for recognizing
As you have probably notihis genius , and you may win a doodle contest too .
ced, you're already on our mailFollow these simple guidelines and the professors won't be giv
inglist. We can afford stamps
ing you marks, they'll be asking you what marks you'd like.
now . No $5500 CUP fees over
Of course, these two columnists can kiss a university degree
our head .
good bye. Now they're wise to us.
We're subscribing to Liber-

]
it has never once flickered into
life. So it was banished to
the depths of the aforementioned basement, where it now
collects dust and houses insects and spiders .
I always thought the basement was an excellent place
for that T.V. set , but now I
have thought of an even better
place. I · am going to take my
T.V. set to the top of a hill,

We're out of

c·up too

ation News Service, effec tive
this week . For twenty a month ,
we . get all the shit CUP used
to use for filler, and much
more too . We also are setting
up a limited stringer network.
We have agents in Washington
State and Toronto. Vancouver
would be nice, too, but no
one seems to like us there.
The sun is shining here in
Canada 's sociopolitical backwater. 15 degrees C here in cloudcuckooland.
The ferries are
still on strike and a siege men tality has developed.
hast a la vista,
Ken Simons
Martlet editor, 1977-78
Untversity of Victoria, B.C.

then I am going to reduce it to
very small fragments with an
axe, and finally I am going to
reduce these fragments to even
smaller particles by oxidising
them at a very high temperature.
Would anyone like to join me?
The reason · I want to burn
my T .V. set is not because I
am afraid of the way my mind
is being manipulated by commercial advertisers. I have no
reason to fear this bec~use I
never , watch TV. Neither am
I afraid of becoming a . mind-.
less idiot because of being bombarded by trashy American
rubbish. No , I would , never consider watching such worthless
material. Nor is the rea son that
I am tired of wast-ing large
chunks of the day filling my
mind · with
nothingness,
or
should I say emp.tying my mind
of all that is valuable. Oh no ,
I have much better things to
do with my day than watch
T .V. No, I just want to show the
world that I have kicked the
T .V, habit - :i.long time ago and you can do it too .
Sarah Jane Gilm our

More fetters pg 6
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NDP critics attack Parrott for lack of concern
St atem ent b;, Ed. Philip ,
MPP Etob icoke , Transportation
~ritic , New Democratic Party,
and Dr. Ted Bounsall , MPP
Windsor-Sandwich, Critic of Colleges and Universities, New Democratic Party .
We are astonished at the lack
o( concern exhibited by Dr.
Harry Parrott, Minister of Colleges and Universities, in a discussion during the spending
estimates of the new proposed
Ontario Study Grant Plan, over
the issue of confidentiality of
income ·tax returns of parents
of students needing a grant to
continue _ their post-secondary
education.
The concern was brought to
Mr. Philip fro~ a constituent

student in · Rexdale and to Dr .
Bounsall _ from groups of students from- universit y communities across the provinc~.
Under the new proposed system , parents are required to
give the Provinc ial Government
a waiver to allow the Minist ry to have access to private
income tax information from
the Federal Government. However , as Ed Philip pointed out,
the waiver form does not state
this is the onl y purpose for
which the information will be
used . 1
Although the Minister gave a
commitment to keep the information confident ial, he seemed
not to have previously considered he danger , and under

our questioning, could not elabor ate any system for handling
the · information in a way that
would guarantee its confiden tiality and that it would not get
into the hands of other ministries . or private industries which
~ could use them for ..commercial purposes. The Minister could
only give his word that this
. would not take ptace . Student
Awards Branch Director, Mr.
W.H. Clarkson, said it would
b e easy· to eta,se the computer
tapes, but was only hopeful
that thi s system . could be adopt ed . No plans have b een mad e
for shredding or other means
of disposal of the information ,
if it is received in print-out
form .
We strongly believe that those

who cheat the system should
be caught and penalized and
that the Government has the
right, under reasonable suspi,cion, to ask for full disclosure
of financial information. However, by the Ministry 's own
estimates, only 4% of the application forms are in error, intentional
or otherwise . The
Minister did not answer the
question posed by Mr. Philip
if he had projected a cost comparison between this new tax based information system and
the monies lost through the
alleged cheating and mistake s
now made.
We believe that infringement
of privacy is a touchy and
danger ~us practice and should

only be undertaken with great
caution and with proven justi fication.
The fact that the Minister
· had obviously not thought of
possible consequences of the
tax collection data, or developed a system to safeguard
this information, or even estimated the cost of possible sav,ings, is irresponsible - bo t h
from civil liberta rian and economics aspects. We are not
convinced that the provision
of income tax informati o n will
save any money or certainly
not sufficient, to justi fy · the
additional
snooping
by the
State.
For further information call :
965-6207 or 965-0894 . .

Canadians take another .look at political polls
Trudeau -- Time for a Second
Look.
Perhaps Canada and Canadians should take another look
at the political scene today and
think about it. The last poll
_ this writer studied showed Prune
Minister Trudeau on top and
rising. Not only am I unable to
explain this, I cannot understand it .
This country is in the fight
of its life, for its life. If you
think Rene is going to have one

wing at a plebiscite ( the corr
ect term) · and go to a corner,
you 're dreaming. Rene Levesque
ad the question of a petter federalism or a different one is
here and will be for a long time,
even · if he does lose the next
election. So, the Quebec situation, the one our Prime Minister told us would not happen
because 'separatism is dead' is
happening.
The Prime Minister who told
us in 1967 that Bilingualism and
0

Biculturalism was the answer,
.special status wasn't, must now
re-examine his position. He who
was to keep Canada strong
(remember that election slogan)
through a strong understanding
of Quebec, and leadership may
not know Canada all that well,
and this great land is not only
weak, it's beginning to crack.
Perhaps the greatest surprise
is the economy. The Liberals
have been in power since 1963.
So in fourteen years look where

election (I still say he 'tricked'
we are . The latest discomfort
Ontario in 1974) may not be
index (unemployment
and in'national'
such . a wonderful
flation) is almost 17%, the
·leader. When he campaigns
dollar will probably hit a low of
against Wage and Price controls,
91 cents American and our balt he implements them, it's time
ance of payments may hit a
to take-another looJc.
deficit of $9 billion. In sumIn conclusion, perhaps, inmary, a disgrace by any stan·stead of joking about and-mumdards .
bling Joe Who? maybe it's time
The 'leader' who in the last
two years has lost his finest · to take a second look and say
Joe .. .. . Now!!!
anglophone
cabinet ministers
Greg Ford
(sorry Gene) and relies on one .
4th
year
Political
Science
province out of ten to win an

I

, lnco ·gi~es shaftto thousands ·With layoffs
By RICK SPENCE

''Marilyn Hawkins teaches in
a town that didn't exist a dozen
years ago.
"It's Thompson in northern
Manitoba . "
Those who follow national
news are aware that the International Nickel Company of
Canada, Limited, has recently
made headlines .
"There's always something
going on here . . . but we man age to play a lot of bridge and
both my dad and I are very interested in photography ."
Inco has laid off thousands
of workers in two . plants - one
in Sudbury, Ontario, and one
in Thompson, Manitoba.
"Marilyn Hawkins teaches
maths to the junior high students at the . big R .D. Parker
· Collegiate in Thompson, Manitoba. She is also librarian for
both the j_unior high and senior
high schools . Hers is but one of
five modern education centres
with neflrly 3,000 pupils in this

still-growing community,
400
miles north of Winnipeg."
The ~pposition in the On'tario legislature is uup in arms
over the lnco cutbacks, which
are crippling the city . of Sudbury. They have even demanded the nationalization of the
nickel industry.
"But when Marilyn first went
to Thompson in 1958 it was a
different story. She and her
mother made the long journey
there to join her father Ralph
Hawkins, Inco 's chief e!"gineer
on the mammoth Thompson
project . Thompson was then a
collection of tents and trailers
in a cleared-out area of bush .
The only inhabitants were a
task force of lnco engineers and
construction
company men . "
Thompson has been t hreatened with a lay-off of about
650 men.
"A mine shaft was going
down and a town about to go
up .. "
Inco is now expanding its
-Operations in Guatemala, In-

Staff meeting Fri'.at noon
Halloween party

Sat. night
BYOB and wear a tie

donesia and New Caledonia.
"While her mothe; stayed on
in the Hawkin .'s trailer home,
Marilyn went to boarding school
in Winnipeg" .
·
Recently, . The Lance discovered an issue of the old
Saturday Night, dated November 1969. In the magazine,
· there is an Inco advertisement,
about
Thompson,
Manitoba.
You've been reading portions of
that ad. It goes on to talk about
Marilyn Hawkins' schooling, and
how . she eventually returned to
Thompson, and how she learned
you can't go home again.

"Thompson's tent, trailer and
muskeg community of 1958 was

gone. In its place she saw the
result of many, many months
of hard work. A huge indoor
shopping plaza. Supermarkets.
Churches . Mov ie theatres . Luxurious hotels . Restaurants . Spec ialty shops. A modern hospital.
Beautiful homes on paved, landscaped streets. And schools."
The ad makes sure there is
no m1stake about who is responsible for the new -found prosperity.
"In the distance stood In- ternational Nickel's brand new
mine, smelter and refining comple;x. The world's largest. Built
to produce more nickel to meet
the ever-growing world dem -

and . "
lnco takes the credit . The
workers take the .blows.
Now the demand has slackened. Inco has an embarrass ing, costly surplus of nickel.
Inca's profits are down, from
$135 .9 million in 1976 to
$9 5 .2 million this year. And
the citizens of Thompson are
paying -for it .
Are the luxurious hotels and
specialty shops still crowded?
Do people still go to the shopping r,!aze, or the movies? ·
We don't know . The Lance
nied to contact the Hawkins
family to find out . But they
'don't live in Thompson anymore .

Calculator to replace computer
By BOB THOMPSON
All connected with the University are concerned with financial cutbacks due to a consideraple drop ~ in registration
from last year. Many ·departments were asked how they
are being affected.
A spokesman for the Biology department stated that they
are having few problems with
the new policies they have implemented, noting in particular
that the policy of having students supply thtir own specimens for study and dissection
was working "quite well". He
did, however, express concern
over the large number of firstyear students di.ssappearing io
' recent weeks.
The Chemistry department
has been hard hit. Due to a
. ~eatly-cut
budget for equip-

ment, some parts of the curriculum have to be ·changed. This
can be seen by the fact · that
new experiments now being conducted by some classes include
" How to make steam," and
"The effects of mixing oil and
vinegar~"
The Chemistr y department,
however, is not as bad off as
some . A spokesperson for the
Nursing faculty stated t hat they
have been reduced to aspirin
and ·Band-Aids .
'
The Dean of Engineering said
that things have been very hard
lately, and many Gutbacks have
already been made by the various departments. He added that
he hoped that they would not
have to go as far as cutting back
on beer supplies.
Another department having
financial difficulties is Com. ...
/

puter Science. A professor who
preferred to remain anonymou~
revealed plans to replace tli e
computer centre in Essex Hall
with a $29 .9 5 Texas Instru :
ments pocket calculator. He
sta.ted, however, that the capa- . ·
bilities of the new equipment
"should in no way be underestimated", pointing out that
1the price includes a squareroot function and a memory.
SAC has also had to make
,ome changes, th ~ full exten1:>f which are yet to be see11.
Nonetheless,
President
Gary
Wells still flatly denies the rumours that are circulating to ·
· the effect that, due to mone~
tary ,conditions, SAC offices are
being moved from the Un~versity ·centre to a' double room '
on the sixth floor of Macdonaid
Hall .

__/

Resident Sick of Eating at Vanier Hall
Dear Editor:
appear that the song '"We're
There are several burning islosing money" ts becoming ensues going on in residence these
shrined . as the number one
·days but as my stock of paper · ~op tune of the . administra- .
'is limited I have chosen to aim
tion
with little wonder!
my remarks at the food ser(By the way, the tune can be
vice.
sung in four part · harmony
f feel that this is only fair and is similar to , "Onward
since the cafeteria has declared
Christian Soldiers").
all-out war with my stomach
So where to place the blame?
and my pocket-book. So far
The question will have to be
they are winning, having been
raised sooner or later. Where
privileged to two occasions qf
does it lie? Now there's the
food poisoning and witness to
rub!!
three other stories. As I said
Now I don't want to get too
at one food meeting "When I
negative about the whole thing
get sick from a restaurant's
however I do feel that a confood I don't get angry I just
tract · has been broken with the
never go back and all I have
resident students. These peopie
lost is $5 .00 - $6.00. Howmade their decisions regarding
ever what is at stake here is a · the meal plan on the basis of the
tab of $600.00." I can't beinformation supplied to them by
lieve I can eat the whole thing!
the university. This information
I have been able to attend
has gone through four or five
three out of five food mee t revisions. This gives m.e the
ings held in Vanier. I must adimpression that we are dealing
mit I have some sympathy with
with · a situation quite similar
Mr. Carson's problems and to
to
George Orwell's "Animal
the University's problems since
Farm ."
they are the ones that are foot A few comments now on Mr.
ing the loss. At last count and
Carson's .remarks in last week's
from what I can decipher from
Lance . When the University ofscant information the loss is in
fered a plan of $3 .00 ,allyouthe neighbourhood of $130,00
can-eat, it opened the doors
- $160,000. That seems to be
to abuse , and overeating. This
a committed loss. It would · Jed the food ser\;'.ice to cutting

apples in two to prevent con~
sumption. There is nothing like
brown apples! There lies a basic
mistrust of students by food
services (maybe rightfully so).
However, everyone knows what
the consumption of too many
green apples will do to you . At
any rate, food services believes that students could not
control their bodily functions
long enough to prevent the fg od
service's ship from sinking.. Well
at the age of 2 7 I resented that
belief. I feel that my stomach is
under . control and that I ate
generally the $3 .00 worth of
food.
I don't believe that this Uni-

versity can afford to lose $130,000. I don't believe that this
University can afford to offer
a_ food service. They do so for
"moral reasons". Give me a
break! The $130,000 could be
spent
somewhere
elsewhere.
However here is where I sympathize with the administration.
They cannot st_op the food
service without paying every
employee 70 weeks worth of
wages. This is according to the
information I have been given,.
When you look at wages in the
$6.00-$7 .00 an hour range the
bill makes your head spin .
They have crucified people for
less money. There is a place in

l

this world · for unions and they
are not all bad but you can't
ask for ' more generous terms
than that. Most employees get
two weeks paid vacation and a
pen and pencil set from Parker Brothers when they leave .
This administration certainly has
been generous. I'd hope that ip
the present rounds of negotiations that salaries would not
be mentioned. At least if it is,
it better be in whispered tones!
Well, all this typing has
made me hungry so I'll go over
to McDonalds and get a Big
Mac.
John Gribbon
Gody Hall

Carson Charges Inaccuracies
Dear Editor:
A brief comm ~nt on Ad,ministration Blamed for Food
Deficit.
I am ,very disappointed with
the quality of reporting which
has appeared in .the Lance. This
is not the .first time that I have
been quoted and the entire
quote not been used or parts
of what have been quoted w_ere
twisted to give different meanmg.
Food S_ervices -are quite inter-

esting without controversy aristhe immediate economic area
ing from irresponsible reporting .
unlike other areas of Canada
There are several factors contriwhich may have lower rates at
buting to the financial situa- . this time ..
tion of food se-rvice, but no
In dosing: reporting and pass- .
one person or graup can be
ing of information is good, but
give~ responsibility.
accuracy is imperative because
-The relationship between the
others form opinions based on
Ut;tiversity and C.U .P: E. Local
your information.
1001 did not develop oyernight .
Sincer~y.
It has grown through yearly
Richard K. Carson,
barg aining-by both parties and is
Director, Food Services,
greatly affected by the wage
University of Windsor
rates and workihg conditi0ns in

.Wallace·Answers Critics Over Trudeau, Chile
~Parrott ar~ great con · artists.
Dear Editor:
In reply t o two letters apThey sell the system. ,
pea~ng in the Lance. One, by ·
Trudeau, after campaigning in
Peter Hra ~tovec, was a criti1974 against wage controls, encism of my former comment
forced them himself. Wages
on student loan cutbacks and
-were blamed fo r high prices
unemployment . The second let-. evew though labour 's share of
te r, by Bruce Walman, concerthe national income was falling
ned the mass withdrawal of
since 1971 . Profits were inbank accounts from the TD
creasing. In the last budget
bank last year.
First. Mr. Hrastovec colours
my criticisms of Trndeau as too
harsh concerning his attitude to
student unemployment. He asks
Dear Editor: '
me to blame the "back-firing
Contrary to Bruce Walman's
economy " rather than one' indiaccusations (Lance, October 21),
vidual. Yet, contradictory to his
no one who withdrew their
pwn · statement~
he maintains
money from the T.D. Bank to
that our problems would be
protest that bank' -s loan to
so much smaller if only ·we
Chile, was misled or deceived.
followed the Prime Minister's
In fact Mr. Walman has his
"solution"
of tightening our
facts completely
wrong. He
own belts.
Beside the point that my , states that the banks were not
lending Chile money but only
comment was tongue-in-cheek
sarcasm, I do agree that we ' granting an extension to an
already existing loan. Nothing
can't blame Trudeau. However,
I disagree that we would becould be farther from the truth .
better off if we followed "'his
The T.D. Bank, Royal Bank
of Canada and Bank of Nova
advice. The whole point of my
Scotia joined a U.S. Consortarticle was to show that politicians like Trudeau and Harry · ium in the spring of ...1976 to

announcement,
it was maintained that ~ ages will be kept
down to 6% while the con5umer 'price index shows an inflation rate of over 8%. Controls on prices will be taken
off before the controls on
wages.
Inflation and unemployment
are inherent parts ·of capital-

Banks Aid .Regime
loan

Chile

125

million

dol-

lars. Canada and its institutions
could have used financial assist ance as a lever to. effect humane reforms in Chile's oppre sive regime, But it did not
attach any such conditions to
the loan. The loan in fact
saved Chile from bankruptcy
and helped perpetuate a regime
which has no concern for the
human rights -of its political
prisoners. Mr. Walman, before
you accuse, · please get your
facts straight.
Joseph Arvay
Faculty of L~w

.One Out of Two lsn''t Bad
Dear Editor:
Congratulations to you, Don
Peppin, and Anna · Maria Tre-monti on the c9lumn "Out on
a Limb" in the October 14th'
issue of the Lance . It was a.
long-overdue statement on the
sadly enthnocentric
viewpoint·
of many "educated" Canadians.
I am appalled at the number of'
so-ca.lied liberals who, as a
m-atter of course, delight in the
telling of ethnic jokes, name- ·
calling, and just plain rude

behaviour towards those who are
not " typical Canadians". Could
it possibly be jealousy, or is it
-mere ignorance and immaturity?
Whatever the cause, I hope
that your column encouraged
at least a few people to reevaluate their attitudes
and
actions.
May I also point out that,
in spite of your admirable stance
against bigotry in the column
.mentione~,

you are in · eff ec!

condoning 1t at the same time
by printing such nationalistic
humour as the photo of the
P.C.C.C.C.C. severing the Ambassador Bridge . A decent human e_xistence for everyone in the
world will only be attained
through cooperation,
not by
segregationalist jokes. I feel it
is bigoted, hypocritical and juvenile of the Lance to print
humour of such poor taste.
Sincerely,
Lesley Knapp

ism, no matter who runs it conservatives,
liberals,
social
democrats, or communists. Even
state capitalist economies such
As China, Cuba and the USSR
suffer from the effects . The
point is that a change in leaders . is never sufficient. We
should change our lives.
As to Bruce Walman 's letter.
He claims ,that a ; ·person or
persons" tricked students into
· withdrawing money from the
TD bank last year to protest
the Chilean government's massive use of torture.
He maintains that the banks
were not making foans to the
Chilean military dictatorship .
·Mr . Walman's "research" is dubious, to say the least. He admits
that he doesn't even know which
group put on the demonstracion.
The gr.oup sponsoring the
withdrawal was the Windsor
chapter of Amnesty International a world wide non-political organization. If Mr. Walman got his facts straight he
would have found that the
TD . ,bank, the Royal Bank of
Canada, ahd the Bank of Nova
Scotia agreed on May 21st,
1976 to join a U.S. consortium to lend $125 million to the
Pinochet junta. Ths would, in
effect, support the distatorship's
faltering economy from bankruptcy .
Mr.Walman
speaks
much
about the "free world " . I'd
like to see him explain it to
the thousands of Chileans who
have been arrested, tortured and
murdered because of their beliefs, after the military had
overthrown the democraticall y
elected government of Salvadore
Allende. Political prisoners have
been forced to participate in
sexual deRravity, were beaten

and forced to eat excrement.
The Bank loan helped to per petuat~ that system. '
After reading the letter one
can only conclude that Mr.
Walman 's "resear _ch'.' is i:a:ther
faulty.
Yours respectfully,
Len Wallace ·
Graduate Poli. Sci.

A Lot of
Trouble
Dear Editor:
It is unfortuante that holders of parking permits to Parking Lot J were not warned 'of its .
"temporary closing" (for 4 - 6
weeks!!!!) for p:t\ring.
. When I paid for my parking
permit, I was told that the lot
would be paved "around the
beginning of October" and that there was nothing to worry
about.
Instead of closing down_ one
half at a time (first, J 1, then
J 2) to do the paving, someone in his infinite wisdom ' decided to close . both down at
once . It was a great inconvenience to arrive at school before class., only to find a locked gate and no close parking .
Later I discovered that permit
- holders to Lot J are supposed
to park in Lot G, near Huron
Line and College. Had I wanted
a parking space so far from campus, I would have paid for one!
I believe that the holders to
permits for Lot J are entitled
to . a partial refund of the $37 .50
for not be ing able to park in Lot

J.
L Gamble
P .S. The first few days after
closing J 1, there was no apparent activity, so why was it closed so·soon?

.I;},

·
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Senatepasses motion to standardize fiilal exams·
.

almost inevitable ,,,- said Phillips
in a memo to the Senate. The
new regulation gives the Registrar's Office sole responsibility
for determining the qates and
times of final testing procedures
I
for all classes, although fac-"
At the Sept. 21 Senate meetult y members ret ain the right
ing, Dr. W.G. Phill ips, Dean of
to determine the form of the
Social Science, presented a mo test ing, and its duratio ,n.. The
tion designed to eliminate th e;
registrar's schedule mu .st be com ~
"needless confusion and chaos"
pleted before Sept~mber
1.
now surrounding the selection
Under- the new procedure, all
and publication of final exam
courses wiU end at a predet_scheduling.
ermined time, ending confusion
Previously, · it has been posover deadlines ' for final assible for both faculty members
signments, and over the time
and the Registrar's office to - when a course is officially finished.
schedule exams, "m .aking clashes

This time _next year , students . will know when their
final exams will be held, for
both December .and April, under new regulations adopted by
the univer sity 's senat e.
I

,

The new ruling does not affect previous Senate regulations
which prohibit holding testing
procedures in the last week of
classes ' in the first semeste r , or
the last two weeks of the second · term. Also unaffected will
be the requirement that all
marks must be submitted to the
dean no later than five days
after the final test procedure
rn a course.
Senate regulation has dictated
that "all courses will have some
type of non-optional, meaningful, final testing procedure (written test , oral interview ~ essay,
take home test, etc .)" The new

U of T hopes to profitfrom
govemment cutbacks
By RICK SPENCE . The biggest university in the
country isn't satisfied. The University of Toronto wants more .
U. of T. officials, including
President John Evans, feel th!lt
the present method of funding
universities, based on the number of students, is inadequate.
They feel that this "formula
funding" does not take into
account the value of · research
done at a particular university.
The U. of T. presently has
an enrolment of about 30,000
full-time students.
· Some of the costs of research are paid by the present
funding system, ·such as overhead costs. However, imminent
enrolment
drops have made
some universities fear that cutbacks in government grants will
hurt research.
"If the formula recognizes
quality rather than amount, it
helps Toronto," said Toronto's
Director of the Office of Research in an article in the U. of
T. newspaper The Varsity. The ,.
newspaper reported that the
director did not deny that such
a system could hurt other uni- ·
versities, but he said the pre-sent system does not do justice to U. of T.
A vice-president has been
mandated to work on .rec9mmendations to the government
as to how a new system might

work.
Earlier, the Varsity had reported that a U. of T. committee -r as secretly preparing for
an expected government policy
change which would involve diverting funds from the smaller
Ontario universities to the larger ones, particularly for graduate studies. The change would
emphasize quality not quantity,

r .......
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Public meetings must
be open to al/ .
By BRENDA McLISTER
All public meetings in the
University Centre must be open
to all, the Centre Policy Committee decided last Thursday.
Twice in the past two years,
people have been refusea admittance into supposedly open
meetings on campus. In both
instances, the meetings were organized by members of the ·
Communist Party of Canada
(Marxist-Lenninist).
On January 20, 1976, Lance
staff members were allegedly
prevented from taking pictures
at a meeting about the revolution in Zimbabwe. It was reported that a struggle ensued
when several people attending
the meeting seized a · Lance

Dobbs writes B.S~
"successes" that have been pulled off by the government.
While the .government said it
couldn't afford a $300 million medicare program, it "jam.By LEN WALLACE
med a billion plus airport up
Here it is at .last - the definiour fanny which everyone says
" tiv-e guide to Canadian poliis a national disaster. The same
tical B.S.. The answer to all
Lib~ral-supporting,
apathetic · ginks gave us a billion plus
Olympiad." ·
academics ancl__buffoons. Direct
I must say, as a socialist, it
from Beamsville; Ontario, we
was a joy reading this book.
have Fred C. Dobbs , a wordYou can call it a Communist
spewing, tough , red Tory/socManifesto
Groucho Marx
ialist telling it like it is.
style (the lunacy is there, but
Have you , ever sat down , at
it heightens a message that is
lunch and joined a political
deadl y serious ). It 's everything
conversation with frienc;is? Ever
argu e wit h , a staunc h free-enyou would like ' to say about
t~rpr iser unti l yo u 're blue irt t t'~~ Trudeau , th e- Liberals, the CBC,
and profiteers, bu t were not
face ? Do Tru de au suppor t er
allowe d to over the airwaves.
sicken you ? The n t his is the
Tori es will like it too.
bo ok to read.
Wanna learn wh ile yo u laugh?
Dobbs, in hum orous style,
Pick
up a cop y.
recounts some of the great
Book Review: Fred C. Dobbs,
The Golden Age of B.S., 'Paperjacks Ltd., Markham, 1976.
$2.25.

from which the U. of T. expects to profit .
It has been suggested that
such a change while helping
the big universities, could cause
several smaller universities, such
as Trent, Brock, Laurentian
and Lakehead, to close . Windsor administrators are unsure
_of what such a policy might
mean for this university.

regulation reads as follows :
individual professor .
Three-hour evaluation periods
"If oral or other special types
will be scheduled in the formal
of examinations can not be ac-·
final examination · periods in
commodated in the thre e-hour
each semester of the regular
period, notice will be given t o
year for all courses which terthe Registrar by the Head of the
minate in that semester . All
Department,
Director of th e
final 'testing procedures (writ- - Schoo l, or Dean of .the Facu lt y
ten test ,- oral interview, essay,
involved, and special arran getake-home test, etc.) will take
ine ts will be made.
I
place (or fall due, as the -case
"The Office of the Registr ar
may be) during the three-hour
will complete the foregoing scheperiod · so scheduled. The acduling for both semesters of the
tual duration . of testing proregular year, prior to September
cedures during the scheduled
1, so that it is available to stuperiod may be less than three
dents before they finalize the ir
hours, at the discretion of the
course selections."

~

By OTIS T.

ARIES - (March 21 - April 19) : Meditation will facilitate insight
to the problem. Sleeping on' it will give you a true perspective.
TAURUS - (April 20 - May 20) : This evening is a good time for
partying, having fun. Get out a_nd enjoy life.
GEMINI - (May 21 - June 21) : Stick to your guns despite the
opposition. Your position will prove to be sound.
CANCER - (June 22 - July 22) : Patience will be its own reward.
·
Nothing can be gained by forcing the issue.
LEO - (July 2 3 - Aug. 22) : Present conditions could change rapidly. Be on your toes, ready to respond.
VIRGO - (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : BE cautious of what you say
tonight. Far-out remarks will cause trouble.
LIBRA - (Sept. 23'_ Oct. - 22) : Bucking the system will get · you
nowhere. Reserve your judgement until later.

camera and removed the film.
SCORPIO - (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Take precautions to guard your
Two Lance staff members filed
health.
Take a break from routine, then full speed ahead.
assault charges, which were later
SAGITTARIUS
- (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) : Don't wait to be caught
dropped.
in error. Recheck your facts before stating opinions.
Last August, Len Wallace, a
University of Windsor student
CAPRICORN - (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : Find ways to let off steam,
and member of the NOP party,
relieve tention. Readjust family and social ties .
was not permitted to enter a
AQUARIUS
- (Jan.20 - Feb. 18) : Look into a good offer thar
meeting in Alumni Lounge.
,cqmes
your
way.
Take care of youself first.
Special Events Commissioner
Gino Piazza was told _he could
PISCES - (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Explore nearby possibilities now
not enter unless he signed an
that you know what can be done . A quick return will result.
attendance list.
SAC was asked on both occasions Ao take steps to prevent
similar · situations in the future.
.
· The Centre Policy Committee
formed a "Subcommittee · to
that there will be another.
By WILLY PAQUETTE
consider the status of open and
For
any
Laurier,
Mac
and
closed meetings". The subcomCody: Tonight, all the weirdos ·"
Cody residents who missed my
7
•
mittee presented two motions
get together for a Hallowe'en .·
column
last
week,
I
repeat.
at the Centre Policy meeting
Don't scare _the .._,
Your respective House Coun- · celebration.
last. Thursday: "If a meeting
security
guards,
boys and girls! ·
cils are investigating the food
to be held i:n the University
The football 1 tournament last
plan
as
your
respresentatives.
If
Centre is advertised as an open
weekend crowned the 2nd Floor ·
you have any suggestions and/or
meeting, no individual may be
as champs and Gary Frelick, the · '
let
·
your
Council
complaints,
excluded from that meeting";
Most
Valuable Player.
· ·
Reps know so that they may
and "Any person attending an
forward
this
information
to
open meeting "'-i._
n the U niverHuron:
Lobball · is the main
the food services director.
sity Centre shall have the right
feature.
The
perennial last place ·
. '
to refuse to give · his/her name,
clubs
overtook
the top two
At Mac :" Playof(s in LobbaH
or sign any record of atten- .
last weekend . The final ~ill i ··.·•
got
under
way
last
weekend.
dance at that meeting." Both
see the Okobos vs the Frappers,
They resulted in - wins by 10th
of these motions were passed.
and the Subars vs the Epi3
and
9th
floors.
Best
2
of
According to SAC President ·
cureans for the consolation on
attion
will
continue
Saturday.
Gary Wells, the press cannot
Sunday.
be turned away from any open
Laurier:
The
Coffee
House
last
meeting. Closed meetings are
Tecumseh: Welcome apartment
Sunday turned out to be a huge
permitted, but they must be addwellers! Your T-shirts are in
success
.
Julie
West
informs
me
vertised as such.
and on sale in Room 303. Last
weekend, the Brennan squad
If
~
took 1st annual Tecumseh Hall
World Series and five cases of
beer. On Tuesda y, about 70
students went to the Wheels
Arena for . a Roller Skating
part y . For man y of them it
• was th eir first time . l wonder
why many derrieres are bru ised
W..
the
and stiff.

I

I

there's no room a~ the inn . .

goto

Rudy's

2846 University

Barber

Salon

under

bridge

- ./

(
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Goodbye SW&A

Transit Windsor on the road to s·uccess
By BRUCE DINSMORE .
Windsor has never seen the
like of next Monday. The advance swells of what is to come
have been felt rippling through
the community for several years,
but now it is all coming to a
head.
On Monday, it will be officiaL The good, , old, SW&A
will no longer exist.
Transit Windsor has arrived ..
You have probably already
seen the bright new paint job
on buses that have been cruising the city streets. The new
buses sport a gleeming yellow
top with green and blue racing
stripes down the side. This ·
bold new colour scheme was
a public visual reminder of the
changes taking .place within the
bus company.

Stu ies of the bus system
have been taking place ever
since the city bought the company years ago. ~tudies · came
and studies went but for the
most part they had little effect
until James Mansbridge took
ov~the
system. At that time,
plans were drawn up · for finding out what the · public wanted, and supplying it .
There were many people who
thought the plans would never ·
work . Windsor . has been a
motor town, and many feet'
that a city that makes cars
for a living is not about to go
overboard for a municipal transit system.

It has been said that Windsor has the worst municipal
transist system in the province. It is unfair to compare
the SW&A to the Toronto
Transit Commission .
But there have been faults.
With the exceptions of the
major downtown core routes,
an~ on some special occasions
(like the freedom festival or
New Year's Eve), there has been
no night service .
0 ne of the beefs of the eastern sectio ns of Windsor, such
as Forest Glade, was that they
were paying pro perty taxes like
I
the rest of the city' but they
did not receive the services
available in other areas.
·under the new system ·, night
service will be _available in most

areas of the city, including the
suburbs.
How did these changes come
about?
It started last year with a
thing called 0-D day. 0-D in
this case stood for Origin-Destination Day.
Last" spring, the bus company hired a whole raft of students to carry out surveys of
the bus passengers . The survey
asked questions like where each
person got on the bus, and what .
was their stop. This was an effort to determine where the
majority of the transit riders
were going, and where they had
come from. This survey, along
with a number of others, pro -

duced a wealth of data on the
Windsor bus system,. This data _
was . digested with the aid of a
consulting _firm. The resulting
study of the data took several
months , and not until the
Ontario Ministry of Transpor tation
and Communications '
computers got into the act did
the Windsor bus system study
begin to emerge.
There have been ongoing
improvements to the bus system . Because of a spare part ~.
problem the old fare boxes
were replaced with a new set,
and the bus company began to
put up a series of bus shelters
across the city, at major traffic
points.
This spring,~ the study of the
Windsor bus system emerged as
a stack of computer printouts,
five feet high. A new route
system was drawn up, with the
additional aid of surveys that
were sent to every second house
in Windsor. This survey was to
determine the needs of Windsor.
A _new route system has been
drawn up that reflects the results of this ~urvey. One of the
major changes is greater accessibility. One of the major
goals of the system is that the
buses run on time.

One of the major changes
in the system is something
called the transway. It is a
revamped version of the old
Ouellette route . It is the major artery into which the othe,t routes feed .

Windsor ·shopping facility is
·a major staging p0int for the
new Windsor transit system.
Transit Windsor published
a two page map in last Saturday's edition of the other

Expanded service is one thing
from which many areas of the
city will benefit : South Windsor
and Forest Glade will receive
the major shots in the arm,
South Windsor will receive night ·
service, and there will be vastly
improved service to the -Forest
Glade area.
One of the benefits of the
new transit system is that it
will be easier to get around the

paper in Windsor. The map was
confusing, you seemed to need
to know the old system to make
any sense of the new one.

Transit Windsor has installed
a new telephone number for
transit information, 255-1133. ·
There are more plans for
the future of Transit Windsor.
Computer interface with the bus
system, maybe bus passes ....
there will be individual route
schedules coming out in the
near future.
One thing that has not been
discussed for the city-owned
bus line is a fare increase.
This writer thinks that Windsorites can expect to be paying
45 cents for a bus ride be'1 fore 1978
is out. There has been
no mentic;m of such a uiove. but
events seem to point in that direction .

Because of .the Windsor stre~t
patterns, the new system remaips similar to the old, but
that is just about where the
similarity ends.

city on Transit Windsor than
ever before. One of the major
findings of the surveys was
that people wanted to go to
Devonshire Mall. The South

To see how well Transit
Windsor did in its first week of
operation
next week's
Lance.

Communication Studies bids for gov't research

/

LaMarsh Commission informaBy ANNA MARIA TREMONTI
tion would compliment these
The University's Communicacurrent holdings, said Jowett.
tion Studies Department
has
- Six of the 28 studies were
requested the material used by
conducted
by professors at this
The Royal Commission inquiry
university; five of those were
into violence in the communi· .done by Communication Stucations industry.
dies professors.
The Commission, headed by
Currently the materials, in~
Judy LaMarsh, spent well over
-eluding 1800 _ books, and the
a year res~arching materials and
public 6riefs, are sitting in crates
listening to priefs prepared by
in a ToFOntO warehouse.
concerned Ontario residents.
The · LaMarsh Commission reDr. Garth Jowett, head of
commended the library of matCommunication
Studies, feels
erial be given to a degreethis university should receive
granting institution in Ontario.
the · Commission's research libThe government of Ontario has
rary. Windsor is the "logical
yet to announce whether ot not
place" to have the collection,
he . said, because it has the only ·
graduate program in Commun-.
ica.tion Studies in the province. ·
, Jowett said the library would :
be used on a daily, continuous _
Faeutty of
basis . by students in his department, as well as those in other.
departments, such as Psychology
and Sociology. The material"

it will follow that recommendation. Ho~ever, the Unwersity
of Windsor, Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, and the University qf Western Ontario have
all told Premier William Davis
they would like the material.
There is some concern that
the University of Windsor is at
a disadvantage because the city
of Windsor is n~t a Progressive
Conservative stronghold. Jowett
said he hopes steps will be
. taken to "insure that the decision is made on a logical academic basis and not an emotional political basis."
Dr. Harry Parrott, Minister

of Colleges and Universities,
wondered if the dat3:. should be
kept in the g~vernment archives
in To_ronto. That suggestion is
now receiving attention from
the At~or~ey Gene'i-al's department. ·
If the LaMarsh Commission
recommendation is accepted, the
institution receiving the library

will also be given a small annual stipend to add to the
material.
The entire question is being
consider;d by a provincial government committee. There has
been no deadline set as to when
the matter will be placed before cabinet.

IONA CO .LLEGE ..
UNIVERSITY

Education.

OF

W .INDSOR

•frifvets•w.m
·Tomnto

contains a large quantity of
undigested data, which can be
used in Social Science research to analyze such areas as pressure groups.
The University of Windsor '
already has the original submissions made to . the Special
Senate Committee on Mass Me-. ·
dia, conducted in 1970. The ·

Worship Servirn
HOLY COMMU ,N ION

will be held at the University of Windsor

on Tuesday, November 8 at 2 to 4 p .m.
in Ambassador Auditorium

Wednesday at 12:15 ... November 2 December]

The Faculty Admissions Officer will provide Ad. mission Information and answer questions. All
interested students are urged to at!end . .

Bring a bag lunch and stay for lunch
following service
Celebant ...
........,,<

Bob Lockhart ...

Chaplain
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CUP national office
faces economic difficulties
Th e -Canadian University .
Press (CUP) could be in for a
rou gh year .
At a meeting of · Ontar io
region university
newspapers
(ORCUP) earlier this mo nt h,
mem b er papers voted to cont inue a fee strike wh ich coul d
cripple the operations of t he
national campus news service,
which is based m Ottawa.
CUP has been undergoing
an exp-ansion program for two
years, which has seen !h e establ ishment of regional bur eaux
across the count ry , and a larger
numb er of nat ional office staff.
To pay for th is program, mem ber ship fees were doubled for

the 1976 -77 year, and increased
alm ost 100 % this ye ar.
T he Lance dropp ed out of
CUP in September , 197 6, sparking an exodus which most recent ly has seen the Western
Gazette , th e Qu een's Journ al,
th e Guelp h Onta ria n and sev-eral ot her campus paper s ieave
CUP in pro test of the high fees.
The Lance dro pped out when
its 197 5-76 fee of $1,200 was
doub led for 1976-77; t he Lance
wou ld be paying about $4,500
this year.
Remaining
Ontario
CUP
members are maintaining a fee
strike , which means that ~he
papers will pay only their 1976-

77 fees tni s year, and will not
pay the incre ase. The largest
papers , such as the U. of T .
Varsity and the Waterl oo Chevron, have been billed for $7,500,
but will pay onl y · last year 's
total , which wa s $3 ,999 .
National office representa tives at the ORCUP meeting,
held at Glen do n Co llege m v
Toron t o, expressed concern over :E
. t he fee strike , and were not ~
sure whether CUP could last f/
0
un der these condition s.
0
ORCUP papers oppose the .c:
fee i ncrease because they do not c...
feel expansion was JUStified, and
Renowned investigative journalist Warner Troye r was on cam-pus
they believe the national budget
last
week to discuss mercury pollution. The lecture was presented
was mismanaged .

Kent State cont'd from pg 1
to · prot est the restrammg order. Murp hy said the univer sity was tr y ing to have the restraining order extended until
July, 1978 .
The r~lly began at ' 1 p.m.
Monday, and consisted of student leader Bill Arthrell standing on a picnic table reading
the F irst Amendment to the
Constitut ion, which guarantees
freedom of speech and assembly in the U.S. , (:am pus police
appeared on the scene , and
read out the restraining order
t(? the crowd.
The police arrested Arthrell ,
but as they took him away,
1•· anothe r stud ent stepped up and
started rea_ding the amendment.
Th~ police arrested him and
five others in total, on charges
of criminal trespassing in violation of a court order. Sam
Murphy told the Lance that
police arrested some known
members of student protest
groups Monday, even though

no problem" on Monday .
Although Murphy admitted
most ' students were not con cerned with the protests at
first, he said " It 's starting t o
turn around ' . .. It 's very intimidating here thes e days ." He
also said that students are constantly watched by television
cameras on the campus .
' A "community
gatnering"
was held Wednesday at a park on
the site where the ROTC build~ng was burned down some years
ago.
The university spokesman
said the fuss was all irrelevant.
The I four students who were
killed May 4 , 1970, died in a
parking . lot. There is a plaque
marking the spot now, and the
site is not jeoparctized by the
_new construct ion . The gym annex is being built on the hill
from which the National Guardsmen fired at the students. The
hill has been excavated, and the
foundation for the new build -

they were not inv·olved in the
rally: "We're coming under a lot
of police harassment right now ."
Murphy said the organizers
of Monday's protest knew they
would be arrested. The rally
was organized by members of
the Portage County Committee
for Free Speech .and Free Assembly, the May Fourth Coalition, and the Committee against Repressive Legislation . Students' are now rai$ing bail money for those arrested .
Two of those arrested were·
identified as non-students by the
university, but Murphy said they
· _were "concerned r.~cent graduates" of K:ent State. ·
Following the arrests, said
Murphy, the crowd stayed and
continued reading the first amendment. "It intensified the
crowd. They stayed together,"
he said.
The University News Service spokesman said "It was
all very quiet, and there was

Tongue in cheek ·

By MICHAEL UPMALIS

if you present the main desk
secretary with your name, room
number, student ..number, social
insurance number, driver's licence number, any number from
1 to 10; your favourite colour,
your maternal grandmother's
middle name, a ,virgin's heart ,
your spare kidney, a pictorial
history of the Latvian revolution of 1285, the correct answer to the question is there a
h_omecoming, the airspeed of an
, African swallow, a ~uitable
bribe, and a good night on the
town .

'Chere IS a difference!!!
• MCAT
•- GMAT

• VAT

• LSAT
• GRE

• DAT

• OCAT

• SAT

• NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
i
• ECFMG
·• FLEX

Flexible Programs and Hours
OV,er38 yearsof experienceand success
. Smallclasses. Voluminous
homestudy materials. Coursesthat are constantlyupdated.Centers
opendaysand weekendsall year. Completetape facilities for review
of class lessonsandfor useof supplementary
materials. Make-ups
for
- ~~
missedlessonsat our centers.
ANN ARBOR
(313) 662-3149
~CB<T£R

OR Write to :
29226 Orchard Lake Road
Suite No. 205
Farmington Hills , Mi. 48018

TESTfREPlRATION
SPECIALISTS
SINCE1931

Affiliated Centers in Major U. S. Cities

3. Anyone found causing a circuit breaker to blow will be
executed by firing . squad immediately.
4. If any person is found guilty
of murdering his/her roommate,
he will be punished under the
.Criminal Code of Canada arid/or
sign a lifetime subscription to
eat only Saga foods.
5 . Elevator cables are not to be
severed for any reason. People who violate this rule will
be "caps" targets for a minimum
,four hour period at a "St~g's
Head " .
6. Privacy is a prime consideration in residence life. The
drilling of peepholes, watching
from windows, yelling advice
and/or encouragement, supply~
ing critiques, the use of audio/
visual equipment, and/or other
forms of abusive treatment will
be frowned upon .
7. Anyone found causing the
delay of the daily routine of
residence staff will be drawn
and quartered and his head
severed and placed on a spike
till the next full moon.

.
1

N-fl

FARMINGTON HILLS
(313) 851-0313

ing is being laid.
\
The addition to the , present gym will contain classrooms, training rooms and a
pool. It was chosen because
"it was cheaper to add on than
to build a new building ... It 's
going forward now ," said the
spokesman.
Murphy said that the students consider the whole area,
incl~ding the hill, to be important, and that some people

still believe the hill can be reconstructed.
"My own feelings are that
the gym will be built, sooner
or later," said Murphy. "It'll
be rough going up," he added.
"Something will pop, I'm sure."
According to Murphy, the students are holding the rallies
and demonstrations to let the
university adminis t ration know
that "We still protest what
you've done."

Librarian name ·d
CARBONDALE ILLINOIS: A
former law librarian at the University of Windsor's law school
has been named to head the .
United States Supreme Court's
law library, in Washington D.C ..
i

. Chief Justice Warren E. Burger announced ,the appointment
of Roger F. Jacobs to the

supreme court post on October
6. Jacobs will assume his duties
January 1.
Jacobs has .been law .l ibrarian
at Southern Illinois °tJniversity
- Carbondale since 197 3. Previously, he worked at the University of Windsor and the Uni·versity of , Detroit. He is a
native of Detroit.

.Trivia a·nswers
o,·-n

New rul8s for residences
Proposed revisions and additions
to the rules and regulation s of
MacDonald Hall:
1. Diving into shot glasses, wet
sponges, or similar objects from
windows will no longer be permitted, however diving into paper containers of beer will be
permitted from windows on the
2nd, 3rd and/or 4th floor, if :
(1) the cup contains a minimum of .5 34 litres of beer; and
(2) you have the permission of
the floor R.A ..
2. Lost keys will be replaced

by the Windsor Chapter of OPIRG (The Ontario Public Interest
Research Group). The next OPIRG forum will concern freedom of
information.

'

J

, ,
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Pregnant
and distressed
CALL BIRTHRIGHT, 252-3222
Pregnancy tests _availab~e.
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Here's how you enter.Complete and
send in the entry form below. Carefully read the rl_!lesand .regulations
and answer the four easy questions
on long distance calling. The answers
to the questionsare contained in the

rR~R~!t~- -

introductory pages of your telephone directory. Mail the completed
entry form; to be eligible, entries
must be received no later than
November 15th,1977, and who
knows, you could be driving around

in your own special custom painted
Mini before you know it.

LongDistance
TransCanada
Telephone
System

- - -

I
I
I
I
I
I

,

~iti~la~ot~al=n~t~n~si~s
~re~he~io~
in Canada. Prizes must be accepted as awarded. No
1. It is cheaper to:
D dial Long Distance calls yourself
Form. Only Official Entry Forms will be considered . Limit one
substitutions.
entry per person . Mail to :
3. Selections will be made from 1eligible entries received and
·
D use·the Long Distance operator
2. You can s~ve the most money by calling Long Distance
"LONG DISJANCESWEEPSTAKES"
selected entrants whose questionnaires are completed correctly
8109
Box
• Toronto.
will be required to first correctly answer a time -limited . .skill-testing D during business hours D during evening hours
Ontario M5W 1S8
3 . Do discounts ever apply to Long Distance station-to-station
question during a pre-arranged telephone interview before bi'!ing
Contest closes with entries received as of November 15, 1977 .
declared win ners. Decisions of the judges shall be final. By entering, ~:~s made fro~i payphone?
2 . There will be three prize winners determined . Each winner will
receive a new 1977 Mini 1000 Automobile with custom paint job. contestants agree to the,use of their names, addresses and photo4 . During what hours can you save the most money on Long
Each Mini is equipped with front -wh eel drive. 99 8 cc tra~sverse
graphs in any forthcoming publicity in the event of becoming a
Distance calls made between Monday and Friday?
·
mounted engine, rack and pinion steering, electr ic windshield
winner .
Calling to (location of your choice) _________
_
washers, impact absorbing front and rear bumpers , heated rear
4. Contest is open only to students who are registered full-time or
from
am to
am
window. fresh-air heater/ defroster , adjustable fresh -air vents .
part-time at any accredited Canadian University , Canadian College
pm
pm
dual braking system. four-way hazard warning system. back-up
or other Canadian Post-secondary Institution , except employees
(PLEASEPRINT)
lights . front head restraints. 4-speed all-synchromesh transmis and memb.ersof the immediate families of TransCanada Telephone
Name
sion . Manufacturer 's suggested list price . FOB Dartmouth,
System member companies. British . Leyland Motors Canada
Address.__________________
_
Montreal, Burlington, Vancouver, $2,995 .00, including Federal
Limited , its dealers and their respective advertising agencies, and
the independent judging organization. The contest is subject to
Sales T,ax. (Dealer may sell for less.) Price does not include
(city)
(street)
special custom paint job. dealer pre-delivery inspection . and
all applicable Federal, Provincial and Municipal laws.
make-ready , B.L.'s port handling charge or destination charge
Official Entry Form
(postal code)
(province)
(if any). Local delivery, provincial and municipal taxes are
Answer the following questions. then co,mplete the information
below them . Mail the completed form in time to be received by
included as part of the prize at no cost to winner . Only one prize
_
Phone number where you can be contacted ______
per person. Winners must agree to accept responsibility' for
midnight. November 15. 1977.
1. 1'o enter the "Win-A -Mini" contest, complete this Official Entry

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Elmwood to o.ffer entertaining package
By PAUL CHERNISH
Windsor's rather stale, monotonous night life will see a
change during the weekends
from November 11 to Pecember

17. That is when Windsor Dinner Th ea tre presents its first play.
The long-running Broadway
comedy smash, "You Know I
Can't Hear You Wh~n The

Justice prevails
Dear Editor:
about, Mr. Chernish? Not disco.
I can see why the Lance
Catch my drift? Probably not .
. keeps advertising for entertainYours truly,
ment writers - - if you have . to
Mike MacCoubrey
give up a whole page to the feeble-minded ramblings of Paul
Editor's Note:
You blew it,
Chernish, you must be hard up.
Mr. MacCoubrey, I was all
To repeat the point I tried
set to apologize for my sarto make in my last letter (which
castic "ramblings" in the prevMr. Chernish either missed or
ious issues. But I find it diffiignored), live bands can not
cult to do now. I guess you 're
play ·disco. Live bands have
right though, disco has nothnothing to do with disco . Rock
ing to do with anything. There- ·
and roll has nothing to do with
fore, I will never again devote
disco. The Gallery is not discoone _world of copy to that crap.
oriented. The Gallery has nothing to do with disco . Silk shirts
It seems that you and I
have nothing to do with disco.
have a communication probPierre Cardin has nothing to do
lem. Primarily because of our
·
with disco .
opposing
viewpoints. But this .
Disco has nothing to do with
is good because it makes for
live bands. Disco has nothing
to do with roe~ and roll. Dis- ' an exciting copy. What is not
good is an attack on a person's
co has nothing to do with the
writing style , or the fact that he
Galle ry. Disco has noth ing t o do
had enough interest in enterwith silk shirts or Pierre Cardin.
~inmept to write _an ~otire
Windsor does not have a true
page · of copy. I apologize to
disco . No live band plays disco.
anyone who was offended by
No bar in Windsor plays disco.
what I have written against
Therefore, as disco per se
disco, but yo~, Mr. MacCoubdoes not exist in Windsor
rey, do not deserve any kind
(or in Puce, or on the U. of W.
of apology .
campus ), what are y ou talking

Water's Running", · will be featured, but this excellent play
is only one part of the evening.
There will be a buffet at 5 : 30,
the play lit 7: 30, and dancing
to a live band from 9: 30 on.
Drinks will be served throughout the evening.
Linda Neilson, the show's
producer , is very interested in
a successful show of course,
hut not just for monetary
" We are hopin g
:evening will · cater to every
type of person in Windsor
. . . the businessman , the factory worker, etc."
A quick look at the inter-

· each dealing with comedic man- '
woman relationships.
Regarding the play, Ms. Neilson says that, "The play will
be a slick production, with the
same five actors involved in each
separate act."
The director of the play,
George Neilson, is an accom. plished professional with ref erences from The Royal Scottish
:Academy of Drama and Music
l and the University of Georgia .
.He has also a~ted and directed ·
professionally in both television and theatre throughout the
United States.
In fact, the entire com1
pany is well-versed in theatre,
"I, , and
judging by Ms. Neilson's
::r"
~ ; exuberance, the entire even~ . ing should be worth the price.
: : "Dinner theatre gets it all
::c:together so the audience can
;:'. spend more time enjoying them!:.·selves and less time figuring
· out how to do it."
ior ·of the Elmwood, where the ·
The event appears to be a 1
event will take place, would _ very good idea, and should be
convince anyone of the feasigood for Windsor's night-time
bility of such a production.
atmosphere.
Backstage, lighting facilities, and
Event - Windsor Dinner Theatre
the stage itself, .are more than '1
Place - Elmwood Casino
appropriate. And the seating arDates - Nov. 11, 12, 18, 19,
rangement of the Elmwood is
25. 26, Dec . 2, 3, 9, 10, 16, 17.
Time - Buffet at 5: 30, play at
excellent.
"I Can't Hear You . .
7:30 and dancing from 9:30 bn.
is a light-h_earted play that
Price for Play - $7.5 0
almost anyone can ' enjoy. Jr is , Further
information
Call
ctuaHy -three 0n ~ -acJ . plays,
Linda Neilson
948-2245.

MOSAIC

Monday, October 31 - CJAM's "Hallowe'en Surprise Special " starting 11 a.m.
Tuesday, November 1 - CJAM's station manager , Tosh Noma and
Lance editor Rick Spence discuss the trials and tribulations of their
respective jobs.
Wednesday, November ·2 - CJAM66 talks to some of the newly
appointed SAC representatives about their plans and goals in SAC,
starting at 11 a.m.
·
Thursday, November 3 - CJAM talks to former Lance editor John
Keating about his future plans and goals in the music industry, at
11 a.m. At 11 :45 a.'m. SAC President Gary Wells' weekly report.
Friday, November 4 - Ernie Petrasovic, SAC Treasurer discusses
his roles and responsibilities at 11:45 a.m. CJAMstarts its first in
a weekly series of points of interests on the University of Windsor
campus with the program "Backstage". This week's guest, Phil
Phelan, technician for the School of Dramatic Art, heard at 11
a.m.
LPs

Tuesday, November 1 - Chuck Mangione "F;els So Good"*
Wednesday, -November 2 - The "Rough Mix" of Peter Townsend :
and Ronnie Lane*
Thursday, November 3 - The New Riders of the Purple Sage head
. ·for the ,"Marine County Line'""
Friday, November 4- The "Moonflower" of Santana*
AU feature LPs are aired at *9 :05 p.m. only for this week. All

Mosaic talk programs are aired at 11 a.m. daily.
FRIDAY NITE SPECIAL

The best of ~he Grat~ful Dead, starting at 10 p.m.
LANCER FOOTBALL

CJAM will be broadcasting the game live starting at 2 p.m. between the University of Winds~r Lancers and the Western Mustangs.
CJAM WVE SOVNDS
From 9 · a.m . - 11 a.m . every Wednesday and Friday morn ing
music about and for you .

,NB: 1 Due to transmitter breakdown we are off the air in Mac and
Laurier Halls. Our apologies for this inconvience - it will be resolved shortor..:.

r··_......................•
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Good.food .for punks

:
,t

fail somewhat in comparison
By FRANK KOV ACJC
with
the live cuts . It could be
What we have here is a typthat Higgs hasn 't escaped from
ical "punk rock" band , or so
his, "I ~anna be like Chuck
: claims Island Records, their recording company .. The truth is . Berry" writing style.
The title track and "All
that Eddie and the Hot Rods
I Need is Money" stand up well
have been around a lot longer
and they rival the best of Dr.
: than the punk rock phenomenon
Feelgood (another pub-rock out(about 2\,S years), and Island
fit that has been making waves
~ecords is ha~ing difficulty fin din the U.S .).
1
The band's renditions of
i;:~~~:s::~/;~e:r~a~~~
classics su ch as Bob Seger's
·
:
The raw punk energy 1s there,
"Get Out of Den ver" the Stone 's
•· ; but th ey are competant
at
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rMUSIG GUIDE 1
By CJAM

Oct . 29

Roya l Oak Thea tre
Crisler Aren a
Raven Gallery

Oct.

31

National Lampoon Hallowe 'en Party Ro ya l Oa k Theat~e

Nov.

1

Kenny Rank in & Randy Newman
,Waylon Jen ~ings
Oct. 28 ,29 ,30 Pat Paulsen

Grateful Dead

Franki Miller & Crawler
3
3&4 Earth, Wind and Fire
Nov . 4,5 ,6 Dave Bradstreet

Nov.

Nov . 5&6 Rod Stewart
Nov. 6
Frank Zappa
Nov.
Nov.

7

Oscar Peterson

8

Average White Band

Cobo Hall
R oyal Oak Theatre
Cobo Hall
Catharsis
Cobo Hall
Hill Aud itorium
Hyatt Regency
Masonic
Royal Oak Theatre

Nov. 11

Firesign Theatre

Nov. 12

Burton Cummings - CANCELLE IY Royal 'Oal( The fr eMasonic
Fred Waring

Nov. 13

Buddy Rich

Music Hall

Nov. 18

Queen

Cobo Hall

Nov. 19

Joan Armatrading and
Tim Weisberg
America

Royal Oak Theatre

Pablo Cruise

Royal Oak Theatre

Nov . 30

Crisler Arena

"Satisfaction"and Van Morrison's ' "Gloria" are incredible.

In a time when everyone is
looking for relevance in their
music, it's refreshing to see a
band like the Hot Rods, bec-ause they're fun.
The Hot Rod ~ will be appear ing at the infamous Embassy
Hotel on Hallowe'en night on
the second ' stop of. their tour
of North America .

·who sang it?

instruments, and .
their blues-rock
roots . Pu nk rockers openly
admit being musically incomBy PAUL CHERNISH
petan t , and they do not have
We have a bit of a problem concerning last week's quote conany musical roots . They claim
test . It seems that someoce went nuts and vandalized our contest
all presnt and past rook stars
box.
are musically irreleva nt to today .
There was nothing in the box, as I imagine the vandal made off
It's an interes t ing phenomenon .
with t he cont est forms. Therefore, there is no winner. But don 't .
It seems everyone lately , has
worry, the contest goes on. Just fill out th following form (just
claimed their musical influenlike last week's) and bring it up t o the Lance office no later than
ces are from the Stones, the
noon Wednesday , Novembe r 2. T he prizes will rema in t he same,
Who , Elvis, etc . Whatever hapbut we have to change t he locat ion of the box to avoid furt her vanpe ned to the Beatles? Maybe
dalism. Sorry abo ut tha t .
t hey just weren't masculine
l. "When y ou see me with a smile on my face, then you'll know
enough . Why not put the ma cho
I'm a menta l case."
edge o n your performin g per2. "On your feet or on your knees"
sona by sayin g that yo u live, eat,
5. '.'I don'i know, but I been told if you keep on dancing you'll
sleep, and br eath e th e Roll ing
never g-row old"
Stones? It's just a sign of the
-;
·
.
"Bartender, gimme another gin';
t imes .
"I'm taking little white pills and my eyes are ~pen wide"
The Hot Rod s are no ...ex(,.
"No 'one knows what it's like to be the bad man"
ception . Take them back 12
7
.
.
"'When
I'm holding your wheel, all I hear is your gear"
years and you 've got the Who,
~ - "A girl named Johnny Cash"
the Stones, the Animals .
9 . . "Like looking in your mirror and seeing a police car" '
They play as if the mem .10. "Just yesterday morning they let 1:1eknow you were gone"
bers of the band have listened
to the Stones ' "19th Nervous
Breakdown " in their sleep.
No. 1 is
Vocalist Barry Masters, who
is an ex-boxer, sings with an inNo. 2is
tensity that Mick Jagger wishes
"9.~~s)itl_ ht!!.:J?:jt.
Ul Gx;ay ,q.n hass ,
1
~o~-3 is·
and Steve ' Nicol on the drums
provide a formidable rhythm on
4is
which Dave · Higgs lays · down
No. 5 · is
~ a biting, Keith Richard's style
No. 6 is
guitar. The addition of exKunsaal Flyer guitarist, GraNo. ·1 is
hme Douglas fills out the band's
raw sound.
No.· 8 is
The album consists of a
n.umber of original songs mixed
No ,. 9 is
in with a bath of live reco ~dings .

Official ' Who·said it 'Form

0

l\b

No. 10 is

The studio tracks, however,

0.fficial

DELTA CHI & NURSING SOCIETY
.r,uwdfy
p,aeoacl
a.

\

apology
By JIM ANGUS
Since we are rarely wrong
here at the Lance entertainment department, you aren't
going to see my-name too often.
I'm the official entertainment
apology editor.
This week's special honour
goes to thos e of 'you around
this campus who like . disco
mus ic: b on' t worry 1 no cracks
about deadheads or · lack of
taste since mos t. of _us r ealize
that disco qualifies as drie of
the wide range of genres that
make up the world . of music.
It doesn 't mean that any of us
have to like it, .but , as responsible people, we can't tell anyone else they can't like it either .
What we are pro babl y try ing
to say is that it was an error
in judgement to cut off what
may be a group of readers who
. also happen to like disco. We
are apologizing to those who
may have been offended by the
little series of articles on dis~o
music.
/Mr. Chernish ev~n
admits he' is sorry but , can't
reall y afford to get in any deeper, so he has handed the j9b
over to me.
1
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U of W players play ~~by
By MICHAEL UPMALIS

The Un iversit y Players are
presenting
"The
Changing
Room " by David Storey, from
Friday, October 28 to Saturday,
November 5 , (except Mon . Oct.
31), at the Essex Hall Theatre.

This play takes place in the
dressing room of a profess ional English Rugb y te am.
For the unknowing, rugby
is a game similar to football,
except
the ball cannot
be
passed forward, and no protec-

TriviaQuiz

One of each of the following sets doesn't belong . Can you determine the quality or factor . that four of the items share, and pick the
odd man out?
(a) Mississippi (b) Virginia (c) Florida (d) Georgia (3) Kentucky
(a) Sydhey (b) Adelaide (c) Hobart (d) Perth (e) Auckland
(a) Bingo (b) Drooper (c) Gertie (d) Fleagle (e) Snorky
(a) Bobby (b) Slip (c) Satch (d) Whitey (e) Blackie
(a) Warner Oland (b) Benson Fong (c) Sidney Toler (d) Roland
Winters (e) j. Carroll Naish
6. (a) rat (b) monkey (c) cow (d) dragon (e) ~nake
7. (a) Zeppo (b) Bongo (c) Chico (d) Harpo (e) Gummo
8. - (a) Io (b) Europa (c) Ganymed ,e (d) Phoebe (e) Callisto
9. (a) Chemistry (b) Engineering (c) Physics (d) Economi~s (e)
Medicine
10. (a) Ulysses S. Grant (b) Benjamin Harrison (c) Abraham Linc0ln (d) Warren Harding (e) William Taft
11. (a) Brussels (b) Rome (c) London (d) Helsinki (e) Paris
12. (a) Citation (b) Man of War (c) Whirlaway (d) War Admiral
( e) Secretariat
13. (a) Buster Keaton (b) Mary Pickford (c) Douglas Fiarbanks
Sr. (d) D.W. Griffith (e) Charlie Chaplin
. 14. (a) Jet (b) Amber (c) Coral (d) Opal (e) Pearl _
15. (a) Mo~h (b) Butterfly (c) Ant (d) Spider (e) Grasshopper
16. (a) Lincoln (b) Jefferson ('c) Franklin (d) Washington (e) Roosevelt
17. (a) Damascus (b) Jericho (c) Byzantium (d) Troy (e) Babylon
18. (a) loquaciousness (b) reticence (c) volubility (d) fluency
·
(e) garrulity
19. (a) Lady of the Camellias (b) Lady of the Lake (c) Lady of
the Lamp {d) Lady s ·ountiful (e) Lady of Shalott
20. (a) M.I.T. (b) Princeton (c) Yale (d) Harvard (e) Columbia
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

answers
li' i_ _ _:______________________
1

on pa~e 9
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tive gear is worn. The te1m that
causes the other more internal injuries usually wins.
In English professional athletes are usually paid very little,
and usually not enough to live
on. It's played for fun in England.
In the actual play there are
2 3 characters: 15 rugby players, 2 reserves, a janitor, a business Man~ger of Club Secretary, an owner, a coach or
trainer, and an assistant trainer.
George Neilson can be praised because to co-ordinate 2 3
people on such a small stage
and make it workable and realistic is no easy task.
There will be no really
special lighting effects and costumes, but the stage wifl be a
marvel. Bill Pinnel's set is extremely realistic. In a play, all
parts of the stage should b~ seen
by the audience and this limits
what a stage designer can do.
It is one of the best sets I have
ever seen. Actual running water
on stage is something I nevet'
· expected to see. ·
The play appears to be
shaping up beautifully.
The entire cast is strong, and
the fact that they all speak in
accents amazed me while I
watched. At first I didn't un-'
derstand tbe accents well, but
after a while l understood
them perfectly, and spoke with
an English accent for a week and
a half later . .
The play opens tonight . It's
a perfect remedy for the midterm blues.

Rugby players do show emotion sometimes.

Disco gone??????
By H. J. SWENSON
It's finally happened! Peter
Romeril finally ran out of rotten
disco bands to hire in the pub. ·
Monday night I came to the
pub equipped with pen, paper,
and ear plugs, · ready to review
another ·disco band. But something better happ.ened. There
was no band at all. And I always thought Peter had an unlimited -supply.
Surely our · good fortune
couldn't ,hold up. Have my
prayers finally been answered;
Rock and Roll in the pub?
The disco rut may have finally
been filted in.
However, we shall concede
that the pub has provided disco
bands
of varying character.
There have been disco bands
with: audio puke; instrumental
excrement; rhythm regurgitation; musical manure; and bass
.bowel m·ovement, just to name

a few. Good Rock and Roll .
could put an end to this disco .
diarrhea.
· It is our opinion that a reevaluation of the prime func- ·
tion of the pub is in order.
Peter seems to feel the pub was .
organized to make a · profit.
In fact it should be used to
please the student body, not to
rip them off. With 90% of the
student body crying for Rock ·
and Roll, why does Romeril .
continue to hire cheap disco
bands? I hope he's impressed
by his financial gains and his
lack of student support.
Disco · bands are like .bad
pennies, they keep coming back .'
We have just learned the band
this week is STREET FUNK.
Sounds like disco . to me. Keep
those cards and letters coming .

1,
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GreenwoaJ Windsor's new Superstar
By PETER MUDRACK

Friday October 21 saw the
crowning of the University · of
Windsor Super Star, Kevin Greenwood.
Greenwood's
strong overall
performance,
and his second
place . finish in the final obstacle course event clinched the
title for him. The competition
was~ very much in doubt right .
up until the final event, as
Greenwood and Paul Richardson
battled
neck-and-neck
throughout the first eight activities.
Richardson's work was cut
out for him though, as he needed to win the obstacle course
event: and at the same time,
have Greenwood finish near the
bottom in order t6 capture the
crown. But Kevin officially
ended all speculation by running the course in a snappy
1 :22 minutes, good enough for
second place, and good enough
to- ~rap up the entire competition.
The final standings in the
'Super · Star competition were:
1.
Kevin Greenwood
680
points
~~, ~i... ~Paul-Richardson 630 points

f

3.

. 4.
5.

Dave Steviano 480 1 points
Dave Gotts 390 points
Mike Quinn 390 points

Congratulations
to
Kevin
Greenwood, Super Star and this
week's winner of the Jacques
Strappe award as the intramural
player of .the week. Thanks to
all the others who participated .
They are Super Stars too.
Greenwood will have the opportunity to defend his title
in March, when the Spring
'78 Super Star contest takes
place.
MEN'S LOBBALL

The finals of men's lohball
was a hard fought affair, with
I-lumkin emerging as champions in the best of three series.
Bad News Bears won the first
game and seemed poised for the
victory, but I lumkin battled
back to take th~ second game,
arid then squeezed out a .one run
deejsion in the third game to
take the series. Tom McCracken
belted a grand-slam hc )me run
in the final game for the losers.
Congratulations to I lumkin for
capturing the lobball titJe.

~!

By DON PEPPIN

Well with baseball and my credibility safely out the win<low now comes the time to turn our attention to the glassy chill of the hockey rink.
The N.H.L. season is now pretty well into the swing of things and
the cream once again is beginning . to rise. It is, however, even if
you 're not a Canadiens fan, very satisfy.ing to see .that there really
is something which American dollar~ cannot buy 'and that we still
are the only place to search for hockey talent.
After all the American dream doesn't say anything about getting
up at 5: 30 in the morning for hockey practice.
Seriously, America just didn't latch onto h,ockey like we did up
here . That was most obvious when the major networks , stopped
showing the games regularly and opted for a periodical arrangement
with the league. On the other hand we have Hockey Night in Canada.
which started another season last week. It won't be long before it is
again at the top of the ratings in .Canada and Bill Hewitt's g:olden
tones are heard from coast-to-coast. As Gordon Sinclair not'ed in
a recent issue of TV Guide, every broadcaster in Canada is con. stantly fighting a losing battle trying to depose Dave Hodge, Danny
Galivan, Dick Irvine and all the boys from their nationally-appointed pe~estal.
Without trying to bring up an old argument, although N .I-I. L.
teams are centred in the States, many of the players still come
from this country or pass through here on their way to the big league. It just follows that a nationally broadcast N.H.L. ga{lle will
draw . However it's never like the real thing, which brings me to
my point (finally).
Since I come from near Toronto I quite naturally developed a
certain love for Montreal, however an argument over the {utility
of trying to beat them is pointless. The fact is· ~he Maple Leafs
have something going for _them that no one has yet been able to
touch ...
Maple Leaf Gardens is sold out for the better part of 40 home
games. The Red Wings can only pray.
\
Now Olympia Stadium has just moved very, very close to Windsor. The Red Wings have opened a bus service over to the stadium
direct from this side of the river .
1

Now considering that Olympia is sold out tor only the best of
teams and the bus service goes from nice safe Dieppe Park to the
door and back, this is · one chi~ken canuck who likes the whole idea.
This writer, over the course .of the year, will endeavour to arrange such tidbits as a University of Windsor Night_, some contests
and other nic-nacs hopefully to help you get the chance to see a
good team ·in · action ... . after all Montreal plays in Detroit twice
more this year.
·
•

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
.J

·standings
as of Tuesday,
October
10 are as follows:
Two points are awarded for
a victory .

1

COMPETITIVE DIVISION
PTS

Chicklets
Bumping Band ittes
Humcums
HK Spikers

day, November 3 at 7:30 p.m.
at the Intramural Office in
St. Denis Hall. For further
information,
contact the con.
'-.
venor, Kate Carpinter, at 2541327, or the referee-in-chief,
Mike Gabriel, at 256-8123.

6
2
2
0

RECREATIONAL DIVISION
PTS

Elccta Elastics
Social Work

before, som_ebody will bring a
pillow .
Entry deadline for . men's
basketball
is Monday, October 31. Play begins Monday,
November 7, and the captain 's
and official's meeting is Thurs-

2

0

There is still room for additional players , so if you would
like to play, come on down and
play .
Don 't forget the channel
swim which starts next Tuesday .
/\II you · have to do to parti cipate is sign' up with the lifeguards
Coed volleyball begins Tuesday November 8, so get y our
team 1-ist in now . If y ou aren 't
already on a team, the Intramural Staff will place you on
one. No skill level is necessary.

FLAG FOOTBALL

The regular season has ended in flag football, with the ~season
stacking up like this:
Both Humkin and Mac Hall have drawn byes for the first playoff round. First round play began October 26, as Cody Hall plays
Mill Street, and the Bears square off against the Snatchers .

Humkin
Mac Hall
Cody Hall
Bears
Snatchers
Mill Street

GP

w

L

6
6
6

6
5
3
3
2
2

0
1
3
3
4
4

6

6
6

p
18
16
12
11
10

9

PA

42
62
47
56
40
47

13
31
40
31
71
76

<

INTRAMURAL LOBBALL
RECREATIONAL CO-ED

Grips
Old timers
~Legal_Crusaders
Singing Nuns
,Tecumseh Braves
Tecumseh Chiefs

PF

G

w

L

6
6
6

6
5
4
3
2.
1

0
1
2
3
4
5

Pts
12
10
8......i,.

·: ,. ,-,'.'iB,"'tiJ
;fl( ~ • .,.
Wednesday, Noveinbe .L 9 is
. r',.
.: . ~"!.;
~
"-- ..
rollerskating night a~ ~ Wheel s,
6
6
..
from 8: 30 - 10:00 p.m. If
6
4
"· ; nough people sign up, c!.;:bus
6
2
.1
can he rented, so drop your
4
name off at the Intramural OfCongratulations to the Grips for winning the recreational t hampionship based on final standings.
fice by November 1st. Don't
worry if you 've never skated
• ;. -......,.
~...~~~. ...www_..,
,,...a,..,.,
....,.,""'
·1t""'d!!!l!.St!">»,nnr,i11...,
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. •-----le'c.,,,,
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RACQUET
CLUB.
• Six Indoor Tenn is Courts
• Two Outdoor Tenn;s Courta
•
•
•
·•
•

Four Squash Cour t
Table l ennis
Saunas & Whir!:1001
Carpeted Locker Room s
Ucence d Loung e

New this season
• Fcur Racquetbail

.CJurts

~

....

SPECIAL.OFFRER FOR FULL
TIME UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Club Membership

'60.00 .

Reduced court rates
Mon. to Fri. 9 am to 4 pm
Repular rates other times

~

"~
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·/ Windsor 'takes gold''at All~Ontario
' heave of 12.51 M, a University of Windsor record, and third
NIGEL MILLER
in discus with a throw of'36.40
The OUAA and OWIAA
M.
finals we re held last weekend
Andrea Page won gold in the
in Hamilton. The Windsor track
400 M hurdles with a time of
teams offered a good effort
q7.5 seconds, also a University
in the meet but were unable to
of Windsor record. Sha ron Mcupset the big teams from Toronto, Queens and McMaster. - Namara · took second in Women's
javelin with a toss of 34.90 M
Overall Windso r placed fifth
and Linda Staudt set another
_in the OWIAA (women) finals
University of Windsor record
and seventh in the OU AA (men)
with her third place time of
finals. The winning team for
the women's
track was Mc- 4:53 .0 in the 1500 M.
Performances by the followMaster, and Queens won the
ing athletes added to the growte ain championship
for the
ing number of personal best
men's track. Toronto place sec(P .B.) results
turned
in. Alond in each.
most
every
member
of the
The women's team did howwomen's team has reached a ~
ever manage to win two golds,
..s;:
personal best this season:
a silver and two bronzes .
a;
ti
100 M Windsor women, at McMaster
Margot McKinley 13 .8
for the OWIAA Outdoor Track
...i
>.
Judy Tomek 14.5
and Field Championships
Oc.0
0
tober 22, bettered both place0
Two members of the Lancer relay team pass the .buck (baton) in last
.c::
200 M ' ment _ and point scores of prevc..
Steve Domino also broke a recAndrea Page 2 7 .0 P.B.
ious years.
Linda Staudt 10:44.4 P.B.
With 50 points, the Windord in the pole vault with a
Margot McKinley 28.4
(University of Windsor record)
jump of 3 .70 metres.
sor gals placed fifth, only 2
100 M Hurdles A personal best was achieved
points behind the Waterloo and
400MAndrea Page 17.2
by Dale Irwin in the · discus with
York women's teams which were
Rose Caille 62. 7
4 x 100 M Relay - 5 3. 9
a toss of 34 .54 metres. He also
tied with 5 2 each.
Judy Tomek 67 .1 P.B.
placed fourth in th e javelin .
4 x 400 M Relay
4:2 J .3
Sil Campagne managed a fourth
800M(Tie
d
School
Record)
FIRST PLACE
in the shot, and Paul RichardRose Caille 2:26.4 P .B.
Discus · Cathy Seguin 2: 3 3 .0 P .B.
son pla ced fourth in the high
Contributing
to the LancerSharon McNamara
29 .56 M
jump .
ettes' scoring, Jennifer Pace took
Shotput Lancer Bob Payette, qua.J.ified
3000 M first place in shot put with a
Debbie Powell 8.16 M PB
The men's team was no t as
successful at winning medals,
but team coach Dr. Michael
Wya~~~;te
Salter felt the meet was a suc<rNovember
2
ess
as several Unive rsity of Wind PITT
Pizza, Ravioli, Chicken, Ribs, etc.
•
sor records were set as well as
*CLEV
5
several personal bests.
9
WASH
· NVR
Paul Roberts took 12 sec12
onds "' off his· pe-rsona1 best,
16
STL
Look for our specials regularly.
and the University of Wind23
PHIL
Attention University Stud~n ts
sor record for the 3000 metre
27
NYI
•
15% off or 2 free 10 oz. Cokes for
:
steeple chase. Another record
:
all deliveries made to campus. .
·
was , set by Ray Holland, who
December
6'
CHI
ran the 5000 metres in 15 :48.8.
By LORNA CHERITON and

-\.
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'SAM'SPIZZERIA
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256-4993

:...........................................

week's All-(?ntario Mee~.

on Sun day for the Boston Mar-athon. Running in cold, blustery
conditions,
Payette completed
the 26 mile 385 yard Belle
Island course in 2 hours, 54
minutes and 42 seconds.
T,o qualify for the Boston
Mar athon a runner must complete a recognized Marathon in
less than three hours. Bob pl aced
71st in a field of 461.

Wings at home

:

i.
i

January

15
21
27
31

NYR
BUFF
+COLO
BOS

5

TOR
LA
MONT
BUFF
CHI
tWASH
PITT
PHIL

8
12
14
i9
22
26
29

i

..

February

(

,

5
9
12
16
19
23
26

March

CLEV
BOS
@VANC
ATL
LA
WASH
STL

5
9
11

12
22
2S
30
April

2
6
9

!MINN
BOS
COLO
VANC
ATL
BUFF
LA
NYI
PITT
MONT

* - Nov. 5 Free tote bag day
+ - Dec. 27 Free Cap 2 p.m.
t - Jan. 22 Free T-shirt day
@
Feb. 12 Free Puck day
Mar. 5 · Free Stick day
.\

Pr1gnan1
NoAgeL•lt
FreeCounselina.
(No effect on low medical fee)

Free'Plepancy Test
(or $1 at independent lab)
3 Hou, dinic Stay
Medicaid,Blue Cio11
.Accffilited
. Westrive fo~ high patient ·.
comfort and friendly porsorial
attention.

ACM APPROV~D
CALL(313) 884-tOOO
DETROITABORTION
~

•
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Lancer hockey imp11~
·..._
By PETER NASH

Hockey has not always beeri
a strong point at Windsor over
the past few ye ars but a new
opt om istic spirit generated by
th e players could have a winning effect.
Coach Cec Eaves feels that
the team ' has a greater ability
to score . He com mented that
" We h ave bette r forwards this
year . T hey have a greater ability to score than the forwards
we had last year ." This "greater
ability to score" is y hat the
Lancers need to improve upon
their poor finish last year.
Wind,sor 's greatest problem
last year was the lack of bal ~
ance m terms of scoring and
individual ine strength. Owen
Freeman, assistant to Dr. Eaves,
said "Last year we'd score 10
goals one game and two the
.next. This year we have more
experienced personnel who can
balance the scoring." Freeman
also blames Windsor's poor finish on inexperience. "Last year
~ e missed the playoffs .· by a
point. Wt lost too many close
games. A more experienced team

would have won some of those
~ames ~or us."
Both Eaves and Freeman
agree that the Lancers have
three and possibly four balanced lines to work with this
year. During pre vious years the
team has had only one or two
good line s.
EXPERIENCE NE EDED

This year 's team plans on
strengthening itself with trans fers such Mauri ce Biron, th e i
former captain ..of the _Western ~
Mustangs, and Scott Hunter, a _;
former Junior -A player in the .2
·o
· Quebec league.
o
.=
p..

Hunter commented that "we
are not mobile enough on defence. The forwards are going
to have to move fast to help
out (~n deJense)". Hunter also
noted "We need a few exhibitio -n
games but the offense is shaping
up to be pretty good ."
Although
Coach Freeman
commented
that the Lancers
have more experience, it is de-

Warming up for the new season, Peter Nash was impressed with the practicing Lancers .
finitely not university experience. Only eight players .are
returning from last year) team.

By NIGEL MILLER

Several players who may have
helped the ·Lancers are ineligible to play university hocke}
because of former pro or semi~ro experience. ·
Defense seems to be Wind-

•

dy ·for playoffs
.i':..

back sacks during the game and
pas_s-and-run play of the day and
were ,successful in containing the '
·t was one of Adams five catches
_
f qr 1-43 yards.
Mc-Maste.rof£,ence.
This made the score i 3-7
The playoffs start tomorrow,
_Jor Windsor at the en~ o/ the -"~with tJie "'Lancers travelling .to "
~
half.
,
"""
London. Two weeks ago West~
ern snuck by the Lanc~rs22-15,
The second half started with
each team getting key penalties.
but the play was closer then the
Windsor lost a good gain on a score indicated. if Windsor's
defence can hold the Western
holding penalty, , and Mac got
called for rough play. This was
pa~sing attack again; and the
disastrous for McMaster as Wind- offence play as they can, then
sor marched dowri field to .score. -the game ·is sure to be a good
The march was highlighted by
one. Game time is _l :00 in
good powerful running from
London.
Craig Mallender as he carried ·
In other playoff games the
four times for 31 yards.
University of Toronto Blues will
The Lancers scored on a pass b~ hosting the Laurier Golden
from Scott Mallender to . Roger Hawks. - Jii Reid, Laurie's conAdams, his second of the g.itne. · ference leading runner, hopes to
Th~ scoring play took 11 plays upset the Blues and face the
winner of the Windsor - Western
and covered 84 yards.
With the aid of an intercep- game, next week. The 2 winners
tion the Marauders took over this week will play at Little
possession of the ball on Wind- Stadium for the div-ision crown,
sor's 31. A reverse fooled the next week.
Lancer defence an9 enabled McMaster to score, making the
score 20-14 for the Lancers.
Reco_yering an attempted
short kick-off the Lancers drove
deep into McMaster . territory.
By DON PEPPIN
But the Lancers were unsuccThere has never been any
essful in a third down gamble.
doubt in any of our minds but
The fourt;h quarter, saw both
the league made it official
teams exchange punts several
this week when -they a,nnountimes until Scott Mallender
ced the Coach-of-the-year for
took to the - air again. Comthe West division of the 0-QIFC
pleting ·passes to Craig Malwas Lancer coach Gino Fracas. ·
lender and two to _ Bruce Wal"I'm humbled" he .commker, with one being ,a touchented yesterday, "it's quite an
down, the Lancers moved .44
honour to be voted in by your
yards in 4 plays and closed
peers."
out , the scoring for the game,
In another
announcement
27-14.
this week the Lancer _s placed
Lancer total offence was 325
· five players on ' the All-Star
yards compared to Marauders -'team. The only Lancer to make
182. Scott Mallend~r and Steve
it to the off ensi\'.e team was
Zack completed 14 of 28 passes
wide-receiver Bruce Walker. Frafor 218 yards and one intercas noted that several other
ception. Craig Mallender also
players were in the running howhad a good _offensive game runever all-in-all he was satisfied
ning 12 times for 58 yards, and
with the choices. He noted that
catching 5 passes for 48 yards.
the league initiated a new proLancer defence was strong for
cess for choosing the All-Star
the entire game only losing conteam this year, which involves
centration in two running plays,
the coaches all travelling to
which turned into touchdowns.
London last weekend, sitting
Defence had several quarter... ....,,.,,.

.

""'·

'I'!

be seen whether the ·team can
hold itself _up with a shortage
of defense men .
Overall the fans can .expect
a 15etter year than last year.
(Which isn't saying much). Although the team should make
the playoffs this year, don't
expect a championship.

sor's major problem. It is not
quite as strong as it should be
and a lack of defense is a very
serious problem: Coach Freeman, Mike's brother, noted that
Windsor has "4, Jllaybe 5, solid defense men,,, - meaning that
two of Windsor lines have questionable defense. It remains to

Lancersdown M:Master,,,
The regular sea.son was ended
in.. fine fa~hion by our 1Lancer
.football team last Saturday as they rolled to a_-27-1_! ~ictory over the -~cMaste r Marauders. _With this win, their .
regular season record is four
wins, two losses and a tie.
Coach Gino Fracas commen-ted after the game that this was
a vastly improved McMaster
team. The Lancers made the
game hard for themselves in the
first quarter, as defence and
offence were not co-ordinated.
• In the first quarter, McMaster recovered a fumble on tpe
Windsor 10-yard line and moved
the . ball down to the one. But
the Lancer . defence came up
strong and stopped them in a
third-down gamble. With the
Lancer offence unable to advance, the Mauraders again got
the ball in good field position.
This time -Ozzie Wilson carried ·
the ball 23 yards for the game's
first touchdown.
The next series or' downs
saw Windsor's Scott Mallender hit hard twice, and Steve
Zack replacing him. Zack moved .
the yardsticks for the first time
in the game, but the drive stalled.
The second quarter saw a different Lancer offence. After a
is yard punt return by BillBurgess, Scott Mallender be- ·
gan an effective air attack pass. ing to Frank Subat and then
hitting Rodger Adams for a 36.
yard gain. This moved the ball
to the McMaster 25 yard line, ·
where the drive stalled, but Dave
L~rsh added the first of his two
field goals.
· A bad snap on a punt by the
Marauders provided good -field·
position on the next Lancer .
possession. However, unable to
move the ball, the Lancers.
settled for a 29 yard field goal.
After exhanging punts, Scott
Mallender hit _Roger Adams, .
with a 70 yard pass-and-run
play into the end zone for a
major. This was the longest .
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O-QIFC RESULTS FOR SATURDAY, OCTO~ER 22
Water!-oo 26 _
Wilfrid Laurier 85
Wester[\ Ontario 19
'fl. "
"""
Windsot 27 "'""- i1.C,.

York 'J
Guelph 21
Toronto
McMaster
L

~
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SATURDAY'S GAMES
WINDSOR at WESTERN
Laurier at T.oro.nto

'
ONTARIO-QUEBEC INTERCOLLEGIATE
WEST
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7
7
7
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6
5

1
1
1

0
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Western
Toronto
Laurier
Windsor-
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FOOTBALL

F
235
154
202
1S7

A

Pts

56

12

76

12
11
9

,,_
1ro .

Fracas: Coach of the ye.cir
.

/

down in conference and discussing the potential candidates.
Then on Monday t!tey submit
their votes for · each position.
Fracas noted 4'it's a good
procedure", as it gives all the
coaches a chance to discuss the
potential candidates in a relaxed . environment,
think it
out, and then vote.
The Lancers placed four
players on the defensivf:·· AllStar - team. Jim Lynn, ,almost
a -perennial all-star now, made
the defensive tackle spot with
Tim Maitre backing him up at
. inside linebacker. Jim Cimba
made the top spot for one of
the defensive half-back positions and Scott Essery is the
league's all-star punter.
Coach Fracas commented
that offensive centre Dave Brescasin would have -had a ' good
chance to repeat as an all-star
centre .~ if he hadn't been injured late in the season.

Other notables that made
the team from around the league were J arriie Bone at the
quarterback spot. Bon~ is from
Western and has had ~he Teputa"'
rion of being the big ,gun in
the league all _year. Better luck
next year Scott.
'
At the running back spots,
We-stern;s Jim · Reid, who also
made Mo;t Valuable Player of
the year in the league, m.ade
one spot.

NEEDED:
:~
Sports·writers
·· I
Stlll
Needed
·,
~

CNfact lance-Office;

Ext. 153
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'G andWhiten8ct prepare.for d8bate ·

.3

. a)

By RICK SPENCE
student clubs had come to him
OP IRG representative Mike
to request space, and he said
I
ra nd SAC v.ice-president Robhe had to turn them down .
rt Whitenec t have agreed to
He said he would like to proold a public debate as a result
vide office space for everySAC's decision last week
one , ·but "it's not feasible for
rcing OPIRG to vacate the
everyon e, so we can't do it for
s ace it had been using in the
anyone. "
~----~'1..C
offices.
Whitenect said he had his
0
OP IRG, under local co-or"reserv
atio ns" about OPIRG .
z
dinator Len Wallace, has been
He said they appe ared to be
_Joperat ing out of SAC Presi-profit", and called their
o dent Gary Wells' office since "anti
publications very one-sided. He
>
September, prep aring for a refadtnitted he had only read three
erdum in J anuar y in which stuof th eir public at ions, and that
dents will vote on whether te>
pay $5 extra per yea r in student fees for an OPIRG cha pter on campus.
The SAC resolution , moved
by Leo Meyer and seconded by
Tony LaSorda, said that "since
OPIRG_ has not as. yet received
a major .ity of support "from
the students, OPIRG should not
enjoy the use of SAC office
space.
The motion passed, 7-5. Whitenect supported the motion becaused he said he had been inconvenienced by OPIRG's use of
the SAC phone lines and secre- £
0
tary.
0
"They should show enough .c:
Q.,
initiative to do their own footwork," said Whitenect. Many ,
Two happy patrons receive their
sored bv the .ISO.

he had o~ly read the first page
of one of them. Although he
has attended
none of the
OPIRG 's camp us meetings, he
also accused OPIRG of stifling
dissent at its seminar on corporate conce nt ration in the food
industry last month . He said
that people with views opposed
to those of Ura were not allowed to air them full y at that
meeting .
Ura denied that Norbert
Golte of the Marketing Club,
as well as a repr esentative of

a canning company, were prevented from speaking out .
He also stated there was a
long-standing offer by OPIRG
to pay for the space they used
SAC, as well as for telephones
and other services. .
OPIRG was scheduled to be
discuss,ed again at yesterday 's
SAC meeting .
Whitenect ~ said he was beginning to research OPIRG for
the debate, which he sa~d would
take place sometime bef~ re the
referendum in Jan uary. -

at

portions at last Friday .'s International Food and Dance night, spon-

Parrott returns to Windsor for TV .(,..
Minister of Colleges and Universities, Harry Parrott, won't be
returning to Windsor until after
Christmas , at which time he will
be announcing the final form of
th e · new ·student · aid plan .

Non -student audi ence mem.bers were concerned with Parrot;s recommendations concerning the best universi ties and colleges, bis opinion o.f a correspondence school, :md ~epons that
the U of .Twas reparin g to profit from futur e cutbacks whjch
threaten the existence of certai n

That ' ~hat he tQld the studio audie~ce at CBET last Thursday during his qui ck trip to Windsor to appear on the show "On
the Record."
Parrott was a replacement for
British . airline owner Fred die
By BRIAN WILLIAMSON
Laker.
The new student aid proHost Warner Troyer and a
posals of the Minister of Colhandful of students asked the
leges and Univers ities have been
Minister to defend his student
described as "meaningless" by
aid plan, but he said little that
Liberal Colleges and . Univerwas new. He did promise that ·a
sities critic John Sweeney. Sweprovision in the new student aid
eney was at th e university yes, application form allowing the
·terday to parti ~ipate in a gen . Ministry to check up on an aperal assembly on student aid .
plicant 's status would , not violate
The revisions to the existthe confidentiality
of income ing OSAP were criticized by
tax forms.
Sweeney who said ". . . these

programs of study at many univers1t1es.
Parrott announced
that no university would close as
long as he was Minister, but he
told £acuity members to · prepare
for.. cutbacks.
His message to srudems and
administrations was the same; he
said he would tell them what the

money ceiling would be, and
that they could all have input into how the money was spent.
Parrot t cited the poor turn- ·
out for his appearance last
March at the University of Winds6r -as his rat ionale for not appearing here this year to discuss
student aid and other issues.

...but Sweeney talks to students
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Passespossible

More_changes for bus system:
By BRUCE DINSMORE

There have been some chan.....
0
ges
made to Transit Windsor
>
..,
·;;;

~

>
·c

::,

•..

will have retfogressive impligeneral statements mean very
cations, according to Sweeney.
little without the (actua l) figFirst, there will be a "serious
ures. " These figures are set to
red uction in the number of
· be released early in 1978.
people who enter such faculties
The proposals made by Harry
as law and medicine" and "secParrott indicate that any stuond, the re will be a reduction
dent who has been in a univer - in demog raphy; those who are
sity for four · years,. regardl ess
from wealthy families or are
of wh ether or not he has apprepare d to work for three
plied for or received a proyears" will be the one s who
vincial grant, will be unable to
will . be in Ontario universities
receive a grant.
after the four year grant limit
Two of Parrott's proposals
is impose d .

as a result of the experience
of this past week. Transit
Windsor General Manager, James
Mansbridge told the Lance that
because of crowds and other
factors, the Transway route, the
heart of the system, "collapsed",
and some changes had to be
made. The city has added m'Qre
buses to the route and is going
to hire more operators, because
at the present time, Transit
Windsor is understaffed .
In March of next year, the
company will undertake ano- ·
ther in depth study of the
system' to see if it has met its
mandate.
Money in the fare box is
also to be looked at in the
spring. The Bus company will
-..
look at itnplimenting a bus
pass system, such as they have
. m Hamilton and Ottawa . At

that time, they will also look
at the money situation to see if
a fare increase is warrranted.
If such a pass is im.plemented _, it might cost around $16 a
month.
There will be some consultants from the Ministry of
Transportation
and Communications in the city today to see
if the company can get more
money to make it one of the
most advanced in the province.
Some of the things that are
being looked into are bus location devices, and radio in the
buses.
·
Commenting on the first few
days of operation, Mansbridge
said that Tuesday's operaiion
was much improved over Monday. There were some problems
Monday
with drivers being
where they should be at the
right time, and Mansbridge spent
some time outside, _observing
the operation.

Mansbridge also ~aid that he
hopes that people will use the
system as a system instead
just individual · routes as
fore. Many of the routes
designed to interconnect to

of
beare
get

people where they wanted to
'go, as indica ted in the surveys.
Transit Windsor is giving out
guides to the systefll and Mansbridge feels that if y ou :study
the map carefully, you can
figure out the transit system.

FreeThe Lance

'-

..

The Lance is beginning a campaign to secure independent fund. ing, and freedom from 1:he Students' Administrative Council.
Before Christmas, students will be asked to vote in a referendum
whether or not they wish to pay an extra sum per year for an
independent student newspaper.
The Lance is presently funded by money from SAC, which means
the paper has little control over its own financing. Under the new
system, The Lance will be funded by a direct levy fr m the students.
Committees ha.ve been established to prepare for the referendum,
and to set up a constitution which will ensure staff democracy and
student c0ntrol of the paper. The newspaper will also seek to be
incorporated, and will form a Board ·of Directors to oversee the
new corporation.
If the referendum is successful, the changes should take effe ct
next year .
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What's Happening is a re1Ular feature of The Lanc41
which will include Unclassified Ada; Penonal Ada,
and Notices of campus events . l,istinp of off.cam.,_..
activities will also be considered for publication.
Any 111bmiAion may be edited for len,th. Deadline
ii noon Tuesday b f the week ~r publication.

oo carnp{Js
UNIVERSITY
of Windsor Judo Club
presents the film "Juoloka" with Doug
Rogers, winner of two gold medals at
the Pan Am games and an Olympic silver. The film will be shown Thursday,
Novernber 3, M9nday November 7, ano
Tuesday, November s· at 8 p.m. in the
combatives room, St. Dennis Hall basement. Everyone invited. Admission free.
AQUATIC
Exploration
and Research
presents Aqua Space '77 at 1120 Math
Building Nov. 5 and 6. Featuring competitions in underwater photography,
movies and research films and slide
shows will be shown.

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
A
simple natural scientifically verified tech nique to develop your full potential.
Introductory
lecture on campus. Tuesday November 8th, 8 p.m ., Room 4,
University
Centre. All Welcome. No
admission charge. Sponsored by the
Students' International Meditation . Society.
DEL TA CHI FRATERNITY
is starting
a Ski Club to provide U. of W. students
and their friends cheap ski trips arou .nd
the Detroit area on weekends. If interested please call the frat house ·at 253 5583 or drop by at 408 Indian Road.
NEXT week only, the Inter-Varsity Chris.::
tian Fellowship will meet Monday, not
Wednesday. Rev. Donald Macleod , general director of 1.V.C.F. Canada will
be the guest. Electa Hall Chapel, 5 p .m .

all ASSUMPTION GRADS
CALLING
and their wives and friends: ALUMNI
REUNION! Saturday, November 5, at
the .high schoi>I. Father "Sparky" Arm ·strong will be there. Father Ron Cul. len - Hockey and Baseball Mentor, and
Friend of the Boarders will be present -calL Father · Matt . Sheedy, Alumni Direct or 256-7801, for reservations, or
Just -Come - We'll be glad to see all
Purple Raiders!

KUNG FU - All men. and women interested in learning Shao-Lin Chuan'Fa
are im,ited to attend classes in the Dance
Studio in the Human Kinetics. Physical
and mental conditioning,
self-defense
are benefits of this Service Program class.
Total cost is $2 .00 for the year (Yes,
two dollars) . Instruction by Bob Seneslen, formerly
instructo r at U.VV.O.
Black Dragon Kung Fu. Thursdays
7:00 - 9:00 p.m . on Uance Studio, Human Kinetics building .

rHE University Players presents THE
CHANGING ROOM by David Sto rey .
Continuing
November 4th and 5th,

;

8 :00 p.m . at Essex Hall Theatre, University of Windsor . Admission: $3 .50.
St~dent Rush available - $2 .50 ten min utes before the show . Phone 253 -4565 . ,
Student and· Regular subscriptions avail able only till tomorrow night.

A PANEL discussion sponsored by the
Muslim Students Association, Un iversity
of Windsor on WHAT IS. SIN? Christian
and Islamic vi~ws. Speakers: Dr . Mazammil Siddigi, Department of Religion,
Temple · U~iv ., Philadelphia, and Dr.
George Crowell, Department of Reli gious Studies. On Monday , November
.
l, at 12 :3o p.m., Assumpti'(n -Lounge ,
Univers it y of Windsor , All Welcome . ..

Windsor Jewish Students Organiza tion presents l'Kazablan" (Israeli Award
. .
F' ) T
d
I\I,
Am
Wiinning
1lm ,t ues ay, ,....,.
ov. 8 :
.- .
J
.
.
, .
,
bassador Auditodu rn, !J:00- p.m .. · ?tu'·,..:..,
...'EX Hn:HT10K fof Han dicrafts from Pakidents 50 cents - others $1 .
stan: An Exh ibition of Parkistani Handicrafts is on d ispl_
ay at the Leddy Library.
AN exhibition of glass by the Viennese
This will continue for the whole month
artist Wolfgang Eberhart continues on
of November ·.
view in the L~Bel Fine Arts Gallery
PUBLIC meeting against the Anti-Lenthrough November 9th.
inist Theory of "Three Worlds" and
against the restoration of Teng HsiaoE.R .A . - The equality, rights and awarePing. 8 p.m. Tuesday, November 8.
ness of women m.eeting will be held on
Tuesday, November 8, 1977 from l ~Gfh. Alumni Lounge, University of. Windsor.
to 2 :00 in the Women 's Centre in "'Van,All .interested people are invited to
ier Hall. Everyone is welcome . Conattend . Organized by Windsor branch of
tact Maryon
atI ex( 326
or 436 for more
the Communist Party of Canada (Marx.
ist-Leninist).
information.

DR. Miriam Bunt of the Department of
Psychology has announced the recipients
of Graduate Teaching Awards in Psychology for the 1976/77 academic year:
Distinguished Graduate Teaching Award
in Psychology 1976/77: Wayne Lesko,
Mike Burger, and Wi lliam Ross; Graduate Teaching Award in P.sychology
Kathleen Navarre, Mar ilyn
1976n7:
Bell, ' and Larry Waterman; Special Graduate Teaching Award in Psychology
1976/77: e heryl Loughner.
THE
History
Club presents "David
Hume: A Scott ish Historians Perspective" ; a lecture by Dr . Nicholas .Phillip-son pf the University of Edinburgh,
Monday , November 7, 8 :00 p.m., Alumni Lou11ge, University Centre. Subsidized cash bar .
MEN interested in play _
ing Senior A Vol leyball are asked to come to a meeting
Thursday, November '10th at 8 :00" p .m .
in the Human Kinetics mult i-purpose
room. For questions please call: Paul
Peltier 966-1249 .

anclassi.POO
LOST :· Brown wallet. Reward - $20 .
Important papers. Call 256-5030.
THE Stephen Acott Trio presents Poetry
and Percussion with Gordon Morlag
Reading. ·They will appear at the : Tecumseh Mall Library ; November 12th,
2 p.m . and Riverside Library, December 10th, 2 p.m.

LOST : Blue ;~ ather it cket . Any information please call Mike 256-7548.
FOR SALE : '69 Must ang, 351 Windsor,
4 Barrel, 4 speed, ~90 rear end, chrome
reverse G-60-14. Phone 945-964 7.
LAW student needed for short term
research assignment. Prefer 3rd year'
student. $200.00 or more available for
interested student. Call Debbie Elder
252-7091 .
FOUND : Piece of photographic equipment - cor ner of Sunset & University,
last Thursday. Owner please identify.
Call either 252 -7417 or 256-6260 after 6 .
TIRED of Flor ida, Hawaii, Barbados?
Try a week of wild .erness skiing . in the
Agawa Canyon region. No cars or snowmobiles to hamper your skiing. Groomed tra_ils for beginners and. experienced
skiers. For more information call Ext .
488 or 256-3298.
THE_ Ford Malden Guild of Arts and
Crafts presents Portraits of Shirley
Masters. The show runs fc;>rthe month
of November at the Gibson Gallery,
140 Richmond Street, Amherstburg, on
Sunday afternoons from .2 to 5 p.m.
ON Friday, November 4 at 7:30 p.m .
at Windsor Public Library (Mafn), 850
Ouellette
Avenue, CANADA-CHINA
FRIENDSHIP ASSOCIATION OF WINDSOR is holding a talk and slide shqw
on China today by a young Canadian
just back from two years of study and
work in the People's Republic of ,China.
SELLING '69 Simca 120.4:·as is (needs
work), or for parts call Ian 254-8Q94
or Ext.131.
·

BEST, OFFER: 150 3 inch and 5 inch
empty tape reels with boxes for 011e
FOUND: Brown vyallet: in : Di llon Hall.
quarter inch recording tape . Will trade
Claim at Lance· Office.
.
for 10 empty 7 inch reels. Contact
Cliff Wilson ,· Tosh Noma at CJAM:n. NOTICE j. To the gerson _wtlp ~ too k! a
Exten s'~Mn4 8 . ,,
"~ .·
~-!W"f
it.pl . ,h\ ·; ~~ .lfrii ~~r~·1ty Pool · f .
·
·
fice Thursday · night, October 27. T he
ROOM _NOW AVAIL~BLE
at Delta Chi
items taken are valued at over $400.QO.
Fraternity at 408 Indian Road or phone
You were seen by two members of t he
253-5583.
Water polo 'team arn;J can be identif }ed.

.~·,.m-~··

HAPPY Birthday, Bill_

H.S .

A $1000 GRAND PRIZE will be awarded
in the Poetry Competition sponsored
. by the World of Poetry, a monthly news~
letter for poets.
Rules and official entry forms are avail' able by writing to World of Poetry,
2431 Stockton Blvd., Dept. A, Sacra~
mento, California 95817.

Provided th ~ .items are returned sob n
(you decide how), no quest ions wm ,be
asked and the incident will be forgot ti n.
If these items are not retu~ned, the ~ it
is only a matter of time before we put a
name to your face . Remember: a c~nv[ction of grand theft can put you ';,in
the slammer for up to 10 year.s, ~~d
you _can forget about ·yo ~( ..: schb~oLlng.
Think about it.
~-- · • ·

Na ,Nu Sow provides food for thought
By FERN BROWN
Want to learn about nutri'..tion, rh eet interesting
people
'from all over Windsor, and taste
·some yummy snacks, too? You
·can do this all in one evening,
if you come to a meeting of the
Natural
Nutrit ion Society
of
Windsor (NaNuSoW). Meetings
·are free and open to the public
- no obligation to become a
member,
but that option
is
· open , too .
NaNuSoW is a now-incor'porated non-profit organization,
- which was founded in 1976 by
· Mrs. Edith Harris, Naturopathic
Nut ritionist . "The name was
selected to emphasize · the wellsprings of its origin: The Societ y grew o ut of a course called
'Nutrition , a Natural Lifestyle,'
'· w h ich was t augh t b y Edith
Harri s" (Continuing
Education
, D epartment - Windsor Board of
· Ed uc ation) . Edith was also the
Society's fir st president . " Man y
of the grad uat es of the ( original)
co urse (it's taught eac h year)
expressed
the desire to co nti nue to snar e with each other
in learning about "nu t rit ion a_s a
natural lifes ty le. Therefore, (_the

group) came together to form
a now ongoing Society. " (Taken
from "The H.istory of the Natur al Nutrition Society -of Windsor .")
Meetings . for NaNuSoW are
held once a month (on the
second Tuesda y of each month) .
At each meeting, a special speaker is invited. Past topics have
been on herbs for healing and
prevention ; ,o n the macrobiotic
lif esfy le ; and on the relation ship between nutrition , the soil
and the environment . A monthly bulletin is published with

news, information, recipes, and
household hints .
The purpose of NaNuSoW
is to edu cate, to share, and to
help increase our awareness.
"In help ing one another,
a
stronger bond is built between
people with a common interest, " Edith says .
In addition of the monthly
meeting s, and the Bulletin, NaNuSoW is involved in various
other projects . It had a table
at the recent Garage Sale (early
part of October, at the Far-

CJAM election next week
By STEPHEN SWORD

Gazette Staff
CJAM , Win dsor's
student
radio st ati o n , w ill be h oldin g an
elec t ion F rid ay, No vemb er 11 to
fi ll· t he pos t of assist ant ma na -'
ger. Nom inatio ns fro m t he u niversity student co mm u nity will
be accepted until noon on Wednesday, the ninth at the CJAM
office.
The voting will be done by

the stati o n staff. No minati o ns
sh ould in clude a list ing of any
ex peri ence w hich m ay be va lu able to the p o sit io n .
T h e student elec t ed° t o the
pos it ion wi ll be entitle d to an
hon o ra rium which is prese n tly '
o pen to ne~otiation.
Quest io ns and no mi nations
fo r the election should be direct ed to Cliff Wilson, elec t ion
organizer at CJAM.
.1·;

If you are · interested in t~is
growing group, feel free to come
to the next meeting, November
8th, at 7:30 p.m ., in Room 109,
at the High School of Commerce
on Tecumseh Rd.E. The topic
for the evening is, "Sprouting
for Survival," by Jeannine Ubene (a NaNuSoW member).

mer's Market) , it is planning to
publish a cookbook
by February, a cooking schoo l/demonstration
is expected for February, and the class, " Nutrition
- A Natural Lifestyle" is offered
each September (an• eight-week
course) by the Windsor Board
of Education.

Citizens' power
and is not about to leave complicated issues to exp e rts. As
a futurist she believes in the
" devaluation " of a.11th ings big
anc omplex like . cities and corpo rations . Yet in spite of her _
radical notions she sees · her.self not as a crusader but as a
human be ing tr y ing to act respo nsibl y.

On Wednesday November 9
Hazel Henderson , co-<firector of
the Princeton Center for Alternati ve Futures, will speak on the
· topic " Citizens ' Power in Over
Developed
Countries " in the
Ambassador
Auditorium,
Universit y Center , Univers ity o f
Windsor at 8 :00 p .m.
. Mrs. Hazel Hende rso n , a w ife ,
m other , activ ist , and futuri st
re fus es to b e cat egorized by d iscip line , beli eves st ro ngly in the
power of ind ividuals working to gether wit.h o thers within the
sy stem of effect changes and the
future of our soc iet y . As an acti vist :,he has helped to set up
._ ~v.,~
• •
•
•
numerous c1t 1zen orgamzanons

T he publ ic is invit ed t o m eet
a nd he ar t h is ou tst andi ng ind iv id u al. Re cep t io n to follow th e
lecture.
Free parking in Lot
M. off Un iversit y Avenue. For
further info rmation contact Reverend Bob Lockhart at Iona
College 25 3-725 7.
'"'
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Wells seeks more active role on Board of governors .
someone else must make it for
By FERN BROWN
me. Since I 'm not a full memShould SAC President, Gary
ber, I was asked to leave during
Wells, be allowed to vote on the
the (recent) discussions regardBoard of Go.vernors? What
ing the Facult y Association. As
would thi s. mean? And , why
a full member , my mor al posi- ·
are stude _nts wh o regul arly attion would be increased ; and
tend Board meetings granted
I would not ·have to leave."
onl y observer status? These are
A discussion with R .J. Tebbs,
som e of the questions raised in
disclosed
that a motion is bein g
regards to the contr oversial
considered to install a " Notice
issue between Gary Wells and
of Motion , · to appoint Board
the Administration.
members
. to present any motFirs~ of all, you may ask,
ion
that
any student wishes to
wha t is. the Board of Governors?
put forth ." ·
What is its fun ction, , and wh at
Apparently this doesn't sattypes of issues does it discuss?
isfy
Wells, who expressed he
Some powers of the Board infeels
he has "the input of an
clude "conduct , management
outsider ." "Students are the
and control of · the University
largest constituent of the Uniand of its property , revenues 1
versity,"
he said, "and I'm reprebusiness and affairs," formation
sentative
of that portion. We
of by-laws, rules and regulations, " and appointment,
re- - don't have a vote in issues that .
affect us. " According to Wells,
moval, and salary determina"the issue has been discussed
tion of the President, and
with
Tebbs several times." Tebbs
academic/administrative officers,
attests to this, and furthered
according to the University of
that he (Tebbs) brought the
Windsor Act.
~
discussions
to Dr. Ledd y' s attenGary Wells, as President of
tion.
President
Leddy has not
_Student Administrative Governreported back to Tebbs, and
ment, is one of three students/
was unava ilabl e for comment.
_observers on the Board. As an
It seems that for Wells,
observer , he " is welcome at all
or
any observer, to get a vote is
Board meetings, and he may
a long and com.plicated process .'
v'Oice an opinion on anY.topic ."
Tebbs says "The Board can't
(R.J. Tebbs, Chairman of the
make the decision. " Extensive
Board of Governors). But, Wells
legislative
acuons inust be taken
cannot make any motions, or
Wells explained that since the
vote on any issues.
University was incorporat ed un"I am inhib ited, " WelJs said.
der a Private Bill, it is nece"I want to make a motion,

Facultyof Education
.
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will be held at the University' of Windsor
on Tuesday, November 8 at 2 to 4)p.m.
· in Ambassador Auditorium
The F acuity Admissions Officer will provide Admission Information and answer questions. All
interest~d students are urged to attend. -
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to do it. "
Tebbs beli<::ves that opening
up the Act may solve Wells'
problem, but it may create
other problems. He elaborated
that "both Dr. Leddy and two
very reputable lawyers" advised
the Boar.cl that it "would be
unwise to reopen the issue at
this time ."
Although he would "rather
not", Wells is willing to take
the matter t o Queen's Park.
He said , "I don't mean to be
overly harsh in dealing with
them, I'm just not going to com-

ss; ry to reques t an amendment
of this -Act through the Private
Bills Committee. "The Admini stration is afraid to have the
Act opened up ," but Wells
d~esn 't know wh y . He referred
V

to " a rather heated response"
from Dr. Leddy when he brought up the subject.
If he doesn't know the specfics, Wells will pursue the
matter, provided it is not damagi~g to th~ university. He feels
''the time has come " and stated,
~'I 'll do anything in my pow_er

SAC by~election results
'-

By STEVE MacLEAN
.President Gary Wells reported at last week's SAC meeting, .
Thursday night, that OPIRG
(The Ontario Public Interest
Research Group), had fulfilled
all the legal criteria for holding
a referendum . The referendum,
which will be held early in-Jan- !Ml
uary , will attempt to raise ;
student · fees by five dollars.
The money - would be used by
OPIRG in financing a local research office.
In a later discussion it was
resolved that ''since OPIRG had
Maryon Overholt, Rob Whitenect, Chairman Randy Smith and
Gary Wells at SAC meeting .
not yet received a majority of
support on campus they should
Whitenect, with the · exc epti on
Bruce Hannah, commis .sioner
not be allowed space in the
of the Biology Club which did
of Ancillary Services, reported
SAC offices which should be
not meet all the requirem ents .
that the mix -ups in th e drug
used for the students .'' Prior to
Final ratificati on was tabled for
plan had been straightened out
this , OP IRG representative Len
later discussion.
and there should be · no further
Wallace h'ad been given a desk
The Club 's Special Events
problems in the reimbursements.
in Gary Wells' office. One half
Com~ittee will consist of the
Although the y were " more than
hour wa'S set . aside in yesterfollowing members: Vice-Preswelcome to stay " , Mac, Laurier .,
day 's meeting for information
ident Rob Whiten f ct; Treasurer
and Cody halls have all pulled
and further discussion regarding
Ernie P.etrasovic; two SAC reps
out of the Inte r-Residence Coun- .
OPIRG.
(Tyler Higgins and Daniel Chamcil, leaving only off -campus resiThe unofficial results of the
ney); and two club presidents:
dences involved in the council.
Qy-election were presented to
Norbert Golte from the Market The following members were
council. There were two acing Club and David Lee from
absent from last week's meeting:
clamations ; Giselle Branget in
the Chinese Students' Society .
Andre Wehbe, Don Peppin, Jan
Commerce and Daniel Chamney
The purpose of the committ ee
Burgon, Vicki Fenner, and David
in Science and Mathematics.
is to assist the clubs in any
Gotts.
Two members were also elected
events they hold on campus and
to positions _ on the council;
· to co-ordinate the efforts of the
Mary Poole in Social Work and
clubs as a whole . A maximum of
Kathy Rauhut in Social Scierice.
$4,500 has been budgeted for
Council ratified a list of clubs
club financing and this was to
presented by Vke-President Rob
be allocated yesterday . \
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promise, that 's au . tt cney aon-r
. compromise, I'm willing to havea helluva fight ."
.
Tebbs , replied: "Sometimes
we have to compromise; sometimes it 's wise to compromise .
I realize this is very importantto Gary, and I appreciate that,
but if he continues in this way,
and against the wishes of the
Board, he's on his OWJl. SAC
is an independent entity."
Wells is not ruling out the
possibility of a solution. He
said both he and Tebbs would
be researching the issue further.

·Media
Seminar
nextweek

The 19th Canadian-American
Seminar will be held at the
University of Windsor on -Thursday , November 10th and Frida y
S§ the 11th. This seminar concerns itself with 'Accountability
and Responsib ility in North American Communication Systems.'
The seminar, wh ich would
be of special int erest td Communication Studi es students, is
composed of panel discussions
and lectures on topics of current or future conce rn to the
media in Canada and the U.S.
People speak ing . at this con fer ence include ; Professor Ith id de sola Po ol of M. l. T .; Je an
·J. Fortier , Vice Chairman , C.R .T .C.; Andre Lapo inte , Sen ior
Ass' t Deputy Minister of th e
Dept . of Communic ations, Ot tawa ; Ho nou rable Jud y LaMarsh ; . Alex Reid, deputy director of Long Rang e Stu dies;
· and Gr aham Spry , membe r,
Board of Directors , Canad ian
Broadcast ing League. The re are
about 22 guest speakers.
This will ·au take place in
the Moot Court Room, Law
Building University of Windsor next week. For more information call, 2534232, ext .
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Of m8n and OPIRG
The Students' Administrative Council's short-sightedness was
: made evident once again last week.
SAC pulled · the rug out from under OPIRG (the Ontario Public
' Interest Research Group) last Thursday, deciding the organization
· did not have student support to warrant its using SAC office space
' and services.
.
.
The rationale for the motion, sponsored by Leo Meyer and sec- .
onded by Tony LaSorda, consisted of a few weak statements ·and accusations. SAC Vice-President Robert Whitenect said this week,
· in defence of the motion, that SAC "uses all the office space up
· here, _ and we could probably use more;" Anyone who has ever
: been to the SAC offices must know that almost half the tofa1 floor
: 'space is wasted in a huge, desolate lobby which is only used occasionally for SAC meetings.
··
, Whitenect also said he did not favor granting space to orie group
While others 6'ad to go without . He neglected .to mention, or perhaps
he didn't know, that OPIRG representative Mike Ura had o"ffered
to pay for the space, for telephones and for other services ~sed.
There was a deeper, underlying motive behind SAC's decision .
There is a definite conservative (some might say right'-wing) faction
on council which does not like OPIRG or its work in investigating
governments and corporations, in the "public interest".
Whitenect says he had "reservations" about OPIRG. He was concerned that OPIRG was blatantly anti-corporation,
anti-profit,
opposed to free enterprise, and otherwise sinister in intent.

Letter: Solving food problems
Dear · Editor · and to ·all others
" YO U WA SH !'LL DRY "
it ma y concern:
Ira Goldenberg , a former
The recent contro versies over
assistant professor of psychothe f ~od in Vani er Hall have
logy at Harvard and Yale , is
prompted this letter.
now a dishwasher. He's also
The main problem seems to
president
of Franconia Collbe a question of econ .omics. · ege, where along with other
In the ' efforts to keep costs
administrators ; faculty, and studown within an acceptable radents he takes a turn in the kit~ge, (acceptable being a relachen , replacin g professional cattive term,) the quality of the
erers. Dishwashing . a11d other
food suffers along with perhaps,
nonacademic chores began at
t!ie quantity.
·
Franconia ·when the 13-year· One of the major costs it
old liberal arts college, which is
s~ems, is in the area of food
set in the middle of New Hamppr ~paration which is don e by
shire's scenic White Mountains,
labor. If the labor cost could
looked a projected deficit of
b e cut - one big expenditure in
$339 ,000 in the face . Five
the food dollar is reduced drasadministrators
were laid off,
tic ally.
about half of the 28 full-time
:s The second major cost is food
faculty accepted a pay cut, a
i'i:~'elf. An yone who has done grofund-raising drive was launched
cei"y shopping knows how ex- and stud _ents took over the
p; nsive it is. Twenty per_cent of
mailroom. Now students also
:i: household's annual budget help with janitorial work, recruit
can be devoured by food costs.
at high schools, develop grant
But that figure can be cut withproposals, work on the coll- ·
. out sacrificin g food qualit y or
ege accounts, and even teach
quan t ity. How? Smart Shopping .
som·e classes.
e.~ople who shop a lot know
The reorganization has been
i q·at different brands of a comsuecessful enough to plan for a
parable nature can vary reten per cent cut in student fees
markably
in price . By wise
next year. But , Dr. Goldenshopping food costs can be
berg is convinced, the expercut quite a bit.
ience has done more than cut
In view of these problems,
costs. He believes that involvI submit the following article
ing faculty and students in the
taken from American Educaactual running of the school
tion, with discussion to follow.
has provided an alternativeedu. cation far more effective than

the flexible curriculum and nogrades policies Franconia has
alwavs had.
The other half of . the problem is the food . If a student
food co-operative was formed
with an eye to buying food · in
bulk , it would serve two main
purposes. Firstl y , it would allow students to monitor the
quality of the food being bought, and secondly, it would
probably allow considerable cuts
in cost to be made .
An offshoot of this co-op
could possibly be that students who live in the reside .nces
and need not subscrib e t o a meal
plan and off-campus students
would be allowed to partake
in the benefits of such a co-op.
They would be allowed to pur chase meats, vegetables, fruits
and food staples at lower prices.
These are onl y suggesti ons.
If · any efforts toward implimentation
of these proposals .
are made, there will be problems and obstacles.
The medium for change to ward the better is in the stu- ·
dents. In the University · communi ty there is a lot of raw
talent and I am sure that with
the utilization
of some of
that talent all students can
benefit.
Respectfully submitted,
Christopher Conners
Huron Hall

SAC betrayed a blatant misunderstanding of OPIRG. In concerning itself with corporate concentration, that is monopolies and
pligop s;ilies, OPIRG _ is concerned with , the presetiVation oJ free~enterprise, of which certain corporations have'\:made -::a mockery.
Had Whitenect read all of OPIRG 's publication on the corporate
holdings of Weston's, for instance, he might not have been naive
enough to say that "If you don 't -like Weston 's cookies, you can
always buy McCormick's. " OPIRG reveals that McCormick's is
100% owned by Weston's.
The Lance supports anyone who tries to seek out information
for the public good. OPIRG has an important place in an academic ·
community , and we hope Windsor students will welcome it in' the
Jan~ary referendum. The long, powerful arm of t~e corporations,
o.and those insecure students who would serv~ them, should not be
allowed to block OPIRG . This campus and OPIRG need each other.

Out oil a Limb
By DON PEPPIN and
ANN A MARIA TREMONTI

It is refreshing to see that students are finally getting concerned
about an issue on campus.
That issue, is of course, something very close to our hearts or · more accurately,. our stomachs. This isn't another scathing rip
at Rick Carson; but the entire Saga Foods controversy has started
a number of students thinking, and more important, voidng the
fact that th ey don 't like what the y see .
So wh y stop? There are a number of pressing concerns on this
campus th at too man y students are either unaware of (if you read
The Lance you should know) or not being informed about.
For instance, the presidential search . We re alize that the search
is kept confidential for personal re asons of the candidates . However ,
whoever is chosen to succeed J. F . Ledd y will be running th€ _institution to which we all belong and which we all have a stake in .
We should be kept abreast of wh at is happ ening. The Lance knows
nothing, and so can say nothin g about th e search. The flow of information is being stopped at the sou rce. We, as students , can either
passively accept this or demand th at we be informed.
Harry Parrott is a man wh o ·deserves a little rnore direct attention from students . He raises our tuition, cuts back our grants ,
and ignores our questions and should not be tolerated. If more
students . complained, ( to their MPPs · perhaps) maybe Parrott
wouldn't be able to hide behind that slick smile and those empt y
well-worded answers.
SAC sends delegates to discuss the implications of The Ministry
of Colleges and Universitie~ decisions, but without th.e support of
the students their efforts are useless .
We're not advocating a bitch session just for the sake at tt.
However, a number of campus problems are now moving because
our vo-iee have been heard but others will remain problems until
students (that's you) start objecting .
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The state, the Church, and ,the bomb
"Imagine There 's No Heaven
It 's Easy If You Try"
By E.P. CHANT
"T .hou shalt not kill. " (The
Sixth Commandment .)
I am not a religio-qs person . I am an agnostic in spirit,
but when I get into an argument I turn into an atheist so
fast it would do Lucifer proud.
The reason for this transformation is usually the basic hypocrisy and/or illogic I more
. often than not find in the argumentative religious person.
However, I am a highly ethical person and I have fairly
high ideals and very strong beliefs about right and wrong.
Except for the first four, I
confer with the Ten ·Commandments (leaving me with the
"Big Six" as we call them in
the agnostic league).
First and foremost among
these common sensical morals
is the aforequoted stipulation
against killing. I am a pacifist,
in political terminology.
For these reasons, I must say
that I was quite ecstatic to see organized religion fall flat on
its holy face once again a few
weeks ago in . Georgia. In a
church service there recently ·

as a purdy political statement,
minister in the entire United
the young people decided to
States and, for that matter, the
present what is a moral issue
entire world , should be speaking
in a moral place - a church .
out against: the continual deveApparently, someone did not
lopment of weaponry that enagree with their logic in this
dangers world peace, and, hence,
choice.
the basic status .of . the Sixth
God only knows · what the
Commandment .
sermon was a_bout (pun inShortly after this incident,
tended), but I seriously doubt
I saw something in_ religion
if it could have had as much
that I admired . Actually, it was
significance or applicability to "' something in a religious leader,
religion as the anti-nuclear pronot really the religion; the Pope
test. I do not care if the interoffered himself as a hostage in
jected statements were interrupreturn for the safe release of all
tive to Carter's ,peace at the
the hostages abord the plane
service - I do not care if the
hijacked by West German terrminister was cut off in midorists (later attacked by a Gerprayer.
man commando unit as the
The protesters were speaking
plane sat in Somalia) . That,
against something that every
plus the Pope's later declara-

(attended by President Carter)
several young par ishioners disrupted the ritualistic hogwash to
read their own sermon - a protest against . the Presidentiallr approved neutron atomic bomb .
(which is capable of killing people very effectively, while
leaving buildings intact) .
As the half-dozen anti-bomb
spokesmen were kindly ushered
from the church and into police dentention , Mr. Carter said,
"I think you are all fine young
people."
Indeed, they were. Unfortunately, though, they picked the
wrong place to deliver their
protest.
Instead of picketing
in front of the White House
and presenting their argument

tion of New Year's ~ay as
"World Peace Day" ("Take a
Dove to Lunch"), gave me a
previously non-existent respect
for the man.
More than that, however,
it confirmed in me the belief
that,
while
the
emotional
Church should remain ~parate
from the supposedly rational
State, the Church should have
a place in criticizing the immoral, unethical, or inhumane ·
actions of the State.
I have my doubts about both
religion and politics, but as
long as they are going to exist
(as it seems they are), they
might as well exist for the bet·
terment of mankind.

. The press presses Prez people
following snatches of conversation :
"Yes , Mr. Ford . But have you_
had experience in any similar office?"
"Joe who?"
"Yes, optimally, we would
like the new president to come
from within the university

By RICK SPENCE
Frustrated
by a _ complete
blackout on news from the university's presidential search committee, The Lance was forced
to use illegal methods to gain
information.
Wiretaps of the
telephone of one of the commi~tee members produced the

Trick 'N Treat trickier
behind . That never happened
seven years ago.
The h.ighlight , of my night
was when I passed a 10-year old boy with a nylon stocking
over his head. He was 'Charles
Manson', and was going to stab
me, and then shoot me, if I
didn't tell him who I was. I
was so shocked, I didn't even
have the strength t_o give him
a peace sign.
No, you can't go back to
trick-or-treating
after a seven
year absence. The tricks and
treats have changed for the
kiddies and for the bigger folks,
too. And I didn't even get an
0 'Henry bar .

gloves, orange sunglasses, and a
By DEB KENNEDY
pink veil over my face. This is
Trick-or.-trnating is not what
it used to be : 'October H , 197,7 · '.what freedom ' is · all , bout!
The real me emerges at last.
I learned that horrifying truth .
Did my disguise work? I
My methods was as first-hand
h_oped to appear like an overas first-hand experiences can
grown 12 year old . Feeling very
get .
stealthy at first I tried to relax
'Twas just pas six and the
and just let the thrill-of-it-all
sun had set, and I felt a sudden
loosen me up. However, I was
urge to let the darkness over
soon surrounded by four year
tak e---me. "The trick-or-treating
olds who reached my kne"es.
spirit must be rejuvenated in
It was not going to be easy .
my aging bones ." It had been
\,
.
Alas, .my incognita just wasn't
seven years smce my last Monincognita enough, because my
ster Mash and I was hungry for
neighbours knew that 'it' was
another.
me. I was subject to three disI donned several layers of
approving ' grins, two fits of
clothing, smothered my face in
laughter, and one slap in the
lipstick, wore two hats, purple

M~c,Laurier,Cody
opt ·Out of council
Dea ·r Editor:
Last year an attempt was
made _to organize a respresen tative .and co-ordinating body
for the resident students of this
University . The Inter-Residence
Council provided a forum for
the airing of residents' griev~
ances and sought to establish
more of a sense of an integrated residence community
by
setting up collective events and
ensuring
co-operation
rather
than competition in the social
activities of the individual residences. After initial, inevitable .
growing pains the Council showed signs of becoming effective
and enterprising. The Molsons
Game-a-rama and the InterResidence Formal were among

l

-its successful undertakings. Ironically , the most able and enthur ; iastic representatives were
probably Terri Brennal and Jodi
Rpbinson from Laurier Hall,
which, along with Macdonald
and Cody, has elected to opt
out of this year's organization.
This decision, made either
coincidentally or collecti~ely by
the Quad residences left the
"off-campus '.' residences - Tec umseh, Electa, Canterbury Col1ege and Huron - in something
of a quandary. The decision of
cheir respective representatives
to carry .on in the spirit of cooperation
is to be admired .
However, while the new TECH
77 is confident of integrating
these remaining residences to

1

their collective and individual
benefit, the isolationism ·of the
Q,uad remains regrettable and
unwarranted to say the least .
Perhaps
the residents of
Cody, Macdonald, and Laurier
might wish to view the attitude
of their respective House Councils in light of the fact that
the resident' students make up
abou .t a seventh of the total student body and yet remain unrepresented as an identifiable
group on SAC or on any University committee . Having done
this, perhaps they will call that
attitude into searching question
and ensure its reversal.
Yours sincerdy,
Kevin Mulvey
Electa Hall

but I'm afraid 'coach of the
year' is not a sufficient qualification, Mr. Fracas ... "
"Thank you, Mr. .MacGregor .. I mean, Byron ... We'll
let you know."
"Mr. Clark? Oh, you called
yesterday, didn't you? "
- "Of course, I'm sure we'd
be glad to have you here, sir
I mean, Your Highness. . .
But don't you feel you're needed more in Uganda?"
"Yes, we'll take that into
account. Thank you Mr. McClelland .''
"Your references are impressive, Mr. Nixo·n. But tell m·e '
- - · - why did you leave your
last job?"
"Mr. Clark, I told you there'd
be no announcement until Christmas ."
"Operator. I won't be accep.ting . any more collect calls from
Ottawa."
.. How do you ·
"DeMarco?
spell
that?"
',

"We'd be glad to consider
you, Ms. Trudeau ... as long as
you aren't related to the Mr.
Trudeau who writes the Doonesbury cartoon."
"Yeah, make it with pepperoni, double cheese ·and onions."
"You're from the press~ I'm ,
sorry, I'm not in right now ...
No, I don't know when I'll be
back ."
"Frank N. Stein? ls this a
joke?"
/
'' .No, Mr. Clark , no news
yet."
"Y ~s. Mr. Berton, I know
yQu've written some books,

bur .... "
"Don't worry, Dr. Leday,
we've considered it. But we'll
keep looking a , little longer
anyway, just in case. You
haven't made any plans for next
year yet, have you?"
"Maybe a Lance classified
ad might work . .. "
"A.11 right, Mr. Clark, you
win. Can you be here by September 1st?"

·Best man Prime Minister
Dear Editor :
controls, cr1t1cs who seem to
Greg Ford attacks Prime
include Mr. Ford, seem to forMinister Pierre Trudeau in his
get that the rate of inflation ·
article, "Canadians take another
in October, 1975 (the date that
look at political polls" (The
the controls began) hovered at ,
i...ance, October
28). He ima staggering twenty-one
per
plies that the Pri1T1e Minister
cent, which threatened then ·to
has not attempted to restrucsuffocate the Canadian econture the Canadian system of fedomy. Wage and price control~
eralism, and has stubbornly
have, since then, maintained the ·
clung to the status quo. Evirate of inflation hdow eight
dently, Mr. Ford is misinformed .
per cent, more than a thirteen
Mr. Trudeau has tried since
per cent drop. And Mr. Ford
his election in 1968 to accomshould notice "-th 'a~ the;e conplish some form of meaningtrols will be ended in six mon- ·
ful constitutional
change. He
ths.
was the leading advocate behind
Finally, Mr. Ford suggest~
the 1971 Victoria Conference
that Conservative leader .Joe
which would have brought sorn~
Clark is the best candidate for
significant reforms to the Canathe office of Prime Ministei
dian Constitution, but he was
Since Mr. Clark's ascension to
· frustrated by Robert Bourassa's
the role of Opposition Leader~
rejection of the proposed chanhis party has been torn apart.
ges. The Prime Minister has
Claude Wagner maintains his
been, for the past decade, the
own faction of .supporters in
principal supporter behind th.e
the Tory caucus, and two
movement
to repatriate
the
Conservatives, · Jack Horner andBritish North America Act to
] acques Lavoie, have defectil
Canada, but he has been denied
to the Liberal Party. Joe Clark
the cooperation
of the prohas difficulty enough leading
vinces, mainly Alberta and Brihis party, and could not run a
tish Columbia. These events
·. country properly. The best man
hardly stereotype
the .Prime
for the Prime Minister holds
Minister as one who has rethat office now, and that is why
fused to consider a reshaping
- he will hold . it after 1978 .
of Canadian federalism.
Yours respectfully,
Critics of Mr. Trudeau's move
David Cameletti,
to implement wage and price

l
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4000 to lose jobs

lncO'turns its baCkon Canada
• "

,.,..J -

....

-

•

gested that INCO 's Guatemalan
the fact that the government
subsidiary is just beginning and
refuses to de~and an end to
"The girls are out to bingo,
will not reach market propor- ' INCO 's lay-offs, yet fe'lt no
And the boys are getting stinko,
tions until 1979, giving time
And ·we'll think no more of
qualms about giving them loans, _
for us "to put our house in
/NCO
grants and tax holidays. The
order." Yet company statements
on a Sudbury Saturday night."
giveaways were a direct loss of
show that Guatemalan operaRecently, the International
revenue to the Canadian governtions are basically complete and
Nickel Company,
INCO, anment. In the budget · of last
that
commercial
production
nounced that it will lay .off
March, the federal government
could be achieved in the second
almost 4,000 employees : 2,800
provided more than $1 billior.
quarter of 1978, three months
workers in Sudbury, 650 in
in tax concessions to large corafter Sudbury's layoffs.
Thompson, Manitoba, and 384
porations without requiring spe-·
The government's
financial
to 400 at Port Colborne, Ontcific job creation to entitle
support · to the company has . them to receive those beneario. The blow to working famibackfired . Massive loans and
lies came hard and fast. The
fits. INCO receiv~d $10 millgrants were given to INCO to
Mayor of Sudbury, Jim Gordon,
ion. Recently INCO gathered
expand foreign subsidiaries while · another $378 million in tax
and the director of the United
Canada's own operati~ns will
·
deferral.
Steel Workers union, Dave Patsuffer INCO's investment
in
terson, heard of the plan only
Tax holidays have been genIndonesia will be $1 billion.
one hour before it was anerous. In 1971, INCO 's net earnThe federal government's Ex nounced on the news.
ings were $210 million , and clear
port Development Corporation
INCO has cited financial reaprofit was over $98 million. On
provided $90 mill ion to $100
sons for its cutbacks in operathis profit no income tax · was
million in credit to INCO,
tions, the primary reasons being
paid. In fact, the government
at interest below commercial
gave INCO a substantial tax
that of lower profits and the
rates. The Guatemalan operation
credit of $2,800,000. Between
decrease in demand. According
has meant almost half a billion
1966 and 1971, income tax
to INCO spokesmen, th e cordollars in . investment by the
was paid at a rate of 17.2%.
poration made a $7 4 million
company, while the · EDC supOver $203 million was allowed '
profit on total assets of $4
plied
$70 million to an INCO
in depreciation and depletion
billion in 1976 . Other sources
subsidiary. Has it really been
however, · contend that the net
allowances, over $2 38 million
good business for the Canain deferred income taxes.
profit of the company was
dian government?
$196, 758,000 in U.S. dollars.
~he controversy remains opAmnesty
International,
a
In the last five years ending
en. Political philosophy dictates
world-wide non-politic al organi- -the course of action. Is it right
in 1976, INCO has made $1
zation, has also been keenly
bill ion. Net sales this year are
that the government not interinterested in INCO's operations
$967 .4 million. As a recent
fere in the economic process,
in Indonesia. Fears have been
report from the Steelworkers'
or does it have the right since
expressed that the corporatUnion pointed
out: "Inca's
it has itself given the comions might be using the cheap
profitability which was strong
pany millions?
· labour of political prisoners in
in 1973 and 1974, has slid from
The legislatures are in a
earlier outsta nding heights to the
that country to achieve superfrenzy. While Conservatives in
profits . Presently, tens of thoulevel of mere excelle nce. "
Ontario lay the blame on the
sands of individuals are jailed
Aside from its financial stafederal Liberal government, the
tus, the company's holdings and
in that country . In New Calefederal Libera ls blame the Ondonia many INCQ employees
ties are impressive. As of 1975,
tario Tories. Both fail , to .proINCO reports ~hat . 48% of. the · are paid $6 to $10 a · week.
pose any_ actions . On ta:rio·:fib - "
Now that the layoffs h;ve
company's shares are held by
eral leader Stuart Smith has
made a real dent into the ecoCanadian · residents,
37% by
stated the only solution would
nomy, the role of the provincial
Americans and 15% by residents
be to demand INCO cut back
and federal governments is being
of other countires. Other reits foreign operations and supcalled into que stion. Should the
ports, such as one conducted
port
Canadian
employment.
government act? If so, what
by CALURA, showed that 69%
The NDP, out of power both
course of action should be
of the shares are held outside
federally and provincially, can
taken?
the country .
tell both Grits and Tories
The company has continually
Many are highly critical of
" I told you so!"
stressed that world markets have
fallen. In its drive for maintaining ' profits overproduction
reached a critical point . INCO
now has · a 12 to 14 months'
stockpile of nickel. The question however, leaves one to
FRANK
.T. Fo~, o.n.
speculate
why INCO would
expand production
in foreign
OPTOMETRIST
subsidiaries while cutting back
in Canada. INCO's senior .viceSuite2B
president, Walter Cu'rlook, ex400Huron
Church
Ad.,
258-m42
Assumption
University
ByAppointment
·
pl~ined that the fear of foreign
University
ofWindsor
nationalization
made it easier ·
for · the company to lay off
W(?rkers in Canada. Here there
are no serious governmental inter~erences.
·
.But is that all? Economist
S. Langdon / of Carleton Unive~sity feels it is not. In a letter
to 'The Globe and Mail, he suggests it is a myth to think that
INCO invested in Guatemala
because of lower wages. First,
like most mining industries, the
extraction
of nickel is capital-intensive, ancl variations in
UNIYERSITY
OF WINDSOR
wage costs are minor. Furthermore, Sudbury nickel may actually prove to ' be lower cost,
since it has a higher grade of
nic.kel ore. INCO is sacrificing
HOLY COMMUNION
lo\\:'er cost s in order to insure
greater world market dominance
and independence of any governWednesday at 12: 15 ... November 2 mental power.
December7
To quell fears of the CanaBring a bag lunch and stay for lunch .
dian governme nt granting loans
following service
to support foreign competition,
~he Prime Minister has sugCelebant ... Bob Lockhart ... Chaplain
By LEN WALLACE

IONA COLLEGE
WorshipServirn·

lnco'.s new Copper Cliff refinery.

The Liberals' call for greater
worker sharing in management
has . been greeted eagerly, but
·the concept comes much too
late . Bud Cullen, Employment
Minister,
proposed
a work
sharing program in which nickel
workers would take cuts in
pay to rehire laid-off workers.
The company's payroll would
be si.ipplemented by the amount
of unemployment insurance the
workers would otherwise have
collected . The plan was unacceptable to workers, who would
be forced to stop the lay-off
problem themselves.
Officers of the United Steel workers have asked government
to cut the workforce by attrition and early retirement programs, · and to end overtime . .
Stewart Cooke (Ontario director of the USWA) said that
nickel could effectively ,he stock-

piled as in the United States
until demand would finally
catch up with production. The
company and government maintain that this would effectively make matters worse . While
the company claims low profits
and high costs, the government s:;tys it cannot do much ··
with falling markets. Another
blow came October 22 , · when ·
2,600 pounds of nickelcarbonate
was shipped to Sherr it Gordon
Mines, Alberta. It didn't come
from Sudbury. It came from
Japan. A very sour not e"..
Who is to bla ;...e? That
depends on your political outlook . The problem is that INCO,
playing by the rules of the
economic game, is cutting back.
The government's response is
to let it do so. That, however ;.,.
is of no comfort to those wor kers who will soon be unemployed.

Federal government cans survey
,: . ;
·. ,. :,~ ·tt - .
"The atti tude ·of th ~ federal
government
regarding student
summer unemployment seems to
be tha t they have made up
their minds and they don 't
want to be confused by the
facts ," said Miriam Edelson,
Chairperson
of the 140,000
member Ontario Federation of
Students (OFS).
· Ms. Edelson was commenting on the fact that the federal government was not publishing a student summer job
survey for the second consecutive year.
"What is especially shocking is the fact that the government has collected the data
~hat is necessary for such a
paper, but won't publish it be-

•

r~

.-.J~tf',j'...

Iii,
~. _'1

cause · of the cost . · So it just
sits there in ·raw, unusable
form. Conducting a survey that
just sits and gathers dust is a
prime example of being penny
wise but found foolish ."
"What we know about the
summer ,unemplo ymen t situation is discouraging enough. By
the month of August Statistie-s
Canada found that over 40,000
students in Ontario had been
unable to find work. We demand
the release of the full survey,
so that we may know just how
desperate the situation was." .
OFS has called upon the provincial government to provide
compensatory student aid this
year to students unable to find
work.

Commerce
FinalYear
Students
Today, the chartered accountant is not only an
auditor b~t a valued busiriess adviser. Challenge,
opportunity and responsibility are all part of the
career path of those who choose to enter this
d~manding and exciting profession .
Discuss career opportunit ies with Clarkson ,
Gordo ,n representatives , on campus

Nov. 14 & 15

~C§~w<efo.
Chartered Accountants
St. John 's • Haliiax • Saint John • Quebec • Montreal
Ottawa • Scarborough • Toronto • Mississauga
Hamilton • Kitchener • London • Windsor
- Thunder Bay • Winnipeg • Regina• Calgary
Edmonton • Vancouver • Victoria
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SAC to reconsider results

Carididate~ protest election
By STEPHEN SWORD

__
Gazette Staff
Carididates in the Social Science constituency in last ·week's ...
SAC by-elections have sµbmitted ,'
a petition to ~SAC protesting
the . organization of the election.
The peti tion, authored by
second place finisher 'Andy Mart~
ens was to be considered and
vot~d on , at Thursday's SAC
meeting.
Two -thirds council support
is required for the petition
to achieve its purpose.
The by-elections were held
to fill nine vacancies on the
council.
Five positions remain unfilled: Fi,ne Arts rep, Education rep, Arts rep, Human Kinetics rep, and Music rep .
Tbe two remaining positions

came to a vote with four candidates contesting the Social
Sci~nce position and two c;mdidates " contesting in the Social
Work constituency.
·.
In S~ci~l Work Maty Poole
defeated Jim Boniferro. In the
petitioned Social Science constituency
by-election
Kathy
Rau hut's 24 voted headed the
list over Andy Martens ( 11
votes), Lisa Hurn and Bob
Gammon (9 votes each).
According to Martens the
petition, supported by Hurst and
.Gammon, identifies a: number
of violations of election bylaws. By-law violations that Martens listed were: 1) no deputy
returning officer was appointed;
2) a candidates list was not
posted; 3) polls were not open
in accordance with the announcements.

The Vanier Poll was opened
an hour and a half late at 11 : 30
and the Centre poll was held
open until four o'clock, two
hours later than scheduled. Martens claims, in addition, that
the Vanier · Poll was unattended
for as much as fifteen minutes
during the voting period.
Finally, Martens was high.ly
critical of SAC advertising both
of the election ~nd of the nominations. The call for nominations was never advertised in
the Lance, particularly as a result of the condensed election
timetable.
"The important thing is that
the election is run properly,"
sai d Martens, "not who wins."
SAC's reaction to the petition was not avail~ble at press
time.

_A little more about lots
By NIGEL MILLER
A const~ction · project has
sprung up on campus which
will improve parking. On the
southeast corner of California
and Wyandotte, work has begun
to enlarge parking lot J.

The two parking lots located there now are being combined into a single, larger one.
By this move parking will be
increased from 5 4 spa·ces to
107.

Transcendtntr,I
.Meditation
as taugh ,t by
Maharish ·i ,·
Mahesh Yogi ·
T.M. is a simple, natural
.technique ·which expands
awareness, develops clear
thinking and provides deep
.rest - resulting in more
dynamic, ·effective activity.

l·NTRODUCTORY LECTURE
Given by Q teacner t.r~ined by Maharishi

·Tuesday, r\b'v8Tiber8 at 8 pm
, University Centre -'R6om 4
NO ADMISSION.CHARGE

258-8553

,GRADUATION
PORTRAITS
BY

HEBERTS1UDIOOF

WINDSOR
SACselected,ntqpql,er

1298Ottawa St.(atHall)

In order to do this several
houses have been .torn down.
The alley has been closed, 'but
a new one will replace it. Total
cost for such a project is approximately $60 ,000. This will
increase university parking from
1,650 to 1,703,
The entrance will be off
Sunset.
The new parking , facilities w.ill
be op~ned , j n_rabout .~a, month , ,
weather permitting . Those students !_who are on waiting lists
will nave first chance at the new
spots. Names are being taken
now, by University security at
the Energy Conversion Centre
or at Ext. 348.

Enrollment of stude.nts- on
student visas, at the University
this year is up in percentage surprisingly enough, after a 100%
increase m tumon tor those apply~ng after January of this year
_
to their first year.
The percentage of fordgn students in the University last year
was 10.3%
(866 student ·s).
This year, due to declining e~rollment of Canadian students, enrollment of students on student
visas is at a whopping 12.7%, or
852 students.
This increase in tuition was
imposed last year by the Ont.ario
Ministry of Colleges and Universities out of "e~onomic reasons." They seemed to fail to
note that the total amount 9f
monies spent . by these foreign
students is well in excess of the '
new increase.
Foreign students who were m
preliminary year from September of 1976 to April of 1977
have had considerable debates
made on their behalf by the various student organizations to the
University Board _of Governors
last spring. The end result was
that the increase in their tuitions
is being paid by the University
itself.
Some have complained that

ot

No president yet
There is still no information
on the status of the search - for a
successor to Univt rsity President
J _i Francis Le dciy~ .
The j oint Board of Governor/Senate committee is now
considering about 30 applicants
for _ the position . Committee
member Maurice Armstrong said
he is keeping two files on the
matter - one for incoming app-

By WILLY PAQUETTE
Inter-Residence Council
MacDonald doesn't want it;
Huron agrees with it; Laurier
· won't; . Electa certain _ly will;
Cody might; Tecumseh will definitely and Canterbury is already in.
You may notice that the
negative attitudes orginates from
the quad and those positive
are the surrounding hallowed
halls. These are all about what
they think of Inter-Residence
Council.
This. Council is design to coordinate social activities, help
the individual residences with
problems that they encounter:
and help stabilize budgets.
IRC's President Tim Rainone

tends to think that Mac, Laurier
and Cody really weren't interested in the first place. Only
Laurier and Cody were to show
up to just one of IRC's three
meetings .
Chairman
Bruce
Hanna then went to speak to
Mac and Laurier. Each council
turned him down .. Laurier President Julie West indicat~s that
Mr. Hanna had not presented
the concept wjJ:h ~ny real meaning, leaving them with no alternative but to vote it down.
However, Misi West tells me that
personally she's in agreement
with having an Inter-Residence
Council, but _she can't be the
sole judge. J. Timothy O'Malley,
Mac's President
echoed her
thoughts and is also willing to

'Chere IS a difference!!!
• MCAT
• GMAT

• LSAT

• VAT

• GRE

licants under co nsideration, and
one for those who are rejected.
According to 11'fonnation Officer , Geoff McGibbon, the committee will present its chief nominee to the -Board of Governors
around the end of December .
"Until then, all the rumours that
you hear will be just that - rumours ."

• SAT

• NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• ECFMG
• FLEX -

Flexible Programs and Hours
Over38 yearsof experienceand success.Smallclasses.Voluminous.
homestudy materials. Coursesthat are constantlyupdated.Centers
opendaysand weekendsall year, Completetape facilities for review
of class lessonsandfor use of supplementary
materials. Make-ups
for
-~

(313>851-0313

-

(313)662-3149
IIIUC.tlnDN&&.
CDITER

OR Write to :
29226 Orchard Lake Road
Suite No . 205
Farm ington Hills , Mi. 48018

~-----Affiliated

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTSSINCE 1938
~ ~·

Centers in Major U.S. Cities

and Tecumseh: · · The ·
efforts of these peobut a small impres-'
HK by losing their
League soccer game,

At Mac : The T-shirts are ready ·
for . those who want them .
And if I'm correct , ?th flo·or
won the football tourney.
At Huron:
The Frappers did
it! They won the Lobball Champio'nship. How did they celebrate? Seeing that · it was Sun- _
day afternoon., it was time for
peace, a - chair, a.nd an open
book to read!

.1J

N-H.

· ANN ARBOR

listen to the IRC's proposition
once again.
Rainone, in response to those
thoughts,
was shocked.
"I
thought they didn't care about ·
this." This writer feels it's high ,_
time for all House Councils
to end this communication gap
(isn't this reserved for parent1 ,
child relationships?) and act tHe'
responsible, elected House Couh 2'
ci,l representatives they are,. Ra f ' ·
none adds, "This would be a
good time for me to invit~ -everyone (all 7 House . Cou,~- ·cils) . to be at Electa Hall for
the next meeting." It will be in
the lounge at 9 , on 'Sunday · '
night. They'll be ready to tell
. . you how it may work for av ~
of you.
At Electa
combined
ple, made
sion with
first Rec
5-0.

• DAT

• OCAT

missedlessonsat our centers.

258-5500

· the government of O';}tario i~
trying _to make education available only to those who can af·
ford it.
A situation similar to this has
arisen in Alberta, where an increase in tuition of $300 wa.s imposed on students
on student
visas last year. As in Ontario,
this applies only to those students who have not sough~la.nded
immigrant status. ·
_
Ms. Yasmin Shams had this to
say about the increase in tuition.
"I think it's an injustice .to the
foreign students in the sen~ that
they are being discouraged to get
a higher education."
All previous attempts · at repealing this increase to the Government of Ontario were unsucGeorge
cessful. In the words
McMahon, Dean of S~ dents,
"You can't fight City Hall ," So ·
it seems. In the long ruq, Ontario may suffer as enrollment of
foreign students, on student
visas, will in effect decrease in
the years to com·e as they choose
universities in other provinces.
Hopefully, according to Gary
Wells, SAC President, the government of Ontario will - take
back their actions in the . future,
and this increase will be lessened
or
eliminated
entirely.

/Residence Corner

FARMINGTON HILLS

For studio appointmentscall
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........and/ looked forward to adulthood!
By PAUL CHERNISH

Almost everyone has said
at one time, "God, that tune
brings back memories". People
can remember events, and minute details of those events, with
the aid of a memorable song.
Major League baseball has a
commercial runn~ng that depicts
what is would be like watching a baseball game in the future, and saying, "Remember
Rod Carew, Johnny Bench ...
they were real ballplayers." It's
an interesting ad, and has led
me to wonder what we music
fans will be saying in the future.
startling thing.
Time is
Jerry Mathers (Beaver Cleaver)
is no longer getting yelled at
for doing dumb things. He is
a married career-man (banker,
I believe) somewhere in California. · It seems like just yesterday (around 1959) that my
parents drag~ed me ?own to

a

'

Drouillard road to watch the
Queen'~ proc-ession · down to
Chrysler "Centre.
Remember the incredible amount of AM radio overkill?
I assume that quite a few· of
us have not listened to that
tinny transistor sound for quite
a while; at least not for music appreciation. Whenever ·the
CKLW announcer came on and
'said, "Byron MacGregor with
much more music" we used to
think he was saying "Fire in
MacGregor".
. . We thought
that small town was a con-.
Stant inferno. ·
Can you recall these tunes:
Pictures . of Matchstick , Men,
Spirit in the Sky, Sugar Shack,
This Diamond Ring, and the
old version of Six Days on the
Road? I fow about record players with needles thicker than

pencils?
Just for fun, check out . the
following list and see if you can
remember most of the "keen"
things we had as children:
This week I'll concentrate on
toys.
HYPO-SQUIRT:
a squirtgun
taken off the market because it
resembled a gigantic hypoder,
mic needle.
TOY FIRETRUCKS: that changed direction when they bumped into walls.
DUNCAN SPIN-TOPS:
there
were clear ones, ones that split
in two, . and even ones that
whistled.
SPIROGRAPHS: that ma4e designs not quite like you saw
on TV .
ETCH-A-SKETCH:
remember
how you couldn't sketch any·thing round, and all t-he people
you tried to make came out

looking like robots?
TIP-IT: with the balancing man
that went out of balance on
Christmas ~ay.
TABLE HOCKEY GAMES: with
the rubbers on the end of the
steel shafts that used to come
off and ·wreck the game. Tape
was never as effective as rubber.
LITTLE PLASTIC ROCKETS:
that you put caps in and threw
in the air. When they came-down
aqd the cap went off ( the first
few times anyway).
BALSA WOOD AIRPLANES:
with ·elastic powered propellers.
You could never wind them
tight enough.
SUPERBALLS: that would bounce on your neighbour's roof.
SILLY PUTTY: that you could
pick up comics with. But if you
left it out of its egg overnight,
it would melt away.
CHEMISTRY SETS: that had a
million different chemicals but

all you could ever make was
ink.
SUICIDE HANDLEBARS and
BANANA SEATS: Your parents were all for banana seats
but somehow "SUICIDE" bars
were questionable.
SLINKYS: You could never
make them ~alk down stairs
like on TV, and ·they'd always
die a tangled death.
CRAZY FOAM: There was
nothing
your mother ·· hated ·
more than dried-up, . scum-like
_crazy foam.
~
MR . . BUBBLE: Y'Our parents
were in love with this one
because it was good for you. ·
SPUD GUNS: You .use.dto load .
them by shoving the barrel
into a potato. I-t> w·as obvious
just who had one "'because he
always had a half-rotten potato
in his jacket.
Next week, television ·nostal ..
gia.

'Edsels' drive pu·b-rockers cra~y
\

By H.J. SWENSON
We hate to admit it ; it pains
us grately, but we are pleased.
If you . didn't make it to · the
pub early in the week you

missed one -hell of a show 'band.
Wedscl's Edsels were
~ntertaining in the pub Mon day thru Wednesday . They were
the best band we've heard in

CRA01ol
- ._ .
llYROSEMARY

~IGHLIGHTS

A. BRESCHUK
students: Saturday Nov. 5 on
In my on-going effort to spur
ANTIIOLOGY (10 :05 p.m .) triinterest in students with relabute will be paid to noted edition to radio listening, one parator and writer Fred Cogswell
gon station I have chosen to
direct potential patrons to is
from N.B. Alden Nolan, RobCBE Radio .
.
ert Gibbs and others will talk
Still another reason for listenabout Cogswell and his association with Fiddlehead magaing to CBE (15 50 on the AM
dial) is CAMPUS MAGAZINE,
zine . Cogswell is a professor at
returning
San,irdays at 1 :05
UNB. One of Canada 's bestp.m. Now in its second year,
known poets, Al Purdy, was
CAMPUS MAGAZINE will again
e~courag_ed by Cogswell early
in his career as a writer. Some
focus on topics - pertaining to
all academic levels: · primary,
of his poetry will be featured
as well as poetry by Leona
secondary, community college
Gorn, a west -coast poet whose
and university . Producer Ron
works have also been pubScott at CBE says, "Our prin, cipal aim is to tell the comlished by Fiddlehead.
Another notable prngram is
munity w_hat's happening in eduCONCERN, Sunday Nov. 6,
cation."
9 :05 p.m. The theme of this
The hosts ' of this series,
show is the psychological damJohn Tyrrell · and Ron Scott
age of war. Soldiers who still
(with technician Ron Timobear the scars of a war of 30
thy) will interview students and
educators involved in unusual · years ago discuss their atti.tudes and the private pain
activities,
innovative
research
they've endured.
or novel concepts.
Information Officer at the
Please feel free to contact
University of Windsor, Geoff
me
anytime through the Lance
MacGibbon, will again be a regoffice
regarding the broadcast
ular participant
in the uniof
your
favourite composer,
versity _ portion of the show.
performer, or performance.
Of special interest to Arts

the pub this year .
However, the band was set
back by some minor flaws.
Their vocals were adequate but
. not ex.cep,tional. ,Most _o! . th.e .
inadequacies here :were disguised •
by their stage show . Secondly,
Wedsel's Edsels was the best .
equipped band I've seen in the
pub. Yet they weren't able to
· use their expensive equipment
to its maximum potential. They

If the pub will ··'Continue to
provide a wide spectrum of
music ; for -people of all taste
(even 'a good disco band every
Don't get us wrong , we liked
once in awhile ) · the Gallery will
them . We were most ente rsurely rfgain ,student support.
t·ai~~d by ' their li:vely stage show ;- Proof of this was the large
and appropriate costumes. We
turnout we saw Monday night. ·
particularly enjoyed their Chuck
It 's a shame they can't stay
Berry . tunes as well as the Beafor the full week. If Peter conties' numbers . Everyone there
tinues to hire good bands like
enjoyed their wide range of matthis, I might even come on the
erial.
weekends.

remind us of a 13 year old kid .
They have it, but they don't
know how to use it ,
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Changing Room:
Bright season opener
.

TriviaQuiz

.

Answers on page 13 -

If you 're a sleuth then this is the quiz for you - all of the answers are famous police officers or detectives.

plods from one job to ano· 1. What is the name of the bumbling French detective of the Pink
own particular idiosyncracy , 'is
ther , changing towels and wiping
Panther series?
The rugby players are_out and
portrayed accurately . English acfloors. Despite · -his supposed
2
.
Earl
Derr
Biggers
was
the
creator
of a famous Chinese deteckicking and the Un iversity Playcents, complete with all-purpose
insignificance, he is noticed by
tive. Do you know his .name?
adjective, " bloody " , and typical
ers are off to a great season with
all, and - many even listen to
. 3. In the TV series "Superman" what was the name of the police
- though not shallow - locker
David Storey's The Cha~ging
his anti-Soviet and nostalgic ramdetective?
' room behaviour make the whole
Room.
blings. Even the mighty Sir
·
4.
Richard
and Francis Lockridge created a man and wife team
George Neilson' 's cast works
situat ion a believable one . It
Frederick Thorton, owner of
~ that were later -the subject of a TV series. Who were th~y?
as a team, and the play sparkles.
would J>e unfair to single out the
the rugby team, played by
5 . Agatha Christie had many memorable detectives in her novThe Changing Room takes a performance of any one team
Garth Jowett, ~auses to considels. Do you recall .her old lady spinster sleuth? ·
look at jus t that: a rugby play- member; each complements the ·
er Riley's philosophie~. This is
6.
Who
is the chief of detectives most of George Simenon's books?
ers ' locker room, and the actiothers' work. Neilson 's superb
perhaps, where the actual chang7. Humphrey Bogart played tnis detective on the silver screen in
ing takes _place in The Changing
the 1930 classic " :rhe Maltese Falcon". What was his name?
Room. ~A would-be lesser man
8. Arthur Conan Doyle created the most famous of all detec begins to take more promintives, need · I 'say more?
ence and make more sense than
9 . In · connection with No . 8, who was the police detective althe greater one. By the end of
, ways seeking his aid?
·
the play , however, it 's all back
10. In books, movies and TV, this detective is noteworthy for his
to normal: the team members
laid-back methods and his father who is a police inspector in
go their seperate ways, Sir Fred_
New York City. Who is he?
erick makes a drunken exit ,
11. Erle Stanley Gardner created this detecti ve who had his most
and Harr y Riley cleans up afmemorable moments in the courtroom? Do you know wh o he
t er them all .
is?
The technical aspects of this
12. In Victor Hugo 's "Les Miserables " the policeman who trac k s
play deserve special mention.
poor Jean Valjean incessantly, eventuall y kills himself : What
William Pinnell's locker room
was he called?
·
set is impressive and realistic,
13. Leslie Charteris created "The Saint". What was his real naine?
right down to the water on
14 . Agatha Christie had · a particular fondness for a certa in 'eggstage, pipes along the wall ,
headed Belgian detec~ive. He was . . . ..
and the rows of lockers . Larry
15 . A certain police officer was frequen tly seeking the aid ·of No .
Foden'~ costume work c~mple14 . His name was?
mented th e acting. When t hose
16 . Rivaling the tenacit y of No. 12, this policeman relentlessly
players limped in at half time,
followe d poor Dr . Richard Kimble week in and week out on the
with muddied uniforms and bloTV series "The Fugit ive" , Barry Morse played him . Who was
odied bod ies, t here was no
he?
doubt in anyone 's m inds that
17. In th e Dudl ey Do-Right cart oo ns, his boss was? .
they had been play ing a rough
18 . This cart oon dete ct ive was th e creati on of Chester Gould. He
game .
was?
T his pro duct ion of The Chan19 . ;r he police man of th_e Bost on Blackie TV series was?
.
Robert Morgan, and Ian Malcolm in The Changing Room :
ging Roo m is an exce llent one,
20 . Today's to ughie - In the movie Aroun d the World in 80 Days,
vities · th at tak e place before ,
direction has m ade t he player s
and set s very high standards
a Sco tland ya rd Det_ect ive pursue s Phin eas Fo gg in the belief
du ring, and afte r a big game.
the ideal ensemb le cast .
for fut ure . produ ctions. Let's
that he is a bank robber . Can you name this misguided ind iviWe see the players enter as
Ot her character s exist aro u nd
hope rt hey- can live UP. t,o th.em .
1,·
c
iual?
individuals , but a:s the play
the . rim of the actu al t eam .
The play runs through Satur progresses ·, they ~ coagtilate to
The;e are · some good mome J rl
day night at Essex Ha~l Theatre.
fo rm a larger , unifie d body,
with Gord Milroy, as the doc and through tea mwo rk, manage
torish Massseur and Hugh Ed·
· Kermcky FriedMovie
a vict ory . It is a simpJe plot in
rounds as the assistant trainer,
this respec t , but the imp licawho run abo ut checking cut s
tions and results of acting
and sprains and being subjecte d .
as a unit working together,
to the regular sort of abuse from
By PAUL CHERNISH
cau se my negative respons e to
are obvious ones.
th e team .
Th e Groov e Tub e seemed to
the ugly , cheap-shot routines
T he characte rs wo rk togeJohn Ham ilton McKe rral shilack som ething. So did Tunnel might have robbed me of an
ther to win a rugby game. The
nes, and almost stea ls t he sh ow,
v1s1o n. and Kentucky
Fried
overall , attentive outlook.
act ors- work to gether also, and
but the rest of the cast is too
Movie is th e same .
· Casting all scum aside, Kengood to let him him, as janit or
the result is a smooth. produc :
KFM make s no attempt at
tucky did abound in genuine
ti o_n that mov es like clockwork.
Harry Riley . Riley blam es the
forming a plot , and ther e is no
creativiw. One chapter of the
Each team member , with his
Russians for everythin g as he
reason why it should . After
movie was devoted to a parody
_ all, .it is not a true film, one
of the Bruce . Lee type films,
that can be criticized for struc- - beginning with the typica l barture or general aesthetic qualrage of karate chops, and ending
ity . It is a movie with one prime
with the "Wizard of Oz" theme.
intention - comedy, without bor This obviously does not make
ders restrict ing bad taste.
much sense on paper, but seeI don't consider myself a
ing this episode will prove to
UN IVE RS ITY OF WINDSOR
prude, but KFC made me
be clearly hilarious :
wonder about what is funny and
Another humorous part dealt
what is sick. Some segments
with a courtroom proceeding
of the film are sick, and abbeing televised in the same
solutely fasteless. Too bad, hefashion as television's old "Divr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
orce Court". Wally and Beaver
Co-Director
Cleaver were members of the
jury, and were exposed to the
Princelal Centre for Alternative Futures
irrational acts of the crazy proT
<l/nisex 0/yle
secuting attorney. His presentation was objected to by the D.A.
because he was making a "mockery of the case". I'm not sure,
TH IS CARDENTITLESYOU TO A
but it just might be because h~ ·
had a dildo sitting on his -head .
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

IONA COLLEGE
Public Lecture

Hazel Henderson

"Citizen Power in
Over Developed Countries"
8:00 pm
Wednesday, November 9 .
Ambassador Auditorium University Centre
University of Windsor

Free
Parking Lot M, off University Avenue
For info ·rmotion coll Iona College 253-7257
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Pregnant
and distressed
CALL BIRTHRIGHT, 252-3-222
Pregnancy tests availab~e.

.,

The section of the movie that
off ended me the most concerend the ',warning signs of
d·eath". The theme centred around the normal lives that dead
people could lead. The halfrotted body of a child was
depicted swimming (floati~g),
eating (with his head -resting
on a i,iate), and watcliing a
sporting event. I realize how this
idea can be considered funny,
but the gross, hideous portrayal of the idea was a tasteless conception .
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Cheap Trick
In Color
By FRANK KOVACIC
In all honesty, I'vt been a
fan of Cheap Trick since the
release of their first LP (simply entitled Cheap Trick). They
came out smoking, (Hot Love,
·He's a Whore, and Cry, Cry)
and then backed it up with a
·Beatles' sensibility, tight harmonies and an overall intelligence that defies the term
"heavy metal". (aka Mandocello, Oh Candy) Besides, the
cover was almost as fun as the
album itself.
Then, it happened. Their
second LP was . . . . RELEASED!! It seemed like an eternity from the time that I got
my sweaty fingers on the album to its meeting with my
turntable . At first, I was disappointed. That is, nothing really stood out. 1 considered suicide but then decided to give
it another shot. I soon discovered. after a number of listenings, (which is the true test
of an LP) that this is a gem
among gems.

IIICI

'Echoes of the Beatles' Dou ble Whit e and Abb ey Road
albums ring from start to finish.
The feeling generated by Back
in the USSR, Birthday, Revo
lution, and She's So Heavy,

are all over this LP. This is not
to say that the songs are copied
chord for chord but the influences are obvious.
The best tracks on the album include the SP!\RKS-like
Clock Strikes Ten, Big Eyes
and the incredibly catchy Come
On, Come On. In Color is much
~ighter than their last effort,
m that the songs flow more
cohesively and it's not as straight ahead. It is the well-crafted
melodies though that carry the

album.
If In Color has a drawback
it is because the lyrics are too
simplified.
You can stretch
"gonna get down" only so far .
It can become tedious if you 're
not careful but they let it go
just in time .
Rick Neilson, A Huntz Hall
look-alike from Chi.cago, plays
a chemeleon-like lead guitar
and writes virtually all the
band's material. He has been
described, by noted producer
Jack Douglas, as the best writer
he has ever worked with. Bassist
Tom Petersson , and vocalist
Robin Zander, from Sweden and
Alaska respectively,
are the
"pretty-boys" of the band . They
are also responsible for the
band's aggressive · nature that
sometimes surfaces. Drummer
Bunezuela Carlos (Bun E. for
short), from Venezuela, looks
like the guy i·n first year math
that everyone calls Univac. ·He
holds the band in check whel'l
excess threatens to take over
much like Charlie Watts of the
Stones .
The band was formed in
Europe , after kicking around
there for a couple of years,
it shows . Listen to Petersson's
bass lines and tell me he's never
been to a smokey German Local. In short, this is one of the
five best albums released so
far this year.
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CJAM HIGHUGHTS
MOSAIC

Monday, November 7 - CJAM News Department talk to Maryon
Overholt and company regarding action taken on the Student Aid
Plan.
Wednesday, November 9 - Vicki Fenner talks to representatives
from the Underwater Festival being held on November 5 & 6.
Following this, Tosh Noma will talk to the Delta Chi President.
Thursday, Nov<;mber 10 ' - Weekly report from SAC President
R Gary Wells.
I
Friday, Novem lier 11 - CJAM talks to David Bradstreet .

§

S

,

§§

·.

· Monday,

S treets"

LPs
·
November 7 - Hall and Oates "·Beauty on the Backs-

*

.

§Tuesday, November ~ - Electric Light Orchestra "Out of the Blue"
§Wednesday, November 9 - Thelma Houston "The Devil in -Me"*
§Th_ursday, Noyember -10 - Nazareth "Expect no Mercy"*
S Fnd~y, November 11 - David Bowie "Heroes"
§Note : All talk shows aired at 11 a.m . and 9:05 p.m . ... ..Album
§SFeature follows .

S

Ss
FRIDA y NITE SPECIAL
Tw? hours of the best of Rod Stewart. The Friday ~ite Special
begms at 10 p.m. and continues until 12:00 p.m.
~

I

§
S
S

·
LOVE SOUNDS

andl
SCJAM

·

presents mellow music featuring various concepts of love
every Wednesday and Friday mornings from 9 a.rn. to _11 a.m.
.
~.B.:
Due to trans!!litter breakdown, we are off the air in Macdon.ald and Laurier Halls. Our apologies for this inconvenience . .· .
, i
it l\'ill be resolved shortly.

ucocicr.,~.-or.,.,~cc=:=:ao~cor4"'4"'4"'4'4'4'-'-''Aocoocr~A

Classical Lovers
GetaBreak
By ROBERT BROWN
If you are a classical guitar
enthusiast , you have probably
been irritated at the lack of
any ,organization in the Windsor area . A g-roup of Music
School students and faculty
are attempting to get at the '
problem by forming a new
club devoted to the subject,
The Classical Gqitar Society
of Windsor. Meetings will be
held ~he first Sunday of every
month, starting this Sunday,
November 6 .
Although
nothing definite
will be known until after the
first meeting, the Society will
have two main purposes. First, ·
it will be a meeting place .where
information can be exchanged
concerning classical guitar and
related string instruments ; the
time and location of concerts
etc. Secondly, the organization
can draw professional guitarists
to the Windsor area, for both
concerts and Master classes.
The Society has already lined
up one prominent
guitarist .
Ray Sealey is a London guitar
teacher and performer who has
co-written a method for young
guitar students . Mr. Sealey will
come to Windsor on December
5 to conduct a Master class
for the Society.
If you are interested in
classical guitar, and would like
to know more, call the University of Windsor School of
Music, where applications for
the Society are available .

Pregnanl
No Ag~ Limit
Free Counseling .
(No effect on low medical fee)
Free Prepancy Test ,
(or $7 at independenrlab)

3 HourClinicStay
Medicaid,BlueCroa
Accreclited
We strive for high patient
comfort and friendly personal
attention.

ACMAPPROVED
CALL (313) 8844000
DETROITABORTION·

•

~GNUS
EXHIBITION
-;4NDSAtE

.1

, I

OF FINEART PRINTS

SPONSORED
BY

SAc.
~.........
te__
aturing

the works of ChagaU,Dali, Matisse,
. Breughel,Cezanne;Van Gogh,
Homer, Klee,Monet, Magritte,-Picasso,Miro,
Bosch,Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrac,
Wyeth ,
Gauguin,Rembrandt, Group '1 Seven, BN&h,
and others.

-

PRICES

LARGE PRINTS .

$3.5QEAJFOR $8.50
SMALL PRINTS

$1.75 EA 3 FOR$4 ..50

D~TEftl-(4AJO\l.
/':l~Uo
TIME 9qm -.s pm
PLACEAssump±ion
Lov0~

Over 1200 differe~t prints
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Halloween Party a Smash
The DELTA CHI FRATERplus 13 of their own original
NITY and the NURSING SOCrockers, kept it that way all
IETY Hallowe'en Party held last
night. For all interested, Bandit
• Saturday in Ambassador Audiwill be playing the Riviera the
torium proved to be smashweeks of Nov . 28 - Dec. 3 and
Dec. 5-10.
ing success. Costl!mes of every
description
were present
to
The costumes were good as
well as numerous which posed
compete
for the $100 best
costume prize as well _as to
the 6 judges with the proverbial
dance and listen to one of the
-$100 question . Mr . Colgate,
Toomas H. Rebane won a split
best rock bands to \ hit campus
in a long time.
·
dec ision. Special acclamation
BANDIT, a 4 piece Detroit · · goes to Count Dracula, currbased rock group, stole the
ently in hiding since the Blood
minds and spirit of all present.
Drive_, who was the other final
contender.
Their opening number, a McCartney tune filled the dance
Delta Chi a Greek Letter
floor immediately, and the folFraternity with 86 members and
lowing contemporary rock tunes
the Nu rsing ' Society, wish to

thank those 340 students for
making a dream of providing
the best of entertainment
on
the u.' of W. campus a reality .
A special thanks to G ino Piazza social director
of SAC,
Peter Romeril bar manager, and
the staff of CJAM whose support was grea~ly appreciated .
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\ Contest
I

Finall\' Over

i, ••• ! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

By PAUL CHERNISH
Th e great Lance "Who Sang
It" contest is officially over.
And boy am I glad!!
We in the Entertainment
de partment were pulling our hair
out because of the phenomenal
amount o f entries , but we finally discovered which ones of
By CJAM
the four we received I lost.
David Jejin a (or something
Nov. 4,5 ,6 Dav~ Braqstreet
like that) is our official winner,
with a score of eight out of ten.
Nov . 5&6 Rod Stewart
Being the winner, David , your
Nov . 6
Frank Zappa
prize is a · bottle of booze. You
can pick it up in the Lance
Nov. 7
Oscar Peterson
office anyt ime next week.
Robin Robertson took secNov. 8
Average White Band
ond place, ..y-hich lands him a
/ bottle of wine. Third place goes
Nov . 11
Firesign Theatre
to Paul Jemison. Paul gets a
beer in th _e pub. "
' Nov. 12
Burton Cummings - CANCELLED
Second and third place enFred Waring
tries tied at six our of ten, and
the positions were determined
Nov . 13
Buddy Rich
by a randdm draw .
By the way, if you are a
Nov . lS
Queen
I
U. of W . student, . and have an
idea for another Entertainment · ·
·.. Nov, . 19
Joan Armatrad_ingand
__ .,...·.,.,
s,...
u ...
rv,,.e.. or conte \ t, -~_onta ct ffi(: in~;
:..- : ,f,, •• Tim Weisberg
th e; Lanc·e offic e. ""
"''America

I

IMuS1cGUIDE f

y

Nov . 30

Pablo Cruise

Cathars f
Cobo Hall
Hill Auditorium
Hyatt Regency
Masonic
Royal Oak Theatre
R oyal Oak Theatre
Masonic
Music Hall
Cobo Hall
R oyal Oak Theatre
Cr isler Arena
Roy al Oak Theat re
I

Dec.

Jr

Gino Vanelli'

De c .

9

David Bromberg & the New Riders of Roya l Oa k Thea tre
the Purple Sage

Dec . 10

Oscar Pet ers on,

Dec. 11

Chuck Mangione

Cobo Hall

Hill Auditorium

in Ann Arbor

Roya l Oak Theatr e

Answers to trivia quiz

PAGSi;~;d1;~~~;age
hitching r •.... •• ~
Reprinted from Excalibur
By HUGH WESTRUP

The "hand of death" has
been looming ominously over
Ontario highways as part pf the
Ontario Provincial Police's campaign ·to discourage hitchhiking.
Forty-six billboards throughout
the province recently depicted a
skeletal · hand thumbing for a
ride between the bilingual inscription "Goil)g my way? Tu
me prends?"
The ad is becoming as controversial as it is macabre. Citizens have complained that · the
0PP is using scare tactics a:nd
are fearful that the signs may
have a reverse effect.
Among those against the ad is
Gillean Chase of Toro;to's Rape
Crisis Centre.
"I'm
alarmed
about it," said Chase. "I fjnd it
, so extremist. What it tends to
do is set up a situation in which
0

the hitchhiker is now iak .ing a
large gamble. Offenders may
now feel that their victims have
suitably forewarned ·." ,
"It's dangerous to make it
seem like the victim precipitated the crime, especially in the
case of rape. Among violent
crimes, rape has the lowest
victim precipitation rate; that is,
the victim incites the rape in
very few instances - four per
cent to be exact.
Speaking for the Ontario
Provincial Police (OPP), Constable Rick Morrison of the
crime prevention
section of
the community services branch
said, "we are not trying to instill fear but rather want to
make people stop and think
about the dangers ' in hitchhiking."
He said, "the adverse reaction is part of the game . You

Navy piovidesjobs
I am looking for 10 or 12
young men and women who are
interested
in a summer job
and perhaps
some kind of
future employment. The NA V AL RESER VE offers you not
only a job where · you can
earn $3,000 but an opportunity to learn leadership technique, learn to be yourself
and earn a commission as a
Sub-Lieutenant in the NAVAL
RESERVE. There is no commitment to remain in the reserve
period.
Hpwever, we are providing a
job for the summer on the west
coast (Victoria),
room
and
board, clothes, medical and dental care if necessary and a parttime j.ob for the winter months
too. You will have an opportunity to meet many other
university students from across
the country, travel on board
Canadian ships and share in a
warm spirit of camaraderie with
other naval officer cadets.
I would like the opportunity to talk with you for a few
minutes Tuesday or Thursday
night between 7: 30 - 10 :00
at H.M.C.S. Hunter, 960 Ouellett )e Avenue. Ask for Lieu!
tenant Tom O'Malley. I can
tell you from . first . hand experience that this program is
even better than I was able
to describe on paper. If you
can't pay me a visit phone me
at 254-4373.
Thanks for taking a couple
_of minutes to read ~y letter.

Pregnant
· and distressed

Now take a couple more and
talk to me in person.
T.J, O'Malley LT-(N) (R)
254-4373

* STA R:JS

Lt

~:~·~::;•::e
::,~::e~'
;e::: N T HE
t10ns- would be 1f their son or
daughter were raped."
"We're asking aeople to use
common sense. We can't stop
them."
Mel Lastman, Mayor of North
York, is an outspoken critic
of hitchhiking. He believes the
ad is a good one.
·
Police : can stop hitchhikers
only if they are found soli- .
citing on the improved or hard
surface section of the highway
or on highways such as the
401,
400,
and Queen Eliz- ·
abeth Way, where signs prohibiting hitchhiking appear.
Contrary to popular belief,
hitchhiking
is illegal. Section
12 la of the Highway Traffic
Act, states:
"No person, while on the
roadway shall sollcit a ride from
the driver of a motor vehicle,
other than a public passenger
conveyance".
A roadway
is defined as
"the part of the highway that is
improve~, designed or ordinarily
used for vehicular traffic, but
does not include the shoul- '
dcr." .
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By OTIS T.

(March 21 - April 19) : Mend fences, renew old friendships, exchange opinions. Find time for social duties.

ARIES -

- (April 20 - May 20) : Test ideas before you invest
in them. Time and money are scarce at the present time.

TAURUS

GEMINI - (May 21 - June 20) : You've gotten off on -the wrong
foot, again. Analize and then correct the situation.
CANCER -(June

22 - July 2Z) : Let 'strictly cash' be your motto
in business dealings. Outright purchases are favored.

LEO - Ouly 23 - Aug. 22) : Morning hours . have tension producing influences. Concentrate on keeping emotions low-key.
VIRGO - (Aug. 23 , - Sept. 22) : You!ve been waiting a long time
for this to happen. Don't let trivia rpb you of your chan _ce.
LIBRA - (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) : Be alert now ,for unknown proportions. Dreams will reveal a great deal at this time.

(Oct. 23 ,- No\'.. 21) : Hold your temper _:despite any
provocation. Clear heads will be needed to succeed.
-

SCORPIO -

- (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) : Begin today with a definite impt';tus. Pursue natural processes to conclusion.
SAG ITT ARIUS

- (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : Your persuasive · pow_ers
peak. Negotiations will work in your favour.

CAPRICORN

- (Jan.- 20 - Feb. ' 18) : Impulsive action will only
create an u~roar. Planning is needed to get results.

AQUARIUS

'

~ (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Not a good time to attempt
major changes . If it's already working, dor}'t worry.

PISCES

COMMERCE STUDENT SERVICES
. _
Av~_i.J~qle~~&fl:!
e-CJ n; d:~J~ ~~a:iat-~""
..."". t\,, • ..,;.·
Bank C?fC~tnmerce-01;1 Of near most college and .
university campuses throughout Canada.
C9mmc_n:e Student Se~ices are designed to help the student
sun·cssf ully manage the fmanc,al aspects of his or her education,

OPEN TO FIRST-.SECOND-.THIRD-,
FIFTI 1-. SIXTH-, SEVENTH-.
EIGHTH-

lllGHER-rEAR

COMM

101

COMM 102

STUt>ENTS.

FOURTHAND

.

.

lnfroduction to General Banking.
Supen-isor of Sen ·ke: The Commerce.
A sc _rvi_cc tha~ emphasi~cs saving money. Jt covers such necessary .mformat,on as sctlmg ,up a bank account. making deposits.
ma long withdrawals: hrmg,':1g your passbook up to date. cashing
cheques, ch:. Unlrm,tcd enrolment.
·
Prcrt'l/lltsirc:
Money to open an account.
Offered t"<Summer Z Fall 0J Winter 3J Spring

Ho~ · to Manage Jour Mone}'.
Supen ·isor of Sen-ice: The Commerce.
Ditl~rcnt way~ lo c~m, higher interest on _your hlon~y. Making
ends . me~L budgeting ~t~d money hand Img'( paying bills and
meccmg f ,nancial comn~llmcnts.
balancing your cheque book
, affording a night out. etc .) Unlimited enrolment.
'
i'n 'rcq111'.\·irc: Money to manage.
Offered N Summer M Fall CXJWinter M Spring

CALL BIRTHRIGHT, 252-32 .22
Pregnancy tests available.

COMM .103 Principles of Student Loans.
l31uegrass Music Concert

986 Ouellette

Avenue

8:00 p.m.

Tickets available at
Sam the Record Man
or
at the door

,

Supenrisor of Sen-ice: The Commerce.
Check with the Supervisor of Service . for full description
prerequisites for enro.lmcnt.
Offered ti~Summcr ~l Fall ~ Winter ~ Spring.

and
·
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Fine year for lancerette tennis team
By DON PEPPIN
Despi t e the adverse weather
conditions
of the month of
October, the Lancere t te Tennis
Team sui:vived to the · end.
Both the singles and doubles
ranking tournaments
at York
. University and the University of
yv'aterloo were rained out and alternate indoor facilities were
sought to replace the slick surfaces of the outdoor courts.
Thankfully, due to better organization and planning, the O.W.(A.A. doubles and singles finals
tournaments were held in L~ndon at Highbury Racquets Club
(indoor faciHties), . hosted by
the University of Western On tario.
On October 22 only two
women's doubles teams repre sented Windsor. The th ird team
had to drop from play due to
Margaret Moritrose's ankle injury . Vivien Strong and Jody
Stanton, originally ranked ninth,
placed seventh in the top flight
of the tournament with match
scores of 0-6, 2-6 in the first
round against the number one

pair in the province . They dropped their second rou nd also;
6-7, 7-5 and a 7-9 tie breaker,
but bo u nced back in their fina l
ro u nd 6-1, .Z-6 and a 8-6 tie
breaker. Stephanie Burlein and
Linda Benstead played in C
flight of the tourney putting
up a tough fight to the Guelph
team 6-0, 7-5 dropping McMaster and Waterloo as well.
In singles last Saturday only
five women represented Windsor, as Ms. Montrose was still
injured. Debbie Sukarukoff was
the winner in the consellation
side of the C flight and J ody
Stanton, playing on the winners'
side of that flight, won two out
of her thr ee matches; 5-7 , 6-1,
(9-3); 6-3 , 3-6, (4-7) find 7-5,
6-3.
Linda Benstead in D flight
became the deciding factor in
the tournament,
acting as a
spoiler. By defeating her York ·
opponent Joanne Healey; 6-3,
6-1 she allowed Western to slip
by York in the team totals
and take its eighth straight
O.W.I.A.A. championship . Wes-

tern captured the tournament's
top honours from York by a
single point.
Mary Oliphant won one of
her three matches in E flight
and was ' thankful she did not
have to face her sister Barb who

wa s ranked nu mb er one at th e
Un iversit of Guelp h to urn ament
and won the singles ti t le in C
flight. Windsor, came up with
yet another winner as Pam
Courteney won the consolation
side of F flight .

,,

T he team pl aced seventh
overall in the 1977 champ ionships and ho pefully wit h a: su nnier autumn and the ex pe rience
of fine play this year 1 we can
look for better t hings next year.
Congratu lations o n a fine season.

BEWARE

OFTHE
CRUSADERS
By NIGEL MILLER

The Univers ity of Windsor
is, one of the few schools in
Canada to offer junior varsity
baskegball. The name of our
team is the Crusaders.
The team is made up of
fisrt and second year students
with an eye for the varsity team .
The only returning Crusader is
Hank Dykhuizen, a guard on
last year's squad.
Rob Knight, Paul Bean, Domenic Dionesi, Kevin Wickham,
Sani Romano, Martin Retsinco,
Greg Marentette, Mike McKennley and Carli Barzotte round out
the rest of the team. The last
two of these players played on
rhe national junior champion_.hi(f-1fKQ club team last year.
Crusader's coach Nick Grab)wski, despite their tough schedµle, feels the team is competitive. The schedule
contains
games against formible opponents from several American sch-
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ools as well as from the Windsor
area.
The team is important to the
success of the Lancers, says
Lancer coach, Dr. Paul Thomas .
It's like having a new team to
scrimmage against in practice.
With the Crusaders' presence in
practice, the Lancers can test
new ideas on offence and defence as if it were a game situation.

'

The Crusaders right now
have very litt le experie nce in
university ba ll, but coach Grafeels by mid-seaso n they
b·o~i
wi ll be a st ro ng co mp etitive

If there is an . injury to a
Lancer player, then the: Crusaders provide a man, in shape
and familiar with the team,
to take his place. Experience
is also gained for these players
by competition in their exhibition schedule as well as in
practice with one of the best
teams in Ontario, the Lancers.
This well of experience will
make transition to the v:i"rsity
team that much easier in the
fut u re.
The Crusaders play th.eir
home game before Lancer ho m e
games, so come out and see
next year's La ncers . . . . t his
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AERA
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR CHAPTER

PRESENTS

AQUASPACE '77
AN UNDERWATER FILM FESTIVAL
STUDENT
DISCOUNT
PRICES
Sat . Nov. 5
$2.50
1 P·'!'· or 7 p.m .
Sun. Nov. 6
$4 .00
1 p.m. or 7 p.m.
$5.50 For
Package Tickets
* Excellent

multimedia slide presentations
Australia and the Carri bean

on diving off

• Dr . Joseph Macinnis Artie Dive Film
• Mako films movie on Wreck Diving at Tobermory
• Tom McCall um film "Shipwrecks ofAnagada"
SPECIAL GUEST - Jack McKenney - Former ,Editor
"Skindiver Magazine"; Award winning film maker;
Nick Nolte double in " The Deep"

*** 'sea Creatures - an Academy Award Nominee!

MATH BUILDING RM '1120 UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
TICKETS AT THE DOOR
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squeak -Lancers out, 14-13

By PETER NASH

Labbett 3 times in a row and_
Lancer football is over for the
then he hit Rozalowsky for the
year but no one can say that
last major of the game . A 2
they rolled over and died.
point conversion attempt failed.
Number one-ranked Western barWestern took the lead 1f-13.
ely squeaked by -in the fourth
The Lancers managed to get
~quarter to defeat the Lancers
down to the Western 46, on
14-13' at Little Memorial Stadth e next sep es, the last in the
ium in London last Saturday.
game. Mallender pitched out to
Coach
Darwin
Sumotiak
Walker and he tossed it right
notecl' that "This year's ratings
back to Mallender on a 2 5 yard
are questionable.
Windsor is
pass and run play, putting the
definitely one of the top teams
Lancers on Western's 21 yard
in the nation and they are not
line with only seconds left .
rated in the top ten." Sumotiak
Coach Fracas decided t o go
continued: "I hate to win this
with a field goal attempt but it
way but I'll take it. I can imawas wid e. The Western return
gine how the Lancers feel." Q)
man ran the ball out of the end
t
A frustrated
Gino Fracas ~
zone and the game- came to an
couldn't understand · the loss.
end.
"We should have won that £
Quarterbacks Ford and Bone
0
game. Our offence and defence 0
combined
for 258 yarsfs pass.£::
were good but it was just not i:i..
ing. Western's running game was
our year to win."
lower than usual w,ith only 94
Hang on Chris! .Lancer defensive end Chris Kolonelos (61) holds on, as Terry Brannagan (66) joins
The game started off quite
yards.
Bill Rozaldwsky did most
in on sack of Western quarterback Ford ( 10).
slowly with no scoring in the
of the running with 75 yards.
cers on the Western 30 yard
first quarter. The Lancers threaWestern came right back with
Victory · slipped from the
13-8 for Windsor.
line. Unfortunately the field goal
. tened once but were unable
hands of the Lancers but they
a drive that stopped at the
The rest of the fourth quarattemot was. blocked by the
to score. The drive featured
should not be discredited. Coach
Windsor 38 yard line. Kicker
ter
was filled with penalties.
strong interior of the Western
11 plays and 3 first downs, but
Fracas had it right when he said
Tom Arnott - really got his
Western moved the ball into
only made it to the 5 yard line.
line.
"They're a cla~s football ' team
foot into the kick and Western ' Windsor territory with some
After the field goal attempt
Julian Jones carried twice for
and I'm proud of them". A few
got a touch-point back. Westfine running by Bill Razalowthe ball exchanged hands sev2 first downs. Jones had his
breaks
and the Lancers could
ern led, at this point, 8-7.
sky. A clipping penalty stopp~d
finest showing oJ th~ year al- . era) times. , With two minute
have
gone
a lot further .then
Windsor came right back on
that drive and Western was
though the statistics don't show
left in the quarter Western
they
did.
Th,e
Mustangs won
a drive that had 10 plays and 4
forced to punt.
it. He rushed for 60 yards on
quarterback
Paul Ford comthis year, but the Lancer squad
first . downs. The drive stopped
11 carries but these carries
pleted a pass to end John
is young. N_ext year the league
at the Western 38 yard line and
Windsor was unable to move
were usually . at key points
Labbett that put Western on
is going to have more of a battle
Windsor was forced to punt.
the b-all and . Western regained
in the game. ·
the Windsor two yard line.
on its hands!
Scott Essery's punt travelled
possession. Ford connected with
Scott Mallender was also
Running back Mike Chalupka
into the end zone and the reshining early with passes to
carried it in two plays later
ceiver was tackled at the Western
Bruce - Walker and Bruce Young.
9 yard line. The Windsor defor the score. At half time WesOverall Mallender ended up with
fence held strong . and quartern led 7-0.
,a .fine 300 yards passing going
terback Paul Ford was tackled
15 for 26. Walker had 4 recepThe Lancers came out ready
in the end zone. This gave Windtions ' for 152 yards, _putting
to
play in the second half,
sor a 2 .,,,Hoin.t ,...safety""and ,..a
in his usual great effort.
and scored early. Mallender hit
9-8 lead .
The Lancers threatened again
Walker on a 70 yard pass and
Western was f ~nced to free
in the ·second quarter but were
run play for a touchdown at
kick after the safety and Al
thwarted by the Mustang dethe 4 : 15 mark of the third quarDosant returned the kick 30
fence.
Mallender hit · Bruc·e
ter. The extra was good and tied
yards to the Western 5 3 yard
Young and that put the Lanthe score.
line. Jones and Craig Mallender
-combined on two running plays
that put Windsor on the Western 33 yard line. The next
pl_ay from scrimmage saw Roger
Adams catch a pass and scramble to the Western 15 yard line.
The drive was halted ,at this
point and on the last play of Q)
the third quarter Jim Geier ~
Even though turnout for Games Night October 22 was limited
kicked a 15 yard field goal. ..;
to a handful of bodies, those that attended appeared to enjoy themThe Lancers went into the £
selves.
fourth , quarter leading 12-8. ~
All the games played proved to bring out al\ hidden desires to
Windsor managed a single ii:
regress back to the ag~s 7 to 16.
early in the fourth quarter
Watch out Scott! Lancer quarterback Scott Mallender (14)
The games played sometimes had to be altered, mainly when
after Western stalled a Wind~or
tosses under pressure from Western defence as brother Craig (1,8)
mass piling occurred. Ron Binks l(,':arned that you do not go up for
drive, at the Western 35 yard
rushes in to help out.
a lay-up in three-0n-two basketball, especially when tied to two
line. · That made the score
other people.
LANC-ERETTE
BASKETBALL
A good time was had by all.
-
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Boyfriend getting on your nerves? Roomy a nuisance? Being molested by Transit Windsor drivers? Now's the time to act. Selfdefence
classes run Thursday nights from 7 - 9 p.m. in the Human Kinetics
building in the combatives studio. It's a good way to stay fit and
learn some basic self defense moves. No special dress is needed just
regular gym type equipment. Come out and learn some new moves
to try on the disco floor.
Feel like channeling your interests into _so~ething wort~ stroking
about. The Intramural Office has just the thmg for you this month.
During November you can get fit and have a goal to go aft~r as _well.
The Windsor channel swim won't get you acr.oss D.ake _Ontario _or.
the English Channel but it's still a worthwhile way to get m the swim
of things. Just tell the lifeguard you want to try, and tell her how
.
many lengths you do, each night.
Co-ed volleyball gets under way November 8 if you don't hav~ a
- team yet or even it you do get in touch with the Intramural Office
in St. Denis.
The Great University of Windsor Roller Skating party goes November 9 that's next Wednesday. The party gets on at Wheels around
8 :00. G~t out and prove that Windsor is better than Bay City any-

day.

.

Hard VVorkfor Success
By NIGEL MILLER
"We hustle" is the cheer
used by the Lancerette basket. ball team to begin their games,
but Coach Royal Church admits that a rebuilding process
has just started. However he has
the personnel to make this year
successful. Experience and the
size of the team are two pro- ·
blems that the Lancerettes will
have to overcome. To offset
this, the coack says the . team
will have to run, hustle both
on defence and offence and just
plain work hard. Defensively,
the team will play zone, manto-man or specialty as dictated
by the strengths and weaknesses
of the competition .
Diane Landry is this year's .
only returning ball players, and '
the team will be looking to /

her for experience . and · leadership. The remainder of the team
is made up of mostly first year
Human Kinetics students , K,erri
Towers had an exceptionally
strong showing last week in an
exhibition
game, scoring 16
points, so there is ~efinitely
talent on the team.
"We are going to beat some
people this year because we
work harder than anyone else" .
notes Coach Church. He believes the team this year is an enthusiastic group and very cohesive on the court as well as off.
The coach has been associated with basketball for several
years coaching high school ball.
Now with the challenger of a
new team he hopes to assemble
a winning team. The team is,
youug but it has potential and

given another two or three years
it will be championship calibre.
Watch for the Laricerettes'
home opener this weekend when
they face Laurentian University
in St. Denis H;ll Saturday evening at 6:15. Come ·on out and
cheer this year's top Lance.re!te
jumpers onte victory .

Be

ajoc with

no practice
Come up and
jofn

The Lance

Who speaks for the hBndicapped7
information."

By JANINE HALBERT

Sharon Colling was injured in a house
fire, and now is handicapped by arthritic
heels. She is able to stand or walk, but
only for a few minutes. This summer she
found it very difficult to get around in the
library, and requested that the library ac-.
quire a wheel chair . However , the library
did not have enough money for the purchase .
Sharon then appealed to SAC President Gary Wells. Wells contacted the Canadian Legion, and Ed Rees, Chairman of
Wind No. 412, agreed to loan Sharon a
wheel chair for one year, for use in the
library. Other students" with similar problems will also be able to use the chair.
Sharon feels that handicapped people
are neglected in university planning. She
cited a number of problems she faeed, particularly acquiring a parking space near
the Math Building, where most of her classes are held.
"There should be some sort of policy
for handicapped people," Sharon suggested.
"There should be some central source of,

Senior Vice-President Frank DeMarco·
says he refers all questions regarding facilities for the handicapped to Alec Marshall, of physical planning. DeMarco says
the university has long followed a policy of
trying to accommodate the handicapped
based on the success of such programs at
several American universities. Part of the
policy involved the construction of ramps
even into old buildings such as Dillon Hall.
When contacted, Marshall, who heads
Institutional Research and Physical Planning, said that his lastest efforts had involved modifying elevators in the new busi·
ness building for the use of the blind . However, he said he was not involved in day-to·
day policy or services for the handicapped.
Marshall suggested that The Lance call
Ron Nicodemo of Physical Plant or Assistant to the Vice-President Administration,
Bill Morgan.
Nicodemo said he should be contacted
when people have trouble getting in or out
of buildings. Morgan told The Lance to cal,
Nicodemo.

Sharon Colling, 4th year social work.

Cutbacks threaten academic quality
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

The university system is being
starved and academic quality is
now on the cutting board, according to Dr. Paul Cassano,
Chairman of the Ontario Council of University Faculty Associations.
Cassano, of the French Department said faculty members
across the province feel they
cannot provide the level of education the students deserve because of tight budget restrictions.
The Ontario Government is
presently
"entertaining
the
possibility of cutbacks and internal redistnbut10ns," said Cassano . He added he feels there

is a program assessment taking
place that could lead to the
scaling down of programs, or
of their termination.
A committee on academic
planning has been assessing Ontario universities, seeking unnecessary duplication of course
areas. Cassano said that perhaps duplicate faculties would
be the first to be cut back by
the government.
The University of Windsor is
in a precarious situation this
year because of a sharp drop
in enrollment. Cassano said he
questioned Premier William Davis about financial situation Jor
this mstttut10n. Davis, he said,
answered that there were en-

\\
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ough funds for this year, but
would say little about coming
years. When he asked the premier for specific indications of
the situation, Davis would only
say that times were tight.
Premier Davis was unavailable for comment.
Cassano said there is a general feeling among Ontario faculty that the post-secondary
educational system will be underfunded. Funds for colleges
and universities increased by
5 .8 per cent this year, but there
is speculation that funds will
increase only bv three per cent
year
f the
nex
tight financial situation facing
the institutions, morale among
faculty is low, said Cassano.
Professor John McAuliffe,
Vice-President Academic, said so
far, "nothing has happened to
interfere with the educational

quality" of the university. He
did say that if enrollment continues to decline, there will be
reason for concern over the
future of this· university, but
added, such speculation is "looking way down the road."
"The best effort of the professor," McAuliffe said, "is far
more important than any other
academic effort." If a student
has a good teacher, he explained,
then any other problems which
result from cutbacks are only
an inconvenience.
Dr. John Allan, Vice-President Administration, and Treasurer, said the University of
Windsor will not be treated
differently from other universities. Terming it a "difficult
proposition", Allan said all universities are going to be under
intense financial pressures within the next few years.

University negotiates
with 3 campus unions
By RICK SPENCE

Fresh from a prolonged dispute with the Faculty Association, the university is now
~ well underway in contract nego1,!t'.!.,.-i....-'"'\'"'"l!;::.!1!,<lt,..~
i"t~llft,a.
tiations with three other campus unions.
The maintenance, food ser' vices and housekeeping workers
of Canadian Union of Public
Employees local 1001 are the
biggest group now engaged in
contract negotiations. Also negotiating are CUPE local 1393,
representing the campus tech, nicians, and local 102 of the
Canadian Union of Operating
Engineers, according to Bill
Morgan, the assistant to the
vice-president of administration.

..

Lest We Forget: 48 years ago today the Ambassador Bridge was
opened to vehicular traffic.

The contracts for all three
unions expired June 30, 1977,
and since that time the workers
have operated under the provisions of their old contracts.
The administration's negotiattng
committees are dealing with the
three unions separate! '·
No contract details are available, and administration spokesmen refuse to comment on the
progress of the talks. When
asked how long the negotiations
might take, Morgan said "We're

in the position that we're quite
prepared to negotiate with the
union at any time."
Last fall, CUPE local 1001
went on strike to back up
their contract demands, causing
the administration
to cancel
homecoming, and ugly incidents
regarding "strike-breaking"
in
the cafeteria.
Although the administration
is not willing to discuss the pr~
gress of the negotiations, and
union personnel were unavailable for comment, one source
has indicated that a conciliator
has been called in to deal with
focal 1001, meaning that negotiations have stalled between the
university and the union.
Under the provisions of their
last contract, signed in early
October, 1976, local 1001 workers received a 5 3 cent per hour
par increase, retroactive to Jul
1, 1976. The union also won a
dental plan, but Anti-Inflation
Board regulations nullified union
demands such as a better pension plan and extended vacations.
Under the 1976-77 contract,
wages ranged from $5 .11 for a
cafeteria worker to $8 .90 for a
plumber.
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What's Happenin1 is a resular feature of The Lance
which will include Unclauified Ada, Pffaonal Adt,
and Notices of campua eventa. Listin11 of off-campua
activities will abo be considered for publ~tk>n.
Any submilaion may be edited for lan,th. Deadline
ia noon Tuffdlly of the wHk of publication.

on carnpas
HON. Donald Jamieson, Secretary of
State for External Affairs, will be speaking and answering questions on Monday, November 14, at 3:00 p.m. in
Ambassador Auditorium, University Centre. Sponsored by the University of
Windsor Campus Liberals.
UNIVERSITY
Players presents HOW
THE OTHER HALF LOVES by Alan
Ayckbourne,
Friday, November 25 to
Saturday, December 3, 8:00 p.m., at
Essex Hall Theatre, University of Windsor (no performance Monday, November 28). Admission $3.50, Student
Rush Available - $2.50 ten minutes
before curtain. Phone: 253-4565.
LEADER SH IP Training
"Wholistic
- The True Approach
Consciousness
to Living". An open lecture with guest
speaker - Bill Porter, co-ordinator of a
communal farm and training seminars
in Toronto.
Alumni Lounge, University Centre, Wednesday, November 16,
1977 12:15 - 1 :00 p.m.
ASSUMPTION College School, 1100 Huron Church Road presents "The King
& I" by Rodgers & Hammerstein. Dates:
Nov. 25, 26, 27 - Dec. 2, 3, 4. Curtain:
8 :00 Friday and Saturday, 7 :30 Sunday. Tickets: All seats $3.00.
ON Thursday, December 8, 1977, Assumption University will celebrate its
Patronal
Feast. The celebration will
consist of Mass in the University Chapel at 6:00 p.m., followed by refreshments in the University Centre at 7 :00
p.m. and a dinner and short concert .

Tickets are available at Assumption
Business Office (311) Information Services (216), G. McMahon (332) R.
Doyle (112) and P. Vandall (384).
prior to Nov. 26 1977. Faculty and
Staff $7.50; Students $3.75.

aaclassi.peo
A Xerox bond comop photocopier is
being installed on the main floor of
The Leddy Library on a 30-day trial
basis. Copy will be 10 cents per page .

THE Ford Malden Guild of Arts and
Crafts presents Portraits
of Shirley.
Masters. The show runs for the month
of November at the Gibson Gallery,
140 Richmond Street, Amherstburg, on
Sunday afternoons from 2 to 5 p.m.
THE Windsor Light Opera presents its
57th major musical production, "The
Stingiest
Man in Town"
(Scrooge).
Cleary Auditorium, November 19, 25,
26, 27 and December 2, 3 and 4. Tickets available from members and from
the Box office, 395 Tecumseh Road
West, or calf 252-6455 .
THE Hard of Hearing Club, affiliated
with the Windsor Association for the
hard of hearing, will have a membership meeting on Monday, November
14th at 7:30 p.m . at 1082 Wyandotte
St. East, Windsor. This meeting will
focus on getting people involved, as
well as planning for future activities.
We look forward to meeting you.
FOUND: Brown wallet, in Dillon Hall.
Claim at Lance Office.

ESSEX County Historical Association
announces a Community Forum . The
Essex County Historical Association extends a cordial invitation to the people of the Community (and particularly
those residents of Old Sandwich) to attend a Community Forum, to exchange
information about our historic buildings, and to discuss the conservation
and restoration
of our architectural
heritage . The forum will take place
Thursday,
November
17th at 7 :00
p.m . in St . John's Church Hall on Sandwich Street at Brock Street. For further information
call: Dr. Kenneth
Pryke, president of E.C.H.A. (2534232 ext 416).
ANNOUNCING . . . the annual Women's Centre Christmas Handcraft Bazaar. November 28 through December
2, 1977. In the main concourse of Vanier Hall - lower level. Handcrafted jewelerey and metalwork, gem-craft, letherwork, candles, pottery, weaving, stuffed toys, cookie houses, etc. For more
information call Ext. 333.
FOR SALE: Sony stereo receiver, 100
watts R.M.S. per channel, Sony 4300
direct dirve servo touch turntable, Stanton 681 EEE cartridge, all new with
warranty. Call 252-6342.

umseh Mall Library, November 12th
2 p.m. and Riverside Library, Decem'.
ber 10th, 2 p.m.

Happy Birthday,Bridge.From the Lance.
TIRED of Florida, Hawaii, Barbados)
Try a week of wilderness skiing in th
Agawa Canyon region. No cars or snowe
mobiles to hamper your skiing. Groo.
med traJls for beginners and ex~erienced
skiers. For more information call Ext
488 or 256-3298.
·
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom house - freshly
painted . Close to University on Parting.
ton. Calf 258-1656.
LOST: Navy blue "Arnold Palmer"
windbreaker
at Vanier Hall, Friday
,
November 4; but, FOUND Aviation.
style blue jacket also at Vanier. Let's
negotiate a swap. Call Dave 253-7851
.

sim iliar circumstances.
l) All four residences are
co-ed.
2) Most of these residences
arc comprised of senior students.
3) Our beefs tend to extend
beyond the food plan.
4) We all exist beyond the
quad syndrome.
"Somehow in past years the
residence administration of this
university have tended to disregard the beefs, feelings and
interests of the residents beyond the quad. As an example
Tecumseh Hall still does not
posess the advantage of one
study room. This year this step
has gone a bit further in that
even the quad residences have
had to alienate themselves from
our off-campus residences. The
quad residences seem to not
want to give this year's interresidence council a sophomore's chance.
"Despite this alienation by
the quad residences, it will be
our aim as TECH 77 to be soc-

arms, which is registered with
the York Herald of Arms, in
England, was presented.
The motto on the coat of
arms is "let reasonableness flourish." The motto was supposed
to be in Latin, but the word
'reasonableness' is not translatable.
Among the notable people
present was I ather LeBel, vho
was president of A sumpt1on

so~
sal
po
im

ye

fee

RENT - $68.00; share house with 2
other guys; 8 minute walk to campus.
Calf 258-9543 between 6 - 10 p.m.,
or come by at that time - 1901 University W., on the corner of Bridge and
University.

out
SIX month old tortoise-shell cat. Fouoo
dat
in University area. Desperately need1 eac
good home, cannot be kept by finder has
Well-behaved, clean and trained. Cal
l
cen
256-8384 after 4:30 p.m. (weekdays) mgs

THE Stephen Acott Trio presents Poetry
and Percussion with Gordon Morlag
Reading. They will appear at the: Tee-

ROOM NOW AVAILABLE at DeltaChi
Fraternity at 408 Indian Road or phone
pro
253 -5583.
elig
mu

ially and politically visible in
representation of our off-campus
residents. Already certain plans
and obJertives have been mapped out.
l) Vanier Party for TECH 77
Nov. 18th.
2) Christmas dinner and
Dance Dec. 1st.
3) Just before exams on one
December evening the residents
from the north (Electa & Canterbury) will meet the residents
from the south (Huron & Tecumseh) to sing the quad residences' Christmas carols.
4) A planned excursion to the
Detroit Zoo.
5) A Games Day
6) A rollerskating party
7) A talent night among the
four residences.
8) TECH residents will receive special discounts from the
four residences' individual activities.
"To the residents of TECH
77. I hope our support is unified
in that there will exist a political resource and a good time

Canterbury celebrates 20 years
By BRENDA McLISTER
Canterbury College celebrated its 20th anniversary as part
of the University of Windsor 'ast
Friday. In honour of the occasion, the College had a banquet
m Ambassador Auditorium.
Guest speaker at the banquet was tht: Dean of Canterbury Cathedral (England), The
Very Reverent Victor de Waall.
The Canterbury Co lege coat of
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KEITH BLOOMFIELD: I found some.
thing of yours. Tell me what it is am
wit
you can have it back. Stinger 915 Mac
ma
Hall, 252-9841.
wh
fee
FOR SALE: Durst M600 enlarger with er2 lenses Schneider 75mm and Nikon Fir
50 mm. New Heatrite print dryer,2 eac
sets of trays.
Accessories, $150.00 ave
firm ($300 value). Call Pat 735-8764 ass
after 5 p.m.

Residence Corner: Split formalized
By WILLY PAQUETTE
This writer thinks it's time
to conclude the lnter-Res.denct·
Council controversy.
Since the residences couldn't
agree on one organization to
relieve them of their problems,
two different groups have been
adopted. On has been named
"T.E.C.H.", comprising of Tecumseh Ha II, Electa Hall, Canterbury, and Huron Hall. With
this the President of the "T .E.C.H. ", Tim Rainone:
"I have been asked to write
this letter as a representative
of a newly formed council that
will serve the needs and interests of four of the residences
on this campus.
"Tecumseh, Electa, Canterbury and Huron have united
through TECH 77 in order to
give their residents a stronger
political voice, social interaction with three other residences
and a good time through well
planned activities.
..The four residences involved
seem to have many unique but

N
be

University when it became the
Unive,;sity of Windsor in 1963.
He received a standing ovation
when he arrived.
Attendance at the banquet
was better than organizers had
anticipated. They had to arrange to bring m an extra table
to accommodate the guests. It
was e5t1mated that nearly 300
people attended

to be had by all through the
efforts of TECH 7 7.
"To the residents of the
quad I can only hope that your
food gets better and the nine'
cases of beer that you'll buy m
lieu of not joimng this council
will be well shared amongst all
your residents.
Yours Sincerely
Tim Rainone
President TECH 77

Hal.. Hopeful!)
MacDonald
they conquer their food pll:
trouble. On the other hand,
hope · they have enough eC!I
nornical and mtelledual resources to maintain both tht
academic and social valuesthn
we students require.
Now that we residents211
aware of the organizat10nsgO'i
erning our activities, let's g!l1
them a chance to work forI:!

The second group is comprised of the Quad residences,
Cody Hall, Laurier Hall, and

To Mr. Timothy J. O'Co~
nor my apology, it was notUr
tentional.

Director Doct or
exhibits art
A retrospective exhibition of paintings by Professor AntoruD
Doctor, Director of the School of Fine Arts, opens Friday ei·~~
ing, November 11th in the Leddy Library Gallery at 8:00_P1
Prof. Doctor received his B.F.A. in 1952 from the Univers1ryc!
Santo Tomas in the Philippines. After being granted his C.F.A.fr~
the University of Fine Arts, Thailand, in 195 7, the artist p_ur1ur:
his M.F.A. at the University of Notre Dame which he received
19~1: Included among the honours he acquired during his_for~
trammg was a University Scholarship, 1948-52, from the Unive~
of Santo Tomas, an Unesco Fellowship 1954-57 from the Uni
sity of Fine Arts, Thailand, and Smi~h-Mundt/Fulbright scholtship, 1959-61.
In addition to a one-man show at the Art Gallery of Windsor
1964, Professor Doctor has exhibited his work in numeroust
shows and galleries m the Philippines, U.S.A. and Canada. ~e_i~
joining the faculty of the School of Fine Arts at the Un1versiri
Windsor in 1967, he taught art at the Letran College HighSet
in Manila, the University of Santo Tomas High School, Philippine
and the Art Gallery of Windsor. While on sabbancal last year
taught at the Universitv of the Philippines
'ot only are his ;orks to be found in a goodly numberor.r
vate c.ollect1ons in the Philippines, the U .S.A and Canada, but
arc also represented in uch dit·erse collections .is tht ,\\!0'.5~.
Educ:1uon and Culture, 'lhailand, Fmbassy ofTha1Lln<l.Ph~hPP
,
l ni\ ers1ty of 'otre Dame, l .A , \V1rdsor Board of E uc
nd ti, Art(, lief) ~ \\ indsor
0
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Liberals and NDP
join students in
opposing Parrott
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By BRIAN WILLIAMSON
Members of the Liberal and
NewDemocratic parties seem to
be in agreement once again, as
wasevident at the meeting held
in Assumptiot:1 Lounge last
Thursday. John Sweeney, the
Liberal critic for the Ministry
of Colleges and Universities met
withhis NDP counterpart, Windsor-Sandwich MPP Ted Bounsall, in a discussion of the proposals of Harry Parrott to be
imposed in January of next
year.
The meeting began at 12:10,
with attendance near 125. The
main issues raised by Sweeney
which are to have serious effectson "middle-class and lower-classstudents" are as follows.
First, real summer earnings of
eachstudents, as opposed to an
average,will be used in the
assessment of student tuition
fees.However, Sweeney pointed
out that there will be a mandatorycontribution imposed on
each student, and no estimate
hasbeen given as to what percentageof the students' earningswillbe required.
Also criticized was Parrott's
proposalthat students will be
eligiblefor grants for a maximum of 4 years. This would
make it "literally impossible"
for a lower or middle-class,
part-timestudent to graduate,

as well as graduate students
hnless they were to accumu~
late massive debts, or work for
two to three years.
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Ted Bounsall suggested that
there will be an eventual decline in enrollment in such faculties as law, medicine and dentistry as a result of Parrott's
proposals. He also opposed the
proposal that parents would be
required to sign waivers grant~ng the ministery of colleges
'and universities the authority
to examine their income tax
statements in Ottawa. The fact
was also raised that there is
only a 4% error existing in the
tax information system .

One question directed to
Sweeney was what his definition of "big government" was . .
He received great applause for ·
his answer, ". . . inefficient,
high-cost, and getting further
and further away from the
people."
After the meeting, which
terminated at 1 :45, names were
requested of those students who
wished to go to Toronto this
Thursday for an organized mass
lobby, in protest of Parrott's
proposals. Students from each
college and university in Ontario were expected to be there.
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Liberal John Sweeney makes a point at last Thursday's assembly on student aid. The bird cage was for
Harry Parrott, who stayed away.

Referendum on Dec. 5

The Lance may leave SAC
By RICK SPENCE

The date and the amount for
the upcoming referendum to
free The Lance from student
council control were announced
last week.
On December 5, students will
go to the polls to vote on whether or not to pay an extra $4.50
student fee to fund an independent Lance.
Presently, The Lance is funded by student fees to the Students' Administrative Council
(SAC). The Lance budget granted by SAC this year is $28,566,
or about $4.58 per student.
Along with the campaign to
secure independent funding for
The Lance, the Lance staff is
involved in drawing up a constitution, and preparing for the

Atten1·on All Students
S.A.C. BY ELECTION
Ui

Nominationsopen Friday,November 11, 1977.
Nominationsclose Friday,November 18, 1977.

Positionsopen are:

incorporation of the paper as a
These and other areas will all
corporate body with limited liabe regulated in the new conbility•.
stitution.
The referendum will in no
The direct student fees will
way affect the present distrinot be payable to The Lance
bution process of The Lance.
until the paper has been incor· It will still be distributed free
porated, a process which could
of charge around the campus,
take six months. SAC has reand at selected off-campus poisolved to support the paper
nts.
until it has been incorporated.
The December 5 referendum
By breaking free of SAC
was called by SAC in a resolufinancial control while it is still
tion last Thursday, after some
on fairly good terms with that
debate over The Lance's accounbody, The Lance hopes to avoid
tability. Doubters were told
any future incidents such as
that, as a corporation, The
those witnessed in Waterloo and
Lance would be accountable for
Saskatoon last year, when stu every penny it spent, through
dent councils tried to close
the observation of a Board of
down the campus newspapers.
Directors, and the scrutiny of a
SAC now controls not only the
yearly audit.
Lance's budget, but most of its
The Lance consitution comspending throughout the year.
mittee is now drawing up a
Both Lance and SAC officials
constitution to be presented to
say they are anxious to avoid
the Lance staff for their approever seeing that power abused.
val, and concerning itself with
The move will also free up
such issues as student represen• about $30,000 of SAC funds
tation on the Lance, accounThe council has not yet decitability of editors, and the
ded what it will do with the
membership of the Board of
money if the Lance referendum
Directors.
passes, but SAC President Gary
The Lance presently operWells has suggested that the
ates with almost no internal
money could help pay for free
rules regarding formation of
camp.is movies, better services,
editorial policy, staff voting
1or the elimination of the wel, rights, or selection of editors.
come pass at orientation events.
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am not a candldate'

By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

1 Arts Rep
1 FineArts Rep

1 Socia1ScienceRep
1 Human Kinetics Rep
1 Music Rep
1 Education
2 Student Affairs Committee
ElectionNovember 29, 1977. Pollsopen 10am to 4 pm·

Senior Vice-President Frank
DeMarco has formally announced he is not seeking the position of university president.
In a statement released Tuesday, DeMarco said he wanted to
"eliminate much speculation"
that he was a candidate for the
position.
He said he had been nominated at the start of proceeding~
in the presidential search, and
had agreed to· a preliminary ex·
ploratory
interview
"which
never materialized."
DeMarco
· explained he withdrew his candidacy on his own initiative,
for personal reasons.
"My intention,"
DeMarco
said, "is to return eventually
to teaching and research." He
stressed that such a statement
did not mean he would be resigning from his present position. He did however, speak of
returning to the classroom sometime before retiring. "In the
meantime," he announced, "I

am pleased to continue in any
capacity which will promote
academic excellence and enhance the reputation of the University of Windsor."
The presidential search committee has been reviewing for a
year a number of candidates
as successors to university President J .F, Leddy. The committee is keeping its progress
confidential in order to protect
.; candidates from any publicity.
DeMarca said he had no
idea how the search is pro1gressing, and added he hoped
the committee would not "be
too long about getting the decision in."
The committee must recommend one of the candidates and
present that recommendation to
the Senate and the Board of
Governors. The Senate is allowed to comment on the recommendation, but the Board
of Governors has the exclusive
right of decision, according to
the University of Windsor Act.
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The Great Lance First Annual Recruitment

Campaign kinda fizzled out this week, but we can always

use more help. Right now, Editor Rick Spence, Managing Editor,
Janine Halbert,

and entertainment

Brenda McLister, Photo Editor

helper Frank Kovacic are in the office. Circulation

Czar Steve

MacLean Is moving his car , Sports Editor Don Peppin is watching a movie, Entertainment
The Lance Is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and for the
Student Media, University of Windsor. Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Centre, U nivenity of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N98 3P4.
Subscription rates are $7.SO per year. Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada. Opinions expressed In The Lance are those of the student writer
and not necessarily the Univenity af Windsor or the Students' Administrative Coun-

nar, but heaven only knows where John Revell, Ted Goddard, Pete Mudrack, Nigel Miller, E.P . Chant,
Paul Douglas-Daly, Deb Hetherington,

Scott Eldridge, Fern Brown, Bob Thompson,

Offices: 2S3-4232, Ext. 1 SJ
or 253-4060
Advertising: 253-4232, Ext. 326

These police are clearly not the romantic,
red-coated law enforcement officers whose
international image is one of charging through
the Canadian north in search of drunken furtraders. Our national police force has been,'
doing much more than that, and some of it is
pretty shady business ..
Canadians - perhaps influenced by the gal~
!ant, white knight image of the RCMP -- have
trusted this force too much. It seems that the
trust has been abused.
And it's not only the RCMP that Canadians
have worshipped. This country's police have
escaped the burdens of, say, the United States
police. Canadian cops do not have to advise
arrested suspects of their rights and some members of the RCMP who are issued with Writs
of Assistance need not bother with the inconvenience of obtaining a search warrant.

Breschuk, Dennis Minello, or

Brian Williamson are. If you do nothing else today, remember .
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This is a trust that must be reviewed in light
of police abuses.
In a country that prides itself in its democratic traditions and freedoms, a national police force raided the offices of a duly constituted political party, as though that party was
some sort of seedy criminal spy organization.
Granted, there are exceptional occasions
when a national security force must step over
the legal line to protect the freedom of the
countty's citizens. In the Parti Quebecois case,
there was no such excuse. ·
There is also no excuse for the Canadian
government not to put effective controls in
its police force now that the need has been
clearly demonstrated. Senior members of the
Trudeau government claim they knew nothing
about RCMP's activities. They should have
and they should make sure they do in the future. Pleading ignorance is irresponsible.
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The local media in Hamilton
This is embarrassing.
and Toronto who picked up on
The Lance is forced to adthe story, so The Lance was not
mit we made a mistake two
alone. Locally, the Windsor
weeks ago in running the article
Star also mentioned the story.
entitled "McMaster switches to
According to Silhouette Edico-ed washrooms." The information was taken from a copy of
tor Erik Kohanik, the purpose
the McMaster newspaper, The
of the washroom stories "was
Silhouette, and just last week
to see if people were, indeed,
we learned that their stories
apathetic, and, if they're not,
on the subject were a hoax.
what type of issue it would
There are no co-ed washtake to get them to react and
rooms at McMaster University,
take a stand on."
as reported in the Silhouette
The story certainly drew
October 20. The October 27
response. A number of Mcissue revealed the whole thing
Master administrators called the
had been a clever hoax to ex- . 'paper for more details about the
pose the amount of apathy at
new washrooms, and concerned
McMaster.
parents called the university to

Educate yourself
fessionals, and they're dealing
with important issues, and it's all
free. Don't miss it.
Another unique opportunity
knocks Monday. Throw some
questions at Canada's Secretary
of State for External Affairs,
Don Jamieson. He's a big man in
the Trudeau cabinet, and he's
just returned from the Middle
East. Come and meet the man.
Jamieson will be at Ambassador
Auditorium at 3 :00 Monday afternoon. Your experience at this'
university will be only as good
as you make it.
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The federal government should make sure
that Canada does not have a police force which
makes up its own rules depending on the mood
of its senior officers. The actions of the force
have to be made directly accountable to an
elected member of parliamen_t, not to an ap·.
pointed bureaucrat.

Reprinted from
Ontario Gazette.
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McMaster washroom hoax overcame apathy

They say there's a lot you can
learn at university, and they're
right. But only if you come out
from behind your textbooks.
If you 're at all interested in
the mass media, or the state of
this country's communications
system, skip all your classes to,
day and catch the last sessions of
the Can-Am Seminar. You've
probably already missed this
morning's session, which dealt
with regulation of the media, bu
but be at the law building at
2:00 for the final session dealing with public intervention in
the media. The panelists are pro-
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Pull in the reins
Canada's Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Force has fallen off its high horse.
Recently we've heard news that the Mounties broke into the Montreal offices of the Parti
Quebecois in January, 1973, and stole membership lists and party finance information.
The Parti Quebecois break-in is not an isolated example. It follows news of other illegal
break-ins by the RCMP.

wit
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John P. Mort -

imer, Mike Upmalis, Mark Greene, Willy Paquette, Len Wallace, Rob Brown, Jim Angus, Bruce Dinsmore, Simon Hung, Tony Hine, Gary Fish, Dan Sullivan, Rosemary

cil.

Editor

Paul Chernlsh Is at home recovering. Anna Maria Tremonti and Pete Nash are at the Can-Am Semi-

complain. Students were also
concerned, and many of them
criticized the idea of co-ed
washrooms.
When they learned of the
hoax, most readers were good
sports about it, but others
criticized the Silhouette for
taking advantage of its credibility, or called the hoax tasteless.
The Lance salutes The Silhouette for the stunt, which
was obviously engineered out · of
desperation. The Silhouette staff
obviously feel as frustrated as we
do at The Lance that it is so
difficult to get feedback or

participation from students on
important issues.
As the Silhouette editorial
said Oct. 2 7, "Why is it that it
takes an issue as silly as co-ed
washrooms to get people to
react?"
"What about sagging student
aid? What about poor turnouts
for elections? What about raised
tuition fees? What about raised
residence fees? What about food
poisoning?"
Obviously, they have had the
same problems at Mac as we
have here. And the only solution is student action. Thanks

to the Sil for showing what it
takes to get people involved
in what's happening on campus.
Darts to The Windsor Star,
which scrutinizes The Lance
every week for story ideas.
In the week that it chose co-ed
washrooms to write about, it
might better have picked up on
our stories on food services,
Lobby Day, government cut·
backs or the plight of the Cana
dian University Press. In that
way, they could have shown
their concern for the issuesaf·
fecting universities, and not just
their appetite for bizarre, irre·
levant stories.

Coping with the Lance bureaucracy
Stories: Come talk to us first
Ads:forrates call Ext. 326
Deadline, Tuesday afternoons
Unclassifieds: Free for the university community.
Deadline Tuesday noon.
Letters: No more than 600 words.
Deadline Wednesday noon.~
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Out on a Limb
By DON PEPPIN and
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ANNA MARIA TRE MONTI

Today is a day like any other day in the lives of most stude nts,
with th e usual hum-drum sort of mediocrity we all get used to at
thistime of the year .
But for a num be r of Canadia ns, today holds more imp ortance
han almost any other day in th e yea r . Thi s is Novem ber 11t h,
~emembrance Day. A day we have decided to set aside t o st op for
a moment and perhaps say a silent thank you to someone you never
knew.
Some people choose to take the line that it doesn 't really matter,
as it all happened so long ago most of us have forgotten anyway .
Thetruth in that statement is startling .
Historians can argue over the ' ifs ' and 'what-ifs ' for eternity
nd little will be accomplished . The fact still remains, guys and girls
:ur age went over to some strange country to fight in a war that
osed no real immediate threat to the way they made toast in the
~orning. They decided that it was some abstract thing called "duty "
to go fight this war, to protect something just a little more concrete,
called"freedom".
An awful lot of them went over there because of the belief that
they were right, and an awful lot of them didn't come back to Mom
and Dad, and Aunt Sue. They weren't even the hero types, they
dreamt about getting a job after the war and getting married to the
Mr. or Ms. Right and living out their lives in peace, just like most
of us do. But there was something they had to do first, and they '
weren'tjust doing it because they were afraid Hitler would take over
their farm next. It was because there were people, somewhere ,
whocouldn't live a life of their choosing. And those people, didn't
likethe thought of that happening to them or their children .
This is why a great many folks in the 45 to 75 year-old range
tend to get upset about kids who say "Who cares? " . Thirty-five
years ago, they weren 't funny old men in odd-looking tams; they
were22-year-olds who believed something had to be done, and they
wert·the only ones to do it.
We all walk by the monuments and plaques and restored fighter
planswithout really seeing them . And maybe we get uncomfortable
and impatient when someone who was in Europe in the thirties and
forties, tells of its horrors. To most of us, all that remains of the
warare a list of the names of soldiers we never knew.
So today, at 11 o'clock, or any other time that seems right,
stopfor moment and say thank you.
If you can't believe that those soldiers' deaths had anything to
do with the way you live now, then at least realize that they believed
it did.

Catharsis reborn
By RICK SPENCE

Catharsis returned to Windsor
last week, and brought with it
an oasis of peace to the town
that has always symbolized
bright lights, haste and noise.
Chris Creighton-Kelly,
the
Catharsisorganizer, said that last
Fridaynight, opening night, 'felt
good'. He was right. The artists
and the audience thrived in the
mellow atmosphere, and even

though 'the bar' ran out of apple
cider, it was a memorable night.
Catharsis won't be bringing
artists like Dave Bradstreet every
weekend, but it will always represent an alternative in music
entertainment, a place to go to
renew yourself when you tire of
movies, disco and bar bands.
All the luck in the world,
Chris. May you find a permanent
home in this lunchbucket city.

------------
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Be Kind to Carson Week
By JIM LAWSON

This wee k is be kind t o R ick
Carson week . Rick Carson is the
Food Services Manager on campus and has taken a terrible beat ing lately, figuratively speaking,
for the changes, incongruities
and low quality of the food services on campus. In general,
the students are not satisfied
with the food ; nor have the y
ever been or ever will be, but in
leveling an attack against Saga
Foods it must be carefully discerned whom to attack. Rick
Carson is not the man.
In stating his positions several
times, he has made quite clear
that he has a job to do and he
is doing it just as anyone else
would . It is not his fault that
scrip holders can no longer pay
a flat rate for unlimited seconds . . . it cost the Universit y
too much so he had to put an
end to the practice yet still
be within the confines of the
contract . So now there are nine
of the nineteen weekly meals
offered with this deal and the
whole thing is legal and saves

•

th e University $130 ,000.
Neither is it his fau lt that the
kitchen staff takes a coff ee
break at 8 : 30 every morning
just as the breakfast rush starts .
It isn 't even his fau lt that the
food services staff receive wages
higher than any othe r cafeter ia staff in the pro vince. It isn't
his f~ult that the staff is sometimes impolite or that they don 't
always give as much in a serving as they should .
It is not Richard K. Carson's fault that for the wages
he pays his staff, that they
don't clear the trays off the
tables as often as they should
(like McDonald's) or that the
tables aren't wiped down regularly .
So what is his fault? Not
much, according to what I'm
told ; but if you 've wondered
who to talk to when the coffee
tastes like dishwater, or the soup
is occasionally as cold as dirt
and tastes even more so like
it; if you 've wondered who to
consult about pay ing 30 cents

for four ounc es of coffee , or
30 cent s fo r a glass of milk ,
or even 65 cent s fo r a few pieces
of left -over roast beef that has
already been sold hot the
week before for twice the price
- then see Rick Carson .
Or if you ever were concerned about the spots on the
glasses, the leftover food on the
silverware, or stains in the
coffee cups, then Rick Carson
is the man who can help. It is
this aspect of Food Services
that he deals with and it is his
responsibility to see that these
controls are met. So if you're
in residence and are wondering
what to do about Food Services, remember that you'll be
beating your head against the
wall if you go to the wrong
person with the wrong suggestions . It is best to know who
does what before cnt1c1zmg
them . The only problem is that
the administration of the University is behind most of it, and
they seldom know what they 're
doing.

More op tional reading
By MICHAEL GAZO

More alternatives
ter education :

to a bet-

PUB 106d - (Prerequisite:
strong wrist and lots of problems to drown your sorrows). This course sooner or
later is taken by most students. It will teach you the
basics in the field such as
getting drunk, inebriated, intoxiated,
ripped, bombed,
and other such necessities of
life.
TICKET ADVERSION 260 (Prerequisite:
1 car, short
temper, no parking spot).
You will first be taught the
basics of finding a parking ·
spot, or spotting a lot with a

broken gate . Then as you advance you will learn how to
wade the men in blue , procedures in erasing chalk
marks, beating your traffic
tickets in court, and the art
of letting the pressure out
of tires in police cruisers
while they are down the
road writing up tickets. Note:
incidental fees which may be
occurred during the course
are the responsibility of the
student. Faculty does offer
bail bond.
TERM
100 friends
or two
course

PAPER DISCOVERY
(Prerequisites: lots of
in your faculty a year
ahead of you). This
is extremely popular

among Political Science students . In order that you may
cope with heavy course loads
this course will show you
how to get those term papers
in on time.
ADV AN CED DRINKING 336 (Prerequisites:
Pub 106d, or
showing proof to faculty that
you are capable of handling
load of course). This course
involves long hours of study
into the night and weekend
field trips to such institutions
as the Labatts Breweries in
Toronto. Also advanced techniques will be taught such as
the playing of the games caps,
Bizz-Buzz, Indian, and other
group research activities.

Delta Chi to buy the bridge
By DOCTA CHI

NOW YOU 'VE GOT ONE!
Thisis
h
an in· d.1spensable item for everybody. For years, peop,e,
ive been saying: "I'll do it as soon as I get a 'round tuil'." The
~o~veis a 'round tuit,' cut it out, keep it handy, and you will have
more trouble getting all those extras done.

To celebrate the 48th birthday of the Ambassador Bridge,
the Windsor Chapter of Delta
Chi Fraternity, feeling that the
students of the University of
Windsor are unduly harassed
by traffic and noise from the
bridge, announce their takeover
bid of the vulcanian span.
The Detroit International Bridge Company, who own the
bridge, have recently put it up.
for sale to the highest bidder .
Delta Chi in its omnipresent
efforts to demonstrate what
something is really worth, is
offering in a certified cheque
an exorable amount of $12.56
American currency
($13.81)
Canadian) for the acquisition of
the cabled causeway.
This structure of early American grotesqueness, Delta Chi
feels, is exemplary of why students are generally disinterested
•(in architecture). Plans for the
metallic monolith include pro-

posals for a ski run, a game preserve for pigeon hunters and as a
giant Meccano se~ for the engineers. Proposals to make the
bridge a self-supporting enterprise (no pun intended) include
converting it i to a drive-in
B.Y.O .B. skyline restaurant. Dining under the customs overhang
should give university students
a change at long-neglected elegance sorrowfully missing from

Vanier. Spot positions on the
rail will be available for those
continuing to dine at Vanier on
a monthly or seasonal basis for
regurgitational
purposes only.
Delta Chi is extremely optimistic in its endeavours to
procure the Ambassador Bridge
and cordilly invites those who
wish to get a.dvance tickets to
our inaugural opening to please
contact our Social Director.

The Lance always
needs
News writers

Staff meeting
12 Noon toda

J

OPIRG sets the record straight
Dear Editor:
First, I would like to thank
the Lance for supporting the
establishment
of a Windsor
OPIRG chapter. As you are
aware by now, the Ontario
Public Interest Research Group
is back in the Student Council
office. We are in the process
of renting floor space from
SAC. The relationship
with
the student council is that of
official neutrality. But a few

things must be cleared up since
a number of unfounded statements were hurled at OPIRG
by SAC vice-president Robert
Whitenect.
Mr.
Whitenect
accused
OPIRG of tying up SAC telephone lines and inconveniencing
him by using the services of the
SAC secretary.
OPIRG has repeatedly made
clear that it would pay for any
services used. We have never

tied up the phone lines. This
can be attested to by the members of the SAC executive and
secretaries. Most calls were made
by myself at a time when Mr.
Whitenect was not even in his
office.
We do not use the services
of the SAC secretary. In only
one instance the secretary was
asked to run-off a letter to the
faculty from us. All phoning,
typing, printing was done by

SAC states official stand
Dear Students:
By motion of the Students'
Council, the following stand was
taken regarding OPIRG:
BE IT RESOLVED that SAC
rent the OPIRG office space
conditional upon acceptance of
a rental contract by the SAC
Directors and further that such
acceptance does not signify support one way or the other.
This Resolution was passed
to allow the students at the

University of Windsor campus to
aid in their decision regarding
OPIRG.
Students'
Council feels an
obligation to facilitate the information and as of yet has taken
no official position. Whether or
not Students' Council will be
taking any position in the future
is not for me to determine.
However, at this point in
time, the Council is just allowing OPIRG to rent office space

to allow them to explain these
issues to the students of the
University of Windsor. We hope
that all students eligible to vote
will vote in the January referendum and will find out about this
organization so that they may
make a rational and wise decision.
Sincerely,
Gary R. Wells
President

Saga Foods under attack
ro the editor and those
concerned:
The food situation on this
campus pisses me off! The time
has o viously come for something to be done about it.
Saga Foods is under contract to supply food services
to the students of this campus.
Thi contract is a public doment and its being kept secret an only lead to the suspicion that something smells
funny in the kitchen.
When food services were
withdrawn
from the Center
Building, a great disservice to
students, it was justified because it would eliminate the
deficit these services were incurring. Has this deficit been
eliminated? We are unable to
answer this for Saga Foods will
not allow students to view their

financial statements.
In an economy where competition seeks to reduce inefficiency Saga Foods enjoys the
security of a monopoly. We
have seen where this type of
situation leads. Apparently they
feel they do not have to justify
their actions but this belief must
change. It is time Saga Foods
became accountable to the people who pay for their services
and justify their secure place on
this campus or get out.
The contract they so secretly guard must become the
public document it's supposed
to be. If it does not it is SAC's
responsibility to commence legal action IMMEDIATELY.
Saga Foods must justify the
$70,000 fee they receive for
consultation and the management (or mismanagement) of

food services on this campus.
The financial statements of
Saga Foods must become public
knowledge so we, as concerned
students, may make a reasonable assessment of the situation.
If Saga Foods has nothing to
hide then the release of this
information
should cause no
discomfort.
Finally we must weigh the
benefits of contracting outside
firms to provide food service
and determine whether we really
need to put up with this shit
or whether we would best be
able to manage our own affairs.
We must all get up, go to the
window, stick out our heads
and yell "I'm mad as hell and
I'm not going to take it any
more."
Wayne Lessard
Law I

No hard feelings, OPIRG
Dear Editor:
The Lance of Nov. 4, while
accurately reporting the content
of our motion regarding OPIRG
and office space, missed the
intent and rationals of the
motion. No "weak statements
and accusations"
concerning
OPIRG were made by either the
mover or the seconder of the
motion. The relative merits of
OPIRG were not involved in the
motion and should not have affected the vote. The reason that
':'e made t~e motion (and why
It passed) 1s that SAC 's assigning office space to OPIRG
by SAC. At that meeting most
SAC reps had little or no understanding of OPIRG or its merits.
The decision as to whether
SAC should support OPIRG
should be an intelligent one.
T~e S~C members realizing
this, withdrew their tacit support (by not assigning office
space to OPIRG) until such
time as they have the informa-

non necessary to make that
decision. The question of SAC
support of OPIRG will be raised
' at a future SAC meeting. In the
last SAC meeting, a method of
allowing OPIRG office space
without compromising SAC was
arrived at and this was implemented with nearly unamimous
consent of SAC demonstrat-

ing that there was no "deeper
underlying motive behind SAC's
(earlier) decision".
Sincerely,
Leo Meyer
Pres. Eng. Soc.
Tony LaSorda
SAC Commerce Rep.

ourselves and supplies paid for.
The charges are a fabrication.
As to Mr. Whitenect's contention that OPIRG is 'anticorporation'
and 'anti-profit',
the statements show a basic
ignorance
of OPIRG 's role.
Upon questioning Mr. Whitenect I found that he did not
even know what the very initials "OPIRG" stood for. Furthermore, he admitted to glancing at only one of our publications.
OPIRG'S job is to solve
social problems by working with
community
and social action
groups. Research is conducted
by students at the university
to find practical solutions to
community problems. This is
done for course credit. We
are a student-run group, nonprofit, non-political and registered as a charity.
At times, OPIRG has had to

to me that the Lance is either
lacking an editor that is capable of running the paper or
one that does not care what is
put in print, ,by so-called reporters who guess at half or all
of the story. I realize that the
Lance needs more help from
the students but when a University paper comes out with a
headline that states "Food service on Campus Stinks", this
shows the intelligence of a high
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Overwhelming response
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this
opportunity to express my deepest appreciation to the faculty
members who responded to our
student aid classroom speaking
campaign. The response was
overwhelming and unfortunately, it became physically impossible to speak to each class that
offered us the opportunity.

I apologize for any inconvenience that might have been
caused. I have every hope that
this excellent working relationship established between the
faculty and students will con·
tinue.
Sincerely,
Maryon Overholt
External Affairs Commissioner

Tru~eau and economy
Dear Editor:
David Cameletti's letter of
November 4th seems to be
wanting in the area of statistical accuracy. Mr. Cameletti
claims that the inflation rate
for October 1975 was "a staggering twenty-one
per cent".
It is rather this statistical blunder that is "staggering". The real
inflation rate for October 1975
was about 10.6%. In light of
this, Mr. Cameletti's argument
in defence of Mr. Trudeau and
wage and price controls appears
misleading. The present inflation rate, it is true, has fallen
to 7.4%; a 3.2% drop from the
October 1975 figure. But, what
Mr. Cameletti fails to note is
that unemployment has risen to
its highest point since the Great
Depression, at 8.3%. As well
the Economic Council of Can~
ada has stated that it expects
high unemployment
and inflation to continue in Canada for

More accuracy, please
Dear Editor:
As President of the MacDonald Hall Residence Council, I truly hope that the Lance's campaign to become independent from SAC is a success. I see no reason that student funds should support a
paper as incompetent
as the
Lance. For the past three issues, I have read nothing but
improper reporting, misquotes
and misspelling. It would seem

act as an "official oppositio ,,
to corporations which irresp n
on.
"bl
s1 y act to the detriment of
the consumer (note our research
papers on Reed Internation 1
a
multinational
corpora/'
.h
~
w h 1c has polluted lakes and
rivers with mercury. There is
good reason to believe th
.
C
.
at
native
anad1ans have be
·
d b y t h 1s
. mercury dumen
po1sone
.
ing. The poisoning can crippi
and kill). Thus, OPIRG ~
neither
anti-corporation
no
anti-profit. All research done br
.
.
y
stu d ents 1s supervised by their
professors. It is both accurate
and professional.
To end, I again would lih
to thank the Lance for its reaf.
firmation of support to OPIRG
and SAC for its reconsideration of our work.
Yours respectfully,
Len Wallace
Windsor OPIRG co-ordinator

school paper. I hope, with some
hard work the Lance will be
able to sharpen its production
and bring the students a professional production.
.
Respectfully,
Timothy J. O'Connor
President MacDonald Hall
House Council
Ed. Note: Last week we reported that the MacDonald
Hall president was J. Timothy O 'Malley. The Lance regrets the error.

the next five years. It certainly
seems that Mr. Trudeau has
not managed the economy as
well as Mr. Cameletti infershe
has. I have no intention of
entering into the debate as to
whom is the best person for the
position of Prime Minister, but
certainly Mr. Trudeau's hand·
ling of the economy makesh~
ability suspect.
Sincerely,
John Shields

Sorry
Dear Editor:
After lengthy deliberations,
the staff of the Dalhous
ie
Gazette has voted against I
newspaper exchange with PW
ers who have recently dropped
out of CUP.
We, at the Gazette, feelthat
such an exchange would bi
extending the services of the
organization to those who r.o
longer want to participate init.
We consider the paper exhanf
to be an integral and valuable
part of CUP membership. To
provide this service to no~
members
would be worki!il
· · and
counter to the organ1zanon
at
our interests in it.
We too believe students
oun·
all campuses across the c
try can benefit by knowing more
· at
about what is happening
· we
other universities. And thl~UP
believe works best through
Best of luck.
1
For the Dalhousie Gaze.ti'
Valerie Mansour, Editor
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Wallace's philosophy is cynical optimism
By BRENDA McLISTER
Len Wallace has been called
communist, facist, racist, neoa
. b
.
Trotskyite, anti-la our, anti-corporation, and ignorant. He is one
f the best known, and possibly,
~ne of the most widely controversialstudents on campus. He
is both hated and respected by
opponents. The reasons for
his popularity, he says, are his
politicalviews.
"They're not the most common views around campus," he
said. "I just don't believe in
chepresent economic structure,
and I think it can be changed."
He also believes that, "The
people who hate me the most
are those who don't know me
or are the most ignorant about l;
issues."
=;
Wallace says he is a socialist, :I:
but not in the sense that he ';,
supports stat~ control. Con:i- ~
munist countries such as Russia _g
and China, he says, are really i:,..
Len Wallace, OPIRG co-ordinator,
"state capitalist," and hence, no
Socialist,
sacrificial chicken, and
improvement over the capitalist
a
cord
ion
ist.
system.
Everyone should have a say He prefers to describe himlibertarian
socialism 1s "true
self as being a "libertarian socdemocracy!"
ialist". "People should be free
co do what they want without
anyonelooking over their shoulders," he said. People are not
inherently good or bad, said
Wallace,they are human. They
must co-operate. Co-operation
is the necessary ingredient for
any kind of society to exist.
He believes that people must
change their own lives, rather
thanhave leaders do it for them.

He feels his parents had a
lot of influence on his political views, although his views
differ greatly from theirs . "l\.1y
father is White Russian; my
mother was born in Canada, but
had a Uk rani an background,"
he said, and hcavil) influenced
by the labour movement.
Wallace has been politically
active both on and off campus .
At the age of 20, he ran for

He said that the NDP tries to
"tone down" their principles for
fear of scaring away votes. In
doing so, they have become
"left wing liberals." Wallace
thinks they should stick to their
principles, and that through educating the people they would
get more support.
On campus, he was the Social Science Rep on SAC for two
years. "I was a lousy rep the
first year," he said, "I missed
three meetings and had to resign." The second year, he
teamed up with Gary Wells,
and got involved in many issues : fighing tuition increases,
improving club funding, more
parking facilities, ISO representation on SAC, etc .
In his graduate year, (last
year) he was on the Senate.
He resigned because he felt he
didn't have enough time to do
a good job, he said. Ile says he
still gets invo lved with SAC,
"behind the scenes. "
This year, Wallace is the
Windsor OPIRG Co-ordinator.
He describes OPIRG as bemg,
"a non-political group, accessible to all." lie believes that,
"people are apathetic because
they don't have enough mformation. OPIRG c:111get that 111forrnat10n to them ."
OPIRG 1s ca111p
a 1gn111gfor a
January
referendum
to see
whether students will support
OPIRG on campus. Wallace has
been usrng a corner of Wells' office for his headquarters.

ex-NOP candidate, Libertarian
one-time Michigan champion

city alderman. "Out of 42 candidates I was the 21st runner, "
he said, "Not bad for a $50 .00
campaign!" Last summer , he ran
as the NOP candidate for the
Windsor-Walkerville riding. " It
was one of the greatest exper iences in my life," he said . I le
didn 't expect to win . "I knew
I was a sacrificial chicken." The
media made much of the fact
that he was JUSt a 22 year-old
political science student.
lie was, however, disappointed with the NOP policies .

OP/R

GeneralSACmeeting
Tuesday,Nov.15,1977
at 4:30 pmin the SACoffice

At the SAC meeting on October 2 7, a motion - made by
Leo Meyer, Engineering Society
President; seconded by Tony
LaSorda, Commerce Rep. - was
passed stating that OPIRG will
not be allowed to use the
SAC office facilities until such
time as students vote in favour
of supporting OPIRG.

Attention

SAC Welcome Pass holders

HAWAII TRIP
Two single 1kketswill be drawn
Nov. 16, 1977
in St. Denis Hall
at half time during the msketball game
For Welcome Pass holders only
Bring yOl.r Pass to the game

When asked to comment on
this development, Wallace said,
"as far as I'm concerned, it's
Gary's office. He is allowing me
to share it at expense. They
(SAC) have no jurisdiction over
what he does with his office
space." Regarding the statement that OPIRG cannot prove
student support, he said that
OPIRG is campaigning here because students and professors
·asked them to. Wallace has a
petition with over 500 signatures of students in favour of the
referendum. He thinks that this
is a clear indication of student
support. His appeal to the council reversed their decision.

Morethan
politics
Surprisingly, Len Wallace has
.spare time to pursue other interests besides politics. He is an
accomplished accordionist. He
was a Michigan State Champion Accordionist when he was
14, but was later disqualified
for being Canadian. When he
was 15, he became a Canadian
Champion - the youngest person
ever to win the award. He was
to attend the World Championship, but the judges decided he was "too young" .
He said the judges "took the
money and went themselves."
"If I knew then what I know
now," he said, "I would have
got a lawyer."
He has won about ten awards
(one tends to lose count) for
music - all but two are for first
place in competitions. On weekends he plays in a band.
He also enjoys listening to
music. "I like folk - it's got a
message. Classical is the greatest.
Rocks gets my emotions up.
Disco ain't worth shit. If music
is the gauge of civilization, then
disco would put us at a negative three."
"My personal philosophy,"
he said, "is cynical optimism.
Not pessimism. Things may be
bad now, but they'll get better.
No matter what, I always seem
to end up the winner."

Blood drive
results
The recent university blood
drive far surpassed its target of
375 units of blood.
The two-day drive, sponsored
by the Nursing Society, raised
475 units of blood. A further
51 volunteers had to be rejected
as donors, for· health reasons
such as colds.
The SGhool of Nursing won
the blood donor plaque for best.
turnout by one faculty. Tabulated on a percentage basis, the
faculties of Human Kinetics and
Science finished second and
third.
MacDonald Hall's eighth floor
won the residence competition,
followed by third floor Cody.
There were three door prizes
awarded. First prize, dinner for
two at the Le Bastille restaurant,
was won by Giselle Branget.

Pregnant
and dietresaed
CAU:. BIRTHRI6HT, 2S%-JJ21.
Pregnancy tests anilable.
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York fights cutbacks

Hard times ahead for
University libraries
By RICK SPENCE

The threat of an old-fashioned sit-in at York University
last week was enough to make
York officials reverse a decision to cutback on library
hours.
Law students at Osgoode
Hall Law School met two weeks
ago to resolve to hold a sit-in
at the law library to protest
proposed cutbacks at all the university's libraries . The law library hours were scheduled to be
cutback drastically, closing at
five p.m. Friday instead of 11,
and closing all day Satmdays
and Sundays.
The students planned to hold
a sit-in starting fast Friday at
4:00 p.m., just an hour before
the reduced hours were to go
into effect. But the protest was
rendered unnecessary by the
administration's decision Thursday, Nov. 3, to retain the original library hours.
"The university decided to
cave in," said law student John
Tory.
Meanwhile, at the University
of Windsor, things aren't too
bad. According to Al Mate,
Associate Librarian for Informa tional services, the biggest area
of concern is in periodicals. In
the past few years the cost of
serials has risen higher than the
national inflation rate and this

4as caused c.9nsiderable strain on
the library's budget.
At present Mate says "things
are tight," and although there
have been "no wholesale cancellation of periodicals," a freeze
has been imposed on ordering
new serials.
This year 's budget increase
has not caught up with the rising
cost of periodicals and it is expected that the library will be
taking a closer look at its periodical collection in the future .
Mate believes that in light of
the declining enrolments and decreased government funding, in
the future the library will have
to "look realistically at its budget." Mate also recommends that
the library should make more
use of other sources such as the
Journal Access Service in Chicago and that Ottawa's national
library should start a collection
of not commonly used materials.
At a meeting with students
November 2, three York . officials had said the libraries'
budgets were a reduced priority, and that the cutbacks were
caused by the government, not
the university. They said "We're
not cutting back because we
want to," according to Tory.
Students suggested that cutbacks could be made in other
areas, such as university wine

This is the stalwart group that journeyed to Toronto yesterday to participate

in Mass lobby Day.

Names and details next week.
and cheese parcies and cutting
out the chauffeur·driven limou·
sine for York President H.
Ian MacDonald. The administration members justified MacDonald's limousine by saying
MacDonald used it in soliciting
funds for the university.
Osgoode's Legal and Literary Society President Carol
Beckman said it was apparent
that "the university must reduce its expenditures in these
times of limited funding, but
libraries are the last things to
cut in a restraint program.
Daily access to the library is
essential for law students."
Although York's libraries ac·
count for only 7 .2 per cent of

the total York budget, they
were made to bear 11.4 per
cent of the budget cut, accord·
ing to figures compiled by
the Obiter Dicta, the law school
newsj1'aper.
The three administrators at
the student meeting promised
they would take the students'
arguments to the president, who
Vias invited to the meeting
out did not attend. The next
day, at a meeting of the President's Policy Committee, it was
decided the cutbacks would not
take place.
Earlier,
there
had been
threats that the libraries would
have to cutback on acquisitions
to meet the budget cuts if the

hours were not reduced, but
Tory says there is no official
word on that . He said a student had estimated that closing
the law library as planned woulri
have saved only $1,600 between
now and May.
Tory said that although the
cutbacks had been thwarted
this year, the university might
try to reduce library hours,
again next year.
Although, according to Tory,
"Osgoode seemed to be the
only place where there was a
demonstration
of protest" to
the cutback plans, all of York's
libraries have been rescued from
threatened cutbacks in hours of
service.

Meet The Lance left-overs

By OTIS T.
ARIES - (March 21 - April 19) : Don 't let minor proble~s throw·

you off. A relaxed pace will save you time and energy.
- (April 20 - May 20 ) . Attend to personal matters
later. Help others with important tasks first.

TAURUS

GEMINI - (May 21 - June 21 ) . Occupy yourself with a hobby or
mental activity. Boredom tempts you to meddle in others affairs.
CANCER - (June 22 - July 22) : Keep in mind that things will

resolve themselves later . Concentrate on long-term solutions.
LEO - (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Business matters do well this week .
Don't promise a loan to anyone.
VIRGO - (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : An excellent time for dealing with
neglected chores. Keep work pace low-key .
LIBRA - (Sept . 23 - Oct. 22) : A social evening brings new contacts. Be creative but don't obscure reality .
SCORPIO - (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) : You have time to reflect on
major issues. Use your sense of humour to cope.
SAGITTARIUS - (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) : Use self-discipline and
think things through. Mental confusion can occur if you don't.
CAPRICORN - (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : The personal touch is essen-

tial. Giv~ time to others - be patient, understanding.
- (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) : The whole story may not be
presented. Read between the lines for the truth.

AQUARIUS

PISCES - (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Find new methods to solve pro-

blems. Save time and money by reorganizing your efforts.

We've been wa11ti11gto do this
for a long t1111
e Tbis story con·
sists of se11te 11ces and paragraphs
wbicb /Jave been left out of past
Lance stori es tbis year, due to
space li111itatio11s
.
So grab your collectio11 of
back issues, a11d see if you can
/ind v:/Jicb sentences belong to
wbat stories
The three candidates to re·
place Dave Pegg as place-kicker
are Mike Vorshuk, Joe Des·
lippe , and Bob Geier. "They're
looking pretty good," according
to Fracas . ''They're .all soccer
kickers. "
We don't want a dentist or
any other professional, with less
schooling than 1s now nece·
ssary.
For now the dec1s10n really
remains with the Board of
Governors. Whcth,·r to give in to
the faculty\ u~gonating package
fai,
1r not, and thus force
the ~ ..~pension of classes.
Western's
new president,
George Connell, chaired the
meeting, and stayed on, along
with two ministry spokesmen,
to answer questions following
Parrott's 90 minute audience.
Basically, however, it was a
very fine evening and very
enlightening.

It could be a voice of the
community, a public access sta·
tion for those whose voices
have always been unheard or ig·
nored .
Tomas Schramek seems to
love the pace.. He does not want
to think about what he will do
once his dancing days are over,
although he certainly seems fit
to fulfill the first of the essential requirements he thinks a

Europeanstyles from Italy and France
)/Jll

?rltm : -

COATS · SUITS . S. JACKETS . PANTS - SHIRTS
JEANS · SWEAT· T.NECKS . SHOES· TIES ETC.

RAINCOATS · 3 PIECE SUITS . SHIRTS · SKIRTS
PANTS· DRESSES· TOPS ETC.

.
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Requested·clubfunds

young dancer should have: '"A
good teacher · you must have
a good teacher. There are d lot
of bad ones around and they
are dangerous. Secondly, of
course, there is hard work. It
is the secret to success in any
field."
The entire history of black
oppression summed up in one
word . Ridiculous!
But there is much more to
come.

....... . .

. .. . ·-······-····················-········- :

ON MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHES ONLY:
•

·············································'
836 ERIE STREET, EAST
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
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Poet's Corner
TheTrap
And when the wanner winds of Spring,
Rustle into the trap and sniff,
Suspiciously the bars of this city,
Then the girls come out.
With un-wind blown hair,
They rustle down the streets of this city,
Sniffing the bars suspiciously.

Strange Meeting·
She touched me with her hands,
I burned a little, numbed a lot
And smiled,
That knowing smile that says you're lost
and losing fast,
1 walked away,
She followed - - - - - - Held out her hand,
I blanched, I turned again to touch,
This time I burned a little,
Burned a lot, I stopped and looked around,
And paused to see her smile,
I shuffled (foot to foot) and dropped my eyes,
I saw her legs,
I blanched,
And turned and turned again,
She had no knees
My God.

STEPHENCOOMBES

The Black Horse
ut

ial
U·

g

le

In the month called Opal

n

She ran to me, singing tne songs we shared
Laughi,ng
As if no ocean held her there to drown.

he
ed ·
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rs,
'
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a
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I knew a gypsy once
A woman wilder than the shapes that gull the wind
Wilder, and more desperate, than foxes in the cornered night.
She danced for me
On seas that knew no shores
The salted eyes, the sea-dark hair. the dance.

's
m
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I knew a prince of geldings A whitened diamond
Set deep between his aching eyes,
Nameless
Agelessas he stood, sea-deep in deepening foam
Milk-white against the dark.

I knew the whip of rain that stitched the sand
Bringing vengeance from the sea.
I sawthe banner in the wind grow old The fish devour the crab.
turned my back
~nd watched the strand wolf lose its way and drown .

any

WILLIAMWILSON

Is It Too Late?
I wasn't sure, but I wanted to know,
She was there, for me but was I there for her?
I wasn't sure, 1 didn't know but I had to find out.
When I look at her, my mind goes all around,
As I look closer,
I see the tears that engulf her,
Beautiful eyes and hear her murmur s9ftly.
"I love you," as she sobbed and he d me close and I held her close,
Close to my soul, closer to my heart,
As I watched my saddness reflected.

In her tears
Leaving me
Apart from
the comfort

I didn't
far, far
her, to
of her

want hers to go away,
behind~
face life without
natural beauty with me.

JIMSPINA

ck
ne
to

Berearedaway
Andturned toward~the sea
And I knew then
Alt love is in the turning.
Hewalkea until his hooves were flecked with foam
Until the sea-blood washed against his side.
Hewalked slowly
.
Till the waters closed around his floating mane
And shrouding him in blackness,
Brought him down, below the chaos, brought him home.

A nova
Born from the inner space,
Of our~laxy,
To gravitate,
The many aimless youthful worlds,
Into a new tremendous sun,
That, not preferring to grow old with us,
Has broken free of earth's monotonous orbit
And, in fiery comet style,
Has blazed his pioneering trail,
A star forever young,
Into eternity.

I turned

AZRA D. FRA, CIS
Unbelieving
In my mouth I tasted salt.

ROB1NROBLRT~ON

•'

"Poet' Corner" is now accept mrr po etry from tbe
Send your: wbmis ums to
University conmumity
The lance in care of the Poetry Editor .
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Caveat
Venditor:
The
Myth
ofConsumer
Sovereign
We, as consumers, have a
right to demand good quality
and good service for our money.
We have a right to accurate
information and truth in advertising. We have a right to
expect that our health and safety are taken into account when
goods are manufactured.
We
have a right to be heard ·when we
complain, and to have our complaints acted on.
Consumers
must
become

Procedures to follow:
To start your action, go to
the Small Claims Office (see
referrals) to complete a claims
form. You will need the name
and address of the individual
or company you are suing.
Complete the necessary forms
(statement of claim) as simply
and as concisely as possible and
return them to the clerk. You
have now become the plaintiff
(person suing).

Call your most important witnesses. Ask simple, direct questions without leading your witnesses. Submit any documents
(receipts or bills) into evidence.
Try not to play Perry Mason
in court. Be simple and straightforward and remember that
the maximum compensation you
can receive is $400 plus costs.
Those considering using the
small claims court should consult Small Claims Court Guide

tismg - are the responsibility
of the province.

The clerk of the small claims
court then prepares a summons for the defendant and
gives the summons and the
statement of claim to the bailiff. It is the bailiff's job to find
the defendant and deliver the
summons. There is a small cost
here - depending on how far the
bailiff must travel.
When the defendant is served with the summons he has
ten days in which to dispute the
claim. He does this by either
appearing at small claims court
and filing a dispute, or he sends
a written copy of his dispute
to the clerk at the small claims
court. The clerk then sends you
a copy of the dispute, and a trial
date is set by the clerk.
If the defendant does not file
a dispute, then a trial date is
still set, but the plaintiff will
not have to prove the defendant's liability, only the amount of the damages.
To prepare for the ~al
date, it is necessary to gather
all pertinent data relating to
the case. Copies of receipts,
bills, contracts, etc. are helpful. Dates can be important,
so it might be helpful to write
these down before court. It
might also be useful to write
point form notes of all the important facts in your case. Contact your witnesses to inform
them of the upcoming case.
You can have subpoenas issued
to your witnesses, guaranteeing
their presence in court. If a
subpoena has been issued, and
the witness does not show, he
is in contempt of court and can
be fined.
The bailiff delivers subpoenas, and they can be filled out
at the small claims court office.
At the trial, be as concise
as possible and to the point.

for Ontario published by the
Self-Counsel Press and available from bookstores for $2 .9 5.

you for the amount of the debt.
Consumers may also use the
small claims court to recover
debts from businesses (or other
individuals): often, it is the only
recourse a consumer may have.
Unfortunately, many consumers
are unaware of the fact that
these courts even exist, much
less of the procedures involved
in using them. Also, since the
largest amount that may be
recovered through a small claims
court judgement is $400, in
many cases the consumer must
write off, part of the debt, or
otherwise pay large sums in

PROBLEMS
When a business man thinks
you owe him money, there is a
strong possibility that he will
take you to small claims court
to secure a judgement against

IPlAN~TSHfLL
...
•
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more vocal and must demand
these rights. We must learn to
protect ourselves in the marketplace, demand our rights,
and lobby for better laws and
better enforcement of existing
laws.
We can no longer depend on
business and government to do
this for us. The only defence a
consumer has is to become welleducated in the ways of the
marketplace.
From now on - Caveat Venditor - let the seller beware.

SMALL CLAIMS
COURT
Small claims court is a
court designed to handle civil
legal actions where the amount in dispute is $400 or less.
The cost of filing a claim is small
so that the average person can
have access to the courts. Court
procedure is informal and lawyers are not required.
The courts handle various types
of cases including:
• disputes over contracts
•unpaid loans or credit on merchandise
•recovery of possession of property
*landlord tenant problems
•negligence actions
Examples of cases often heard
in the courts include:
*claiming on N.S.F. cheques
*claiming for improper repairs
to a motor vehicle
*claiming for damages ansmg
out of automobile accidents
• claiming for work done where·
payment has not been received

GOVERNMENT
CONSUMER'
AGENCIES
Enforcement
of consumer
legislation falls under the jurisdiction of both the federal Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs and the provincial Ministry of Consumer
and Commercial Relations.
The Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, created in 1967, is responsible for
enacting and enforcing legislation dealing with hazardous
products, packaging and labelling, weights and measures, and
patents and trademarks. The
specific requirements and standards set forth in the laws are
detailed and complex, and thus
beyond the scope of this handbook. For more complete information, write to the department (see referrals) for a
copy of their pamphlet, Federal Legislation and Programs
Relating to Consumer Protection
The Combines Investigation
Act, covering misleading advertising, bait and switch, and
double ticketing, also falls under the jurisdiction of the federal government.
Despite the similarity in its
name, the Ontario Ministry of
Consumer and Commercial Relations should not be confused
with the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs.
The ministry, created in 1972
enacts and enforces consumer
protection laws, primarily dealing with business practices.
Contracts, unsolicited goods,
door-to-door sales, the Sale of
Goods Act, and the Trade
Practices Act, fall under this
ministry's jurisdiction.
Although many people get
these two agencies confused, the
Department of Consumer and
Corporate Affairs and the Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Relations are quite different. It is enough to remember that business practices in
general - with the one major
exception of misleading adver-

c,-,~

often
inadequate.
Moreover
even when law-breakers are pro'.
secuted arid convicted, the pen.
alties imposed upon them are
often absurdly small.
For example, in the six
months from July to Decem.
ber, 1975, the Combines Investigation Branch, responsible for
enforcing the laws on misleading advertising, prosecuted a
total of 18 cases resulting in
conviction, for a total of 35
counts. One offender (Loblaws)
was required to pay a $10,000
fine - a mere rap on the knuckles for such a wealthy corporation. The other 17 companies
paid between them a total of
$5 ,000 and in most cases no
other form of penalty was
imposed . It is not surprising
that businessmen do not lose
much sleep worrying about offending the Combines Investigation Branch.
Enforcement in other areas
is equally poor. You may
remember from an earlier section of this handbook that
Ontario requires door to door
sellers to be registered with the
Consumer Protection Bureau. In
this way a permanent record of
the seller exists, and registration can be withdrawn if he or
she is found to act disreputably - an important measure
for consumer protection.
This might lead one to
expect that an itinerant seller
who failed to register might
be liable for prosecution. Amusingly enough, it doesn't work
that way. In our experience of
such cases, it is the policy of

... ---

legal fees to take the case to
provincial court, with no prospect of getting his money back
should he lose.
In British Columbia, the
judgement
ceiling for small
claims court is $1,000, a much
more realistic figure given today's prices. Ontario's court
system has also been negligent
in providing publicity for its
small claims courts, with the
result that many people have
been needlessly deprived of this
recourse.

the Consumer Protection Bur·
e~u not to prosecute, even when
prosecution is possible. Rather,
they ask the seller to oblige
them by registering, and are
content to ignore the fact that
up until that time the seller's
failure to do so amounts to a
contraveiltion of the law.

ENFORCEMENT
.???????
. .. . ..
If you have read about consumer laws, you may feel pret~y secure in the way your
rights as a consumer are being
protected.
Unfortunately, the laws arc
only effective as long as they
are enforced, and their enforcement by government agencies is

Reprinted from Caveat VenditOI
(Let the Seller Beware), a hividbook
produced by the Ontario Public In·
terest Research Group, Waterloo.
OPIRG is a non-profit research group
based on university campuses around
the province, and it is working to
include Windsor. For more information call Len Wallace at the SAC
Office, ext. 326.
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CJAM interviews director

Centre secrets revealed
Every stu dent pays a fee to
the Universit y Centre each year,
but University Cent re director
Steve Kominar doesn't know
howmuch that is.
In an interview broadcast on

CJAMradio yesterday, Kominar
was asked how much the UniversityCentre fee is. He did not
know the amount, although he
was able to say that he knew it
hadincreased this year.
The University Calendar re\'eals that student tuition fees
includea $17.50 University Centre fee. According to Kominar,
the fees collected go into a general fund, and they are used to
pay the administrative and maintenancecosts associated with the
centre.

Kominar would not reveal
the budget of the University
Centre this year, since it has not
yet been approved by the Board
of Governors, even though the
budget covers the period from
May, 1977 to April 1978.
The fees collected by the
games area at the centre also
go back into the general university fund . Although students
have complained about price increases in this area, particularly for pool tables, Kominar
says the facilities are priced so
that they are competitive with
similar facilities offered elsewhere in the city.
Kominar has managed the
University Cent re since 1976.
He also manages the bookstore, which he says he may

have to give u p smce the sto re
re qu ires a fu ll-time manager.
The Universi t y Centre exists
as the nerve centre and heart
of student activities, and as a
meeting place for campus and
off-campus groups. As well as
housing the bank, SAC offices,
the Lance office and CJAM
radio, the meeting rooms and
auditorium are for student use.
Student
organizations
can
book the second floor meeting
rooms, or even the Ambassador
Auditorium, free of charge. The
facilities are often booked well
in advance, so it is advisable
to book early. There is a rental
charge for off-campus groups.
According to Kominar, rooms
can be booked through Mary
Bagley at th e Centre Desk, extensio n 35 1.

Pool prices went up at th e Univ ersity Centre this y ear , so t hey wou ld
be more "competitive".

Vice-pres Whitenect discusses club funding
By PAUL DOUGLAS-DAL Y

This year the Stud ents ' Ad ministrative Council has recog nized 31 various clubs . These
clubswill operate on a $4,500 .
budget. The committee that
allocates the budget is headed
by SAC Vice-President
Rob
Whitenect and five other coun cilmembers.
Whitenect, who was elected
to office last year by a 65
per cent majority, feels the various clubs provide a diverse
array of activities that should
satisfy everyones' taste. These
acitivites range from curling
clubs to ethnic clubs. Club
fundscome from SAC's budget
of $27.50 per student. Whitenect when questioned about
this stated, "Students should

come to university for a wellrou nded edu catio n, not jus t to
stick the ir nos e in a book . Th ere
is an edu cational value in these
clubs . I mean it just isn't a
social part y. "
Educational or just plan socializing, the number of students
that participate in these clubs
is a mere 1,553.
Whitenect , who says he is an
agent between SAC and the
student body went into great
detail about the forming of a
club . Primarily the club must
have a valid constitution, with
a list of names of executives who
shall be members, and membership must be open to all
members of the student body .
To receive financing the club
must be recognized by SAC,

SAM'SPIZZERIA

2215
Wyandotte W.

Pizza, Ravioli, Chicken, Ribs, etc.

256-4993
~

Look for our specials regularly.
Attention University Students
15% off or 2 free IO oz. Cokes for
all ddiveries made to campus .

Commerce
FinalYear
Students
Today, the chartered accountant is not only an
auditor but a valued business adviser. Challenge,
opportunity and responsibility are all part of the
career path of those who choose to enter this
d~manding and exciting profession.
Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson,
Gordon representatives, on campus

and charge a me mbe rship fee
of at least thr ee dollars.

When asked if he ever felt
pressured by various clubs for

To avoid confl ict of inter ·est char ges, Whitenect says,
"I 'm not a direct member of
any club. I don 't want to show
favoritism . I must ma intain a
neutral position . If I showed
favoritism I would be nailed
by the other five council members."

priority Whitenect stated, "I 'm
pressured all the time . I try to
maintain a middle of the road
attitude . I'm concerned about
popularity , but I'm really very
right wing and establishment ."
The club that seems to be
getting priorit y at the moment is the Royal College of

Organists
Club . Surprisingly,
Whitenect and the other council members feel the Organists
'have a lot to offer the student
body.
When asked why he got
involved with SAC, Whitenect
said, "Because it looks good on
my resume . It gives me a parttime job along with $1650.,
and hopefully I can benefit the
student body with these clubs."

SAC discloses election foul-up
By RICK SPENCE
make the Lance finan cially independent from SAC.
OPIRG, The Lance, and the
recent by-election were the main
If the referendum passes,
The Lance will be able to conissues discussed at last Thurs trol ~ost of its internal poliday's SAC meeting .
cies and structures, and SAC
Council decided to grant of will have more money for
fice space to Len Wallace,
other services .
Windsor co-ordinator for OPIRG
The SAC by -election, held
(the Ontario Public Interest
two weeks ago, was successResearch Group), subject t o
fully challenged by unsuccessSAC and OPIRG agreeing on a
ful social science candidates
rental fee. At the previous
Andy Martens and Bob GamSAC meeting, held two weeks
mon . They submitted a list of
ago , SAC had resolved that
grievances, describing ways in
OPIRG not be allowed to use
which SAC's conduct of the
SAC office space until it was
election did not conform with
approved by the students.
the by-laws, and presented a
A referendum will be held
5 5-name petition calling for
in January to determine if
a recall. SAC voted to grant
students are willing to pay
the appeal, meaning that Kathy
$5 .00 in extra student fees,
Rauhut, who had won the
refundable on demand, to supelection, lost her seat.
port an OPIRG chapter on
Mary Poole, the social work
campus.
Another referendum was also • rep who was elected in the same
election, is not affected bediscussed at the meeting. SAC
cause the appeal was aimed
agreed to hold a referendum
only at the social · science seat.
December 5 for students to vote
The by-election to fill the
on whether or not they would
social science seat, along with
like to pay an extra $4.50 to

the pos1t1om:, of arts rep, fine
rts rep, human kinetics rep,
music rep, and education rep,
will be held November 29.
Except for social science, all
the above positions were uncontested in the last by-election.
The electi o n will also attempt to fill two vacancies on
the student affam committee.
Fresh from her success with
the student aid general assembly earlier that day, which
had attracted over 100 students,
External Affairs Commissioner
Maryon Overholt asked council to help out at Mass Lobby
Day, held yesterday in Toronto. Overholt was disappointed when no SAC reps volunteered to help.
Vice-President Rob Whitenect
presented a list of clubs to
be granted SAC funding, which
was approved by council. Fund. ing is to be on a per capita
basis, and clubs which have
received money are asked to
collect it at the SAC office.

THE
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INC.

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE BIG & TALL MAN

Nov. 14 & 15

~~w:%

Chartered Accountants

!·

St. John's • Halifax• Saint John • Quebec • Montreal
Ottawa • Scarborough • Toronto • M1ss1ssauga
Hamilton • Kitchener• London • Windsor
Thunder Bay• Winnipeg • Regina • Calgary
Edmonton • Vancouver • Victoria

We carry a full line of the latest styles and shades in sweaters
from med. tall to 3x tall, shirts from med. taH to 4x, slacks from
34 waist to 54 waist along with accessories to compliment your
appearance.

16620TTAWA

ST., WINDSOR,ONTARIO

Phone 258-1617
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The Pub: Its staff wants it to be the best

h"

Story by Ni.gel Miller Photos by George Kocis
Have you ever wondered wtiy
the basement of the University
Centre is so popular? It's not
because of the bank. The Gallery pub happens to be located
there .
Besides being a meeting place
for students, the pub has a variety of alcoholic as well as nonalcoholic beverages available for
consumption. An eight ounce
glass of Old Vienna draught
sells for 35 cents, with bottled
beer costing 70 cents . The most
popular of the imported beer
is Heinekin. All types of liquor
and cocktails are served with
prices varying with types and
brands.
Total beer sold during a week
averages approximately 20 kegs
and 275 cases of beer. The pub
sells more lager than ale, with
Labatt's Blue topping the lager
list. Molson Export is the best
selling ale.
Entertainment is supplied by
the pub in the form of live
bands. The jukebox and CJAM
provide the music during the day
and during band breaks. Other
electronic games are located in
the pub for you to test your
skills during the course of an
evening.

At the university where so
many concepts of entertainment abound, it's hard to please
everyone. The pub tries to
vary the bands so as to have
different types of musical entertainment throughout the year.
Cost of entertainment is high,
as there seems to be very few
bands in the Windsor area,
this year. This results in bands
coming from the Toronto-Hamilton area. These bands must
have accomodation, and their
price 1s higher.
One problem that is hurting
the pub is students stealing the
glassware. A cocktail menu is
offered in the pub, and drinks
are served in fancy glasses. These
are being taken, and could force
the pub into serving them in
ordinary glasses.
Why are the fancy glasses
needed? The atmosphere the
pub is trying to create is one of
professionalism. Proper mixing
of drinks served in the right
glass are one means of doing
this. Of the profit, 75 per cent
goes back (o SAC, and inadvertently to the students, so the
students are the ones losing.
Peter Romeril is the man

B

cl
in charge of the pu~ operation, as well as liquor services.
The goal of the pub staff he
says is to make the pub the
best one of all the other University pubs in Ontario. The
staff is hired in September,
and consists mainly of students, who work the bar and
wait on tables. The busy pub
gives them a fast initiation
into the working world, as they
are on the go from start to
finish .
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Liquor Services is also run
by the pub, since being taken
over by SAC m August '76.
The service was a moneylosing operation until recently,
when it transformed into a profitable business, with an estimated profit for this year of
$12,000, according to the SAC
budget.

p
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The pub itself hasn't always been a major revenue source. Some years ago, it was
known as The Cabaret, and it
did not make money. Renovations were made in 1975, and
when The Gallery opened, it
made a profit of $13,093
after just 2~ months.
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Pub employees get a fast initiation into the working world.

The pub goes through 20 of these kegs each week.
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Ghosts From The Vast Wasteland
By PAUL CHERNISH
As promised, this week we 'll
and dig back deep in our
~emeries and come up wit' h
:me of the many good ol'
TV shows.
Remember how you used to
be a good kid all day just so you
might have the chance to st~y
and watch your favorite
up
f'
how?
How about your . 1rst
s
.
TV set? Well, the following 1s

a miscellany of some of the good
and bad shows .
BEST OF ALL TIME
Dobie Gillis is definitely a
classic. Maynard hated work and
was the first beatnik ever on TV .
Dobie could never wrap up any
chicks. Car 54 Where Are You?
made us all wonder what cops
are really like ; but they were
nothing like these guys. Cannonball gave us all a taste of

CRA0101
.
GHLIGHTS
ByROSEMARYA. BRESCHUK
This week I offer you a real
miscellany of radio listening
highlights, including
modern
classicalmusic, jazz, drama and
(no kidding) oriental carpets.
Sat.Nov. 12
CBE 1550 AM - 11:05 p.m.
on MUSIC FROM THE SHOWS,
featuring an hour of musical
selections from major motion
picture sound tracks and live
stage performances.
Tonight:
TheWar Movie.
WUOM· FM 91.7 - 8:00 ti!
10:30 p.m., JAZZ REVISITED
REQUESTNIGHT.
Sun.Nov. 13
CBE- 1 :05 p.m. on SPECIAL
OCCASION, jazz concert by
pianistKeith Jarrett, recorded at
the Stratford Festival.
WQRS · FM 105 .1 - 5 :00 to
7:00 p.m. on UTAH SYMPHONY,Copland's "Our Town"
(from the film, 1940), "Lincoln Portrait" and "Quiet City"
plussymphonies by Brahms and
Goldmark.
Mon.Nov. 14
WDET- FM 101.9 - 10:30 p.m.
on FULL CIRCLE, host Leonard Kmg deals with musical
idioms from the turn of the

century to the present.
CBE - 11 :20 p.m. on NIGHTCAP, Oriental Carpets -- Part
I, their history and meaning
to people who have made and
collected them. (What did I
tell you?).
Tues. Nov. 15
WDET
11: 30 p.m. NEW
JAZZ IN REVIEW, with Judy
Adams.
Wed. Nov. 16
CBE - 11:20 p.m. on NIGHTCAP, Carol Channing discusses
her lead role in Hello Dolly
(now on a 25-city tour) ten
years after its first stunning
success.
WUOM - 6: 30 p.m. on OPERA
NIGHT, Verdi's "Aida"
Thurs. Nov. 17
WDET - 10: 30 p.m. on EARPLA Y, "Wings" by Arthur Ko- .
pit. An elderly women who was
a pilot in her youth confronts
her last great adventure. Stars
Mildred Dunnock.

what it would be like to be a
trucker; too bad they didn't
use CB's back then . The Outer
Limits used to scare the hell
out of every kid that believed
in strange things; a real gem in
the same class as Twilight Zone.
Highway Patrol was another almost real cop series that always ended with Broderick
Crawford saying "Ten-four" . Other best of all timers are : Route
66, Secret Agent, The Fugitive,
Bat Masterson, Garrison's Guerrillas and Judd for the Defense.
REALWSERS
Donna Reed was as far from
the normal family situation as
could be. Ozzie and Harriet;
Ozzie never went to work, in
fact, I don't think he ever had
a job. Harriet, like June Cleaver
(from
Leave it to Beaver)
spent all her time in the kitchen
making brownies in high heels
and a dress. The only realtype guy on any of these shows
was Eddie Haskell, who was
credibly
dishonest.
I always
wanted to see Flicka (from
My Friend Flicka) go nuts and
stomp all over the jerks on that
show. Or maybe Black Beauty
laying a real black beauty on the
living room rug.
Mr. Ed was a pretty cool
horse, but that Cummings guy
was ridiculous. If I had a horse
like him I'd sell it for sure ; you

Ed. Note: There has been some
question as to whether anyone
reads this column. Do you read
it regularly? Does it offer a
service? Would you like to see it
continue? Please let us know
soon!
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By DOMENIC D 'AMORE
With . all due respect to the
fine acting of Al Pacino, this
film was a great disappoint-

Brides, Clutch Cargo, Young
Rebels, Captain Nice, Q.T. Hush,
Top Cat, Maddigan, Mannix,
Twelve O'clock
High, Mod
Squad, Wackiest Ship in the
Army, Sea Hunt, 77 Sunset
Strip, NYPD, Naked City, Green
Acres, Flipper, Gentle Ben, Rango, McHale's Navy, Longstreet,
High Chaparall, Have Gun Will
Travel, Sky King, Where the
Action is, It's About Time,
Death Valley Days, Cisco Kid ,
Then Came Bronson, The Fugitive, Route 66, Time Tunnel,
Land of the Giants, Superman,
Bat Masterson, Burke's Law,
Perry Mason, Green Hornet,
The Rebel, Double Life of
Henry Fife, T.H.E. Cat, The
Saint, Avengers, The F.B.I.,
Felix the Cat, The Invaders,
Combat,
Rat Patrol, Dennis
the Menace, My Friend Flicka,
Daktari, Maya, Johnny Quest,
Virginian, Guns of Will Sonnet, Real McCoys, Lost in
Space, Champions, The Prisoner, My Mother the Car, The
Mothers in Law, Man From
Shilo, Storefront Lawyers, Un:.ouchables, Tom and Jerry, Heckle and Jeckle, The Naked
City .....
And the list goes on. If you
can think of some more old
shows, preferably over ten years
old, send them up to the Lance
office.

ment. The story moves very
slowly and it seems like the
film drags on forever. It is a
strange type of film with a great
lack of dialogue and an abundance of pretty landscapes and
soft mdodies.
The movie tells the story of
an internationally famous racing
star named Bobby Deerfield
(Al Pacino). Deerfield is a depressed and lonely person who
seems to be trying to find himself. He 1s self-centred and at
times cruel, yet he 1s looking
for someone or something to
change his life. A fellow driver
loses control of his car during
a race for no apparent reason
at all, and is killed. Almost
half of the movie is devoted to
Deerfield's
efforts at finding
out what was wrong with the
driver's car, since his car and the
victim's car were identical.
In his search for the answer
he meets a woman named Lillian (Marthe Keller). Her constant and almost childish ques-

tioning amuses Deerfield and
(naturally) he falls in love with
her. It is strange that from this
point on the question of his
friend's death 1s pursued no
further and we never do find
out what happens. The film
seems like it gives birth suddenly to a brand new story .
Deerfield and Lillian spend some
time together , and the story
ends with Lillian dying from
some termmal illness which was
never mentioned previously.
The story takes place m
Germany, Italy and France and
the scenery is fantastic. There
are some race scenes but they
are so short they are not even
worth dwelling upon. The film
is over two hours long, but
could very easily been cut
down to ninety minutes without
omitting anything worthwhile.
I just hope that Pacino's next
picture doesn't rest rict his talents to simple yes and no scripts, and a constant expression
of inner agony.

Answers To ·Trivia Quiz
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could make a million. How
about My Favorite Martian?
Really now, can you believe
how stupid Bill Bixby must
have been? If I were him I
would have thrown a net over
that creep martian and given
him to the government. Bixby
could have been a national
hero .
Talking about the ridiculous,
how about the incredible control some of the men had on
those shows . Like when Tina
Louise used to approach Gilligan for a favour and he used to
back off. How could he resist?
How come Major Nelson never
lost control and tore Jeannie's
top off? They must have all
been homosexuals.
LOCAL STUFF
You have to be from Windsor to appreciate this section.
Remember Jerry Booth? He did
all the goofy stuff like Mr.
Jingles and Fun House. How
about Captain Jolly and Poopdeck Paul? These guys were
my idols; even funnier than
Marty Adler. Rita Bell used to
wake us all up with her jackpot show. The jackpot never
went over fifty bucks, though.
OTHERS
The following is a list of other shows you might remember:
Secret Squirrel, Good Guys,
December Bride, Here Come the
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Rod

StewaROdwears
Success Well

By DENNIS MINELLO
That's what it was billed
as: The Concert. And believe
me it was. Back in Detroit for
the first time in 2 years, for a
pair of weekend, sold-out concerts, Rod Stewart proved that
he is definitely in Class A, if
not in a class all his own.
A dynamic stage performer
with a unique blend of charisma
and modesty, Rod captivated
the audience from the very
moment he stepped on stage.
Clad in black with a touch of
silver studs and sequins, he
strutted from one end of the
stage to the other, reminiscent of Mick Jagger, minus the
hyperactivity .
Consistent and at his best
vocally, Rod displayed both a
youthful exuberance and a personal
seriousness, sometimes
lacking during his days with
the Faces. In complete control of the mood, he would
bring the audience down with a
mellow love song or ballad,
and then shake the seats with
an energetic rocker.
And speaking of the Faces,

Rod Stewart's former band they weren't even missed! Touring with a brand new, slightly
larger band of very capable
mus1c1ans, Rod accomplished
exactly what he set out to accomplish after the demise of the
Faces (which, incidentally was
due in whole or in part to the
defection of lead guitarist Ron
Wood to the Rolling Stones).
That was, to assemble a band
that will "play the songs like
they should be played". Featuring Carmine Appice on drums,
Phil Chen on bass guitar (both
formerly with Jeff Beck), John
Jarvis on keyboards/piano, and
a trio of lead/rhythm guitarists,
Gary Grainger, Jim Cregan, and
Billy Peek, the band was, to say
the least, competent and tight.
The selection of tunes ranged from the early (Faces)
favourites to the current hits.
One surprise, however, was the
absence of a big sales pitch for
the new album, Footloose and
Fancy-Free. (I don't like sales
pitches anyway).
Beginning with Three-Time
Loser and Big Bayou Rod

moved into a big favourite,
You Wear it Well, donning a
cap from an avid fan. Other
tunes included, of course, the
recent hit Tonight's the Night,
Hot Legs from the new album,
Sweet Little Rock 'n' Roller,
This Old Heart of Mine, and
The Killing of Georgie Boy.
There was never a dull moment.
The introduction of the classic Maggie May, Rod's national
anthem to most, brought 12,000
plus to their feet in appreciation.
This was followed by a tribute
to Detroit and in particular the
Supremes with Rod's rendition
of You Keep Me Hangin' On
(the Supremes? . . . Rod?).
I must say it was tastefully
done. I'm Losing You and
Stay With Me closed out the
concert (on Saturday night anyway). Sunday, the audience was
treated to a rendition of the
popular Get Back (the Beatles,
of course) as well as Twisting
the Night Away and The First
Cut is the Deepest.
Being objective, though, I
can't seem to justify the absence
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of an encore for the first show.
sumer).
~···················~························J
It's only right. But hell, we were
Another commendable
in a hurry to get to the pub
for last call anyway, so I can't
complain.
An interesting innovation on
this tour is the complete suspension of the P.A. system high
above the stage, thus abolishing
obstructed-view
seats
(there
actually are people in this world
who care about the avera e con-

point
was the quality of sound provided. The sound, often medioere in auditoriums of this size
and larger, was painstakingly
mixed to perfection. It's about
time.
Generally speaking it really
is hard to find faults. I mean,
who could ask for more?

I ~G.NUS
EXHIBITION
AND SALE
OF FINEART PRINTS
By CJAM
Nov. 11 ...
Firesign Theatre
- Royal Oak Theatre / Nov.
12 . . . Burton Cummings
- CANCELLED / Royal Oak
Theatre / Fred Waring - Masonic / Nov. 17 ... Charlie Daniels
- Royal Oak Theatre / Nov.
18, 19 ... Queen - Cobo Hall
/ Nov. 19 ... Joan Armatrading and Tim Weisberg - Royal
Oak Theatre / America, Jimmy
Webb - Crisler Arena / Nov. 22
... Nectar, Lake and City Boy
- Royal Oak Theatre/ Nov. 23
... Ramones, Rods and Talking
Heads . . . Masonic / Nov. 28
... Hall and Oats - Cobo Hall
/ Nov. 30 . . . Pablo Cruise
- Royal Oak Theatre / Dec. 1
. . . Gino Vanelli - Cobo Hall
/ Dec. 8 . . . Kansas and The
Atlanta Rhythm Section - Cobo
Hall / Dec. 9 . . . David Bromberg & the New Riders of
the Purple Sage - Royal Oak
Theatre / Dec. 10 . . . Oscar
Peterson - Hill Auditorium in
Ann Arbor I Dec. 11 ... Chuck
Mangione - Royal Oak Theatre
/ Dec. 2 7 . . . Geils and Edgar
Winter - Cobo Hall . . . . ..

Pregnanl
NeAieLbnlt
Jlsee Caauelina

(No effect on lowmedical fee)
Fffl .....
cy Teat
(or $7 at independent lab)
3 llollr ClinicSa.,

Medicaid,-

e.ro.
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SAc.
........__.....;;fe:...._a_turing
the works of Chagal, Oafi, Matisse,
Breughel,Cezanne,Van Gogh,
Homer, Klee, Monet, Magritte,.Picasso,Miro,
Bosch, Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrec,Wyeth ,
Gauguin, Rembrandt, Group ~ Seven, BHsh
and others.

PRICES
.

LARGEPRIN1S
JFOR

$3.SQEA

SMALL PRINTS

D~TE
(r)-£4
Mov.
/':1-/b
TIME9 gm -.S pm

$1.75 EA JFOR $4.50
SP~J~'bl,~~URE:

P~CEAssvmp±ioo
lou0~ Danb~-l.anscfown~

AecJ'editecl

We strivefor high patient

comfortand friendlypersonal
attention.

ACMAPPROVED
CAU (313) 884-4000
DETllOIT AIOR11 I .:

$8,50

Over 1200 different prints
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Punk Expose
By FRANK KOVACIC

There are many types of
frustrations in life, in love, on
the job/school, etc., but these
are nothing in comparison to
the frustration that grips an
entire society. This is the case,
today, in Britain, where the
once promising sixties have turned into the devasting seventies, and music has turned into
"punk" rock.

•:

The sixties were promising
in that easy money was on the
horizon, a rampant spirit of adventure had taken hold, and
popular culture was revitalized,
as shown by the increase in
number of art schools, and the
fact that London
was the
Pop music and fashion centre
of the world.
These turned out to be empty promises. The hope that
the rigid class structure in Britain would become irrelevant,
has become just that, a washedout hope.
As the sixties indicated an
opening of possibilities of life
in Britain, the seventies brought

the realization of just how restricted these possibilities are.
Today there is no spirit of
adventure, no easy money, and
popular
culture
though
not
dead, is not the unifying force
that it once was; in fact, if
anything it is divisive.
Picadilly, the once bustling
centre in London has turned
into a decaying den of pornography. This ugliness is not
restricted to London - it purveys the entire country and
people are turning away and
trying to ignore it. The situation is now getting too bad to
ignore, so what other options
do you have except to get
mad and start telling people
how bad it really is .... maybe
you can wake them up and do
something about it.
This is where the punks
come in. (Believe it or not the
original group of "punks" love
their country, and they're sick
of what's going on.) They had
to have some way to get their
message across and what better
way to make people take notice

r1111n,
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Chuck Mangione

ning trumpet lessions at the age
of 10. His major influence was

Feels So Good
By DEB KENNEDY
Laid-back jazz is what Chuck
Mangione is all about. You can't
expect any wild-fire jamming on
his latest Feels So Good LP, but,
as the title suggests, the pace is
smooth and sexy.
Mangione is a master of
the flugelhorn (mellower than
the trumpet). That is not surprising, since he has been into
the horns for 2 7 years, begin.._

jazz great Dizzy Gillespie, and
during his early career, Man-

than obnoxious behavior, loud
aggressive music, and a sexless
appearance ugly enough to make
you stop and think.
This is what was intended,
but what is intended and what
results are two different things.
It seems that anything that
can be used to make money
generally is. Punk rock is by no
means an exception. What started out as a voice is now a fullfledged phenomenon, just like
Disco which started out as
merely dance music and became . . . well that's another
story.
There are now more "punk"
bands than you could fill a
Who's Who with. You can find
them anywhere, but 99% of
them don't know or care what
they're playing as long as they
can make their buck.
The music itself is irrelevant
in that it's boring, loud, usually vulgar, and for the most
part, badly played.
Next week, a short look at
the best (worst?) of the punks.

gione worked with mus1c1ans
like Maynard Fergusion, Chick
Corea, and Lew Soloff (B.S.&T.)
For those who still don't get
the hints, he recently won the
Grammy for Best Instrumental
Composition, for Bellavia.
The totally instrumental album, opens with Feels So
Good. This is a lively number
with a Latin-flav.our, that lets
the musicians, Chris Vadala on
saxes and flutes, Charles Meeks
on bass, Grant Geissman on
guitars, and James Bradley on
drums, loosen up. Mangione
also adds some nice electric
piano. Maui-Waui is a dimthe-lights tune which has a very
soothing flute arrangement.
The same style is repeated
on Side Two, with a wellrounded piece, a slow number,
and a perky finish. This album won't make you feel like
dancing around the room, but
it's a nice background for doing
other things.

Jean Michel
Jarre

The
Malaysian-lnoonesian-Singaporean
Students'
Amiation

Oxygene

M.I.S.S.A. FIESTA

Jean Michael Jarre caused
a sensation in France and England, and it's not surprising.
On his album Oxygene, he
creates the essence of electronic
progressive music. The quality
is incomparable to other bands.

Share
aCool,
Autumn
EveningPeople
With
Warm,
Friendly
Fiesta starts at
FIESTA MENU
8 p.m. sharp, Nov. 19
Beef Rendang Chunks
Ambassador Auditorium,
Indonesian Salad Surprise
University Centre.
Perkedel - Meatball Magic!
FIESTA TICKETS
Yellow Rice & Spice - It's really nice
Tickets are $2.00 for members
Javanese chicken wings. Curry-baked
and just $3.00 for others
Leong Fun Jelly Drink
Obtainable from the
PLUS! DANCE to 300
International Students Centre,
Minutes of non-stop music
Wong (258-7511) or Alan (254-7296)
- Cash Bar Semi-formal

J arre is from France where
he spent his earlier days studying classical music, playing electric guitar, and researching musical technology. He worked with
one of the first synthesizers in
Europe. J arre is credited with
introducing electronic music to
the Parisian public in 1971.
He has since composed film and
ballet music, and background
music for TV and radio.

Oxygene was composed, arranged, and produced by Jarre.
He played all the instruments 4 different synthesizers, farfisa
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CJAM.HIGHUGHTS
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MOSAIC
Monday, November 14 - CJAM talks to Maryon Overholt about the
results of Mass Lobbying Day. Also, Tosh Noma talks to represen- ·
tatives from "Turning Point".
Tuesday, November 15 - Rick Spence is featured in a conversation
about "Freeing the Lance", also Rob Whitenect on the appealed
election in Social Science.
Wednesday, November 16 - CJAM's Vicki Fenner talks to John
Schaffer, Co-ordinator of the Classical Guitar Society. Also featured
is Andrew Cervin performing several works for guitar.
Thursday, November 17 - Gary Wells' Weekly Report. Also featured is Phil Phelan of "The Changing Room".
Friday, November 18 - "The Psychology of Gambling".

LP's
Monday, November 14 - "Brownsville Station".•
Tuesday, November 15 - War "Platinum Jazz".
Wednesday 1 November 16 - "Ruby, Ruby" Gato Sarbieri
Thursday, November 17 - "High Class in Borrowed Shoes" Max
Webster.•
Friday, November 18 - "Don't Look Down" Ozark Mountain Daredevils.
Note: All talk shows are aired at 11 a.m. only ... All album feature
follow and are aired nitely at 9:05 p.m.
• Only at 9 :05 p.m.
FRIDAY NITE SPECIAL

The Friday Night Special for November 11 will feature two hours
of the best of contemporary jazz ... Featuring such artists as Chick
Corea, Hubert Laws and Chuck Mangione. 10 p.m. - midnight.
LANCER SPORTS
CJAM broadcasts this Saturday and Sundat at 3: 15 p.m .. Featured will be the hockey game between Western and Windsor.
WVE SOUNDS
Tune in Wednesday and Friday mornings for mellow "Love Sounds"
from 9 to 11.

NB: Due to transmitter breakdown, we are off the air in MacDonald
and Laurier Halls. Our apologies for this inconvenience. It will be
resolved soon.
organ, eminent mellotron, and
rhythmin' · computer.
This is Jarre's first album.
It is sans vocals, and divided
into three parts on each side.
Part IV has been getting au

play as a single. You can put the
record needle down at any
point on the album without
feeling lost; the sounds simply
carry you along. The effect
is not unlike that of waveaction: a relaxing ebb and flow
that varies consistently.
Followers of electronic music - like the works of Eno,
Kraftwerk, Bo Hanson - will
find new stimulation tn Oxygene, and prime talent in Jean
Michael Jarre.

..

Blue Oyster Cult

Phase one in their plan was
marked by the release of last
year's Agents of Fortune (which
turned gold). It was a good mix
of straight-ahead rock and upbeat pop fare. Remember Don't
Fear The Reaper?
Their new LP, Spectres, completes the scheme.
Of all the songs on the album, only one doesn't deal
with the traditional pop themes
(ie. loves gained/loves lost/introspection) and that is a tonguein-cheek look at movie monsters (Godzilla).
The album flows well, material-wise, but the distant, "cold
as ice", production style does
not lend itself to their new
toned down style as well as it
did when the group was out
to set decible level records.
The best song on the LP has
to be the infectious Goin'
Through the Motions written
by vocalist Eric Bloom with
Ian (where the hell are you?)
Hunter. It has the perfect pep
formula, an irresistible beat and
a chorus hook that you can't
get out of your head.
I Love the Night is another
excellent tune, a nice melodic
ballad, but get someone who

Spectres
By FRANK KOVACIC
Shortly after their formation, the
Blue Oyster Cult,
(the wonderchild of producers
Murray Krugman and Sandy
Pearlman) forged a reputation as
being masters of sci-fi rock with
a dash of sado-masochism
thrown in for good measure.
An intellectual lyrical style in
combination with a crunching
three-guitar attack earned the
respect of critics and gave them
an avid cult (excuse the pun)
following.
It seems though that someone
told them there I was money to
be made in pop music, so,
"the hell with this, let's go
Top 40!"

can sing to do the vocals, OK?
It's not that Don Roeser doesn't
have a pleasant voice, it's just
that it takes someone with good
range to do a song like this
any justice.
Overall, I'm sure we haven't
seen BOC at their peak, not
this
time
around
anyway,
though it does come close.
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Bradstreet kicks it off

Catharsis is Back and Better T an Ever

By DEB KENNEDY
At the opening weekend of
Catharsis ( ov. 4,5, and 6),
the feeling was more than good;
it was refreshing and promising. What happened at Catharsis
was what musical expression is
all about. The energy was felt
by everyone.
Catharsis lets the people
relax. It has to be experienced
to be understood, but to give
you an idea, picture yourself
in a small room lit by candles,
with a musician playing two
feet from your chair, while you
enjoy a homemade brownie and
a glass of apple cider. The intimacy was there.
Opening night, 77 people
were cozily seated. Others were
turned away du to limited seating space. This happened every
night, so an extra concert was
held Sunday at 11 p.m.
Leading off Friday night
was the traditional special fea-

ture of Catharsis, the guest set.
Guest sets last about fifteen
minutes, and any musician may
sign up in advance to perform.
The first set was performed
by Wendy Solloway and Chuck
Desramaux, original members of
the legendary group "Yoshi
and the Panasonics". The two
guitarists did a decent version
of the Tom Waits tune Looking for the Heat of a Saturday
Night. Highlighting their performance was an original tune t:
by Chuck, and a fiddler num- i
.;
ber entitled Devil's Dream.
:I:
Later in the evening, gui- ~
tarist Steve Brown did a guest £
set. Steve has a incredibly clear, ;
strong voice which expresses the t;
Carl Keesee and David Bradstreet harmonize at Catharsis
strong
emotion
reflected
through the lyrics of his songs.
tunes Ballerina, and Lucky Star
will be on it.
The
three musicians put ·
Especially well done were his
plans to keep writing and playacross
a
unified flow of music.
tunes The Old Hotel, Upon
ing and see what happens. He
They
agree
that their music
the Wave, and Bring Me Down
has an ease on stage which is
is a spiritual thing which they
(which he played on the manthat of a natural performer.
share. Their type of ~usic is
dolin). Steve is a student who
The attraction for the weekto them, a vehicle to ""press
end was David Bradstreet. He
their individuality.
Bradstreet
lived up to his reputation as
said that they are able to play
Windsor's most-wanted folkie.
what they like in coffeehouses
Bradstreet
and his backups,
and at small concerts, whereas
Carl Keesee on bass and permusicians who play in bars are
cussionists Jim Neal, gave an
confined to Top 40, popular
excellent performance. Bradstmusic that the audience expects
reet makes guitar-playing look
to hear.
easy, fun and natural; all of
Bradstreet, who was born in
which it is for him. He is deEngland, and Keesee, born in
finitely the main focus of the
Oklahoma, met in London, On- 1
three, but Keesee also does a
tario. They began playing to-'
good job of attracting attengether in the group Lazarus m
tion - his whole body seems to
1974. They toured with Todd,
flex with the beat of the bass.
and jammed into producer Peter
Most of the Bradstreet alYarrow's cabin where Bob Dybum was performed. Included
lan had also done some work.
were Renaissance, Distant Field s
In '76, they worked as a duo,
One Way or Another , and Waitand put out the Bradstreet LP
ing This Long. An exceptional
which was totally written and
version of Cover to Cover
'overseen' by Bradstreet. The
was played with Keesee on
album is presently No. 3 on
clarinet and Neal on ba ss. The
the imp ort list in the U. S.,
new material indicates another
placi ng it close to the Beatles
good LP to come. Ho pefully the
LP.

Trivia Quiz

•**********
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:
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Answers on page 13
MISCEL LANEOUS QUIZ
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

From what animal do we obt ain the most expensive wool?
What is rice paper made of?
What element is fou nd in all acids?
What is the German phrase for "Until we meet again?"
What is a Barmecide feast?
Where is the Giant's Causeway?
Why is blue so often used with Sheraton furniture?
Who were Guiteau, Czolgosz and Booth?
Who wrote "Of Human Bondage"?
What teams competed in the first World Series?
How many voyages did Columbus make?
Who started the custom of saying "Hello" over the telephone?
For what is the hand a unit of measurement?
Chequers is the name of whose country home?
By what term are the admipistrative divisions of Switzerland
called?
What do newspaper men mean\ 6y masthead?
Who divided the ages of man into seven?
How many knights sat at King Arthur's Round Table?
What is the name of the lake behind Boulder Dam?
How long will grape vines produce fruit?

By OTIS T. and SUGAR KANE
Kampala, Uganda:
Ugandan

President !di Amin has decided
not to accept the position of
president of the University of
Windsor, as it would conflict
with his duties as despot. However, hie; brother Billy Amin
has decided to take the post
becau se "Windsor seems like a
nice place and you Canadians
have real good beer!" He will
of course, change the title of
the post to: Second Most Benevolent and Reve red Leader
and BROTHA ! ! ! ! ! ! Again, President of the University, J. Francis Leddy, was not
asked for comment.
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Bluegrass
Music Concert

BOONE CREEK
From Boone County Kentucky
Windsor
Monday,November 14, 1977
Masonic Temple
986 Ouellette Avenue
Tick::~~v::~le

at

Sam the Record Man
or
at the door
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Jim Neal, from Woodstock
Ontario, joined Carl and Dav~
in January '77. He feels there is
more room for expression through the "subtletites"
of their
music. He will be drumming on
the second LP which should be
completed by February. Dave
compared their album to part
of their growth process which
"happens naturally like leaves
dropping from trees in the fall".
The three will be appearing at
the Smale's Pace in London
from Nov. 17 - 20.
Dave, Carl, and Jim support
Catharsis, saying they know •
that new people need a space
that
is not commercialized.
Bradstreet said that there have
been three waves of folk music.
The first was with people like
Joni Mitchell and Neil Young,
the second with people like
Valdy and McLaughlin, and he is
a part of the third wave. Dave
said that it's important "to make
sure the process keeps on hap·
pening".
It seems to be happeni ng at
Catharsis.
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LOUl&E
Bands for your dancing and
listening pleasure
Live Nightiy Entertainment
Fri. Nov. 11 - Sat. Nov. 12

"OLIAS"
Mon. Nov. 14 - Sat. Nov.19
T.B.A.
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Canada's international policies reviewed
Although Canada has been a
leaderin the rhe~oric_ of aiding
developingcountries, 1t h_as~een
failingbadly on the crucial 1ss~e
f helping them get a foot m
\e doorway to the rich market~laces of the industrialized
world.
Moreover, the Government
has taken a number of backward steps in practice while
leading the call for new-style
economicrelations in world conferences.
The Government's weak "report-card", when _itcomes to _i~.. plementing the five-year pnon ciesit has set for itself on aid
and trade policies, forms part
of the first major report of the
North-South Institute, an indek,
pendentorganization established
e
in 1976 to research and monitor
IS
development issues, including
O·
the administration of foreign
Ir
aid.
n
The report, entitled North
be
South Encounter:
The Third
:ve
world and Canadian Performart
nce, gives the Canadian Govch
ernmentcredit for moving more
es
quickly than those of most
industrialized nations on some
at
aid, trade and debt issues but
n
warnsof the danger and repercussionsof Canada allowing its
rt
preoccupations with the domw
estic economy and ~tional
ce
unity to turn its focus inwards.
d.
ve
IC.

ke
g,
'ke
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ve
p·
at
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"While Canadians in general,
and Canadian policymakers in
particular, like to view Canada
asbeing in ( or close to) the vanguard of the industrial countries, this self-image is more
flatteringthan accurate. Canada,
on occasion, bas taken positions that have put this country
amongthe leaders of the North.
However, as far as proceeding
with in-depth and innovative
analyses or offering proposals
that could facilitate substantive
agreement between the North
and the Soutb. Canada bas
neither ca/led upon enough

of its resources nor come close
to realizing its potential."

While The North-South Institute is committed to research
and analysis rather than advocacy, the report does include

findings and recommendations
are included in the "Interim
Report Card" on the Government's Strategy (pages 5 to
15) and the Institute's list of
"Nine Priorities for 1977-78"

~,\.

some innovative suggestions to
improve Canadian performance,
such as the possibility of spending CIDA funds in Canada to
help Canadian workers, communities and firms dependent
on industries affected by Third
World import competition. Such
a use of aid funds, together
with debt relief and possible
contributions
to commodity
stockpile funds, could also ease
the CIDA "capacity problem"
which is leading to a "blacksliding" in Canada's efforts to
reach international aid targets.
The Institute's staff has prepared this report (to be repeated
annually), not only as a monitoring study and analysis but
also as a readable reference
handbook for interested Canadians and others. It guides the
reader through some of the
complexities
of international
conferences and trade negotiations and includes a reference
calendar of key events as well
as brief statistical profiles on
every country in the world with
figures on Canadian aid and
trade compared with those of
other countries.
Summary Section
Some of the report's mam

l\ubp~s' .~tplr

(pages 16 to 20). Key excerpts
from other sections are provided below.
North-South
Encounter
is
published simultaneously in French under the title Le defi
Nord-Sud.
The Dangers of National
Introspection
"In the past year, Canada
has carried special responsibilities and expectations in NorthSouth negotiations, for example, as co-chairman of the Paris
Dialogue. Canada will be looked
at again ... "
"As a result of deepening
preoccupations
with national
unity and the state of the domestic economy, there are real
dangers that Canada may fail
to respond adequately. In fact
a slackenivg of international
effort by Canada now would
ha;,e a dangerous effect on the
state of North-South negotiations. It would also have a negative economic impact since Canada shares with the Third World
many interests in improved
global economic co-operation.
Nor will excessive national introspection (to the exclusion of
international concerns) promote
a satisfactory resolution of the

~alon

*

j

as any nation in a world of
increasing protectionism. In this
country such policies would result merely in delaying and
aggravating, rather than dealing
with long-term problems ... "
"Meanwhile, recession in rich
countries means depression for
the people of the Third World
and they have come to expect
that Canada's help, at least,
will not be withdrawn."

Criticisms of CIDA
"For most of the past two decades, Canada's international
development assistance program
has remained relatively immune
to partisan or public scrutiny
or criticism. In the past year,
however, CIDA has received a
substantial amount of criticism
in Parliament and in the media
about its programs and its
priorities. While an increasing
amount of the criticism has
been directed toward substantive issues, some has been clearly ill-informed, superficial and
unconstructive. Such attacks on
CIDA, particularly of the latter
type, have had a definite impact
on its public image.

''The Agency has been put
on the defensive with Parliament, the media and the public,
and CIDA's already weak bureaucratic bargaining position has
been further weakened. Given
the present convergence of budgetary stringency and domestic preoccupations, it seems clear
that attacks on CIDA have helped to erode public and political support for the Agency,
which m turn has allowed
the slackening of Canadian aid
increases."

"The Government, and responsible outside critics, have a
responsibility to improve knowledge of the program's successs
and failures, and to gradually
promote a more balanced perspective. Given widespread public skepticism, it will be especially important for those
outside government to carry out
this analysis, but the Government will have to play its
part in making the raw material
(such as extensive information
on CIDA 's country-programs)
much more readily available.
"In the meantime, it will
be vitally important for both
the Government and its critics
not to misread the need for
more effective and cost-efficient
aid programs as a need to cut
aid funds or impose such strin~ent financial management that
the program will strange m
red tape."
Special View of the
Western Provinces
"The adjustment pressures
facing Canada as a result of the.
developing countries' increased
competitiveness, are not going
to subside but rather will undoubtedly grow and intensify .. "
"It is also noteworthy that
the Western Provinces, which
see themselves with an almost
'third world' interest in upgrading their resource-based exports
(under the freest possible international trade conditions), at
the same time explicity recognize the need for national programs to 'minimise the economic and social dislocation which
accompany freer trade'."
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Wlthlhe Canadian Forces Naval ReMrYe .
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constitutional
crisis. Canada's
past performance and future
potential in international co-operation are themselves a part
of the national unity debate."
"Canada has as much to lose

BENEFITS
- Winter employment In Windsor, Tuesday night,

8-10:30p.m.
-

Occasslonal paid weekend, In other Canadian cities
Full time summer employment In 8.C.
Meet people from all of Canada
Opportunity to train with the best
Good pay - NOT a permanent commlttment
Leads to officers com mt salon

REQUIREMENTS
-

2846 UNIVERSITY WEST
Under ,The Bridge

For appointments call 258-2490

Full time uniY81'9tty student
Have an Interest In serving with the military
Must be •ble to face a :challenge and take responslbJtlty
Canadian or U.K. Citizen ·

•Not• other posit Iona open to part-time a~udents

For Information and Appltcations Visit
HMCSHUNTER
960 Ouellette Ave., Windsor, Ont.
Tuesday and Thursday 8 - 10 p.m ..

SEELIEUTENANTO'MALL.EY
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Mustangs might .manage Victory
London - For the second
year running the Western Ontario Mustangs will not only
host the 'Forest City Bowl'
game in their city, but they
will play in it with the odds in
their favour.
By virtue of a 22-17 victory
over the Wilfred Laurier Golden
Hawks here Saturday, Western
will face the University of Calgary Dinosaurs, who defeated
UBC 13-12. The winner of this
match-up will travel to Toronto
for the College Bowl classic
against the winner of the Atlantic Bowl. Queen's Golden Gaels
beat Bishop's 45-27 last week,
and the Acadia Axeman, almost
perenial top contenders, chopped St. Francis Xavier 32-1 .
both earning the right to appear
in the Atlantic Bowl tomorrow.

rains it pours .
In the passing department
Western's
prowess did shine
through . Jamie Bone, their allstar (gag) quarterback, aided by
a recently acquired synthetic
knee brace from a specialist
in New York, tossed 12 for 25
(that's 48%) for 242 yards as
opposed to Laurier's mere 24
yards in the air.
Outstanding
efforts
came

from Jim Reid of Laurier who
carried 13 times for 91 yards
despite a hip pointer, and Craig
Labett for Western who caught
two passes for 68 yards, one of
these being a 50 yard touch down (let's see, 68 minus 50 .. )
In Kingston, the Bishop's
University Gaiters took their
familiar early lead over Queen's,
Bishop's being the highest overall scorer in the league. How-

ever it was Queen's who had
the last laugh, and came back
with several quick tallies to take
a commanding lead. Dave Marinucci, Queen's top scorer next
to all-star place-kicker Blaine
Shore, carried 29 times for 211
yards and two touchdowns, adding nicely to that team's total
of 296 yards on the ground.
Other outstanding performances
from Gaels came from Bob

-

O'Doherty, a repeating Eastern
conference all-star slot back who
copped one touchdown, with 7
carries from 139 yards.
Another all-star, Bruce Wilkins, trotted for 81 yards on'
18 tries.

Kicking

champs
Though Windsor does not
enter in the Soccer competition of the OUAA, the league
still feel$ it can go ahead without us.
The York Yeomen are the
1977 OUAA soccer champions,
having defeated
the Western
Mustangs 2-1 on Saturday, October 29th to claim the crown.
Mac Musaby scored the winning
goal with less than 10 minutes
to play for the Yeomen. Mike
Burke got other tally while
Oars Rugins replied for the
Mustangs.
The Yeomen now advance
to the CIAU soccer finals in
Waterloo. As host team the
Waterloo Warriers will also be
able to compete, and there will
be five teams, representing the
University
conferences
across
the country.

The Western-Laurier matchup was not as close as the score
indicates with W..estern sliding
to an 18-7 half-time lead. After a brief Laurier push,they tied
the strings in the end. The
stats for rushing show a definite Laurier dominance managing 245 yards to Western's
28 . However this in itself is
not truly indicative of the Western play, as they did gain 100
yards but lost 72 on two successive plays. And

Spikers host tourney
The Lancerettes hosted the
Can-Am Volleyball tournament
this year · at St. Denis Hall.
Although the Lancerettes were
unable to make it to the finals
they felt the tournament was
quite successful overall.
Judging from the standings
it seems that the tournament
was dominated by the Amer-

ican teams. Central Michigan
dropped the University of Guelph in one semi final game
(15-8, 15-9) and Eastern Michigan University played Kellogg
Community College in the other
semi final game (13-15, 5,15).
The finals were between Central Michigan and Kellogg Community College, won by Central

lntramurals in lilTlbo
At the moment, intramural
sports finds its~lf in a bit of a
transition period. The autumn
activities are winding down,
and the winter ones are just
beginning to get underway.
Humkins captured the flag football championship by downing
the Mac Hall Bears in the deciding game by a score of 28-20.
Mike Quinn rambled for three
touchdowns,
with RiLk Scott
scoring the other. Congratula-

• MCAT

tions to Humkins, 1977 flag
football kings.
In the intramural hockey
"A" division, the MBA squad
has withdrawn from competition, leaving only six teams to
battle for top honours. Any
games scheduled against MBA
will not be made up, but the
other teams have the option of
using the times scheduled for
those games as free practice
time.

• LSAT.

• VAT

• GRE

• DAT

• OCAT

• SAT

• NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• ECFMG
• FLEX

Flexible Programs and Hours
Over38 yearsof experienceand success.Smallclasses.Voluminous
homestudy materials.Coursesthat are constantlyupdated.Centers
opendaysand weekendsall year. Completetape facilities for review
of class lessonsandfor useof supplementary
materials.Make-upsfor
missedlessonsat our centers.
ANN ARBOR
(313)662-3149

OR Write to:
29226 Orchard Lake Road

The
Lancerette
basketball
team came out on the low end
of the totem pole last weekend
as they dropped a 92-32 deci·
sion to the defending women's
National Champions, Laurent·
ian. Some key injuries to Lan· •
cerettes hurt the team as Patty
Duchaine was forced to leave
the match with a broken hand,
and Diane Landry had to be
replaced after an ankle injury.
Coach Royal Church com·
mented
that the Laurentian
squad was well-balanced and
well-coached
Specifically they
forced the Lancerettes into cor·
ners several times with effec·
tive half-court presses and dou·
ble-teaming. Forward Kerri Tow·
ers was top Windsor scorer with
11 points for the game.
The team heads into a tough
weekend tonight as they face
McMaster and again tomorrow
against York. The team's next
home game will be against Shall'
College next Wednesday whe.n
they will be sandwiched (rhetr
game that
is) between the
Crusaders and the Lancers in the
home opener for those teams.

il.l

BONI!

FARMINGTON HILLS
(313)851-0313

LANCERETTE
BASKETBALL

'Chere IS a difference!!!
• GMAT

Michigan.
Th'e Lancerettes placed fifth
overall which is respectable
considering
the
competition.
There were 12 teams in the
tournament.
The Lancerette team wishes
to thank all the officials who
participated in the tournament.

TES;-:;;;;

SPECIALISTSSINCE 1931

Suite No. 205
Farmington Hills, Mi. 48018

Affiliated Centers in Major U. S. Cities
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Wrestlers have high hopes for 77 season
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By PETER NASH
This year 's edition of Lancer wrestling has high hopes
and more experience. Coach
Dennis Hry"caike commented
that "We hope to get third
place in the OUAA standings
thisyear. "
Jn years past the Lancer
squad has had too many interim coaches and a lack of opwmistic spirit, the coach noting
that part-time coaches couldn't
put in a concentrated effort.
This year the team has better
motivation and a full-time head
coach.

Last year the team only
participated in 9 weight classe_s.
This year they are entered m
all weight classes except the
heavy weights. Many of the
classes are being filled with
rookies for whom Coach Hrycaike has high hopes. The
coach noted that "kids coming
from high school have better
training then they had in years
past." He said "Wrestling is
gettingmore support in the high
schools.The calibre of wrestlers
isgetting better".
Several outstanding wrestlers
from last year are back again
to help strengthen the squad.
Greg Middleton is back again,
in the 109 lb. class, to compete
in his fourth year of wrestling.
Last year he captured a silver

in the OUAA standings and a
silver in the CJAU championships. He is expected to be one
of the strongest points on the
Lancer team. John Girard is also
expected to do well in the 158
pound category . Last year he
captured
a silver medal in
the OUAA standings . Andy
Macri is another veteran who
is h.oping to do well. He got a
bronze in the 150 pound category last year in the standings .
Coach Hrycaike feels he has
some outstanding rookies this
year. High on the !!St is Mierko
Vransevic, a 167 pounder, to
whom the coach notes has a lot
of potential. Del Middleton and
Rick Johnson are expected to
battle it out for the 126 pound
class. Rick Shaban, also a
member of the Lancer football
team, is• a rookie even though
it is his second year at the
university. Coach Hrycaike commented that "Shaban is very
strong. He could do well."
Overall the Lancers should
be a vastly improved squad.
The team has a much better
attitude then last year. The
coach noted that "The team
is much more enthusiastic. Our
general attitude is 150% better.
We are much more confident."
It's great to see a team with
spirit. Hopefully they will be
rewarded with a good final
standing and a few more medals.

Team ta kes to streets
Now you may think that
anyone who cares to run about
25 miles in whatever inclement
weather must be out of their
joggmg minds, right? Well how
about trotting
one hundred
miles? Sounds gruesome, eh?
Well, it's not that ba<;! smce
you nm as part of a team . Last
Sunday> the university track
team travelled all the way to
WindsorStadium to take part in
the Third Annual "Fred Meadows' 100 mile run". This
little pace is sponsored by the
WindsorY roadrunners and this
year seven teams competed includingour own combined male/
femaletrack squad.
Now you may think that
joggingthat distance would take
forever. Well,almost. Our team
showed everybody but one team
who was the roadrunning champion, they fell short to the
Oakland Community College entry but just managed to top the
WindsorYMCA 'A' team.
The combined Lancer/La~cerette team composing (in
order of appearance): Ray Holland, Paul Roberts, Don MacKinnon, Jack Gray, Greg Marentette, Lmda Staudt, Paul Brown,
Rose Caille, Jim Bulley and
John Zarebski, finished the 100
mile run in 1 hour 7 minutes
and 12 seconds.

Be a joc w ith
no practice
Come up and
join
he Lance

The runners and jumpers
now begin training for the indoor circuit which gets under
way in January. The Lance
would like to thank coaches
Salter and Kimmerle for their
assistance in reporting this year.
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Good ski bum discounts
By DON PEPPIN
As the season for the 'white
fluffy stuff' descends upon us
we, the devoted thrill-seeker
must start cutting back 011 the
number of munchies and (perish
the thought) soggy super burgers
in preparation for another season of skiing. The perennial
scrounging efforts must begin
now so we won't come up short
when the 'big snow' arrives.
Unfortunately
sometimes we
must settle for the cheaper spots
around the area to satisfy our
soaring desires.

A program has been designed
for student skiers to help out
with not only discounts on ski
lift tickets, rentals and lessons
but also on longer trips to
resorts around the country. The
program sponsored by the Miller
brewing company in the U.S.A.
is called the Student Ski Associadon.
For a membership
fee of $'/ for a full season, there

are a number of fringe benefits
which make the fee quite a good
deal.
Here's how the program
works: you present your SSA
card at the lift ticket window
and receive one half off ski
lessons, lifts, and rentals during
the week, on weekends and
holidays you save $1 to $3
on an all-day lift ticket. Now
you say that's great if it's only
good for the bunny runs right?
Do Boyne Mountain, Schuss
Mountain and Sugerloaf sound
like beginners' traps? Not quite.
These and 13 other Michigan
areas are part of the program.
As well as areas in Vermont,
the Rockies, New· York state
and some Quebel. resorts take
part. Unfortunately only areas
around Thunder Bay take part
in the program in Ontario.$0
if your legs take you to Blue
Mountain ct. al, you'll have to
stick to their h1gh\\ay robbery.

Otherwise this
be worthwhile

program could
for ski buffs.

If you write them you receive two neat little magazines,
the Student Skier and Poor
Howard's College Guide to Skiing, both of which contain lots
of info on hundreds of ski
areas and some nifty moneysaving tips about inexpensive
(not necessarily cheap) lodges
in ski country.
The address to write for info
is: The Student Ski Association,
2256 N. Clark St., Chicago,
IL 60614.
Last year the SSA sponsored
a number of 'Ski carnivals' as
well in certain areas of the states. Again these offers were
priced for the student, with all
the frills. The package sounds
worthwhile for anyone who
spends much time state-side with
the slats strapped on with more
than just leather. Take a look
and save some bucks.
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Cagers prepare to go state-side to get 'killed'
By DON PEPPIN

The Lancer basketball team
heads into its first game of
the exhibition season tonight
in Toledo, with the thought
in the back of their heads that
come January they will be the
team to beat.
This was officially confirmed last week as the CIAU
announced the pre-season rankings for Canadian basketball.
The University of Windsor
Lancers copped third spot in
this national ranking with the
University of Guelph being the
only other conference team to
make the top ten.
Lancer coach Dr. Paul Thomas noted: "naturally when we
found out, we were elated" however he went on to note, (whether or not the announcement
had anything to do with it) the
team's practices this past week
were not up to the standard
of previous weeks. He commen·
ted that "this (the national
ranking) puts us under the gun
. . . but we're used to that .. .
I'd far rather be at the top than
not rated at all."
He noted that he still has one
player to cut before he gets hii

roster to his usual 10 players,
and the choosing process is
complicated by the quality players still on the team He is very
pleased with the progress of
several players who are returning from last year who, perhaps,
were not up to their potential
in the early stages of choosing
the team. Notably Jim Minnello and Fred Robson both
are progressing very well and
their play is now "just outstanding" according to Coach
Thomas.
The team travels to the
University of Toledo tonight
and Michigan State University
Sunday for their first exhibition games. The exhibition season is very important to every
team, obviously, but for the
Lancers it often works to their
disadvantage as well. Here's
how: at the end of the regular
season it comes time for the
powers-that-be to choose who
is going to travel to the nat··
ional championship tournament.
They
leave themselves onechoice, other than the first
place teams in each division.
This final spot is called the
wild card and this is the team

court by huge guards and cenwhich is felt to be the best in
the country that hadn't been• tres in the U.S., a full court
press from a Canadian team will
invited al"ready.
seem
like a lark.
In the last two years, the
Lark
or no lark, the team has
Lancers have been in the running for the wild card, but: eight exhibition games before
because they didn't have enough
compet1t10n against Canadian
teams outside this conference,
the judges felt they couldn't
fairly judge them against the
other top names.
Coach Thomas notes that
competing against American colleges and universities does hurt
the team this way, but there ii;
no way to avoid it since there
just aren't the funds to travel to
some of the Canadian teams
which invite them. Why then,
you ask, does the team go all
the way to Oklahoma and Michigan for games? Those teams
have the funds to sponsor
Windsor's travel expenses. Canadian schools just don't have
that kind of cash lying around.
c:,..
Thus again we ask, why go ~
all that way just to get mur- 0
dered? Dr. Thomas agrees: "Why -;;
get killed for nothing?" How- o
0
ever, he explains that it is good Cl.
.c:
experience for the squad. After
getting bounced all over the

Christmas and then they must
start concentrated
efforts on
the regular sea.;on. The challenge is there, we're the team to
beat let's go out and disappoint
all those under-dogs.

1

open with three point week end
By NIGEL MILLER

a

The Lancer hockey team had
successful weekend tying

Brock
nipping
7-6.

on Saturday
Ryerson

5-5, and
on

Sunday

At Brock the Lancers came
from behind to tie the Badgers
after surviving a penalty-filled
first period. Even though they
were out scored 3-1 in that
stanza, the score could have

IN THE SHOWERS
By DON PEPPIN

Now I'm as patriotic as the next guy and do prefer Canadian
football to the American version, but one gripe I have is one which
has virtually no cure. I can't see any of the games I want to.
Not because of blackout rules, or orders-in-council, it's just the
signal doesn't reach our quivering, shivering bundle of electronics,
we grace by calling a television set.
Nonetheless last week the C.F .L. finished off its regular season,
and although the eastern conference essntially had been decided
since Thanksgiving the western half could have changed overnight.
If the Saskatchewan Roughriders had beaten Edmonton instead
of losing 38-0, and B.C. had dropped Winnipeg instead of losing
31-21, then B.C. would have had the bye and Edmonton would
have faced Winnipeg at home in the semi. However since none of
them did, Edmonton sits back as Winnipeg battles B.C. on the coast
tomorrow.
Get that?
For those of you with long coathangers or the luxury of some
new fangled antennae the game will ~e on CTV tomorrow afternoon (channel 42).
"Check the newspapers for the time of the game in your area",
'cause all those time conversions get me all confused.
As for the eastern wing of the great Canadian turkey chase (the
turkey looking a bit grey these days), the Montreal 'Olympic Stadium' Alouettes will be tackling some Export, as Ottawa and Toronto
try to tackle each other on Sunday. That game will be shown on
Channel 9 (ditto above), unless they can find a good western that
we'd rather see.
Ottawa has to be favoured slightly in this match-up by virtue of
the fact that they are playing Toronto ... that's all the advantage
most teams seem to need when it comes to the Argos' playoff performances.
Otherwise, the fact that the Argos had rather poor final weeks
in the season, probably will have analysts second guessing Leo Cahill right up to game time, and forever ... till next year.
Another possibly disturbing element in this year's round of
media rumours is that ever-fabulous-but-not-so-this-year
Ronnie
Lancaster will be traded to the western conference representatives
so he can, once again, make his final appearance as one of the leagues most praised players. Not since Sammy Sabozinskof have the
media spent so much time telling us how often a player is going to
retire.
Of course maybe he's only got two or three more installments
on his pay-deduction Canada savings bond and if the old knees can
hold out for a couple of games next season ....•

been closer as the Lancers hit
two posts and missed an open
net. Jack Rosaasen scored the
lone tally of the period.
By the end of the second
period Don Martin and Bert
Fournier had tied the score
at 3-3. The teams exchanged
goals in the third with Scott
Hunter and Jim Dalton rounding out the scoring for Windsor.
Both head coach Dr. Eaves
and assistant coach Peter Mateja said the team showed potential and good balance. Penalties hurt the team in the game
with the Lancers taking seven
in the first period. Mateja
believes the team was victimized in both games. He described Saturday's referee as bad·
and Sunday's as atrocious.

The Ryerson game was a different story as it was the Rams
who came from behind, almost.
The Lancers built a 4-1 lead
in the first period with goals
coming from Al Figgins, Kirk
Marshall, Scott Hunter, and
Moe Biron.
Windsor added to this score
in the second period with two
goals from Bert Fournier and
Jack Rosaasen giving the Lancers a 6-1 lead.
Then the roof almost fell
in, the Rams scored four goals
in the next eight minutes. Coach
Eaves stated that the Lancers
just stopped skating and the
forwards weren't coming back
to help out on defence.
Fortunately Windsor's accumulated lead was too much for
the Ryerson team to overcome
as the teams exch anged goals

in the third period. Tom Green
eventually got the winning goal
with a shot in the third period.
This game was also marred by
penalties as the Lancers were
shorthanded on numerous situations.
The game proved the coaches'
promises of a well-balanced team
as nine different players scored,
eight forwards. and a defenceman. Goaltending was also superb on both days. Mike Free·
man was called upon to make
several key stops on Saturday,
Don Johnston played very well
on Sunday in his first start in
university hockey.
This weekend will have the
Lancers at home, playing two
games against Western. Game·
time is 3:15 at Adie Know
Herman Arena both Saturday
and Sunday.

College Bowl more than just a game
By NIGEL MILLER

The pinnacle for Canadian
University Football teams is
again in sight. On November
19, the winners of the Forest
City Bowl and the Atlantic
Bowl will clash in the College
Bowl classic.
The College Bowl is played
annually at Toronto's Varsity
Stadium. This will be the thirteenth bowl game and the organizers are hoping that it won't
be an unlucky week. Recent
years have been plagued by
poor weather which has kept
people away.
The very first bowl game
was rained-out and as a result
the organizers lost $8,000. The
College Bowl is a non-profit
organization and promotes such
charitable organizations as th<
Canadian Save the Childrer
Fund (Cansave). Cansave ha:
received approximately $190,000 from the College Bowl.

Half of the money earned
goes back into the C.l.A.U. to
support college atheletics, and
half to Cansave.
Peter Gorman is the founder
of the College Bowl and he has
watched the event grow into a
success drawing crowds of
20,000 or 30,000. He believes
the game is more than just a
game. He feels the game builds
spirit for Canada and is a great
unity builder, bringing teams
from all over Canada.
This year's game will be the
finale of a week of festivities.
Paul Godfrey, Metro Toronto
chairman, has proclaimed the
week, Nov. 13-20, Canadian
College Bowl Week in Toronto.
This week will consist of
dinners, luncheons and award
ceremonies. Thursday evening
the Schenley CIAU Awards
dinner will be heh!, awards being
given for Canadian football's
player, lineman, rookie and
coach of the year.

Leon Erner, president of the
College Bowl directorate says
that the game has finally arrived
and it is possible that it will be
held in the larger CNE facilities
(where the Argos and the Blue
Jays play) in the forseeable
future.
The four teams vying for a
spot in the big game this year
are the Western Ontario Must·
angs and the Calgary Dinosaurs.
meeting in the Forest City Bowl,
the
Arcadia
Axemen and
Queen's Golden" Gaels playing
m the Atlantic
Bowl. The
winners of these two games
will meet in the College Bowl,
with the victor of that claiJll·
ing the Vanier cup which goes
with the National Champion·
ship.
Kick-off time is at 1 p.tll,
November 19, and it aJwiys
proves to be the climax of
Canadian university football sea·
on.
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This time last year, Volun- ·
teer Services was a thriving
non-profit community service
agency with four full-time employee s and government grants,
engaged in matching up local
organizations
with
charitable
competent and willing volun teers.
Today the organ ization co ntinue s to operate out of the
University Centre, but the money has run out, and the one remaining em ployee is frustrated
and angry. But she doesn 't
count Volunteer Services out
ye .
''1'11 keep it going until
December, no matter what -happens," says Peggy O'Neill. The
other employees were laid-off
in June whe n the federal L.1.P.
grant ran out, and since then

0 'Neill

has been scro:unging
for funds to keep ·Volunteer
Services operating.
O'Neil] is still waiting to
hear from the United Way in
order to get special project
funding for one year. Now that
th e United Way fund-raising
campaign is over, O'Neill expects
to hear before the end of the
month.
Th e federal government 's decision on whether to fund Volunte er Services t hrough a one
year Canada Works grant was
supp osed to be made by Oct.
31, but O'Neill has yet to hear
from Ottawa.
Volunteer , Services has placed 111)0 volunteers with 110
agencies since January, 1976 ,
"so I think we've proved to be
worthwhile, " says O'Neill. AIthough the agency is located in
the SAC offices and helps place

Lobby against Parrott

Volunteer Services' Peggy O'Nerll.

nursing students, it is not a student organization . "We're her e
for the community at large,,,
she says.
SAC President Gary Wells
says SAC has bailed out Volunteer Services with loans several times in the past. - " If - it
looks like they 'll get funding ,
we may lend them some money
again, " Wells said .

Volu nte er Services ' bud get
goes mainly to O'Neill 's salary
(which she describ es as "low"),
and supp lies. Although Volu n- '
teer Services get free office
space, they pay for their own
ph one and for office supP.lies.
In · addition, O'Neill deals with
many S~C functions, from her
desk beside SAC secretary Kar~
en Cooper.

Students have to educate MPPs ··
By DAN SULLIVAN
Last Thursday, 14 students
l-t- -----------------------------1--

,from the ·university of Windsor \ in a "Mass Lobby Day" orwent to Toronto to participate ' ganize d by the Ontario Federat ion of Students.
The students met with their

SAC Sigh-Elections
Round two of SAC's annual
anti -apath y by-elections con ti nues this week and next. Six
p~siti()ns are 0pen, . or onl.
. re tes ..nta tive each from Arts,
_Fine Arts, "'Social Science, Human Kinetics, Music and Education.
- •
·

. ..

There are also two openings
on the student affairs ·committee.
Interested studeq.ts will ha~e
to hurry, because nominations
close at 4: 30 this afternoon.
To nominate yourself, grab
-a friend and go to the SAC
office on the second floor of the
University Centre, sometime today. Fill out the required form,
and have your friend fjll out
the second page, which must

be comp letecl by ~omeone other than the candidate.
You can represent onl,y that
'facuf y or -~c , o1 n ~-hich /OU
are registered.
The election , will be held
November 29, 1977, so you
have ten days to run a campaign. However, if traditio~s
carry through, chances are that
you'll be . acclaimed anyway.
Alt candidates in this by•
election are urged to submit
a 250-word statement to The
Lance 'by 10 a.m. Wednesday,
No_vember 23, for publication
in the November 25 issue.,
For those candidates willing,
photographs will be taken at
The Lance office next Monday
and Tuesday.

local M.P.P.s in order to communicate to them the ir concerns wirh the new student aid
program. Alt houg h the O.F.S.
had sent out information pack agt to _all the M:P.P.s which
included the government release
and an analys is, a number of
them had not read- the material
and had to have the 'new plan
explained to them by the students.
The Windsor stude ·nts met
with local M.P.P.s Ruston ; Newman, Mancini, Cook and Bounsall, and were mainly concerned
with getting their reactions to
the new parental income/contribution index and the limitation of grant eligibility to
four years.
According to Maryon '_Overholt, who led the group from
Windsor, the reaction they got

was mixed and the M.P.P.s
tended to rely on the opin ions of their party critics for
Colleges and Universities. In
general they _were not in favou r
·of limiting grants to under graduates and felt that the
ta bles for parental contributions were too severe. They
also felt that the age of independence should be set at 18
(presently
tudents must be
members of the work force for
three .years), and were opposed
to differential fees for 'foreign
students, favouring instead, reciprocal agreements with foreigh universitie s.
Though the students who
tried to talk to Dr. Harry Parrott , the Minister of Colleges
and Universities, found him evasive as usual, the expedition was
an overall success, providing a
much needed communication
between students and their elec. I.ted 0fficials .
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taw stud8nts court success in Moot ·
By TED GODDARD
On Thursday evening of last
week the anr)uar Zuber Moot

took place in the Moot Court
of the Law Faculty. The Moot
is a competition between pairs
of law students in a simulated

court room situation in which
.me: winners are determined
on the basis of research and the
skill.s of ora1 argument before
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Harry Hochm an and Tom Porter accepting the Zuber Bowl from Mr . Justice Tom Zuber.

the Judges. This _year's winners
were Harry Hochman and Tom
Porter. Runners-up were Brad
Kelneck and Sharon Rosenberg.
The Moot is named after
Mr. Justice T. Zuber who was
presiding on the bench of the
moot court Thursday . A fo rmer
professor law here at Windsor ,
Z.vber is now . a jud~e on the
Ontario Court of Appeal. The
other two judges were Madame
Justice Wilson and Mr. Justice
Krever, who had a knack for
some very pointe d questi on s
directed at the competitors.
The particular case being argued was the question of a
lawyer' s ability for negligence
in giving certain advice to a
client. As some source of comfort to potential clients and an
equal source of discomfort to
~ lawyers, judgement
was given
:g against th~ lawyer.
8 The winners may now go on
~ to represent the University of
£ Windsor at the Gale Moot,
~ which is an All-Ontario Moot
f comp~tition.
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A : Xerox

borid coinop photoct>pier is
bei.ng installed on the main floor of
The · Leddy Library on a 30.cfay trial
basis~ Copy will be 10 cents per page.
CATHOLIC Campus Ministry (located at
the Assumption University Building on
campus - 2nd floor). ,MASSES: Sunday
10:30 a.m. and 4:;30 p.m., Weekdays,
12':00· noon and 4 :30 p.m. and Saturday, 11 :30 a.m.
A lost kerchief - dark brown, beige and
white. Has great sentimental value. The
owner would appreciate its return to
The Lance office or call Barb 969 -4421 .
THE Women's Centre is sponsoring the
5th annual CHRISTMAS HAND-CRAFT
BAZAAR from Tuesday, . November 22 to
Friday, November 25 in the main concourse of Vanier Hall from 10 a.m . to
5 p.m. If enough people bring in the ir
good old books and phonograph records, there will be a Caveat Emptor
Sale tn the Women's Centre during the
Bazaar.

AN exhibition

of recent sculpture of
Grace Manias opens tqnight in the LeBel Fine . Arts Gallery . A recept ion
will be held in the gallery between
8:00 to 10:00 p.m.
ECONOMICS ·Department

Seminar: Carl
of Soviet . and
East European Studies, Ottawa, speaking
on "Direct Soviet and East European
Investment in · the Industrialized Western Economics." Monday, November
21st, 3:00 p.m., Room 1163 Windsor
Hall.
A.E .R.A.: Aquatic Exploration and Research Associates will hold a meeting
Tuesday, November 22 at 7 :30 in rm.s.

H. McMillan, Institute

What '1 Heppenin1 is a replar feature · of~
LaM9 ·
which will include Uncluaified Ads, Penonal Ads.
and No,icea of campua events. Lutin1a of off-campus
activ.ities will also be considered for publicatioa.
Any aqbmilaion may be edited for len .. h. Deadline
is noon Tuetdly of the week of p~blication.

..
& 2 University Centre. All welcome,
film to be shown.
ATTENTION . Moms, Dads and Tots
Jages 2-5): _The University of Windsor
·School of Nursing invites you t'o attend
"Multiphasic
Screening".
Moms and
Dads: Have your blood pressure taken
and urine tested. Tots: Height, weight
and development
will be screened.
Drop into Room 51 Windsor Hall (in
Basement near Post Office) any time between 9 a.m . and 4 p.m. Monday , Nov.
Q1, 1977.
THE man who conducted the Demeter
murder trial, Ed Greenspan, is coming
to Windsor . He'll talk about "the Criminal Appeal Process" at the Moot Court room at the Faculty of Law, Tuesday,
Nov. 22nd, at 7:30. Everyone is -invited.
COFFEE HOUSE - Sponsored by the
·Assumption Campus Community is held
every Sunday 8:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.,
in the Blue Room of the Assumption
Campus Commun ity Centre. Relaxed atmosphere with entertainment, coffee, tea,
hot chocolate etc . . . Bring a friend .

COME out and hear Canada's Minister
of State for Small Business, the Hon.
Tony Abbott , questionned on these and
other topics by a panel of experts.
3:00 p.m. Tuesday, November 22 in
Assumption
Lounge . Audience participation is invited, so come out and
make your voice heard!
ASSUMPTION University String Quartet. Kathie · Spratt, violin, Ann Cannell,
violin, Michael Krause, _viola, and Margaret Krause, cello . Program: Mozart,
F. Mendelssohn, and Jens Hanson.
8:00 p.m ., Saturday, November 26,
1977 . Moot Court, Law Building. Ad mission free .

,,

NOW forming. The Classical· Guitar
Society . of Windsor. For further information call: Dan Tarailo - 9698263 or Dominic Bertucci - 969-8919.
Tl RED of Florida, Hawaii, Barbados?
Try a week of wilderness ·skiing in the
Agawa Canyon region. No cars or snowmobiles to hamper your skiing . Groomed trails for beginners and experienced
skiers. For more informati~n ~It Ext .
488 or 256-3298.

OEJA-VU Resale Shoppe: Period clothing; 20's, 30's, 40's etc.; jewellery, home
furnishings; oddment s ; and all manner
of novel bric-a-brac. ·eom~ in and browse
1432 Wyandotte St. E. · or call 254UNIVERSITY Players presents HOW 0989, Tuesday through " ,Saturday 11
TH& OTHER HALF LOVES by Alan · a.m. to 6 p.m.
Ayckbourn, Friday , November 25 to
Saturday, December 3 'at 8:00 p.m. ON Sunday, November 2-7, 1977 'The
At Essex Hall Theatre, University of Scarlet Brigade' will perfo t m at St. Clair
Windsor (no performance Monday, Nov- College, starting at 2 p.m > At-so on the
ember 28). Admission $3.50, Student program will be 'The St. -Clair 'College
Bi'g Jazz Band'. General { admission is
Rush available - $2.50 ten . minutes $2.00 and Student admission is $1.00.
before curtain. Phone 253-4565.
Proceeds will be used for support for
the 'Scarlet Brigade'. Tickets are availWOU LO the person who sent G. Wells able from the Band members or at the
the letter on Nov 7 please contact him. door.
Our discussions · will ·be strictly confidential.
FOR SALE: Sony stereo receiver, 100
watts R.M.S. per channel', Sony 4300
direct dirve servo touch turntab _le, Stanton 681 EEE cartridge, all . new with
warra oty. Call 252-6342 .

ON Thursday, December 8; 1977, Assumption University will celebrate ·its
Patronal Feast. The celebration will
consist of Mass in the University Chapel at 6 :00 p.m., followed by refreshments in the Univ~rsity Centre at 7 :00
p.m. and a dinner and short concert.
Tickets are available at Assumption
Business Office (311) Information Ser- . THE Windsor -Light Opera presents its
vices (216), G. McMahon (332) R. 57th major musical prod~ction, "The
Doyle (112) and P. Vandall (384),
Stingiest Man in Town" (Scrooge) .
prior to Nov. 26 1977 . Faculty and
Cleary Auditorium, November 19, 25,
Staff $7 .50; Students $3.75.
26, 27 and December 2, 3 and 4 . Tickets available from members and from
THE retrospective exhibition of pain- the Box office, 395 Tecumse .h Road
tings it,y Professor Antqnio Boctot, , West~fir call 252-6455.
Director of the School of Fine Arts,
FOUND: Brown wallet, in Dillon Hall. ·
continues on view in the Leddy LibClaim
at Lance Office.
rary Gallery through November 30th.

anclassi.,:iOO

HAND made Spanish Classical .guitar.
Car~ing and ·hand-done fancy work.
Very reasonable price. EKO · 12 string
quitar is qood shape. Call 254-8037.
279 Campbell: 2 bedroom, unfurnished
apt. with living room, bath ; · kitchen, .
stove and fridge. Call 254.0848.
MOVING OUT. · 10 speed bike for sale.
In very good · condition. Reasonable
rate. Call 256-4082, anytime.

I

Guide·describestransportfacilitiesfor h?Jndicapped
ility can make a proposed journey.
In the hopes of providing .
the physically disabled with an
opportunity to do more travelling, Transport Canada has published a bilingual booklet entitled "Transportation in Canada : A Guide for the Disadvantaged" . The re.port is the
'result of an extensive survey of
travel facilities. across Canada.

Travelling, for business or
pleasure, can be a major problem for the physically disabled .
They must know in advance if
they ·can get assistance in getting
on and off trains, planes and
buses. They must also be aware
of which terminals or parts of
terminals are accessible to them.
These are just a few of the considerations that determine if a
citizen -with a phy_sical disab-

In the Windsor and Essex
Count y area, the Ontario March
of Dimes has _undertaken the
distribution of the booklet . in
order to make sure that the physically disabled adult citizens in
this area are aware of what ·is
available to them. The report is
also being distributed to local
travel agents to enable them to
better serve their physically
disabled clients .

Universityraisesfunds
for United Way campaign
money from provincial grants
and is a non-profit company.
· Calculations reveal that the
average donation by a faculty
member was $104 .00, and the

By BRUCE DINSMORE

The Windsor and Essex County United Way campaign ended
two weeks ago and the figures
are in. It's all good news for
the agencies that depend on the ·
United . Way grants to keep
working.
The University of Windsor
had .a part in all that good news.
The University 's total gift was
3% above last year's , The total
was $37,146 .90, according to
'Mr. J .A. Renaud of Per sonnel
Services.
Last year 's total was $36,023 .00.

average .donation of a umon
member was $17 .78 .
Of the University's total staff
of 1,277,832 (or 65.2%) people
gave to the United Way.

Music from Africa
The School of Music is pleased to announce a visit by the
distinguished Justice of the
Michigan Supreme Court, G.

/

Mennen Williams. While he was
the American Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs he toured every country

This only represents the
donations of the faculty and ·
staff . No student donations were
on that contine~t (except South
collected , : nor does the univer- 'Africa) and in the grocess creasity give a corporate gift, since · ted a fine collectio n of African
artifacts. . He will bring with
the University gets most of its

'

1,

The booklet factually describes
conditions in airports, bus and
rail terminals, ferries and other
travel areas, as they existed at
the time of the survey ,

Anyone wishing to have a
copy -of the guide may obtain
one by contacting the Windsor
office of the Ontario March of
Dimes at 254-6314. ·

Psychology awards
Mike Burger, Wayne Lesko,
and William Ross were joint
recipients of the Dist inguished
Graduat e Teaching Awards for
the 1976/77 academic year . The
award was announced by Dr.
Miriam Bunt ,_Head of the Department of Psy chology at the
University of. Windsor. Each
year approximately 20 graduate
psychology students are eligible
for the award as teaching assis-

tants in the . intruuu ;rnry psychology course. The award is
based upon achievement by
student ,s within the different
sections of psychology taught by
the graduate teaching assistant~
and by teacher evaluations from
the stude _nts. Other recipients of
graduate teaching awards for
1976/77 were Kathleen Navarre,
Marilyn Bell; ,Larry Waterman,
and Cheryl Loughner. _

,.

Letter from TECH

By DAVE WALUK
Press Secretary, Tech '77
him examples · of masks and
Following controversial birth throes the newly established TECH
statues, mostly from West and
'77 is . fully organized and functioning . TECH '77 is an inter-resiCentral African tribes, and his
dence council composed of the four off-campus residences; Tecumt;tlk will centre around these
seh, Electa, Canterbury and Huron . The newly elected executive
artifacts . Musicians are espec- .
officers are Tim Rainone (Pres.) ; Mark Cyall (Vice-Pres .), Bob
ially interested in · Mr. Justice
Farrell (Secretary) , and Margaret Macbeth (Treasurer). The purpose
Williams's collection becaus e of
of the council are to pool together the residents of the four buildthe increasing musical inspiraings into one political voice, and to facilitate social interaction .
tion being derived from AfriOur opening event will be a party at Vanier on Friday, November
can art-fo rms. The talk will
18th . Music will be supplied by CJAM and the bar will be opened at
take place at Moot Court, in
. 8 : 30. For the TECH members who attend a door prize will be drawn
the Law Building (University
for bottles of Xmas cheer, with one bottle going to someone from ·
and Sunset) at 4 p.m ., Wedeach
residence. People who are not members of TECH '77 are wel. n·esday, November 30.
CO
!l!f· Hope to see you there!
·

t,
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Jamieson speaks in Windsor
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.cana~a will deal withoppreSsive r~gimes
By RICK SPENCE

Canada will continue to deal
with repressive and hostile foreign powers because "recognition of nations cannot be
based ·on approval or disapp. roval · of regimes," and Cana'l dians :are not prepared "to go
to the wall" to support human
rights in other countries, Don
,.:,Jamieson said -Monday.
Jamieson, Canada's Secretary
of State for External Affairs, .
was addresssing a crowd of
· about 80 in a :visit sponsored
e by the Liberal Club . Fresh from
, a· visit last week to Europe and .
<:> the Middle East, Jamieson
spoke
..:·on the . problems of the Middle
1 East ; · Africa, and "detente".

eva peace talks re-convening,
although not necessarily before
the end of the year.
The Canadian position, in
part, he said, is that "the Pales~
tinians are there, and therefore there must be a solution,
·on pure humanitarian grounds
alone." "There . must be a territorial foundation" for the Palestinians, although the area would
be militarily controlled by Israel.
Concerning the recent revelations about the RCMP and
its breaking the law in the name
of national . security, Jamieson
said he was "appalled" at some
of the ·police force's actions,
but thought .it is sometimes
necessary jor the police ·to -·

and banking companies operating in Chile, or any other sanctioned country : would pro~ably
have little effect, since competitors would move in to fill the , .
gap, and such actions would ···
probably mean a · loss of jobs in
Canada.
Sitriilarfy,) ainieson defended
relations with South A°frica be:ause "if you make an outcast
of South Africa, then you have
no influence upon them as far
as nuclear developments are concerned." He thought it is possible the republic has the · capaoility to build nuclear weap·-'
ons .
Jamieson said . he was more
concerned with the illegal regime in Namibia, which is
propped up by South Afr ica,
and he said the government is
looking · for ways to p-revent
Canadian companies operating in
Namibia from benefiting thr-

ough Canadian tax laws. He
states, according ·to Jamieson.
Jainieson also confirmed Canagreed with a questioner who
ada's role in NATO, saying
. said Canada should be more
wncerned with human rights · 1that Canada's contribution · to
the alliance · has strengthened
. ~han with corporate investments
'in the past few years, and that
overseas.
.the other members no longer
. · When asked why Canada did
criticize Canada for shirking
not take a ,harder line on Uganits duties .
:da, Jamieson asked, "What kind
When asked whether he thouof action can you take?" He
ght the federal governms..nt
said the ·.r.epressive regime of ldi
.should .help pay tuition 'fees
Amin in Uganda represents "a
for visa students in Canadian
failure of t.he Organization for
·universities, as a form of foreign
Afri'can Unity" (OAU). Jamieaid, Jamieson replied that ·~eduson said the OA U is only too
cation is fundamentally pwvinhappy to criticize white-ruled
·Cial". He promised no federal
states such as South Africa and
aid for visa students, but said
Rhodesia, but that it is reluc"I personl!lly would like to see
tant to take any action on op .more private assistance."
pression in black countries.
Next Tuesday, the Liberal
When Canada · asked for a
Club is sponsoring a visit by
resolution at a Human Rights
Tony Abbott, Federal Minister
C<;mvention denouncing Uganda
of State for Small Business,
and calling for an investigation
in Assumption Lounge at 3:00
into the country, the motion
·p.m.
was shot down by African

OPJRGaccepted at Ottawa,
refunds asked at Western
the results at Ottawa. "It's
going to have a great effect on
what's happening in Windsor,"
Canada's Secretary ~f State for External Affairs Don Jamieson.
WaH-ace said. "I'm more optibefore opening the floor to . venture beyond the law in the
Students at the University of
mis.tic about the vote here
;: questions. Most of the quescour se of t he ir duties.
Ott~wa voted last Friday t o esnow." •
ti o ns concerned Canada 's relaThe recent agreement .bet~bhsh a , local . ~PI~G cha~.
.
tions w.itlf ,,.
su'Clti'
t :C..Qm ¥N'$@.1 t.11
tw ..een F ti n6e ancl"<l,ueb'ec
Jf6 i anW
...'Ji t r . ·.,.c.~pus,, bi:Jng.mg i-to ·;_
-Sl*·; .'' '1' At ~'?ttawa, a:bout 13% of the
" coun~ries I, as . Rhodesia ; <;:hile! ·: annua l exc hange of prime ·mi~ith e rium~e r o'f'"' l~~ l OPrR~"· tO:,@~o-) stutfent s turned out to
Uganda and South Africa.
sters' visits "violates a code of
c~apters m Ontario . In add1vote m the referendum, and they
international
conduct,"
said
t10n to Ottawa;, chapters exist
voted . 73% in favor of paying
Jamieson, who was elee~ed to
Parliament in 1966 , has headed · J am1eson.
·
Th e f ed era 1 governat Waterloo, Western, McMas.
· ,a $5.00 refundable student fee
External Affairs since Septemment would like to know what
t~~· Trent and Guelph umver·to OPIRG .
The Ontario Public Inter est
Research Group (OPIRG) is
growing.

<

ber, 1976.
Canada could b, sending
troops to Rhodesia to parti cipate in an eve t al U "t d
n u
· m e
peace.:keeping· ,force
Nations
h
·
'd
t ere, Jamieson sa1 · He suggested a U.N. force ml.ght be
required in Rhodesia during the
transition period to black minority rule, but he noted this
~ould not happen until Prime
_M-inister Ian Smith and Patriotic Front leaders agreed to
"stand
down"
their armies.
"There's no chance of a permanent settlement in the Middle
.East" ~nless the two major
problems of the West Bank and
the Palestinians are solved; Jamieson said. He said the odds
were 70-30 in favor of the Gen-

France meant by ple.dging its
support of Quebec, whatever
Quebec decides about its futu re
with Canada.
Jamieson
condemned
the
military regime in Chile, saying
he had "no doubt's that there
are distinct violations of human rights in Chile." "Our
dissatisfaction
with Chile is
great," he said, pointing out
that Canada has stopped foreign aid to . Chile, and has accepted many refugees , "which
is more than most countries
have done."
However, he did not criticize the conduct of Canadian
corporations in Chile, saying he
had heard from several Chilean
sources tbat Canadian mining

•

sities.
University of W1"ndsor students wi,l.lvot~ January 17 and
18 in an OPIRG referendum,
and Windsor OPIRG co-ordinat or Len Wallace i's. pleased by

. The OPIRG campaign at Ot-

turned
saying
should
:become

tre situation around by
that French students
join OPIRG to help it
bilingual.

Meanwhile , at t he University
of Western Ontario OPIRG chap··
ter last ·month, 1,200 Western
students asked for and rt eived
refunds of their $3.00 · OPIRG
fee. The money refunded am.ounts to about seven per cent
of OPIRG-Western 's $50,000
budget.

According to Wallace, OPIRG
tawa was criticized a few weeks
·· chapters charging less...than a five
ago by French students who
dollar student fee are comcomplained that QPIRG was an
mitted
to raising tbe fee to five
English-oriented
organization.
A
d.
dollars
by
next year.
ccor mg . to Wallace, OPIRG

Corrections coming

Directory·misdireds
Students, staff and faculty
who have complained about the
number of errors in the new
university telephone directory
· will be glad to know that an addendum will soon be published
to correct the mistakes.

.ATTENTIONS,TLJDENTS
RE· PAYMENTOFSECONDSEMESTERFEES
ALL fees are due during the FIRSTweek ofdcfBeSinJamay

This was the first year that
the annual directory has been
printed by a computer, and according to Director of Administrative Services D'ennis Drew,
"There are always problems in
getting the progr:i,ms straight."
Drew l)as. ,asked all university departments to· correct any
mistakes · i.n the directory, and
he will , incorporate the corrections into the addendum, which
should be published within a few
weeks. He ·would . not estimate
how many more , errors were
contained in the new directory
than in older editions. "l don't
think it would be fair to try to
make comparisons like that," '
Drew sa.id. "When yo1:1 get

into something
always errors."

new there are

He says the computer · process made production of the
directory
much simpler this
year, and said that in the future
the system will work much
better.
Just a few of the errors
in the ' book are - the assigning
of a Business professor'-s phone .
number to an English professor
presently in sabbatical, the assig-.
nment to Charles Moragan, Assistant to the Vice-President, Administration,
of two wrong
phone numbers, and the description of three different SAC
executives as President .

.If yoO are not receivingaiOSAP grant c:h:x+e,avoidline-ups and
unnecessarydelaysbyforwardinga post-dated cheque as soon as
you recei\€yourstatementin December.
FRANK

The Cashier'sOffice will t:Eloc.ated
in Assumption Loungebeginnirg
January 3 to 6 from 9 am to 4 pm
JANUARY 9, 1978
LATE PAYMENT PENI\LTIESBEGIN

.J. Fo:x, o.n.

OPTOMETRIST

Suite28
4111
Huron
Church
Rd.,
Ass_umf)!ion
University
.
Unrvers1tvof
Windsor

s.-

ByAppointment
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Save Volunteer Services
There is hope that Volun Fo r y ears, Volunteer Services has operated out of the
tee'r Services will be able to
SAC offices in the University
become a member agency of the
Centre, helping to locate eager,
United Way, but Peggy O'Neill
qualified volunteers
for the
is willing to wait a year, in order
many charitable service organi- ' for the agency "to prove it 's a
zations in Windsor. In the past
needed service in the city ."
two years, Volunteer Services
Now it may never get that
has found 1100 volunteers for
chance .
110 local agencies. "I think
Students have a stake in
we've proved to be worthwhile."
Volunteer Services, even though
says Peggy O'Neill in a classic
it is not primarily a student
understatement.
·
organization. A full third of the
O 'Neill has recently seen the
volunteers placed have i:)een
staff of Volunteer Services dwinstudents, including man y studle from four full-time and
dents who need th ese • place one part-time employees, to
ments in order to qualify for
just one, herself, as the grant
their degree s. In addition, thr money has petered out. Now
ough SAC's donation of office
space and other facilities, we
she is alone, and barring a lasthave supported the birth and
minute reprieve from the Unilife of this worthwhile organi - ·
ted Way or the Canada Works
zation.
gran t program in Ottawa, VolWhat can we as students
unteer Services is finished, for
do
to help? Unfortunately., not
now. It has no more money
very much . A campus funding
in the bank.

~ ~

- A NEW COAT
OF ~NT •.•
AND

THEY

RUN FASTE~

drive would probably not go
over well, following on the heels
of a very successful United Way ·
campaign . An emergency loan
by SAC would be only a stopgap measure, and might never ·
be repaid.

What is required is ft>r the
funding ag~ncies, the United
W~,y and the people at Canada
Works, to get their act together and save this small yet
essential organization before it
close s for kee ps.

Although faced with closing
down completely , Peggy O'Neill
merely describes the situation in
a classic understatement, ''This
is a really poor way to operate,
becau se it hampers your planning. "

VVhyshould you vote yes to fFee the"Lance ?-~

--

Why "Free The Lance"?
Why "Vote Yes December
5"?
The L~nce believes strongly
t hat the students at this uni versity need to know why they /
are be ing asked to pay $4 .50
more in student fees next year,
by the same student paper which
has consistently and vigorously
opp~sed fee increases.
First of all, we don 't believe
that $4.50 is a lot to ask. Maybe it's a little more than the
money spent in a night at the
pub, certainly it 's much less expensive than a trip for two to
the movies . But we· know students want to know what they
will get for their four-fifty.
Little of the outward form
of The Lance will change. The

paper will still be available free
of charge , once a week, full of
news, photos, letters and columns, sp~rts and entertainment.
What will change is behind the
scenes, where independent, student-directed funding will pre serve · The Lance from arbi trary and harmful cutbacks from
a students ' council that is heavily in debt and hard -pressed for
funds . By controlling all its
own funding, though, The Lance
of to'morrow could be a bigger
and better paper.
·
Cutbacks could result in the
elimination of some paid positions on the paper, the reduc-

tion in the number of photos ,
a 12-page average paper instead
of this year's average of 16, or a
reduced operating schedule. If
the Lance referendum does not
pass next month, these are
some of the scenes we could
face as soon . as next year.
Sinf e each student now pays
about $4.58 through the ir SAC
fees to The Lance, the $4 .50
":'.e ask won't make us rich.
SAC's present control of The
Lance finances certainly is not a
healthy situation ' in terms of
the freedom of the press, either. SAC executives can veto
any purchase of supplies, or
of anything else, by The Lance.

Through their virtual control
of the Media Corporation (more
on that in a moment), SAC
members control the salaries of
The Lance executive . But most
frightening of all, the y possess the ultimate power: the
power to cut the purse strings
entirely, and completely and
quickly knock The Lance out of
bus iness.
We do not expect trouble of
that kind this year. The SAC
executive and council are relatively broad-minded, and accept
the editorial autonomy of The
Lance. What we are concerned
about, SAC and La~ce alike, is
the possibility that future students . councils may not be so
enlightened. Attempts by other
student , councils to close down
their campus paper were common last year, the highly-publicized Chevron ·affair at the
University of Waterloo being
only one example.
·
Our most important commitment to responsible journalism
is the voting power of the Lance
staff, who determine all major
operating decisions, elect edi-

tors, and determine editorial policy. Qualifying to be a voting
staff member is very easy;
thus no one can even truthfully
say that The Lance is run by a
clique or a small radical faction.
Another advantage of the
Lance referendum is it could
restore SAC's fiscal stability ,
along with a wider range of stu dent services, once it no longer
hs to shell out $28,000 for
the Lance every year. Thus, students will see benefits in two
ways ; one, in a more independent, more confident student
newspaper, and, two, in the provision of more student services
by SAC.
We realize we have a rather
embarrassing monopoly
position, in speaking out on this
issue in which. The Lance obviously has some bias, so we are
willing to grant equal space in
The Lance to a:nyone · who
wishes to write in opposing
The Lance campaign . We think
our campaign is just, and worthwhile, but we- are dedicated to
publishing more than just one .
point of view .

...and regrets ·
The lance
apologizes ...
The "Poet 's Corner'' wou ld ·
like to apologize to Jim Spina
for an error that appeared in
his poem with last week's
edition of The Lance. The error
was not intentional.
Poetr y Editor
Scott Eldridge

In last week's Lance, a typo- .
graphical error obscured the ·
meaning of an important sent ence in a letter from Leo Meyer and Tony LaSorda. The cor·rect sentence should have read
"The reason that we made the
motion {and why it passed )
is that SAC's assigning office
spac e to OP IRG would mean
tacit support of OPIRG by
SAC."
The Lance regrets th e error .

. Out on -a Limb
By DON PEPPIN and

[LetteRS

ANNA MARIA TREMONT!

By ANNA MARIA TREMONTJ ,and DON PEPPIN

There was a line in the Engineering newspaper, The E-ssex,a few
years aback that .read: "The only thing engineers hate more than
artsies are fine artsies." It got a chuckle from the engineers and art. _sies .alike, hut also .gave ia ·sorry .example of the kind ,of snobbery
and discrimination that goes on among varfous faculties and departments on campus. Not to pick on engineers ;,it goes on in every
,
discipline ·.
Every year in November we begin to feel, along with the aca"'.'
demic pinch , a,little self-pity. Everyone -'thinks he/sh~ has ·the heaviest course load, the more · demanding assignments, the most comp.Heated read ings. · Misery foves company,and 'Classmates have 10ng
discussions on how much work the other is doing. Often these discussions end up .saying that one particular ,department (that of the
discussant's, of course) is the only worthy one at this university .
Science students are convinced that dissections and chemical for- ·
mulae are harder than psychology experiments. Communication
Studies students feel that television policy and production involves
more than poring over contour maes in Geo~raphy .labs. Commer .ce stud .ents bemoan that fact - that .an arts . degree makes no
economic sense. Engineers think art work requires one paint brush
and some colour, and the English students are disgusted with the
lack of aesthetics in the whole lot of us.
We're ·generalizing and exaggerating of course .
But the example ~ are based on attitudes that have become more
and more overt . It's great to take pride in your respective departments ; it's even okay -to recognize that you're working hard. Building up the department in which you study is fine, too, but it doesn't
have to be done by cutting others down. Often students are merely
trying to build themselves up through the department in which they
are studying . ...
a kind of I'm-better-than-you approach that
.
should have been left behind in grade school. We are all here to learn, and i te ·have chosen the field ·i·n -which
we are (or should be) interested. Everyone has their sights set on
something when they graduate (for those of you who don't, we
devote a column to take a rip at you later). Just because they are
studying in a discipline that appears _to be easier, or more lenient,
doesn't mean . they are not · workJng. Nor does it mean that they
will not have a rewarding career when they get .out.
Someone witn an arts degree is -·equal to someone with a B.
Comm. or Science degree; what distinguishes them is what they do
W.ith that .d~ e pon~ adu,t ion .
. .~ · ~ - ~ -·- ~ "'__..,
:As for -now ,, h one ,of us kno'Vs as much as we'd like to, or we
wouldn't be here.
Some profound professor once said the only thing you learn i~
university is 'how much you don't know. So start treating fellow students as if they knew as much as you think you do ..

Trud~au not responsible
Dear Editor:
ployment and inflation. If he is
John Shields evidently dis!to blame Mr. Trudeau for these
--agrees, in. :his letter - "Trudeau · ·1prcsent,·c;.eorromic ;problems in
(The, Lance, iCanada, he must also then
and economy"
November 11), with my statisblame the Prime Minister for
tics in my own letter of Nov~, causing these same prot>lems in . '
ember 4. In response, I merely
Great Britain, France, Italy, the
say that I -quo .red a newspaper
Unitect cStates ,and other western
article in an October edition
nations. I am . specifically- referof The Globe and Mail which ,
ring -t-o the world-wkle -economic
proyided a summary of the sec-· recession which currently plaond .annual report of the Antigues all western nations ~ If
Inflation Board.
Mr. Shields examines statistics
While Mr. Shields' figures that
relating to the situation in
were in his letter may be correct,
Great · Britain, he will find unemployment and inflation at
his logic certainly is not. He
their highest levels since the
clearly implie~ that Pierre TruDepression of the 19 30's, which
deau is :t he ·cause ·of the pro is very much analogous to Canblems of the Canadian ecoada. F~rthermore,
even in
nomy, specifically high unem-

The sermon
from the mount
Dear Editor:
E.P. Chant's remarks on the
Comments page (Nov. 4) bring
to mind the .following thoughts .
If E.P. Chant is an agnostic
who turns into an atheist doing
Lucifer proud, how could Lucifer exist and God not? If you
admit to a malevolent spirit,
should one not reasonably postulate the existence of a benevolent one, also?
Does President Carter and/or
his
rmster in G g1a epre- sent the church of the whole
nation? What happens in Georgia is the responsibility of the
people of Geo rgia. If the youth

Quad residencesspeak up

involved wish to protest a moral
point .in a church, let them
choose a national tribunal.
As far as weaponry · is concerned : if a band of wolves
is abroad, does not the reason- '
able man arm himself? Should
he go blithely on his way, secure in the belief that agnosticispt will protect him, since
there is some question as to the
wolves ' proximity or even, their
existence?
- Reltgio~ is t e -sum totalof man's responsibilities to a
supreme being. The respect and
homage offered take different
pa.tbs for different faiths. The
·10 commandments are a divine
ordinance. Man however is free
to obey or not. If he chooses
to not obey, when he passes
away from this life, he will
have his day in court.
M. Berry

applaud this intention and wish
them well in their planned
events , though I am afraid they
may not have the support or
resources to pull off the ambitious list presented last week
(personally I hope this doubt
Dear Editor :
I have expressed will spur them
A t ritique of Wallace's philoon to make sure these events
sophy :
succeed) . However, as I see
· Len Wallace's philosophy as I
it, the Quad residences do not
now understand it is that we
neeq another social events comshould be fre~ and that we
mittee. MacDonald is self-sltffishould co-operate. 'it would then
cient with Laurier's help and
seem that his · ideal is not so
Cody has . never required the
much a new economic structure
social activity of other resi(although he doe~ want that)
dences because it is mostly
populated , with graduate stu - . as a new set cif values; in fact
the two really go together.
dents with little spare . time
What ~stri}:{es me about the
on their hands. Cody has foung ,,,
values he puts forth 'is that
its main social release in its
they all seem to be a desire for
few parties (which is why they
harmony, niceness; a society
are so good).
that · has so few tensions that
. As far as we can see the nine
it no longer h,as any dynamism.
cases of beer, which Mr. RaiLen judges ,( society in terms
mately 20 years ago as a c1t1- none has explaineq each Quad
Dear Editor :
of the tension s within it: angry
zens' action group for a barr- - residence could purchase with
It was with great intere\f that
. upset people are for Len an ·
the $75 saved by not entering
I read The Lance article "Who ·_ ier-free world. It is led by Dr.
automatic condemnation of the
the Inter-Residence
Council,
Raymond Jaffe, a professor of
speaks for the handicapped?"
·society . For example in speaking
Philosophy at · Wells College, , would be better enjoyed by· a
in . the November 11th issue.
of the murder of Ch_arlieBrooks
greater number of Quad resiwhose wife has been confined
Sharon Colling has every right
in last year's Lance be said,
dents
than
further
unnecessary
to
a
wheelchair
for
25
years
to be distraught about building
"It doesn't say a hell of a lot
and whimsical social events .
·
as the result of polio.
plans .that ignore those citizens
for ·the society that produced
Keith
Nelson
Those
intere_
s
ted
in
tearing
who are confined to wheel a
man capable of killing anoPresident of Cody
down the barriers that prohibit
chairs. Fortunately, there is a
ther human being in cold
Hall House Council
citizens like Sharon from enjoycentral source of information
blood."
ing free access to buildings and
for those in her situation;
Why not look at society in
P.S. The Carol Sing is especmodes of transportation should
concerned .group from New
a.
more
positive light; why not
ially
looked
forward
to
as
I
write to Dr. Jaffee, c/o Wells •
see struggle, striving, competihave always felt singing in the
College, Aurora, New York
York State that provides infor tion as .part of life; and why
quad could be raised above the
13026.
mation and advice, as well as
riot see this monotonous placusual drunken serenade in the
Sincerely,
encouragement.
idity as b.ejng radically wrong:
wee hours of the mo1rping.
Terri Brennan
This group started approxi-

Dear Editor:
I feel it is necessary to explain the Quad residences' position on the Inter-Residence
Council since on two consecutive weeks we have seen the
off-campus residences' (or T.E.C.H.'s) position.
· First off let me point out
this letter is not written out of
any bad feelings towards the
T.E .C.H. residences . We of the
Quad have repeatedly stated that
when it comes to all-residences'
issues we would be glad to cooperate an_d form a united stand,
but this need only be done by
the residence presidents and a
separate council is, we feel,
redundant .

The T.E.C ,H. resiqences have
stated they desire all ~he residences to be in one InterResidence Council, yet in their
reasons for T .E.C.H.'s existence
they have . pointed out their
dissimilarities with the Quad
residences and the fact that they
have
different
contentious
issues. This argument is hardly
conducive to the Quad residences putting up $7 5 so that
their issues (ie the food situation) would be overwh,elmed by
four other residences who are
not interested in such things.
Another matter which comes
across from Tim Rainone's letter
is T.E.C .'H.'s plan to mainly be
a . social event committee. I

Helps hanf!icapped

a

France, . where, . in recent years,
inflation ' and uncmpl~ymcnt
· haY<e
.posed no real problems .t.0
the -country , the govermn¢nt
in · Paris has tu .med . its . fo~ s
towards ·, taking measures - tliat
will counter these two woes .
·'rh .e~aamplcs of Great Britain
and '-Fra:nce show the exte-nt of
the · ecdn'omic recession plaguing
Canada as well.
And, contrary to any asscr-.
tions by Mr. Shields, one can see
that the Prime Minister :_h~
been .doing his share to battle
unemployment
and inflation.
For example, the anti-inflation
program, has enjoye4 . co~i .~erable success in fighting inflation, as even Mr. Shields ac.knowledged iq his letter. On the
point of unemployment, the
created
Trudeau government hri1,s
290 ;000 new jobs for Canadians
this year along through its various programs. Also, the Oc;tober mini-budget of the Trudeau
government has >allocated funds
of over a quarter-billion dollars
for this fiscal year to provide
employment for significant numbers of jobless Canadians. Such
funds will be used in the form
of direct make-work programs
and of subsidies to private industry to create jobs.
Clearly, Mr. .Trudeau is not
the cause of inflation and unemployment in Canada, and Mr.
,Shields w_ould be wis~ to exa~
mine the global economic situation, as well as the legislative
programs and accomplishments
of the Prime Minister, before he
makes any further charges against the First Minister of this
country.
Yours respectfully,
David Caineletti,
Second Year,
Social Sciences

Tensions necessary
a waste? Life can and ought to
be led at a higher pitch, a higher
level than this .
Yours truly,
Guy Fraser

Thanks
Lance .
Dear Editor :
1' would like to thank you
and your staff for your help in
my research paper ' for Communications Studies. Without ·
your co-operation in allowing
me to observe the layiQg out of
The Lance and in answering
my numerous questions , I could•
never have completed my paper.
Before doing the paper, I
didn't realize ltow r:nuch work
v,~nt into each issue. I'd like
to compliment _you - and your
staff on the excellept job you do
and to thank you 'aga:in for all
your help.
Yours sincerely,
Ruth J. MacEachem
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These parts have been ordered
but have not yet arrived.
The Club Francais was ratified after some discussion as to
wheth.er it was a separatist
g~oup. It was pointed out that
the club was probably a group
of people interested in the
French langu~ge. The club was
ratified without further incident .

are not able to go home for
Christmas . .._"Christmas is a very
lonely tinie for: these people,"
said Wells. He asked Council
for $20.00 for -on-campus pub s
licitf.
Wells was elected by the
Council to be their representative on the academic promotion and tenure committee - he
is now on 18 committees.
External Affairs ·Commissioner Maryon Overholt asked what
was being dene 'about the
jukebox in the 'pub. ·sAC had
;...
'°0 previously 'decid~d to have a
0 switch installed near the bar
Although CJAM was discussed at Tuesday's SAC meeting, this pie- 'E so the pub staff could turn on
CJAM w~en the jukebox is not
ture of a CJAM DJ actually belongs with the story at the bottom
playing . Overholt was info_rmed
of the page.
that the ~witch has not. yet
By BRENDA M~LISTER
:\dent _ af Tuesday's ~SAC meeting,
J\gain this' ; year, SAC is · Gary Wells said that he ~or- \ been installed. Tosh Noma,
CJAM station manager, explaiorganizing a program to place
ganized a similar program last
ned that they need some parts
foreign students with Windsor
year, in co-operation with the
from an American company
families for Christ~as .
International Students' Organbefore they can build toe switch.
In .the report of the presiization . . Many foreign students

Treasurer Ernie Petrasovic reported that SAC has no money
in the bank, and has taken out
$20,000 in lQa.ns. SAC is expecting a gram from the Board
of Go·vernors which should make
a decision about the grant next
month.
Special Events Commissioner
Gino Piazza discussed his plans
for a January dance. He said
that for $800.00, he could get
"Sweet Thunder" for one night,
and SAC would probably lose
some money. For $1,100 (American money) he could get

the band for three nights.
"We can 't lose on that ," said
Piazza . Council passed a motion to hire "Sweet Thunder " for three nights, J anuary 5, 6, ~nd 7.
Dennis Bailey of the Liberal Club asked SAC why it does
not provide office space for
campus clubs. SAC has repeatedly refused requests for office
I
space because they do not have
the facilities . But since SAC is
now negotiating the possibility
of tenting office space to OPIRG
s:iid Bailey, -''The space -has
suddenly been found."
SAC members explai ·ned that
OPIRG would be rented office
space on a temporary . basis
in order to inform students
about the January referendum.
After the referendum, OPIRG
will be on its own. Wells added
that SAC can not 'afford to
construct permanent offices at
the present time.

Have you lost or found anythil1glately 7
By ERIC MAYNE
Do you lose track of time?
Have you lost sight of reality
or misplaced your virginity?
If you answered yes to all
of these questions, you are a
very careless person and should
sleep with your head in a box.
However, if you are having
trouble keeping tabs on your
tangible possessions, check out
the lost and found department
which is operated by campus
Security.
Grant Mciver Director of
Security, is .geniunely concerned
with the return of lost items to
their rightful owners. This is particularly true because of the
valuable nature of many of these
articles.

CJAM
By E.P. CHANT

Next year by this time,
students should be listening to
CJAM-FM .
Cliff Wilson, consultant for
the FM campaign (the company that presently · publishes
The Lance and helps co-ordinate much of CJAM's business) , is working on the acquisition of an FM frequency
for the campus radio station.
CJAM has raised about $100,000 towards this goal, "Coupled with the equipment and
personnel we have here now,
I suppose we 're worth another
$100,000," said Wilson, ''But
+------------------------

Mr Mciver states; "The Office

of Security operates a lost and
found department as a service to
the university community. Items
handed in - are numerous in
variety such as books, wearing
apparel and jewellery. But it
never ceases to amaze me, the
number of eyeglasses that are
handed in and literally remain
unclaimed ."
Mr. Mciver recommends, as
soon as .an irem l_t; found missing,
It should •be reported to the
general office immediately. The
office is located on the second
floor of the Energy Conserva tion Centre and can be reached
by calling _campus extensions
348 or 222 .
He continued · by stating,

"Patrolmen indeed make every
effort to find the owner of
the goods concerned by tracing
names (found on the items).
For this very purpose I suggest
very highly that all articles,
particularly
those of value,
should bear some kind of identifying mark. "
Thi -s is to ensure that items
are returned only to their rightful owners since it is necess~ry
to present some ".alid form of
identification when making a
claim.
~
"'
When asked what was the ~
most bizar re item that has ever
been turned in, Mciver replied,
;-•we did have a pair of contact lenses but we have yet to
see a set of false teeth."
<I)

FM

ECKANKAR far out

we still have some engineermg
and equipment changes ahead
of us before we can go FM."
To gether with the engineering
problems, the station has been
bound with governmental redtape . "Working with Ottawa
(the Department of Communication) is" something fantastic .
If we were going for a similar
license in the St~tes, we'd pro bably be a foe farther ahead
right now ."
As it is, Wilson expects .a
hearing on their proposal for an
FM frequency early in· the New
Year , follow ed by initial broadcasting on the new band by
next summer.
---

Grant Mciver, _Security Director, with h is trove of lost glasses.

----+

"Although some Unidentified '
Flying Objects are real, not all
UFO's are what they seem ,"
stated Sri Darwin Gross, spiritual leader of ECKANKAR,
the Path of Total Awareness.
The world-renowned Living
ECK Master recently shed light
on the origin of UFO 's and why
some people see them and others do not.
"ECKANKAR, "
he
says,
"teaches that there are other
worlds and dimensions beyond
this physical universe; the first
of which is the astral plane of
existence . Some beings dwelling in this world can project
astral images- into our physical

uniYerse. Those that can prothose who do see UFO 's generally have a high I.Q. and
ject images of UFO's from the
astral world are not very spiripossess some clairvoyance which
tually advanced. If they were,
gives them an insight that oththey would be aware of and
ers do not have. "Flaming
interested in reaching the God - engines roar," he pointed out,
•"red and green lights flash,
plane where Total Awareness or
and they move with incredGod Consciousness can be foible speed but only in the minds
und."
of those who project and receive
The leader of · the worldthe images."
wide movement
claims that

Bali-HiMotorHotel
121lJOuellette
The -new Party Room

NOWOPEN.

Trivia Answers

Entertairment·-Soft Disco&Jazz
Thursday,Fridqy, and Satu~day 1.ID 1
Lower level at the rear
No cover charge

HappyHour7pm to 9 pm

DJ. WinstmWalls
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McLuhan theorizes
on media
By BRUCE DINSMORE

The guest who was On
The Record last Thursday nigh~
at CBET-TV was 9r. Marshall
McLuhan, communications theorist, author and professor at the
University of Toronto.
Dr. i\j,:cLuhan is the author
of The Gutenberg Galaxy and
other books. He is perhaps best
know for hi~ -phi;ase ''the medium is the r:nessage."
During the opening part of ·
the program, he talk~d about
politicians, and said that . politics is. chiefly a matter of image.
He -commented tha~ Richard
Nixon had no charisma but
that someone who does is Rene
Levesque, tl;ie Premier of Que-'
bee.
He talked about some of his
theories of media, .one of which
is that print n,.ade . vision the
dominant sense in man. Being
used to extracting information
out of an in-line visual image
led fo man's easy adaptation
to television. McLuhan also
commented that when you take
part in the media, you have
no physical body, so a kind of
unreality takes over and this
had led to the unreal world
that is portrayed _on television.

What medium will come next
to dazzle us? He says it's here,
with the development o{ CB
radio.
The point could be made
that Dr. McLuhan is in a world
that is just slightly removed
from the rest of · us. McLuhan
was not aware that he was in
town when the Canadian-American seminar in communications was being held.
He said that television is both
entertainment and a 34 billion
dollar industry. According to
McLuha~. in fifty years, the
commercials that you and _I
loathe will be art forms.
The new man to look to for
the education of the child in
society is the disc jockey. McLuhan says the media turn
the real world into the reel

~

~
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"This is terrific. I am impressed." were ·Marshall Mcluhan~s comments when shown a copy of The Lan6~--at the university last year.
,

U of N.B.nudgesout 'NUs ·
11.+·
endum. He attributed the defe_at
tely 1300 of a possible 5000
in part to the lack of .irtforstudents (26%) voted on the
mation on campus. He saicf'tHere
issue.
had been a deliberate withhold. When asked about the NUS
referendum, . Student
Council
ing of information by ce.rtain ·
President Jim Murray said that · people on the Student Council
he was happy the NUS people
who did not want to back the
were turned down. He also
organization. The student tµrnstated that he saw the results
out was by far the lowest yet
for a NUS referendum.
as "a reaffirmation of the faith
the students have in the opinIn view of the relatively
ions of their student leaders."
minor victory (37 votes), .. O'Murray expressed some conConnor expressed the hope ihat
cern over a massive pro-NUS
NUS would be able to keep , in
campaign in which some 15 ,000 · contact with the students .· at
leaflets were distributed acros!; UNB. He said they would work .
th~ campus. "I was worried that
on the types of information the
people would ignore what I had• students should get.
said about NUS previously and
Last spring the University of
Windsor voted in favour ·· of
that it (NUS) might stay in."
Jl!IU$,~repr.esentative D-on O'- .,,. joini11g ~US : The r_s~lts of the
Connor said he was disappointed
referendum, held March g; .was
with the results of the refer799 in favour to 458 opposed.

By STEPHEN MacLEAN •

world.

McLuhan said that ratings
have no relationship to the
audience that is watching the
program and that network br;ss
put "pathetic
trust" in the
figures.
He warned that media is
addicting and when asked to
comment
on his profession,
replied he was a media sleuth.

The University of New Brunswick is no longer a member of
The National Union of Students
(NUS) . In a referendum , held
October 19, students ·voted 681
to 644 against rejoining the
organization.
The referendum was held in
.conjunction with the Student
Council elections. Approxima-

Residence corner
By WILLY PAQUETTE
. Standing at the main desk,
MAC: The focus this week is
a -~ouple of girls walk into the
on ;MacDonahf'Hili. ·T ·-yt,u svf ere""'- · buildi~g. One · :Of- the .' gfrts- had
,to ask, What js Mac ~HaU?, the
apprehensions "Do you know
administration will answer a resiwhere he is?" she said. Obdence for male students. Well;
yiously, the othe~ girl had exit may be a lonely guy playing
. perienced Mac Hall before, as
pinball at Stag's Head. But
she reassured her companion
it's mainly a strong number
while dragging her along "He's
(270) of students who like a
on third floor!"
good time, this is apparent since
After numerous inquiries, the
a large group of · "happy" boys · newspaper delivery girl and her
staggered through the door in
brother come in. She definitely
search of more beer.
loves it here, for her brother
But what is it like to live in
has a hard time pulling her away
this male domain? A second year . from the boys.
student replies "l enjoy it here.
There may be a particular
I wouldn't live in any other
mystique about the special ~ctiresid~nce. It's close to classes,
vities that these "night wolves"
I can meet many people and it
participate in, What do you
never f:ets dull around hc;re!"
think ladies?

Note: The Interior Decor: By:
Oscar Madison.
·
At ~Cody: ..Be<vare" of book- :.
worms!
Down by Electa: The Electa/
Tecumseh Soccer team won
their first game against Caribbean "B" team 4-3.
Tecumseh: Ron Spina scored
a crucial goal in the third period
to give the Tecumseh Chiefs
their first victory of the intramural hockey season. T-shirts
are still available.
Huron: Last Saturday's party
was a thrilling success. The
DJs appreciated all the dancers, but couldn't get them to
leave until the wee- hours of ·
night.
Next Week: Lookout Laurier!

r····eracMngihiJCOd
:
Ever wonder what was meant by thos~ ·funny scrawls on the fr~nt: .
: of term papers, tests and essays? The Lance has learned they _.?-re!
: .part of a secret code, which only faculty and administrators .'can:
: ,understand. But after months 0£ hard wo~k. we've cracked · the:
• code, and now you'll know what the F- means on your next ex~:

MARK

1fANGE
93 ·g

SLACK WEEK TRIPS
F~br~r.r 11-18, 1971'
•

SKIQUEBEC - Fro1n•259

Can. Funds & 1 o-% .for tips & taxes

FT.LAUDERDALE -Froill

•270

_US Funds & 10 % .for tips and taxes

ACAPULCO -Fro1n

'435

USFunds (break.fast & dinner included)
CONTACT : MARY OR ELAINE WHITLOCK TRAVEL-SERVICE
U OF WINDSOR BOOKSTORE 258-3802 OR
252-4232 ext. 691
lpmto4:30pm
New Hours: Open9 am to 12:30pm
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VARSITYCURLING
Beginning Jan. 1, 1978.
For details, oollDoug Bates, 944-0281 _o~er

6 pm
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CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS TO VANCOUVER
AND HALIFAX! Toronto/Vancouver/Toronto Dec. 20/J an. 03 and Dec. 21/Jan. 05
$219. plus $8.00 tax. Toronto/Halifax/
Toronto Dec. 19/Jan. 03 . .. $125. plus
$8.00 tax. Contact Canadian Universities
Travel Service, 44 St. George Street, ~or:onto ( 416) 979-2604.
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-19th Can-Am
Serriinars
The 19th ~anadian-American Seminar held at the
University of Windsor's Law Building last week attracted
communications , academics and professionals from all over
the United States and Canada, as well as a distinguished
guest speaker from Great Britain.
The topic was '·'Accountability and Responsibility m
North American Communication Systems: Future Perspectives," and the five individual sessions probed various aspects ,and consequences of ·the media explosion.

Expclldilig systems
~

should work hand in hand with .P»
government
to devefop new 0
The ' Can-Am Seminars ope0
policy on telecommunications
.c:
ned last Thursday with a ·disQ. Professor Gerry Kline beams•while Michael Hind-Smith
makes a point at last Tharsday's Can-Am Se~isatellites. He also noted that
cussion on "The Implications
nar
on
public
and
private
control
of
the
media.
all countries must make an
of Expanding Communication
ceive information, such as in
that since all media are fun terms of communications. There
agreement about satellites be1
· Delivery Systems. " The modnelling toward electronic media
watching TV .
was also agreement that ' there
cause,_
as
he
put
it,
"satellites
erator was )ean Fortier, Vice Overall the panel agreed that
and since electronic media have
should be a greater emphasis
Chai~an of the Canadian Radio · know no boundries." ·
controls on them that soon all
there should be greater coon policy aimed at the people
Later
in
hisspeech
Mr.
Gal-Television and Telccommunicaoperation between nations in
media will hav'e controls.
rather than the hardware.
tion _s Commission.
. vin listed several new devices
Commenting
on
the
governdeveloped by SBS that will
The panel consisted of John
. ment's fear of over-centralizabenefit communications around
M. Galvin, a vice-president at
tion of industry, Professor de
the world.
Aetna Life and Casualty (Divsola
Pool said that electronic
Mr. Galvin's discussion ended
ersified Business Division) Hartmedia
will help decentralize ·inin agreement with Mr. Fortier
ford, Connecticut, lthiel de sola
dustry, as in the case of the ·
that
there
must
be
greater
coPool, a political science pro telephone. Companies · are able
operation between nations.
fessor at Massachusetts Institute
to have a headquarters in _one
The second speaker .was Proof Technology, and Seymour
puter shopping, individual proBy JANINE HALBERT
area and industrial facilities in
fessor
·de
sola
Pool,
who
adEpstein, president of Imagingram selection and ,personal
During the Boland Memoanother.
vocated that experts should be
eering, from Toront'o.
transmission of information.
rial lecture last Thursday night,
Seymour Epstein commented
There were three main topics _ meeting now to make deci Although new telecommunithe
fire
warning
communicathat there is a need for corsions on technology ten to
Mr. Fortier wished to stress.
cations
techfiology does not pretions
system
in
the
University
porations to be able to change
twenty years in the future .
The first was how - a balance
sent a threat to the environment
.
Centre
rang
out
in
alarm.
Howand
co-operate
within
the
frameProfessor de sola Pool says
could be struck between exor the human race, as nuclear
ever, it was · promptly reguwork of our new technology.
the ·problems we now face in
ternal and internal communienergy does, it affects perlated
by
several
individuals
who
He said "There is a critical
techrology are similar to those
cations (telephones and comsonal rights and economic and
stuffed napkins and old -Lances
good
future
judgeneed
for
faced when print was developed.
puters), the second was how
social change, Reid stated. The
hells
surrounding
in
the
fire
ment
in
terms
of
our
new
tech
He made a connection betw 'een
these communications systems
"paradoxical blend of centralthe
Ambassador
Auditorium.
nology ."
the licensing of print many
relate to North American stanization and decentralization "
The
false
alarm
momentarily
Mr. Epste in notec:1 that the
years ag? to the licensing of
dards of living and identities,
involves mass acceis to the
interrupted Alex Reid's lecture
public
has
just
now
realized
broadcasting ; -and tel<,communand the third point was that
system, but also a centralized
on changing telecommunications
1
that
communication
is
a
two
said : in
there .should be greater ' dis~ ica.tion_s s~teHites. :
store of _information and conbut
failed
to
create
a
major
disway street, through the use of
terms of licensing, "We are
cussion between distant countrol, which if abused could
tu
rbance.
citizen's
band radio. Before
living in the seventeenth centries and ours~lves .
be
a menace to society. '
Reid,
the
Deputy
Director
CB, Epstein feels that the peotury in the public media."
Mr. Galvin's speech centred
Legal and social systems are
of Long Range Studies in Britple
were
only
willing
to
reProfessor de sola Pool noted
around the idea - that business
always a step behind when
ish Post Office telecommunitechnological changes arise .
cations, discussed how the com"The trick is to adjust le·
munications
technology
was
gal an_d social systems to adjust
changing, and how it should
to these changes," Reid said.
be dealt with .
An annual feature of the
He mentioned
specificially
banquet-lecture, is the awarding
the View Data system presently
of a - $1000 scholarship from
being implemented in England.
Gu lf Oil. This year, Lola MurIn this system, the home television is transformed
into a
ph y, a graduate student in
terminal receiver which is conCommunication
Studies, won
nected to a central computer
the award.
through the telephone system .
In · her acceptance speech,
Individuals are able to transmit
Murphy said that she was
information by buying into the
pleased to be rece1vmg the
system. Reid described it as a
award in front of such a dis"free market place" with no
tinguished audience.
editorial control.
"We are the -communications
The potential for such syof the future," she
stems is great, including comBy PETER NASH
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Seminar dis.cusses pay-TV
"What makes or breaks our
system is the programmi ng",
said Prevost . Citing stri ngent
Canadian content regulations as
an example, he continued saying
that ou r system is more controlled and regulated than the
American one "to a point of
absurdity". "This regulation is
perha p's well motivated, but
creatively destructi ve . . . to
ent reprene ur ship." .
Prevost predicted that th e
" new society" of rampant socialism will prove to be a complete failure and pr ivate ent erprise will again triumph. "Can ada suffers from 'British sickness ' - inflation, unemployment,
and an unfavourable balance of
trade ...
As a cure, we must
re-introduce the competive model in business."
The next speaker picked up
on and elaborated .on several of
Prevost's points. He was Michael Hind-Smith, head of the
Canadian Cable Television Network, previously with CBC,
CTV, and the Power Corporation in Montreal.
Continuing where the first
speakers left off, Hind-Smith
linked Canadians' preoccupation
with their national culture and
identity to the uncertainty they
have in the structure of Canada
and its world position in the
future. In contrast, he said,
"The United States is a ·very
confident nation, sure of its
destiny ."
This uncertainty has infil. trated th·e national government
· in the broadcasting area . As an
ex amp le, Hind -Smith cited the

By E.P. CHANT

Can-Am Seminar ·: "P rivate · Industry and Government: The
Optimal Mix"
(Thursda y, November 10, 1977
at 3 :30 p.m.)
The "Bird in the Gilded
Cage' ' apparently got .coopedup somewhere, but this seminar
did, nevertheless, prove to , be
more than chicken feed.
Jud y LaMarsh, a former Secretar y of State and a recent
critic of nation al television in a
provincial Royal Commission on
violence and the media, bowed
out of the lecture because of
previous commitments .
Undaunted by her absence,
Gerry ' Kline, a professor at the
Institute of Social Research at
the University of Michigan and ·a
former telephone lineman in
Manitoba, acting as moderator
, proceeded to introduce the three
speakers on the panel. The topic
for discussion was "Private Industry and Goverment: The Optimal :Mix". The consensus of
the three speake~s was that the
optimal mix was something like
four .parts private enterprise
to· one.:.half part of government,
liberally sprinkled with the new
spice of cable television.
The first speaker, Edward
Prevost, Chairman of fhe Canadian Association of Broadcasters, addressed himself 'first to
the Canadian media's concern
for protecting Canada's " nat ional identity" . He commented,
"We have a long,. long way to
go to prots ct and develop
0ut
own .culture against · the
onslaught from the ,south ."

"p ay TV" controversy: "While
the U.S.A. feels. tha t pay TV is
inevitable as a free ente rprise
situation, Canada has seen th ree
years of ongoing debate on the
subjec t . We have been agonizing with our problem of national identity and have done
nothing."
Hind-Smith went on to describe the new fro ntier of cable
t elevision as "se nsitive to its ·
subsc ribe rs," because it can be
bought by the public or not
bought, as they so desire, and :S .
it is not intensely competi tive as is the other form of ..;
broadcasting, in that c·able has
the capacity to have an infinite
number of channels.
As for governmental regulaCanada's grandfather of broadcasting; Graham Spry, moderated
tion, "We do accept certain
Friday afternoon's seminar on "Who Speaks for the Consumer?".
regulatory processes, but we
He also urged the encour·passed on to public television
want to be allowed to see cable
agement of cable a-nd pay telenetworks, such as PBS.
·grow to its fullest capacities."
vision for an even grea ter se}ecIn t his way, said Porat,
Finally, the . last speaker
.tio
n of programming and con the
quality
of
programming
found ·an area of broadcasting
cluded
by . saying that North ·
would
be
greatly
improved.
that government should become
America would do well · to
Commenting on the quality of
involved in; namely, the finexamine the British broadcascomm~rcial television, he said,
ancing of public television.
ting
-system, which has com"I
agree
it's
absolutely
awful
Mark Porat, a researcher at
bined private and ·public en- it's better than Valium, but .
the Aspen Institute in the Pro.terprise witli great success .
that's about it ."
gram on Communication and
Society in Washington D.C.,
believes that public goods can
be priced.
ept, coupled with
· This con c:;
the question, "Where is the
Diane Keaton should get the
'return to the public ' from
Osc~r to take home as best actress of the year in this
commercial television?", brought about a proposed plan
whereby commercial networks
Smith, NY. Daily News
(ABC, NBC, CBS) would have
the ir profits taxed by th e government . The revenue collected
· by such taxation would then be

t•
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''LOOKINGFORMR.GOODBAR'IS
ONE'OF THE STRONGESTMOTION
PICTURES EVERMADE-AND ONE
OF THEBEST!

UNFORGETTABLE,
HIGH-IMPACT
' FILM!'~Liz

Regulatini, the m6dia
,l

By RICK SPENCE

Public control over the media
was the subject of Frida y morning 's Can-Am Seminar session
ent it le~ "The Future Roles of
Regulatory Agenc ies and the
Courts".
Two American federal governme nt bureaucr ats and t he
head of the Simo n Frase r Universit y Com mun ication Stud ies
Depa rtment discussed the differen ces and similarities between Cana dian and American
regulation, under th e chairmanship of U. of T. law professor
Peter Grant .
Karen Possner, a staff assistant to the House Sub-committee on Communications in
Washington, D.C., said the United States is "committed to
judicial control and legislative
oversight" of the media . She
says it was in the 1930's that a
great number of regulatory agencie~ grew up and gained "great
discretionary powers", including
the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC).
However, Possner says she
sees the future trend away
from legislative regulation.
William H. Melody , from
Simon Fras er in British Columbi a, says that in Canada
judic ial control of media is
much more passive than in
the U.S. While American courts
concern themsel ves wit h issues·,
he says in Cana da . t he courts
are more concern ed about jur isdict ion.
Com paring Canada 's CRTC
to the FCC, Melody says the
FCC is broader, but th at it

!

;

;,

.

~

'

hasn 't "the tr adit ional clout "
of the CRTC.
In order to overcome the
increasing American domination
of the media, Melody suggested
that the CBC should con sider
buying and operati ng TV stations in the U.S.
Clarence McKee, a legal counsel for the FCC, spoke next,
introducing himself by saying
"He re I am as a real-life bur eaucrat. "
He said the FCC is walking

a t ight ro pe, but predicts t hat
the foture for the med ia will
be good , as long as regulato rs
snive to be fair.
There was some concern
· over Canada's CRTC, and t he
number of decisions it must
m ake. Since its found ing in
196 8 , t he Commissio n has made
5,000 decisions, said Melody,
and it can do whatever it wants '
.. . " as long as yo u don't disturb Bell Canada."
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~ ..and you
By PAUL CHERNISH

No, it isn't earth-shaking, and it
probably won't kill me, but
I have a donut habit. I can't
get eriough of those tasty stomach-bloaters. In fact, just the
other day I clubbed a newspaper boy over the head and
took his change to support my
habit. What should I do? - - -

The following is an advice
column initiated for the benefit of distressed people.

Dear Paulie : What is the best
way to clean 'records? - - STATIC.
Dear Static: I have always
been a firm believer in "an
ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure." There is
no way to clean records (unless you know the judge personally). Just don't break the
tdw, and ·you · won't have the
problem.
·
Dear Paulie:

think you have problems!!!
which she simply loved . Betty knew t._
hat now was the time,
so she jumped off the couch
and, whife pra(;:ing into the bed- ,
room, whispered 1 "Let me get
Dear Paulie : l have a question
into something ·!Ilore comfortabout my girlfriend (I 'll call
able". When ·she reappeared, do
her Betty). Last night, Betty
you know what" she had on?
and I, after eating a delicious
A Mickey Mouse costume! Need meal, decided to jump on the
less to say, I . ran out of the
house. Did I do the right thing?
couch and enjoy a little "you
know what". I wrapped my
- - • TEASED.
J).ear Tea~ed; ~very.thi ng you did ~
strong, hai.ry arm ar~und her
slender, soft shoulders. Betty . .was right .until she reappeared +
then plunged her hot, love- . in the costume . I would have
sat down and had · an intelli-starved tongue -deep into the
gent discussion with your mouse
recesses of my excited mouth.
friend . Maybe she ran out of i
I began to stroke her bottom
negligees.
t·
with long, lingering motions,

stantly. The question is, should
I bury · it or what? - • - ANI MAL LOVER .
Dear Animal: l bad the same'
problem with my cat, Scruffy .
Only I killed him with an axe .
What l . did was put little Scru ffy in a "Hefty " bag and mailed
him to the Humane Society .

Dear Confused : Hah! You know
what's wrong? I bet you forgot
to plug it in!

DESPERATE

Dear Desperate: Don't panic.
One way to get "unh'ooked"
is to do it cold .J.,
urkey . The only
other alterna,tive is suicide .

Dear Paulie: Th~ primary fuel
injection linkage that dictates
the . amount of tension put on
the secondary valve conducer in
my J-51 torque-converter has a
h.abit of malfunctioning. Whatever should I do? . . . CON-

Dear Paulie: Yesterday, my
little puppy got run over by a
Mack truck and was killed in-

have a_ problem.

t

FUSED .

*

Pubbandreview

..:,.

'Music Meter' makes debut in Lani:e
By H.J. SWENSON

We know you all found the
Lance boring last week, but
we just couldn't do a review.
There was no band in the pub
that Monday. So stop throwing
those stink bombs into the
Lance office, we're back in
full force.
True to our form as not only
musical geniuses, but intellectual giants, we have come up
with a novel system of rating
bands (N.R.S.). We would like
to officially christen it the
H.J. MUSIC METER . Here's
how it works. The scale is from
o - 10.
,--

--

10 ...
8
6
4
2
0

---

. ..........

. ............
.....
. .......
.. . ................
.....
. . . ....
..................

-

Now that you have the chart
you can rate the bands along
with us. You may want to pick
up five or six copies of the
Lance so you can give this
chart to your friends and lqved
ones for Christmas. Be sure to
cut carefully along the lines
or you might get an incorrect
reading.

erally, they were an average
band with a few highs and lows.

2

4

8

6
•

•

Music Meter

This week's band , Flattery,
has the dubiou s honor of being
the first to fall prey to ,·the
H.J. MUSIC METER. And what
an honor indeed. The band
soared to a whopping 4.3. Ge.~-

bl)

=
:,
::i::
(/)
>,
.0
0

-

. . . ... The Ultimate (Beatles, Pink Floyd ·,
Fleetwood Mac)
. .......
Better than we'll ever see.
: . ... .. . Exteptional bar band.
. . Typical bar band.
. ........
Turn the juke box up.
.. . Pete and his Kazoo.

0

..c:

Q., •

'F _lattery': first pub band tested by music meter.

one style of music rather than
trying to please everyone.
H.J. Proverb of the week ...
..

"Man who tries to please everyone ; wakes up _ sore · in the
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By KAREN SPl~ _RKEL
First Love ends before it
ever really starts. It · is only
about one hour long, so be sure
not to blink ; · you may miss
some of the in-aetion ,
,Fir~t ·Love is just that: the
tale of those initial pangs of
"Oh-oh+thi Ak--l'm-in-love" felt
by William Katt, a quasi-atheletic, quasi-intellctctual unive.rsity
tudent, and Susan Dey, an allassuming, yet strikingly mixedup young co-ed.
· They meet, chat, and make
love a lot. Yet, there are distressing ~omplications. Dey is
unalterably
in love with her
father's former best friend - a
46-year-old lawyer. Katt is determinedly in love with Dey and

. ....
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., Lastly r the plot is not eve-n
,. · · ·, ·
"J.?•.:._!leve
'r-sleep,,wit~-any-man- ·
worth . mentioning.
There 'Is
·
.· · ; :· hµt-the~ni:~I ~!Jlarrf, look, ,~nd ·
none. Oh, if you wante~ to_ be
:z.,
, . .: ·-"''''>.·.:q:oes make a":'11~lf-hearte ff .at- ·
triti:cal, you · might say that the
.,
tempt at ' serious · acting, despite
theme is the definition of love
the ·over-direction. However, the
and the adaptations required by
committed to the ideal of makwhole imag~ of the virgin Laurie
individuals when love is lost.
ing her feel the same way about
Partridge - falls to pieces, and is
That philosophy walks off the
him. Much · of the camera footmissed when Dey appears nude
screen and hits the viewer over
age is devoted to his tactics
in vistavision.
the .head with resounding imin this vei,n. ·Hence, we find · ourTechnically, the film fares no
pact. Btit, in the case of Katt
selves 10bed much ' of the time
better. In one ·scene, Katt is
and Dey's eventual break-up,
- which tends to get redundant.
busily making love to another
there is no sense kidding yourIt never becomes clear exactly
very passionate, willing co-ed.
self that this movie · ~is worth
emptying the old tear ducts
how much this contributes to
When he calls out Dey's name
the film, except that it might
by mistake, the young woman
for - unless you regret the
satisfy the sexual fantasies of a
abruptly ends the . encounter.
$3.00 you lost to see the film.
horny 16-year-old. Beyond that,
Suddenly, Katt stands up -to
So far, the picture has scored
protest,
complete with trou- / negatively on all counts. There
the film is a definite loss.
. The acting is recognizably resers. Where, when, and how
is one redeeming element, howhearsed. It appears as though
Katt was supposed to have put
ever. The music score is comdirector Joan Darling is on the ·
his pants back on in a one secmendable - Cat Stevens and
set with the performers, conond interval escapes reason.
Paul Williams supply the- matsfantly cueing them when to
Director Darling must have fa!er'ial. But instead of going to
laugh, cry, and fake orgasms.
!en asleep during the sequence
see the film, save your money
- the audience did.
and . buy the records instead. ,
Susan Dey, of Partrirf-. .. F;:i,· ·

'ily

':fa~-e,;)qs .es, '-'he~ ' ev~ingeiic;.
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area in late No: ember (the Dover ·Hotel near Chatham; Nov. 21-23 _).
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The Diodes to satisfy punks at the Dover Hotel.
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CARIBBEAN
STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

FILM NIGHT
"THE HARDER THEY COME"
ti
Starring - Jimmy Cliff
- Janet Barclay
DOCUMENT ARIES ON
THE CARIBBEAN
Thursday November 24th
Where: · 1120 Math Building
Time: 7 :00 p.m.
Price: $1.50

Nov: 18 and 19 . . . Queen
- Cobo Hall / Nov. 18 . . .
Bill Whithers
Masonic /
Billy Joel - Hill Auditorium
I Nov . 19 ... Joan Armatrading - Royal Oak Theatre /
Amer:ica with Jimmy Webb Crrsler Arena , Nov·. ·21-23 . : .
· • The Diodes - Dover Hotel /
Nov . 22 . .. Lake and City Boy
- Royal Oak Theatre/ Nov. 23 .
:
.. Ramones, Eddie and the Hot:
: . r6ds, Talking Heads - Ma~onic
.: I Nov. 26 . . . Rod McKuen
- Royal Oak Theatre / Nov.
28
and 29 .- . . Hall and Oates
:
: - Cobo HaH / Nov. 29 ...
• Weather Report - Royal Oak
: Theatre / Nov. 30 . . . Pablo
: Cruise - Royal Oak Theatre /
Dec. I . . . Gino Vanelli Cobo Hall / Dec. 5 . . . Four
, Tops - · Hyatt Regency / Dec.
8 . . . Kansas and the Atlanta
Rhythm Section - Cobo Hall
I Dec. 9 . . . David Bromberg
and the New Riders of the
Purple Sage - Royal Oak Theatre · / Dec. 10 .. - . Oscar Peterson - Hill Auditorium in Ann
I Harry Chapin
Arbour
Hill Auditorium / Dec . 11 . ..
Chuck Mangione - Royal Oak
Theatre / Dec. 15 . . . Rush
- Cobo Hall / Dec . 27 ...
Geils and Edgar Winter's White
Trash - Cobo Hall. -

•

:.Max..;
Webster, Ru.sh'sJ ast warm-up band, to -r;~k the Cleary.
,· . ~y THE'iN:fERTAIN,MENTSTAFF ,. '
A y.ear ago, you ,cou.ld. cou~t the ,number of acts - appearing in

: concert (in the Windsor area) o"jithe Canadian side· of the border
: on the for~finger of your right hand.
·
Things have changed though, and in recent weeks there has been
: ~ flurry of boo~ings that defy explanation, but why look a gift horse
• m the mouth, nght?
Max Webster, a Toronto outfit, are playing at the Cle,ary on November 21. With ex-Meadows drummer, Gary McCracken, they are
and that gives you an honest night's work every time out.
ther southem Ontario band ; The Diodes, will be hitting the

By CJAM

1

l
:

•

The Diodes rely heavily ·on the basic punk stance, and turn in
high energy perfo~mances with a youthful. exuberance ..
They have been " described by many major _publications including .
Billboard, RPM, and Melody Maker magazines as the best new wave :
band in Canada (and possibly North America), and earned this repu- •
tation with unrestricted behaviour and kick-ass performances.
The group consists of Ian McKay on bass, John Catto on guitars,
Paul Robinson on vocals, and John Hamilton _on drums.
Catch them on CJAM this Tuesday afternoon.
:
With these sh~ws, along with those at the Coliseum, things are
looking pretty good (concert wise) for the area .
•

i
i

:

~~

CARNIV A L NIGHT
F ea tu ring - ·
McMASTER CHROMATICS
STEELBAND
and
- CARIBBEAN DISCO
Friday, November 25th
Where: Ambassador Auditorium
Time: 8:30 - 1 :30
Price: $3 .00

CULTURA L NIGHT
Featuring Folk - Songs, Dances, Dialogues, ·
and Skit~.
Cultural Displays on show.
Saturday, November 26th
Where: Ambassador · Auditorium
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Price : 7 5 cents

Tickets available in the lntematio~al
UnivenityofWindsor

Call Gerri (2534232 ext. 687) for bookings

..:

NoA1J.eLa. 1t
.FieeCouoaeUna
.

(No effect on low medical fee)

P.ree~cy
Test
{or S7 .atin~ependent lab)
3 lbiJ .ctlaicSta,
Medii;tld,Dae CrOII

-Accndited

. We.strive fQrhi,h pa(ient.
·comfort and friendly)*SOlial

attention.

ACMAPPROVED
CALL (313) 884-4000
DETROIT.GC>l
.
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U of W players laugh ·it ·up le.JAM HIGHUGH7S
By CJAM
MOSAIC

• less well of quick retorts and
stock companies in the United
one-liners are characteristic of
States ' an~ Canada. The actors'
· both writers, and not better
experiences
include previous
illustrated than in How The
lead roles in University P'layers'
Other Half Loves.
productions,
professional
Perhaps the biggest problem
summer theatre, -includi11g Theafaced by director Bathsheba Gartre Lqndon 's Young Company
nett.is .development of character.
and Young .Canada Pl~yers, as ,
The . actors, . third and fm~rth
well as participation in numyear students at The School of
erous Windsor and regional theatre groups.
·
Dramatic Art, are playing people
who are, at a maximum, ten
Scenic and lighting design is
.y.ears elder thatHhemselves. This
by Mr. Phil Phelan. _resid.ent
technical director, with costume
is a very difficult gap to bridge.
It is just large , enough . t-haL . .design . by Mr . .· Larry .Foden,
there are subtleties and changes
resident costume designer.
in character that must be first
l{ow The Other Half Love.s
recognized, then developed. This
opens Friday, November 25 at
is only possible when cast and · Essex Hall Theatre, University
director respect each other's talof Windsor, and runs .to. Saturents.
day, December 3, with no performance on Monday, NovemThis is th .e case with the
ber 28.
Players' production. For the past
Tickets are available at the
few years, Ms. Garnett, a faculty
theatre Box Office by phoning
member at The School of Dram25 3-4_565. Price of admission
atic Art, has directed the heavy,
is $3.50 with special group
dramatic plays for the Players,
rates available Tuesday, Wedbut she is very secure with
nesday, and Sunday and Student
comedy. Ms. Garnett directed
Rush available ten minutes bethe first season at Huron Counfore curtain.
try Playhouse at Grand Bend
Curtain IS at 8:00 p.m.
and had long experience with

The spaghetti challenge ·
lf you love spaghetti and
feel hungry enough to set a
new world's record for eating
it in a hurry, Roger Petri want~
to talk to you.
I

Manager of the new Spag·
hetti Company Too restaurant
in Livonia, Petri hopes .to discover someone who can eat
100 yards in less than 6 7 seconds, the current listing in the
Guiness Book of World Records.

This feat was accomplished in
March last year by Lexington ,
Kentucky, man using two forks
simultaneously .

Roger Petri, (not of Dick Van Dyke) Michigan's biggest "p~stapusher"
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answers on page 6
I
I
ODDS & ENDS TRIVIA QUIZ
!
I 1. Who was known as the "Lion of the North"?
12. What author was born in Scotland and died in Samoa?
13.·What ornamental tree blossoms but bears no fruit?
14. Who was known as the last of the great scouts?
» 5.

e

6.

117.

1s.
I 9.
I
110.
11.
• 12.

1

~ 13.

I 14.
I 15.
I 16.
117.

1 18.
19.
I 20.

What was Paul Revere's occupation?
What were daguerrotupes?
What German woman gave her name to a long range gun?
Who wrote and issued the_famous "Poor Richar~'s Alm~nac"?
Around what fairy tale did Engelbert Humperdmck wnte a famous
opera?
What is adobe?
Wha~ is a campanile?
What coal tar product is 500 times sweeter than sugar?
In what human gland is iodine usually found?
Who wrote: "How to Win Friends and Influence . People"?
Does the word labial pertain to the ~yes, ears, nose or lips?
Which is the ·most popular beverage m the world?
Which runs the long way of the fabric - the warp or the woof?
How does a cricket make his chirping sounds?
Why is the Adam's apple so called?
Where is the Maelstrom?

"From our experience a·t the
first Spaghetti Company restaurant in Berkley, we are con vinced that there are a number
of worthy challengers in the
Greater Detroit area," Petri says.
"We hope to locate a number of
the · most qualified arid host
them. in a contest in which a
new record mignt be set under
'· ·
d· ·
pro~erly supervised con 1t1?ns.
It 1s hoped that champions
~will emerge from some of the
: many colleges m Southeast
Michigan."

I

j

Monday, November 21 - Bruce Dinsmore talks with Don Jamieson, :
External Affairs Minister in the Trudeau Cabinet.
·
:
Tuesday, November 22 ,_ CJAM presents segments from the play :
"How The Other Half Loves".
•
Wednesday, November 23 - John Laframboise, the new Director :
: of Development talk~ to Rick Spence.
'·
•
: Thursday, -November 24 - Gary- Wells' report. Following this · - :
: "Adventures ,in·Percept _ion" with Dr. David Reynolds.
:
: Friday, November 25 - "Bluegrass ·Boog-ie" is featured with host :
• Angus Lyon. This p.rogram was inspired by the performance of :
:
"Boone Creek" at the Masonic Temple on November 14.

Monday, November 21 -.James Barclay Harvest ."Gonc To ·Earth"
Tuesday, November 22 ·- Lenny Williams "Choosing You"
Wednesday, November 23 - Joan Armatrading "Show Some Emotion"
.
Thursday, November 24 - Visitors "Automatic Man"*
Friday, November 25 - Jerry Butler "It All Comes Out In My
Song"
• All Mosaic talk programs ar.e featured at 11 a.m. ONLY ... Album
Features follow and are also aired nitely at 9:05.
• aired only at 9 :05.
FRIDAY NITE SPECIAL

...
•

•
•••

'

WVESOUNDS

.,

Wednesdays and Fridays, 9 to 11 a.m. C]AM Love Sounds;

•
We're sorry about the transmitter problem in Mac and Laurier
: Halls. We hope to resolve the problem very shprtly.
:.

'··························~·························

Windsor not 1
without culture

By JIM LAWSON
In spite of what most people
say, Windsor ts not devoid of
,culture, in fact, with the gradual . deterioration _ of · Detrait,
Windsor has made great sttrides
in development of the Arts.
If you like to see a good play
every now and then, you've got
one of the cheapest priced live
theatres for a hundred miles
right here on campus, That is,
the University Players, who put
on five productions each year
in Essex Hall Theatre.
The reason the produ .ctions
are low-priced is that the players are a university-sponsored
organization, and the reason the
plays are good is that we have
the best ' school of Dramatic
Arts in Ontario. We are second
in Canada only to the U. of
Alberta in Edmonton.
Prices · here are $ 3 .5 0 for
any reserve tickets, but only
· $2 .5 0 for students at the door,
ten minutes before curtain time.
All seats in Essex Hall Theatre
are excellent since it is such a
small theatre, and the price

compares well to others in cite
area.
For instance, a play by the
Windsor Light O_perawould cost
you $6.bO . to see; the Windsor
Community Theatre costs $4.00;
the Thames Arts Centre in Chatham is $6.25 and th~ Theatre
London is $7 .50 (not including
transportation). lf you want to
go to Detroit, as some people
do for excitement, the Hillbury
theatre · in Wayne State will
let you see Romeo and Juliet
for $4.00; or try the Meadowbrook theatre at $7 .00, the
Music Hall for $9.00, the Ford
theatre .for $12.00 or the Fisher
Theatre, where seats . in the
second balcony are going for
$8.00 each. These prices do
not include the 10% exchange
rate on Canadian funds, $1.50
for the tu-nnel, or hospital fees.
The next University Players'
production,
'How the Other
Half Loves', opens Nov. 25 and
rµns until Dec. 3. Curtain time
ls 8 p.m. in Essex Hall Theatre.
Call the Box Office at 25,34565 for details

j

j

5

j

Albums, T-shirts, & -tickets give away survey ·

ii

· Names will be drawn from the box on November 18, just a few days
before the Max Webster Concert at Cleary, downtown Windsor. The first
5 names will be winners.
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Name: _____________
_

••
•
•••
•

Phone No.:--------

How many times per week do you listen to CJAM? __
What times? morning_,

midday~,

What types of music do you like best?

evening_,
rock_,

_

night_.
soul_,

easy__ , others ______

_

-

II

I

Suggestionsfor improvements of programming:

_______________________
~---------------'

~----------------------~
.:.._

••

In hono~r of their Cobo appearance, CJAM presen'tS two hours •
of "The Best of .Queen". Friday .l':'J'iteSpecial is broadcast from io
• p.m. until 12 midnight.

I
I·

I
I

.
.•
••
••

LP's·

.1.-------~---------------___,

~
~

•

•••
••
••
•
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The Urliversity Players' second production is How The
Other H~ Loves, opening Friday, November 25.
First presented at the Royale
Theatre, N.Y.C. in 1971, the
origioal cast of How The Other
,Half ,Loves included .'Sandy Deni ;
nis and Phil Silvers. The tim~ Qf
the · play is the present; the .
action, the living rooms of
Fiona and Frank Foster (Catherine Brcaugh and Cb.udc Legault) and Bob and Teresa
·Phillips (James ,-Warren and Shel-:
ley Butler). Another couple,
William and Mary Detweiler
(Tim Grantham and Lori Harrison) are involved. Fiona and .
Bob are having an affair. They
are questioned by their respective ~pouses about their late
night activities. Attempting to
.avoid oiscovery, Bob and Fiona
throw the blame for their
unexplained absences on the unsuspecting
and totally innocent Detweilers.
Ayckbourn demonstrates beyond a doubt that the comparisons beu.veen him and America's Neil Simon are well-founded. ( The seemingly bottom-
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Eric Carmen

Powell and the smooth emotional style .of Laurie Wisefield.
Martin · Turner 's airy vocals
and · exceptional ,.- bass-playing
combine with / Steve Upton's solid drumwork 'to round out
the sound.

'
..
-~~fflwlc
............................................
-J
()

Boats Against
-The Current

good and raunchy,
tchy vocals.

plus , scra-

~ .

l.

By DEB KENNEDY

Two years ago at the Sweet
concert in Detroit, Eric Carmen
was billed as the opening act.
He should have play ed all night.
Carmen showed himself as
someone special. His sensitivity
and passion allow him to create
both mellow music and kick
ass rock 'n' roll. His latest
release, _Boats Against The Current, is about passion, selfdiscovery, and romance. If anything is going t9 gain Eric Car- men public recognition, this al• bum will do it.

Side one displays Carmen's
- diversity. The titl e . track is a
beautiful song about the disillusions of love. Marathon Man
picks up the speed with an
effective orchestral arrangement
that honestly 171akes y ou feel
like running into the wind.
. " (Burton Cummings does back..iQg vcjcal~~on th is tu~~ :'_ •..~ <: Nowhere to Hide changes
Carmen to the romancer again.
His talents on the piano can
soften the hardest heart. Take
it or Leave it reminds me of
an old Rod Stewart rocker -

Sid~ two begins 'with another , tender love song, Love is
AIIThat Matters. Then comes a.
Beach~Boy sounding tune called ,
She Did - It. It has a catchy harmony -that is pushing it onto the
s.ingles charts. I've Found Myself and Run Away, the last
two cuts, are each like magnets. They get back to that
quality of sincerity so evident
in Carmen's lyrics, and are
highlighted by Carmen's piano
arrangements.

-

~/

·.I

Bob Welch

The trouble is that they
can't write any decent material to go along with their fine
playing.
Except for last year's solid
New
England and Argus from a
Eric Carmen wrote, arranged
few
years back, they haven 't
and produced this album. It _
put out an album with any
features horns, string arrange,consistency of good material
ments, and synthesizers along
in the ~ or 7 years that they
with the usual R & R instruhave
be~n together.
. ments. Carmen has blended the
- Front Page News, their new
sounds to let the emotions
album on MCA, is by no means
radiate. These words from the
an
improvement . Oh, it has a
title cut express the feeling:
couple of outstanding tracks
(Front Page News, Midnight
, Dancer) . but the rest of the
We're gonna find what we 're afalbum fizzles into a brew of
ter at last
Feelings that we left in the past
self-indulgence. They take turns
polishing up th eir egos with an
There's romance in the sunset
.• We 're b'Oats against the current
onslaught o~ soloing (good as it
may be) and amateurism (it 's
to the end.
my song so I'm going to .sing
- (Eric Carmen, 1977)
it!). Your mistake Laurie.
The lyrics are fairly shallow, but I'm not surprised
since that never has been their
Front Page News
strong point.
If th~ band ever realizes
that they are -a band and not
By FRANK KOVACIC
just a grqup of individuals,
I defy anyone to find a group
they . would be better off. I
of musicians ( in a rock band),
had , hoped that this was the
as a unit, better than those of
case after the · release of New
Wishbone Ash.
England, but · something mu.st
The guitar playing is a beauhave happened since then, and
tiful contrast between the hard
it's too bad.
edged, razor like leads of Andy

WishboneAsh

'l

are the driving rockers of the
album. There is also a pleaFrench Kiss
sant mellow sound . to Welch's
tunes, along · with a "commerBy DOMENIC D'AMORE
cial", · and almost funky feeling
From his early days as a
at times.
main figure in_ ( the original)
It's strange that Welch doeFleetwood Mac, to his leadsn't give any credit to - the otership in the three-piece p.owher musicians on the -,album.
erbousc Paris, Bob Welch has
There are no credits wbatsotasted the fruits of success. His
. ever on the cover or th~ ·dustnewest achievement is, by no
jacket. This slightly annoyed me
means contrary to this trend .
because the bass player (whoever
Welch's first solo album weaves
. that -is) presents some of the
together various musical contas~iest and appropriate bass
cepts, wh ich - creates an enjoyruns that I have heard since
able mix for almost all musical
artists like Geddy Lee and Glen
tastes .
Hughes.
Sentime11tal : Lady is the album's 1 opener, and is a new
i version
of an old Fleet\vood
. Mac tune of the same nam~.
It has almost reached hit status
already. The sometimes too
repetitious use of strings ', - and
Welch's limited talents with
guitar riffs, .are pretty we-11the
only strikes against the 'album.
Even though the tracks on the
album carry slightly more _than a
:casual resemblance to each ot~ ~- H! _in,,,c:01
pol'at~s the sou.nds of _ ,1her, it it ~till n'ot ~ !!ough to ,
significantly reduce the quality
"buzz saw" type guitar and
basic rock beats with an abun- · of the album. The production
will tickle even the most critical
dance of strings and violins,
ear. French Kiss is definitely one
which are prominent in "Ebof those albums that is a must
ony Eyes, Dancin' Eyes and
for ,every record collection.
Hot Love, ~old World. All three
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ByOTIST.

ARIES _: (March 21 - April 19) : Delay projects or plans for inore ·

information. Do at least the essentials. -

TAURUS - (April 20 - May 20) : Missing information may escape

you now, turn up later. Double-check ycmr work.

GEMINI -=-(May 21 - June 21) : A period of meditation today may

give you ins1.ghtto deal with tomorrow's work. Be yourself.

CANCER '_ (June 22 - July 22) : Stick to your routine. s·tay -cur- ·

rent with public and world affairs:

·

\

LEO - (July 23 ~ Aug. 22) : Mysteries begin to clear themselves
up. The people involved act nonchalant. Follow their lead. -

VIRGO - (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)': Your negative -attitude will push

people only so far. Mind your own business.

•·

,

, ·

LIBRA - (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) : Find something interesting to do.
· t.Be... realistic
in your work.
Don't aim for the stars.
.

SCORPIO - (Oct . 23 - Nov. 21) : Re-establish lost personal connections. The search for perspective dominates your day.

SAGITTARIUS - (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) : Apply past achievements
to the present. Avoid rashness, perfect present plans.
·

_CAPRICORN - (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : Avoid taking even calculated

risks at this time . Steer away from any schemes.

AQUARIUS - (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) : You tend to invest more emo-

t ional energy than is necessary. Don't pressure yo~rself:

-

PISCES - (Feb.
March 20) : Things seem unclear for the
.present. Later on, the true picture b~comes clear.
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,swi·mmers need support

IN THE-SHOWERS
By DON PEPPIN

By NIGEL MILLER
There is new life in this
ye ar's swimming and diving
teams . Last year's team finished
poorly because of a lack of
swimmers, not because of a
lack of quality on the team.
The '77' version of the
Lancer's and the Lancerette's
promises to be competitive .
Coach Kennedy predicts that the
wom en' s team will finish fourth
overall in the O.U.A.A. finals
with an excellent chance at
third place. The men's team ,
he says, should place fifth in
the O.U .A.A. finals.
The team is mixed with new comers to University swimming
as well as some experi~nced
veterans .
Ra y Entmaa is a Lancer .
swimmer who should win some
medals in the O .U.A .A. finals
especially in the 200 metre
individual medley and the 50
metre - freestyle. Paul Huggard
is the team 's breaststroker,
Bruce Bain is a butterfly swimmer, as well as swimming the
individual medley and Ken Harrington is listed as a competitor
in the 200 metre backstroke,

and freestyle. Kevin Keane is
strictly a freesty ler and · -Jim
Bondy is in the 100 metre
butterfly and 200 metre backstroker.
The men's individual medley
relay team should also place
in the medals at the O.U .A.A.
finals.
The swimming team meets
for practice fiv~ times a week ·
at the pool in the H.K~ building between the hours of 4: 30
and 7;30. Th e team has half
an hour of 1ry land practice
followed by two hours in the
pool.
Swimmers are still needed by
the coaches to fill the team so
interested people should wonder
down to the pool. Coach Kennedy feels that there are goo d
swimme~s who could help the
team that are not coming out.
·Th e diving team is composed of one male and four
females . Coach Lang feels that
this year's divers are promising
even though they don't possess
too much experience. The one
member with exposure to university competi!ion
is Petra

Uhli g who missed qualifying for
t he nati onal finals by four
points last year. This year she
should again be a finalist in the
O.U .A.A. competition but this
time around she should qualify
for the nationals.

This p'ast week . NBC has been bringing The Godfather to our
living rooms and we, like the procrastinating fools we are, have be~n
devoutly pinning our noses to the old boob toob soak ing it all in.
Now you ask, what the hell does this have to ,do with sports, all
those dumb guineas (that's slang for dagos for those of you uninformed bigots) run away from is themselves?
My point is: what the Italian 'fami lies' had was loyalty . Granted
there were a few flaws in the Corleone system but very few. It w'as
the family that was most important, and nothing else.
Now far be it horn me to call basketball coach Dr. Paul"Thomas
a Don, but it is this type of devotion which his players oper3:te under. The expression 'never -is heard a discouraging __word,' applies
very nicely to the Lancers analys is of their coach .
'
There have been occasions when some people have wanted to
call the coach names which they would not repeat in .confrssion,
because of this platoon system. He stands by it firmly, and believes
that it is t'he best way to operate his team. But it goes beyo~d just
Thomas' belief in what is going down. The team believes it too.
They have faith in his thinking and are willing to stand by him.
Now some people offer that th is may be pure pragmatism (ie.
do _it or get cut) but I have to disagree. There is no way a team, no
matter what level they operate on, can hope to act as a unit if they
are divided on some instrumental issue of the team makeup. And
platooning is part 1 of the Windsor system, they use it effectively,
they believe in it, and they are loyal to their ·coach's judgement
when to use it.
And well ·they should. For the last four or five years t~is team
has been right in the prov erbial thick of things, and this year's version is expecti ng even more.

There are four members on
the team some with experience
in high school and some first
timers. The new divers are
Tammy Tobin, Maureen Smith,
Beth Riener and Greg Thurlbeck. They will be doing their
dives off of one metre and three
metre boards .
The diving team meets weekdays from 5: 30 to 7 :00 to
practice at the pool '.
Both coaches, Kennedy and
I
Lang, are not facu lty members
but both do volunteer work in
helping out University of Windsor swimmers. They receive
po~ltime for the high school
people they coach. The coaches
agree that swimming is on the
way back in the area and the
University team will improve
due to the extra interest shown
in the sport .

Vince Lombardi coached a team a while ago and he built it into
one of. the ~oughest teams i~ NFL history. In numerous books about
those years, · former Packers note how much they hated Lombardi
and wanted to pound him into little morsels, but , this was on the
surhce. Deep down they believed in hin:,..a,..ndwhat he:.was doing.
He built discipline into the team and a true team spirit which few
teams can claim in any league today.
Coach Thomas has the advantage that he has worked with a number of the veterans from the day they ~tarted basketball in university
until today, and they have worked within that system very well.
But new players must adapt to it as well. Many of these play ers
are used to being the top · man on the team and getting to play en. tire gam6S. Now things are different; the y get on for ten minutes
and just as they get hot , the coach pulls them off.
Amazingly enough the next time they go out they seem to pick
1
up where they left. off.
When a team can acquire the faith in a coach that this team has;
and has the talent and the system for him to work with, there is
one think for sure: the team will never lose. If the score on tfre
board isn 't .in their favour they win in other ways, which in the
long run are far more valuable to players at this level.
My hat is tipped to Coach Thomas and the Lancers for sticking

i by their guns. This is our year and thos e of you who don't believe
E will be in for a surprise. There are some things Windsor does well,
~

and this year it 's winning National basketball champio nsh ips .

.c

Soccer
champs
The York Yeomen won the
CIAU soccer championship with
2-1 victory over Concordia University Stingers of Montreal.
Pasquale D'Tolo scored .Concordia's only goal in the final
min ute ·of the first half. York
came back in the second half
with goals by Nick Plessas and
Mac Musabay. Mr. Musabay was
selected as most valuable player
because of his winning goal.
The victory was the OUAA
Champion's third of the tournament. The scored earlier victories of 5-2 over Dalhousie and
2-1 over Manitoba Bisons.
Conc ordia playe d only one
game prior to the final, beating
Waterloo Warriors 2-1 in overtime Saturday.
The Warriors, host institution, were winners of three out
of four games in the tournament
and took consolation · honours
with a 3-1 win over Dalhousie.

Beefeater Dry Gin retains its fine taste even in mixes.
Distilled and bottled in London, England.
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lntramurals: soccer,cUff.divingand hockey
United defeated Caribbean Culfinals, the match between the
ture in a hard-fought match,
CSA (Canadian Students A~
a_nd the All-Stars had to come
sociation)
and
Tortilla
Hall
led
and welcome to sunny Mexico ,
from
behind to nip Faculty
to
several
heated
confrontations
where the frost never settles
by a ~core of 2-1.
and fisticuffs. The outcome was
on the poppy fields. Here on
The match is a one-gam_e sudon e injury - that led to hospital
the rugged . Baja peninsula is
den
'death affair. In the only
examination.
The
injured
plalocated the magnificent Univergame between the two clubs
ye_rwas released with no serious
sity of Guadalajara, Baja Camin the regular season, All-Stars
repurcussions. Offenders in inpus , with its picturesque treesqueaked by Africa by a one
tramural sports at the University
lines lanes, and its venerable
goal margin, so the final game
-of Guadalajara, Baja Campus,
ivy-covered buildings . At the
promises to be a battle to the
are dealt with ·quickly and
University of Guadalajara, Baja
finish. All-Stars are the reigning
severely , as everyone involved
Campus, they play strange and
kings of intramural soccer, as
in the fighting was pushed over
exciting intramural sports that
they
have taken the- champi<;mt
he
cliff.
seem bizarre from a Canadian
ship for at least the past three
Banditos be~t Tortilla Hall
point of view. However, these
~asorts. Africa: United will be
activities are commonplace and - in the finals, that were well
gunnin_g hard in an effort to
-played , and produced some fine
are taken for granted in Mexico.
overthrow
the
defending
diving. The highlight of the
One such example is intramural
match was the three and onecliff diving.
champs.
• • • • •
half Double Entendre flip exeCliff -diving originated in Mexcuted by ace diver Carlos Cas- WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
ico in 1200 B.C., when the
Final standings in women 's
teneda, which - received ·a perAztec deity Murray tripped and
intramural
volleyball were as
fect score from all five judges.
fell over the Cliff of the Sun.
follows:
Cliff diving could become a
Even though the event has lost
Competitive League
standard feature at -the Univermost of its religious sign.ifi16
HumCums
sity of Windsor if a deep en~ cance over the years, the tradi12
HK
Spikers
ough lake could be excavated
tion is still carried on today .
10
Chicklets in
front
of
the
Math
Building
.
The journey from the main
2
Bumping Bandits Baja Campus to the South
*•*••
In
the
recreational
division,
SOCCER
Campus Cliffs at Los Tacos is
FINAL STANDINGS
a dangerous and rugged one
which can only be accom"A" DIVISION plished through · trained guides
and burros. But even after the
Pts
W.
L
T
exhausting trek, the b-reathtak ~
0
All-Stars
4
8
.1
ing scenery at Los Tacos is
2
6
1
2
majestic and rejuvenating . As - Africa United
Faculty
2
2
4
1
far as the eye can see in a great
:chinese
Students
2
2
4
1
encompassing circle, loom enCamel J ockies
2
2
4
ormous giants of mountains,
·1
2
2
4
eternal bastions of rock; pu~hed · Caribbean Cultute
"B" DIVISION
up long ago from these vast
WS

out of "A" division. Since that
Commerce Blues in a welltime however, a new team has
played, hard hitting match by a
come and gone . The Ottawa
score of 6-2. Jerry Goldberg
Tavern Racoons -signed up to
tallied three points for the
play competitve, and tpen shorwinners, and Craig Davison fired
tly thereafter signed out. · So
in two goals for the ,Screaming
any game scheduled against ·_ Eagles to cement the victory
MBS can be used by the other
when it appeared as though
team as Free practice time.
Commerce were poised for a
In the games played thi~
comeback.
week, Screaming Eagres defeated
•••••
"A" PIVISION STANDINGS

By PETER MUDRACK
TACOS, MEXICO : Aloha,
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Mustangs to challenge
Axemen in final ma-tch
The -University of Western
Ontario Mustangs will represent
the OQIFC in the annual College Bowl this Saturday in
Toronto. The defending n'ational
champion Mustangs upended a
tough Calgary Dinosaur squad
24-22 in thP Fort>~t C.itv Rowl

played in London last Saturday.
Quarterback Jamie Bone struck early in the first quarter
hitting Tom Arnott and Ross
Tripp with touchdown strikes to
open up a 14-0 lead. The Dinos
roared back in the third quarter
to take a 15-14 lead but a. 51
yard pass from· Jamie Bone , to "'
· Nigel Wilson set up a Bill Rozalowsky's short touch down run.
Paul Ford added a 32 yard
field goal and Western held on
By SCOTT ELDRIDGE
for the 24-22 victory.
York University · defeated the
Western will meet the Acadia
Windsor Lancerettes 56-44 in
seas.
Axemen in a repeat of last year's
L
T -- Pts
the Ontari~ Wo~el)'s l_ntercolTh.e scoring . system in. cliff
match, Acadia downed the QueW.a,Jlabi_cs ! ..
_
·Q'...
-'t:..
-0:~
giati ~At.lii-etic'tJ\ s~ .ciat icm·basdiving- -is- -coinplic...a
ted,:- but a~-,
en' s- Golden Gael( , tlIFC EasCeltics
1
5
ketball game . It was an upset
1
brief summary is in order.
tern champions 35-22 in Sun- ,
Tec~Electa
O
2
for the Windsor team, which
.1
3
Points are awarded for form,
day's Atlantic Bowl played in
~arihf:>ean"B''
1
3
·0 .
2·
was leading at half-time, with a
complexity . of dive, and 'the
Halifax .
_C9dy 6th Floor
0
3
1
1
score of 24-23. During the
Western's luck may · run out
ability to ·avoid the · rocks 'at
the Electa Elastics' thoroughly
Finals in intramural soccer
;econd half York quickly took
this · week. In their last 3 conthe foot of the . cliff.
tests the Mustangs have , had
.In the semi.:finals, · the Bart- · · are . to be played this Sundai ' d.omfoated Sodal .Work in ~thjs '. hoid -~f the ··s_jtuation and mainafternoon at 2 'p.m. In a re- · two team division ~ as Electa - t ; ined . th~ir ' leai . throughout
extermely close scores. Against
ditos edged out Cuerto y Tenfinished with eight points, • to
the game.
Windsor they won twice 24-15
-go, as the star diver for Cuerto _ match of last year's finals,
the
All-Stars
square
off
against
none
for
the
Social
Workers.
The lack of experience was
and 14-13. Western beat Lauri er
failed to avoid the rocks at the
Africa United.
Playoff finals were held Nova major - reason that the Lanby only 1 point during the last
foot of the cliffs, and was disGoing as far as the finals ember 7th at William Hands
cerettes lost th~ game . It resminutes of the game. Although
qualified from further competiulted in 36 turnovers and conproved to be a difficult chal- school. Hum Cl;lmS . emerged
Western beat Calgary Dinostion.
.
tinual poor shooting. '
aurs handly it was still a close
In round two of the semi- lenge for both squads . Africa victor ious , A special thank you
The Lancerettes opened last
to all who participated and
score 24-22 .
weekend with another upset
helped make the program a
The question is: Win the
loss 67~27 to McMaster Unisuccess . .
Mustangs be_ able- to pull it
• • * • •
versity on Friday.
HOCKEY
.off against the Axemen?
This Saturday at 5 p.m ..
In last week's ·edit ion of
Saturday 's College Bowl will
in St . Denis Hall the Lancer- be playe-0 at Toronto's Varsity
The Lance, it was reported
ettes face Toronto .
that the MBA team dropped
Stadium starting at 1 :00 p.m.

~-"'-F...
-r'c.

Lancerette
bask~tball

;as;r'!
..i'

Second-Language
M-onitor Programl,:-

.September 1978-May 1979

This program allows univershy-level students in Canada to
· work part-time as second-language monitors while studying ·
full-time , usually in a province other than their own . At least
800 students will receive a r:ninimum of $3,000 each for nine
months of participation .·In addition: travel expenses for one
return trip betwee·n the student's province of residence and
the host province will be reimbursed.
This program is financed by the Department of the Secre·
·
tary of State.
The Aumb<:rof French-language and/ or English-language
monitors accepted by a host province will be determined
acco rding to the particular needs of that province.

Tickets are available at the
CIAU Suite at the Hotel Toronto, or at Varsitv Stadium.

-·Accountingstudents
.·:
.are a going concem.

1

writers
Certainly to our firm and to the
future of our profession.
-

wanted for

The role of an ac.counting student is diversified, demand ing and
rewarding, providing wide exposure to the business community of
today . A challenging career awaits any ind.ividual interested in
becoming a Chartered Accountant.

To obtain a brochure and an appfication form, contact the
coordinator in your province: "
Roy Schatz
Educational Exchange and Special Projects Branch
Ministry of Education
Mowat Block, Queen's Park
Toronto , Ontario M7A 1L2

The Lane~
Pregnant

Business and commerce majors will obviously be interested in a
chartered accountancy degree . In addition, we are also interested in
talking to graduates of matt\ematics , computer science, engineer ing
and general arts and scien9e who are interested in applying their
undergraduate background to this dynamic business environment.

Pdld

CALL BIRTHRIGHT, 2,S2·3222
Pregnancy 'tests available~
.

Persons wanted to serv~ as
returning officers for Nov.
29th election, Dec. 5th re~
ferendum and others during
the school year. Contact
Te~ Armstrong 252-9421 _

November_21, 22
~ Ministry

Peat, Marwick,Mitchell & Co.
Chartered Accountants

~~ucation

Ontario

n

Council .of Ministers
of Education, Canada

I+

~·•

distressed

If you are willing to accept this challenge , applications should be
subm itted as soon as possible to the Student Placement Office . Our
representatives will be on campus to discuss career opportunities on

Requests for application forms will be accepted up to and
including December 31, 1977 . Completed application forms
will be accepted up to and including January 13, 1978.

\Jl)

Sports

Secretary
of State

St. John 's, Halifax , -Moncton , Quebec , Montreal . Ottawa , Toronto , Miss issauga. Hamilton , Waterloo , Londo n, Windsor , Sault Ste . Marie. Winnipeg, Regina
Saskatoon . Calgar y, Edmonton -, Vancouver , P.rince Ge,0rge .
~

-~
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Hockey Lancers improve against · Western
his second goal -·of the _day when
the Lancers were caught watching the puck instead of-the man.
Jack Rosaasen ·opened the . ·
scoring for the Lancers with a
deflection
off .a Bob Munro
·slapshot. Later in t h~ . period

By NIGEL MILLER
Spectators at last weekend's
Lancer hockey games witnessed
two · different
Lancer hockey
teams.
The Saturday and Sunday
games were the home opening
series for this year's University
of Windsor hockey team. Western provided the competition
on both days and proved to be
formidable opposition. Saturday' s game was won by the Mustangs 10-5 and Sunday 's ended ~
in a 3-3 tie.
8_
en

F or the first four games ci
played this season the Lancers £
have given up 24 goals while 2
•
0
scormg 20. They are playing .t::
500 hockey which should get A..
them into the playoffs, but
~ e_stern ass~stant coach John
One c?fthe few bright spots
Pme says this Windsor · team
for Windsor on Saturday was th e
could upset some heavily favgoaltei;iding of Mike Freeman.
oured teams this year. He also
Even · though ten goals were
observed that Windsor was weak
scored against him, most of
defensively.
these came on second, third
Coach Eaves suggests that the
and fourth shots after he had
team could improve on its premade the initial stops.
dicted finish if the team had
The first period ended in a
some consistency. From what
1-1
tie, with lots of chippy
.. the team showed in their Sun .
hockey
by both teams .
day game, finishing high in the
The
second
period
proved
to
standings is not unrealistic. The
b e the difference, with the
potential ·is there to win the
Lancers being out, scored 6 to 1.
impo rtant · g;i,mes if they can
They seemed to stop skating
reach this level of play conin this period and there wer~
sistently.
constant two-on-one , three-onSaturday, Lancers didn't play
one and three-on-two situations
defence. Forwards · didn't back
as forw;irds coasted back on
check or fo recheck and the dedefence.
f encemen didn't""clear the front
The · turning point in the
of the net. Lancer assistant
period, (as well as the game),
. coach Owen Freeman agreed
came after the Mustangs ha9
that the te ·am played poor descored on two goal - mouth
fensive hockey especially noting
scrambles. Western, with a man
that
there were too many
in the penalty box, drew anoWestern men in front of our
ther penalty, giving the Lancers
net. Freeman felt that the team
a two man advantage tor one
hustled but just never got the
one and half minutes . The Lanbreaks.

cer power play was anything but
potent, with Western killing if
off successfully and not allowing Windsor a shot on goal.
After lasting through this disadvantage Western came down
the ice· and tallied again to make
the score 4-1.
Tempers flared in this period
with Greg Ducharme of Windsor
and Western's Bill Smith both
being ejected for fight ing.
Late in the period the Lancers scored to make th e score
7-2 at the end of two periods .
Western dominated this period
but Windsor had the opportunities to turn the game ai:ound
as Western received twelv e-minutes in penalties . Surpris ingly,
this was tke only period w_here
Winds.or was out shot, 23-17.
The third period saw the
teams exchange goals with each
team scoring three times . The
Lancers were able to hold their
own this period despite the
fact that they were still playing
sloppy defence .
Sunday 's Lancers not only

Don ·Martin cut the : -W~stetn
lead to one, with a goal assisted
by Scott Hunter.
The third periotl was the ·
m ost ex citing from a spectator
po int of view .-as the play was
very .fast. Bert _Fo1:1rnier, scored
.the tying goal on a b.eautiful
play . Kirk Ma'rshall pisse d th e
puck from behind the net to
F-our:nier who fired the shot in
and tiea the sc;ore 3-3.
The game continued ,at a frantic pace with both teams skating
hustled, they checked well enhard end to ~nd, each looking
ough to hem the Mustangs in
for that :eI~s1ve winning goat _
their own end continuously
The -~ame was an amazing
and they , played like they can · battle between the rival goalies,
for the full 60 . minutes. They
who were both outstanding.
could have won the gam~ hadn't
Freeman played ·a first class
~estern g?alie Cam Fink, kept , game challenging the shooters
his team m the game with sevand making the stops .
eral critical stops .
Praise should - also go to the
The first per iod ended in a
for~ards
who never stopped
2-0 lead for West ern. Mike
skatmg and forechecking resultFreeman started in goal . for the
ing in breaks an d thus goals.
Lancers and · on the first -goal
The . defence played exceptionit looked as though qe was
ally as they were successful in
going to have the same trouble
moving the puck out of their
as the previous night.
own end and cutting off the
They capitalized on a Wind : Western offence in their own
sor miscue as Jamie Conroy
zone.
controlled
the puck m the
The . Lancers only got one
Lancer end and fired a shot
point th is weekend out of a
from deep in the slot past
possible four but they did prove
Freeman . Another Western goal
that they have the c~pability
was called back on an obvious
to play good hockey.
•
interference
infraction on the
The Lancers travel to WatLancer goalie. Western outshot
erloo to face the Laurier Golthe Lancers 12-9.
den Hawks tomorrow night and
The second period began with
are on the road again Tuesday
several rough checks thrown by
:when they travel to ·Kalamazoo
both teams. By the five minute
to face the Western Michigan
mark }he Mustangs had opened a
University Broncos in an exhi3-0 lead . Dave Nadeau scored
bition match.

Lancers surprise Shaw
By PETER NASH
The Lancer basketball squad
opened their home season with
a 84-77 victory over Shaw College Saints · Wednesday night ."
Shaw was favoured as the
victor ,but constant pressure by
Vince Landry, Fred Robson,
Ed Bialek and other Lancers
caused Shaw to turn the ball
over t ime and again.
Coach Paul Thomas
was
happy with the win but he felt
that th~ Lancers could have
played much better . He commente d- -after the game that
"We could have broken that
game wide open. y,le missed too
many easy shots and lay -ups."
The game started out at a
very quick; rough pace and
the Lancers opened up a quick
8-0 lead . The Lancers held the
Saints to zero scoring in the
first 4 minutes .
The following five----..
minutes
had · only one basket scored by
both teams.
The Lancers managed to hold
on to a four point lead until the
8 minute mark. At that point
Shaw scored four consecutive
points and tied the game at
20 -20 . Shaw then moved ahead
by 2 for several minutes . The
Lan cer~ managed to battle back
to a 39-32 lead at half time with
some fine rebounding by Charlie
Pearsall and Fred Robson.

A charged-up Lancer squad
opened up a 10 point lead in
the second half. The Saints
were weakened early in the half
with four trouble and several
Shaw starters were forced to sit
the bench early.
At the midway point of the
second half the Lancers led
59-49. Dan Devin took control for the Lancers scoring two
early baskets and assisting on
several others.
Shaw fought ·back late i'n the
half ·to keep the score close.
With 4 minutes to go th.e score
was 73-71 Lancers . The game
broke wide open, at this point,
with a lot of running and many
fouls for both teams . Unfortunately for the Saints, they
took just too many fouls . Good
foul shoting late in the game
kept -the Lancers ahead- by 4
po_ints. Eventually the Saints had
6 players foul out. That left
Shaw with only 4 players to
finish the game!
Lancers opened up a 7 point
lead and held on to win it 84 -77 .
High scorer for the · game was
Anderson for Shaw with 34
points and 10 rebounds . Next
highest was Davis for Shaw
who had 30 points . High scori ng
f 9r the Lancers was shared by
Dan Devin and Ed Bialek wh o
both had _15 points . Bob Oost veen was second high with 12

points.
Chari ie Pearsall had 15 rebounds for the Lancers, 4 blocked shots and 7 points. Fred
Robson had 11 rebounds, 2
blocked shots and 5 po ints.
Next week the Lancers face
two tough contenders at the
Oral Roberts University and the
University of Oklahoma. Both
games _will be played at the
home of the NCAA East-West
all-star gam_e, Oral Roberts University.
Last weekend the Lancers
had 2 tough contests, losing
both . On Friday the Lancers .
lost to the University . of Tol edo Rockets 92-58. Saturday
the Lancers taced Michigan State
University
Sp.artans and lost
"'
-~
114-66, in Lansing .
0
Q..
Before a crowd of 5000
ci
the Lancers struggled but wer e >,
.0
unable to keep up with the
0
0
Spartans' starting lineup . The
..c:
Lancers were behind 26-17 at ::i..
the end of the first quarter,
46-34 at half time and 79-48
at the end of the third qua rter .
Michigan State 's Earvin John No contest! Charlie Pearsall win's the tip easily.
son stole th e show with 18
1gan State is a learning exp erCharlie Pearsall who had 14
rebol,lnds and . 14 points . Greg
ience." ' Hopefully the te a:rn will
points , followed by Ed . BiaKelser had 21 points for the
lek and Fred R obson at 1-2
not get down on itse lf for
Spartans foll ow ed d osely by
ap iece. Dan Devin also scored
losing. The Lanc ers put out a
Jay Vincent with 20 . Johns on's
in double figur es with 10 points .
great ball handl ing abilit ies out
fine effort , there was just t oo
Coach Pau l Thomas comshone anything his te amm ate s
m uch t alent on t he Spartan
mertte"d after th e game that
could produce.
squad .
"playing against teams like MichThe Lancers we re paced by

Volunteer Services saved in time
By BRENDA McLISTER
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The Volunteer Services Bureau is saved. Its grant application has been accepted by the
Canada Works Program.
Doug Phillips, Chairman of
the Board of Directors of Volunteer Services, said that the
grant is for a sum in excess of
$21,000. The grant should keep
the organization gomg for one
year, beginning Dec. 1, with
three staff members.
The Board plans to keep
Peggy O'Neil on as executive

director. Applicants for the
other two positions will be sought through Manpower. Positions open are secretary/bookkeeper, and assistant co-ordinator for Community Service
Orders.
Community Service Orders is
a pilot project to place adult
offender~ in community service programs. The project was
announced early in October
by the Ministry of Correctional
Services. Seven areas were selected for the pilot project.

The St. Leonard's Society will
supervise the project in Essex
County. Volunteer Services will
be co-operating with the St.
Leonard's Society to place adult
offenders in volunteer positions.
According to the report of
the Ministry of Correctional
Services, the project hopes to
provide "an alternative to incarceration". A person convicted of a non-violent crime
could be sentenced to a certain
number of hours of work,
instead of jail. "The work should

be done in the offender's leisure
time and not interfere with his
job, studies or religious practices. It should be work normally done by volunteers and
for the benefit of the community."
The Volunteer Services Bureau is also considering opening a new branch in Essex
County, outside of Windsor,
said Phillips. They plan to
apply to United Way for permanent funding next. fall.
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"I've heard all the rumours,
and they're all wrong," says
Stan Arbour, chairman of the
university's presidential search
committee.
There is still no word yet on
whether the committee has succeeded in finding a successor
to J. Francis Leddy, president
of the University of Windsor
since 1964. All the activities
of the committee are confidential, and even the number of
candidates that have been considered is shrouded in secrecy.
However, Arbour
expects
that an announcement will be
made before Christmas . The

candidate of the committee's
choice will be presented to a
joint meeting of the Senate
and the Board of Governors
for their approval, and only
then will the candidate's identity be released to the public.
The decision-making has been
delayed because "you can't get
people together to make a
decision as readily as you'd
like to," according to Arbour.
Arbour said he could not call
the joint meeting until after
Dr. Leddy has returned from
a month's vacation. Leddy is
expected back within a few
days.

SAC elections Tuesday

3 seats st,11vacant

~
>,
.&J
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By NIGEL MILLER

The time has come for yet
another SAC election . There will
be a by-election Nov. 29 to ad~
six more student representatives
to SAC and two reps to the
Student Affairs Committee.
As of now it appears the student body will be subject to
another election soon as Human Kinetics, Education and
Arts couldn't find an interested
person to represent them. Ed
Bulmer appears to have the race
for Music rep sewn up, since he
was the only candidate and
has been acclaimed.
Running for student rep for
the Faculty of Fine Arts are
Debra J. Hetherington and Mary
Ellen Scully. Andy Martens, Bob
Gammon, Kathryn Rauhut and
Joan Durrant are the candidates
for the Social Science rep.

Two students will also be
added to the Student Affairs
Committee. The Student Affairs
Committee is a judicial committee that takes up cases of
grievances. Either students or
administration
can bring up
charges against the other.
Such problems as cheating,
plagarism or prejudice are settled by the committee. The
relationship between the committee and the student is purely
confidential and nothing is placed on the student's record.
Candidates to round out
this committee are Ron Spina,
Kathryn Rauhut, Robert Whitenect, and Doug Smith.
The electoral officer for the
election is Terry Armstrong.
Voting takes place in the University Centre, Vanier and the
Math Building.

o
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Football season isn't over for Lancers Jim Cimba (above) and
Bruce Walker. They've been named to Team Canada, which will
play America's best next January in Florida.

Union expects pact
By E.P. CHANT

A strike between labour and
management on campus is not
imminent, although that threat
is always present.
In an attempt to alleviate that
threat, the maintenance and
housekeeping union at the University (CUPE Local 1001) has
asked for a conciliator in its dealings with the Administration
Peter Dufour, the union leader said the union had contacted
th~ Ministry of Labour last
week. Prior, the.union had had
approximately five unmediated
meetings with the University -

with little success.
"We were too far apart," said
Dufour.
"With
someone
brought in, we should be able to
reach some agreement."
Tne Local is looking for improvements in the wording of
their contract and as much of a
raise as they can get under the
regulations of the Anti-Inflation
Board.
Dufour hopes for a conciliator to be appointed before
Christmas, but, because of the
holiday season, he admits that
" ... we may not be able to meet
until January."

Waterloo votes for refundable fees
By RICK SPENCE

WATERLOO: A recent referendum calling for refundable
student fees at the University
of Waterloo has put the Federation of Students here in a
"crisis state", according to federation president Rick Smits.
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But Smits isn't overly concerned, because he says "Every body works better in a crisis
state."
Students voted 1851-1566 in
a two-stage referendum in favor
of refundable as opposed to
compulsory student fees. The
present fee is $13.75 per semester (equivalent to $27.50 yer
year, which is the same as Wmd-

sor students' SAC fees.) The
refundable fees will commence
next September.
The fee issue was begun in
the summer by Peter King,
President of the Engineering
"A" Stream at Waterloo, as a
vote of non-confidence in the
student federation, which has
had seven presidents within a
year. The first half of the
referendum, held during the
summer, strongly supported refundable fees, due to a large
engineering bloc vote, and it
overwhelmed the October 25
election which slightly favored
compulsory fee.
"It's a great kick in the
'ass" says Smits, who was elected

ted president Oct. 25 on a
platform of returning the federation to the students. The federation, he says, estranged itself
from the average student, and
Smits intends to lead the student union "back to the students."
The federation's
problems
over the past year have involved primarily its relations
with the student newspaper
the chevron. The federation
council closed down the chevron in September, 1976, on
the grounds it was no longer
serving the students' interests,
but the chevron staff fought
back against the closing. The

paper was finally reinstated in
June, after nine months of
virtual seige warfare between
the paper and the student
government.
A report from the commission investigating the chevron
is due soon, and it will also
make
recommendations
on
changing the present federationchevron structure. The result
will probably be an incorporated
chevron with its own direct
student fee, similar to the present campaign being conducted
by The Lance.
Despite the uproar that surrounded the referendum on refundable fees, Smits expects the
federation to survive. He aims
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Wba-c,s Happening
on carnpas
THERE will be a meeting of the Campus Liberals this coming Thursday,
December 1, at 7:00 p.m. in Rooms
1,2,3., University Centre.

ASSUMPTION University String Quartet. Kathie I Spratt, violin, Ann Cannell,
violin, Michael Krause, viola, and Margaret Krause, cello. Program: Mozart,
F. Mendelssohn,
and Jens Hanson.
8:00
p.m., Saturday,
November 26,
1977, Moot Court, Law Building. Admission free.
CATHOLIC Campus Ministry (located at
the Assumption University Building on
campus - 2nd floor). MASSES: Sunday
10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Weekdays,
12:00 noon and 4:30 p.m. and Saturday, 11 :30 a.m.
THE English Department is sponsoring
a poetry reading in Vanier Lounge on
Wednesday, November 30 at 1 p.m ..
Poets: Richard Homsey, Anne Vaughan-Evans and Gary Baillargeon. Free
coffee served afterwards.
OPIRG
(Ontario Public Interest
Research Group) presents a forum on Freedom of INformation,
on Thursday,
December 1, at noon, in Assumption
Lounge. All Welcome.

THE Women's Centre is sponsoring the
5th annual CHRISTMAS HAND-CRAFT
BAZAAR from Tuesday, November 22 to
Friday, November 25 in the main concourse of Vanier Hall from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. If enough people bring in their
good old books and phonograph
records, there will be a Caveat Emptor
Sale in the Women's Centre during the
Bazaar.

COFFEE HOUSE - Sponsored by the
Assumption Campus Community is held
every Sunday 8:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.,
in the Blue Room of the Assumption
Campus Community Centre. Relaxed atmosphere with entertainment, coffee, tea,
hot chocolate etc ...
Bring a friend.

ASSUMPTION College School, 1100 Huron Church Road presents "The King
& I" by Rodgers & Hammerstein. Dates:
Nov. 25, 26, 27 - Dec. 2, 3, 4. Curtain:
8 :00 Friday and Saturday, 7 :30 Sunday. Tickets: All seats $3.00.
A DOUBLE ROOM in Electa Hall will
be available in the second semester.
For information, call 256-2248.
UNIVERSITY
Players presents HOW
THE OTHER HALF LOVES by Alan
Ayckbourn,
Friday, November 25 to
Saturday,
December 3 at 8:00 p.m.
At Essex Hall Theatre, University of
Windsor (no performance Monday, November 28). A~mission $3.50, Student
Rush available - $2.50 ten
before curtain. Phone 253-4565.

THE retrospective exhibition of paintings by Professor Antonio P. Doctor,
Director of the School of Fine Arts,
continues on view in the Leddy Library
Gallery through November 30th.
An exhibition of recent sculpture by
Grace Manias can be seen by the LeBel Fine Arts Gallery through
December 9th.
THE retrospective
exhibition of paintings by Professor
Antonio
Doctor,
Director of the School of Fine Art1,
continues on view in the Leddy library Gallery through November 30th.
HAPPY birthday

Kevin.

TICKETS for
will be sold at
Club for late
ember 25, 1977.

Love Wendy

String Quartet No. 3, was commissioned by Assumption University through a grant from the
Ontario Arts Council. Dr. Hanson has created three works
under such grants. His second
one also was introduced by the

Womenandthelaw
Community Information Workshops
JAN 10 - Introduction
- Court Structures
JAN 17 - Marriage Contracts
- Change of Name
- Abortion Laws
JAN 24 - Day Care
- Children's Rights
- Child Welfare
JAN 31 - Battered Children
- Battered Wives
FEB 7 - Separation Agreements
- Support and Maintenance
FEB 14 - Divorce
- Marriage Property

FEB 28 - Equal Pay
- Maternity Leave
- Consumer Laws
MARCH 7 - Busines Law
- Credit

MARCH14 - Property
- Joint Tenancy
- Renting
MARCH 21 - Criminal Laws
-Rape
- Women's Prisons
MARCH 28 - Wills

WHERE: Faculty of Law, University of Windsor, Room GI 01
WHEN: Tuesdays, Jan. 10 - March 28 7 - 9 :30 p.m.
WHO: Participants
- YOU
COST:

Instructors
- Women in the Faculty
$13.00 for 11 workshops
(textbook
Phone:
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,

of Law
is included)

253-7150
Monday to Friday

Important Staff Meeting
Today at noon

1

Topics: The referendum, the
constituti9n and other stuff

Assumption String Quartet two
years ago.
The upcoming concert will
begin at g p.m., Saturday,
November 26, in the Faculty
of Law Building's Moot Court
at the University of Windsor.
Admission 1s free.
In addition to Dr. Hanson's
work, the Assumption University String Quartet will offer
'Quartet
in G major, K. 387
(W.A. Mozart), and Quartet,
Op. 44, No. 1 (F. Mendelssohn).
Members of the quartet are:
Kathie Spratt, violin; Ann Cannell, violin; Michael Krause,
viola; and Margaret
Krause,
'cello.

A matter
of life
and breath
The Essex County Lung Association, in co-operation with
the School of Nursing, University of Windsor, is presenting
a seminar on environmental
issues on Wednesday, November
30th, 1977, from g:45 a.m.
- 3'00 p.m., in the Ambassador
Auditorium
University Centre.
Attendance
is open to anyone interested in environmental
issues (ie: air pollution, tobacco smoking) and/or concerned
about
occupational
lung disease. Health professionals emplyed in industrial settings, or
the public
health
field are
particularly welcome.
Further information may be
obtained
by telephoning
the
Essex County
Lung Association, at 252-0610.

aacJassi.Peo

the Commerce Formal
the door at the Ciaciro
decisions. Friday, Nov$8 per couple.
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SKI QUEBEC! Contact Brian Man
or Mark Carr at Whitlock Travel, Sia:
week. Price includes tows, meals ac.
commodation. $259 plus tips and tax
One week. Deposit due Dec. 1.
es.
CHEAP accomodation available: Needed
1 female to share 2 bedroom duplex
(including large attic) with same. Fridge
stove, some furniture and utilities inclu'.
ded. Pierre Street, rent - $90 monthly,
For information call: 254-7435.
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FOR SALE: Sony stereo receiver, 100
watts R.M.S. per channel, Sony 4300
direct dirve servo touch turntable, Stan
.
ton 681 EEE cartridge, all new with
~arranty. Call 252-6342.

minutes

AT noon, on each Wednesday until
December 7, worship services will be
held at Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave.
The worship will be centered around
communion.
A variety of ancient and
contemporary
communion litergies will
be used. Please bring bag- tunch. Hot
soup and c~ffee will be available.

String Quartet debuts new work
The Assumption
University
String Quartet, at its November
26 concert, will give the first
performance of a work by Dr.
Jens Hanson, of the University
of Windsor's School of Music.
Dr. Hanson's
new work,

What's Happenin1 is a rea,alu feature of The La11e1
which will include Uncluaified Ad,, Penona1 Ada,
and Notices of campu, events. Liatin11of off-cam)llla
activities will allo be considered for publlcatloa
Any aubnuaion may be edited for Jensth. D-.c1~
la noon Tunday of the w .. k of publication,

THE Windsor Community Theatre pre,
sents "Charley's
Aunt" by Brandon
Thomas. Patterson Playhouse (Elliotand
Goyeau). Nov. 25,26 and Dec. 2 and3
8:30 p.m.. Tickets $2.50, $2.00 for
students.
Information
call 252-9997.
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WANTED - One cheap fridge in worki~
order. Call Mike 256-7548

Pa

LOST - Blue leather coat, approximately
Nov. 8th in Vanier. Any information
please call Mike 256-7548.
'
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By OTIS T.
ARIES - (March 21 - April 19) : Take advantage of experience
learned by delays or errors. Avoid making accusatioJ.1s.
TAURUS - (April 20 - May 20) : A second look into the matter
will provide insight . Positive action seems difficult.
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GEMINI - (May 21 - June 21) : Work quietly, this is not a timefor
major issues. Be at peace with yourself.
CANCER - (June 22 - July 22) : Continue new projects despite
efficiency letups. Be understanding with youngsters.
LEO - (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Don't accept added work without
extra assistance. Communications are subject to confusion.

Qu

pen

VIRGO - (Aug. 2 3 - Sept. 22) : Put your negativism to proper
use, correcting mistakes, making improvements. Take an honest
approach.
LIBRA - (Sept. 23· - Oct. 22) : Your pattern of emotionalties,
personal relations sustains you. Conventional methods work best.
SCORPIO - (Oct 23 - Nov. 21) : Make direct inquiries, search
for hidden information.
People point up your own limitauons
SAGITTARIUS - (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) : Don't enter into a conflict
of authority or status with friends. Relationships are ·damagedby
harsh words.
CAPRICORN - (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) Pause to think over the issues;
you may not be right after all. Information is quite unreliable.
AQUARIUS - (Jan . 20 - Feb. 18) : Don't 'bolt' on the spurof
the moment. Find a practical course that works.
PISCES - (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Psychological stress distorts your
outlook. Advice is accompanied by distracting criticism.

Chargex serriinar
By ANDY HAYWARD
The marketing club presented
its first presentation under the
new "casual atmosphere" system
last Wednesday evening, November 16. Al Strauss, a director
in the Chargex division of the
Royal Bank of Canada, was
the guest speaker and began the
presentation
by explaining the

·
Past history of "plastic money··
· rer·
Later, he discussed the in
0
national credit card, VISA,an
·
s
froJr.
then entertained questl()n
· the audience.
k
. 100.
The marketing club 1 ·
. l of I
ing forward to the arnva
from Genera
· r
gu est speaker
l ntc'
Motors in January. Al 1
attenu
ested are welcome to .,

er
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Windsor engineers win design prize
By BOB THOMPSON
In a competition sponsored
last year by the Association of
Professional Engineers of Ontario for the design of a selfsupporting house in terms of
energy, a ·team of fourth-year
Windsor Engineering students
cook fourth place in Ontario
from a ~ield of 3 3 . entries.
The design team cons!Sted of
nine Electrical and two Mechanical Engineering students, and
faculty co-ordinator Dr. William
c. Miller of the Electrical

department.
The project was
worked on all last year, resulting in a 230-page report submitted to the APEO in April.
The Engineering faculty was
recently
informed
of their
fourth place standing, although
they were not told which schools came in ahead of them.
The competition was established by the APEO in July
of 1976. Dr. Miller commented
"At that time, the gas shortage was highly visible in the
news, and they wanted to show

that engineers could address the
problem."
The house designed by the
Windsor team collects its energy
in the form of wind power
(i.e. a windmill or windmills)
as well as solar power. This is
done by using large mirrors to
focus the sun's rays on coils,
generating steam which goes to
a turbine and generator producing electricity. Energy can
be stored by various means
such as electrical batteries, storage of heat, or an electrolvsis

system which stores energy by
breaking down water into hydrogen and oxygen.
All the mechanisms and systems of the house could be
controlled by a microcompu·ter, which could monitor all
the house's energy needs and
supplies at any time.
Dr. Miller pointed out that
while this design project shows
that such a house is possible,
at this time the expense of
building it is prohibitive. He
added "Right now it is not

economically
viable-energy 1s
still relatively cheap." He also
mentioned
that the idea of
better conservation of what
energy we have is much less
expensive than developing new
energy sources.
A trophy recognizing the
design team's achievement will
be presented at the Faculty of
Engineering at the next meeting
of the APEO which is held in
Windsor.

Ontario faculty association
wants revision in gov. funding
THUNDER BAY
Ontario's
present approach to financing
higher education on the basis
of student enrollment places universities in the category of
hucksters around the high school and beggars around Queen's
Park, a spokesman for the province's professors said today.
Dr. Paul Cassano, who is a
French professor at Windsor as
well as Chairman of the Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations (OCUFA), said that society must
face the hard fact that a university is largely a fixed cost.
"It is blatantly ridiculous
to spend millions and millions
of dollars of the taxpayer's
money on creating fine universities throughout
the Provinceand then, having made this
enormous initial investment, to
baseoperating funds on the mating patterns of parents in the
mid-1950's to produce sufficient students for today," he
told the Kinsmen Club here.
Dr. Cassano explained that
the bulk of university funding

- 68% of the operating budget
in the case of Lakehead University - is federal and provincial taxes in the guise of formula grants. Formula grants
for undergraduate students are
based on the average number
of students enrolled in the university system during the three
years proceding the grants. Thus,
the more students in a particular university, the more money it receives.
Dr. Cassano said the basic
flaw in this funding approach
is the temptation to market
higher education "like toothpaste or a can of pop".
"The h~rd fact we must
face as a society is that a university is a fixed cost. Whether
a classroom, for instance, is
occupied by 200 students or
100 students does not affect
certain fixed costs of maintaining and- servicing that classroom, or ensuring that a library has sufficient wealth of
books to meet the needs of
students."
Dr. Cassano said the profes-

.

/

/
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sors of Ontario believe the government must adopt a clear
and publicly-known fin:incing
plan for Ontario's universities.
''With such a plan, we can de• vote all our energies to providing your children and your
employees with quality education. After all, that is the role
of a university."
He added that the universities accept the responsibility of
controlling costs and reducing
waste so that the taxpayer receives the best return for his
dollar, but noted that government grants to Ontario's total
university system will rise by
only 5.8% in the 1978-79
fiscal year and a rumoured
3.5% the following year.
"Consequently, we will face
some tough decisions on the
campuses of Ontario about programs, services and staff," he
observed.
Dr. Cassano stressed that
cutbacks on university funding
translates rapidly into cutbacks
on the economic and social stre-

/
'J

ngth of university communities.
He noted that it costs $15
million annually to operate
Lakehead University - but the
community receives back $11
million in salaries, $5 million
worth of cash flow from outof-town students, and several
hundreds of thousands of dollars in expenditures on supplies
and services.
"The university is itself a significant industry in Thunder
Bay as similar institutions are
in the twelve major university
communities throughout Ontario," Dr. Cassano said.
"Cutbacks in the funding of
universities might satisfy some
hardline cynics who do not

understand the significant benefits to society of higher education. But have they considered the negative impact of
cutbacks on the community
and its surrounding economy?"
he asked, adding, "I doubt it."
Dr. Cassano said that whilt:
the university system should be
challenged from time to time
because it is a large expense to
the taxpayer "we have come a
long way in the past ten years
from the elitist ivory tower
secrecy which used to insulate
the university from the community ."
He itemized a variety of ways
in which the university is an
integral and productive part of
the community.

McKeough says a billion dollars is a lot of money
Student reporters from the
Queen's Journal managed to
penetrate some of the double

talk of Ontario Treasurer D'Arcy
McKeough at the Progressive
Conservative convention in Que-

bee City early this month.
The Journal quotes McKeough as saying he thinks uni-

Beginning September, 1978, the Department of Music,
York University, will offer a master's programme in

THEMUSICOLOGY
OP CONTEMPORARY
CULTURES
Cross-cultural studies involving research and fieldwork, with an
emphasis on Canadian and NewV\brld contexts. The course is supported
by a brood base of undergraduate offerings in Western and
non-Western music, jazz, comosition, and experimental
Address letters of enquiry to: Music Department,
Room 336 Strong College,

versities and students receive
adequate support: "The budget
is over a billion dollars. That's
a lot of money. The whole cabinet participated in the decision, and I think the allocation is fair."
McKeough denied reports
that universities were being cutback as part of his program to
balance the provincial budget by
1981. He said there were increases in funding for all postsecondary programs.
But, when pressed, McKeough did not deny that the increases he mentioned are not

adequate to cover the rise in
inflation, meaning that budgets
have declined in real terms.
McKeough remained evasive
when Journal reporters asked
him to comment on statistics
that show Ontario is 15 per
cent below the national average in terms of Basic Income
Units, the government's criteria
for establishing university operating grants. He also avoided
comment on Ontario being i:he
second lowest province in Canada in terms of per student funding. "The allocation is fair," he,
maintained.

SAC BYELECTIONS

media.

STUDEN1S ARE NEEDEDTO HELP
IN NOV.29 BYELECTION

York University,
4700 Keele Street,
Downsview, Ontario,

M3J 1P3.

CONTACT SAC
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Tbelance

Actually,

Pepi and Tremonti

couldn't

think of anything to write about this week (they're

as apathe tic

as anyone else around here), so don't believe a word they say in that column on the next page, That
column never would've
one was looking,

gotten in, except they slipped it to the typesetter

and · the page had already

didn 't really have any choice.
The Lance is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and for the
Student Media, University of Windsor. Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Centre, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4.
Subscription rates are $7.SO per year . Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada. Opinions expressed In The Lance are those of the student writer
end not necessarily the University of Windsor or the Students' Administrative Council.
Offices: 2S3-4232, Ext. 1S3
or 2S3-4060
Advertising: 2S3-4232, Ext. 326

Looking

forward

to Christmas

Managing Editor

Brenda McLister,

do -Sports Editor

Scott Eldridge (who also moonlights

Cartoonist

in poetry),

Bruce Dinsmore
performing

and Tony Hine didn't),

is working

last minute

Editor Paul Chernish, Pseu.

and Phot o Editor Janine Halbert,

is selling out, i)on Peppin and Anna Maria Tremonti

Deb Hetherington

night when no

this week were : Editor Rick Spence,

Gopher Steve MacLean, Entertaining

grace, Fern Brown is learning the typesetter , photographers
cuts (Ted Goddard

Wednesday

been laid out with a space left for the column, so we

are falling from

George Koc is and John Revell got hair.

Phil Kane just walked in, Frank Kovacic is learning fast,

on a big scoop , and Nigel Miller , Pete Nash and Pet ,• Mudrack are still

miracles . Running

out of room to say cute things about Dan Sullivan, Paul

Douglas -Daly , Rob Brown , Jim Angus , Mike Upmalis, Mark Greene (who 's getting all the dud stories
this year) Edward P. C. , Bob Thompson,

Len Wallace , Deb Kennedy and Domenic D'Amore.

SAC sinks without
student reps
Af t er last March's elections
and two by-elections this term,
150 0 studens are still without
a vo ice on SAC.
No one contested the seats
fo r arts rep, human kinetics
rep or faculty of education
rep in Tuesday's election, so the
post s remain vacant.
Anyone remember what happened last year when someone
fro m outside human kinetics
ran for h-k rep? There was a
huge write-in vote by over 100
outr aged human kinetics student s, who did not relent until
the elected rep resigned and a
t rue blue humkin was elected
in his place.
Those days are obviously
go ne.
T he real problem, however,
is m the faculty of education .

Our student teachers are not
only isolated from the main
campus by miles of desolate
waste, but they have no one
to represent their interests in
the student government.
We criticize SAC on occasion . But we do not argue with
its purpose: to unite and serve
the students. We just wish more
students would care enough to
help .
If students are to be heeJcu
in their demands for more student input into the running of
this university, we must show
we are concerned enough to
manage our own affairs. Right
now, student leaders here are
requesting more representation
on the Senate and the Board of
Governors. If we except to achieve these goals, we must first
put our own house in order.

C.CBPA T,
h !::T41":f-.J ~<.rfoN
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Lance independence will restore student control
How accou ntable or responsible will The Lance be if it
recei ves direct stude nt fu nd ing?
That is the question ma ny
people have be en aski ng, prior
to the December 5 refere ndum
to determ ine th e fut u re of
The Lan ce.
We bel ieve T he Lance will
be more accountable than ever.
Present ly , the Student Med ia
Corporation and SAC have an
obscure relationship with the
student paper . The Media Corp .
approves the edito rs, and is the
nominal publisher ; SAC pays
the bills. But neither group can
really be considered responsible

for the content or editorial
po licies of T he Lance.
The staff of The Lance,
that mea ns ordinary stude nts
from all fac ult ies and yea rs,
det er mines the co nte nt and
policies of the paper, t hro ugh
direct discussio n and voting at
regular staff mee tin gs. When a
recent decisio n was made t o
ban blatant sexist or racist
advert ising, th at deci sion was
made by The Lance staff, following staff meeting s, committee meetings , and a secret
ballot .
For the first time, the present Lance staff is preparing a 1

[WeGoLa
Trudeau
worship
Dear Editor :
Although proven wrong on a
number of points, David Came!etti persists in maintaining that
Prime Minister Trudeau is solving our economic ills. Every thing bad is attributed to the
world economy, yet everything
good is the direct result of
Trudeau 's work . What worship!
To begin, contrary to Mr.
Cameletti 's assertion , Canada ha~
never had an inflation rate of
2 I per cent. The figure is laughable. While the inflation of the

constit ution whic h will strengt hen, clari fy and enshrine forever the power of th e staff.
T hey will have un disput ed auth ority in de t ermin ing ed itorial
policy, select ion of edit ors, etc .
By keepin g the qu alificati ons
fo r staff memb ership open , and
as simpl e as possible, all con cerned stud ent s can joi n the
paper and have a say in deter mining policy. Those who fear
that The Lan ce can be controlled by an irresponsible or
ideo logically-minded
minority
can rest easy; so long as the
students at this university care
about this paper, they can re-

1

tain control.
Yet, let overwhelmi ng apath y rear it s ugly head, and T he
Lance could beco me t he un regulat ed voice of a ma levolen t fac t ion . Thi s is an everpresen t thr eat in a democracy ,
yet on e which we must confront .
There will be an independent Board of Directors to
approve the staff 's selection of
editors and the yearly budget.
This body will act as yet another safeguard against an irresponsible staff decision, but the
Board will have no power to

Feco LetLeRS

mid-seventies reached between
11 and 12 per cent, it has decreased slightly such tht it is
now over 8 per cent . And this
" success" is not due to the
infamous wage and price control
system .
A perusal of the government's own documentation suggests that the federal government 's aid to the flagging Canadian economy is worse than
useless . The anti-inflation board
was introduced at a time that
labour's share of the national
income was the lowest in years .
Now Trudeau states that the
controls will limit wages to 6
per cent increases while prices
grow over 8 per cent. State ment after statement by the
Liberal cabinet ministers and
Trudeau himself throughout the
years have confirmed that such

controls only control wages and
never prices .
Unemployment is the worst
since the dirty thirties . Since
the early seventies the govern ment has literally given billions of dollars away to corporations in tax breaks . The philo sophy is that companies will
expand, build, and thus increase employment opportunities. They forgot however, that
20 per cent of Canada's mam.\·
faquring capacity is idle . Every
time that the government fol lowed this hazardous economic
philosophy unemplo yment increased .
True, Trudeau is not himself to blame for our problems,
but it seems awfully witless to
constantly support those policies which have proven that they
cannot work. The problem is

that

Canadians must suffer .
Yours respectfully ,
Len Wallace

Liberal
bunk
Dear Editor :
Mr. Cameletti certainly respects our First Minister. Perhaps
he would like to become a
Cabinet Minister? No doubt he
already belongs to the Young
Liberals. As for Mr. Cameletti 's
letter - bunk! This is not the
first time the present government has been defended by
pointing at the other countries
suffering fr om economic pro-

initiate any act ion without approval of the staff. Thus, the
checks and b alan ces will work
b ot h ways, as is just .
Presentl y, there is no constitution . T here are no safeguards against renegade editors.
The re is no true Board of
Director s. The actions of The
Lance, in pursuing incorporation, independent funding, and
a constitution
are our bold
steps to restoring student con·
trol to the paper.
Independent
funding is an
essential part of our reorganiz·
ing. Vote yes December 5.
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blems . I would suggest that the
norm for Canada should be
U.S. figures since we h~ve
such close economic ties with
them . Clearly our economy is
not where it should be; the
U.S. has 2.5 to 3% less unem·
ployment
and has a much
healthier economy . As for Tru·
deau's 290,000 new jobs, hoW
many of these were temporary
summer 1·obs and how many will
. us
be around in a year? Give
the facts and we'll dance to your
tune , Mr. Cameletti. Anyway,
what's wrong with healthy cntf
0
icism? We should have more
it.
Yours truly,
Philip Rose,
First Year,
Social Sciences
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Out on a Limb
By DON PEPPIN and

Germany: law and disorder
By LEN WALLACE

ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

Deliriumlives!
.
. . . .
,
.
Weare dedicated to 1t. We write 1t, live 1t, and now we. re going
it So why not a rundown of the Lance whack1es? Here
coshare ·
'
. ·s from the top.
1tI'First, Jet's take an .overview
.
. h 1sts,
'
. an d
o f ~ h e .p~rve~ts, f eris
wits,
·onal writers. Mmd you, obJect1v1ty . 1s somewhat
obscured
.
.
0ccas1
he
loonies
threaten
to
plug
your
fmgers
mto
a
typewriter
t
when
andpunch away .
Punching away is what most of us do on Monday and Tuesday
. mad race to beat the deadline. If that word was applied, most of
: awouldhave been pickled six feet under long ago. Wednesday
iecethe paper together. And between the work . . ...
weiost of us go down to the pub on a Wednesday evening with a
Idgreasypizza and have dinner. The waitresses are used to us now,
:~d don't call sec~rity anymore. We play Wadball regularly; pub
lleyballplayed with a wad of paper; hence, the name .
voSome of the staff have weekly nervous breakdowns worrying
boutdeadlines. They are called editors. The man who gets the chief
~reakdownis the Editor-in-Chief. (Oft:n the ~ditor-in-Pub). Second
· command manages breakdowns with a little more ease; she's
10
•
Ed 1tor.
'
calledthe Managmg
The motley crew includes a Lucifer-loving atheist and parttimewit (half-wit?). He appears to be a ~ild-mannered student
withthoughts of being institutionalized for five years. He probably
willbe. They may even give him one of those new white jackets thekindwith the cross-your-heart sleeves.
of course, we have a photo editor. This one is always in the
darkwaiting to see what develops. We don't want to sound too
negative,but we know she receives a weekly supply of chemicals.
The entertainment editor, in true dedicated style, is glued to the
boob·tubeat every possible moment. Because of this, he can (and
does)recite entire segments of Get Smart .
Weare blessed with a few resident engineers. None of them can
type;we hope they're better with wires.
The Lance even has the armed forces at its disposal. One each
of Army and Navy men in the reserve, ready to kill on command.
Theirstories are often on reserve as well.
The other day, one woman in the group yelled out: "I can't
helpit. I'm a sex fiend." Need we say anything?
Add to all that camera-shy cartoonist, an intramural writer who
seesfit to go to Mexioo for his stories, a man who likes sexist ads,
anda closet sex-maniac who delivers Lances in his spare time, and
youhave a near-complete list of profound or foolish people (the
choiceis yours).
And don't forget 'yours trulies', who have, through fate and
blackmail,managed to acquire a joint journalistic licence to ramble
nonsensically.

FIVE

In the past weeks sensational
accounts have appeared con cerning the terrorist act1v1ty
within West Germany and the
machinations
of the dreaded
"Baader-Meinhof gang." In October, the Red Army Faction
group , Red Morning, kidnapped
industrialist Hanns-Martin Schleyer and held hostage 86
passengers of a hijacked airliner in Somalia. The RAF
demanded the release of eleven
other members of its political sect. Three of the eleven
were Gudrun Esslin, Jan Carl
Raspe, and Andreas Baader.
The West German govern·
ment refused to give in to the
demands of the RAF. Schleyer
was killed, the passengers freed,
and the three RAF members
held in prison allegedly committed suicide. End of story.
Or is it?
Too many questions have
been left unanswered . To begin
- Who are the RAF and why
their flight with terrorism? The
group has its origins within
West Germany's radical student
movement of the late 1960's .
Somewhat like the Weatherman
group in the United States,
which split from the Students
for a Democratic Society, the
RAF believed that peaceful
protest had outlived its usefulness . Paying lip-service to
Marxism-Leninism,
the group
literally took up Mao's dictum
that "political power grows out
of the barrel of a gun" . They
seized upon urban guerrilla activity as a response to a society
they viewed as falling into ruins .
The kid napped victim, Schleyer, was himself tainted by
his past. He was, an industrialist under the Nazi regime, a
Hitler Youth member and SS

leader when Prague w~ occupied.
Although they espoused Lenist rhetoric, most
left-wing
groups have condemned the
RAF 's actions as extremist angfoolhardy . To the RAF there
was no room for conciliation
between
its philosophy
and
the system it wished to bring
down . A number of individuals
have noted that the faction's
use of terror is due to the individual members' psychological
makeup. Such an explanation
falls short, for one simply cannot gauge political actions or
beliefs to an individual's psyche.
Rather, the members of the
RAF were victims of their own
philosophy . They simply believed that, while labour was
not politically conscious, a small
vanguard could wake them to
revolt. They wished to achieve
a peaceful society through vio·
lence.
The recognized leaders of the
RAF were Andreas Baader and
Ulrike Meinhof. Both supposedly died of suicide, although
the evidence shows much the
contrary . Many believe that
Meinhof (who died in May
1976) was strangled in her cell
by prison guards and that the
explanationof suicide was rigged
by state authorities.
But even more curious are the
deaths of Baader, Eslin, and
Raspe
the three prisoners who
were demanded in return for
11.M. Schlcyer 's life. West Ger·
man authorities have concluded
that all three had committed
suicide after they heard of
the failure of the kidnapping.
Baadcr and Raspe died of pistol shots, and Moller through
the use of a bread knife. Yet,
this does not explain how the
three prisoners, isolated from
each other in maximum secu-

rity cells could arrange their
own deaths simultaneously. And
how, for that matter, did they
hear of the outside k1dnappmg
and failure? The three were
denied access to visitors, radio,
newspapers and television . Furthermore, how were they able
to hide two pistols, and radio
and a knife in cells which were
searched thoroughly every day?
Official reports show that
Baader had been killed by a
bullet entering his head from
the nape of his neck. It shattered his skull. How could such
a unusual suicide be committed?
Another report noted that the
cell contained three spent bullets, one covered with blood,
another sticking in the wall,
and a third in his mattress.
Thousands have taken to the
streets to protest irregularities
in the investigation. Other protest is aimed against the government which has formerly given hard treatment to RAF members in prison.
Many claim that it is obvious that West Germany had
used the pretense of terrorist
activity to organize heavier intervention on individual freedoms.
The
Communist
Party was
banned during the fifties and
radical groups have suffered
from strong state pressures. In
1972, decrees were passed to
deny employment to any who
were not committed to the
liberal democratic system.
While one cannot condone
the political "errorism" of the
Red Army faction, neither can
the West German government's
handling of the situation be
accepted. In the end it continues in a roundabout cycle.
The RAF's guerilla actions invite
more represssion, and more repression invites greater'and more
violent protest.

OP/RG means freedom of information
The Ontario Public Interest
ResearchGroup (OPIRG) is a
student.funded
organization
which assists community and
publicinterest groups with research, pamphlets, educational
materialand direct-action projects. As such, our concern
about freedom of information
arises partly from a belief
that (a) citizens should take a
direct,organized interest in the
public affairs of their cities,
provinces and countries
and
that (2) for participatory democracy (an ideal more often
talke? about than put into
practice) to work access to
accurate,timely inf~rmation is a
necessity·This belief and the
realitythat accurate ~nd timely
informat'ion 1s
·
.
often not avail·
ablefrom governments that have
that informat1on
.
. our first
.
1s
reasonf
o: wanting to sec strong
accesslegislation.
Our second reason comes
frorn ou·
·
• own experience
. Time
and ·
time again students staff
and
'
h volunteers with OPIRG
ave been involved in impor·
tancc
.
ommun1ty issues only to
comeu
.
. . P against arbitrary and
capricious d ·
.
enial of information b
Y government that thwarts ·10f
.
ormed and responsible
Positions
Th e d OU bl e-b'm d .IS
tOta! ·. h
.
.
and · Wit out information, we,
Vid ~II other concerned indichua 5 and groups, are open to
arges or 1rrespons1
.
'b 1·1·1ty an d

ignorance when we comment on
public issues. But to do nothing is to be equally irresponsible
and ignorant, as well as to deny
ourselves a voice in those deci·
sions that so much affect our
lives.
For example: a team of
OPIRG students
prepared a
study on the Waterloo County
jail. That study showed that
conditions
in the jail were
medieval, and should have been
changed long ago. We presented
that study to the Ontario cabinet and to the press . The
Minister of Correctional Services, Richard Potter, claimed
that an independent study sho·
wed the OPIRG study to be
incorrect. When reporters requested a copy of the "independent" study, they were told
"No, it's a cabinet document".
Evidently, reporters were to take
the unsupported
word of a
Cabinet minister over a report
done by a group which was
little·known,
but could document its conclusions.
Or,
for
example,
when
OPIRG was studying the problems of mercury pollution in
N.W. Ontario in preparation
for a publication called QUICK SILVER AND SLOW DEATH, it was discovered that in
February of 1972, the Ontario
government completed a. maJor
study of mercury poisoning
which revealed that fish in the

English-Wabigoon river contained mercury levels 30 times the
safe standard. That study was
concealed until November, 1974
when Max Allen on the CBC
program "As It Happens" revealed parts of a leaked copy.
A Federal study of the effects
of mercury-poisoned
fish on
cats was suppressed for three
years. The March, 1974, study
of the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment on ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS FOR POLLUTION ABATEMENT IN THE
PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY
was hidden for two and a half
years. MERCURY POISONING
IN IRAQ AND JAPAN, another
Ontario government study was
suppressed for over eight mon·
ths. The Federal Task Force
on Organic Mercury in the
Environment summed up things
by saying in 1973: "The free
flow of information and data
on mercury in the environment
with the Province of Ontario
is impeded for reasons that are
not clearly understood."
At other times, OPIRG has
found it difficult to get infor.
mation relating to levels of
PCP's in local waterways, or
copies of government safety
directives to industrial plants,
or even the agenda for city
council meetings in Peterborough.
These difficulties led OPIRG

in the spring of 1977 to begin
its Freedom of Information
project. The parts of that project are, first a tabloid outlining what we believe to be
some of the issues and concerns. Secondly, we have established Freedom of Information Documentation Centres at
the University of Waterloo and
Trent University, in Peterborough. These centres can provide
citizen's groups and individuals
with information on the issues,
assistance in prep~ring briefs to
the Williams Commission on
Freedom of Information and

Individual Privacy, and are collecting case studies of denial
of information to citizens by
government.
Finally, we are
requesting concerned individuals
and groups to meet together
to discuss ways and means of
achieving a Freedom of Information Act for Ontario. We ask
for your assistance and advice: for mon: information,
call Len Wallace of OPIRG
at campus entension 326, or
come to our forum on Freedom of Information next Thursday at noon in the Assumption Lounge.

Sexual liberation
By DEB KENNEDY
"But you 're a girl...(Or, But
you're a guy ... ) you can't do
that!"
How many times have
you heard those lines or worse
yet, said them? Archaic notions
of sexual roles are an insult to
our humanness.
This would
seem to be an obvious fact, and
yet narrow-minded attitudes still
exist.

People get tired of turning
their cheeks for another slap of
sexual discrimination.
Combatting the hand that slaps is a long
process. It can only be accomplished when people realize that
liberating the sexes is the responsibility of everyone.

A group has been formed at
the University which aims to increase t'1e awareness of inequality, stress equal rights, and assert ..
the individual. This is the Equal
Rights and Awareness group (E.
R.A.), which was recently ratified as a club by S.A.C. Sexual discrimination on campus necessitates such a group. More importantly, groups like the E.R.A .
are needed to combat the larger
scale of injustice off-campus,
too.
The E.R.A. will get. into
swing after the Christmas break.
The fight for equality is a human
concern and E.R.A. needs strong
support from all.

f
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SAC candidates in their own words
Social Science

Kathy Rauhut
Social Science Rep.
And Student Affairs Com.
A student without good services, inadequate parking, government fee increases that aren't
bringing us anything in return,
unnecessary cutbacks in student loans and grants. A campus
with room for improvement.
These problems can be met
with the right representation on
student council. As a student
in second year of residence I
know what the residence problems are, I'm living with them.
Having worked within student
council last year as a representative I know where those problems lie. I'm experiencing them
now, as the winning candidate
in the by-election two weeks
ago for Social Science representative who has to run all over
again because poor organization
by SAC fauled it up. Something
can be done, something will
be done if you take the time to
vote and re-elect Kathy Rauhut.

Andy Martens
Social Science Rep.
The reason for this letter is
to say why I am running for
Social Science Representative
on SAC, in the second byelection in a month to be held
on November 29, 1977.
First of all, I became interested in a lot of issues around
the university: tuition fees, food
services on campus, student aid
and OPIRG just to name a few.
If I were elected to the position
of Social Science Rep. I would
ensure that Social Science got
their opinions voiced on SAC
on these very important issues.
The way I propose doing
this is by consulting with and
talkin~ with Social Science stu-

dents to see what the problems
are that they encounter.
Also I would see to it that
Social Science students were
knowledgeable about what goes
on at the SAC meetings.
This is very important in
my opinion because I believe
that as it stands right now,
three-quarters
of the Social
Science students haven't got
a clue about what SAC really
is or does at the meetings each
week.
Finally, I'd like all you
Social Science students to get
out and vote. Hopefully, it will
be for me. If not, the important thing is you get out and
vote.
Thanks

Bob Gammon
Social Science Rep.
Students:
I'm in my 2nd year as a
full-time student majoring in
Communication
Studies. This
year, I ran the student pickup service in September and
was also your Orientation Coordinator. I am now the only
full-time student rep. on the
Committee for Part-time Student Courses and also hope to
be the off-campus rep on the
Inter-Residence Committee to
study the food plan.
I am not going to make any
promises just in case they
cannot be kept. All I can say
is that I'll do everything in my
power to help you.
For all the students who arc
reading this, please vote on
Tuesday. Even if you don't
want to vote for me, please
exercise your privilege as a
student and just VOTE!
Thanks

•
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Rob Whitenect
Student Affairs Committee

No submission received.
Doug Smith
3rd Year Commerce
Student Affairs Committee
Positions on the Student
Affairs Committee are not among those monopolized by the
"gung-ho" type of people involved with student politics.
It. is not the _garnerin_gof mass
numbers of votes that gives the
individual his/her basis of power
of this Committee, but rather
his fairness and integrity as
judged by those around him.
You see, that is what Student
Affairs is all about - a place
where the agrieved person, student ~r prof can go and present
his case. The purpose of the
Student Affairs Committee is to
allow that person to air his
beefs or appeal something that
he feels is unjust.
The Student Affairs Committee is seldom heard from
because of the very nature of
its work. The confidentiality
of
each
case
that comes
before the Committee decrees
that its members keep a tight
upper lip and not publicize
its successes.
Student Affairs should be

be

1
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*
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represented in a conscientious
and sincere manner on Student
Affairs. I have been a student
at the University of Windsor
for the past six years and feel
I have an understanding of the
system. Having been a resident assistant I have become
familiar with Administration
here at the university, and have
served on various committees
of house council and campus
clubs. I am presently studying
at the faculty of Education
towards my masters in Education and feel Student Affairs
would be very beneficial to me
experiencially, and more than
equitable for the students I
would be representing. Please
be sure and vote on Friday,
November 25, 1977. Thanks
for taking the time to read this
through.

Joan Durrant
Social Science Rep.
My main concern is you.
The function of a faculty rep.
is to meet the needs of students in his or her faculty. As
an involved third year Social

*

:

Student Affairs

Ron Spina
Student Affairs Com.
should

•******************************
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Science student, I have made
it a point to contact many of
the students in our faculty.
That is step one. Step two is
to let me be your link toward
change.
I believe that it is essential
to have new blood in any organization - especially a student-run organization. Experience can be valuable but means
tradition;
new blood means
change and answers. And this is
what I will strive to achieve
through my honesty and hard
work.
At the present time, the
obvious problems that face us as
students are food services, parking, and tuition increases for
foreign students.
These and
other related areas are in drastic need of concern and answers .
I am aware of SAC's operations and their political games.
We need answers and no one
- especially you the student
- should bear the burden of
unanswered requests.
With my experience with various issues conducted by the
External Affairs Commissioner
and my help with Orientation,
I feel that I have an excellent
background as a candidate for
SAC.
Remember - for a strong
link, hard work, and nontraditional ideas, I urge you to
vote for Joan Durrant - the
right choice to have your voice
heard and someone to look
after you. So, on November
29th, please take advantage of
my interest and vote for Joan
Durrant.

:
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day, remember what is needed
of members
of
the Student
.
.
Aff airs Committee when y
ou
are casting your vote _ you
may need it sometime.

Fine Arts

-

DEBBIE HETHERINGTON
Fine Arts Representative

My name is Debbie Hether·
ington, one of the two candi·
dates for the position of Fine
Arts Rep. I am in my third year
of a B.F.A. course, and am fam.
ous for painting a certain fast.
food machine in the LeBel
Lunchroom.
The idea of running for Fine
Ar cs Rep. originated with myinterest with the LANCE. As staff
cartoonist, I have become very
much aware of various socialissues, and my contact with main
campus could only but strength·
en a Fine Arts-SAC relationship
.
It is a know fact to art stud·
ents that the LeBel building is"a
world of its own," and apan
from most campus issues. Per·
haps it is time for this communi·
cation gap to be bridged, for the
benefit of both the maincampus
ind the art students alike.
One more comment I'd like
to make: it is your right to vote,
so please do so!

MARY ELLEN SCULLY
Fine Arts Representative

No submission received.

Attention
Election
Nominees - There is to
be a meeting of nominees for the Nov. 29th
election with the Chief
Electoral Officer on
Monday, Nov. 28th at
4:00 p.m. in the SAC
office area, 2nd floor,
Universit}'Centre.
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By BRIAN WILLIAMSON
Dr. R.H. Wagenberg, Political Science Professor at the
University of Windsor, as well
as a City Alderman,
divides
histime well between his duties .
Wagenberg was
originally
electedalderman in 197 4 for the
term of 1975-76 and was reelected in 1976 for the term of
1977-78. He has meetings four
times a month in the winter
with the City of Windsor, but
theseoccur outside of his teachingtime.
"I consider teaching at the
Universitymy full-time job," he
says. But he adds, "an important issue can come up at any
time." He describes his duties
as an Alderman
as helping
"make sure a reasonable array
of services is delivered to citizens in the lowest cost manner."
Dr. Wagenberg also has other duties related to the city,
and they include Chairman of
theMetro-Windsor Essex County
Board of Health, member of
the 1.0.D.E. Board of Governors, and a position on the
Windsorand Essex County Industrial Development
Commission,among others.
Basically, his job as alderman is to generally encourage
the overall economic development of the city in a responsibleand efficient manner.
It is obvious that he is undertaking more than duty requires when it is understood
that he teaches four Political
Science classes per semester
whenhe must teach only two.

i
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The focus this week is on
Laurier Hall. There seems to
: · be mixed reactions to the ques• tion, "Do you like living at
: Laurier?" One second year stu: dent says "Yea, I love it here.
: It's close to everything, and
• we can go crazy when we want ."

i

Professor Ron Wagenberg who moonlights on city council.
"My most productive years as
a member of the University
in terms of research," he says,
"have been in the last three
years." He believes his office
as Alderman has " ... helped my
teaching as I have a background
behind the University."
Wagenberg still keeps up on
other
political
events. When
asked to comment on the recent R.C.M.P. scandal, he replied, " ...
it's an unfortunate
kind of thing that should concern Canadians more than it
does. The Royal Commission
should come up with recommendations"
to reaffirm our
faith in the police of Canada."
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Airwaves alive again
CJAM repaired
By BRUCE DINSMORE
CJAM66 rides the airwaves
again.Parts that the station has
been waiting six weeks for
havearrived, and engineers have
been working all Monday and
Tuesdayto get the station back
on the air in MacDonald Laurierand Vanier halls.
'
The transmitter
needed a
tube, a special type of tube
socket and a modulation transformer. These and several otherparts cost about $50.
The parts came from the
United States, and when they
arrived in Canada last Wednesday, the customs
people
wrote the purchasers that the
packagewas at the border and
that duty needed to be paid
0
'
n It. The postcard was addressed to CjAM/University
of

By WILLY PAQUETTE
The enormous
amount
of
essays, exams and seminars has
affected the amount of content in this column. But that
suits me fine, I've got the same
problem.

Windsor/Windsor, Ont./N9B 3P4
/Att: Cliff Wilson.
The card wound up at the
University Purchasing office instead of CJAM.
Happy endings are possible
even at this university.
The
station
picked up the parts
Monday. By Tuesday one of the
desks at CJAM was awash with
transmitter
parts and it was
expected
that the transmitter
would be on the air early this
week.
Wilson said that the transmitter is a good unit, "for the
bucks", and that it has kept
the station on the air for three
years. He said the ideal solution to the maintenance
problem would be the new equipment needed for an FM station.
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A first year student thinks
there is something lacking, "You
know, every time I want some
male company, I have to get a
pass. It's like getting permission
from Mom and Dad." Another second year student unlike
the first year student
feels

the pass system works well for
Laurier, "How else are we going
to keep the guys from constantly roaming the halls of
this place."

•GMAT eVAT eGRE eOCAT eSAT
• NATION.Al MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• ECFMG
• FLEX
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I'm a glutton for punishment
By,TED GODDARD
'Tm a psychopathic lawyer.
don't learn from my mistakes,
guess - , l keep going back (to
the Court of Appeal)," said Ed
Greenspan on Tuesday night.
He was giving a lecture on the
Criminal Appeal Process in the
Moot Courtroom of the Law Faculty.
In further reflection of
his attitude as a criminal defence
lawyer, he remarked, "I'm a glutton for punishment."
Such an attitude has helped
Ed Greenspan attain, in only seven years, the recognition as one
of the top defence lawyers in Canada.
Since articling with the
Attorney
General's
office in
1969, his achievements have in- "2
eluded taking a number of cases ~
to the Supreme Court of Cana- c3
da. Included in these cases were ~
the Peter Demeter murder defence and the Mortgentaler appeal from his abortion trials.
Greenspan is an editor of a numEd Greenspan says interesting things about the Supreme Court.
ber of legal publications, and lectures at both the U. of T. and
in the centre of the large, impreOsgoode Hall, in addition to takvel there is a very strong presumssive
room. From the door ening criminal defence cases at his
ption of guilt. Hence, presentasues "an endless stream of judges
law firm in Toronto.
tion by a defence lawyer before
- nine of them."
Despite the
the bench is very difficult - "it's
protection of the presumption
He gave a vivid picture of the
nine to one - in favour of them,"
Supreme Court of Canada in Ot- of innocence under the Bill of
Greenspan said.
Rights, at the Supreme Court letawa in which a big door opens

ATTENTIONSTUDENTS
RE· PA YMENTOFSECONDSEMESTERFEES

If voO are not receivingai OSAPgrant cteq..e,avoid line-ups and
unnecessarydelaysbyforwardinga post-dated cheque as soon as
you rocei\€yourstatementin December.
I

Flexible Programs and Hours
Over38 years of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
homestudy materials. Courses that are constantly updated. Centers
opendays and weekends all year. Completetape facilities for review
of_class lessons and for use of supplementarymaterials. Make-ups for
missedlessons at our centers.
FARMINGTON HILLS
r NN ARBOR

=oN-fll

(313) 851-0313

(313) 662,3149
aauc-.a>m•

OR W

rite to :
29226 Orchard Lake Road
Suite No . 205
Farmington Hills , M i. 48018

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTSSINCE 1931

Affiliated Centers in Major U. S. Cities

J

The Cashier'sOffice will t:Blocatedin Assumption Loungebeginnirg
January 3 to 6 from 9 am to 4 pm

,
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Upon obtaining
a pass, I •
wandered the halls myself. The
general feelings is that "Hey,
we're here for an education.
Let's get our work done and
then we'll have some fun."
Unlike Mac Hall the halls are :
clean with your usual posters :
and signs hanging on the walls. :
Some rooms are decorators' :
masterpieces making what they •
have very liveable, putting a :
plant here, crochet there and :
frilly things all over. My con- :
gratulations
to you ladies for •
the care you've taken in
your :
home away from home. I wouldn't have the energy to con- :
sistently do the same.
•

ALL fees are due during the FIRSTweek ofdcI:BES
inJarn.ay

• LSAT _ • DAT

+•:
:

'Chere IS a difference!!!
• MCAT

1•

LATE PAYMENTPENALTIES
BEGINJANUARY 9, 1978
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Health Services Kept Busy
By BRIAN WILLIAMSON

Health Services' Dr. Wren.

The number of students who
are applying for health services at the University Health
Services office is "numerically
up" this year, according to
campus physician Dr. Walter
Wren. Between 40 and 50
students visit the health services office daily, compared
with somewhat smaller numbers for last year. "If a good
service is provided, your reputation grows", said Dr. Wren .
When questioned
on the
influence of economic cutbacks
imposed by the University on

Abbott supports small business
By RICK SPENCE

Wages have been more affected by the federal government's controls than have prices,
according to Tony Abbott, the
1mister of State for Small
Business. "And I think they
deserve to," he adds.
Abbott told an audience of
about 30 in Assumption Lounge
Tuesday afternoon that wages
had risen above the level of industrial spending, justifying the
emphasis on controlling wages.
If it were up to small business,
he added, controls would continue.
Abbott, who \.\as ,"v
1inister of
Consumer and Corporate Affairs for a year before taking his
present post, says that "there is
a need for concern" about the
economy, stating that "stagflation appears to be with us."
The economy, along with national unity and the RCMP, is
a priority concern in the federal
government,
Abbott
said.
Among the ways to improve
the economy are to take advantage of tpe declmmg dollar

"to put our house in order,"
m
and ensuring competition
business.
"Competition is the life of
trade," Abbott said. "We need
competition in a lot of areas."
The small business portfolio
was established a year ago,
Abbott said, as part of "a
growing realizat10n that small
business is big business." There
are over a million small businesses in Canada (defined as a
business with less than l 00
employees), Abbott says, and he
acts as an advocate in Ottawa,
reminding the government to
recognize small businesses m
policy and in arnon.
Abbott answered questions
from the audience, as well as
from a three-man panel, consisting of Political Science pro,fessor Bob Krause, Dr. Roger
Mendels of Economics, and
law student Mark Stephas.
Mendels asked Abbott what
he would to to reduce the amount of paperwork required of
small businesses, since much of
the work comes from provin-

cial or minicipal governments.
Abbott said he would be meet;
ing with his provincial counterparts individually next year
to work on the problem.

various servicl!s, Dr. Wren explained that health services are
not affected. "The administration have been excellent to
us." He then proceeded to
explain that a budget cut would
be not practically possible . An
increase in salaries last year
seems to be the largest area of
expe.nditure.
Dr. Wren also explained that
his one part-time assistant will,
indeed be kept on, and that
rumours to the contrary implying economic cutbacks as
the reason are totally unfounded.

I

In addition to health services, the doctor's two nurses
provide not only fantastic reception, but also wit and humour.

As You See It
By GEORGE

J. KOCIS

l

This \yeek, various students were asked the question, "How do you
fee\ about there not being a yearbook published this year?" Here
are their replies.

Abbott also said he would
attempt to improve communication with small businesses in
1978 by establishing a hotline on which businessmen could
call "a knowledgeable official"
in government if they have problems. "There's
a very real
need for better communications
between governmen.t and business," Abbott said.
Although he refused to say
he believed corporations were
making excessive profits, Abbott
did criticize certain industries.
He said he thought consumers
were paying too much for milk
and eggs, as well as clothing.
I le also criticized the banks,
saying they have failed to
serve small businesses. He hopes
the Competition Bill submitted
to Parliament will redress some
of the inequities in the present
system.

The students he treats were
described
by him as being
"responsive and appreciative"
The most common complaint~
are generally skin problems
or pregnancy
planning. The
abortion rate is dropping "steadily and consistently" and this
has been attributed
to the
medical profession "doing our
job".

"I think that there should be a
yearbook,
especially for the
graduates. Then they would have
something to look back on as a
token of their graduating year."
Stephanie Keech
1st year Social Work

"I'm disappointed
because a
yearbook is a reflection of the
past year, it's something you
can look back upon and reminisce."
Mark Levesque
3rd year Social Work

"I think for the sake of the
kids that are graduating it's
a chance for them to have their
pictures with the others but
for the undergraduates it has no
significant value."
Tom McCracken
4th year Special Bach. of Com.

"It really doesn't affect me
that much but the graduating
students are getting ripped off.
Every graduating class deserves
to have a yearbook."
Mike Dolansky
2nd year English
(

Waterloo
continued from page 1
at conducting a "grassroots"
federation from now through
the end of February, when his
presidential term ends, to restore student confidence in the
federation.
Next year, Smits' projections
show that 10 to 30 per cent of
Waterloo's 15,000 students will
claim their refunds. He ~ays
he is not worried about the loss
of revenue, since Waterloo "is
big enough to handle it." However, he fears that if refundable fees become a trend at
other universities, smaller student governments such as those
at Trent, Lakehead and Brock
may not survive.
Smits says he is getting along

with the chevron, trying to run
"a more open administration"
in the federation and he wants
to end "the flag~ant abuses of
power" enjoyed by past federations. Once he has restored
the credibility of the federa·
tion, he hopes to run another
referendum, "to go back co a
little more stability with non·
refundable fees."
Smits has already indicated
he will run for president again
in 1978 to continue his camp·
aign to restore compulsory fees.
According to SAC President
Gary Wells, Windsor's SAC will
probably not go to refundable
fees. He calls the refundable
fees "illogical,"
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How to turn a typewriter into a newspaper

,
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There are a lot of steps between typing a story
and creating the final newspaper. Some are
easy, some require a fair level of skill. But
-they're all fun.
'

Now you can learn the basics of newspaper
work from writing to production to printing at
the Lance Newspaper Workshop.
And it's alI free to any U. of W. -student.
Just call us at extension 153 or 221, or come up
and see us on the second floor of the Centre
and let us know you're interested. You can
come to al I or part of the workshops and even
help in the actual production of an issue of The
Lance.

Learn how to turn a typewriter into a newspaper

Workshops in Writing, Editing,and-Production Wednesday, November 30, 10:30am and 1:00pm
Lance Office, UniversityCentre
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Unemployment: why do we ha i
years of teaching experience,
but only one year with 'the
Toronto board. He had no seniority and so he lost his job.
John Henley, 21, emigrated
Unemployment in Canada has,- from Ireland two years ago as
now hit its highest level ever
a qualified bricklayer. He worrecorded - 8.1 per cent, seas- ked steadily until three mononally adjsuted. Statistics Canths ago. "At first I thought it
ada estimates 994,000 people
was th@ usual winter slowdown.
out of work. More accurate
But now it's spring and there
figures that include the "hidden
should be work and there's
unemployed" - those who do
none. Living on his unemploynot fit the statistical definiment insurance cheque of $108
tion of jobless, native people
a week is not much fun, for
both off and on reserves, and
sure."
those who have given up hope
Marg Bacon was hired by a
of finding a job - bring the total
meat-packing plant as a "casual"
unemployed to over 1.5 million
but hasn't heard from them in
out of work force of just over
three months. She finds the
10 million.
isolation and lack of daily conThe Unemployment Picture
tact
with people one of the hardThe costs of unemployment
est
things about being unemare high for those caught in the
ployed.
tightening grip of recession.
They are measured in more than
just dollars and cents of lost
wages and lost productivity
Social costs are staggering emotional turmoil, frustration,
despair, loss of self-worth, bitterness, and alienation.
Myth:
There are jobs,
but
Unemployment also affects
Workers are too Choosy
those who have jobs. When
The press has been strong
expensive machinery and equipin promoting the idea that jobs
ment stands idle, inefficient use
exist, but workers are becomof our capacity drives up the
ing too choosy about the kind
cost of production, increasing
of job they are willing to do.
prices and stimulating inflation.
Guy Demarino of the EdmonThe substantially
reduced
ton Journal, for example, rebuying power of the unemplofers to: "those who are volyed ripples through the whole
economy. Less money in ciruntarily and happily unemployed. Yes, there are many ot
culation puts a damper on ecothose ... Men who could earn
nomic recovery, and opens up
damn good money, if they chose
the possibility of further job
to work, but prefer not to, or
cut-backs.
choose to hold out until someThere are almost as many
different views on the causes
thing
extremely
appetising
and solutions to unemployment
comes along. I lence, we have
as there are jobless Canadians.
some jobs that are unfilled or
Different views tend to reare filled by imported workflect different interests m socers, while available Canadians
iety. In this article we will try
stand by. And these are not
to debunk a few myths about
necessarily
back-breaking
or
unemployment. We also look
dirty or far-away jobs."
Jack McArthur of the Torat some deeper, less obviom
roots of the problem and sugonto Star echoes this sentiment I
gest proposals for reducing unin his question: "Yet are not
some of the unemployed - hidemployment. Strong, immediate
action is needed to bring dignity
den or otherwise - being so
selective about the jobs they'll
back into the lives of .huntake that it's impractical to
dreds of thousands of Canacount them in the labour force.
dian women and men.
Should
an office worker be
Faces Behind the Figures
called
unemployed
when she
Jean Pierre Lussier, 30, has
seven years experience in ware·· could get a job as a cocktail
waitress but refuses to take it?
house work and loading delivery trucks. After injuring his An economy can't be transformed to fit the arbitrary
back in late 1975, he lived on
wishes
of the people.
Workmen's Compensation for a
The latest government statisyear. Pronounced fit to work
tics refute this argument. They
now he has been looking for
show that there are about
work since December but no
35,400 full-time job vacancies,
employer seems interested.
a
figure which represents a 31
Doug Salter, 22, laid off a
month ago from his job as a per cent drop from earlier last
year. With 944,000 people unhelper with a cartage firm,
employed, this means that there
has been searching as far away
are about 25 people for each
as Sudbury for work. "It's
job
opening. There are simply
useless' he says.
not
enough jobs for everyone.
Nora Porobic, 24, in her
An Economic Council of Canfinal year of civil engineering,
ada (ECC) study shows that
has been answering ads, ap54 per cent of available jobs
proaching governments and writare in the semi and low-skilled
ing letters to potential private
categories, offering pay rates
employers. "I'm not really very
15-25 per cent below average.
optimistic right now, but there's
Many available jobs with marnothing else to do but keep
ginal enterprises offer tough
looking."
working conditions and no secuTed McCallum, 30, says: "I
rity.
want to teach; I'm qualified to
Myth:
Unemployment
is High
teach a university course. but
there simply isn't a job avail- Because People are Lazy and
VIC Benefits are too Easy
able. And one third of the peoConvinced that UIC beneple who are teaching in Canafits deter people from looking
dian universities now are Amerfor jobs, the Liberal Governcans. It's pretty disillusioning.
ment has introduced a bill reAlbert Crilly, 5 5, has fifteen

(Reprinted from The Fourth
Estate, summer 1977.)

First M yth

quiring claimants to work 12
weeks out of every 52, instead of the present eight.
The proposal, originally put
forward by the Conservatives in
1975, will have a profound effect across Canada, particularly
in the Atlantic provinces, where
unemployment is extremely high
and much of the work is seasonal. Statistics' show some 53,000
people:! in the Atlantic region
will be directly affected by
the change. Estimates of the
total number of claimants who
will be disqualified range from
50,000 to 330,000.
NDP leader Broadbent scathingly accuses the government of
attacking the victims of unemployment instead of the problem itself.
The government has further
moved to tighten UIC through
a benefit control system. It
aims to cut off between 40
and 60 per cent of claimants
who would otherwise collect.
A Globe and Mail editorial
supports the government's position; "We are giving far too
much of the unemployment
insurance pool to casual workers who do not intend to hold
steady jobs. And in doing so
we jeopardise the security of
genuine workers. The Bill which has been promised for
ages and not passed into law is a step in the right direction.
It should be given top priority."
A recent ECC report contradicts the assumptions underlying government UIC actions.
"Studies show," the report says,
"that Canadians are strongly
motivated to work and regard
work as the principal vehicle
to success. The need for UIC
is borne out by the fact that
four out of every five persons
who draw benefits are unemployed for reasons beyond their
control, because of layoffs or
job terminations."

I
,ploViment
unem

'nsurance

IJ

A popular misconception is
that government hands out UIC
benefits from its own coffers.
However, much more of the
cost is now borne by working
people as set out in new legislation introduced
in 1975,
which amended the original
funding formula. As of January
1976, the federal contribution
was reduced, and the share
paid jointly by employers and
employees increased.
-l
The Unemployment Insurance plan was originally proposed as a result of struggles by
working people and unemploued during the 1930's, to gain
some protection from effects of
an unemployment crisis like the
thirties.
Myth: Higb Wages and Low
Productivity Cause Unemployment by Pricing us out of
Foreign Markets.
Prime Minister Trudeau accuses Canadians of "trying to
live high off the hog." The
country will go down the drain
unless there is more self-sacrifice and restraint, he says. His
solution is to "work harder,
trade more, and be more competitive."
The federal governments'
working paper on the econ-

omy cites high wages as the
source of our economic troubles. •
"As the world recovery proceeds and resource prices firm,
demand for Canadian exports
will increase, and our merchandise balance should again
become positive and continue
to increase. This general prospect is endangered, however, by
the declining rates of productivity growth and recent high
levels of wage settlement which
together have resulted in increases in the unit labour cost of
production that seriously threaten our competitive position."
Mr. R. Bilodeau, president
of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association (CMA), says
although the CMA is concerned
with unemployment at this time;

an annual increase in base wage
rates of 8.3 per cent over the
li(e of the contract - the lowest
quarter rate in four years. These
relatively low wage increases
were coupled with very high
unemployment.
The productivity argument is
used by management and the
press to imply that workers are
lazy. Yet it is the responsibility
of management to run the plant,
set production goals and make
sure they are reached. When
management
complains about
low productivity, it is really
admitting to its own ineptitude.
Are high wage demands the
cause of Canada's inability to
compete in manufacturing? Canada's deficit in manufactured
goods was $10.2-billion in 1976.

C

"It is crucial that Canadians
understand the reasons for industry's inability to create enough jobs: It is simply that
increasing costs are pricing Canadian production out of the
market."
Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce President R.D. Fullerton says our labour costs are
badly out of line with those
elsewhere, particularly the USA.
A discussion paper on umemployment prepared recently by
Sam Gindin for the Ontario
Federation of Labour (OFL)
rejects these productivity arguments and examines the criteria
used in their support.
Labour costs are defined as
the compensation paid to workers for producing units of output. From 1967 to 1975, in
countries like Japan and Germany, labour costs rose 2-3
times as fast as in Canada.
In the United States, they rose
at almost the same rate as in
Canada. Productivity
in the
U.S. rose at half of the Canadian rate. It is misleading, however, to compare productivity in
the two countries as each government uses different methods
of determining its rate.
Department of Labour figures show no direct correspondence between high wages and
unemployment. Large contract
wage settlements during the
v·ded
fourth uarter of 1976

But the deficit almost tripled
in the period 1970-1974, pre·
cisely the years in which wage
gains remained quite moderate.
It is also argued that high
wage rates have caused capital
to leave Canada. Yet, strong
capital outflow began in the
mid sixties and only acceler·
ated in the early seventies.
So, there are long-term fac·
tors at work. Most rapid out·
flows occured before the rela·
tively large wage increases of
1975 and during the relatively
moderate wage increases of the
early seventies.

Healthy
Business
Myth: A Healthy Business Cli·
mate and Profits are Necessary
for the Creation of New Jobs.
This approach to unemployment argues that achieving su~ficient profits and convernng
them into investments in plants
and equipment is the key to
jobs: A healthy private sector
means greater employment. In
the long run the greater effi,
he
ciency that flows from t
investment makes us more corn·
.petitive and thus more likel}'
urn·
to retain and expand t I1e n .
ber of jobs. This requires hi~
erofits over a long period
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it, and what can we do about it?
time which in turn means controlling " excessive " wage demands.
According to A.R. Murrich,
president of the Toronto Board
of Trade, Canada needs more
,incentives for new investment.
The country's future growth and
productivity depend on making
more than $500-billion in new
productive investment by 1985 .
CMA president Bilodeau states
that "the fight to restore Cana ·
dian industry's ability to compete is the only lasting solution
to unemployment ."
However, there is no guarantee that profits earned by
business will go into expansion
and new jobs. In fact, the 1970
to 1974 profit explosion in
Canada coincided with record
outflows of capital. The profit

work force "is more of a social
phenomenon than economic necessity ." According to Lambert, women usually leave home
to work so a family can buy a
second car or do extra things,
generally to increase a standard of living that is already well
beyond subsistence. Minister of
Manpower
and Immigration,
Bud Cullen, commenting on the
unemployment
rate for men
twenty-five years of age and
over, stated, "I suggest with
respect that these are the breadwinners." The same arguments
are made against young people
entering the work force.
Women are forming an increasing proportion of the work
force. However, the facts contradict the picture painted by
Messrs. Cullen and Lambert.

••••-••••--

"stream" them according to the
government's interpretation of
the demands of the labour market . New conditions and regulations will be imposed upon
immigrants detailing where in
the country they can live and
seek work and restricting their
legal rights to demand satisfactory working conditions. According to former Minister of
Immigration
Robert
Andras,
"the general downward pattern
fits the situation of unemployment in the country."

Blame
Immigrants

National have called for tax
cuts for consumers to encourage new investment, less spending by governments and the
removal of federal controls.
Bank of Nova Scotia economist, Forrest Rogers, urges approval for the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline to restore confidence in the economy and investments.
Ed Broadbent, NDP leader,
has been outspoken in exposing the "hidden unemployed"
and in attacking the proposal
to lengthen the eligibility time
for UIC. Both groups regard the
right to work as basic.
The NDP objective is to
provide individually satisfying
and socially productive employment for all Canadians. According to the NDP, full employment should have a specific
timetable set out ir. legislation. They propose unemployment be reduced to 5 per cent
in two years and to 3 per cent
within four years.
Sam Gindin of the United
Auto Workers (UAW) has attempted to analyse the root
causes of unemployment, focusing on the dynamic of a private
enterprise economy. The motivating force of capitalism is
profit. Reliance on business to
solve unemployment is fallacious
since business is not interested
in maintaining full employment,
unless it is consistent with high
profits . Management sets priorities and is free to treat an
employee like any commodity .

This argument which links
immigration to Canada's economic health, attempts to scapegoat immigrants - blaming them
for serious economic problems
whose causes originate elsewhere.
Charles Roach, a Toronto
lawyer, states the "proposed
bill blames immigrants unfairly
for Canada's high unemployment. But it isn't true. Unemployment has continued to rise
while immigration has dropped
over the last four years." He
says that the 115,000 immigrants entering the country last
year is down from 230,000 m
1972 .
Old Problems , Old Solutions
All of these explanations have
serious limitations as we have
seen. Thus solutions based on
such explanations are a o faulty. Federal and provincial governments seem indifferent to the
fact that nearly 1.5-million Canadians (estimates plus hidden)
are unemployed. The new fedGindm shows that employers
eral budget relies on traditional
m North America have fewer
means of generating employrestraints in the matter of lay·
ment - handouts to corporaoffs and shutdowns than their
tions. It contains only a token
European counterparts. Unem$100-million more for job creaployment guarantees a pool of
surplus labour which can be
tion.
Sam Hughes, executive direcdrawn on by management whentor of the Canadian Chamber of
ever workers become more vocal
Commerce, summed up the genin demanding higher wages or
eral business reaction. "We're
changes in working conditions.
grinning from car to ear."
Workers must in such condiThe proposed change to the
tions concern themselves with
UIC Act, referred to earlier is job security rather than deanother government "solution"
manding better working condito unempioyment.
tions or higher wages.
Despite stiff criticisms of the
Under our present economic
government, PC proposals are
system, the allocation of goods
not significantly different. Joe
is not co-ordinated. Individual
Clark has demanded an end to
corporations make decisions in
wage and price controls bethe light of their own needs
cause they inhibit business from
and not on the basis of the needs
long-term planning.
of the majority of the populaOther "solutions"
include
tion.
personal tax cuts, incentives to
When workers are laid off,
business and pumping money
they can't buy homes.
soft
housing market meam: uneminto job creation.
Not surprisingly, business favployed construction
workers
ours the government tack. Mc:m- who can't buy cars and other
goods, and the cycle grows and
bers of the Canadian Economic
Policy Committee, which in-_ repeats itself.
Unemployment
has always
eludes top executives of com·
been a feature of capitalist
panies like Noranda Mines Co.,
economies. Historically, we've
T. Eaton Co. and Canadian

urp s
Labour

iiliii.a.
.. ..,.-•••••••
was not invested in Canada
and did not create more jobs
for Canadians.
The growth of the Royal
Bank of Canada illustrates the
lack of relationship between
~heaccumulation of capital and
Job creation. In the first one
hundred years of its existence,
from 1870 to 1970, the Royal
Bank ahd accumulated $11.4billion in assets. By 1975, five
years later, these assets had
more than doubled to 25.2billion. However, the employment growth in that five-year
period is in no way proportional to its growth in assets.
In 1970, the total number of
people employed by the Royal
Bank was 22,935. By 1975
it had increased by only 30,932.

Women don't
needtowork
Myth: Unemployment
is not
Serious Because the Women and
Young People who are Entering the Work Force don't Need
to Work.

Both Conservatives and Lib-

!!'>e_ralshave popularized this notion. Marcel Lambert, (PC-Ed~onton W.) remarked in the
. ofluseof Commons that the
In ux of
wome

Forty-three per cent of working women are single, widowed
or divorced, and are thus selfsupporting. Statistics from 1974
show 50 per cent of working
wives married to men who earn
less than $8,000. The additional
income "is often the difference
between poverty and minimal
comfort." The ECC study, People and Jobs, found average
income per family increased
from $7,602 in 1967 to an
estimated $12,716 in 1973. This
increase stemmed almost entirely from the fact that proportionally more family ·members had to work.
In 1976, there were about
355,000 unemployed people under 25 years of age; - about one
half of the total. This high rate
among young people is largely
due to the very rapid growth of
the young labour force as a
result of the war and the post
war baby-boom. Those under
25 comprise 27 per cent of the
total labour force. This increase
was foreseen, but too little has
been done about it - a discouraging prospect for young people
who are beginning their working
lives.
Myth: Immigrants Cause Unemployment Among Canadians
The government's proposed
Immigration legislation - Bill
C24-will severly reduce the num·
ber of immigrants arriving in
. "d

gone through cycles of boom
and bust. Previously, if inflation was high, unemployment was low and vice versa.
Now, major industries are controlled by a few large companies.
Old c-:onomic laws no longer
hold. Instead of lowering prices
to compete when markets are
soft, corporations cut-back production and lay off workers.
Prices are raised to cover the
extra costs of running at partial
capacity. This adds to both
inflation and unemployment.
This phenomenon is true for
all industrialized capitalist countries. Canada has a few additional features. Foreign control of our economy should be
a central theme in the Canadian
unemployment picture. Branch
plants (largely U.S.) are interested only in producing consumer items for the smaller
Canadian market. They're not
concerned with building effi.
cient plants to compete in international markets. This sharply limits Canadian exports while
strengthening our dependence
on the U.S. for machinery,
equipment and research and
development. Critics who emphasize Canada's low product1v1ty and weak competitive
position rarely include these
factors in the scope of their
comments
The Canadian economy is
highly underdeveloped. We rely
extensively on the export of
raw materials and natural resources (lumber, wheat, minerals, etc.) . Resource development requires large amounts of
capital and creates relatively
few jobs. Money going into developing resources means less
money for manufacturing, construction, etc. - areas which do
create
proportionately
more
j obs. The James Bay Hydroelectric Project and the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline proposal
are prime examples.
The resources we do produce are too often exported
in raw form without the processing that would create more
jobs and greater wealth for
Canada. What is needed is a
serious attempt at a new industrial strategy to promote a
stronger manufacturing
base.
There is n0 evidence that tax
write-offs, investment incentives
and direct subsidies to powerful corporations (foreign or
Canadian owned) have in the
past resulted
a healthier
industrial sec!tr. The promises
of the recent budget in no way
challenge business to greater
accountability oc more effective performance in this area.
In The. Long Term ...
Any basic solution to unemployment means challenging
the assumption that our present economic system is capable to generating full employment. It means recognizing
that people and their basic
• needs are a priority over profit.

The latest breaking developments
According to the latest figures released by Statistics Canada (November
11, 1977), unemployment isn't getting any bet~er. Although the number ~f
unemployed in Canada declined 1rom 798,000 m Septembe: to 787,000 m
October the seasonally-adjusted unemployment level remamed unchanged,
at 8.3. Unemployment stood at 7.3 in October, a 15.9 per cent increase from the
6.6 level of October, I 976, when unemployment was 679,00?. In the same
period, employment has risen only 2.7 per cent, from 9,663,000 m Oct. 1976 to
9 ' 920 ,000 in Oct. 1977.
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Poet's Corner
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The Cat Lady
Shoulders hunched
against the town's reproof
and countless years
of stooping
to stroke the mangy fur
of another stray.

A day t
will hang in my mind
Like a p c ure on a wall,
And a fr e moments journey
Will brin leasant recall .

She collects them
like others do antiques.
She lets them stop
in eir wanderings
then releases them
like restless children
who make the regulation visits home
and are off again.
t night she stalks
th
ts and alleys.
Her eyes flas
in the headlights
of a passing car
and then grow dark again.

Deposited · my bank of memories
To withdra when time has robbed
Of being w 1e e I'd rather be .
We saw the
iet blue slip into grey,
A beautiful
inning to end the da
The rolling r
m of the waves
Frollickin
tireless energy
Telling us stor
s we rode the cl
And the fe
gs of guilt were un1~19iu

ar

a

0

r
b
n
0

..

Now she 1s one of them.
A stray who lurks
in dark places
he bristles at human contact.

BRENDA SHANTZ

Not being t
The other
Ten thou
You were

The first moment after the illu ion,
Returning to what you really are
Shocked back to immediacy
With a savage urge to relieve frustration.
Have you justified your own existence?
Life passing from voice to echo,
Unconscious repetition of something beyond your strength,
The subdued tone of rytlunatic motion.
This is the blinding truth just ¥Yond .my gr~.
Don't be afraid now
o rest everso.:qlitly.
ill you ever return?
e-Jjle.
edwlng in laughter,
lntermingle(l with thoughts and doubts.
o watch aml assess
he thought f ope, encompassed by tears
o allow me moments I have become a mirror to~k
inwards.
he blac1cinner twilight -Willthe rainever.stop?
he insideexistence -

new cold h4sarisen.
itushed;something' will nevertouch.

Onlf~

y

What a
e we had, ymhand I.
Cavorting as human life
You, be ·eving in the AAWer of your boot,
And I in od and Justice and Truth.

e

s
~

As memory stirred, it continued:
Ha! Ha! How we clung to being alive,
As in ignorance we construed
It to be the most precious prize.

Jfo! Ho! Guffawed the first.
Merely life was your delusion.
My foolishness was a thousand times worse:
I believed I was divinely chosen.
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Queen rocks in the royal tradition
By PAUL CHERNISH

"Just gimme a good guitar,
and you can say that my hair's
a disgrace" . . . . Queen.
The ,preceding quote was
taken from Tenement Funster,
off Sbeer Heart Attack. _A true
rock and roll quote, mdeed,
but not conceived by a simple
rock and roll band. Queen was
not, and will never be, true to
one form.
Last Friday and Saturday
nights at Cobo Hall were occupied by two and o_n~h~lf hours
of musical d1vers1f1cat10n and
professionalism. If you were
there, you noticed how music
and visual antics can be combined into a pleasing experience. Ah, so you say that Kiss,
a bubble gum, vodka-stained
band does 1t all the time. Well,
if you find it necessary to apply
your critical views in that
context, I suppose that Alice
Cooperwould also qu~lify.
Queen began its existence
with their first album, entitled
Queen. An historical analys_is
will show that most music
critics were pleased with the
initial release, primarily beeause of its unfamiliar, yet enjoyable style. Who is Mercury?
Are these guys gay because of
the name Queen? There were a
b
f
estions to be ans
num er and
o quQueen's second al-wered,

bum responded. Queen II elaborated on the "fairyland" connotations of Queen's music and,
in doing this, tended to bog
down with musical and lyrical
complications. The tight struc-

One of the most elaborate stage
Oueen.
ture was still present, but · in
a much more intense, involved
form.
Sheer Heart Attack set the
stage for Queen. It demonstrated
the band's ability to succeed
with tightly-structured,
almost
over-diversified tunes. This album convinced me, and a large
portion of the rock world, that
. in t h e near
Queen would be big

now that
enjoy Queen's
music. But what I enjoy even
more is their treatment
of
success, and the amount of devotion they have for their fans
in a live situation. I can't force
you to like Queen, and if you
don't like them, you probably
wouldn't care for their stage
show. To each his own.

future. That future is right now.
In studying Queen, I find
it necessary to cast aside all
rock and roll truisms and myths.
A critic must view Queen as
artists because they are four

As is becoming popular these
days, Queen had a suspended
sound system, which created
a great deal of prancing space
on stage. A dome, shaped like
a crown, surrounded
center
stage, and was ceremoniously
lifted as the concert began.
Cobo's lights went out, and
We Will Rock You was piped
through the massive speakers.
This was on tape, a Queen
tradition. Queen did rock us.
Old favourites like Death
on Two Legs and Stone Cold
Crazy led to Mercury's mellow

shows in rock is engineered by

tunes, (Love of My Life etc.)
and a hit and miss, stretched
out, experimental
(too bad)
guitar solo by Brian May.
Mercury appealed to those who
favour his light material, but
also promised that the end of
the show would be devoted to
the music that Detroit wanted
to hear. And it was.

extremely
talented
musicians
who have a firm grasp on the
painfully loud and tke soothingly mellow. This band is
responsible for Now I'm Here
and
Bohemian
Rhapsody.
Stone Cold Crazy and Love
of My Life. Tie Your Mother
Down and Lap of the Gods
Revisited.
It should be obvious by

One of my favourite tunes,

r:=:============ =============================;i
nubband,·~•11·ew
v,
• ri

White Queen, was not played,
and this disappointed me, because I consider it a classic,

111,

Meadows tips the scale

By H.J. SWENSON
For the first time last week
we read an article in the LANCE
other than our own. It was about freeing the LANCE on December 5th. Keeping up with our
highstandards of excellence, we'
ve come up with an idea so good
we even surprised ourselves.
Free the LANCE, then free the
Pub!
I, H.J., hereby proclaim myself supreme commander of the
Pub,and will make the following
changes in my :new domain.
First, the name of the Pub will
be changed to H.J.'s HAVEN .
Next, I'm going to get in bands
that I like. I've al;eady lined up
Z.Z. TOP, PINK FLOYD, THE
EAGLES,and watch for ANDY
WILLIAMSat Christmas. Now,
doesn't that sound good?
How can I possibly afford to
do this, you ask. Well, I'll tell
you. Borrowing an idea from
my_predecessor, who shall remain nameless, I intend to
knock out C}AM and fill the
area with jukeboxes.
We also
plan to make a whopping profit
by bringmg SAGA foods back
?Ybringing SAGA foods back
into the Pub.
When you 're
drunk, you 'II eat anything. So,
don't forget, on December 5th
u t he bottom of the Free the•
l
,ance ballot, write in "free the
Pub."
You can set your calendar
;eatch by Meadows ... ; every two
Wars there will be a new one.
e feel sorry for the other bands

around who have to struggle to
establish themselves, while these
guys can just call themselves
Meadows again and they're guaranteed an instant crowd. This
version of Meadows is also worth
coming out to see.
We had a little trouble with
the H.J. MUSIC METER this
week
Still being new, it isn't
used to going up this high. It
reached a 5 .6 and then it started

smoking. We've got some engineers. working on it now so it will
be working for next week.
Meadows is highlighted by
their vaseline vocals (smooth and
slick). Their harmonies are firstrate, and they seem to have an

:~d a:::~_t\
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complain though, because they
covered almost everything else.
Freddie Mercury is a rock
and roll schizophrenic. At some
points he seemed like a subdued
Victorian musician on the grand
piano, only to follow this
divine pose with kick-ass, rock
and roll stage-strutting. He is a
master of Teeny Bopper seduction,
as well as blatant,
grown-up, raw sexual appeal
(or so the grown-up women
tell me).
Brian May knows how to
handle his self-made axe with
the self-made sound, and covers
enough ground to qualify for
the Boston Marathon. Every
Queen freak is amazed by his
live talent and sotrnd control.
Roger Taylor provided his usual
nifty percussion and the bass
was, again, as usual, present,
but not predominant.
Put the four Queen members
together on stage and there is
only one word to describe them
- tight. Incredibly tight; well
versed in musical etiquette. In
fact, We Are The Champions,
off their brand new album, was
played so well that Ella Fitzgerald couldn't tell the live version from the tape.
I was glad to shell out the
ever-increasing ticket price for
this band, and other bands like
Supertramp and Styx who can
combine well-played, original
music with an eye-pleasing show .
To me, that combination cannot
be beaten.

endless supply of high vocals.
The big crowd-pleaser is their
now-famous Beatles set. Such
flawless vocals make them worthy of their fan support.
Recognizing that Meadows is
a very good band, we'd like to
note the things that are keeping
them from being even better.
First and foremost is their lack
of strong lead guitar work, particularly noticeable in Steely
Dan's KidCharlemagneWhen you
get right down to it, none of
them were instrumentally better
than average. We are also disappointed by their lack of showmanship. They depend on their
vocals to carry them through
their songs.
Meadows is proof that there
are high-quality local bands presently available in the Windsor
area. This Windsor band drew
larg~r crowds and more applause
than the higher-priced, out-oftown bands we've seen.
We
hope this favourable response
will encourage the support of local talent.
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The Party Room
presents

"A Chocolat Affair"
from Toronto

11wrsday,Friday, and Saturday 7to 1
after hours Fri. & Sat.
Lower level at'the rear
No cover charge

HappyHour7pmto 9 pm

Planyour Xmas & New Years Eve parties
with U$.

BALIHIMOTORHOTEL
1280 Ouellette
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This is a strange and almost
incomprehensible hobby for a
teacher of the deaf. But her
daytime career has nothing to do
with her hobby, until one day
when she is late for school because of a long, drug-induced
evening with Tony, the selfproclaimed stud. Tony is one of
the five men in her life, including her father, and he is
perhaps the most relatable. Tony
doesn't attempt to fool her,
or hide his true personal, psychological identity.
James, a seemingly "nice
guy" turns out to be a spineless romantic, an obvious loser
in the sexual aid jungle. He
makes up a grotesque story
about why he wanted to be a
minister. "My mother was lying
on the bed laughing at my father because he couldn't get it
up, so he beat her." Maybe
this was James' attempt at
fitting in with the rest of the
mindler~, penis-oriented "lovers"
but it sure didn't work. I think
he was just trying to be cynical; taking Keaton's naivete into
account and making an attempt

,.

By PAUL CHERNISH
The celluloid world is quite
unlike the real world; or so
many people beijeve. Looking
for Mr. Goodbar is a film that
fuses the gap between film and
reality.
New York can often be
considered a hideous environment, and this is due to the attitudes and life-styles of its inhabitants. New York (or any
other big American city) in our
present free-thinking
society,
sets a perfect stage, and provides fertile breeding ground for
perverse, wanton thoughts.
Mr. Goodbar centres around
the aforementioned theme, and
the screenplay, directing, acting
and editing all blend together

superbly, and each does its
part in conveying contorted reality.
Diane Keaton has always
been a favorite of mine, primarily because of her giddy
side-kick roles with Woody Allen, but there is no room for
delightful
folly in Goodbar.
What exists in this film, and
what Keaton succeeds m portraying, is unconfirmed naivete;
a woman in a rigid state of
boredom.
Because of a depressed childhood, (due to a congential
spinal disease) she sterilizes her
capability to give birth and
takes up a new hobby: picking
up men. Any kind of man will
do, thank you.

The musical spirit of Christmas
By ROBERT BROWN
Like everyone else, the Sch:,ol of Music has been preparing
for the holiday season. The
theme of Christmas is to be a
major aspect in three upcoming
concerts put on by Professors
Tamburini and Householder.
Choirmaster Richard Householder is presenting two performances on December 2 and 4.
Appropriately entitled "A Festival of Christmas", they will
take place at 8:15 in Holy Name
of Mary and St. Anne's Churches
respectivelv. and involve the
University Singers, the Windsor
Community Choir, the University Brass Ensemble, and the
Windsor Chamber Orchestra.
Both performances have similar programs. The first part of
the concert will consist of a
medley of all sorts of songs and
carols ranging from mediaeval
to modern. Professor House-

holder has arranged an unusual
method of playing them. After
one ensemble has finished a
carol, another will immediately
take up a new song from a
different [>OSitionin the church.
If it works out this variety of
sound should be quite pleasing
to the audience.
The concert will conclude
with a cantata based on familiar carols by English composer
John Gardner. According to
Householder, "this cantata is an
example of little know but
delightful
cantatas by lesser
known composers. The special
charm of this one is that it is
based on familiar Christmas
melodies which are given unusual rhythmic and harmonic
settings."
Christmas 1s also an 1mportant aspect in the concert
presented
by the University
ConceJt Band starting 8: 15

to convert her into his dying,
conceptual world.
Keaton's fantasies were well
done, and not burned, like they
could have been. The fantastic
interludes were positioned strategically in the film; they were
neither spoon-fed nor hidden. If
there was any comic touch in
the film, it was her fanta;y of
Tony calling the cops on her
She pictured New York's fines~
rummaging through her drug.
laden apartment and exposing
her to the public. "Teacher of
the deaf in the daytime, sexcrazed doper at night" ... she
pictured this on the television
news. (TV is everywhere, isn't
it?)
Not since Johnny Got His
Gun has there been a Hollywood production with such an
intense display of the grotesque. The epilogue is guaranteed to kick the viewer in
the head. Looking For Mr.
Goodbar is one of this year's
best deals, and if Diane Keaton
doesn't grab an Oscar, I'll be
in shock. I'm on my way to buy
the book.

Men unite:
Women taking over

this Sunday evening in Ambassador Auditorium. But as
conductor James Tamburini puts
it, "the performance is quite a
varied one, incorporating pieces
of different eras". The Brass
Ensemble will perform several
Yuletide pieces. Yet in addition, several works by Canadian
composers will be featured in
of Canadian
commemoration
Music Week, including one conducted by seminar student John
Theaker. Another seminar student, Blake Stevenson, will play
Reed's "A Jubiliant Overture".

By JESSE GACANIN
Down in Texas over the past
weekend the National Organization of Women had a convention
debating
everything
from pro abortion to pro lesbian in order to protect women and their rights. A NOW
woman is a libber that has been
incorporated; many of you business students would understand
that term.

Attendance
at both choir
and band concerts have usually
been
good. Tamburini
and
Householder hope it will continue this season, although Houscholder wishes to point out that
tickets to "A Festival of Christmas" now cost $2.00. The Band
Concert still has free admittance.

I'd like to tell you what not
to do in the presence of a NOW
woman 1. do not talk . . . 2.
don't shave, they might cut
your throat . . . 3. look at their
eyes not their rear ... .4. don't
sit at the kitchen table and
expect something; eat from a
can ... 5. don't ask where your
underwear is ... 6. don't smirk
at them . . . 7. don't wonder
where she is when she says she's
going out (with the girls).

headache once in a while ...
4.
ignore her best girlfriend's
amorous advances toward her ..
5. if you like that pink dress
of hers so much you wear it ...
The list goes on and on and
you can read about it in an
up and (heehee) coming book
called "Do Vampires Snore?"
The convention ended the other
night with the ladies singing
"Gooooooood
night fellll-aaaas
goooooooood nigngnghght fellllllllllllaaaaaaas gooooo . . ."
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Peter Romeril
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Bands for your dancing and
1istening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment
Fri. Nov. 25 - Sat. Nov. 26

"MEADOWS"
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Here is what a NOW wqman
appreciates ... 1. that you have
the babies ... 2. (you) pay them
minimum wage with two weeks
vacation . . . 3. (you) have a
Christian Culture Series
Presents

:
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**I
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Mon. Nov. 28 - Sat.Dec. 3

*I
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"Nihal - an operatic tenor
with one of those powerful voices that can rattle
the stands in the Uni .rsity of Michigan Stadium"'
Detroit News
CONCERT: Sunday, December 4, 8:20 p.m. Cleary
Auditorium, Windsor.
Tickets available: Hudson's
Wards; Ford Box Office;
Celia Hardcastle Sheet Music Store & Assumption
University, Room 215;ALS0: Cleary Box Office that
evening.
Sugg. Don. $5; $4; $3
Inform. 254-1 722

'********************************************.J

By CJAM

Nov. 26 .. .Rod McKuen Royal Oak Theatre / Nov.
2 7. . . . Billy Cobham - Fisher Theatre / Nov. 28 and 29
. . . Hall and Oates - Cobo
Hall / Nov. 29 . . . Weather
Report - Royal Oak Theatre
I Nov. 30 ...
Pablo Cruise
- Royal Oak Theatre / Dec.
1 . . . Gino Vanelli - Cobo
Hall / Dec. S . . . Four Tops
- Hyatt Regency / Dec. 8
. . . Kansas and the Atlanta
Rhythm Section - Cobo Hall
I Dec. 9 . . . David Bromberg
and the New Riders of the
Purple Sage - Royal Oak Thea·
tre / Dec. 10 ... Oscar Peter·
son - Hill Auditorium in Ann
Arbour
/ Harry Chapin Hill Auditorium / Dec. 11 · · ·
Chuck Mangione - Royal Oa~
Theatre / Dec. 15 . . · Rush
- Cobo Hall / Dec. 17 · · ·
Phoebe Snow - Royal Oak
il
Theatre / Dec. 27 ...
Ge~
and Edgar Winter's White rras
- Cobo Hall / Dec. 30 · ·
Blue Oyster Cult - Cobo H~
/ Jan . 20 . . . Kiss - Olympia.
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The Supremes:
By JOHN MACKETT

The world might have forgotten who Florence Ballard
was, but in some parts of Detroit her name represents tragic
irony. They say, "It is easy to
lose

what

once

was

yours,

$500,000
in their bank accounts. Success seemed to be
their reward for having put up
with the lower class slum conditions of a Detroit ghetto.
Their roots stemmed from
poverty, but the tide changed

e
Florence Ballard (centre). victim of too much, too soon.
never being able to regain it
again." and the death . of one

d
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supreme still echoes this thought.
The Supremes: A Motown
singing group from Detroit who
sang of heartache and love,
and sang it so well that they
made a distinction among ot·
her groups. In the process they
attained 2 7 gold records.
It all began in the summer of
1964 with their first million
seller, Where Did Our Love Go.
Within the following year they
received 5 more gold singles,
and each member was found
to be depositing an added

quickly as The Supremes became one of the most soughtafter groups of all time. The
Supremes hit, and they hit so
fast that one of them would
never recover from it.
1966: The Supremes were
everywhere. Diana, Mary and
Florence,
the sweethearts of
America. Ed Sullivan would tell
his audiences, "Now here they
are; The Super-duper Supremes." No one could ever have
expected that one would fall
to such depths that within the
next ten years, she would be
lying dead in a Detroit hospital.
It might have been a result of

11

the social pressures, the work
load, or the confusing schedule,
no one seems to know for sure.
But, on a Las Vegas stage in
June of 1967, Florence collapsed and had to be carried
off, stopping the show entirely.
(which could have ended The
Supremes right then and there
if this incident hadn't been
hushed up and kept unknown).
She was warned by the group's
managers to stop drinking and to
just "cool it", because if her
performance ever weakened again she would be through. The
future of Florence Ballard became questioned as her dependence on liquor and social needs
became top priority.
Diana Ross and Mary Wilson,
the other two members of the
group at that time, were in
quite a dilema and it was decided in July of 1967 that Florence was incapable of fulfilling
her role, and, as a result, was
fired from the group. Her replacement was Cindy Birdsong
who not only looked like Florence but had her tone of voice
as well, which was vital to the
complexity of the Supreme's
sound.
When Florence left The Supremes she was a wife, a mother and a millionaire. She had
money, a lot of it, and she
still received royalties from record sales prior to 1968, which
exceeded thousands. She was
rich, and could have lived well
but fell into the hands of bad
company and alcoholism.
The 70's brought her a divorce and an unsuccessful law

Tower of Power

Colosseum shows promise
By DAN SULLIVAN
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Their musicianship was overshadowed only by their showmanship. Their act, though riddled with gimmicks, was presented with a professionalism
that reflects years of experience.
They played a number called
Ying Yang Thing from their
forthcoming album, and filled
the rest of their set with crowd
pleasing favorites like What is
Hip?
Colosseum Concert Productions, headed up by Paul Yarmeluk and Jack Genaro, is the
first organization to properly
approach the music business in
Windsor. In any field of entertainment
Windsor and Detroit are considered the same
market. The bulk of the potential audience lies- across the
river, but Detroiters do enjoy
coming to Windsor (look downtown any Sunday). Concerts can
be successful in Windsor if
they are promoted on both sides
of the border.
Though they were a bit slow
about it, Colosseum did advertise last Sunday's concert
better than the first one, and
they promise to do even more
to promote
the next one.
So far, there appears to be a
good variety in their sellect10n
of acts. The first concert featured four local Detroit and
Windsor rock bands, the second Tower of Power, and for
the third Golden Earring have
been tentatively slated to appear on December 4th.
The Colosseum people do
have some problems to work
out. A number of seats that

FIFTEEN

where did the love go"

•

At last, the music scene in
Windsor is improving. Two
major achievements were made
during the past month. First
Catharsis reopened and began
to re-establish itself in Windsor, and on a somewhat larger
scale, we have seen the beginning of a series of Sunday concerts in the Colosseum at the
new Ciociaro Club on North
Talbot Rd. Near Walker.
In only the second concert
a major act was presented, and,
more importantly, Windsor was
given a glimF.se of the variety the series promises.
The Tower of Power attracted a wide range of people
from both sides of the border, and the crowd which filled a little more th~n half the
3500 seat hall was enthusiastic, but well behaved. The
show began an hour late, and
Seawind's set was marred by
technical mishaps (mainly in
~he sound system), but a forgiving attitude was taken by all.
The similarities and the differences between the two bands
iiere striking. Both are hornoriented pop groups. Both emit
a strong feeling of harmony
between their members. They
perform, essentially the same
t
ype of music but there are
major differenc~s between them.
Seawtn
· d are impressive enough,
and musically quite sound, but
where they present an image
of unity as musicians I Tower of
p
owe: are a family on stage .
Seawind were tight and together, but Tower of Power
Were solid and very powerful.
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were empty on Sunday, but
that would have to be used in
·the event of a sell out (not
an impossibility), were placed
directly behind the sound mixmg equipment, obliterating their
view of the stage. The starting
time of Sunday's concert was a
little too early. Eight o'clock
would be better, especially for
those who have to cross the
border.
Despite the few minor faults,
they do have a good thing going.
There were plenty of people
on hand to act as security
guard~ and ushers, the atmosphere was good, and the hall
seems to have a low enough
ceiling to avoid the pr'oblcms
with hoJlow sound experienced
in larger halls. With time and
experience
Windsor may he
blessed with a concert venue
that can compete with those of
our American neighbours.

From Vancouver B.C.
The Western Savoyards
Ev. of Highlights from

GILBERT and
SULLIVAN
Featuring songs from "The
Mikade", "HMS Pinafore",
"Pirates
of
Penzance",
"The Gondoliers", "Iolanthe",
"Trial by Jury",
"Rudigore" and "Yeomen
of the Guard".

Thurs. Dec. 1 8:30 p.m.
Cleary Aud. Windsor
Reduced price tickets for
students
and
teachers
$5.00 and $4.00 at Simpson's Devonshire Mall and
at Box Office night of
concert.

suit, which she filed against
Motown for money she believed should still be coming to
her. As her finances decreased,
so did her status. She was forced to sell what little she had
and move back to Detroit where
she and her three daughters lived
with her mother and sister.
In 1974 she was broke, and
ended up back on welfare,
living like she had long before
her story as a Supreme began.

One Sunday February 27,
1976, Florence Ballard, age
32, lay dead in a Detroit hospital. The death was caused by
an overdose, followed by a
cardiac arrest. When her mother
was interviewed by reporters
after the funeral, she commented that her daughter had
died of a broken heart. How
would you handle it if one day
you were a millionaire and the
next you were broke?

As The Supremes still continued to move up the charts,
Florence sat back and fell into
states of deep depression. Her
once famous voice and beautiful figure left her along with
any hope for a possible comeback.

Editor's Note: The death of
Florence Ballard came as a
shock to us all, but was buried
by the media. It is strange how
such an important figure could
be stepped on so easily and
forgotten so soon.
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CJAM HIGHUGHTS
By CJAM
MOSAIC

Monday, November 28 - Max Webster brings their high class in
borrowed shoes to the airwaves in an exclusive interview with
CJAM.
Tuesday, November 29 - CJAM's Deb Kennedy investigates Twin
Valley; a look at the communal past.
Wednesday, November 30 -- Campus radio punkers Paul Kowtiuk
and Bill Bulbeck talk to Canada's punk rockers The Diodes on
the eve of their road trip to New York. Take a listen to the new
wave.
Thursday, December 1 - CJAM takes a look with SAC into the
happenings of the past year and talks with the new student reps.
Friday, December 2 - Get into the bounce of things as Gino Cavallo takes a look at the state of sports around the campus.
l

All Mosaic talk
and are also run
Keep up with
GUIDE daily at

programs are aired at 11 a.m., feature albums follow
at 9 :05.
concerts in Windsor/Detroit with the CONCERT
12 noon and 9 p.m.
FEATURE ALBUMS

Monday, November 28 - Talking Heads
Tuesday, November 29 - "Museum Pieces" by Moe Koffman
Wednesday, November 30 -The Diodes, their debut album.
Thursday, December l The Commodores "LIVE".
Friday, December 2 "Circles in The Stream" Bruce Cockburn.

FRIDAY NITE SPECIAL
Tonight, two hours of the muSI<.:of Hall and Oates and Pablo
Cruise. Friday ite Special is featured from 10 to midnight.
The transmitter has finally been repaired with the arrival of some
long awaited parts. Mac and Laurier can again receive student
radio on 660 AM. Sorry about the delay, we missed you.

"'
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PaperCut-Outs

Critics and art lovers alike were dazzled when this Matisse
exhib1t1onopened 1n v\bshington. Overwhelming color and
ga1etyl Joie de v,vrel See this joyful sunburst of 58 cut-paper
pa1nt1ngs-works created "to make peopl13feel better'.' Enjoy
the final flowering of this century's greatest artist.

HenriMatissePaperCut-Outs.
The Detroit Instituteof Arts.
Nov. 23-Jen. 8.
Tues.-Sun., 9:30 a.1)1.-5:30p.m. Closed Mondays,
Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year's day.
Gen adm. $2.50; Students, Seniors, $1 50:
Children under 12 with adults ond members. free.
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Drama review

--~PiaVers unleash attack on funnybone
questioned where they were the
night before, they use William
and May Detweiler as their
alibi. The innocent Detweilers
are dragged into the insanity
and the fun begins!!!!
The play was re-written to
suit the North American audiences since, apparently, there
were a lot of British jokes which
might not be understood this
side of the Atlantic.
By ANDRE WEHBE
Farce and high comedy constitute the main ingredients of
the University Players' second
production of the season "How
the Other Half Loves" by
British playwright Alan Ayckbourn the story is simple:
Fiona Foster and Bob Philips
are two characters having a
secret affair behind the backs
of their respective spouses. When

Ayckbourn's
play and his
techniques are predictable. I le
came up with a number of repetitive jokes that revolve around the main joke which
constitutes
the plot of the
play. Lines such as "I left
my husband!", "Where?" become predictable and humorless
after a while.
But if the script is repeti-

tive in humour the cast exquisitely elevates it, and present
us with an interpretation that
is funnier than what Ayckbourn had intended.
The Fosters, (Claude, Legault and Catherine Breaugh)
and the Philips (Shelley Butler and James Warren) share
the stage in two overlapping
houses, this results in hilarious
situations where the action takes
place simultaneously in different
areas of the stage.
It takes an incredible amount of talent and concentration on the part of the actors
to maintain the continuum of
the action because of this overlapping but the actors certainly have it together. The cast
succeeds in keeping a smooth
flow by executing pieces of busi-

ness that

are highly effective.

These synchronized split-second movements reach a climax
at the end of the first act when
the Detweilers are served dinner by both couples at the same
table. Notable here are Lori
Harrison and Tim Grantham
who gave a good portrayal of
that boring couple and displayed incredible discipline and
talent
in the d nner scene.
The fate of a comedy usually lies in the hands of its
director and Bathsheba Garnett,
who directed Ayckbourn's fiasco
should be given credit for organizing and adding a sense of continuity and good fun to the
play. Ms. Garnett is usually
billed as the "heavy" drama
director (last season's "Orpheu
Descending") but she adds to
that the credit of being a high

comedy director with a real
sense of enjoyment and good
times that are inseparable from
a farce.
With Garnett's careful directions and the cast's interpretation of Ayckbourn's mechanical
characters, the play gains fullness and is less the gimmick
or formula that the playwright
invented.
The set, designed by Phil
Phelan, is carefully split to
create the overlapping feeling
and add to the comical absurdity
of the whole thing. Although
this article was written after
viewing the preview of the
show, I can confidently say
that the Players are heading for
another success.
The show officially opens
tonight and runs through Dec.
3 with the exceptinn of Monday Nov. 28. Curtain time is
8:00 p.m.

Thibodeau pleases Catharsis
. By DEB KENNEDY

Catharsis is now in its fourth
week and things are still sound- mg good. John Thibodeau performed for the November 18-20
weekend, and listening to his
was , simply, a treat.
Thibodeau 's songs, with their
simplistic humour, are enough to
keep cheeks sore from grinning.
Even though the guy tunes his
guitar between every song, the
audience loves him.
John's music 1s influenced by
the blues, jazz, and ragtime of
the 20's and 30's. He has a high
regard for Jelly Roll Morton,

RockNews

one of the prime blues artists of
the 30's, and performed a catchy
MOrton tune entitled, Jelly Roll
Lord.
John also played the
Waits tune Heart of a Saturday
Night, which he credits Chuck
Desramaux for turning him on
to. John's original tunes, s.uch as
You Thrill Me, Oh Honey Why,
and Some Might Think it's Whiskey, are memorable because of
the amusing lyrics which he
backs with a steady guitar.
John asserts that small places
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The Kinks are releasing a single in time for Christmas called
Father Christmas. It's supposed
ly some of their best work to

+
+
+
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to believe, it's been

Devo, an Akron, Ohio-based
group, has reportedly signed a
major contract with Warner Brothers and are going into the studio with David Bowie at the controls.
Bowie has said that they will
be the opening act on his upcoming six-month tour, starting in
Japan through North America
and coming to a halt in England

are the nicest to play and hear
music in. But, playing coffeehouses isn't the easiest way to
earn a living, so at present, he
considers his music a hobby. He
mentioned the possibility of having a stringed bass accompaniest,
but said it is hard to find another musician who is into his type ~
of
music
and
philosophy.
Through his music, John wants
to express a simple feeling rather
than enlighten his audience.
John projects honesty. More
That new, up and coming Canadian Punk band, the Diodes, visit
of that is what the music world
Windsor's gastronomical hot-spot after an interview with CJAM.
of rodav. so desoeratelv needs.
They play Max's in New York this weekend.
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sometime in March.
+
Ozzie Osborn has left Black
Sabbath (musical differences?),
+
and the Sensational Alex Harvey +
Band has broken up.
l<.andy Meisner has left the +
Eagles after several physical con- +
\ frontations
with Glen Frey.
Paul McCartney has shelved +
plans for release of the latest
Wings LP .<probabl?" spend~ng\+
too much time on his upcoming
+
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OPIRG presents; Jed Baldwin, Progressive
Conservative M.P., Peace River
The Federal Government is refusing to release to the
public information that links the RCMP to illegal activities.
The Ontario. government covered up a study that proved that residents of many parts of Northern Ontario
were in serious danger of contracting fatal doses of
mercury poisoning.
so%of all govetnment documents are c1assified, and
therefore secret. Ontario civil servants are instructed
to release no documents to the public unless they have
specific permission to do so.
Jed Baldw?l is the recognized leader of Federal MPs
of all parties who endorse a policy of Freedom of Informa~ion. He will b.e joine.d by representatives of the
Ontano Forum on !.h.!svery unportant issue.
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ing thi~ LP (a_nd it's not Petty's
fault) 1s that 1t has been out, in
the U.S., for nearly a year. The
Canadian record companies, out
of the goodness of their hearts
'
released the album just last
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Crosby and Nash
"Live"

By DAN SULLIVAN

There is something wrong
with this album. It isn 't the selection of songs . They are all
songs that stand up quite well
as they were originally performed. There is something
wrong with the performance
given on this album .
Crosby and Nash, in trying
to retain the reputation they
earned with CSNY, have done
something different
to their
songs. They've electrified them .
Since the original splitting of
CSNY they have proved themselves to be masters of vocal
harmony, but little less. Here

need 1s someone with a
stage pers onalit y and an inno vat ive sense of musical lead ership : a Stills or a Young.
Stills was more than just a
catchy tunesmith and Young
was more than just a good guitarist. Crosby and Nash need
someone of a Stills/Young calibre to arrange their material so
that all of David Crosby's songs
don't sound alike, and so that
Graham Nash doesn't sound like
a Hollie trying to rock & roll.
Crosby and Nash are good
singer/song writers who have fallen into the trap of doing everything the same way . With
Stephen Stills and/or Neil Young
helping out in the various
stages of their career, their
songs have usually been more
fully developed. Their songs do
lend themselves to rockish interpretations
(eg Cut My flair ;
Chicago), but it's something
they haven't
been able to
achieve on their own.
Two songs redeem this album; Immigration Man
and
Deja Vu. They succeeq in this
situation because they are done
in their original arrangements.
Even the attempted jam (more
of a jelly really) couldn't hurt
the title song from CSNY's
classic album.

Tom Petty
they set out to prove that they
can boogie too. Can they?
Not wit hout help. The musicians whose help they have
solicited are the wrong ones for
the job.
In David Lindley on violin
and slide guit ar, three-fourths
of the Section , and Tim Drummond on bass , t h ey have assembled five of the world's
best studio wizar ds . As a band
though, the y are ju st a bac k up
band, and th ere is no t eno ugh
to back up in Cros by and Nash.
The help Crosb y and Nash

and
the Heartbreakers
By FRANK KOVACIC

It's unusual fo r an artist to
garner respe ct from pee rs and
critics alike after releasing only
one alb um. I thi nk, tho ugh, that
t he hoo p la over Tom Petty is ju stified. I'll have to wait and see
if he can b ack it up , but for now
I' ll just have to rema in cont ent
with th is excellent debut album .
An annoying thing concern-

~
·l

week . Come on now, people in
Canada do like rock and roll!
The Heartbreakers are very
tight, but not so as to choke in
the restrictions of futile attempts at perfection
as do
STYX, KANSAS, and they do it
well.
Petty is a master at creating
mood much like Phil Lynott of
THIN LIZZY . His songs show a
great deal of restraint and subtlety which helps him make his
points and feelings clear.
Rock and roll wasn't intended to be an overkill of instrument upon instrument. Simplicity is an asset and going by this,
Petty could open a bank.
T.P .' s waif-like vocals sound
as if he is in constant fear. He
comes across as an agressive rocker, but he writes with the insecurity of Charlie Brown . Women seem to be leaving (or avoiding) him left and right. I just
hope that he doesn't lose his
meek side, the balance it creates
with his rocker image makes him
all the more interesting.
"Tom Petty and the (LA)
Heartbreakers" doesn't
have
(again) any real stand-out tra.cks,
(it's consitency that makes it as
good as it is) although Rockin
Around With You and American Girl are pretty good
singles bets.

Kansas
Point of Know Return
By DOMENIC D 'AMORE

" No point in quitting wh ile

CARIBBEAN
STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION
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CULTURAL NIGHT

~

Featuring Folk Songs, Dances, Dialogues ,
and Skits .
Cultural Displays on show .
Saturday, November 26th
Where : Ambassador Auditorium
Time : 'k-~-,,.m .
Price : 7 5 cents
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you are ahead ." If Kansas believes that philosophy, then it
explains why their new album
sounds so much like the previous
one. I've been a Kansas fan for a
long time now (even before Leftoverture), and their unique style
of comb ining heavy-metal with
classical melodies has kept me
buying their albums . The new
album, Point of Know Return,
still holds these basic characteristics, except that Steve Walsh's
synthesizers and keyboards have
taken a prominent role, and in
the process, Kerry Livgren's
hard-driving guitar has faded into the background.
)

I

This has been Kansas' successful sound, which finally gave
them the break they needed to
come ot of their state of nearpoverty. The Kansas of old took
more of a heavy metal stance
than their new soun d wo uld lead
you to believe. Of course, the
keyboa rds were always the re,
and Kan sas' vocal harmo n ies
have consi ste ntly been very
promi nen t in t heir soun d. What
I am trying to say is th at Kansas'
new music just do esn 't have the
power of t heir earl ier effort s.
Po in t of Kn ow Ret urn is tru ly a worthwh ile and fairly enj oyable LP, but it 's reminiscence of
Leftovertu re is mo re tha n casual .
The better tunes on the album
are "Portrait " and " Sparks of
the Tempest, " which are both
very refresh ing hard rockers .
"Dust in the Wind" and "Nobody•s Home" are the soft soo th ing melodies of the album , and
are both a step in a different direction for Kansas . As for t he
rest of the album , you have pro bably heard it all before .

The Boomtown Rats

By DEB KENNEDY

The Boomtown Rats are fun.
That puts them a level higher
than most punk bands. Although
they call themselves a "new
wave band" there's nothing new
about the basic rock 'n' roll
they play.
Their album begins with
Looking After No. One which
was No. ten on the British
charts about three months ago.
It's just an average adrenalized punk tune. The next song,
Neon Heart is impressive. It's
got a novel talk -sing conversation and a rhythm that will get
even the I-can't-dancers to move.
I thought I had put on a
Bruce Springsteen tune when I
"" heard Joey's on the Stre et Again .
' The vocals and the sax all add up
to something close to a cut off
of Born to Run, whic h is qu ite a
,>mpliment for th e Boomto wn
Rats.
Side two has thr ee decent
60's type rockers . She 's Gonna
Do You In, Kicks, an d Close
As You 'll Ever Be. Th ey use the
usual rock ingred ients with a
wo rker -o n-the -do le-queue theme
and come up wit h some good
dr iving sounds. The only closeto-be ing-slow track on the album
is an u nexciti ng number called
I Can Make It If You Can
(hats off to lyr icist Bob Geldolf) .
These guys are from Ireland
where , after forming in '7S,
they became notori o us for doing
punky th ings like releasing live
rats into the audience. That I
can do without . But this LP
is nice to have around. It gives
the head a break from the multi_levelled music we're so used to.

HARPO
'S
TheMidwest's
largestNlte(lull

McMASTER CHROMATICS
STEELBAND

Ticketsavailablein the International
Centre,CodyHall
Univenityof
Windsor
Call Gerri(2534232 ext. 687) forbookings
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Fencing revival comes to Windsor-En garde!
By DAVE JACKLIN

Remember that great scene
from "The Prisoner of Zenda"
where Rupert and that Englishman that no one cared about
battled for hours with flashing
sabres in the torch-lite dungeons
of Zenda Castle? Or those incredible Robin Hood movies
with Errol Flynn as the valiant '
Robin and Basil Rathbone as the
evil Sherriff of Nottingham?
Well, those movies may be no
more, but the art of fencing has
survived even in "Star Wars".
Indeed, fencing is undergoing a
revival that has almost doubled
sales of fencing equipment in
North America.
Though modern fencing bears
little resemblance to the ancient forms, the sword as a practical weapon can be traced
back to the earliest recorded
times, back to the days when
the foot-sloggers of Sargon the
Great made the Sumerians cry
"Uncle". The sword has gone
through a continual change in
form, construction and use, and
it still remains the most effec• tive close quarters weapon ever
devised. Even as late as World

War II, the sword was still
employed by the Cassack cavalry of the Red Army.
Modern competitive fencing
is divided into three weapons the foil, the epee and the sabre.
The foil is a light, extremely
flexible weapon based on the
rapier of Elizabethan days. It is
used by both men and women
and is considered essential for
the development of the fencer
as a basis for any other weapon.
The epee is developed from
the duelling sword of the 18th
and 19th century. It is heavier
than the foil (27 oz. vs. 17 oz),
much less flexible and can pack
a terrific wallop. It is used
essentially by men, although women are now using it.
The sabre is the most fluid,
and possible the fastest of the
weapons. The same weight and
length as the foil, the sabre is
an edged weapon, which allows
it to be used for cut as well as
thrust. The foil and epee are
strictly thrust weapons. Again
it is used by men, with a few
women beginning to take an interest.

Competition
is organized
world-wide by the Federation
lnternation d'Escrime (FIE) and
by national organizations and
local clubs.
Competitions are usually 1 or
2 day affairs, with pools of
8 to 12 fencers and/or direct
elimination bouts.
Scoring, in foil and epee, is
done electronically by means of
pressure switches on the tip of
the blades, hooked through
a self-winding reel to an electronic scoring box . In sabre,
four judges and the director of
the bout vote upon the action
as they see it. This can lead to
flared tempers, but fencing is
carried out under a strict code
which requires extremely polite
behaviour
during the bouts
Beef all you want later, but
not on the fencing strip.
Fencing, as a sport, has a
rather mystic aura surrounding
it, somewhat like that enjoyed
by the martial arts. However
fencing is simply common sense
and hard work. It is a rare
person who cannot be taught to
fence at least moderately well.
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The ritual of practice is a must .

Touche! Fencing team
shaping up
By DAVE JACKLIN

Windsor fencing is alive .and
well. Hurrah, hurrah! After
losing a third of last year's team
and our coach, the new season
has come up rosy, with a new
coach and a lot of new talent.
There are two aspects to
fencing on campus, the community club and the Windsor
Weaponmasters, which are open
to anyone with the desire. The
Varsity team is composed of students from the Fencing Club.
Last year the club did well
with seven medals and trophie;
brought home at the end of the
season, including a couple of
major championships. The uni;;l versity team finished fourth ovo
0 erall, capturing sabre honours
~ at the York Invitational
and
:-- -at the OUAA Finals in Ottawa.
Foilist Alf Liebherz grabbed
[ a silver in the individuals at

g

Lancers
crushed
By PETE NASH

The Lancer basketball squad
did not fare too well in exhibition play last weekend. Starting
on Saturday, Oral Roberts University beat Windsor 123-83, but
that was just the beginning.
On Monday, the Lancers were
victims of Oklahoma University,
losing 105-59. The Lancer's '.
third game was against Tuls3 University, which they lost 9 5-66.
Vince Landry led the Lancers
against Tulsa with 14 points.
Dan Devin and Bob Oo!:tveen followed with 11 points apiece.
Marcus Peel led Tulsa w1tfi 18"
points. Tulsa held a 47-26 lead
at half-time.
When the Lancers open up
their regular season, in January,
it should be a downhill battle.
The competition they are facing
now is much more difficult than
anything in the OUAA. This
could help the Lancers to a divi- ·
sion championship, something
the Lancers crave since their late
season loss to Waterloo in the
'
playoffs, last year.

Pregnant
and distressed
CALL BIRTHRIGHT, 252-3222
Pregnancytests available.

the OUAA meet. Windsor is
one of four universities in the
OUAA to have won the championship more than once.
Coach Eli Sukunda, national
• and Olympic team member, is
pleased with the ability and
enthusiasm of the 20-25 member club, and says he is looking
forward to the competitive season with optimism. With a
returning foil team, a partlynew but seasoned epee team
and a strong sabre trio, the
future looks good for U. of W.
The club works out Thursday nights and Saturday afternoons m the basement of
St. Denis.
Anyone who is interested,
. curious or even bored with
homework or the Pub, is in·
vited to come down to look or
maybe even join.
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Women Volleyballers fall to Mustang squad
By PAUL DOUGLAS-DALY
Over the weekend the Lancerettes hosted a tri-meet v_ol1eyball tournament . competing
.
d
ainst Brock University an
ag
. d
Western. All matches consiste
of a best out of five games.
The Lancerettes opened the
tournie doing battle ,~ith Western. Although the first game

was close, the Lancerettes just
couldn't hold off the superior
Western squad, losing 15-13.
In the second and third games
the Lancerettes showed a great
deal of enthusiasm, but their
enthusiasm didn't compensate
for their mistakes . Western won
by a convincing 15-9, 15-7
margin.

After the match, Lancerette
coach Marge Prepich stated,
"The team was very tight .
Western is at the top of the
league, so we knew we had to
play extremely weij. After the
close 15-13 defeat we became
deflated.
In their second match, the
Lancerettes totally dominated

play over the scrappy Brock
team. The Lancerettes led by
the consistent play of Sharon
McNamara, and the strong offensive tactics of Colleen Valeke gave the Lancerettes a decisive 15-15, 15-12, 15-10 victory.
Although victory came easy,·
· the Lancerettes made frequent
inexcusable errors, fortunately

the Brock team was making just
as many. Coach Prepich said,
"I'm not happy at all with the
teams' performa1:_1ce.They have
to learn how to think, and make
every point count.
Next week the Lancerettes
travel to McMaster, trying to
better their 2-2 record.

Judo power
By SCOTT ELDRIDGE
It was unfortunate that the
University of Windsor Judo Club
did not stay together last year
because of lack of interest. This
year the club has higher expectations. The Judo Club on
campus has its regular workouts every Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday nights between 7: 30
and 9:00 at the St. Denis Hall
basement. In the work-outs,
club members are under the
watchful eye of their instructor
A...W.Linnell. Linnell gives his
,nembers proper instruction on
the use of different Judo holds
and throws to prepare the members for tournament
competition. Linnell also gives instruction on how to take being thrown while at the same time not
getting hurt. Also pr,?'per use of
holds for scoring poitits in Judo
competition is taught.
Linnell also stresses the importance of .• self-control
and
discipline on the part of the
members. Once a member has
developed the self-control he
needs, he is then able to co-

ordinate and develop the movements required in the art of
Judo.
The club is aiming to host an
invitational
tournament
this
spring for the surrounding county. They also plan to attend an
invitational tournament held at
Queen's University in Kingston
sometime
during the spring.
In the past the Judo Club has
done well in invitational tournaments. A few years ago the
-team came second at the intercollegiate tournament for Quebed and Ontario
Two years ago at the finals
in Toronto
the team didn't
place as well, but individual
members did well claiming 5
gold medals, 1 silver and 1
bronze. The team hopes to do
well this year and is working
hard for the up coming tournaments.
The campus Judo Club welcomes any interested student or
faculty member to come out
and support the club.
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Judo club member Alex Demeo gives fellow member Gary Yamashita a throw.

Mustangs prove they're no. 1
By NIGEL MILLER

The University of Western
Ontario Mustangs proved without a doubt that they are the
best football team in Canada
in 1977.
The Mustangs crushed the
Acadia Axemen 48-15 in the
College Bowl. The game was
for the national college football championship.

I

Surprising was
the fact that
•
Western, relying on the pass
all year, had such an effective
running attack. Bill Rozalowsky
lead the ground attack with
1 77 yards on 2 3 carries. The
most valuable player of the
game for the second time in
two years was Bill Rozalowsky. The Mustangs ran for a
total of 25 3 yards, compared
to Acadia's 75.
The result of the game was
the same as last year's confrontation
between the two
teams ..

Jamie Bone also had a standout game, completing 18 of 22
for 275 yards.
By half time the Mustangs
had rolled up a 20-1 lead and it
was apparent that they showed
up to play. Offensively and
defensively they were almost
flawless. Western coach Darwin
Semotiuk commented after the
game that it was the best game
ever played by the team. In
their last four games the Mustangs have been in some close
games, narrowly getting by the
Lancers 14-13.

Drug Re.fund Cheques
for September and October can be picked up.
We still have quite a number in our files.

IN THESAC OFFICE

Ski Quebec
'199.00
Slack Week

(Feb.12 -18)

,,, 6 n~hts accomodation
,,, daily breakfast
,,, all week ski pass
,,, daily transfers to and from Mt. St. Anne
,,, ALL TAXES ARE INCLUDED
,,, van transportation to and from Quebec City
Call Andre at 2·52-7 417 ar leave name and
phone number ~t Centre Desk
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Lancer comeback not enough to beat Hawks
as Pete Lochead scored on a
screaming shot at 1: 13. There
was no more scoring until the
second period when Steve Palmateer beat goalie Mike Freeman with a slapshot from about
20 feet out at the 1:16 mark.
Laurier's third goal came as a
result of a goal mouth scramble
as Greg Ahbe slipped the puck
past Freeman.
The Lancers finally got a
score on the board at 13: 29
of the second period as Bert
Fournier scored the prettiest
goal of the night. He took a
perfect pass from Mo Biron
at the corner of the net and tipped it in. This goal ignited the
Lancers offensively and they
By DAN KOBYLKA
Someone is going to have to
tell the Lancer hockey team
that their games are supposed
to be 60 minutes long, not 30.
If they ever play as well in the
first half of the game as they
played in the second they are
going to win a lot of games.
Once again last Saturday against the Wilfred Laurier Golden Hawks the Lancers played
poorly during the first half of
the game, but came on strong in
the second half. Only this time,
unlike last week's game against
Western, they came up short and
were defeated 5-4.
The Golden Hawks built up
a 3-0 lead by the two minute,

man1. of the second period only
to see it disappear as a s<::rappy
group of Lancers fought back
to take a 4-3 lead. The Laurier
team didn't give up either as
it scored the last two goals of
the game to gain the win.
Bert Fournier and Mo Biron
led the Lancers with three points
each. Captain Fournier garnered
two goals and an assist while
his linemate Biron got one
goal and two assists. Rounding
out the scoring for the Lancers
was Don Martin with a single
tally. The Lancers ended up
outshooting the Golden Hawks
40-27.
The first period opened on an
ominous note for the Lancers

scored again at the 1 :59 mark
of the third period. Don Martin
scored this goal on a shot
from 15 feet in front of the net.
The goal that tied the game for
the Lancers came at 7: 18
when Fournier took a sizzling
shot from just inside the bluelien that beat .Hawk goalie Macsorely clean. Biron gave the
Lancers the lead . just 2 7 seconds later, popping in a rebound
trom a shot by Fournier.
All of the Lancer heroics
went for naught as Joe Ceccini and Mike Collins scored
for Laurier to give them the
win. This loss drops the Lancer record to 1 win, 2 losses,
and 2 ties.

Violence out in intra mur als
By PETER MUDRACK

"Intramural sports goes international" will not be featured
this week. A feature story was
planned on intramural yak wrestling at the University of Nepal,
Kashmir campus. But no reporter could attend, as the bus only
went as far as Emeryville.
Here is an important convenor's reminder for hockey.
All
referees in intramural basketball
and hockey are officially reminded that they are expected to
wear a referee's shirt.
These
may be signed out at the Human
Kinetics building cage or the St.
Denis Hall equipment room,
simply by putting down your
I.D. card.

The "B" league is a non-hitting league. This means that any '
hitting outside of incidental contact while jostling for the puck is
an infraction of the rules, and
may be penalized as such. No
arrangements may be made between the teams and the referees
to allow full contact in any "B"
game.
Eight teams turned out for
the first night of coed volleyball,
and the same number showed up
the second night.
Convenors
Patti Jones and Vicki Paraschack
are quite pleased with the turnout, and wish to thank all those·
part1c1pating. The games have
been quite exciting, at times,
and some rather unique volley-.

ball techniques
played.
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Oh yes, All-Stars defeated Africa United in the intramural soccer
championship game . Feature story next week.
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WaterlOC'
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Rosaasen leads tea m
By DAN I<'lBYLKA
It would be an understatement to say that reserve goalie
Don Johnston played a brilliant,·
outstanding or fantastic game in
the Lancer's 4-3 victory over
the University of Western Michigan Broncos on Wednesday
night. Maurice Biron, a Lancer
forward said it the best, "Donnie Johnston
saved our ass
tonight, he kept us in the game
for the first two periods until
we started to play the Broncos
even." Johnston
stopped 43
shots in the Lancer overtime
victory.

The game was supposed to be
an exhibition contest for the
two teams but it was obvious
from the outset that the Broncos didn't see it that way. Leading the Lancer scorers was
Jack Rosaasen with two goals,
one in the first period and one

There are nine new captians in the N .H.L this season, name
them. (9 pts.)
Name the players involved m trades between the following
teams: (this season)
(a) Islanders-Detroit
(b) Washington-Pittsburgh
(c) Pittsburgh-Buffalo
(12 pts.)
(d) Toronto-St. Louis
(e) Chicago-Vancouver
(f) Los Angeles-Pittsburgh
Who are the four highest goal scorers in professional hockey and
a) what team did they end their career with orb) who are they
playing with now. (8 pts.)
What players were members of the following lines?
a) Production line
(6 pts.)
b) Scooter line
(6 pts.)
c) Hem line
(6 pts.)
d) Kid line
(6 pts.)
e) Punch line
.
(6 pts.)
What was so special about the 1919 Stanley Cup finals (5 pts.)
and who were the teams involved? ( 4 pts.)
What. rule was implemented tn the 1972-73 season? (2 pts.)
Gordie Howe has scored over 1000 goals in his career. What was
the most goals he scored in a single season and what were his
(4 pts.)
total points?
List the ten last Stanley Cup winners in order. (10 pts.)
What team has had the longest stretch since they have won
a Stanley Cup?

( 4 pts.)

10. For what team do the following players play?

Dale Tallon
. Vaclav Nedomansky
Gilles Marotte
Dave Dunn
John McKenzie
Bill Flett

the game.
But when Fourn~
.
d Biron provided the
an
.
on
ice 1eadership that is expected
from them, the Lancers seemed
to come together as a team
and showed that they are cap.
able of playing winning hockey
.

Western Division

Hockey Quiz

Standings as of Wednesday, November 23
"A" DIVISION

have been dis-

Lancer Lines:
It was interesting
to
sit
behind the bench during this
game. The Lancer bench was
very quiet and down on themselves during the first part of

(12 pts.)

in the second. Don Manin tied
the game up for the Lancersat
12:19 of the third period put·
ting in his own rebound. Kirk
Marshall scored the winner for
the Lancers one minute in the
overtime period on a pass from
Greg Ducharm.
This win gives the Lancersa
moral boost as they were not
expected to beat the American
team. As a matter of fact it
was only the second game
that Western Michigan has lost
to a Canadian team. The game
was a fine example of the spin:
of this Lancer team as they lo~
winger Jim Dalton in the second
period to an injury and Ben
Fournier who was ejected from
the game for arguing too stren·
uously with the referee. The
Lancers' next game is at 3:li
on Saturday against the Guelph
Gryphons at Adie Knox Arena.
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Borovoy blames govern~ent

PM r8tiOTl81iZes
RCMP lawbreaking
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By RICK SPENCE
O ne of Canad a's _ to p civil
libert arians was on campus th is
wee_k , to say th at he isn't overly
conc erned by the · recent allegat ions of illegal activities by
t he RCMP.
Al Borovo y said the situation " is more of a · crisis because of the statements of the
representatives of the government, especially the Prir:ne Minister."
Borovoy, General Counsel for
the Canadian Civil Liberties Association, told a Moot Court
audience Monday night by rationalizing the activities of the
RCMP, Prime Minister Trudeau
has legitimated law-breaking. He
says a double standard for police and the law cannot coexist with a democratic society.
Some of Trudeau's statements, such as "I can't get
wildly excited" about the RCMP
break-in of Parti Quebecois
headquarters were so "fatuous",

responsible . for improprieties .
down th e line in his min istry,
he . should rectify the situation .
By referring t o the MacDonaid
Ro yal Commis sion on th e RCMP
all the revelations abou t
criminal activities in bis dep11Ttment,
the Solicitor-General is procrastinating and ducking responsibility, according to Borovoy.
"By the time the evidence is
investigated, there may be, no

Borovoy said , th at the civit
liberties association has been
using them to help spur their
recruitment drive. Th e CCLA
gained 200 new members last
week .
Borovoy called o p Trudeau
to "correct the statements he
has made" which have been
detrimental "to the democratic process which this country
is all about ." He said he was
really surprised that iri the year
1977, he should have to be reminding Canadians that "people in government have an obligation to promote respect for
the law."
Borovoy said recent events
have also cast doubts on the
subject of ministerial responsibility.
Borovoy proposed that a
special parliamentary committee
be established, with subpoena
powers and an Opposition member as chairman, to probe ministerial responsibility. He said
that although a minister is not _

one left to charge . We may have
to lay charges against their
executors."
"There is no reason why the
normal adm inistrat ion of justice ... has to grin d to a halt
until t he royal com m ission reports". He called for an immediate investigation iqto such alleged RCMP activities as mailtampering and he laughed at a
.

-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Financial crunch
hinders hiring
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI
As a result of government
cut ba cks, th e University is reducing the hiring of new personnel
to a minimum, and every new
appointment must b -justified to
the-Board~ (l:overners .~
Acco_rd ing to _Dr. John A,llan,
V ice-Pr~s.ident, Adini h istration :
the Board of Governors has "disc11ssed and considered ways
where Board approval would be
necessary · "before hiring is approved .' .The conce _pt, said Allan,
is still at the discussion stage,
and no resolut ion has bee n passed .
Allan said he foresees "severe
financial pressures" , within the
next few years because of dedinihg enrolments and "modest"
government increases.
Board m ember Gary Wells·
said the Universit y is pre sently
being ru n on a Zero-b ase budgeting system. Unde r th is system ,
the appointment of every new
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employee must be justified to
th Board .
Budgetary spendin g can be re·
duced by keeping a tight con t rol
on the nun:iber of staff memben
at

:V.~
..Un_iversity,
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Because of financia l rcstnct10n,
hiring in the academ ic area "for
he has bee n t<ifd that he cann ~t
the past several years." He addreplace a member of the booked that the University continues
store st aff who left a few weeks · to fill positions in orde r to cover
ago . That notice, said Drew, _ all courses.
came from th e off ice of the ~
MacAuliffe said he could not
V ice-President Admin istration .
foresee a totally inflexible hiring
_Prof essor John MacAuliffe ,
freeze being imposed at the UniVice-President Academic, said
versity . There will always be exhe is also beginning to feel t he
.ceptions made to accommoda te
finan cial pressure, but add ed
th e enr olment of various departth at there has been restraint in
ments, he said.

Gary Wintermut e, i-te exp lained
that no inflexible law has yet
been placed on t he hirin g of any
employe es, but ad~ed, all positions will he carefully scrutinized to determin~ their need. This
procedure will not involve those
already working for the Univer·
sity .
The hiring restraint . is already
in eff ect in Adminis trative Services, said Director Dennis Drew .

Parrott: First honest minister?
Th e Ontario Prog ressive ConservatiYe Part y has launche d a
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By BRENDA Mc LISTER
nee _a~d . SAC Ext,ernal Affairs
:
The Lance has been making Commissio ~er Maryon Overh*the ~. news lately;/ Info IJ!lJI..U9'n·-- olt, regard mg th e refer endum.
,..about the 'becember 5 refer- The int erviews made the 6 *
,..endum has been leaked to the o'clock - news and Night Beat. :
Jf,media.
The editor was interviewed *
* On Monday, SAC will -be Wednesd ay morning by a film*
*hold1·ng a referendum to see i'f crew from CKCO
television *
: students are in favour of inde- in Kitchener. Last week, a re- *
* pendent funding for the Lance. porter from the St. Clair Jour- ~
Jf-[f students vote yes, it will
nal interviewed members of t he :
Jt-mean a $4.50 increase in stu- Lance staff, and a reporter from »
*dent fees. This year, the Lance the University of Western On-*
*budget
from SAC is about · tario newspaper, the Gazette . *
*"$4.58 per student, so the in- called the Lance for details on*
: crease in student fees would
the story ·
:
,..essentially mean an increase in
The exact wording of the re- ,._
it-the SAC budget. The extra
ferendum will' be: "Are you in :
*money would go toward in- favour of a $4.50 fee increase to
creasing services for students.
provide independent funding for
The Lance bid for direct The Lacnce, on the condition .it*funding has attracted the at- that such fees are held in trust *
it,tention of the media. A cam- until Th.e Lance is formed into a •
it-era crew from CBET inter- separate_corporate entity?
it*viewed Lance editor Rick Spe-
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Alan Borovoy, Gene ral Counsel for the Canadian Civil Liberties
Association called for a sp~cial board to keep aneye on th~ RCMP.
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campaign to defend Minister of
Colleges and lJ niversiti es Harry
·Parro t t, against t he criticism he
has bee n receiving over student
aid.
Accor ding to th e Universit y
of Weste rn Ontari o newspaper,
the Gazette, a mem o signed by
David Angus, youth director of
the O ntario ·pcs, has been sent
to all campus PC presidents in
Ontar io . The memo urges them _
to writ e letters to their campus
newspapers supporting Dr'. Parrott. Two "sample" letters are
enclosed with the memo. _
The memo says that "As Progressive Conservatives, l am sure
.
you too h ave f e lt t h at t h e M'm1ster has received unfair treatment . We cannot sit _by and let
OFS (Ontario Federation of Students) receive all of the press.
We must counteract that amount
of press."

One of the sample letters calls
Dr . . Pa rrott "the first hon est,
straightforward minister the students have ever had ... "
Of the student governments,
one sampl e letter claims that ,
"lf those double-talk ing so-called lea'.ders would only listen, I
think they 'd find that Dr. Parrott has, for the first year ever,
made the student assistance pro gram run smoothl y and efficiently."
When asked to comment on
the letter camP-aign, External Affairs Commissi<?ner, Maryon Overholt said, "If people really felt
that Dr. Parrott's student _aid
plan was good, they would ·be
motivated to defend it. I don't
think the YPCs need to be told
what to support.
The letter
campaign is a publicity gimmick
that failed beca1,lseit was found
out."

By-election results
In Tuesday's SAC by-election, Kathy Rauhut and Doug Smith
were elected to the student affairs committee. The new social science rep is Joan Durrant, and Mary Ellen Scully will represent
fine arts.
Unsuccessful fine arts candidate Deb Hetherington said she will
appeal th~ <election, on the basis that her opponent's posters had not
been taken do~n by voting day Tuesday.
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· What's liappenina is a.replar feature,or The LaMI
which will "include U'nclauified Ads, P,nonal Ada,
and ·No~•• of campu eventL Liatinp or off-am,..
activities wW allO be colllidered for pubHcatioa.
· AnJ Mil>lllilliojt may be edited for leallh. D....._
lt noon T....a.,or the w•k or publication.

on carnpas
COFF~E HOUSE - Sponsored by the
Assumption Campus Community is held
every Sunday ·8:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.,
in the · 81ue , Room of . the Assumption "
Campus Community Centre. Relaxed atmosphere with entertainment coffee tea
hot chocol~t~ etc. . . Bri~g a· friend:

/

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS presents H_OW
· THE OTHER HALF LOVES by Alan
Ayckbourn, Today ' and Tomorrow 8:00
p.m. at Essex Hall Theatre, University
of Windsor. Admission: $3.50, Student
Rush' available - $2.50 ten minutes before curtain, Phone 253-4565.
JULES Berstein, Asspciate . Counsel, Laborers International Union of North Am- ;
erica and Sandy D·eMent, Executive
Director, National Resource Center for
Consumers of Legal Services; will speak
in ,:tb~ Moot Court, Law .Building, on
Decemoer ,,.
,2 1977 at 1 :30 p .m. Their
topic is Prepaid Legal Services Plans.
~-E~eryone is encourageg to attend; adnf ission FREE.
..'

aricJassi.,:iOO
WANTED: Someone to share large furnished two bedroom apt. with study . .
Five minute walk from campus. · Rent,
u\iJities included, $210 · - (split two
ways). Call_Mike at 253-1381.

ASSUMPTION College School, 1100 Huron . Church Road presents "The King
. AT noon, on Wednesday December 7,
& I" by Rodgers & Hammerstein. Dates:
. / worship services will be held · at Iona
Nov. 25, 26, 27 - .Dec. 2, 3, 4. Curtain:
College, 208 Sunset Avenue. The wor8 :00 Friday and Saturday, 7 :30 Sunship will be centered around c'ommunion.
day. Tickets: All seats $3.00. ·
A variety of ancient and contemporary
f
communion litergies will be used. Please
THE Winasor Conimunity . Theatre prl
. bring bag lunch . Lunch to follow the / ._HITCH HIKERS and ·drivers: The SAC
rservice. Hot soup and coffee will be ·· ... Ride Board is now ~;,perating. Get a rid~
sents "Charley's
Aunt" by Brandon
available.
: -~ or ·a ·riaer h me/f or Christmas. SAC
Thomas. Patterson Playhouse · (E'lliot' and
1
Goyeau). Nov. 25,26 and Dec. 2 and 3
DANCE WORKSHOP: -.Saturday, Dec·
offic!:!,-Univers]t.Y 9entre.
8:30 p.m .. Ticket's · $2.5 .0, $2.00 for
· ember 3 in St. Denis Gym -:- offe ri ng
·¥~ I
CATHOLIC Campus Ministry (located at
students.
Information
call 252-9997.
classes in modern and jazz dance :· J~eI
gistration $3 for students. For further
the Assumptioh University Building on
·-C~,.TPUS · 2 n~'. floor). MASSES: Sunday ·
information contact workshop director
WANTED TO BUY: One pair of skis
Prof. M. Kimmerle, Faculty of Human
10:3o~ .m.i1:ind 4 :30 p.m., Weekdays,
between 150 ·
160 with bindings.
Kinetics Ext. 400 .
12:00 noo r:r and 4:30 p.m. and Satur Also, one pair of ski poles. Please call
day, 11 :30 a.m.
254-2343.
LEADERSHIP Training Series presents
SOUTH AFRICA, TODAY - Open
"Living with Yourself - or Scratching
meeting Monday, December 5th . 8
the Inner Itch": . An open lecture with
THE French Club will sponsor a da nce
p.m., International. Centre, Cody Hall
Harvey O'Higgins from 12:15 · 1:00
on Thursday, December 8, at the AlliSpeaker: Dr. Samuel Nolutshungu, Vip.m. in Assumptlon
Lounge, Univerance Francaise, 119 Ouellette Avenue. ,
sity Centre, Wednesday, December 7. . siting professor, Dept . of Political Sci.The dance will begin at 8 p.m .. Price ' ,
ence, York University. Sponsored by
(With exams next week this is a timely
of admission will be $2.00. All are
Canadian lnstitut~ of International Afco_rysiderat.ion - if not . for you at least
welcome.
f:ai rs.
,for your friends!).

FOUND: One pair lady's glasses at
"Screening
Project" held in · Rm . . 51
Windsor · HaH, . November - 21st; . Call
1
{'
''
948-0942.
FOR SALE: Sears Kenmore Electric
Broom, 2 · speeds, like new. ' $60 new !
$30.00. Phone: 944-2408 anytime.
HI! I'm a prison inmate -doing 5 to 8
years and would like to write · to some ·-'
one to the outside, ·especially a woman. I'm a 26 year old ·single male;
weigh 175 lbs, am 6' O" tall · arid love'.
the following: kids, all outdoo :rs, eattng s;
reading, poetry, writing letter i: · lt"s
kind of lonely in prison and me :or on ~
of the other dudes here wo,uld ,love . tcf
~orrespond with any worrr~h - fat, ,
short, tall, skinny · no matted Replies
are forwarded. Reg. Spencer ,-J Box 57 :
-·
Centreville, N.B., EOJ 1 HQ·.
,, ..

SKI QUEBEG! Contact Brian Manese ,
.
or Mark Carr at · Whitlock Travel. Slack_,
week. Price includes tows, meals ac ..
commodation. $259 plus tips and taxes :
One week.
An exhibition of recent sculpture by
Grace Manias can be seen by the LeBel Fine Arts Gallery through December 9th.

0

Poem~.eJfprfisS
;~!!c/dian
M
tJ,eme
Baillargeon,
entertained
· the
crowd with several enlightening
poems.
, ·'"
It's curious - to note how
many students are interested in
this genre. Canadian poets with
their simple, clear diction and
imagery as fresh as the outdoors

By M. C. FO~RNIER
. .
A po~try read mg was held m
the Vanier Lounge from 1 :00
P·~- to 2 :00 Wednesday.
Dr.
R1ch~rd Homsey, ~rof~ssor of
English ~t the Umve_rs1ty, . ~nd
tw~ English ~nd Creative Wrttmg
maJors, Antome Evans and Gary

Club events
WHAT'S HAPPENING ON CAMPUS
FOR DECEMBER
DATE
Dec.
2
Dec.
3

Dec . 4
Dec . .17

EVENT
French Club 'Party' - Alumni Lounge.
Human Kinetics 'Christmas Formal' - Vanier East .
C.S .A. '.Film Show' - Math Building.
Laurier Half 'Ball Room Dancing' - Vanier East.
1
Phillipino Club 'Dance' - Vanier East .

can satisfy any layman's curiousity. The recurrent themes of alienation, struggle for survival and
the questionable 'Canadian idenJ:ity' were subtly hidden under
the imagery.
The poems that were recited
centred on common,
personal
things.
Impressions
of childhood, descriptions
of nature,
and everyday happenings transposed into the phenomenal were
controlled by an underlying fidelity to comprehension
instead
of confusion.
This was to .the
public 's advantage.
If you're the type who sits
and shuts your mind at the mention of the word 'poetry,' taking
a few minutes to listen to these
wrirers might have changed your
negativistic attitude.

LOST: A Texas SR-40 calculator on ,
November 16, West of University Library. If fou "nd would you. please contact: 258-2311 or Room 808 ,1\ilac Hall.
Thank you very much for yo~r kindn~ss.
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By OTIS T.
.
(March 21 · - April 19) : The momentum w111carry you
along but may fade quickly. Make essential' decisions early.
ARIES -

.::..(April 20 - May 20): You are fast approaching
iilg point in your'life. Consolidate your progress.

TAURUS

aturnw ,.
·

(May 21 .;._June 21) : You feel secure in ,your convictions. You arci on the right track , bound to succeed.

GEMINI -

- ( June · 22 - July 22) : Future goings will get rough
unless conditions are checked out. Accept no overtime.

CANCER

LEO · - (July 2-3 - Aug. 22) : Friends do more than you could ·
have done on your own. Boasting will give the wro ·ng impression \
- (Aug. 2 3 - Sept. 22) . : Better to team up with others
for limited objectives. Go solo on long -range plans.

VIRGO

LIBRA - (Sept .. 2 3 - Oct. 22) : Get in there and promote

Women andthf;!Law
Community Information Workshops
FEB 28 - Equal P'ay
·JAN 10 - Introduction
- Maternity Leave
- Court Structures
- Consumer Laws
JAN 17 - Marriage Contracts
- Change of Name
MARCH 7 - Busines Law
- Abortion Laws
- Credit
JAN 24 - Day Care
- Children's Rights
MARCH14 - Property
- Child Welfare
- Joint Tenancy
JAN 31 - Battered Chi:tdren
- Renting
- Battered Wives
Criminal Laws
FEB 7 - Separation Agreements MARCH21 ...::.
-:-Rape
- Support and _Maintenance
- Women's Prisons
FEB 14 - Divorce
- Marriage Property
MARCH28 - Wills

WHERE: Faculty of Law, University of Windsor, Room G 101
WHEN: Tuesdays,Jan.10
-March
28 7-9:30 . p.m.
WHO: Participants - YOU
Instructors

- Women in the Faculty

COST: $13.00 for 11 workshops.(textbook

of Law
is included)

Phone: i53-7150
9 a.m. - 5 p .m ., Mon day to Friday
.

\

KnowThelaw
It's up _to you · to know th<;·
law to def end yourself aga:inst
profs who try to avoid senate
regulations
regarding exa~i~a :
tions .
If your prof. wants to schedule an exam next week, remind
him he is contravening
senate
regulations, which apply to all
faculties except graduate studies,
law and education.

your own
interests ·. No one will put up a front for you.
.
SCORPIO -c-,_(Oct. 2 3 - Nov. 21) : Proceed on a vigorous campaign
to pursue recent opportunities . Let emotions show.
.
SAGITTARIUS
- (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) : Don't let sidel~nes detratt you. Take the initiative and people will follow. _
- (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : Research through your data,
eliminate any unnecessary trivia. Use a persistant attitude.
·

CAPRICORN

- (Jan. 20 - Feb. · 1~) : Hunt for personal contacts
in unlikely places. Stay close to those with a similiar con~ern :

AQUARIUS

(Feb. 19 - March 20) : Don't let emotional
influence you. Sentiment distracts your attention.

PISCES -

Drug Claim forms for December
should behanded in

Dec. 12- 16, 1977
in order to receive refunds in January

SAC Office

re·actions
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Record turnout at Trent

,V O'l:ers
endOTsfJ
-"
sexualandpolltical groups
must · then receive a campus- . tion, Montr.euil and TSU Treawas conceived as a first ;step · in
wide referendum. Trent students
surer ·Justin · Chiu haq. decided
another ''kill
the
queers"
cam,
.
Students •at Trent University
.
went
to
the
poHs
on
November
.
to
withhold presentation of the
paign."
have rejected a petition which
24 and 25 to vote on the procheque until after the results
Mcisaac himself stated in a.
would have denied student fundposition which had, as its basis,
of the petition and subsequent
ing to campus groups with a: · letter to Arthur that only the
the wording of Mclsaac's peti- . referendum were known. The
funding . of the . THA . and the
political or sexual orientation.
tiori - including the termincheque was destroyed at that
political groups were being quesApproximately three weeks
ology "politically and . sexually
time.
tioned. However, four political
ago, a petition began circulating
oriented
groups".
Hurcomb
Some members of the Stugroups which applied for fundaround Trent University in Petcalled this phrase "at best vague
dent Union and, also, Phil Huring were rejected, _50 some ob;
erborough which would , prevent
- at worst all-inclusive".
the Student Union ( comparable ' servers felt the petition was
Apparently, the students of
aimed particularly at the THA.
to Windsor's SA') from finan·Trent did no,t consider i~ vague,
The
petitioners
collected
cing student organizations with
but a clear threat. Fifty-one .
.
close to 300 signatures - a figure
\'politically and/or sexually orper cent o_f the student populawhich r_epresents a little . over
iented" statuses.
tion (the largest percentage ever
By MIKE UPMALIS
The .spark behind the petiten . per ~e!}t of :rrent's student
to vote in a Trent referendum),
Last Monday, for possibly the
tion, initiated by Trent student
·population . .
some standing in line for 15 to
first time in Canada, two miniTrent student Hll Gough _,
Don Mcisaac, was the Stud ·ent
sters were invested as chaplains
20 minutes to cast their votes,
·though not asked to sign the
µnion's funding of ..the Trent
came out and rejected the fundfor the university security force.
petition herself, had talked to
Homophile Association (THA).
restricting
·referendum.
For
Mr. Grant Mciver, director of
Phil Hurcomb, editor of the - people who had been a~ked.
every vote cast in favour of the
security, asked the Reverend
Gough said, "They · (the peti Trent newspaper, Arthur, wrote
resolution, three voted against it
Doctor F .T. Kingston and Fattioners) asked 'Do y~m want to
in the November 17 issue:
(319 for, 936 against).
her ' A. Bovenzi c.S.B. to prosupport ~he gays on campus?'
'!Some students feel that all
Upon re~eiving the news of
vi'de Spiritual Guidance to his
A lot of people would just feel
Mr. Mcisaac really wants is to
the results of the referendum,
force of 26 men. Dr. Kingston,
save money for the student un- ,...· strange about saying 'Yes', so
Chairman Geoff Montreuil of
principal of Canterbury College
they went ahead and signed,
ion by restricting TSU funding
the Student Union said that he
and Father Boventi, treasurer
even if they could have c~red
to groups containing only uniwould go ahead and sign the
of Assumption University are
less."
versity students. Others feel that
cheque to give the THA its .both involved as Ch..aplains for
By the constitution of the
the petition is intended to elithe university community . .
funds. $600 had been approved
Student Union, any petition
minate
funding for certain
for the organization at a meetThe situation is not without
which receives a ten per cent
groups with "undesirable orien· ing earlier in October, but,
parallel. Police forces, among
reply from the student body
tations", and still others think it
upon hearing of Mclsaac's peti -.
By E.P. CHANT

comb of Arthur, feel th_at Mon- ·
treuil's refusal to .present the
approved cheque was clearly ·
unconstitutional. Montreuil's im-

· peachment was considered at the .
time of his refusal, but upon .
examining the constitution, no
specific regulations for impeachment could be found.
.-- .

c· hapIa1n
• ·S •1nvested
· -. .
·
·
other service forces · in North
Amerjca, have had Chaplains for .
years.
Up to three years ago t~e ·
security forces h3:d an urioffici ~l
Chaplain, Father Murphy, vvho.
attended security functions, and ..
upon his ·Unfortunate . ·.death
three years ago security formed
an honour guard ~t his fu~eral.
The action to inv~s~ · ·the
Chaplains was, interesti ngly enough, initiated by th;e Security
men themselves. The Lance was
unable .to determine if these
honorary members of security
were still responsible fqr .parking · .
tickets.

Hike tuit_
ion,fee tp cover costs
Post-secondary tmt 1on fees
should be allowed to r-ise until
they cover nearly the full cost
of teaching, says a ~ research
study released Nov . 16 by the_-.._;; "'Ontario Economic Council.
The report was prepared for
the Council by Dr. John A.
·Buttrick of the econ9mics department at York University.
"I find the case for sub·sidization of post-secondary education very weak, except for
research and public service components," states Dr : Buttrick.
He recommends that direct
subsidies be made, on a costeffectiveness basis, to institutions that are engaged in socially
valuable research or public service activities or to those making cultural contributions.
Grants should also be provided directly to students 1who,
in consequence of receipt, . will
likely prnvide net benefits to
society, he says, and special
grants and other arrangements
should be made for eligible students whose parents are poor .
The purpose of the OEC
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I
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; e;
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s

pecially female post-secondary
stu.dy was to. make a broad
graduates.
examination of Ontario's educaHe argues that this situational system in search of protio n is not necessarily undeblems.
sirable · if one ta~es the view
Dr. Buttrick id~ntifies an edthat etlucation can be a socially
ucational problem as a change
desirable end in itself and is
in society, traceable in large
not solely to enable people to
measure to ~he performance of
perform jobs . He says upgradschools, colleges, or universi-ing of the labour force will
ties, that creates political prescause wage differentials to narsures and brings forth demands
row and will move income -disthat the government "do some tribution towards equality .
thing". _,,
Dr. Buttrick considers a "vouRecent government forecasts
cher" system which would proof changes in the rate of econvide each student with couomic growth and the rate of
pons redeemable for education
net immigration are reviewed in
in the school and, to some dethe report and the author makes '
gree, in the subjects of their
estimates
of demand,
ne~
choice.
supply and public educational
The _ author suggests that the
costs. Policy options for elemvoucher system vvould increase
entary, secondary, and postfreedom of choice of students
secondary schools, apd estimates
and parents, prevent rigidities in
of their - associated public costs,
course options, and force out
are set out.
inferior and unpopular teachers.
."Nonetheless,'' he says "betDr. Buttrick · says graduates
ter advantage of a voucher syof all levels in Ontario's educastem would probably be taken
tional system will -likely be
by better educated and richer
forced to accept jobs at a lower
level than they expected, es- parents . But it is hard to find

ATTENTIONSTUDENTS
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'Chere IS a difference!!!
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Grant Mciver invests

evidence that a voucher sy- under Dr. Buttrick's proposals.
stem would be worse in 'this
He warns-that "political diffrespect than the present sytem
iculties" would ·follow from fee
and, in other respects ., a vou- increas~s, however; _ but the alcher sytem would be an im- ternatives are no improvement
f piovement."
in qu~lity, or "a budgetary
A compromise policy for
problem for. government' ·'. ·
post-secondary education is also
The thrust of the study's
. proposed in the study. Dr. · recommendatJons is to introduce
.Buttrick states that " tuition fees
more competition into postshould be . raised as rapidly as secondary education to reduce
political constraints perruit, .to
waste, induce institutions to be
meet the -real costs of educamore responsive to students'
,. tion, but . that worthy students
curricular demands, and give
be supported in meeting these .public support to t~e noninstructional , activities of 1:hese
costs by scholarships, bursaries
and loans.
institutions.
The OEC is an autonomous
He also argues that grants to
research agency funded by the
post-secondary
institutions
Province of Ontario. It acts , as
should be divided into two cate:
\
an independent advisor to gov- i
,gores : those tied to enrolment,
ernment and all poli~ical patties, ·
'and those related to research
and undertakes research and
and other public service activipolicy studies .
ties. Post-secondary institutions
From the University vf Waterwould be able to charge whatloo Gazette. ever they liked for tuition

ALL fees are due during the FIRSTweek of da:sesinJanuary
If you are not receivingmOSAP·grantcreq.B,avoid line~ups and
unnecessary delaysbyforwardinga post-dated cheque as soon as
you recBive
your statement in December.

director

chaplains Bovenzi and Kingston.

..···
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''oier 38 years of experience
_and success.Small classes.Voluminous
homestudy materials. Coursesthat are constantlyupdat,ed.Centers
opendaysand weekendsall year. Completetape facilities for review
of class lessonsandfor use of supplementarymaterials. Make-upsfor
missedlessonsat our centers.

The Cashier'sOffice will telocatedin Assumption Loungebeginnirg
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Tbelance

Th~ee people showed up for our journalism
better

workshops

this week ; we hope the referendum

tu rnout . Kee pin g th eir fingers crosse d ar e Ed ito r : Rick Spence; Managing .Editor:

gets a
Brenda

McLi ster; Circul atio n: Ste ve Mac Lean; Entert ainmen t Edi t or : Paul Ch ern ish ; Ph o t o Edi tor : Ja nine

The Lance is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and for the
Student Media, University of Windsor. Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Centre, University ~f Windsor , Windsor , Ontario, N98 3P4.
Subscription rates are $ 7 .5 O per year. Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada. Opinioris expressed in The Lance are those of the student writer
and not necessarily the University of Windsor or the Students ' Administrative Council.
Offices : 253-4232, Ext. I 53
or 253-4060
Advertising : 253-4232 , Ext. 326 .

Halb ert ; New Spo rts Ed itor: Pet er Nash; Cart oonis t : Deb bie Heth erin gton ; plus th e usua l gang: Anna
Mar ia Tremonti , Don Pepp if!., Edwa rd Paul Chant fr o m Bow m ~nvill e, Georg e Kocis, John Revell
(who packs a m ean snowb all), Fe rn Brow n , Fra n k K ovacic, Deb Kenn edy, Do men ic D 'Amore , Pau l
Do u glas-Dal y, Eri c (S coop ) ~ay ne, To n y Hine (contr ar y to last week 's repor t , he rea lly did ge t a hair cut) , T ed Gp ddard , Mike U pmali s wh o got us T-sh irts , Rob Brown,

Len Wallace , en gineers Nigel

Miller and Bo b T h o mp son, Brian Willi ams ~m . Dan Sulli va n and Ji m Angus. Part y Tuesday ni ght.
La st staff m eet in g befor e th e refer en dum : no on today . All welcome .

Not a non-issue'
1

Is autonomy worth $4.50?will

w e . hope studen t s
ag~ee
that autonom y for The Lance is
worth $4 .50. We do not wish to
minimize that amount of mon No newspaper can be free
ey , but · when we . weigh press
when it rnust answer to a pol-itifreedom 3:gainst the price of a
cal body . Even though the aims
pizza, .we hop e freedom will top
of SAC are ideaJly complemen ·
·
the scales .
tar y to our own, we believe that
In the past three years, The
SAC 's _ total control of Lance
Lance .has taken great strides :
funding violates established prin in expanding its control over .the
pr~ductio~ of the p~per ; freeing
ciples of press freed om . There
itself frnm th~ evermore costly '
can .. be no editorial . freedom
· Canadian . U~iversity Press and
without financial fre edom .
expanding it's own ne~s cover .age ; and becoming a more democratic ; student-run paper. The
campa ign for financial independence is possibly the inost important step i.n the struggle to
make
The Lance a better ~ewsBy GEORGE J. KOCIS
paper.
This w eek we appro a.ched six students at random and asked .
Thi~ page is devoted to opinthem , "How are you go ing to vot e (!n fhe. r.eferendum to fre e The
ion, pro and con, about the issue
Lance on December 5 ?" We w ere m et with th ese comm ent s:
of La~ce financ ial independence .
It . includes .the onl y lette r:. The
"I don't · think I read $4.50
.
Lance received in an swer to its
worth -of the pape r each year ·
_
call for comments opposing t he
and to add it t o my studen t
. direct fundi ng.. ~<>re c;leta ils defee do esn 't leave me with a
fending tht; campaign follow.
choice ."

On the news Tuesday night,
the . CBC said that Lance independence is "another non-issue ."
We disagree, and we hope students will prove them wrong in
th e referendum riext Monday .
Every one in this Universit y
shou .ld bel ieve in the independen ce of Th e Lance and the need
fo r · an autonomous
student
p ress. Th e University commun ity is dedica t ed · to free speech
and to t he expression and ex-·
ch ange o_f ideas and information.

I

An autonomous student newspa-

per complements
munity .

.·As You See 1·t

such a com -

.·
1

J eanni Kenney
3rd y ear Home Econo m ics ·

''

Lance solutions·simplistic
Dear Ed ito r :
ls indep endence inherent ly
good? I fo r o ne hope so, fo r in
no d iscussion durin g t he camp aign to "free the Lance" have
I hea rd this proposition questioned.
It is argu ed that the La nce
need s to · be free fr om SAC's
fin an cial co ntro l, so that it can
be impartial in its rep ortin g.
Cer tainly t he obj ectiv e her e is
wo rt hy of support , but it do es
·not foll ow th at reliance upon
SAC for fund ing is any imped i, ment to that goal. Despi~e its
re/iance on the federal government for funding, the CBC
does not seem .to have been hin dered in its attacks on that
"I 'm in favour of it . As long as
sometimes less than exemplary
they keep on reporting things
institution.
Why should - the
that are informative and stop
Lance feel such a constraint?
with trivial ·issues such ·as 'Disco
Indeed, there is no evidence to
Stinks' etc ."
suggest the Lance ever has been
Judy Gaal
subjected to such pressure, even
2nd year Psychology , covertly .
" I t hink it's a good idea to be
ind epende nt , yo u '11 have more
fr eedom ."
Mat ilda Lam
3rd year Special Bache lor of
Comm erce

_ "I thi nk th e Lance should have
.th e free dom to · contro l their
own fu nding. Four dollars and
fift y cen t s isn 't reall y going t o
hur t and almos t everybody picks
up a ·copy ."
Bernie Mullins
2nd year Economics

'' FREE
rHE LA/\)C.E?.
.

But of param ount importance, is t he issue of whet her the
stude nts want u lti ma te authori t y
remo ved fr om their elected rep resentatives. Under the present arran gem ent, if stu dents
per ceive t heir newspap er evolving into a pro paganda m achine
for t hos e who ho ld office , t he
~olu tion · is simpl y t o lob by
SAC fo r loo sen ing of t he reins .
In all pro bab ilit y t hat will be
suf ficient , for if it isn 't , and
all polit icia~s real ize th is, th e
issue will be resolved at electi o n
time.
If the Lance becomes independent
of SAC however,
there will be no practicable
mean~ of re-dressing a polic y .
which does not reflect the interests of the majority of students . .Although the Lance is
internally organized in a. democratic fashion, it is ludicrous to
suggest that 1this suffices to en-

sure fair rep resenta tion . Given
th at studen t involvement in the
Lance mus t necessar1ly be um:ite d by t ime, int ere st .and ability, to suggest that only those
who . become me mb ers of the
st aff des erve to exerc ise , some
deci.s io.n -ma k ing auth orit y , is an .
examp le of supreme arrogance.
J ourna lists , and p art icularly
stu dent jo urn alists, often see
them selves as holdi ng a monopol y on insight into the m eaning
of freedom of the press . If th ey
in fa ct do , th en that ought t o be
evidenced by the staff of t he
Lance accepting freedom' s nec essary complement,
respons ib ility. There's other ways to ensure journalistic freedom wit hout · removing the Lance 's accountabilit y .to SAC arid the .
student bod y·. Let 's not accep t ·
a flawed · and simplist ic solu tion . b eca~se of ou r · ·1ove-~ffair ·
with ' 'independence ".
Name wit hheld

·Responsibilitywill be retained
' '.I 'definitely agree with it 100%.
It might produce a more liberal
attitude."
·
·
lain Macinnes
1st year Business

Maybe it hasn't happened yet.
,
But the potential now exists for a p~rart?id or
ideologically-minded . SAC to take over The Lance,
or shut it down by denying funds to the paper~ as
·
.
· has happened at some universities .
' Direct student funding of The Lance could pre- ·
vent SAC irresponsibility; but what ··about Lance
responsibility?
"I don't like the idea because .
if the Lance secures the . funds
·. the other organizations may try
~he same thing '."
David Lam
. 2nd :year Social Work

The Lance must become a corporation under law
to receive its proposed student fee. _To do this, it
must have a proper copstitution and .a board of directors, both of which are absent in the present setup.
The Lance board will consist of elected student
reps, an administration apRE)intee, as w:~Jlas Lance

reps. · I~ addition, any student ~an become a voting
staff member (that right will be formalized in the
constitution), and participate . in staff decision-mak- ,
ing to determine editorial content . and polic y ..
The Lance will be more responsive to students
than SAC, which ·has a fixed number of member~
and, of course, limited room for input . ·
. · · ·
It is ironic that SAC .will be ' helped ,' financiall y ,
more by the referendum .than The Lance . Once SAC
is free of the paper, SAc; will h,ave more mone y' for
impro:1ed services and for CJAM radio if it 'goes ·FM .
Is mdependence neces~arily good? . When it c·on~
cerns the press, and .when- it inv.olves no loss of
accountability or responsibility, as in the case of
The Lance, the answer is an ungualifieci yes.
.
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By DON PEPPIN and
ANN A MARIA TR~MONTI

We are :brothers 811·

If John Buttrick has his way, we'll be paying close to $3000
worth of tuition for a university education .
. Dr . Buttrick, a York University economics professor, has just
. By JOHNSON LEUNG
finished a. report for the Ontario Economic Council on the direction
What does it mean to be a
_in which post~secondary institutions should be' h~aded.
"Chinese" today? As I see it,
The good doctor is distressed at the fact that university enrolbeing a Chinese implies a phy_.ment will steadily increase up until, and perhaps beyond, 1982.
sical identification with and the
At least that's what his studies say. The fact is, across Ontario
cultural appearance representing
- university enrolment dropped this year. But ....
the doctor is
the longest history of continconvinced.
uous civilizations , as well as a
" Buttrick also . predicts that occupations miditionally associated
faith in being a brother of all.
with university qualific ations will continue to dry up. University
No ·matter what culture we
graduates will be forced to seek jobs with lower qualification levelsstand for, what language we
than they would like. By doing this, the graduates will displace
speak, what ideology we are .
other workers and, says the professor, the university system will
fighting for, and no matter what
, only serve to aggravate present social inadequacies.
our religion or faith, we all are
To ) combat the terrible economic influence _the universities are
one -treating the poor, the weak ,
having upon the public at large, Butt~ick suggests that the governthe aged and the afflicated,
ment limit enrolment by raising tuition fees. Tuition, he says,
with respect, with compassi _on, '
J should be increased "as rapidly as is politically feasible," until it
and with love.
' equals the average cost of providing instruction. Hence, the 3000
As
Chinese
philosopher
smackers.
·
Chang Tsai put it in his "WesOf course, Buttrick makes provisions for worthy students. He rei commends 'that scholarships be provided for students likely to produce broad social benefits as a result of their studies, and that grants
.be provided for students from low-income families, as is currently
'
. the case.
Certainly, the latter recommendation has meri-t. We question the
By DEB. KENNEDY
former. Just who is to decide what area of study is''more beneficial
A common gripe these days,
than ·another? Baiting students to go into a certain area of study is
is ~he rising prices of local bus
a subtle but dangerous form of the intellectual manipulation, and
rides. One day, while thumbshould not be encouraged .
ing for a ride, I decided to inButtrick adds the insane recommendation that universities be
vestigate the reasons behind the
allowed to set their own tuit _ion fees. It is by virtl!_e of uniform
steep fares .
tuition fees that most Ontario universities can truly attempt to judge
Through a discussion with
a student on scholastic merit and potential.
Transit
Windsor employee Ron
This proposal will create elite "Ivy league" schools similar to
Dumuchelle, I was able to learn
those across the border. However, the difference lies in the fact
just why you are paying forty
that in the U.S.A . there are enough smaller schools .of good quality
cents to ride the city bus (unless
that the average student with good marks would be able to find an
you are a child, senior citizen
{ alternative. However, , here in Canada we don;,t have the money to
or friend of the bus driver).
open hundred of little schools, and so only the rich and privileged
The Ontario
Min'istry of
few will have access to our 'Vales' and 'Harvards' .
Transport operates the · bus sy~~ .
This leads us to our · main gripe against the Buttr j ck report. It
stem iri Suctf a ·wa y ' that ddi -·
1lr· suggests that only a limited number of students be permitted to atcits of municipal bus systems
tend ,post-secondary institutions, and recejve higher education.
are covered jointly by the MiniThe argument is based on education being a privilege and not the
stry and .the city system. The
right of every individual. This myth is perpetuated by those arroefficiency of each bus system
gant or ignorant enough to believe that financial status should be
IS studied, including consid~rathe prime motivation behind bettering oneself intellectually. It
tions
of the number of transit
operates on the presumption that a vast number of students gain
riders and the population of the
little from their four years inside the "hallowed walls".
city. Fr 6m this, a revenue-cost
Most people in this country believe that university-educated
' ratio is calculated . In Windsor's
students are worth something to this country in the long run . It's
case, the Ministry covers 5 3%
tough to believe that university prof Buttrick doesn't think so,
of the deficit and the city cov-

i

I

tern Inscription" : 'Heaven is my
father and Earth my mother,
and I, though an unworthy
creature, find myself a natural
place in their midst. Thus that
which fills heaven and earth
forms my body, and that which
takes the commanding role becomes my nature. All people
are my brothers and sisters, · and
all things my . comrades . . .
Respect the elders, following the
principle in treating the dders
as they sbould be treated. Love
the orphaned and the weak following the principle in treating
the young as they should be
t.reated . . . All those who are .
tired, infirm, . crippled, or sick;
all those who have no brothers,

or children, who have lost their
wives or husbands, are all my
brothers in distress and have
no one to turn to . .. .'
Individuals come and go, but
life moves on. Some day, no
matter how distant . the future,
these ideals will become reality,
if and only if some of us, how- .
ever insignificant either in number or 'in stature, try hard _to
keep . them alive. Let us begin!
Hold fast to these ideals, and
make every effort to keep them
alive, not just for today, ht1,t
for future generations; not just
for the hopes of one q~arter of
mankind, but for the dreams of
freedom, justice and opportunity of all the peop}e In, this
world.

Taken for a ride

lmmigration,
By MARYON OVERHOLT
External Affairs Commissioner
Please forgive my procrastination but the prospect of condensing · a 4 day National Union
of Students conference into one
· arti.cle was not a task I was an~-xious to perform. The range of
" discussion and volumes of materr·
· ial are enough to make any
· dedicated soul shy away from
' "the task. I hope this article
·will motivate you to examine
· some of these issues at a deeper
·' level by utilizing the material
I have collected in my office.
Delegates from universities
and community colleges across
the country met in Calgary in
October to debate issues like
unemployment, student aid and
the Immigration Act. Of course,
'1' the "National ·Unity" question
'.. could not be ignored ~s stu.,, dents have a vital role to play
· ' now and in the future of Canadian politics. I hope to discuss this question further at
Council ·meetings and with the
student body.
In our discussions at the
conference, it was apparent · that
students across Canada are fac~·- ing the same problems. Most
J t, importantly,
the delegate~ experienced a feeling of national
awareness realizing that while an

unemployment

issue like unemployment ts not a
vital concern in Alberta, it is
extremely
important
to students from Newfoundland and
Cape Breton Island. It is important for student leaders to
have a national perspective on
the problems students face: it is
absolutely important f 6r these
representatives to generate this
kind of response among the
students at their individual umversities and community colleges. If the National Union of
Students is to remain a viable
organiz _ation, representing student concerns, each member each student - must consider
and constructively criticiz .e the
methods and policie s of that
organization.
The topic of unemplo Y:ment
surfaced as the top research
and campaigh priority of NUS.
In December, research focusing
on the existing job creation programs (Young Canada Works and
Katimativik) will be presented to
student council. I will recommend that Council establish an
employment committee to organize a general assembly on
unemployment
in February.
Each NUS institution will organize similar assemblies to
receive feedback and direction
from the students for a program

of action.
The response from these
meetings will . be collected and
summarized by the NUS central office to be presented to
the federal government. It is
important for us to work through NUS t o. lobby the govern. ment for job creation programs
that will produce useful and
meaningful jobs for students _
and the community at · large ;
Current statistics indicate 14.7%
'\
.
unemp 1oyment among people m
the 15-24 age bracket ~ The importance of NUS as a lobbying
group · for students . cannot be
over-emphasized .
. · The Coun~il of Ministers of
Edu,cation is .meeting : now to revise the Canada Student .Loans
Plan. The philosophy behind
CSLP is the accessibility of financial assistance for post-se'condary education to needy students in each province. The
CME has not invited student
input into these discussions.
Through its member institutions, NUS is lobbying for
admission to these mee_t:ings so
that the ' Minister of Education will be fully informed
on student concerns about student aid.
NUS has devised a policy on

ers the rest.
The money from the fare
box goes to , mak irig up that
4 7% share. Mr. Dumuchelle said
tha r right now, Windsor's fare
boxes are covering 63% of the
total, which is more than their
requirement.
I pointed out to Mr. Dumuchelle that in some Canadian
cities bus fares are still only
25 cents. I soon realized that
this was because their Ministry o{· Tran~port was . able to
operate differe()tly. For inst-

·-~~
~~l~~
::;~:
:-t ~i-;i~;;;;
transit properties, and since the
province has fewer places to
spend the transportation
dollars, it covers more of the cost.
On the other hand, Ontario
has over 30 cities and towns,
and numerous ·transit properties.
It seems that under the present system, fares will most

certainly not decrease, and hkely
rise. Dumuchelle did not confirm that Windsor bus fares will
soon be- rising. However, he
mentioned that Transit Wind·sor. i's trying to provide a discount system for the passengers.
Not long ago, the ticket
arrangement was eliminated, because it was a costly operation .
By foregoing the ticket system, the fare prices were not
raised as much as they would
have been had the tickets remained in use. Mr. Dumuchelle
added that Transit Windsor is
· planning ·a system using bus
passes, possibly for 197~. He
also \ stressed that the new
bus company is a public ser~
vice and not a profit-making
business. H~ fe~ls · that efficiency and upkeep should improve due to this.
Apparently, Windsorit .es and
fellow Ontarians, are in. much
the sail?~ place as their forty
cents: a box.

debated by NUS ·
student
aid · calling for: (a)
independent status at 18 years
of age; (b) the assessment of
the student's actual · resources
and costs; (c) loan repayment .s
to begin 6 months after employment; (d) increased student
ai<;Ifunds be made available to
graduate students and part-time
· students and (e) that regional
disparities be reduced through
the provision of supplementary
national , funds to less advan. tageous provincial student aid
programs . NYS ' researchers will
prepare a pamphlet outlining
these points and their significance.
The Immigration Act (C-24)
provoked consider .able concern
among delegates ,, Under the
Act, a landed immigrant or
foreign student can· be deported if he/she is likely to com. '"mit a subversive act, likel.r to
instigate the subversion -0fany
government by force,
belongs to, or is associated with .
any organization likely to epgage ·
in violence.

.or

Any appeal concerning deportation orders may be overruled by the Minister of Immigration and the Solicitor General with ~..J letter stating the
reason,s for this decision. The

letter is proof of its contents
and is thus, uncontestable. Any .
report or intelligence that this
report is based on need never
be presented in a court of law.
The Act will deny these people
the right to due -process of
law .
A number of civil liberty
groups are .considering the possibility · of challenging the __constitutionality
of the Act in
the courts '. NUS feels· it ,is _important to raise public awareness about the intent of t:Jle
Act and . · generate disclission
among students and the general public. l( ,is ,an issue ; that
should concern all Canadians,
not just peoplf: with landed
immigrant ·or visa student status.
Copies of the conference
minutes are av-ailable in the
SAC office. I -~m more than
willing to discu ~s my stand on
these ·-and o_th e__r;.issues -with
·you.
you don'~ ag~~-e. with
these decisions, ' tell _me · about
it. It is my responsibility to
represent you, and it is extremely difficult for me · to · decide what 7,000 students will
...upport
if ·h hey do~'t c~mmunicate with me. Thanks for
·taking the time to read this.

1f ..
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Tai Chi Chuan: uniqlle, esthetic martialart
Tai Chi, in E-nglish literally
means the 'Supreme Ultimate'.
lt is a system of physical, mental and spiritual exercises. Or
more specifically, it is a unique martial art, i.e., a set of
principles of an internal system of self-defense, a way of
actualizatiop, a means of meditation in motion, a philosophical system, a way of centering,
an orthopeadic instrument, a
prophylaxis against disease, and
an exquisite dance.
Tai Chi means many things
to many people. To the Chinese, all life is Tai Chi. As noted
by psychologist Alan Watts ,
Tai Chi exemplifies the most
subtle principle of Taoism known as Wu-wei, which literally
means 'doing nothing', but its
proper m<;aning is to act without forcing, to act and move according to the flow of nature's
course .
The concept of Tai Chi,
hmyever, is best illustrated by
the principles of Yin and Yang,
fOmmonly ref erred to as the
relative opposing forces that
exist in unison and in harmony
with one another. And Tai Chi

Chuan or the 'Supreme Ultimate Fist' is one of the most
subtle esthetic and beneficial
ways of expgjencing and enjoying this wonderful feeling of
unification of our duality worlds.

devote
art.

conscientiously

to the

Tai Chi Chuan's movements
are slow, continuous, an9 flowing, to be performed witliout
any interruption ; throughout the
whole demonstration of forms
Although the whole Struc- . or postures, just like performing
ture of Tai Chi Chuap consists of . a ballet gracefully in water. Tai
Chi Chuan movements are to be
108 movements or postures in
performed in silence with supmotion that are difficult to masreme concentration and relaxa ter, they can be approximated
tion . The practitioner can listen
even by the Westerner in a relato the inner music or rhythm
tively few hours of study and
he chooses for his own version
practice. The results are amaof Tai Chi Chuan.
zing, even when performed
badly . The student soon discoAnd when these 108 movevers he feels more refreshed
ments are performed by an exand energetic · after doing the
pert or a master, they are exexercises.
~o watch.
tremely
beautiful
Almost immediately, his posThere is hardly any act1v1ty
tural alignment and balance are
more graceful, elegant, smooth,
improved. Am} in a few weeks,
soothing and even tender! Imathis easy and pleasurable exer·gine the fun and pleasure of
cise makes visible changes in his
expression through the body
body. Yet, the amazing thing
when
the individual slowly transabout Tai Chi is that there is
forms
those beautifuJ- poetic
no adverse side effect associated
words such as 'Waving Hands
with it. Thus, almost everyone
Like Clouds' etc. that signify
can virtually learn and study
each
of its 108 movements ,
Tai Chi Chuan as long as he or
into
an-ever-changing-never-stopshe is ready and is prepared to ·

ping-always-roundly-flowing motion!
The performance of Tai Chi
Chuan imparts the individual
with a sense of well-being and
physical stimulation . It also
improves health tremendously
and prolongs one's life span .
Tai Chi Chuan enables the individual to develop inner strength, confidence and personal
efficiency, as well as to progress along the paths of actualization and perfection. It energizes body and tranquilizes spi- ·
rit, And Tai Chi Chuan enables the individual to defend
himself in case of attack for it
is a set of principles of selfdefense in disguise, as all its
108 movements are derived from
forms for an internal system of
self-defense.
In sum, Tai Chi Chuan is a
bridge between Eastern meditation and Western psychotherapy, integrating mind and senses.

The effortless effort of its movements leads to the action of nonaction and the realization of the
unification of the relative opposing forces in our duality worlds, represented by Yin and
Yang. Which are the essence
of 1-'Ching or the Book of
Changes.
Tai Chi C~uan is a unique
martial art in the sens.e that it
is both _Yin and Yang, as opposed -to those of Judo and
Aikido utilising _ only the Yin
principle ( i.e. soft and yielding),
and those of Karate and TaeKwan-do utilising exclusively
the Yang principle (hard and ·
offensive). .
For further information on
Tai Chi, contact S.P. Chew at
181 California Avenue or phone
258-7511. Comments are welcomed . New session for Tai
Chi will commence early next
semestet. Time and place will
be announced .

E)( NUCLEAR
PHYSICIST'

Nuclear power ·dangerous
By LEN WALLACE
NUCLEAR- POWER
harbinger of a new era or potential
death-maker? Such 1s the question presented to the public by
supporters and opponents . Despite the many advances the argument against nuclear energy
packs much weight and anti~
nuke forces are steadily growing as environmentalists
ask
themselves · - At what price
progress?

Canada is deeply committed
to maintaining the nuclear power industry . Atomic Energy of
Canada and Ontario Hydro hold
that 50 per cent of Ontario's
power supply will come from
.nuclear energy by the year
2000. If this is acfomplished,
one million pounds of radioactive plutonium will be produced each year.
Uranium is really the magic
ingredient for nuclear power ,~

but recently, plutonium has increasingly taken its place . This
substance is more dangerous
than uranium. If a:llowed to
enter the atmosphere it stays
deadly about 250,000 years .
As researcher Howard Kohn
notes, a soft-ball si:?ed bag of
plutonium if properly dispersed,
could visit cancer on every
home on earth.
The threat of a major disaster is ever present with nu-

WrrH WIFE .
AND fS- MUTAMT.S'
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goo down the drain."'
Another
researcher, Ralph
Torrie further explains' i that
every phase of the nuclear fuel
cycle is a potential danger. In
1976, a royal commission reported , that risks for uranium
workers exceeded those for
workers at nuclear reactors.
From 1958 to 1974, dust levels
in Onta! io uranium mines were
above safety guidelines. Again,
nothing was done.
But not only is it imposs ible to keep an accurate track
of inventories of nuclear materials, security is so light as to
be ridiculous. Greenpeace memln January of this year, Onbers have entered Ontario's
tario environment minister GeoBruce nuclear station without
rge Kerr announced that the
trouble and roamed freely. MPP
drinking water of the village of
Morton Shulman entered the
Serpent River contained over
Pickering plant carrying a sattwice the level of radioactive
chel.
radium particles considered safe.
Radioactive wastes are just as
Although a comm1ss1on had
much a danger as production.
known about this in 1970,
As of 1974, the U.S. Atomic
residents were never warned :
Energy Commission created over
Near Detroit, in 1966, the
200 · million gallons of highly.
Fermi fast breeder reactor went
radioactive waste, · which was
on the blink. Research into cau- . stored underground in concrete
ses of the accident lasted aland steel tanks. The tanks are
most a year and a half . .Over
expected to last 20 years. The
$100 million was invested into
wastes will remain dangerous for
the plant which had operated
about .600 years.
for only 30 days. In August
Nuclear
development
has
1972, its license ·was not exbeen conducted by government
tended. The plant was decomand large business interes.ts such
issioned but radioactive sodium
as "Gulf, General Electric and
still sits unguarded in trash
Westinghouse. Co11tracts have
barrels.
been profitable, but plants have
Howard Kohn was left a desbeen uneconomical, in cost and
.cription of some of the tragedies
p~rformance. Alternative energy
which may happen in reactors.
forms such as solar energy could
At the Kerr-McGee plant in
be implemented. But the profits
Shiprock, New Mexico: "One
are not there.
day a worker bent to adjust a
The evidence. of deaths and
compressor unit; it exploded,
almost-disasters are too numripping through his hand and
erous to be taken lightly. The
tearing off the top of his face,
Pickering reactor is a half hour
scattering tissue over the ceiling.
drive from Toronto. If · any
He died instantly. 'When I got
accident happened, five million
there,' remembers a former lab
people would be affected. Do
technician, 'they were washing
we really need nuclear energy?

clear reactors. In 1952, Ontario's Chalk River reactor suffered such ah -'incident whbn
more than a 'million gallons of
radioactive water was released
into the reactor's basement.
The community of Deep River
could have been . lost. After a
second accident took place in
1958, decontamination of the
site took three months.
In 1972, two workers died
from a hydrogen sulphide gas
leak at Point Tupper, Nova
Scotia. Workers in the plant
were evacuated. Residents were
never told.
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Final words on Trudeau and against Wallace
Dear Editor :
In what should be my final
submission on this continuing
topic of the Prime Minister , I
shall reiterate my position which
has "been grossly distorted by
both Len Wallace and Ph ilip
Rose . in their letters of Novemb er 25 . Briefly , Pierre Trudeau is, at present , the best
qual ified man for the office of
Prime Minister; a global eco nomic depression , and ·not Mr.
T rudeau , is th e cause of the cur -

rent climate of the Canadian
economy, and the federal government's programs to counter
inflation and unemployment are .
attain ing significan·t, but not
m iraculous , results .
If Opposition
Leader Joe
Clark emplo ye d the same caliber
of argument in his att acks on the
Prime Minister and his Liberal
government that Mr. Wallace
used m his letter, the .Conservatives would not stand the
slightest chance of winning the

dei;;uon. Mr. wauace
next
brands · ·the anti-inflation program as "i nfamous "; yet , he ignores the fact that pu!Jlic
op inion polls consistently show
that b~tween fifty and sixty
per cent of the population,
especially at the important small
enterprise level, favour continua -tion of controls . More specifically, · the 44,000 members of
the Canadian Federation of
Independent Business voted recentl y 65 per cent in favour of
mainta ining controls unt il Oc-

1

No war with kid gloves'

· make an y rror as in "political
Dear Editor:
'errorism "', the term used by
For a long time I have disMr. Wallace. The group is in
agreed with the substance of Len
fact an international gangster
Wallace's articles. None have
organization.
provoked me into writing a letMr. Wallace states that three
ter until I read "Germany :
members of the Baader-Meinhof
Law and Diso.rder". My Hislike
gang were possibly murdered by
for the groups Mr. Wallace menguards. So what? The only intions has nothing to do with
ju stice in the murders (if that
their ideology, but only for
was what they were) was that
their acts.
My primary disagreement · they did not occur sooner, thus
saving West German taxpayers ·
with the article has to do with
making Hanns Martin Schleyer
the bother 9f 'feeding the scum.
This bluntness may startle some, ·
somehow deserving of death because of his past during the . but the terrorists of the world
are at war with civilized soc19 30's and '40's. Nothing of
iety. War cannot be fought with
criminal nature has been proven
against him, but Mr. Wallace
kid · gloves but only with mailed
fists.
thinks nothing of smearing him
Mr. Wallace is concerned with
by innuendo even in death,
the fact that West German acwhere he obviously cannot detions against terrorists are or
fend himself.
may oe 'pretexts f ~r decreasT he Red Army Facti.gn that
ing civil liberties. This view
hijacked a Lufthansa airliner
implies a return to Fascism .
merely "wished to achieve a
Israel would be interested to
peaceful society through vioknow that its fighting the
lence" we read from Mr. WalP.L.O. is merely a pretext for
lace. This group <!id not merely

a

installing a Fascist State . Unlike
some, I do not hold to that
interpretation .
Mr. Wallace must recognize
that restricting the rtghts of
terrorists does not mean the
restriction of civil liberties . Who
complains that the law that
allows parents to lose custody
of their children because they
beat them, is a pretext by the
government to initiate the con fiscation of all children from
their parents? Obviously Mr.
Wallace does, as according to his
logic, cracking a few terrorist
heads together is the first step
in the denial of civil liberties
for all citizens .
In conclusion let me say
that a government can protect
the freedoms of its citizens better by repealing the civil liberties of terror ists, than by allow ing the terrorists to repeal the
civil liberties of citizens .
Yours respectfully,
William English
1st Year Law

A Rose is a Rose is wrong
.I

Dear Editor:
Philip Rose, in atta cking David Camele tt i's defence of Pierre
Trudea u , ple ads for the "facts" .
A reaso nable requ est ·und oubt edly, wh ich make s it all th e harder to und erstand why Mr. Ro se
chose to ignore his ow n goo d
advice .
He argues t hat Canada's eco-.
nomic performance ought t o be
jud ged against th at of t he U.S.
wit h whom we have "suc h close
• econo mic t ies" . But if · th is
·, were to be the sole criteria upon
which to select a norm, one
wond ers why a depos itor's -financ ial posit ion ought not to be
compared with his ba nk 's, an
invest or's with his stock broker' s or an emplo ye e's with his
emp loy er 's. Either Mr. Rose has
adopted a grossly simplist ic crite rion, or notwithstanding his
admonition to Mr. Camele tt i,
has simply chosen not to give
us all the fact s.
In any event, comprehe nsive
stud ies such as the federa l
government 's· "F oreign · Direct
Investmen t in Cana da " , prepared un der the direction of
Windsor M.P. Herb Gray , show
that sit is the nature of this economic tie which itself causes
many of the fundamental differences between our econo i ,ics.
Mr. Rose goes on to impugn
Mr. Cameletti's motives by sug-

gest ing that he aspires to a position in th e Cabinet and that he is
a mouthpi ece for t he Liberal
Club . This fir st suggestion is either ridiculous, or Mr. Rose' s
str ~ine d att empt to be funn y.
The second suggest ion is sim ply inaccu rate. Mr. Cameletti
is not a member of the club, .
neither is he known to us.
Fu rth ermore, the insinuati on
that club members jo in because
of t heir politi cal ambition s, is a
chea p and 1,
rnwarranted shot .

Most of our .people are motivat.ed solely by th eir desire to
bett er unde rstand how our political system fun ctio ns.
In futu re Mr. Rose , greater
emphas is on the " fact s" and
less on th e m aligning _of othe'r
studen ts,' would be in_ order.
Respectfu lly yours ,
. Den.nis R. Bailey
Law II
Pres ident, U. of Windsor
Campus Liberals

tober, lY7lL
Furthermore, Mr. Wallace refuses to acknowledge the drop
in the rate of inflation since
0 ctober, 197 5, as a result of the
federal government's AIB policy.
He has clearly ignored the fact
that, along with the decline in
food prices , the restrictions imposed by the AIB on the rise of
real wage settlements for Canadian lab our is the most significant factor to account for the
fall in the rate of inflation to
6 .2 per cent in October, 1976 ,
and to 8 .3 per cent presently .
Certainly, the anti -inflation program is not the ineffectual apparatus that Mr. Wallace claims
it to be.
Finally, Mr. Wallace strongly
implies that labour in Canada
was impove rished with respect
to its wages and wage increases
at the time of the installation
of the AIB. Consistent to form,
he is "incorrect here. The aver-

Yours respectfully,
David Cameletti

\

thanks SAC, Lance
Dear Editor :
Re: Volunteer Services
Allow me this opportunity
to address thanks and appreciation to SAC in general, and
to two individuals in particular,
on the behalf of Volunteer
Services.
Since the inception o( Volunteer Services in 19 74, each
SAC Administration has contributed material and financial
support to the continuance of
; its operations . Without such un failing support, the Services '
progress . would not have been
significant as it has been in
thi s community .
Particular praise is owing to
SAC President Gary Wells and
Special Event s Commi ssioner
Gino Piazza. Gary Wells has
bro ught imaginat ive, th ough tful
peop le into his Admi nistratio n .
The result has bee n the con t inued sup port of SAC in the
Volunteer Service operation .

a

FRANK

.--

.J. Fo x , O ,D ,

OPTOMETRIST

Suite2B
400Huron
Church
Rd.,
AssumptionUniver
sity
UniversityofWindsor

,~i}

Yours sincerely,
Douglas W. Ph illips, Chairman
Vo lunteer Services

th e service 1s unrue nt1onable
and ·unpres.e nt (i.e. absen t , not
her.e)·.
•
So be happy while ye may .
lµcky · and
Th ink yourself
DON:T COMPLAIN . .
Sincerely,
C. Spence
Kent
England
P.S.
would also like to mention my ut ter disgust at you r
,front page pho to in one of your
autumn editio ns. A man going
th rough the. motions of . . .
With a woma n in next cu' bicle. And I thought yours w;
a respec t able paper!

ft

:;;";j.

.
p·1azza orgamze
. d_ t h e O nen. ··rr·,
+J
G mo
tation Casino Night which sue- "':~.5
cessfully raised ' monies which \,
were generously contributed to ·:.
the Volunteer Services. That ··,
contribution permitted the ope- . ~
ration to continue until receipt .
of Canada Works funding.
. \"$.
A special ·appreciation though .,
is owing to the Lance, its editors • .
and staff. In the most critical ' ,
moments when the financial ·.
picture was bleak, the Lance ,"
moved its editorial priorities "
behind Volunteer Services . Is it
beyond mere coincidence that
finances were rece ived shortly
therea fter from Canada Works?
Th e student bod y across the
Un ivers ity are fortunate to have
such capable and char itable persons wor kin g on th eir behalf _in
SAC and the Lance.

You like·it? ~·It's yours.
Dear Edito r:
Re your article headed:
"Foo d Services o n Campu s
St inks" by E.P. Chant in your
Oct ober 7th ihtern at ional ed i- .
tion . You t hink yo u 've got pro blem s! Hah ! At least yo u can
call it " F<;>0d Service!" At
least you get some sort of fo od
an d some sort of service. In
other realms of th e world (and
th ere are civilizati ons aside fr om
Windsor and big T.O .) it seems
as th ough they've never heard
of the words. If they ever
have, it certa inly· isn't apparent. The food here is not wo rthy of such a nob le name, .and

'

Volunteer Services

......,~.

·l

age wage settlement on new
contracts for Canadian labour in
.197 5 .before the establishment
of the AIB was 22 per cent,'
which hardly- suggests an impoverished labour force in Canada ·
then. Certainly, this figure undermines any point that Mr.
Wallace hopes to make on this
subject .
Clearly , Mr. Wallace would
benefit in examining more closely the conditions surrounding
the Canadian economy during ·
the Trudeau administration before he attempts to attack t he
Liberal government once more _
on these grounds. And, should '' i
he dispute any of my figures,
i
he is advised to take his case to .
the Prime Minister · and the .. '
Anti-Inflation Board, from
~~ r ',
whose statements the bulk of
such st~tistic-s were taken .

258-004
2

ByAppointment

.'
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'Controlling student unrest'

RCM .P, FBI·clandestine activities revealed
1
By RICK SPENCE
The Freedom of Information
Act in the United States has
resulted in the release of papers
which reveal the FBI sent phony
and anonymous letters to parents of students and to the
University of Michigan Board of
Regents as part of a campaign
to control student unrest in
the 1960s.
According to The Detroit
Free Press, the FBI analyzed
five Michigan univers1t1es in
1968 and decided the University of Michigan presented the
most dangerous political atmosph-ere. A memorandum from the
Detroit FBI office to thendirector J. Edgar Hoover said
that U-M's new president, Dr.
-Robben Fleming, was "weak",
and stated that "virtually every
student demand made in recent
years has been met."
The report also said that the
radical Students for a Democratic Society dominated the
student government and the student newspaper, and stated that
"no university-made rules are
enforced, or are enforceable."
The FBI 's counterintelligence
campaign involved writing anonymous letters to members of the
U-M , Board of Regents (equi- ·
valent to Windsor's Board of
Governors) complaining about
state taxes used to "subsidize
the efforts of those dedicated .
to the overturn of our existing
society". FBI headquarters, in
approving the letter, ' made some
changes in order to make the
letter appear "more amateurish," according to the Free
Press.
Additionally, parents of an
SDS member received a letter
hinting their daug'1ter had contracted gonorrhea while witr
SDS, and a letter signed "a
patriotic American" was received by a brigadier general whose
daughter was allegedly involved
in the Young Socialist Alliance .
When contacted
by Th<:
Lance, Dr . Fleming said he
could not remember the lette1
sent by the FBI to the regents.
He said .they received many such
letters during the days of stu ·
dent activism.
Fleming called the FBI'~
tactics in sending anonymom
letters to parents "deplorable ' '
and "uncalled for" . But he
didn't think _ the letters · had
much effect. "At the time .
it was widely rumored that
these things were coming from
the FBI."
Fleming discounted the importance of the student movement. "If they (the FBI) thought that there was about to be
revolution based on the acti vities of the more · radical students at the university, they
had very bad judgement. It's
not true that there was a real .

large group committed to violence."
Fl~ming added, "I certainly
don't think the FBI helped
anything, by what they did."
He - said that local FBI men
sent back to headquarters reports taking credit for things
they hadn't accomplished.

Canadian universities were
the site of bugging operations
and clandestine operations back
in the days of student radi- .
calism, but Defence Minister
Barney Danson believes · they
were the wrong thing to do and
such operations do not go on
today.

from any of the activities, which
continued in various forms until
1972.
A student assembly room
used . by social science students
and faculty was the site of the
three-day bugging operation at
the U. of 0. in 1970. The
Globe quoted a security patrolman who said the operation was.
aimed at four or five students
in particular,
including one
whose father was a foreign
diplomat.
The security man also said he
, felt disgusted about the opera-

tion, but he says he was told
to "shut up an.cl stay out of the
way." He said the hugging was'
done with the knowledge and
co-operation of many people
with security responsiblities at
the university.
Danson says the bugging and
other activities were undertaken
"at a time of civil disorder",
according to The Globe. He
maintained that the actions were
not illegal at the time, · since
the Protection of Privacy Act
did not come into effect until
1974.

Contlnued from .page 1
recent government excuse for
not acting on the RCMP problem: "The Minister of Justice
said an incredible thing - he
can't investigate these things
because the only investigators
he has are in the RCMP."
The CCLA will "work like
hell" to see the RCMP case does
not just blow over, Borovoy
told a member of the audience . .
"Our practical job is to see
that these people obey the law."
He suggested an ombudsman or
ci~ilian review board could , b·e
esta9lished to keep an eye on
the RCMP.

Fleming said tpe FBI has
men stationed
on most big
campuses in the United States,
but he says their activities are
straight forward and that . they
are fairly well known .

The Globe and Mail .revealed last week that a combined RCMP and Canadian Forces unit bugged rooms at the
University of Ottawa and the
University 'of T~ronto b'ack in
1970. Danson now says that
little useful information resulted

The audience which consisted
mainly of law students, threw
several pessimistic questions at
Borovoy, ~sking whether parliamentary democracy is doomed, if Canada is in danger of
becoming a police state, and
whether the RCMP and the government should be opposed,
since mail has been running
four-to-one in favo~ of the pr~e
minister. ·
Borovoy said he hoped the
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RCMP crisis wouldn't degenerate
into a debate over giving the
police more power, since such
a debate would "deflect publi c
attention
from the enormity
that's involved ." He said the
existing laws must be vindicated: "The police must agree to
respect limits on their powers
before we give them more."
Borovoy closed his seventyminute forum with a personal
note. He recounted that when
s.tudents used to ask him about
civil disobedience 1 he used to tell
them to "concentrate on being
more imaginative and effective
within the law."
Now Borovoy considers it
ironic that he has to "plead
with the prime minister of this
country to say the same thing
to the police."
Dean of the law faculty
Ron Ianni closed the session by
saying that Borovoy's efforts
in def.ending civil liberties should
. serve- as an example and an
inspiration to the law students.
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Exploding nuclear myths
there are no viable alternatives
to nuclear energy at this time
_as a replacement
for fossil
fuels : He claimed that solar and

· By BOB THOMPSON
John Melvin of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL)
recently spoke in Ambassador
Auditorium
on many aspects
of nuclear energy in Canada,
including whether it is necessary , whethe r it is safe, and
whether
t here are any possible alternatives.
Melvin stated that the deman d · for energy is nsmg very
rapidly, and if we continue to .
base the bulk of our energy
deman ds on foss il fuels suc h as
oil and coal, they will soon become depieted and no longer
sufficient. Backin g this up , · he

wind energy are spread too
thinly to be tapped as a largescale energy source . In support
of this statement, he said that if

power plant for a year would
be much less than fhe small
amount of radiation present everywhere on earth. He also said
that in its basic design, it is
completely impossible for the
type of nuclear reactor ~sed in
Canada to explode.

5 5-metre high windmills were
built and operated in a high
wind, it wou ld take 2000 such

As f c;>ran accidental release
of radioactive material, Melvin
~tated "We are fully aware of

windmills to match the daily
power output of AECL 's nuclear generating plant at Picke ring , Ontario.

Murphy's Law, and design on ·
that basis ". Murphy's Law is the
sta tement that anyth ing that

Another point that he tried
to make was that the dangers
of nucl ear po w er as seen by the

quoted figures which showed
th at since 19 7 5 , Canad a has had
to be com e a net importer of
oil to satisfy her energy needs.

general public have been greatly exaggerated . He minimized
the danger of radia Jion escaping, saying that" the extra amount picked up by a person living at the fence of a nudear

Much of Melvin's talk was in
supp ort of his position that

can go wrong, wi ll. Thus, he said
that nuclear plants are designed
with ma ny completely separate
and indep $,ndent safet y_ sy stems
which are test ed regularly. Also,
they are under the direct control of the Atomic Energy
Control Board, a separate body.
which maintains strict safety
standards .
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Winter was nice · while it lasted .

Nevv on ca/11pus:

Differential fees in Quebec?
The Loyola News has revealed that the Quebec government
may soon institute
differential fees for foreign students.
There has been much speculation about the imposition of
. differential fees in Quebec, Dr.
John O'Brien , Rector of Montreal's
Concordia
,University,
started an official rumour by
stating "Word has it they (differential fees) may be in for next
ye,ar." He told a student audience last week, · "There may well
be an increase for out-ofcountry
students ."
However, O'Brien added that
government
bureacrac y being

what it is, the fee increase
"might get caught up in · the .
air." He said the university has
not yet been informed officially of an increase.
F.oreign students registering
for the first time in Ontario or
Alberta post-secondary institu. tions this · September paid differential fees. Visa students at
Windsor paid about $1575 in
fees, compared to a resident or
landed immigrant's fee of $760. '
The differential fees were introd~ced in Ontario as a moneysaving measure. The Ministry of
Colleges and Universities estimated the increases would save
about $6 million this yea r. On-

Academic control _~

The Senate
tigating stage. It looks like stu dent representation . will be raised to six, but it's not definite,
they are still at the pla nning
st~ge. "

By PAUL DOUGLAS-DALY
Have you ev~r· wo nde red who
has the ultimate control of
academic affair~ at this university? Well, wo nder no more.
That control lies in the hands
of the Senate.
The Senate consists of a 5 5
member body. There is a representative from each faculty,
plus four members who represent the entire student body.
.}
'
Recently there has been talk
of increasing the nu m ber of student representat ives, but Senator Dr. P. Pillay says things
are still up in th e air, and just
too prematu re to even consi de r.
Mary on Overholt feels th ere .
is a need for stronger stude nt
representa t ion. Overholt claims ,
" Four peop le j ust can't stand for
the ent ire stude nt body. We
shou ld tr y to estab lish a crosssection of views." She feels
the studen t representation has
been a token gesture . . Some
universities have as many a~
fifte en students sitting on th eir
Senates.
When Gar y Wells was questioned o n the chan ces of incre asing student representation on
the Senate he said, ."At the pre sent everything is at the inves-

~

The Senate controls such student related topics as academic
course evalua t ior., . enrolment,
tuitio n, .md · OSAP. Overholt
feels students should be better
represe nt ed on the Senate to
dea l with these issues .
The gut issue of all Senate
matter is dependent on money.
The allo cat ion of mon ies is
controlled
by th e Board of
Gove rnor s, which is composed ·
of prominent
people in . the
com munit y.
When the unive rsity faces cutback s it is th e Board of Governors which determines the fate
of the variou s facult ies. This is
whe n Senate Meetings get exciting Overho lt says. Each facult y starts defending its essential
importance to the university ',
and professors become very
guarded about the ir jobs .
The next Sen ate meeting will
probably be next week, and is
open t o everyon~. If you are
interested in the policy making
of the university y ou should attend. It will have an affect on
you .

Black.Students' Union

tario had 11,631 foreign students last year, or 40.4 per
cent of the . Canadian total.
Although foreign student enrolment at Windsor remains unchanged due to the differential fee, foreign student enrolment across the province has
declined .
Quebec has about 28 per
cent of Canada's foreign students.
Rector
O'Brien
said that
there would probably be no
incre ase fot · Canadian student s
attending Quebec institution s.
He said , "IR Quebec, th e attitude is still that the university
needs to be developed."
li e
pointed
out that since the
ratio of francophone students
attending unive rsity is still low,
the Queb ec government is interested
in "ex pansi on" and
"increased accessibi lity" to higher education.
ou ·t-of-province Canadian students would probably not be
charged a differential fee, O'Brien said, since Quebec is "more
of a winner t han a loser in the
inte r-provinc ial flow."

By ERIC MAYNE

Like most students at the
University of ' Windsor, this reporter is guilty of being only
"half informed". For example,
I was aware of the existence
of the Black Students' Union
but had no idea what role it
played on campus.
Unlike most students at the
University of Windsor, I chose to
r:emcdy 111ysitua ,tion : . .
•
The Black Stu<le11ts' Union
is an orga nization with a purpose similar to that of the
Chinese Students' Association .
Though not qu ite as large, the
B.S. U. is equally enthu siast ic
about its culture and its potential to contribute
to campus and community life.
Wayne Williams, acting treasure r · for the organiza t ion says
they are committed
to the
developmen t of "Black awareness", hut he is quick to point
out that membership is not
restricted to race." He mentioned that of the 103 mem-

bers 1 a small number were not
black and many are members
of the faculty .
In addition, Williams stated
that the organization
is not
politically oriented either .
"We wa,nt to learn more from
each other. We repr:esent a crosssection of Afri cans, Caribbeans,
Black-Canadian and Americans."
I le also expressed the desires
of the Black Students' Union
to become
"functional
organization" involved in service,
not a "social club".
"Our aim is functional. We
would like to get out in the community by affiliating ourselves
with other organizations."
Toward this end they are current ly invo lved in the negotiat.ion of a const1t ut ion which
_would regulat lr these activ ities.
Unfortunately
they are experiencing some internal problems which pre vent them from
meeting on a regular basis bu t
hopefully thes e · will be resolved
soon.

a

At Allstate,_we do more than sell insurance
ALL.STATEcan offer you a rewardingcareer in management.
We areexpandingrapidly,andwe needma~agement trainees,
to fill our futureADMINISTRATIONand TECHNICALneeds.

Hyou are looking for a challenge, and a real chanceto advance
'

on your own merit,then THINKAll.ST A TE.
/

We will be on campusin Januaryand for furtherinfonn~on
you shouldcontad yourplacementoffice.

THESE ARE NOT SALES POSITIONS
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Editor's view

Nothing sacred leads to punk rock

By PAUL CHERNISH
" . . . . You can stuff all
your punk bands, give me three
children instead" . ..
David Bowie.
Well, what can you say.
Th at quote came from a man
who has dominated the sleezy,
bi-sex music market for years. ·
It 's rathe r depressing. Bowie's
mu sic is interesting, no matter
wh at sexual mood he's in,
1
but I am, quite honestly, gett ing sick of the whole heap · of
rubbi sh. The SfliX bit, that is.
Yesterday I glanced through
Peop le magazine (and glance is

all you .~eally want to do with
that rag), and came close to vomiting on an article pertaining
to Freddie Mercury of Queen .
" Mercury is a mere hetero sexual ". God, I just can 't com prehend how the person who
wrote that got thrnugh high
school. What a totally queer
statement! And no, I don't ·
mean queer in the "homo "
sense, as that particular writer
might imagine. The revolting
th ing behind such "journalism "
is that it seems to . be relevant
to .to .day 's society. Not to me,
though .

People magazine that takes advantage of an individual 's personal make up (I don 't mean
eye shadow eithe r), it's the
entire damn world of both credible and yellow j ournali sts and
med ia shapers .

Bowie is justified , in raving
about the unimportance of sexual tendencies . It 's not just

Bowie admit s that questions
dealing with his private life
helpe d him get his music across, and he seems to have grown
ou t of it now. Alright David!
Starve the media. Give them
nothing to fall back on . Don 't
.show them the close you came
out of .

'Charley's Aunt' quite a play
By E.P. CHANT

fact is someone should be committed for trying to pass this
"thing" off as theatre .

suppose the ancient Patterson Playhouse (Elliot and
Goyeau Streets, in the St.
The acting was, in a word,
Clair College Adult Education
rancid : In order of appearance
building) has a certain anti(not rancidness - how can one
que charm-like a ballrooJn in a
differentiate the odours of varleper colony.
ious skunks?), Milan Gecelovsky
The most recent play preas Jack Chesney stammered and
sented there, Charley's Aunt
stuttered through his part as if
by Brandon Thomas, did not
he was reacfing the lines from
suffer from leprosy, but it was
illegible cue-cards ( a personal
seriously ailing. Fortunately, it is
word to Milan: don't expect
not an ailment that a totally
to see your name in lights,
new script and cast could not
fella' - there is an energy crisis,
cure.
you know); Bryn Furtaw as
Nevertheless, the Windsor
Brassett the butler looked like a
Community
Theatre did go
minature Charlie Chan, and his
ahead and present this sickly
attempt to visual humour, walkpiece on November 25 and 26,
ing like had burrs in his britches,
and plan to present it again ' did not cit the cake : JO'hn K6-.tonight (December 2) and tovacs as Charles Wykeham commorrow night (rather like a
mitted the major sin (as did
proud patient repeatedly disabsolutely everyone else in the
playing the scars of a- hernia
cast) of dropping the essential
operation) . I guess ,when you
British acGent from time to time
are committed to royalties and
and, even during these time to
everything , you might as well
times, , wa,s barely intelligible in
go ahead with the · show - the
his enunciation. Stephen White

Iµ Ott.P-,
CRA-zfC~~AVE5
Ft'?1"1-lEVft~~ ..

W l: .)o

as Lord Babberly was the best
member in the disaster, but he
too dropped the accent far too
often and, incidentially, did not
savour his cigar with appropriate relish. William Allen as
Sir Francis Chesney might as
well have been a mute for all
the times he used his British
accent; and Gilbert Percy as
Stephen Spettigue puffed and
wheezed his way to a grand overacting of his part.
The ladies fared no better.
Carol Albert, Marney Elmslte,
Cleva Fallon, and Liz Benneian
all might have joined Mr. Allen
in · silence for the same reason
(accent violations). Miss Benneian, especially, though she did
bring a sterling -body to the role,
read her lines ' just sfightly' better than a block of wood. But
not much.
Michael Lyons' direction was
static with regards to stage positioning, especially the ominously
long conversation between Fallon and Benneian. I could have
stayed a~ home and watched a

conversation between two seated combatants on · a talk show
rather than suffer through this
deadly dull exchange - perhaps
I should have. Also, Lyons
must take the lion's share of the
responsibility for the accent
dropping, the seriousness of
which I cannot emphasize enough.
About the only . consolation
the cast of Charley's Aunt
might find is that the play itself
stinks. Brandon Thomas died in
1914 and, unfortunately, . the
war that broke out in the same
year did not claim as fatalities
all the existing copies of his
. play.
The play is advertised (on the
ticket) as "Victorian farce".
Conventional Victorian theatre,
as was the conventional Victorian, was deathly dull stuff.
Trying to farcify it is like trying
to write a comedy about Hiroshima. It bombs.
The fall-out will be playing
again this weekend at the Patterson .

Elvis made a good studtype . Cher looked like a decen t
lay . Nobod y ever asked the king
if he liked to look at ot her men 's
fann ies. But now noth in"gis held
bac k ; reputations are m a.d e from
the bravery of adm ittin g bizzare
sexual preferen ces. '
Anyway , what I am tryin g
get at is punk rock (can you
believe it?) . This new wave is
hard t o get used to . It takes
advantage of every lewd facet
of life. It throws thi s burn ing-hot, violent , raw sex package in our faces. It 's a really
stupid form of musi c. It takes
no talent , it has no art value
and it simply will not catch on.
The promoters and media have
been tossing gallon after · gallon
of fuel on the fir~ of ·punk
rock, but they can't create an
inferno. Just a slight, pretentious spark .
to

Punk rock was great in the
mid-sixties. The Stones, the
Animals, etc. all had the ultimate punky, sexual appeal. They
didn't find it necessary to wear
safety pins and razor blades.
All they needed was that gutlevel charm. And they had it.
You know what? . . . They
even knew how to play their
instruments.
Yep, the ~lades, pins, and
other valuable ~odern day punk
apparatus certainly are symbols . . . of frustr .at_ion, ~degradation and utter confusion. I
hope punk never catches on .
I don't want to hear of some
poor teenager bleeding to death
because of masturbating with a
razor blade. It's just sick. It's
all of the previously mentioned
exploitations sloppily rolled into
one.
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-TRIVIA '
QUIZ

•

1.

What was the title used by the rulers of the German empire
which ended in 1918?
2.. Who was the dauphin crowned at Rheims with Joan of Arc
standing at his side?
3. Who was the first Mongol Emperor of China?
4. Which Egyptian Ruler hao a name which literally meant:
"the life of Amon is pleasing"?
5. Which species of bear is the largest living land carnivore?
6. What is the river that is named "Mother" in Russian folklore?
7. What is the name of the festival observed by Moslems during
which they fast from sunrise to sunset every day · for a month?
g_ Do you know what the Israeli Parliament is called?
\). One of Richard Wagner 's operas is called Gotterdammerung,
what is the English translation of that title?
10. If you weighed 180 pounds on earth, what would you weigh on
the moon?
11. Halley's Comet was last seen in 1910, when will it be visiole
to the naked eye again?
•
12. What small republic produces most of the world's supply of
"b .alsam of Peru", an anti-cough syrup?
13. The boyhood home of, Mark Twain has the -same na:ne as a
great Carthaginian general, what is it?
14. What musical instrument and dance was formerly associated
with the merrymaking of sailors?
15. In Braille, there are 6 3 possible · arrangements of dots in each
cell. What is the maximum number of dots in each cell?
·
16. What is the special name given to a picture o/ statue of the
dead Christ supported on his mother's lap?
·
17. Which country is usually associated with the following dances: bolero, fandango and sequidilla?
1.8. What is the Japanese art of dwarfing trees?
Who were the warring barbarians after whom a major style in
19 ..,~
; mediaeval art . and architecture is named? ' · ·
20 . Who is traditionally supposed to have exclaimed ''Eureka!
Eureka!" as he leapt out of his bath?

an~wers on page 13
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BROWN

Despite blizzard conditions
outside, a capacity audience
showed up at Ambassador Auditorium Sunday night to hear the
University Concert Band. They
were not disappointed either,
with Conductor
James Tamburini (in his usual blue coat)
leading the band in a highly
credita:6le first performance of
the year.
After some "initial lighting dif-_
ficulties, the concert got under
way with Bach's Toccata and
Fugue in D minor . the . piece is
almost as well known as Beethoven's · Fifth - ; it's the one
played by m·ad scientists, the
Phantom of the Opera, and various vampires in its original
organ version. The arrangement
used Sunday has fortunately
taken out most of the Bela
Lugosi mood. In spite of a rough
passage in the -middle, the band
played in a way easily worthy
of the year they had spent
practicing it - and made it
SOl;Jnd like it should, alf outst nding representative of the
Baroque Era.
The other works went nearly
as well. As it was Canadian Music 'Week, a good many piece~
by Canadian composers were
included, although the pieces
themselves did not shine in
comparison with others on the
program. Ma nnin Veen provided
a selecti on of four folk tun es
from the Isle of Man. The obo e
solos were t~ken over by other instruments
at the last
mo11_1ent,
but t.he ~pqden ch~nge

was hardly noticeable in Rossini's La Boutique Fantasque .

rangements
Schickele.

The Band · did not neglect
to display the talents of some
of its individual members. Flautist Carolyn Dow and Paula
Pinterpe on harp were excellent
in a selection from Massenet's
Thais. The University Brass
Ensemble alternated between a
Christmas Carol (what else at
this time of year?), and a modern· piece for brass and piano
with Debi Guy at the keyboard.

The concert concluded with
Maurice Ravel's famous Bolero.
The bolero is a Spanish dance
based on a particular and very
pronounced rhythm . in threequarter time. Using the rhythm
as an ever-preseryt background,
Ravel simply took a melody
and put it on a single crescendo. The piece might have
been a disaster but its insistence is purely fascinating. A
band does not have the _same
depth and texture of sound as
does an orchestra
with its
strings, and so the arrangement
used was only half the length
of the original. The cut did not
destroy the quality of the work,
·and while the trombones . ove·rplayed a bit, it proved an appropriate finish to wh'at was
a ve~y satisfying performance .

For those unacquainted with
P .D .Q. Bach, I cannot attempt
to describe the intricacies of the
master's Grande Serenade For
An Awjid Lot of Winds and
Percussion . Suffice to say the
reaction of the audience was not
the. normal response to a wellestablished piece of classical
music, possibly due to its ar-

for band by Peter

Go to Detroit
rosee·Chicl;lgo
By STEPHEN CHEIFITZ

Bob Fosse, in 1973, became
the first director in history to
win Oscar, Tony and Emmy
awards in ·a single year. After
seeing the play "Chicago", it is
easy to sec why. He develops
Ch icago into a fast moving mix
of music, sati lle, and sex, recreating for many people t,he
memory of the old vaudeville
days.
The setting is the wild and
lively streets of Chicago in the

Velma Kelley play their parts
as though they knew what it
was like as a flapper in the
20's . Their thirst for publicity is almost unrelentless, so
much so that you wonder Vl'.'hether they care about anything
·
else .
This was the first play I've
seen where the orchestra was
on stage throughout the whole
performance. This proved effective as it gave the play the
feeling of the dance floors and

IILlEBJ
LOUJ&E
PRESENTS

1ST ANNUALNEWYEARS'EVEPARTY
EVERYONE IS WELCOME
STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF AND FRIENDS

late 1920's, the era of fast women, frolic and fun. The story
follows the trial of a wife who
murders her lover in a jealous
rage. The play satirizes everything, along the way but zeroes
in on the lawyers and the legal
system.

I

"YOU CAN'T BEAT FUN FOR A GOOD TIME PARTY"
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PACKAGE
INCLUDES:
ENTERTAIN
.MENT- TOSUITALL TASTES
COMPLETE
COLDBUFFET-WITHMANYITEMSTO CHOOSE
FROM
PART)'FA-VOURS
~ 'FORALLTHATATIEND
SPLITOFCHAMPAGNE
- AT MIDNIGHTFOREVERYCOUPLE
+

PLUS A LITTLE SOMETHING, SPECIAL FOR EVERYONE

Jerry Orbach, as Billy Flynn,,
the fast talking mouthpiece,
;urns in fantastic performance
as the lawyer who knows it all.
His courtroom
defence and
surprising closing speech to the
jury leaves everyong rolling in
the 'a.isle.
The two cold blooded murderesses, , Penny Worth as Roni
Hart: and Carolyn Kirsh as

.:

-~~

:.~~
- '

THIS COMPLETE PACKAGE IS BEING OFFERED
TO ALL FOR $20.00 PER COUPLE.
·~

CASH BAR: 8:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M.
,

/

TICKETS
AREAVAILABLE
AT:

DRESS: SEMI-FORMAL

*

1. GALLERY
LOUN
·GEOFFtCE-Hqurs: 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. & 7:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m:
2. STUDENTS
ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL
OFFICE
- Hours:9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

electricity of Chicago in the
20's.
If you liked Perry Mason,
you'll love Billy Flynn as he goes
about doing anything he can to
make sure his client wins. It
ends up with a surprising method of showing that what you
see is not always what you get.
On the Whole, this sexy
satire of the legal system and
, America in the 20's is a funny,
enjoyable musical that leaves
you laughing. This is one play
which shouldn't be missed.
It will be especially liked by
people who enjoy having ·a good
time. Chicago continues at the
Fisher Theatre until December
31.

Important Staff Meeting
Today at noon

,

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL: 256-7425

Topics: The referendum, the

THERE ARE.A LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS AVAILABLE. DON'.T MISS OUT
ON A FUN-FILLED EVENING OF DANCING AND DRINKING PLEASURE.
SPECIAL BONUS IF TICKETS ARE PURCHASED BEFORE DECEMBER 10, 1977
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constitution and other stuff
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song Louie Louie. The music
is the same, but Iggy adds some
of his lewd and grotesque
lyrics.
Side two brings otit the true
Stooges as they were in their
own time. You can actually hear
the sounds of bottles crashing
on stage, and Iggy provoking
the frenzied crowd to throw
more. Absurd,
insulting, and
cursing language is the on~y
kind that Iggy knows, and the
crowds loves' it!
Metallic K.O . is a bootleg
edition and has recently been
re-released on Import Records
for all the remaining Stooges
. fans. If you really want to sink
your teeth into some rock ' n'
roll nostalgia from the sixties,
get this album and feel the
rare raw power of a live Sto oge s
performance! P.S .... keep your
left up.
The Original Stooges Line-Up:
Iggy Pop - vocals , James Williamson - guitar, vocals, Scott
Thurston - piano elect ., Ron
Ashton - bass, and Scott Ashton - drums.

Iggy Stooge
Metallic KO
By DOMENIC D'AMORE
'' Open up and Bleed" is the
phrase that is printed on the
back of this album cover, and .
rightly so . Iggy (Stooge) Pop
was infamous
for his sadomasochistic activities on stage
with his band of three-chord
metal madmen.
Just about anyone who is
fairly knowledgeable about rock
' n ' ro ll has · heard the name of
Iggy and The Stooges . Famous as he wa s for diving ,into
broken glas s, and assaulting himself ph y sically, Iggy could pump
(if not
out · some interesting
alw ay s enjoyable) rock 'n' roll !
He\ has been declared the 'godfather of punk', . and, even if this
is true, their brand of rock is
greatly superior to the (almost
insulting ) punk rock of the sevent ies.
Recently Iggy has turned over
a new leaf , done away with his
violence, and in the process
released two new albums. Both
have included a great deal of
son g writing by D avid Bowie.
The first Iggy solo album was
ent itled The Id iot and his latest
release is called Lust for Life .
Both are fine albums, especially Lu st for Life , which comes
across with some good rockin'
tunes ( even though Bowie was .
involved in most of the writing) .

kley James Harvest (and others),
but never fell pr ey to the excu. ses that these bands did. Me. lody was 'neve r forsaken for
self-indulgent soloing or an endless am ount of time changes j ust
for the sake of time changes
(Yes take note).
Listening for the first few
times, it was difficult to tell
this was in fact a live album.
The only giveaway was the
crowd
noise between
songs .
(which goes to say that the
sound reproduction
was excel lent).

Genesis

The performances on the album are very well done and
quite true to -the originals but
what do you expect from a
band that was voted as best live
act by Melody Maker (Number five in Cr~em's poll :, Rol ling Stone called it Number
three).
The dance -flavoured Squonk
and the mistifying Afterglow
are the highlights of the album (the rest of it's prett y
good t oo) .

Seconds Out

Offenbach

By FRANK KOVACIC

HARPO'S
TheMidwest's
largestNitaClub
for Yo.ungAdults

* TUES.NITE:·"iadies Nita"

Admission $3.50 includes 2 beverages

* FRI-SAT.NITE:''The Ma.in Event''
LADIESFREE

Admipsion $3.50 includes 2 beverages

COMING: A New Electrifying Light Show
BIRTHDAYSPECIALS:Specijalgifts to you and your party

Pregnant
and distressed

IT'S EASYTO FINDHARPO'Sin Detroit
i

Never Too Tende r LP which
sold 8,000 copies. A few months
ago they played the El Mo cambo in Toronto,
and they
hope to get an Ontario tour
going soon.
Their current album, Offe nbach is in French. You do not
need any grasp of the French
language to get the feeling from
the songs. Music knows no
language barriers. As soon as
more people realize that, the
fine talent in Quebec can receive the attention it deserves .

The band even takes time to
hold off on the raunch and do
some pretty ballads, like Reve
A Lachute and La Voix Que
J'ai, which includes a decent
piano arrangement . Overall, yo u
can expect to find some sophisticated jamming.
I just hope that Offe nbach
tours · this area soon, because
the energy they put across on
this album could be . put into a
heavy evening or rock 'n' roll.

Offenbach

It seems fitting that th e last
album released by Genesis would
By DEB KENNEDY
encompass t heir entire career.
I'm excited about Offenbach
The Peter Gabriel ·era is. covered
for three reasons: 1) their al(The Lamb Lies Down on
bum Off enbach is a power Broadway, The Carpet Crawlers)
house of rock-blues; 2) the y
as is their tour with Bill Bruford
claim to want raving madness
(Squonk, Los Endos) and their
an d dan cing in the aisles at their
final tour with new addition
concerts; and 3) the y are from
Chester Tho~pson (Afterglow).
Quebec.
I didn't really think that the
Offenbach
formed in '72.
band could carry on without
A recent shuffling of members
the magic supplied by the music
has left Gerry Bo~let, lead
and lyrics of Peter Gabriel but
vocals, and Johnny Gravel, lead
I was wrong, Trick of th e Tail
guitarist, with the new addiand Wind and Wutherin g w~re
tions of Norm Kerr on bass,
and Pierre Lavoie on drums.
two very solid LPs.
The demise of the band was
Also, Jean Millaire has joined
half-expected since Phil Collins . the group as a second lead gui was becoming more and more
tarist. Millaire has a no.table
involved
with his Brand X
reputation which includes having
project .and Steve I lackett was
played with · Detroit's bluesman
making ' noises about going solo
Shakey Al in Montreal in '7 5
for quite awhile. But alas the
and '7 6. Millaire was in the first
quiet supergroup finally bit the
Quebec group to cut a rock
bullet. They will be missed but
LP, called Expedition .
then again so was 1976 .
Rave reviews of the new
Ever since Frampton's great
Offenbach , in the Montreal Star,
success, the double live album
Le Dimanche and Le Devoir
has returned to vogue . Most of
reveal that the change was a
the time it isn't necessary but
positive one. Offenbach
have
for a group like Genesis, with its
rocked their way to being one
extended arrangements, two LPs
of the top Quebecois bands .
are a must .
Now the y are trying to break
Genesis went down the same
. into the English market.
road as Yes, Hawkwind , BarThe band released the English

Metallic· K.0. is the final
performance
by the legendary
Iggy and The Stooges, recorded
live at (the late) Michjgan Palace in D~troit . Side one opens
with the Stooges' classic Raw
Power. It then runs into Head
On and finally, Gimme Danger.
The concert sounds as if it was
recorded
on a battery
operated cassette recorder like the
on es your little brother or sister might play with . Yet the
album is very captivating because it brings across the true
po wer and savage type of raunch
that was characteristic
of The
Stooges and the music of their
era.
Side two is made up of two
original "live" cuts never recorded in the studio. The first
'is cailed Rich Bitch and the second is ent itled Cock in My
Po cket, which Iggy · claims was
co-written by his mother. Both
are your ·bas~c hard-rock boogies
that are well known as "Detroit
rock". The last tune on this
side is the old Richard Berry

CALL BIRTHRIGHT, 2S2-3222
Pregnancy tests availab~e.
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We're.at 1-94(Ford
) at Chalmers
exitin Detroit
. Fromtun·
nel take l-7S"(Chrysler
) north to 1-94(Ford
) east to

CANADIAN

~f;'EY
/T
w 1en

Chalmers
exit.FrombridgetakeFisherFwy
. to Chrysler
and you present
. Fonl.Call823-6400
.
this ad!

A dynamite song, which is
also a single from the LP, Chu
un Rocker,
is Pie rre Harel's
version of Clmck Berry's Reeling and Rocking. A couple of
lyrics, for the · bil ingual folk, '
sum up the driving force of the
band :
J'suis un rocker, j'su is un
rouleur.
' Quelques fois j'oublie qui je
suis
Mais je reviens itoujours au
rock & roll.
(Pierre Harel, 1977)
The band 's identifying features are the raspy vocal cords ·
of Boulet, a stinging gu itar,
and a tight rhy th m section
holding everything together. Offenbach does a fine job of laying down the blues in the track ,
Le blues me guette.

By CJAM

Dec. 5 ...
Four Tops - Hyatt Regency I Dec. 8 ... Kansas , and the Atlanta Rhythm
Section - Cobo ·Hall / Dec. 9
. . . David Bromberg and the
New Riders of the Purple Sage
- Royal Oak Theatre / Dec .
10 . . . Oscar Peterson - Hill
Auditorium
in Ann Arbour
/ Harry Chap in - Hill Auditorium / Dec. 11 . . . . Chuck
Mangione - Roya h Oak Theatre I Dec. 15 .. . Rush - Co bo
Hall / Dec. 1 7 . . . Phoebe
Snow - Royal Oak Theatre
I De c. 27 . . . Geils and Edgar
Winter 's White Trash - Cobo
Hall / Dec . 30 . . . Blue Oyster Cult - Cobo Hall / Jan.
20 ... Kiss - Olympia .

,.
/ftefcJk.,PaperCut-Outs
Critics and art lover s alike we re dazzled when this Matisse
exh ibit ion opened in Washington. Overwhelm ing color and
ga iety ! Joie de vivre! See this joyful sunburst of 58 cut-paper
pai ntings-works created " to make people feel better '.' Enjoy
the final flowering of this century' s greatest artist.

Henri Matisse Paper Cut-Outs.
The Detroit Institute of Arts.
Nov. 23-Jan. 8.
Tues. - Sun , 9 :30 a .m. - 5 30 p.m. Closed Mond ays.
Thanksgi ving, Chr istmas. N ew Year's day.
Gen. ad m. $2.50 : Students, Seniors , $1.50 :
Child ren under 12 w ith adul ts and members: free .

(
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Catharsis talent
)

KenBloomseems 'to do it .all
selves, and play some of that
stuff . There's a lot of music
and · a lot of instruments that
are sort of ignored these days.
Often it's because people don't
know about them or where to
get them or how to make them
... Hopefully music will become
something a little mor<; alive to
them, not just something that
comes out of a box."
Tonight at Catharsis will be
Martha Burns who specializes in

·chosen on a team, you know .
Remember those kids?
Sort of keep myself from getting beaten up everyday, and
I always really enjoyed it."

North America. He backs people
up on road tours, he does studio
Watching Ken Bloom 's perwork on a lot of albums (informance at Catharsis last weekcluding the new Stan Rogers LP)
end was like transcending the
and he teaches a course in Combarriers · of time and space.
parative Ethnomusicology at the
Bloom's dexterity at mastering
Ken decided music was the
· instruments ranging from tradiUniv, rsity of I~linois.
thi~g for him "when I was
Ken has recorded his own
tional to foreign to modern and sixteen and I did a tour of Eualbum on Flying Fish Records,
everything in between, is awerope with a concert band I was
which , he will be mixing in
some .
in. That pretty much tipped the
December, and which will be out
scales for me because .that
by the end of January. Some of
Just for the record, I asked
band was made up of some of
the songs are similar to what
Ken to list the instruments he
played and he said, . "The ones . the best musicians from all over . he does on stage, others are
Southern · California. A · lot of
"a bit more beefed up . . and
I carry with me all the tirrie are
some are out and out . producthe ' guitar, dulcimer, clarinet, ' ' kids who were in that band ·are
now big studio musicians or
tion numbers''.
concert zither, Ukranian banwell known people , Jim GorOne such .song is Pilgram's
dura : and small pipes. At home
don, T;m Weisburg, Tom Scott.
Progress, which is a song he used
I've got a dobro; a couple of
to . close the Winnipeg Folk
Irish , harps, a beloika, a (ew . .That was my first experience
in a reasonably professional
Festival in the summer. He. used
more clarinets, and · then on
recording sessions · I ·. end : up · organization, ,and I. loved .it."
essentially the .same ·band, which
consisted of four h,orns, four
·playing banjo, mandolin, saxoback ~up singers,. piano, basi ,.
- phone, sometimes steel guitar.
· As a junior in college, Ken
drums and guitar. Half of the
· I can't remember them all. . .' . played · horns in wedding and
material on the · album is oriIf it 1s needed, I do it."
· reception bands. This led him to
a rock and roll group where he · ginal such ~s Ma.king . Whoopie,
Out of this endless list can
an'd Sitting or, top of the World
started playing guitar and other
there be a · favorite? Ken said,
The other half is either tradistringed instruments. His studies
"One of iny favorites is the small
of Indian music include a · few
tional or someone else's.
pipes because that's the latest
Ken has this .to · say . about
years being taught by ·Ravi
addition. I'm · sort of like a kid
the music business - · "If you
Shankar while 1n Los Angeles.
with a new toy, that's my latest
Meanwhile, Ken · studied Engcan do enough things, you can
new - toy. But the zith .er is , one
lish , at . U.C.LA., and when he · sray alive by doirig · :ill sorts
. that . I. k.e~p , ..p1,1tting a lot of
.ente.red . law school he spent
of different things ." He later
energy into, because I. think · most of hi.s time hanging out in
added, "Any instrument is just a
that is the most versatile ina guitar sh.op, where he · was · tool of expression and the inststrument I hav.e, because yqu . taught h.ow to make guitars.
rument isn't an end all. It's a .
really can play · any kind ofmuKen says, · '''Now ; if there is an
tool that can either be used or
·
instrument I want and · I can,'t · misused . Beauty is in the eye of
sic on it".
·
Ken .was horn and raised .in
afford, l make it."
the beholder."
Los Angeles where ·he . began
Ken's musical experiences are
. To sum up t~e feeling he tries
.taking . fl~te . and clarinet lessons
multifarious. He discussed some
to get across, Ken Bloom asfo· 'graininar · school. Now 32., of them, "I've played with Linda · serted, · "First of all, I · hope
Ken · began . playing professionRonstadt,
for . awhile, Stl'!ve. , ,.,,people enjoy themselves .. Secally at the ' age of 16'. ln high
G<:>odman quite
frequently, . ond · of all, I try and expo~e .
· school .·· he gqt-· into saxophone,
occasionally with Bromberg . . .
them to some music and some
fre~ch .· horn, and oboe, "all
If you ever see the first episode
instruments that maybe the y
the o~chl'!stral· stuff". Ken said, of Mod Squad, that's me playhaven't seen. Maybe it will
· "It .'was ~!ways the one thing
ing the sitar". Ken afso per~
spur some of the people . to
i · could dq : ln grammar s~hool
forms in, collegC!s, coffeehouses
investigat~ some of those inI. was always the last kid to be and at concerts throughout
struments a little bit more themBy DEB KENNEDY
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Both these shows begin at
i: 30 p .m. and admission is
$3.00.
On Sunday there will be a
coffeehouse workshop beginning
at i:30 p.m. in the usual location at 119 Quellette Avenue.
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MOSAIC

On the Mosa.ic program featured daily at J1 :00 a.m., CJAM !
presents interviews and programs , of interest to the entire com-:
muni'ty.
:
Monday, Dec~mber 5 - Don Peppin talks with federal M.P. Jed:
Ba.ldwin about the freedom and accessibility of information .in: .
Canada. Listen in and find out what you should know.
:
Tuesday, December 6 - Folk artist .Ken . Bloom is ·interviewed by:
Deb Kennedy op his career and the prospects of the new Catharsis.:
Wednesday, December 7 - Vicki Fenner takes us through the world:
• of poetry in a brief review of the English Department's poetry read -:
ing sessions .
•
1
.,Thutsday, December 8 _:_Get the bottom line on . wha~ yoµr , stu -!
dent . council has been up to in the last . year as Gary Wells, SAC
President and Rob Whitencct V.P. are asked about the .past year
and what lies in the future .
Friday, Decemb~r 9 - Grant Mciver discusses the state of security
on campus and just what is involved in policing the university:
•
FEATURE ALBUMS
:
CJA~ features the newly released works of 5 arti~ts -as Feature
: Albums; each night at 9 :OS. This week:
: . Monday, December 5 - The "Greatest" of Joan .Baez.
: Tuesday, December , 6 - Rick Wakeman's "Criminal Record". '
.
: Wednesday, December 7 - "I Want 'to Live" with John Denver.
: Thursday, December 8 -:--A taste of Charlie Ha.den's ·"Golden Niim: ber".
: Hiday, December 9 - Eric Clapton shows his "Slow Hand".
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traditional and ~quare dancing
music. On Saturday, Rick and
Maureen Delgrosso, an American stringband, will perform a
selection of blues.

FRIDAY NITE SPECIAL

*·
*:
*=
*·
*:

• The Friday Nitc Special features Kansas on December 2, at 10
p.m. with music from their newest album a week before their visit
to Detroit.

·

YOUR HbST
Pffl' ER ROMERIL

-

*:

*
·.#

Christian Culture Series
Presents

I NIHAL FONSEKA
I*
J

,,
Bands ~for your dancing and
listeniiig pleasure
Live..Nightly ·Entertainment

··

"MEADOWS''

:

LANCER HOCKEY

Ou r Lancer hockey team plays host to the University of Waterloo Warriors this weekend at Adie Know Arena on Wyandotte
: (about 'h mile toward s downtown). If you can't make it to the•
ga°:e tune _in . CJAM ~s Gino Cavallo and Don Peppin follow the:
action begmnmg on Saturday, December 3 and Sunday, Decem- ••

*:
* •ber 4 at 3 :15 p.m .
*'····················································

9_ -. ,- ·· 1· · _, -.-.. ~.E.~ '·.

Fri. Dec. 2- Sat. Dec. 3
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MOn.Dec.5- Sat. Dec.10
*•
*
"ERIE"
'II
DffiECT FROMMICHIGAN
.
. '
* '' '
''
. . ,. ..
', -. ·..

"Nihal ·..,..an operatic tenor
with one of those powerful voices that can rattle
the stands in the Uuiversity of Michigan Stadium'"
Detroit News

•*
*
I*
*

/

,CONCERT: .Sunday, 1?ecember .4, 8;20 p.m. Cleary
· Audsitorium, Windsor.
Tickets avai.lable: Hudson's
Wards; Ford Box Office;
Celia Hardcastle Sheet Music . Store & Assumption
University, Room 21 5 ; ALSO: Cleary Box Office that
eve'1ing.
Sugg. Don. . $5; $4; $3
Inform. 254-1722

... ************************************
'******'
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Canadians·preparingfor Can-Am bowl
By PETER NASH
in order to start £or the team a
History is in the making this
player is going to have to show
year with the first meeting of a
his merit in practice. CredenCanadian and an American all- tials are not going to be en-·
star college football . team. The
ough to be a starter.
CIAU all-star team will play a
The practices will begin the
group of NCAA all-stars on
day after Christmas in Tampa
January 8th in Tampa Bay
Bay. The players will have apFlorida.
proximately 10 days pr~ctice
The University of Windsor together before going up against
has '2 players on the squad, Jim
the Americans.
Cimba, a defensive back, and
Jim Cimba, Windsor's second
Bruce Walker, a wide receiver. representative, feels that ''This
Both the Wind~r players were is a historical event. The first
chosen in a group of 8 players meeting of Canadian and Amermeant to fill out the all-star ican players on the football
team into an . entire squad. field." This is Cimba 's second
Bruce Walker is enjoying his
membership on the OUAA allstat team for the first time as_
well as being chosen to go to
Tampa Bay. Walker noted that
"It will be great experience for
me to play in this game." When
questioned about having to adjust t o a new quarterback and
a new system , Walker said
"A new quart erback shouldn't
be mud1 pro blem an'd since we
were a primarily pa5,sing t eam
th is year, there probably wo n't
be many plays I don't already ..c::
know ."
~
Although the Windsor players were not originally picked, ~
their chances of playing are ~
still good . Darwin Sumotiak, 0
picked, as head coach for the ~ I
team, noted t hat "Po sitions ar.e
Walker: "A great experieo_ce".
up for grabs." This means that

time on the all OUAA · te am.
He recei~ed all-star stat ~s· at
Western before coming to Windsor.
There shouldn't be much cqnfusion between Cimba and Sumotiak. ·During his term at Western, Sumotiak was Cimba's defensive coach. Commenting on
Sumotiak's coaching ability Cimba said that "Darwin is a great
defensive strategist, I respect
Darwin as a great coach."
Some pepple might feel the
game will be uncompetitive.
Cimba says that this could be a
mistake. "i think it will be very
0

competitive. It would be a fatal
mistake going down there and
worrying about the Americans'
reputations ." He said ·the key
point was · that the Canadian
players should not go d~wn to
Tampa Bay with a negative attitude.
The American all-stars will
come from the top three tiers .
Most of the players will come
from tier two schools, but the
quart .erbacks for the American
squad come from tier one schools . The starting quarterback
will be David Reynolds froin
Texas Tech . He is ·a Heisman

2:

Cimba: "An historic event".

._ ~ ::r

Swi/11results

.

vidual medley and tied for ninth
in the 100 metre breas~roke
with Kathy Gelinas. Miss Gelinas also placed tenth in the
200 metre br~astroke .
Marilyn Courtenay placed
sixth in the 400 tnetre freesty le as well as swimming the
100 metre · and 200 metre backstroke . · Cindy Vandenheuvel
swam the 50 metre and 200
metre freestyle and the 200
metre incfrvidual medley . Ton i
Southern swam the 50 metre,
100 metr e and 400 metre freesty le as well as anchoring the ·
400 metre freest yle relay team
of Gelinas, Vandenheu vel and
Courten ay.
At th e other end of t !-ie
po ol, the diving team made a
respect able sbowing. In 1 metre
diving Petra Uhlig pl;ced fifth,
and · Tammy Topi n at her first
competition · placed sevent h. In
3 metre Petra and Tammy placed fifth and twe lfth respectively

,~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~.

+ Literate Sports Riters

+
+

.
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. 'L811cerettesIITlprovirlg

Women place high

On Saturday, November 26 ,
the Lancerette Swim team placed fifth overall out of eleven
universities after narrowly missing out on third place in the
400 metr ~ medley relay. It's
been a long time since Windsor put fear into any team,
but it was a close battle to the
end with the relay team of
Freeman, Gelinas, Stevens and
Robson pulling in just 2 .5
seconds behind Toronto .
Gillian Stevens also made
quite a showing when she placed first, second and third in
the 100 metre and 200 metre
butt erfly and the 400 metre
individual medley with times of
1 :11.1, 2 :36 .5 and 5:40.0 respecti vely .
Sheila Freeman, after swimming the 200 metre backs t roke
and t he 100 metre fly placed
third in the 100 met re backstro ke wit h a time of 1 : 17 .5.
Chris Robson was sixt h in th:e
200 metre inaividual medley,
seventh in the 400 metre indi-

trophy candidate. The second
quarterbac~ will be Leeman Hall
of Army.
..
The game will be played by
pnmanly Canadian rules. The
field will be 110 yards long with
iO-yard end zones. There will
be 12 players to a side, 3 downs,
and the Canadian scoring system will be used. The game :will
take place in Tampa Bay Stad- .
ium, an artificial turf .
A study done lait - year at
Penn State University showed
that an agility, strength and several other points the Canadians
were quite ' close to th Americans. The differenc!! b·e~een
the countries is that the Americans have more . plat ers to
choose from and they have bigger and ·better coaching staffs .
Canadian coaches are forced to
do many jobs themselves while
the Americans have a complicated · system of assistant coaches.
The 'game should be competative but the edge must be given
to the Amer icans._They have a
huge and powerful football mact hine u nmatched by anything in
:; Canada.
~
The game will be cov.ered by
';, CBC nationally and anyone in~ terested in goiog to the game
] should cont act travel services
P.. at Western 1
m·a Waterloo. Both
schools ~re orgamzmg charters.

.

Needed

,

+
+
+

By PAUL DOUGLAS-DALY
Over the weekend the Lancerette volleyball squad of eight
went to Mc.Master Universitv to
compete in the Ontario Volley ball Association Ta'urnament.
The Lancerettes came through
with two impressive victories,
and one dismal loss.
ln their first match, the Lancerettes defeated /the · carb9rough
Saints by a comfortable 15-13,
15-1?, 15-7 margin. The team
then went Qn to def eat t~P c;

strong Toronto team of S.S.C.
by decisive scores of 15-13,
15-10 , 15-9 .
Coach Marge Prepich felt the
team was playing their best
games of the season thus far.
Prepich
commented,
"Both
teams were excellent, so we
knew we had to be strong. The
girls were playing a great defen -.
sive game by making every point
count, and by getting the crucial
nointc;

"

•

l\ubp~ ~tplt

. The Lancerettes ' playing tac tics did not hold out in their
third game. They lost to York
University 15-6, 15-5, 15-8.
Coach Prepich said, " I think I
have a schizo team, we were beat
at our own game. We totally let
the opposition intimidate us."
In two weeks time, the team
goes to St. Catherine's in order
to compete in a tri-meet tournament with Brock University and
Queen s.

~alon
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Laurie

Hair

&Mike

Sty lists

L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~VARSITYCURLING

2846 UNIVERSITY WEST

Beginning Jan. 1, 1978.

For appointment$ call 258-2490

For details, callDoug Bates, 944-0281 after 6 pm

Under The Bridg~

}
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Mac .Hall
.-

footbaH..
By JOHN MORTIMER

This · weekend ~as the action for more than one type of Grey
t
Cup ga~e. The quad, by the residences, was the site o{ the Mini · -~
Grey Cup Tournam~nt.
o
On Saturday the floors fought hard for playoff positions. Sun- ~
day, the Grey Cup Games, the results were as follows:
Western Semi-Finals

Saskatchewan (10th) wins over Calgary (6th) 2-1.
Eastern Semi-Finals
Hamilton (7th) wins over Toronto (9th).

Synchro swimmers on cue

Mini Grey Cup Game

Saskatchewan (10th) wins over Hamilton (7th).
Not many students have
Pat · placed first in Senior
heard of synchronized swimmfigures with Sharon placing
ing, but last Saturday in Lon sec·ond, and Meredith Irwin
don, our Lancerette team swept
coming in sixth. Donna Young
the sectional meet. The secplaced fifth in Novice figures,
tional meet involves all the
Barb Peebles finished ninth,
Universities west of Toronto.
and Debbie Powell also did very
Our team swam into first place
well drawing up in fourteenth
in overall points in the meet.
spot.
The 15 point lead was well
ln the duets competition,
supported by the efforts of Pat
· Pat and Sharon were again in
Runnings, Sharon Corch is, ancl · ' first place, and Barb Peebles
Donna Young.
and ·Meredith Irwin conquered

- FWORS

2nd ' - S-.C.
3rd - Montreal
4th - Edmonton
5th - Ottawa
6th - Calgary
7th - Hamilton
8th - Windso.r
· 9th - Toronto
10th - Saskatchewan

The games ended as a cold and exhausting ~x'perience for both
the football players and the cheerl eaders . The 6th floor cheerleaders won a close race for first against 7th floor cheerlea ders.

third place. Donna Young, an
import from the University of
Manitoba, captured fou rt h. place
in solo competitions, and Heather Wilton came in . sixth.
The efforts of the teafu were ·
combined to gain a second
finish in the team routines.
The team has quality ~wimmers and looks forward to your
support at the Regional Meet
to be held in Windsor on Jan- ·
uary 21.

Intramural stats
INTRAMURAL HOCKEY STANDINGS AS OF
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1977
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Screaming 4
Eagles
Plumbers 2
Commerce
Blues
Law "A"
Flyers
()
Gators

()

0

Pts

GF

GA

8

3

8

7

5
10

5
2

2

0

8

2

0
0
1

8

6
6.

3

3

2
2
1

Plumbers
Flyers
Flyers

3
2
1

3
2

3

RESULTS:

Gators - 3
Law "A" - 3
Screaming Eagles -

GeneralSACmeeting
Thursday,Dec. 8,1977
at 5:30 pmin the SACoffice

2

"B"

Rockets
Law Flames
Bulls
Racoons
HK Blades
Candies
Dudes

w

L

T

3
3

0

2
2
2
2
2

0
0

0
0
1
1

0

1

0

z

0

2

0

Pts
6

6
5
5
4
4
4

RESULTS:

HK Blades - 2
Commerce - 6
Sabres
Rockets - 6
Social Work - 9
Codiax - · 6
Bulls - 2
Candies - 2,

DIFFERENT BOOKSFOR DIFFERENT PEOPLE

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

BOOKSTORE
Ground Floor -

West Library Building

,t

cro~~
OJ:(
1oo~ ,-A~011.tfl>
,,
J.)f ~D

Dudes Law Blues · Candies
Canadiens
Geography
Racoons
Dudes

1
1

- 3
- 1
~ 2
- 2
- 1

Notice swimmers
Pool to close
The University Pool will close for year-end cleaning and maintenance during the following time period:
Close: December 18, (Sunday) 8 :00 p.m.
Operd January 3, (Tuesday) 8:00 a.m.
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Lancers on,track ·With 3 point weekend
By DON PEPPIN
The -Lancer hockey team is
finally beginning to convince
themselves as well as their fans
• that they ~eally are a good hoc. ke;y team. They certainly sQowed it over th ·e past week as
they skated tb two victories
and one·tie. ·
Last \\'.eekend the Lancers
faced off against the Guelph
Gryphons in a two game weekend series. Windsor was definitely hurting _from ·1n exhibition game they played against
Weste~n Michigan the week before but they went to the ice
anyway. Even with a few cracked ribs, a sore hind~side and
numerous bumps and bruises the
team out classed the Gryphons
by so much that it was difficult to understand why the score
wasn't ten or twelve to three
instead of the 3-3 tie the game
ehded in: Sunday the team came
·out on top of a hard skating
game, 4-3 against the same Gryphons and Tuesday they , travelled to Waterloo and downed
the Warriors 5-3.
Saturday's match started out
lookipg like the Gryphons were
really going to take it to the
Lancers commanding a 2-0 first
period lead. That was commanding only . in that the Lancers
couldn't seem to get on track
and so the Guelph team was
taking it to them at least for the
first 20 minutes. Russ Bryden
and Tim Hurl scored for the
opposition in the first period.
It wasn't until Jerry Morse
took a pass , from Greg Ducharme and put it past the
Gryphon netminder that the

Lancers got back . in the game.
Jack Rosassen tied it up midway through the second period
but three minutes later former Windsorite Scott McKenzie put t~e Gryphons up again .
With four minutes
left,
Kirk Marshall passed one across the Guelph goal mouth
and Maurice Biron hammered
it home to tie it up 3-3. The
tension was maintained right through to the last second as the
action went from end to end.
Sunday's game . seemed ~o
pick up where Saturday's left
off, . with both teams coming
out fast and furious.
. The Lancers took the lead
off another Biron goal at 9: 15
of the first, but the team let
down its guard at this point and
Guelph's Tim Hurl tied it up
with a cool · deke . around Lancer netminder Mike Freema~ ..
Then things really began to
look tough for the Lancers.
In the next 41 seconds the
Gryphons capitalized on a number of Lancer miscues as Russ
Bryden and Hugh Mitchell made
it 3-1. At this point the Lancers seem~d to remember lessons of years past, when this
team would just seem to fall
apart. Luckily for them, and us,
they're a better team than that
and they set about the task of
catching up .
In tl)e second period old
come-from-behind Kirk Marshall
(the same one that reportedly
is opening a hockey school
specializing in over-time and
last minute goals) brought th
the Lancers within one, getting
the team back on track.
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Jack Rosassen ties it up midway through Saturday's game. Lancers finish with 3 points for the weekend.
•
I
end; in the barn.
top . . . the dock read ·00-:06
At the midway
.
With those three points un-·
left
to
play.
The
crowd
went
point of the final period Al
der their belts the ~ Lancers
crazy (to quote a notable rock
Figgins tied it up for the Lantravelled to Waterloo Tuesday.
opera) and the Lancer bench
cers, with the assist going to
Finally putting 60 minutes of
·
cleared.
Scott Hunter.
play together into one game
There would be no joy in
Now the presthey defeated the Warriors 5-3.
Farmtown tonight, unless, thousure really got frantic. Neither
ght Guelph coach Bud FolusFournier led the scorers with
of these teams wanted to come
ewych, we could . nail the Lantwo, Marty Henly and Jack
out of this weekend with only
cers o.n a technicality. So Guelph
Rosassen addinf ·one each, and
one or two points , and as the
captain To·i:n Gastle instructed
Greg Ducharme scoring on an ,
game went . on it began to look - the ref that he wanted a meaempty net. Scott Hunter helped
li~e the teams were going to
surement of _Fournier's stick to
out the cause with three assists . .
have to settle for another tie.
see if it was within the _legal
The team plays h~'St to those '
But that doesn't mean they
limits.
same Warriors this weekend.
looked in the least bit settled .
Finally they emerged with the
These will be their last games ~
As the seconds ticked away on
thumbs up sign, we all relaxed
before the Christmas break. ·
the old Adie Knox clock things
and prayed the Lancers woulFan support would help "the
began to look 'tough all ardn't let up for the next six
weekend effort a great deal.
ound. Then Lancer capfairi Bert
seconds. They didn't disappThe games go Saturaay and
pass at ce]ltre
Fournier took
oint us, controlling the puck for
Sunday at 3:1_5 at Adie Knox ·,
ice carried it down the left
those final few seconds with
Arena on Wyandotte, get out ~
wing, swung ar~und two defenease and putting the Gryphon
and take a break from the <,
semen and put it neatly behind
coach and team where they . books .with - something to get
Jackson to put the Lancers on
should have: been all weekthe old adrenalin going again.
0
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Referendum
.

'

On ,December 5, 1977,a/lful/,time undergraduate students can
vote on the follovving referendum question:

-

ARE .YOU IN FAVOUR OFA $4.50 FEEINCREASE
TO PROVIDE INDEPENDENT FUNDING FOR
THE LANCE .ON THE CONDITION tHA T SUCH
FEESAREHELDIN TRUSTUNTIL THE LANCE IS
FORMED INTO A SEPA-RA TE·CORPORA TEENTITY?
POLLS OPEN
Centre 10-6
Math 10-4
,{

•,,

Human Kinetics 10-4 ·
Vanier11-2; 4-6

Lebe/10-4
EdFac10-4

Six percent turn-out

ce sha,ckled by referendum
0)

....
Cl)

..c
E
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By BRENDA McUSTER
It looks like CBET was
right. The Lance referendum
turned out to be a "non-issue" .
SAC held a referendum Mo -

in favour of a $4.50 student fee
increase to be paid directly to
the Lance.
e rendum was
defe
57 to .1 5 - a total

(.)
Cl)

0

,whereabouts of the key to the
.ballot box. Ed. fac. studen ts
voted against the direct f und ing
4-2.
Lance editor Rick Spence
was very disappointed ~ith the
turnout. · He said he had expected that at least 1000 students would vote. "I find it
very discouraging that students
do n't seem to care about autonomy of the press, " said Spence .
"A university is supposed to be
devoted to freedom of..--speech,
but the stu den ts here don't
care ."

Most of the voting occurred
in the University Centre . The
Faculty of Education votes were
not counted until Tuesday afternoon, due to the snow as
well as · confusion about the

-.:t"
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Electa Half R.A. John Sidda ll played Santa at Electa's annual Christmas party for und erpdv ileged
child ren·. More Christmas pictures , pages 10 and 11.

Spence said that the Lance
staff would continue taking
steps - such as writing a con;titution - towa,rd incorporation.
The Stud ents' Council was
also disappointed by the def eat of the referendum -: SAC
President Gar y Wells said t hat
,he "would have liked to have
seen it passed." · Wells cites,
"the lack of foreign students
voting, and lack of mob ilization . of the students;" as reasons
for the poor turnout. Wells
told the Lance that he is already
planning to hold the referendum
again later on in the year .

Santa strikes at EJecta Hall
By TED GODDARD
Cookie!f and ice cream abounded as ...the ~· children enj oyed their . Christmas party at
the Electa Hall residence last
Satu rday afternoon.
. The party is ·hela annually
for ab:out. 50 itnd ~rprivile geq
children from t he surrounding
commun ity . This year, names .
and addresses of ~he children
were obtained fr om the Children's A.id Society . From the
.howls of . laught et at the "Our
Gang" mov ie, to the app reciative acceptance of gifts up on
Santa's arrival, the kids seemed
to be having a fine time thr oughout.
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The Christmas games, gifts,
and singing off er an opportunity for the children to celebrate the season in a popular
festive manner ·which might _n.ot
otherwise be possible ~ The Ele~a House Council organizes the

party , with th e required funds
{about $5 0 0) coming from raffles anµ frorv donati ons by
the residents of Electa Hall.
Despite t he noise and -acti vity of all the children, aoother
aspect of the Christmas spirit

surfaced. Afte r receiving her
gift, one little _ girl retu rned
shyly to Santa Claus to offer
hi'm her · candy cane and a
hss, one organizer observed.
"It's .. almost enough to bring a
te~r to the eye," he said.

- By RICK SP.ENCE
While the recent ·allegations
against the RCMP, the milit ary
and the govern me nt seem t o reflect the gradu al depreci ation of
the rights of citizens, an organ - ·
ization dedicate d to invest igating

and . preserving civil liberties is
growing up in Windsor .
Several U. of W. pro fessors ,
along with ot her interested dtizen s, are organizing a Windsor
chapter of the Canadian Civil
Libertie s Association.
Direc ted in Toro nto by Alan
Borovoy, who spoke at the University of Windso r last week,
the association has about five
to six thousand mem bers, and
ten chapte rs across the country.
The organiz ation has been growing recently, due · to increased
public awareness of the importance
of def t;nd ing civil
rights, following the charges that
the RCMP and the army have
b een involved in openin g mail,
bugging politicians, and similar
activit ies:
Law profess or Chris Wydrzyn ski, 29, is one o f those . inte rested in establishing a branch
of the CCLA in Windsor. He says
preparations are now bei ng made
for a first general meeting in
January. He says the organizers are presently "l ooking for
something to do " , an issue to
centre around .
Wydrzynski feels the time is
ripe to begin a civil liberties
organization in Windsor. There
was a Windsor bra .nch of the
Canadian Federation
of Civil
Liberties and Human Rights
Associations from 1971 to 1974,
but that just "became dormant",
he says.
Interest
m civil liberties
waned at th e same time as the
old organization, according to
Wydrzynski. But now he per ceives an increasing public
awareness of the import ance of

civil rights . "In the {' ~ 1:ws'N
five years, our inter f::. .I ha.~ •. _
been protected,' '. he s;ys. "Now
the public perception of this
idea is gaining more credibility. "
A civil liberti es association
·hdps solve two major problems
in society, according to Wydrzynski: the problem that people
don't know what their rights
are; and that they don't know
what they can 90 to assert those
rights . The proposed Windsor
group cou ld gather to gether con·cerned individua ls who would
disseminate information on civil
rights, as well as conduct research to see how civil libertie s are being protected.
Wydrzynski recognizes the
gulf between t he theories on
which thi s society is founded,
and the reality . The civil lib erties association would look
beyond society's rules to "find
out what's , really going on, " ,
he says. Th~ group would act
.as public watchdog -, to .~ee that
the basic values of so~iety are
respected
in practice . Some
members of the association
could engage . in case st~~y
research, f(?r instance 'amoqg.
people who hag been charged
with ,criminal offenses, to find
out how they had been treated,
whether their riglits had been
respected, etc.
Members ·Of the association
could - pursue special areas of
interest, , according to Wydrzynski. Students, for example,
·could investigate the nature of
their relationship with the university, and discover what rights
they have under the law.

/ }X og

Forthose
remaining few
With most of the horde
heading home for the Christ- ,
mas break much of the acti- ·
vity on campus will slow down
as well.
The Gallery will remain open
for regular business until . Sat urday the 17th and t hen close
until Tuesda y , J anuary 3rd . The
University Centre and the games
area will close December 22
and all areas but the lowe r level
hallway will . b~ locked. The
southern-most side door will be
open to allow access to the bank
downstairs. The bank ·will remain open as usual tho ugh the
break, closing on Boxing Day
and the 27th, as well as Janµary
2nd.
As far as Vanier arid food
services is concerned they will
begin Christmas hours as of
Mond ay , December 12 . The
Vanier Dining Hall will open at
8 a.m. and close at 6: 30, with
breakfast served from 8 - 9 ;

lun ch from 11 - 1: 30 and dinner from 4:30 to 6 :30. On
Saturday and Sun day the dining
room will be open from 11 : 30
- 6:30 .
From Decemb er 12 to December 16 The Roun d Table
will open from 8 p .m. to 2
a.m. and close from the 17th
to Janu ary 3rd . Van ier Hall and
all food services will close December 22 and open for breakfast January 3rd.
The Human Kinetics pool will
be closed from December 19 to
January 2nd for cleaning and
repairs, and the build ing's lower
level will be open until 5 p.m .
until December · 22. As with
most of the campus the H.K.
building will be closed from
December 22 to January 3.
The , St . 'oenis Hall gymnasium will shut-down December 9 for exams and the n for
the holidays.
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Wba~,s Happenin -9
on carnpas

HITCH HIKERS and drivers: The ~Ac·
Ride Board is now operating. Get a_ride
or a rider home for Christmas. <SAC
I
office, University Centre.

·

An exhibition of recent sculpture by··
Grace Manias can be seen by the LeBel Fine Arts Gallery through December 9th.

i

CATHOLIC Campus Ministry (located at
the Assumption Univ.ersity Building on '
campus - 2nd floor). MASSES~ Sunday
10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Weekdays, .
12:00 noon and 4:30 p.m. and Saturday, 11 :30 a.m.

anCJ~ssi,POO

.

~;!

.:;v

AT noon on Wednesday December 14,
worship services will be hell at . Iona
College, 208 Sunset Avenue , The worship will be centered around communion. A variety o;f-ancient aod contemporary / communion
literg ies:'w ill be
used. Please bring bag lunch. Lunch to ·
follow the service. ,

~

FOR SALE: New Spalding U.N.O.
fiber glass skis, bindings and poles.
Call 254-2379.

New History Course Planned
By BRUCE DINSMORE
The Head of the History
Department travels to Toronto
today, to lay the foundation
for a new history course, possibly the first of its kind in
C:i.nacfa ..

!)r. Ken G. Pryke is talking
with the Ministry of Culque
and Recreation to seek funding
to employ the students of the
~~ed
course.

The new program in the
people to act as advisors for a
history department is based on body such as the Essex Region
the fact that there is an in- Conservation
Authority,
on
creased awarene ~s 1of local his- what should be the final finished
,tory at all levels of government.
state of some buildinl!.
The grads would have a broad
base of ability to advise groups
Last month Dr. Pryke took
on matters such as the historical
his concept to Windsor City
renovation of _old buildings .
Council and it was endorsed,
The course is not for people
with the rider that by endorinterested in museums or re- sing the proposal, the city was
storation work, but rather the
not committed to hire any of
emphasis will be on 'training · the graduates .

1I · Library Hours II
!

I

The Leddy Library will offer the following services during the
lchristmas
Recess, Fr iday, December 23 to Monday, January 2 . i\

.

I
j
I

HOURSOFO~ENING

·

·
ay
• Monda y, December 26

9:00 a.m . ·

I

R ef erence Services
jWedne _sday, December 28 _
)Thursday, December 29
·
fFr iday , December 30

9 :00 a.m. 9 :00 a.m . 9 :00 a.m .. -

•911:U!l'/;¥!a911H!t¥g;:l(!a!a-!a~B\!:B\!:B\!:B\!:~~BHaB=!~~

By ANDY HAYWARD
In order to better serve th e
students of this University, the
Marketing Club wiH be offer ing
free course counselling. Club
members will be available to answer your questions dealing with
the marketing co_urses . offered

FRANK

;f.

j
j

1

I
!
!

Fox, o.n.

OPTOMETRIST

258-m42

ByAppointment

Assumption
University
Universitv
ofWindsor

•

'Chere IS a differen~e!lt
• MCAT
• GMAT

• VAT

• LSAT.
• GRE

Applications are now open
for people wishing to be part of
the Canadian delegation to the
11th World Festival of Youth
and Students , the Canadian
Preparatory Committee announced today. The Festival, to be
held in Havana Cuba for nine
days 1nthe summer of 1978,
will bring together 20,000 young
people from over 140 countries
around the theme of peace,
solidarity and friendship. Between 300 and 500 Canadians
are expected to attend.
- The Festivals began after
World War II as an expression ·
of youth's desire for peace.
Fest ival delegates . will parti cipate in a wide range of seminars, concerts, athletic events,

Lebanese
club·

• SAT

• NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• ECFMG -. ·• FLEX
Flexible Programs and Hours

Over38 yearsof experienceand success
. Smallclasses.Voluminous
homestudy materials.Coursesthat are constantlyupdated.Centers
opendaysandweekends
all year.Completetape facilities for review
of classlessonsandfor useof supplementary
materials.Make-ups
for
missedlessonsat our centers.
FARMINGTONHILLS

ANN ARBOR

(313) 851-0313

(313) 662..3149

A Lebanese club will be form ing in J~nuary for the cultural
and political advancement of the
local Lebanese community (particularly the student community).
All Lebanese (and Canadian
Lebanese) students .are welcome
to join,
If interested, call Husni Mansour (2S6-0436) . .

=:·l ··
IIIUCalONAi.CBff'fA

OR Write to:
29226 Orchard Lake Road
Suite No . 205
Farmington Hills, Mi. 48018

T£ST PREPARATION
·
SPECIALISTS
SINCE1131

Affiliated Centers in Major U. S. Cities

'

J

Cand idat es must be follo w ing a
gradu ate prog ram of stud y directly relat ed to th e field of
hous ing.
In add ition , up to 25 Op en
S.ch.Qlarshi s will be awarde d to
assist t hose wislimg to c~
out individu ally-designed pro grams of study in specific areas
of concern to CMHC. Candid ates for th is award may choose
t o carry out t heir work in any
set tin g app ropria te to their parti·
cular orol!ram of stud y.

, For furth er info rm at ion , con ·
tact Administrativ e Offi cer, Schola,rships , Central Mortga ge and
Hou sin~ Corpora t ion, Ott aW?,,
Canada , K1A.OP7.
This is a one time anno uncement . Cut it out and show you r
tennis teach ing frien ds. Write
us imm ediat ely as much planning is requ ired. It could be
the most impor t ant letter you
have ever writt en.
P.S, Last year our average
instruct or m ade $365 pe r week !!

World Festival of Youth

• DAT

• OCAT

.

~

The Central Mortgage and
Housing Corpora t ion anounces
.. J,:
jt~at.up
.t ~ _lOO(!niversitySch ol~
5:00 p'.m. · arsh1ps will be awarde d' for
CLOSED j 1978 1~9 to :assist graduate stu CLOSED if· ? ents m .theu study ~f the socill 1al; pl'iys1cal, economic or management aspect s of housing.
.5 :00 p .m.
Schol arship benefits include a
5 :00 p .m. j stipend to cover personal living
5 :00 p.m.
expenses, an allowance for dependent children , payment of
tuiti on fees, and reim6ur semen t
of the cost of t ravel from place
of residence to place of study .

here . The counselling will take
place on January 3, 4 and 5
from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00
noon and 1:00 p.m . to 3 :00
p.m . in the University Centre .
All students interested are wel
come to attend .

Suite2B
Huron
Church
Rd.,

Ontario, K7L-1Y7 . Include any
details about yourself, ·includi ng
name, local address, summ Jr
address, experience, certifications (if any) , photo, age, your
course at school, ·what locitions you've taught at, the
structure of employment (hired
by community club, privatf!
club, or Parks and Recreation
Department).

Housing Scholarships .
· To ·Be Award ·ed

Course counselling

a

Attention: All tennis instructors with homes between Halifax and Vancouver with populations supporting an active ,
tem;iis community. If you ate
experienced and especially if
you are certified you could
earn $350 a week or more next
summer. Many instructors are
needed. Write Tennis Unity ,
318 Johnson Street, Kingston,

I

Friday, Decembe~ 23 - Monday, Janua.rr 2

~Mo,nda

Summer Jobs Available
For Tennis Jocks

J.-.

r ~~---~---·-·--····-·-,,
I

.

FREE: f;.Jv~ small breed puppies. 3
.male, 2_ female to good hon:ies. Available Dec. 19, when 6 weeks otd : Call
ext. 1,14/ during the day, 252 -3207
evenings.

HI! I' m a pr ison inmate doing 5 to 8
years an d would Hke to write to som eone to the outsid ,e, especially a wo- .
ma n. I'm a 26 year old single male,
weigh 175 lbs, am 6' O" t all and love
t,he following: kids, all outdoors, eating,
reading, poetry, writing letters . It's
kind of lonely in prison and me or one
of the other dudes here would love to
correspond with any woman - fat ;
short, tall, skinny - no matter! Replies
are forwarded. Reg. Spencer, Box 57,
Centreville, N.8 ., EOJ1 HO.

I

apply and to become involved
d iscussions and displays. An
in the many activiti~s to be
important part of th e Fest ival
initiat ed by the Canadian comwill be t he shar ing of expermittee betw een .now and _the
iences and makin g of friend Festival itself.
ships , among yout h- from arThose interested should con ound the world. Young workers,
tact the Preparatory Commifarm youth , students and young
ttee of Canada at P ,0. Box
art ists will be among the Cana·
99,
Station V, Toronto, Ontario,
dians attending the Festival. Any
resident of Canada is welcome to - M6R 3A5.

Ascent Of Man ·
The bookstore and the Media Centre will present in its entirety
the renowned series "The Ascent of Man". Two films will be shown
per week, and each film will be shown twice.
Tues·.Jan . 3/78
Wed.Jan. 4/78
Tues . Jan . 10/78
Wed. Jan. ll/78
Tues . Jan . 17 /78
Wed. Jan. 18/78
Tues. Jan. 24/78
Wed. Jan. 25/78
. Tues. Jan. 31/78
Wed. Feb. 1/78
Tues . Feb . 7 /78
Wed. Feb. 8/78
Wed. Feb . 22/78

Lower Than the Angels
Harve~t of th e Seasons
Grain in the Stone
Hidden Structure
Music of t he Spheres
, Starry Messenger
·Ladder of Creation ·
World Within World
Majestic Clockwork
Drive For Power
Knowledge or Certainty
Generation Upon Generation
The Long Childhood

All films are one hour long. Tuesday showings will be at 12
noon in room 140 Essex. Wednesday films will be shown at noon in
G13 3-Windsor Hall. Both films are repeated Wednesday night at
7:30 in 140 Essex.

-~
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Drinking age to be raised ?

Back to soda pop ,for hundreds of students
ment will introduce the change
as part of a package of proposals to deal with . alcohol
abuse following the Throne
Speech in the spring .
Gallery p~b manager Pete
Romeril says he has heard nothing officially about the change,
bln he believes "It's going to
create a lot of problems, that's
for sure."
Romeril is not sure how the
new · system would be enforced,
but he says "if it happens, we'll
have no choice but to enforce
it, somehow."
The registrar's office says
there are now about 268 students under the age of 19, who

By RICK SPENCE

Chocolate milk a~d soda
pop may soon replace beer and
liquor in the diets of .many
Windsor students, 1f the provincial ' government behaves as
expected .'and raises the drinking
age to 19 in the spring .
In November, the legislature
in Toronto approved in principle the privat e member's bill
introduced by Essex Soutl:! MPP
Remo Mancini tb · raise the legal
dr inking age in " Ontario from
1S to 19.
It . is expected that Mancini's bill will be allowed to die
on the order sheet, but that the
Conservative minority govern-

would be cut off if the age were
vers between the ages, of 16 and
20, and · in the influence of
raised. Presently, access to the
alcohol in the province's . high
pub is open during the day, but
a student card, which does not
schools, have sparked a reacbear t~e owner's age, is needed
tion to raise the age again.
According to Romeril, in Saskfor admission in the evenings.
atchewan the drinking age was
Romeril says there are 25
raised from 1~ to 19 a few years
to 30 students on campus who
ago.
are Jinder 18, .and the pub has
obtained a list of those stuRomerif does not think pub
dents in order to try to keep
attendance or revenues will be
them out of the gallery.
seriously affected by the inMore identification, possibly
crease. "It'll have an effect, but
including the province's own · I don't believe a major effect,"
Age of Majority Card, may be
he said. "Sixty-seven hundred
reqllired for admission to the
student is a large market to
·pub if the drinking age is raised.
draw from."
The drinking age was lowered
Romeril speculated that ".it
from 21 to 1S as part of the
cou.ld hurt at the start of the
Age of Majority Act in 1971.
week," when pub business is
Since then however, inc;eases
generally slow, but he doesn't
believe the capacity crowds
in the number of drinking dri-

iater in the week will be affected.
The s·econd reading of Mancini's bill passed 72-29 in .a
vote that crossed party lines. All
but three Liberal MPPs voted
in favor of Mancini's bill; dissenting were leader Stuart Smith
and former leader Rober -~;ixon,
although he had spoken in
favor of it. Stephen Lewis, and
about half of the NDP mem.ber~;. voted for the hill~ Most
Conservative backbenchers were
in favor, but most cabfnet ministers voted against · it. Premier
William Davis did not. vote,
but he said_ later that }t fie ·gbv-·
ernmeflt would be bringing fo~h
measures to deal with .. alcohol
,.
·
abuse in the spring.

This is important
-By STEVE MacLEAN

Recently, The Lance has been
receiving a great deal of criticism about the third page. Now
many of you have been saying
that the third page is actually quite boring. The · stories
contained on it mundane, · the
headlines ridiculous, ·and the
pictures out of focus. One
outraged reader even went so
far as to say .the page had absolutely no socially redeeming ·
qualities at all.
Now, .we
. at; .Thtf t.ance
--~,.fi,,p;;,r
• c _,,t'' .
. . will
agr ee - that ··fro_O\ time to time
have neglected the third
'page .",.Perhaps i.t hasn 't .. quite
come ·· 4.p to the high stand-

we

ards of journalism you have
tures, and it provides that little
come to expect frpm your stu- · extra bit of paper so you can
dent newspaper. However, this
wrap your garbage fot tµe en-.
tire week.
is no reason to totally condemn
the en.tire page.
Every newspaper, nay every
First, th~ third 'Page makes
piece of literature ever written
the · .paper flow. Without it · longer than two pages has had
there would be a gap between
a third page. Was .it not Shake~page two and page four. It alpeare who said, $'A page ~·by
lows us to put more ads in the
any other number would s'fnell
}?aper without putting any on
out the news as well.;:' We,J ppe!ll 1
the front page. It helps. make
to your ~higher instin ct s, lo your
the rest of the page~ look much
· sense of morality, to · y0ur un- .
better than they are. It pr~vides
der:s~a_nding of .the gre,ater or ~er .
us with a place tp put all t,he duH"'. · of life. -Haye- compassion for the
news that we hav_e to put_ in the
third page. Judge it not by your
paper just because it is about the
own standards of exc:ellence,
ui;1iversity. Lt lets our photo
· but by its ability to live up to
staff take one or two more pieits own limited capab-ilities.

/~GQ01lt:t~e~
from ·-page 1
/

By NIGEL ~"tLLER

Caught cheating?
Wonder
what's going to happen, to you;
Student Affairs is the judi cial committee on campus whicr.
. decides innocence
or _ cru
_il_t
They · are a judicial . committee
that rule on charges brought ui:
either by a professor . against a
student or a s~dent against a
professor. Besides ruling on the
specific case they can also hand
out penalties for bad ·cori<iuct.
The committee is coinposed
of both faculty and elected stu·
dents. Total there are (thirteen)
me111berswith five faculty mem·
bers, seven students, and Mr.
K. F. Long, Assistant Dean of
Students .
Student Affairs was establishe d in 1969 to "recommend to the Senate policy and
proce dures on all matters regarding student affairs ." The
objects of - the University of
f',

Windsor according to ·the University 'of Windsor Act, are "the
advancement of learning and the
dissemination of knowledge; and
the intellectual, spirtual, moral,
social .i!-ndphysical development
of its members . and students
and the betterment of society."
Basically this is the written
purpose of Student Affairs ac- .
cording to the "University Policy Regarding Student Affairs."
The committee is set up to
· police the student body at large·
so as to follow the goals of the
University.
A student may be brought
up on such charges as cheating,
stealing of library books etc,
and a professor may be brought /
up on charges of prejudice, poor
marking 'etc. Possible penalties
for the student are : an oral warning, a written warning, probation, loss of privileges, paying
for damages , suspension, and ex-.
•
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pulsion. All proceedings are con-·
fidential.
. also a· student comT h ere 1s
mittee in each residence - that
rules on cases arising in the residence. These decisions can be
appealed before the Student
Affairs Committee.
The Dean of Students investigates each case before hand,
then decides whether to refer
the case to. the judicial panel
,o,: dispose of the charges . If
the charges are brought up
before the judicial committee,
·the student receives written
notice, and may oppose the
charge and make a statement
before the committee. The committee then decide s the stu dent's fate .
Th e committee _is . a subcommittee of the Senate of
the University with the power
to enforce Senate rulings.

Wydrzynski identifies two
areas of civil liberties: political
liberties, such as freedom of
speech, assembly and religion;
and egalitarian c.ivil liberties,
such as the rights to decent
housing, employment, etc. The
Windsor civil liberties association would concentrate in the
latter area.
"I think the interest is there,"
says Wydrzynski, wh'o has been
with the law school four years.
"It's just a matter of funneling
that interest into an organization capable of solutions ."
The structure of the association is still vague. The memhers will eventually appoint officers and establish committees
to look into particular problems, but details, such as a
constitution
and · membership
fees ·have not yet been worked
out.
The Windsor association will
follow the example of Borovoy,
who refuses on principle to
accept government funds to

·support the organization. In
.order to afford an office and a
secretary, the local . chapter will
depend _on memberships and
. private donations.
Eventua-lly the organ .ization
will be conducting research,
lobbying, advocating, spreading
information, and perhaps get
.involved in aiding "test cases"
of various laws. Wydrzynski
says the Windsor organizers
chose Borovoy's group to affilliate with because the CCL.A.'.
involved a-ction, not just "p~pe~
crushing".
One of Alan Borovoy's noted
projects was a recent survey, in
which he called up 30 . real
estate agents across Ontari o"!
pretending to be a home-owner
who wanted to sell his house ,
but didn't want it bought by
a black. Twenty-seven realtors
said they would co~ ply.
For all those intere sted , o:c
with a problem, Wyd rzynski
can be reached throu _gh t ~e
law school.
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Looking bac,k Oh ,an ev8ntful .year
_ A look back at the old ye~r:
the daily press ,Will be glad to
remind you that this was the
year Margaret and Pierre split,
or that wat broke . out in Somalia, but we 're here to remind
you of what happened in the
university scene this year, and
what's still going on.
· One continuing drama was
,obviously the faculty contract
negotiations. Talks with the administration dragged on over a
year, until things were finally settled in September . Although the faculty's negotiators
called the Board of Governors
one of "the most reactionary
institutions in Canada," in order .
to drum up faculty support,
the · negotiators
managed
to
get away with a salary increase so generous they were able
to claim "we got it all. If there's
any (money) left ; we haven't
done our job."
The Presidential Search Committee ..is vying for the Rip Nan
Winkle Award for longest continuing
daytime
drama. Dr.
Leddy announced his ·retirement
18 months ago, and still a successor hasn't been named. The
Senate and the Board of Governors fought tooth and nail
over selection procedure for almost a year, and . the committee has been working away
ever since, apparently oblivious
of the passing of · time. The
latest wor'd is no word. Committee chairman Stan Arbour
was supposed to appear at a
B9 ard meeting Tuesday;
he
~ f<11't show up . The announceF~ ent of a ·successor may still
be made before Christmas, but
·
don't hold your breath.
. This was also the year that
ill~.University ot Windsor thumtfed its nose at all the trends,

and ~ built two · new buildings,
number of students who ~oted
which will cotne onstream in
in tµe ·d; ug plan · refer.e ndum
1978 ·. With enrolment dedin :. last year ( 1300) bothe red to
ing, cutbacks abounding, and
vote i'n t his semeste r's refercosts soaring, we wonder how
endum : Monda y' s Lance vote ,
much longer th-is boom can
which was defea t ed 25 7
last. For, as Information ·of 175. Apparently, students weficer Geoff MacGibbon said reren't impressed by the idea of
cently, we're only a year away
a free press with direct stufrom the financial crunch.
dent funding, if it meant a fee
In 1977, cafeteria facilities
increase. It 's too bad.
were removed from the · UniThe turnout is what bothversity Centre, in order to turn . ers us. Snow or no snow, we'd
the most prominent room on
expected that more than six
campus into a pool hall. You _per cent of the eligible voters
can still eat lunch there, but
on campu _s would vote on a
watch
out for flying pingpong balls.
In the fiscal year ending
April 1977, the university l}lan-·
aged to lose an astounding
$2 2 7 ,660 through Food Services, an increase · of $62 ,000
over the previous · year's debt.
This was in spite of the implement_ati?n of . th} . meal p!a~
for residence students, · wh1cli
, ~ as designed to eliminate th~
perennial deficit.
1977 was ·also the year of
differential fees for foreign students. Already hit by high housing costs and the pain of having
to consume Saga foods H°they .
live m res1ctence, toreign students are now paying tw jce as
much as Canadian students, for
the same education.
Institutionalized racism is alive and
well, . and this is the province
of opportunity
only if you're
born here.
Early in 1977, students turned out in droves to vote 84%
in favor of establishing a drug
. plan, at the cost -of $5 .00 per
student.
If the drug refund
cheques are ever - delivered on
tirrie (thev were late again this ·
week), this service just may
eventually be useful.
,. ·
Only about a third of tne

·, .. ·~
matter tha t concerned riot only
us more than ani ot her ~Vent
th ~ir c·ampus newspaper but
·of the year. Any of 'the abo ve;
th eir po cketbooks as well. .. '
mentioned problems ca:n be cof~
Had we lost, but in a big
rected or at least modifi ed , from
turnou t:, we could ' have felt . a student . point of view ; by efthat we had at least reached the
fective · action and lobbying. But
students, and that their 'demo- , if students really don't care, if
cratically-expressed will was that
their answer to all . the prothe paper not be independently
blems · involved in_ post-se confunoed ·at · this time. But the
dary education ·is a· collective
· low turnout makes us wonder
yawn, then we can't expect
if · anyone cares. Students didn't
things to get better. Ever.
seem to care about the proThink abo"ut -it, through exposed $4 .50 increase, nor about
ams and Christmas. And let's
the Lance 's aut ~nomy.
look for an active, happier new
It is this last fact' that scares
ear.

)
Chanukah more than a Jewish Christmas
.

missing out on something.
By FERN BROWN
The history of Chanukilh can
. Last Sunday night was the
first night of Chanukah. In tht:.. be traced to 165 B.C.E.· At that
Jewish religion, holidays begin
time, the Maccabees (a tribe
and end at sundown.
of Israel) had just won a long,
Although Chanukah is somehard battle against the Sytimes referred to (usually by
rian Greeks. When the Jews
non-Jews) as a "Jewish Christto their city, J erureturned
mas," it is very different. The
salem, . they saw that their Temhistor y behind it, the imporple had been nearly destroyed.
They at once set to work retan ce of it within the religion's
pairing and cleaning it. When
tradit ion, and the rituals (aside
they finished, on the 25th of
from gift-giving) are not remi ~islev (by the lunar Jewish
niscent at all of Christmas . Accalendar), they wanted to offer
tuall y , g'if t-giving was not part
. thanks go God for helping them
of the tradition at all; it began
both to win the war and to have
rdativel y recently' to appease
the capacity to renovate the
the children, who felt they were

Temple.
They wanted to light the
Ner Tamid (the symbolic Eternal Light, which burns above
the Arc , where the Torah holy scroll - is kept), but they
saw the_re was only enough oil
in the lamp for one day and to
get more would take eight days.
They lit the lamp arwway,
and miraculously, it burned for
eight days!
Thus, th e 25th of 1\islev was
commemorated as the Day of
.Dedication, or Chanukah. It is
celebrated each year, lasting for
eight days. To symbolize the oil
lamp that burn~d in Jerusalem

/

for eight days, today Jews burn
candles in a nine-pronged candle•holder, a menorah . The ninth
prong is the shammos, or helper
candle. It is lit first, and is used
as an agent to light the others .
When lighting the candles, some
blessings are recited,
g1vmg
thanks for the opportunity to
celebrate this joyous occasion.
Inclu.ded in the rituals of
Chanukah is the dte idel , a tiny,
four-sided spinning top. On each
side is a Hebrew letter ; the y are
the initials for a Hebrew phrase
which m_eans "A Great Miracle
Happened There, " referring, of
course, to the miracle in J eru-

salem. Children play .a game with
the dreidel: each letter is designated a certain value. De ~
pending on which siqe the drei ·del lands on, £a player gets or
gives a certain am ount of pennies. The pla y er with the most
pennies at the end , wins.
As for the Chanukah meal,
latkes (potato pancakes), served
with sour cream or apple sauce,
are a big favourite .
In all, it is a festive holiday ,
when sadness and ill-feelings are
put aside . In one sense, then,
the spirits of Christmas and
Chanukah are essentially the
same,
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Universiti~s being strangled?

By DON PEPPIN and
-ANNA MARIA TREMONT)

By RICK SPENCE
"Education is ·a right, fight,
fight, fight!"
·That was the battle cry of
Being in a state of c eative limbo, a,s a result of hangovers incur- .
'
students
' who de"'onstrated at
red at t,he latest greatest Lance Christmas party, these two writers
the. University of Wind_sor ea.rly
are looking for a quick cure. We think we've found one ... somethis year, and it sums up the
thing about the hair of the dog .. _ wbich, for you i~dividuals who
position of students in the batare in worse shape (is it possible?) than us, means more of the same.
tle .that · is shaping up over · acA~d more of the same means raising another few . . . and then a
cess . to · .post:.sccondary educafew more ... to a w.orthy cause.
tion (that is, u·niversities and
Sci, here's t? the holiday spirits - rum, rye, brandy, the choice
··
community colleges).
is yours1
- .
For years the provincial ' gov. Here's to professors who live far enough out of town to get snoernment, which runs Ontario's
wed in three or four times by the end of the winter, cancelling
coUcgcs and universities, has
classes, and giving the students a break.
tackled
huge expansion ' plans
Herc's to multiple ~hoice exams .. we guess.
and programs to ensure that
Here's to the _men · who run ·snowploughs in the city of Windsor
· -everyone can take advantage of
... god knows they don't drive them.
·
.
higher education.
Here's 't-0 Christm _as pr:escntS' ... a deluxe paint 'W number set
Universities arc offering more
for the _Fine Artsies, Adidas snow shoes for the Hum ·Kins~ a year's
part-time
and extension courses
supply of alka-seltzer for .students on the meal pla-n, and a new tie
than ever before : Free tuition
for Dr. Leddy.
is · available .for those over QS.
Here's to the editors of the Essex; ,it . is 'io ·them that we dedicate
Mature
student status lets ada favourite song: If you drink, you will die, if you don't dr~nk you
ults
without
a grade 13 educa -=
will die . . . because Lance columnists who are insulted in obscure
tion attend university.
· publications lov~ r~enge.
_

· -:Here's to 'the university administration, wherever they are.
_Here's to _all night study sessions, caffeine pills, and toothpicks
..
for your eyes in the morning. .
Here's to the men 'in ' blue, Windsor's finest, who tap our phones,
·
our mail and our beer.
Here's to due dates and extensions ... whew!
Here's to the drunken hob-gobblins who call themselves the
Lance staff. Be us ever so humble there's no place like home ...
click click click ... there's no place like home ... click click click
....
there's no place like . . . "Dorothy . .. Dorothy wake up .. "
Here's to editors, without who we could have been finished this
piece of pr9fundity long ago. .
_
.
Here's t'O.Christmas; without it we'd never get break.

a

'

--These policies are commendable, reflecting society's respect
for education and its commit. ment that age, race, background
nor occupation will present a
barrier to studying at university.
We have agreed that .r university education profits not just
the student, but all of society.
Students' fee of $800 cover less
than a quarter of the actual cost;
the ·taxpayc:rs pick up the rest.
Society has determined that its
inve~tment, of ,$10,000 in an·

·uate students, and most proarts major and $40,000 in a
fessional and part-time students,
,me dicil student, will yield a fair
reducing the · chance of a son or
return.
·daughter bf a janitor. ' for inMore than just Ontario profits from our universities. Stu- · stance, to rise through soc.iety to become a doctor .or a
dents from other countries have
".
_lawyer ~ The dream of a\:lasslong come '-to .Canada to study
less· society depends ott ·:Univerand receive training · not availsal access to education. ·. -.;·
ab le in their homefands .' They
·Operating funds to . \ iniverreturn to their countries as
·sities
have been cut ha.cktoo
badly needed . p~ofcssionals and ·
meaning that lihrarics can~d~
teachers. This has been one · 0f
the -cheapest an9 most s-~ccess". fewer hooks and resource m~t- '
erials, and that · hiring of facful forms of f~reign aid :
ulty has · been . limited. :course
But ch~ap education is no
off crings will nave to be ' rclonger a .right : It is fast becdu«d.
oming an ever more expensive
The government is ~lowly
privilege . _
strangling
the universities ..in
For the same governmeht
which . it once took so· much
that is . closing , Riverview Hospride . We've got to - teU the
pita -1 has pulled an about-face
government that its , priorities,
on access to higher education.
Tuition fees across Ontario rose · iike the well-being of soiiety,
lie in education.
·· · ·
by $100 in September. fees for
Ten
years
·
ago,
'_
students
fouforeign students doubled. A
for
ic;feals
such
as·
free
speght
person's wealth is once again
ech,
peace
and
democracy.
Now
becoming the criterion for ata· riew wave of campus -''dissent
tending university.
is springing up, concerned With
Two recent reports to the
,t he. down to earth issuest i ·who
Ontario government have recom- ~- can. go tO ' university I and w het•
mended _ that tuition fees rise
her our colleges and universities
even higher, to cover the full
will just become the haunts of
costs of tuition.
·
the very rich.
'Make the user p.j;y' is also _
You don't have · to be a radthe rationale behind the tigh)cal student to join the protest;
ter controls on the student aid
anyone who cares about educaprogram, which provides grants
tion and the future of society
and loans to ·needy ·students.
is
involved.
New student aid · plans will cut
Guest Editorial for The Times
off from grant money all gradDec. 7, 1977. ·~' . ·

Wallace denies distorting and smearing
Dear Editor:
·
of October was 3.8 per cent.
Jews and millions of · other'
In reply to two separate let·Secondly, I fail to see how
"dissidents". Schleyer s111eared
inflation can · "decrease" from
his- own name. If Mr . English
ters. First, · to an;wer David
Cameletti: (1) If I have "gros6 per cen·t to over 8 per cent!
knows this to be false, then · I
· sly distorted" Mr. Cameletti's
( 4 ) The percentage wage inask him to present his case.
point ·of view, he certainly di_d , crease in l 9 7 5 is not an indiJf not, then -I ask him not .to
cator of economic well-being. · attack me fo~ printing what is
not show -how; (2) If Canadians
did actually support the concept ' To r:eiterate , from · a former
a'i act.
of wage controls, _how does he · letter - labour's share · of the
. Schleyer's death . is 3," perexplain the mandate given _.to
country's income wealth was
fect example of history's turnTrudeau in 1974 not to impleless in · mid-1975, julit before
ment them? Last year much of
controls were announced, than '
organise9 labour staged .·a genin 1970. Furthermore, in 1973,
.workers suffered a decrease in
·eral st_rike against controls, and
workers are still fighting them
real wages; (5) If Mr. Came-.
on the picket lines today; (3)
letti's statistics (which twice
Dear EditoJ :
According to Mr. Cameletti,
have been wrong) were taken
I am glad Mr. Bailey has
inflation decreased to 6.2 per
from Trudeau and the AIB,
taken interest in the contincent last year, and to 8.3 per
I can only conclude that the
uing debate on Trudeau, Libercent presently. First of ·au,
government is in worse shape
alsim, and the A.LB . I would
the inflation rate · as of the end
than I thought.
like to 'point out that I ~as not
As to William English who
being literal when I asked if
accused me of "smearing" the
Mr. Cameletti would like . to be
name of Hanns Schleyer with
a .Cabinet Minister or if he was
"inneundo" (Schleyer was killed
a
member of the Young Liberby members of West Germany's
I . was making those (exals.
terrorist Red Army Faction). It
treme?) remarks in order to get a
is really Mr. Williams who does
point across. The point is, I
the smearing, for it is a fact that
find Mr. Cameletti's unswerving
Schleyer was a member of nazi
and w~ole-hearted support of
Germany's S.S. Gestapo - the
Dear Editor:
Mr. Trudeau (the best m.an for
police group .which had a main
I feel . that this institution
the job - right?), the Libera!
hand in murdering _six million
discriminates against left-handed
students. Southpaws experience
great difficulty in taking notes
from a lecturer on a desk which
is made for right-handed students . A limited number of classrooms do have a row of desks
Dear Editor : on a Zero-base budgeting syfor left-handers but they are too
I feel that I must correct
stem." I must point out two
few . Every classroom or lecture
certain statements that appfallacies in this statement the
hall in Western have accommoeared in the article, "Financial
first one being that I am ~ot a
dated their students with leftCrunch Hinders Hiring" of 2
member of the Board and I
handed desks and Windsor shoDecember, 1977.
wish it clearly spelled out that
uld do likewise.
The article stated, "Board
I would like to be a -member
Yours truly
Member Gary Well~ said the
but
at the present time, I sit as
Steve Del Basso
University is presently being run , a student observe~. The sec-

abouts. If he was killed during
the 1940's, the memhers of the
RAF would be considered heroes and martyrs. Today they are
considered terrorists .
Mr. English knows clearly,
from my ,.art ·icle, that I do not
_ support the terrorists . Their
actions were stupid, futile and
··destructive. But don't ask me to .

support the murders of those
members of the RAF in prison .
On one hand, Mr. English condemns the RAF as butchers
;then ·he ,himself calls for thei;
extermination.
If this is the
~loody "civilisation" that Mr.
English would like to ~ee, then ·
I'll have no part of it.
·
Yours respectfuJly,
Len Wallace

Liberal party is destroying .Canada

Southpaws

need help -

Party and the A.LB. (Canada's economic problems are due
to ·a world-wide depression, n~t
bad policy - right?) incomprehensible.
·
I will admit that I think the
. Liberal Party is destroying Canada as a separate socio-economic
and political entity. However,
even if I had the joy of having
the party of my choice in power,
I would still be critical. Only
through criticism will the politicians be induced to initiate
reforms. Otherwise, acceptance
or public apathy will allow the
government to sit easy and

take liberties they are not · entitled to. The RCMP break-in
is an example of a liberty th~ ~
our government has taken.
· ..
Also, I would like to aslt .
Mr. Bailey why his club calls .'
itself the Campus Liberals if
they join because - ,of- ."their .
desire to better understand how
our political system functions?' ;
Why not change the name to ·
one which bett~r fits your
description of the organization?
Why not the Campus Pcil itica:ls?
Sincer,ely yours,
Philip Rose
1st year Social Science

WeHs denies zero base budgeting
ond being that I stated that the
University is looking towards
something comparable to a zero
base budgeting system or at
least this is . the indication l
have had from their discussion
wher~ ap proval is to be given
by the Board for hiring and that
there will - be needs to justify

each expense. However, there is ·
no clearly defined policy by the
Board of Governors at this time
that I am aware of .
Thank you.
Gary R. Wells
President
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Questioning the co ·nse·rvative cut-backs
provincial taxpayers . between
Bv LEN WALLACE
The recent cutbacks at Wind$300,000 to $400,000 dollars !l
sqr's OHIP offices are only part
year to maintain, yet it has never
of a· series of overall cutbacks
been used since 1974.
planned · by the Davis provincial
Further
closures
include
govemment. As of January 1st,
Grace Hospital's pediatric unit
the Winp sor office will dismiss
which holds 52 beds. Already
45 workers and move services to
functioning at near-full capacity,
Lendon. Only five workers will
its overflow will be taken up be
remain to staff an information
other hospital ~ - which are also
office, and serve a community -of
run ui,ng at full capacity.
over 200,000 people.
But why
the
cutbacks?
Medical and health service
Health expenditures as a percencuts have hit hard, particularly
tage of the Gross Provincial Proin the Windsor area . The contro duct
have not risen outrageou _sversial closure of Riverview Hosly, although money cost has in':
pital has con ~tantly raised storcreased. In 1961, before the inmy protests to · def end this ·effitroduction of OHIP, health expciently-run chronic care unit ,
enditures amounted · to only 3 .9
One of the issues the NOP tried
to make clear in the last provin- · per cent of the GPP. By 1974 ,
cial election was that th~ governafter OHIP was firmly establishment had no qualms of closing
ed, costs increased to only 4.2
down Riverview for "lack of
per cent of the GPP. OHIP, infunds " and yet spent over $7
troduced in 1969 , made sickness
million on Minaka Lodge , a nor care available to those who were
thern . resort. The resort costs
formerly deprived. Be~ter care

was prov ided for all.
The battle over costs · is continuing . The health budget for
Ontario is roughly $ 3 billion (about 30 per cent of the total
provincial budget). In 1976, _the
government wished to reduce
costs by $50 million . Cuts were
never justified and were made across the board . It was because
of inefficiency in other areas
that Riverview Hospital will be
closed.
The problem with the Rivervie"':' closing is that money will
not be saved. Costs of holding
chronic care facilities will be
simply transferred to other hospitals where the program of
chronic care is not firmly estab lished .
The scheme by the government is economically r idiculous
.5ince 'the health program is left
unbalanced . In times of high inflation, medical and health .services are needed more than ever.

Drastic December depression

It is ' especially ridiculous when
OHIP premiums increased 45 per
cent. Ontario already has the
highest premiums in the country.

be the rationale behind this
when patients are now forced to
pay between $100 and $130 a
day for a bed in hospitals?
The callousness in the closing
and planned cutbacks has been
With the cuts being instituttoo apparent , the lesson being
ed, unemployment has been inthat citizens, riot organized,
creased . The Ontario Hospital
lacking the .necessary wealth and
Association stated in NOvember
power base, are victims of an unthat some 4,000 full -time nursfeeling government. The soing staff will be released because , called "welfare" state, set up by
of budget restraints. While the
the traditional parties, has larnumber of full-time nurses has
gely maintained the welfare of
been decreasing, part-time assisthe rich and not that of the
tance has increased. What could
ordinary man and woma!) .

all

Nuclear power a
necessary resource ·
By MIKE UPMALIS

Man has always had a fear
and distrust ·of the unknown.
An attitude typified . oy "if
god had meant us to fly . . .".
The current attitude of the
masses is if "god had mf:ant
us to have Nuclear Power, we
would glow in the dark."
The media currently popularizes !'the near disaster" that
could have killed thousands or
millions but it hasn't yet. You
stand a better chance of dying
in a car accident, of cancer cau.sed by cigarettes, saccharin, or
too much of a good thing.
More people die every day of
oyerdoses of .drugs _or ~l~p_hol,
than of ' ~ud ~tr' accidents " 1n a
year.
Not to sound morbid but it
is safer than you think . . Canada's Candu reactor is designed
not to explode . As a matter of
fact it can 't. The American
soft-water reactor stands a bet -

they fail to find fulfillment.
By M.C. FOURNIER
individuals may try to show
U.A.W. Union Hall held a Suitheir will ingness to end it all
Religion has recently gone thrcide Conference on December.
through . their art . work and
ough a renov.ative period, whic h.
The workshop was privileged to
music .
has made people less firm in
their beliefs abou t God. The
have as guest speaker Dr . Bruce
Dr. Danta explained that our
lack of faith in someone 'up
technological advances have had
Danto, Director of Detr~it Suithere' has prompted many to
cide Prevention Centre and Drug
the damaging effect of increasend it all, says Dr. Danto.
Information Centre. He is also
·
· 'd e ra t es because
mg
on su1c1
What can be done to help
Associate Professor for the Dept.
those who attempt to kill themthe suicide victims? Compas of Psychiatry at Wayne State.
selves have feelings of insecsion, understanding,
patience
Dr. Danto said that Decemurity brought on by a powerful
and most of all professional
ber is the · worst month for
·and apathe~ic .,world. He also
suicides because it is a i time -ii.~ i,;,sfa&d . th at . metf"'
' -lcommit sui- assistance, .with the .help . of
a close ' family member. 'rt is
when people are celebrating Chrcide more than _women, though
unrealistic to set as a goal the
istmas · and the spotlight is on
the latter have a greater rate of
saving of all suicidal indivifamil y geMogethers . If you have
~uicid e attempts . How ever, ~~
dual s. Those still wish . to live
no family, it's a .'lonely time.
women ifl society becom e, more
despite anxiety and depression
The end of anothe r year
ambitious and independent, and
should -be th e first to be helped.
forces many to lo~k at their
gain m ore power, prestige, and
The
y can be saved.
lives and convince themselve s
money, th ey turn to suicide if
that they haven 't accom plished ·
anythi ng, tha t th ings never wo rk
out t he way the y want , and
that life Just isn't worth living.
Tho se who do conte mpl ate
suicide are characterized by
; pecific behaviora l trait s: wo rthlessness, po werless ness, hop~lessness. T he high risk suicidal
popu lat ion includes those who
have att empted suicide befor e,
iridivid uafs fr om the ages 1529, and t he aged who have just
retire d and lost the ir sta tus in
soc iety. Howe ver, .jf t hey are
suicida l but still have th e inner
will to live the comp assion of
ano ther person could restore _
t he ir confidence.
Potent ial suicides will show
certain t ell-tale signs ; example s
There's no need to tell you it' s a
come RIA M anageme nt Acco un tants
of the se are direct and indirect
competitive w orld out th ere.
gain a stron g pro fession al edge.
verbal messages, writt en app eals,
That 's why so many und ergradB.Sc.'s and P.Eng.'s can acqu ire
ta pe recordings. Art istic suicida l
uates are planning now to add
speci al strengths in pro jec t ma nage-

ter chance of exploding, and
their waste management is sloppier but you don't have to worry
unless you live in a border city.
Nuclear power is second only
to Hydro-electric power to providing clean safe energy. Without this power source in the
next twenty years pollu.tion will
increase above tolerable levels,
and available energ,y will decrease as fossil fuels are being
used up; the repercussions of
that last possible factor alone
is endles s.
Unt if nuclear fusion becomes
viable we will have to rely .on
the reactor, , we ~f , c9..m~iQ:~~·; J. he ""world _c~p~ot ;~~F,P,?f t
four . billion people w1tnout
all modern Technology can give,
not that and maintain some
degree of civilization.
Why isn't public attention
focused on the American stockpile of nuclear weapons? Or,
are these oka y?

Addollr stren
toyours
-

Switch on
CJ AM Radio has learned 1t
cannot get a hearing before
April in its attempt to go FM,
but it cont inues its battle for
an audience on the hom e front .
Last week CJAM technic ians
installed a switch by the pub
bar which enables the bartende rs to t urn the radio station
on and off, whenever the band
or the juke box are not playing.
CJAM Manager Tosh Noma
hopes the switch will mean
that pub patrons will be able
to hear · more of CJAM, and
not be forced to put money
in the jukebox in order to
hear music in the pub .

RIA _accred itation to their postsecondar y school education .
B.A.'s w ho co m bine the in demand skill s bf the RIA with their
broad educational background
look forward to scope and
opportunity.
B.Comm.'s and MBA's who be-

TheSociety of
Management
Accountants

ment , and ot her plannin g and cost
<c
ontrol areas.
This is not accounting in the traditional "adding up fi gu res" sense
of the word .
.
As an RIA, you will at hieve
professional recognition in planning, control and other management

pr oces ses. There are op portunities
. un lim ited in business, government
and inst itutio ns.
Th e RIA study pro gram comb ines
even ing lectu res with practical .
o n-the-j ob experience. You havethe best of both w orld s.
Cour ses com ple ted at universi ty
could earn exe mption s w hich wou ld
shorten your RIA studie s. So mail the
cbapon now to learn how you can
save time later.

r---------------------------------,
The Societ y of Management Acco untant s of Ontari o
P.O . Box 176, M.P.O ., Hamilton , Ontario
LBN3C3
Attention : R. F. Brye rs,
Director of Planning and Development.
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Davies out of ja,7

IFAW, Greenpeace fight for our environment
the possibility of having its
ment puts the ' figure at 3 .5
" Dear Fellow Criminal
charitable status seized, IFAW
million pelts caught for a seaSo began a letter from the In- . relinquished it voluntaril y . Davson 's hunt, " Brian Davies est ite rn ational Fund for Anim al
mates " about 55,00 0 pelts are
ies stated that "to do our job,
Welfare (IF AW) co its memc-aught,' at $10 per pelt. " He .
we cannot stop wo rking for
bers. Why · such strong wo rds
figur es th a'.t a landsman averthe seals, or stop asking peop le
t o membe rs of an internaages between $200 fo r a season . .
for donat ions . or written sup tional orga nization \Vhich helps
There is not really much profit ."
port." Wit hout its chari ta ble
Davies also claims "t he market
sea and land animals?
status , however, IFA W can not
for bu ying th e seal skins in
IFAW Exec utive Directot
provi de do nator s wit h tax relief.
Eur op e is de clining. I hop e th at
Brian Davies had been put in a
When asked if the loss of
by next year we can stop it en-,
5' ~ 10' pen tentiary cell, charcharita ble st atus ha:d , affecte d
·tirely ." He says that the hunt
·ged with piloting a helicopter
t he amount of donations , Davies
is "not dissim ilar t o sport
wit hin a half-mile of seals
r~spond ed t hat "we won't know
tha t t ill th e end of t he year. ' hunt ing fo r deer, or du cks.
off t he coast of Newfou nd land .
The main purpose is for con- ·
Probabl y the small donations
He "f erried newsmen to and
won't be affected, but last y ear
from the seal hunt, " th us protinuing heritage - monetary gains
are secondary." Davies believes ·
we received a $9,000 donation .
viding imm €nSe world media
that the "sports hunting id.ea"
We'll probabl y never get one like
· coverage of the massacre."
is just "misnomer; it's really
Who is responsbile for such
that again."
bmtal carnage."
·
IFAW has - similar aims as
action against a seemingl y bene For further information, on
Greenpeace, a Vancouver-based
volent organization? In a telephone interview , Davies said that
Save-the-Whales-and-Seals organThe International
Fund for .
it was not the courts, but Truization. Davies says the IFAW
Animal Welfare, Inc., the address
deau . Davies has been out on
"works in . the prevention of
is: IFAW, P.O. Box 1011, Fredbail since September, having
killing seals, of trapping, of
.
ericton, N.B., E3B 5B4 .
served three weeks in jail and
slaughtering dolphins, and of
For a comparison of the two
paid a fine of $1,000. As a result
harpooning whales, although not
organizations, Joel LeBlanc, who
of the charge, he cannot fly a
is in charge of the local Greenon as large a scale as Greenpeace
helicopter on the Gulf or on the \ is doing." Although Greenpeace
peace chapter, was also interfront - of Newfoundland - for
·
viewed.
and IFAW are, in a way, comthree years, nor work for or beLeBlanc said that the aims of
peting organizations, they "do
long to an organization dojng
Greenpeace . are different from
have communication with one
venting the use or green ctye on
so.
those of IFAW. "Greenpeace is
to gain support." He feels that
another." Davies believes that
hf fact, he "cannot work for
the seals (rendering them useless
an envir.onmental organization;
this approach is ·unrealistic. "The
"it would be great if a myriad
tne federal government, or a
to furriers), but said t1'_a~
. he
it has save-the-seals and whale
issue is - the number of seals
of organizations would be fighhas not heard of any more rescientific
organization
which
which are left in the North to
campaigns, as well as, proting for this same cause."
cent
incidents.
flies a helicopter [to the ibove
survive, as a species."
grams on nuclear power. InIn the interview, Davies exareas) ." This has been charWhen asked if Greenpeace
>i
pressed his desire to ·have in- . dividual chapters look at the
If you would ·lil<e .~~i~ i.n. ged against Davies, although he
had .had any problems with the
problems which emerge in their
terested · individuals
"contact
formatio n on Greenp ·eac~;' the
Government semilar to those of
own areas." LeBlanc said that,
says he "never openly protested
their MP's, to protest the charIFAW, LeBlan c., cited a Legisin Ontario, there are Greenagainst the government," and
Toronto address is: 803 :G~r:fard
ges put against him, and to
.
. . . Ti..
lation which was passed p.repeace chapters in nearly every
St. K, To.ronto, Ontario. :
"only flew some newsmen to
supp._prt JFAW-." When · asked
major centre. The main cha,pter
the · hunt :" · . ,. .
·
what he felt the reasons were
,., ;' lFA W _ihppeaiing the -charge.
is ,located in_ Vancouver, ,B.C.
for the hunt of the baby harp
:
. ''Gi;eefiRea.'ce:
~-isi.•,;~ onc~·
rned
Buf "'it also has other worries.
Davi~s
said
tha
t_
'it
was
·seals,
r- ,
Si'
•
·r,- ,_
Aiiciitli
er ·Yetter ' 'fram the " or- ·''mostly
'.; politi .cally.-based'l.: Al- · witn ,sea1···popu-la~on; "· lre"says, ,, *'
,,;:: ~-~·~=!-· .• ~~-s.~..,,
. ~-:"" J~ r,. ·
....{iJ ;,.
c·uy ing~1 t'o ·. find .:-''realistic ,['~oht ...
gan~ati~n to_its ~m~n°ibers broti''- though there · 1s·,some commer•,
;· -' ·
'
ght the message that th e Govcial benefit, the main reason , tio.ns. It's obvious t'hat we can't
ernment was "about to ,' pass appears-t o 6e ~th~ t ~~their grand- I ~tellp 'eople(se~l-huntets) to leave
l~gislation ·dictating the terms
fathers did it, it's within the
their jobs, to become unem.
.. . , ,,.
: , . " ,,.·
r·· •
:'"' (
• ,,..,
·'·' ·
ployedY , -He . says "'his efforts ·
that a c~aritab-\e. ~rgani~ation
Newfoundland cultural heritage.
should follow." One of these
.Not ·many 'actually engage in the
\have -been .."to . ma~e the public . ,, B JANINE HALBERT
Len Wallace, from OPIRG,
terms stated that IF AW "should
hunt, but many talk about it.
aware of the situation, and to
"I rhink there is still a place
asked Claus if he Would . ~onnot encourage the public to
I understand this, it's a valid
make sure the q~otas are enforin society today for free toy . sider using dog sleds instead of
write to their Members of Par- human emotion, but things have
ced. [Before,] it was ~ mass
distribution,"
stated
Santa
flying reindeer for transportaliament, objecting to the seal to change. Slave labour was also
with the · Claus. "A ct ua· IIy, I see t oy proti.on, because of the danger to
slaughter.
Hopefully,
ff
f
.
.
hunt." "In the event that ...
a valid human emotion 50 years
duction as the unilateral deterthe ozone layer. Claus did not
e orts O orgamzatwns, such, as
[they] . . . do not comply to ago, but people are recognizing
GreenBeace and Brian Davies,
minant of the superstructure."
feel his reindeer caused · any'
this, . . . a special tax would that this kind of change - is
the species can be saved from
· Claus told an audience of 40
substantial damage to the ozone
b·e · invoked that would repre- necessary." . As for the ecobecoming extinct ."
in Ambassador Auditorium last . layer. However, he did mensent 100% of the assets -of ...
nomic benefits of the seal hunt
Tuesday that his activities in
tion that he had received many
LeBlanc said that some or[the] organization."
for Newfo'undlanders, the amganizations rely too heavily on
the North Pole should not be
complaints regarding reindeer
According to Davies the Btll ount seems to be comparativ~ly
· · ,
Portraying "how the seals were
turds f a11·
mg , on unsuspectmg
subject to the current wage
was passed in August . To avoid small. Although "the Governkilled (the clubbing), in order
and price controls. He justified
pedestrains and smashing againsF,;
his claim by stating that he
car windshields .
paid no wages and made no
" You have to take the good
profit, except the food morsels
with th e bad, " Claus commenleft out for him on Christmas
ted.
,J2
Eve.
A representative of the Mat·•
"And these (th e food partix ist-Leninist part y accused Claus ;
cles) I sell to Saga foods to
of being an oppressive, capi-1
cover my operat.ing expenses,"
talist : reactionary opportunist
Claus explained .
, because he exploited elf-labour.
Claus a1so denied any rumBut Claus pointed out that the
ors that he was about to retire.
elves had nothing '.'better to do.
"I intend to {<eep at it until
Gary~Wells, president .gf '.SAC,
they _take 'A Charlie Brown
asked Claus · why he didn 't get
Christmas' off the air," he
the train set he asked for last
said.
year. Claus promptly resp.ond~d ~'
Commerce . Club members
"Because you weren't a good'
asked Claus if it was possible to
boy!". Wells pouted in reply.
'~ .
buy stock in his operation, but
Santa replied he ran it as a priSeveral questions ·w~re askeo
vate corporation .
about the current RCMP scanSanta Claus answered many
dal. Students wanted t o know if
questions from the audience, afthe RCMP had broken into
ter his thirty minute speech .
Claus 's "Good ·:,and Bad!' files ..
Although not invited to speak,
Claus would . neither confir rii~
the reindeer also fielded some
or deny any alleged break ;
· questions . Many members of
ins, alth ough he did mention
the iudience were disappointed
2846 UNIVERSITY WEST
t hat he saw hors~s' hoo f prints
to learn that Rudolph, the
in t he snow outs ide his office
alleged red-nosed reindeer, is
Under The Bridge
merely a myt h. Claus said,
t hree years ago.
" And yo u don't see- too .
however , his elves were tr yin g
t o breed reinde r wit h shiny
man y people on horse-back at
no ses an d auto .pilot s.
t he Nor th Pole," Claus added.
• By FERN BROWN
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Don t quote the prince"
1

Reporter says Queeri's- visit was no picnic
R eprinte_d from The Charlatan.
By PETER HOWELi:

It was Friday, -October 14,
we're at a press conference
design(d to help us write our
stories allout the royal visit
correctly.
.
Nice reporters, we are told,
don't try to shove microphones
into the Queen's mouth, or
shout things at her like, "What
do you think of premarital
sex?"
It would also · be inappropriate, the public relations people warn, to quote anything
Prince Phillip says about- the
press. He likes to kid around,
they say. You can laugh, but
don't write.
Awesome stuff. I decide to
wear a tie the next day in covering the story. The Queen
might look at me.
But things get off to a rough
start.
I sleep in, and miss mteting
the press bus - at the Skyline
Hotel. By fractically summoning a taxi, I manage to catch
up with it at City Hall, where
_the Queen is· making her first
stop.
But I've blown -mv composure. I haven't shaved, and my
regular-issue reporter wallabies
are unpolished. I feel seedy.
As luck would have it, I
take a seat beside a guy from the
Times of London. With that
paper, godliness is next to
cleanliness.
"Rather sparse crowds for

Her Majesty, aren't there?" he
asks; as the bus roars along
Rideau Street to our next stop.
He's seen fr~m my .billboard
sized press dogtag (hanging from
my neck with a shoelace, because I'd forgotten to get a
Jubilee Tour chain) that I'm
_
from a local paper.
"That's Ottawa for ya," I
reply. "It would take a bomb to ·
rouse them. Now maybe if the
Rough Riders had just won a
game . . ." He looks appalled.

"A lone bagpiper's lament
crossed the Square . . . " he
begins.
"Gee, I wish I had your
way with words," says the guy
·
beside him .
"I'll sell it to you."
Back in the bus, Birt decides to start a rumor. The
royal couple are being driven
in a slate-grey Lincoln Continental. "The car 0elongs to .
Exxon," he whispers to the re-

they aren't pleased that a crowd
of reporters have suddenly blocked their way.
"We're not going to see her
if ye dinna get out of the way,"
an irate Scots' lady screams at
me.
"But I'm with the press,
lady," I tell her.
"Ha, you 're the guys that
deal us all wr~mg most of the
time," _ her equally irate · companion replies.

Confederation
Square . The -"'
war monument. Bagpipers and
mounties all over the place .
There won't be a dry eye in the
city when , people read about
this, I think.
I meet P~ter Birt, former
editor of The Charlatan. He now
writes for Canadian University
Pr~s~
·
I tell him about the guy
from the Times.
"Anyone
who takes the
Queen that seriously in ,a professional sense these days, I
wor~y -......
about,"
he says. We
both agree it would be fatal to .
get too involved in this story.
Musn't compromise your objectivity.
The National Museum of
Man. The usual boring routine.
When you've seen one official
welcome, you've seen them all.
But alroody, reporters have
been filing stories for their pap- ~
~
ers. A Vancouver guy · brags :E
about the great lead he's just ~
sent over the wire.
1

0

McGill b.,;Jat~Prince~c;,n

/n ~eparation
"Sh ould
Canada
separate
from the USA?'' was ·the topic
. of a debate held between teams
from McGill University and
Princeton in Montreal last week,
according to the McGill Daily.
The partisan Canadi an crowd
awarded the debate to the
McGill team of Fred McMahon,
Michele Press and Oscar Mullerbeck, which argued for separation.
The McGill team stated that
Ca~adian culture growth has
been stunted by American influence, and said that American
dominatio n directs Canadian
political attitudes. They also argued the U.S. · was exploiting
Canada's non-renewable natural

0

.c:
Q.,

debate /.

resources.
Princeton
debater
Daniel
Zimble defended the present
Canada-U.S. relationship, saying
"Canada - should co-operate with
the United States and adjust ,
its relationship in · order to suit
both sides."
However, the Princeton debaters agreed that Canada was
overly ,controlle? by American
capitalists, · but they said absolute separatism was not a solution to the pr oblem . They suggested the answer lies in increased ~ Canadian control of
business and greater financial .
confidence by Cai:,adian corporations
in reinvesti ng profits into the Canadian economy.

port ers b;ehilid him .'
The guy - looks worried . He
might have to burn · the Queen
in his story, after all.
Th e guy from Vancouver is
still bragging . . Now it's, "My
Most Embarras sing Experience."
"There's nothing more embarrassing than standing in a gas
station dictating a story, with
four slack-jawed grease monkeys
staring at you," he says. We nod
agreement.
Lun chtime . Th e Skyline Hotel. Big event .
The crowed there is middleaged, and rowdy. They'v e wait ed
hour s _to see Her Majesty, and

We agree to kneel down when
the royal couple arrives. Prince
Phillip appreciates the absurd
sight, ~ u1d )asses ~ff 1i , ,;omment about "a weak-kneed
press ."
Crisis. Can we print that?
What if it 's against protocol?
"After all, it's practically
abuse," I kid a guy from the
London Free Press. He's not
amused.
"Maybe to guys like you it
is," he replies.
After lunch, it's off to Lansdowne Park for the -Ottawa ·vs,
Hamilton footb all game. The
press is getting punchy, and the

SLACK WEEK TRIPS

Drug-refunds/ate
Drug plan refunds . are late
- again, and the man in · charge
·of ~AC's drug plan, Commisiener of Ancillary Affairs Bruce
Hannah, says he's had enough.
The refund cheques are ,supposed to be in the hands of
SAC on the sixth 'Of each month,
and available for student pickup. However, Zurich Life, the insurance company which handles
the service, for which students
pay $5 .00, has returned the
cheques late every month so far.
Hannah charged y~sterday
that Zurich is "incompetent,"
and says he will be meeting with
Zurich officials in Toronto January 2 to iron out the difficulties, and change some of the
procedures, ""And it'll be at
.
,, {
their expense, not mus.
Hannah said that · SAC h.as

so far complied with all the
agreed rules, including the sending of the drug claim froms to
Zurich by rnurier at the end of
each month. Zurich, which had
guaranteed
it turned around
claims in 72 hours, hasn't met
the deadline yet, and has often
claimed that the mail service
slowed them down. However,
since SAC switched to courier
service which guarantees next
day delivery, Zurich has still
b~en late.
It is hoped students will
be able to pick up their refund
cheques Monday.
Hannah said that, through
its incompetence, Zurich has
forfeited a place in a ·provincial student drug plan proposed
by the Ontario Federation of
_Students.

comments more sarcastic .
"Can you imagine_ grown
men doing that for ·a living?"
calls a voice from the back of
the btis as we enter Lansdowne
Park and see the football players.
"Can you imagine grown men
doing this for a living?" says
another, pointing to a group of
,,.
reporters.
Pat Marsden from _ CTV is
soon underway with his onthe-field commentary.
"Hello
everybody, I'm Pat Marsden,
and welcome to .... "
He's cut off, because the
cameraman ~sn't ready.
"C'mo n you guys," shouts
the floor director. "Yo~ 're not
with the CBC now, :·eb? ' It's a
private network!"
The RCMP band starts up
with "The Last Farewell." Graham Bezant and Hug,h Wesley,
photographers for th i Toronto
Star and Toronto Su11respectively, start dancing. ' ·.
·
Half-time. We have to leave
for more 'abuse at Dow's Lake,
where the Queen is to watch a
regatta sponsored . by the Ottawa Rowing Club.
For the first time, the crowd
looks angry enough to get violent.
"Canadian Press, get down!"
shouts a boy ·scout behind us
as we crouch on wet grass to
see the Queen.
"~ill the press kneel down?"
screams a chorus of middleaged ladies wielding Instamatics ,
as John .Qiefenbaker appears.
The dowagers have it in for ~s
today.
The final stop of the day
before the National Arts Centre
concert this evening, is a review
o( army re.serve troops down town. The Queen has returned
to her home at Rideau Hall,
and Prince Phillip is left alone .
The press is now completely
bored, · tired and hungry. It's
getting cold, too.
"Ron why'd we leave our
coats on the bus ?" John Marshall of the Globe and Mail
asks columnist Ron Collister.
. "Why'd we leave the bus ?"
. Collister replies;
First sensible thing I've heard
~11day.

February 11-18, 1978

Fro1n'259

SKIQUEBEC

Can:Funds & 10% .for tips & taxes

•270

FT.LAUDERDALE -Frolll

US-Funds & 1 () % .for tips an :d taxes

ACAPULCO-F _ro1n•435
US Funds (break.fast & dinner included)

CONTACT : MARY OR ELAINE WHITLOCK TRAVEL SERVICE
U~OF WINDSOR
BOOKSTORE 258~3802 OR 252-4232 ext. 691
.
NewJlours: Open9amto 12:30pm
lpmto4:30pm
.
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Qhristmas parties on campus

...

/

, Last Sunday at Laurjer Hall
the Residence Council, and each
of the floors, hqsted a Christmas
party, complete with a visit from
jolly saint Nick. Glengarda is a
local school for exceptional children. Each floor was responsible for a few children to show
tqem ,.a good time, which they
did. The kids liad a meal in
Vanier's Lambton dining room,
a quick visit·to their new friend's
floors, films and cookies, and
to top it off a carol sing and an
early appearance of Santa Claus,
who handed out gifts.
One gets the feeling that the
girls from Laurier and t he gents
from Mac probably had a better
ti m e tha n the k ids.
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An Engin ee r 's Christmas Po em
'Twas the last week of classes in the Terminal Room ,
The only voice heard said, How soon? How soon?
The jobs were all stacked by the reader witb care,
I read in a backlog to find 111i11e
somewhere.
Number ten in a queue of one bu11dred and eigbt.
On reader! on Printer!, I must not be late . ·
. Then at the stroke of midnight, wbat sbould appear ,
But the operator yelling, HEY! ENGINEER . ..
Your program's completed, I've got it right bere .
She hands back your card deck, it's big as a brick,
The print out she g ives you is two incbes thi~k.
Assignments, reports are all left behind,
Soon it will be Christmas , a ti1µe to unwind.
2nd year E.E . student

A very special gift
Christmas, of course, is a time when you are obligated to be nice
to everyone - even people you have hatt;d passionately over the past
twelve months .
I suppose that is not too tough for some people. You can be nice
to your mother-in-law or a "narco" (don't see that word too often
anymore) or even an engineer for one day without damaging yourself too much . You might even buy them a little gifty: lip sutures
for your mother-in-law, badge polisher for the "na rco", a brain for
the engineer .
However, the fact remains that there are some people yo u just
cannot be nice to - even on Christmas . If you even tried to, your
brain would freak out in schizoid convulsions . You might as well
just admit yo u hate the person 's crummy guts and forget about
sending them a card.
The trouble arises when the y send. you a card or a gift. You can't
very well Sent it back and tell them to StlCk It up a convenient aperture . That is crude . What we ~uggest is returning the gift with one of
your own.
· "" Christmas imi t cakes -made . V\'..
-ith "'hydrochloric acid are big sellers,
but a little too obvious. The same goes for the turkey with maggot
stuffing. Gauche. What you want is something subtle, but clear in
meaning. What you want is a pox .
· By simply facing the dir ecti on of the "hatee's" house and wishing
ill upon him or her, yo u can do irreparable damage to thos e you
despise . Christmas poxes are unusually powerful - it must have something to do with the snow, speculate some researchers .
Whatever it is, The Lance has poxed the following poxes upon
the following groups. Disgusting diseases and plagues of lice should
be forthcoming in several weeks time (they are imported lice):
the Presidential Search {;ommittee (for saying nothing), Harry
Parrott (for saying too much), punk rockers (at the request of Paul Chernish), the University of' Western . Ontario football team (flukists), Idi Amin (Mr. Poxed-Upon of 1977), and the RCMP (real
buggers).
Merry Christmas, all.

Photos by Lance photo team .
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Lookini ahead

'78 should be great
By PAUL CHERNISH

Well, it's that time of year again'. Time , to unpack the decorations, buy lots of booze and
write these goofy end-of-theyear type articles. Too bad, because 1977 was a great year (ex :
cept for the Lance\ freedom referendum). Anyway, here's the
second annual prediction column.
SMELLA VISION will become a
reality. No one will be allowed
to eat beans before appearing on
a live telecast.

FLIPPER will make a television
TV GAMES, like pong , w iH .be
.- comeback, because of the in- 'updated and modified to suit the
crease in television violence, and . times . The owner of the game
the need to satisfy the bloodwill be able to throw darts right
ththirsty masses, he will be rethrough the tube, directly to
named "The Malicious QuasiNew York, and smack in the miMammal." (dolphins aren't fish,
ddle of Barbara Walter's noggin.
..;..
you know.) Other modifications
a)
include:
jagged teeth, a low
>
,u
voice and hairy armpits .
AN UNSUCCESSFUL
LOT- ~
TERY will be instigated.

FRED MACMURRAY will star
in a new television series entitled "My Three Assholes."
It
will be a story about the trials
and t"fibulat~ons of trying to
raise a degenerate bunch of kids
on a Gr~yhound bus.

The

grand prize will be the province
of Quebec .

]
g,,,

Erie makes Michigan music in pub.

THERE WILL BE NO FAKE
FIRE ALARMS in the Pub dur•ing the entire year.

PUNK ROCK will die a timely
death, only to be followed by
the ugliest form of music everPunk Disco. KC ·and the Sunshine Band will start the trend
by vomiting on their wa-wa pedal and smearing warm peanut ·
butter on the unsuspecting drummer.

AUNT JEMIMA AND UNCLE
BEN will go out for awhile, get
married, then merge. The result
will be a new, grotesque break·
fast idea.

AN ENTERtAINMENT FACILll~Y will be opened in the basement of the Library. It will be
called "The Bookmark ." Weary
students will be able to bounce .
downstairs and get hamm~r~d in~
their spare time. But you won't
be able to take drinks out without a student card.

That's it, folks. Looks like
1978 will be one hell of a year .
Seriously, on , behalf of the Entertainment staff and myself, I'd
like to wish everyone a very mer1ry ,' Christmas and -a happy, safe
New Year. Easy, man.

CHER AND GREGG will give
birth to a six-pound, five-ounce
bag of heroin that can't sing.

I

'

······················
NewYears :
resolution-

protagonists is great with the
women, and the other designs
furniture.

:
~

Join Lance

By H.J. SWENSON

,,During the snow storm last
· year Pete sold beer for a quarter. Monday, I was looking
forward to a four dollar buzz .
However, as it usually happens when I go -to the pub, I
was disappointed. Seventy cents
a pop and "Erif .' for entertaini:rient.
On · entering the pub I was
presented with a pitiful performance. The ad said Erie is
direct from Detroit. They should
have stopped for lessons on the
way. If Pete paid them any
more then their bridge fare, he
· got ripped off.
The H.J. Music Meter sky
rocketed to a 2.1. At least the
juke box doesn't have any
feed .• ;tck. I thought ,·there had
mistake,' · so I had the
to - be
meter erigineers check it again.
But it's true, they really are
this bad.
In keeping with the holiday
season, · Erie brought out their
Christmas lights. Equally cheap
was their P.A. I've heard sweeter

a

the glame though, they just
couldn't sing. Their inept vocals were supported _ by their
shabby harmonies. Erie's best
numbers were the ones in which
nobody · sang. And speaking of
stage presence, they had none.

rr==;;==::S;is:;~====~

I had a hard time pickrng ·the -worst song of the night; there
was so much to choose from.
Their rendition of Climax Blues
Band's Couldn't Get · It Up
was incredible - It was the
worst I've ever heard. For your
enjoyment in the pub this weekend I've come up with a new
game called pick the pits, where
you, the audience, compete with
your friends in choosing the
song of the night.

*******"'****
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Back to ·the ·tried and trlle
By DEB KENNEDY

"You can give my stomach
to Milwaukee, if they run out
of beer,
Throw my socks in a cedar
box , just get them out of here."
The audien~e was. tapping
spoons to these lyri.cs; as Rich
and Maureen Delgrosso and
Martha B-urns · performed their
versions of traditional music at
Catharsi s Dec. 2 and 3.
Rich and · Maureen, from
Detroi t, have been performing
together for five years, and
"used to work with a friend in
a group called "Aging _Children". They call themselves ,
"variety frea!<s", into British
traditional _and old American
music, as well
blues and early
jazz. Maureen plays the p.iano,
guitar and penny whistle and
spoons, while Rich plays mandolin, dobro, guitar, harmon~
icas and the concertina .
The couples' mutual interest
in music is not a full-time
endeavour for them. Maureen is
a high school music teacher,
and Rich teaches science in
public school. They do not plan
to make music a profession,

as·

because, as Maureen said, "then
it becomes a ~job, and the enjoyment
would come out."
Rich adds, "When you want to
make music a profession, then
you have to sell out a lot. You
really have to do what other
people want you to do. Doing
it ~his way, we can do what we
want, and if people don't like
it, we don't have to worry about
the money."
The Delgrossos play mostly
in coffeeh6uses and avoid places
where "people consider you
part of the furniture". They
mentioned The Arc in Ann
Arbor which is a coffeehouse
like Catharsis on the concert
circuit for "an underground of
fine JI1usicians" · across North
America. They enjoy The Arc
because there is "interplay between the musicians and audience". They compared it to
Catharsis where, "the people
are warm, and you reall y feel
at home ... People are smiling
at you and participating, " said
Maureen.
Rich mentioned that kids
have a negative stereotype of
what folk music is, and "ac-

some people that are quite good
cording to our definition, folk
that refuse to do records. It
music encompasses a whole
would be a very restricting type
. world of different styles and difof thing".
ferent types of things. It would
Martha does not write her
be nice if people could be more
own material. She feels, "a song
open to ' it, and realize that if
develops a richness out of being
you go to a place-like Catharsis,
I
'
you 're not going to hear everybody singing like Joan _Baez or
Burl Ives . . . there's a whole
wealth of different types of
music that people are into these
days".
Martha Burns from Ann Arbor seemed to share the same
sentiment. She plays with string
bands and is presently trying to
do more things on her own .
Martha revealed, "I'm interested
in unusual songs, and sometimes
if yoq have too many peqple , ]
.they overpowe r the words". §
Martha plays guitar , mando - ~
lin, fiddle, piano, autoharp and o "whatever ends up in my hands, ;;
to varying degrees of profi - ~
ciency." Her genre of music is f ·
Catharsis in full swing
American-historical, topical or
novel. About reco rding plans,
she said, "The type of music
old and tried and true". Martha
I'm inte rested in is not based
has a very clear voice with a
on that. It's more based on pertwang that reminded me of
sonal communication. There are

Benz. I was impressed by her
fiddle numbers and livelier
tunes. But a couple of the '
_cowboy sorigs were monotonous.

At the

end of the -show, _

(it's about time).

Martha, Rich and Maureen improvised on a few songs to p~t a
nice finish to the evening.
Performing the Friday . night
guest set, were three local musicians. Larry Goldin and Stephen Winbaum on acoustic gui~
tars and vocals with Kelly
Hopp~ adding the -harll)onica.
The trio played an enjoyable
set of three orjginal tun~s.
Stuck on the Border was written by Larry, and Stephen
wrote Little Brother. My favorite was a ~ellow song by
, Stephen, called It's Over.
• · Tonight, ,Catharsis presents
a' selection of 30's- and 40's
jazz-blues performed by guitar
stylist Mose Scarlett and harmonica accompanist Jim MacLean.

Smile,

you're
.being

watched
ByPAUL CHERNISH
Did you ev_er wonder · why
you have to wait 1n line to get
into the pub? Well, we just got a
hot scoop. E-very time you walk
' in . you are being analyzed
· (whether you want to ·or not).
The G.A.T.S.A . (the Government Agency Thai Snoops
Around) wanted to get the complete lowdown on what kind of
people patronize the pub. They
have an incredible system that
records your physical appearance and speech patterns installed right at the door ! You can't
: see it though, because it's hid.den behind th·e coffee machine.
The system pipes the information on every single student
right to Ottawa where they have
a real big taper corder.
·
The
hind the project
which students
. their government
- oze.

main idea beis to discovd
are spending
loans . on bo-
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Steeln glass
·
· · lots ·of class
1

By JOHN MACKETT

If you have a wealthy bank
account, a chargex card and an
·expensive wardrobe, there is a
place for you - - - - It's Detroit's
latest creation, THE RENAIS SANCE CENTER.
The Renaissance Center is .
the stru 'cture that is supposed
to bring Downtown Detroit
back to life , after a decade of

- --

-

-

--

~- -

confusion, riots, and paranoia:.
One of its major objectives
was to "bring the people back
downtown",
the people with
money, that is.

If you 're planning to go to
the center, grab your check
book and be prepared for an
expensive shock. The hoJel suites on the 69th and 70th floors

---

~

-

-

CJAM HIGHUGH7S .
This will be CJAM 's last week of broadcasting for the 1977
school year. We wish everyone on behalf of the CJAM staff a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year, thanks to everyone for their
support.
Tosh Noma
Station Manager

will cost you $600.00 for the
night, but ' they come complete
with "all night service".
They say that ,the meals prepared for you in the world's
largest revolvi!}g dining room
are fit for a King; yo u have t o
be a King in order to handle the
figure at the bottom of the bill.
The Renaissance Center has
already establi shed a reputation
for being a place of Luxury and
Class, and that it is. The complex _is more than ready to
handle the crowds but the
crowds just don't seem ready
for that "Renaissance Experience". It might very well be
an "Impossible Dream" but the
Renaissance people intend .on
making it reality .
· So after you've made your
reservations, put on your fur
coat and diamonds and be prepared for the best: The Renaissance Center · was made for
society's "C.ream of the Crop";
it was made fo( you!

MOSAIC

Monday, December 12 - Tosh Noma talks with new Bookstore man '
ager Mrs. Tidridge about her responsibilities.
Tuesday, December 13 - Evelyn McLean and Vicki Fenner will
·
discuss the Elizabethan Festival in Willistead.
Wednesday, December 14 - Deb Kennedy talks with Martha Burns,
Rick and Mo Delgrasso during their recent visit to Catharsis.
Thursday, December 15 - The campus P.C.s argue their move to
support Minister of Colleges and Universities; Harry Parrott .
Friday, December 16 - Watch for the Great CJAM Christmas
Surprise Special.
· Mosaic is featured daily at 11 :00 a.m.
FEATURE ALBUMS

This week's feature albums, to be aired. .in their entirety at 9 :O~
daily.
Monday, December-ti -Queen . plays the 'Music of the World'.
Tuesday, December 13 - Billi Preston starts 'A WhoI~ New .Thing' ,
Wednesday, December .14 - 'Street Survivors ' mourn for Lynard
Skynard.
Thursday, December 15 - 'You Can't Go Home Again' with Chet
Baker .
Friday, December 16 - Charity Brown gives us her 'Best'.
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Friday, December 9 - Friday Night Special featuring Harry Chapin
and Company .
,
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ARIES -:- (March 21 - April 19) : Energy levels must be raised in
.order for you -to complete your work. Become aware of ~?ur committtnent.
TAURUS - (April 20 - May 20) : Upcoming events will jar your

to achieve• ...significant
gains.
memory, adversely.
You are about
>
.
;•
.:::.:
~--GE.MINI, .--, (May .21" r

June :21) : Your independent
domin~te your actions. Talk plans over to some extent.

'

nltQTe will ·

CANCER - (June 22 -- July 22) : The least expensive is_ somestimes the b.est..Romance seems ill 'advised in your situati cm. /
I

•.·

... ~-

.: --

.1f>',,;

·,-

....

•

LEO - (July 23 - Aug.- 22) : Deeper involvement in your work
will create far better results . Be cautiom~ with money.

·~

VIRGO - (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : Meeting deadlines could be harder

·t,

than expected. Long dista~ce contacts increase ratidly.

'[

3UQ

''{

":JU!Z

·1

LIBRA - (Sept. 23 - Oct, 22) : Brainstorm is not forthcoming. Set
up a schedule for the week and you'll be more able to handle problems .
SCORPIO - (Oct . 23 - Nov . 21) : Disorientation · could be caused
by a vision problem. Re-evaluate the situation before proceeding.

The Other Side Of Midnight"

SAGITTARIUS - (Nov. 22 - Dec. 22) : Pushing it aside will not get
it out of the way. Assume that nothing will be overlooked .
CAPRICORN - (Dec . 22 - Jan. 19) : Your hard work and deter-

By PAUL CHERNISH

The book was supposed to be
real fine. If that's the case the
management of the Odeon thea~
tre should have shut off the
projector, turned on the lights,
and passed copies of the novel
around.
It probably would have taken
less time to read the novel than
. view the film. The second
showing starts at 9 :20 and, believe it or not, the audience
had to stay · in the theatre

until the other side of midnight..
The story is cute, and it
makes sense. It deals with the
way a woman climbs to the
top of society (via upper class
whori ng). But the treatment of
the all-important time element
is ludicrous. Not only the time
involved watching the film, but
the time in relation to the story.
Days and years pass by muth
to subtly, resulting in boredom.
The sex hits ' were well done
( even though the Ontario censors must have had a field day),
but these physical asides seemed
to be more exploitive than important.
Epilogues usually round off
a film and clarify the picture.
Such is not the case with Midnight. The end of this marathon proves to be a test of the
viewer's tolerance. In fact, this
time-oriented torture was obvious ·by the audience's reaction: "I wanna get outa ·here,"
was uttered from the mouths of
almost everyone attending.
Midnight is comparable to
those popular "television novels", except that - it is thrown

at you all in one gross
If you are in insomniac,
down to the Odeon and
up on this extravaganza,
don't bring a friend ; he'll
forgive you .

shot.
truck
pick
but
never

mination will pay off iri excess rewards. Read books pertaining to
your field.
AQUARIUS - (Jan. 20 - Feb . 18) : The thought of change forces
you to take action. Foll ow your instincts, first impressions.
PISCES - (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Your feeling of uneasiness will
' pass quickly . People share the same ideas and thoughts as you.

~~~
~,~

+~.,.

/
~

DIFFERENT BOOKS FOR DIFFERENT PEOPLE

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

BOOKSTORE
Ground Floor -

West Library Building .

.
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Rod Stewart

Foo-tloose
And Fancy Free

" -Hanetown Band·
By DEB KENNEDY

T he Hometown Band album
rem inds me of eating chocolates ; you can onlx eat so
many before you ge.t sick. Of
course, like chocolates, the tunes
on · this album can really be sav- ,
oured if you don't listen to them
all at once.
The Hometown Band have
their roots in' the great Canadian west. The band formed ·
two years ago when thre e of
its musicians were working on a
Valdy album and decided to expand their sound with the addi Back in the heyd ay of the
tion of the rhythm section from
Fa'Ces, there was no one better at
the Hans Staymer Band. They
dishing out good stre etwise
raunch and roll. And as Ronnie
'·have since been touring with
Wood, Ronnie Lane (et. al.) . .Valdy, and they have recorded
went, so did Rod Stewart. · · the . albums, Valdy and the
Hometown
Band, Bim 's Rain Rodney's solo efforts carried
check on Misery, and their own
the Faces rough edge (Every PicFlying .

mater ial, right?

•

· I must say,, though, that I was
thoroughly disgusted with Stewarty' s last tw Q efforts (since the
Faces' dero ise) and just about
gave him p- as just another Hollywood faggot .

People do reb ou nd, and Ro d
has come back with possibl y the
best album , ~f .bis .career.
He has rediscovered the ·guitar
(as wea pon) whic;h has bee n mis·
sing since his Fac es days and his
voice is in to p form, hitting high
notes that I didn't think he
cou ld st ill(?) reach.
The LP opens strongly with
Hot Legs and peaks. with the
Born Loose (a class-A rocker).

The

guaranteed

(You're in My Heart)

hit-single
is .here .

And so on and so forth.
There ain't too much more
can be said that ain't already
been said.
You get what you pay for

Nazareth

Most notable of the band
members are Shari Ulrich and
· Claire Lawrence . . Ulrich is lead
voca list who switches from violine, - pulcimer ~na · flute with
proficienc y. Her xoie e has been
likened to an . amal i gamtion , of
Streisand and Ro nstadt. Claire
. 'Lawn ~.nce provides th e sax and
flll;.
t e tunings for ' the . group .
He'_ a..former mem b~r ofi <:thilliwack wh o has ·quite a reputation as producer o.f albums by
l
'
,.
Tne Hom et ow n Band, Valdy ,
Bim and Susan Jacks. · ~- ·
T he songs on th is album are
fusio n of folk, jazz and blues.
F'-'r exam ple the song Feel
Good could have been a folk
song but the brass arrangement makes it a bouncy jazz
tune. Swee t Emma is a good
R & B number, highlighted by
a jam led by Lawrence's sax.
Never Ending ·Tomorrow is in
the same vein as the theme from
the Poseidon Adventure, The
The Hometown Band create
a fluid sound" due to a fine
handl ing of all the instruments

,,,

~

/'#'lit,f<JkPaperCut-Outs
Criti cs and art lovers oliRe were dazzled when this Matisse
exhibition . opened in Washington.- Overwhelming color and
ga!etyl Joie de vivre! See t~is joyful sunburst of 58 cut-paper
prnn'.ings-works creat~d to ma ke people feel better'.' Enjoy
t he final flower ing of t his centur y s gr eatest artist. ·
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Expec't No Mercy ..

.
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There have been few bands · -tc
as consistent with their own -tc

type of · music as Nazareth is
with theirs. They have always, ,
and I suppose will always continue to churn out hard-driving
rock n'roll. Nazareth's lastest
endeavour
is guaranteed
to
please any remaining add'icts of
grinding-rock ; like myself. As
always Manny Charlton 's guitar
licks continue to wail and burn
though the grooves of this [P .
Their previous album Play in '
th e. Game was almost a t.otal
flop, not only in sales but · also
in the amount of air-play it
received. I remember hoping to
hear a cut from Playin' the
Game on the radio , but my
hopes were all in vain because
none were ever played. I . finally borrowed the album from
a friend who bought it, expecting the usual type of Nazareth. To his disappointment and
mine, we found this album inferior to ·the previous Nazareth
attempts. It just did not have
the energy of the old Nazareth,
and at this point I was afraid
that they were shying away
from hard-rock, like so many
othe r bands . who are can
.,.,cerned wjth critics' reviews .have
been do ing (Kans as, Bad Co.).
Since I have an inner "faith
in ba1,1ds like Na~areth , I purchased the new album after
bear ing o nly one tune from it.
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respected band and style of
music . The band works on a
good balance because Manny
Charlton's fine guitar playing
and Dan McCafferty's gravel·
throated screechings stand out
so well.
The title cut Expect No
Mercy is a fine example of the
t ight · rhythm section and the
outstanding guitar playing and
vocals. Busted is a definite
footstomper
about being flat
broke , and it sounds like ener-

gized Muddy Waters. It is, also.
one of ..my favorite cuts- on ' the
album . If this doesn 't convince you, the cover paint ing .
alone is enough to attr act you
to the album. The -painting
depicts a warrior-like gargoyle
ready to plunge his s~ord into
his fallen opponent. The ~over
is fitting for the album ' because if you play this album,
and you are . not a lover of
"grinding-rock", you r, ear drums
can Expect No Mercy!

Britain dominates
in top '11'LPs·:.

,

t~

*"'._
Well, it's the end of' an 9ther
: year . and that means that it's
~ time to take one last look at
the best ro ck of the past year .
_ So here's our choices for the
t top 1 1 -LPs' of 19 77 :
• I . , Peter Gabriel · - Peter Gab riel - Ex of Gen esis, · Gabriel

3. U .F .O. Lights Out Here'~ a band that has been
churning out first class rock
and roll for a number of years
with virtually ·no exposure at
all. It's too bad they've · had
guitarist problems.

4 . Thin Lizzy - Bad Reputation - A very tasty LP (thanks
John) from a band .that should
have made it long ago. Maybe
this time?
5. Randy Newman - Little
Criminals - We'd give up a vital
part of our bodies to write
lyrics like his .

-

'6. The Sabys .:.: Brok e n Heart
- Alwa ys th ou ght there was an
"AM" Bad Company lying around somewhere. I think we've
found them .
7. Pete Townshend /Ronn ie Lane
- R°ough Mix - Beautiful music
..from two c~>ntrasting styles.

8. Crawler - Crawler - When
Pau l Kossoff died two years
ago t he band disapp eared from
sight, but is now back bring ing
rhyth m and blues roc k t o a
new high.

9. Rod Stewart - Foot [_,oose
and Fa ncy Free - Nuff said.

10. Alan Parsons Project Robot - A master package

i

created
studio.

a master jn

by

Nov. 23-Jan. 8. ·
Tues. - Sun., 9 :30 a .m. - 5:30 p.m. Closed Mo ndays ,
Thanksg iving, Christ mas, N ew Yea r's day.
Gen. ad (TI.: $2.50 ; Students, Senio rs, $1 .50 ;
Ch ildren under 12 wi th ad ults and members: fr ee.

the

11. Wishbone Ash - New
England I Fleetwood Mac Rumours - Both released late
last year but mostly overlooked.
Thought we'd give them their
fair shake.
·

ATTENTIO-N STUDENTS

.

RE· PAYMENT OFSECONDSEMESTERFEE
S··
ALL fees are due during the FIRSTweek ofdcf:B8S
inJanuary
j

If you are not receivinga10 SAP grant cteq..e,avoidline-upsand
unnecessarydelaysbyforwardinga post-dated cheque as soon as
you receiveyour statement in December.

1

HenriMatissePaperCut-Outs.
The Detroit Instituteof Arts.

I

-~

2. Cheap Trick - In Colour Can't say much more : Top pop.

The song that I heard was
called Gone Dead Train and
it is the type of boogie-rocker
t~at could easily have been
written by Chuck Berry _ or
Status Quo. · Ex p ect No Mercy
is a collection of tracks that
will send you into a fit of guitar pantom1mmg . It is the
type of album that just won't
let you sit still, and I love it
for j -· .1-,,,,. '""""""

-tr
-tc

-tc

came up". with an album of
ba lance and exce llence wit h etherial melody ·that broug ht tears
t o the eyes.

c1

Morning After.

•
.•
:

••

By DOMENIC D'AMORE

By FRANK KOVACIC

ture Tells a Story, I'm Losing
You) and balanced it with sensitive poignant ballads (Maggie
Mae, You Wear it Well). Star

·especially the keyboards
brass. Yet their music ·stiil •
seems to · lie in limbo between :
sugary pop and upbeat jazz.
-tc

The03shier'sOffice will oolocatedin Assum P!ion Loungebeginnirg
January 3 to-6 from 9 am to 4 pm
LATE PAYMENTPEN.ALllESBEGIN
JANUARY9 .1978
•

I
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Books 7... What Books 7
ying more easily. There's about 1
By JIM ANGUS
ten of them so read carefully .
Most of us are thinking at
(1) Seeing as how this first .
this time · of year about orie
set of exams is conveniently
thing: exams . In general, how
located near Christmas, why not .
much we hate them and how we
plan a Christmas -wrapping
really should be studying for
attack on your books and study
them .· Along about now most
notes. This way you can be
of us, if we have any money
sure tha~. goqd little kid rhat
left are also thinking about
you are., you won't-unwrap them
what to get fussy old Aunt
· till Christmas, much ·too · late
Martha and about three thoui~ even e)!:treme cases to study
sand Other relatives for Christ .
for ariy exam .
illas.
.
.
(2) Simple forgetfulness. All
Well I've always ·t hought that . of us have , a lapse oJ memory
blood was thicker than water
occasionally. Why not plan for
anyway · so I've decided to forego
-the night you were . going to
the fonnality of studying for
study?
exams and concentrate .on Chr( 3) Enjoy a little bit too
istmas shopping instead.
much Christmas cheer on the
Guilt always runs rampant
night before any of your exams.
in these plans, you kn~w, so
It fits in with the socialableness
here's a few little games that
of the ·season and makes it hard
you can play to help avoid studto stay awake ~id your memo-

rization.
( 4) Since inclement weather
like snow seems to be around
at this time of the year, why
not leave your books outside
in a snow storm or the freezing
rain wh ich will make them impossible to use? No defrosting
is allowed, remember fhe' energy
shortage.
(5) Sleeping through a study
session in the library is certainly permissible. Or you can go
around and find other people
studying for the same exam
and ask them ridiculous · questions about their progress . l) se
the stairs when walking between floors, it tends to waste
more time.
(6) Convince yourself that
studying is an act brought about by anticipation of your
trip to Hawaii on slack week.

Forget the school books ' and
start making .your grass cskirt.
(7) How about all those theories about wasting time that
you 're always spouting off
about. Well here 's a chance to
put your money where your
mouth is. There mqst be a million ways to waste time at this
time of the year . Untangling
strings .of Christmas lights, singing dirty Christmas carols, looking for the last real-looking artificial ·Ch.ristmas tree. Let your
Yuletide imagination run wild.
(8) Decide that for once you

will get your Christmas shopp _ing

done early. Selections are good
· now during exam week but any
delay arid you might be disappointed.
·
(9) Save a tree, have your

books and notes recycled. Or
since it is the season to be
giving, why not donate your
books to someone lefts fortunate
than yourself. It doesn't matter
who, just make it far away.
(10) · Finally,
instead of
buying those expensive firelogs
for the · fireplace at home, why
not throw an · accounting book
or two on the fire, those blue
covers make a real hot fire and
pretty coloured flames. They
also - keep you warm and un. occupied .
Certainly wntmg -an ·art icle
for the Lance qualifies as a very
cre~tive avoidance o( stud y~ng.
at least that's the way I see it,
this one -is doing a niqc job of
keeping me away fri m my
·studying .

Localfolk

Chrisbnas 365
By JESSE GACANIN
.. On the day of my birth
breathed this world's air,
looked at its people , ate their
food, saw their rnce and thought 't o myself . . . (son, it is
lat er than · you think) . Nevernomind, Christmas is upon us
and is her e to stay· .. .
. .. For some, this time of . year is for presents and merr y
making. A time to party, drink
large proport ions of liquor , kiss
und er a toe, and be loving and ,
feel loved, because this j s the
time of year everyone but tl}e
hooker s have be en saving for.
(i wish it was ·christmas every
day of th e year) ...
. . . Th is month of dreams
and reality . What ·has passed is
a reminder and remembrance ,
and what is to co.me is a dream
whose fruition is to be found
in a bottle of Tequila and the .
warm .. . (jesus, who put th is
worm at the bottom of the
damn . . . .) .. .

. . . For -other s, Christmas
is the time of year to celebrate
the Saviour's birth, and for
m~rry 'making. A time · to at tend church and pay homage,
and know m an 's place in the
universe, and attempt t o rekin dle the compassion, love and
broth erho od that had somehow been mispla ced during the
course of the yea r. Christma s,
the day o f peace a_nd hearts
and hands . . .
. . . All in an age when th e
holida y spirit hinges on accumul atin g eccentr ic sent imental ities and th e words / love
you and J care fo r you . . . be
it between fath er and daughter
or grandmoth er and grands o n
or lovers twain . . . have falle n
off because presents mean more
t han what we say to one another. (ther ~ must be some one
out there that knows Christmas? ) . ..
I used -to ruin Christ mas for pop . . . my da~. I'd

•

Trivia quiz
Answers on pg.14
1.

2.
3. ·

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10 .
11.
12.
13.
14.
15 .
16.

What is sheet iron coated with to galvanize it?
How many electron-volts are there in one MeV or one megaelectron volt?
Natural gas is composed chiefly of the lightest hydrocarbon .
What is this?
What does a rheostat regulate and control?
Including nought or zero, how many digits are there?
Wpat is the crystalline material of which eggshells are .almost
entir ely composed?
Wha:t time is it when both hands of a clock are virtuall y in a
straight line diagonally, with the minute hand on the number
one?
What is the most abundant element on earth?
In physics, what is the effect called that causes a pool -of water
to look shallower than it in fact is?
What is the quant .ity of heat _needed to raise the temperature
·
of a unit mass of a substance by one degree called?
How many values of x are there such tha t sine x equ als z?
What a.re the two mos t common elements fou nd in the salts
that are dissolved in sea water?
.
What is th e formu la for fin ding the area surface the suface of a
sphere?
What are whi te blood cells known as?
What has happened to a compound for it to become anhydrous?
Which bra nch of mathema t ics · is given the name meaning triangle measurem ent?
The neutro n is un stable outside the nu cleus. What does it _form
when it breaks down?
Who is the Greek mathematician whose most famous work is
"the Elements", a book on elementary geometry?
Which metal is refined by the Hall-Heroult process?
What were the invisible rays that Sir, William Hersch_el
covered in 1800 b detectin g the heat t hat the
roduce?

mail anonymous letters to him
detailing what I wanted for
Christmas. I knew he was Santa, I could hear him cursing .
when he got stuck in the chimney . One Ch,ristmas , last year ,
I wanted a JohnnyEagleMultiPu rposeTwelvelnO neMach ineG u n . . . J got two pairs of
long jo hn s and a wo k (but how
'bo ut a slot car?) and a typewriter (but man, what about
the Seiko $2200 quartz?) and a
subscr ipt ion to National (; eoNorthern Comfort members left to right -_ Mike Kassen, Mike Eriorr,
graphic (but what a6'o ut th e
Scott Curran, and Doug Broadfoot.
Chr istmas issue of hustler , .just
campus in Mac Hall. la-st year,
the christmlj.S i ssue . . . g eez) . ..
By PAULCHERNISH
and
. have been play ing _together
Mercy Ch:risfll}as. B'vllshit . . .
If anyone tells you that ~usi- · ··~·e~er since. -T~f Y seem to be get. . .. As. i sit imb ibi ng -these
cians on th is campus lack ambitm~, used to e~ch other.
.
ridiculous quantities of liquor
:he chemistry of the band 1s
to resurr ect my waning crea- tion , just give them two words:
Northern Comfort.
startmg to blossom ...many peotivity, I can tell you that I
ple have been very encouraging
After great doses of rock, diskno ~ ·chr istmas . It's everything
to
us ."
you've read. And for me it's
co and jazz, it 's goo q_to hear aNorthern Comfort enjoys the
a . ·. . rocking chair . Dad? A , bout :i band .that has interests
idea of a coffeehouse atmosrockin g chair? Mom? A rocking
in folk. Northern Comfort is
phere, ·and · will attempt to achchair? Heyhey Sis?_ A rocking Doug Broadfoot, keyboard _s, elieve it during their Ambassador
chair? .. .
ectric and twelve-string; Mike
performance .
Erion, guitar; Scott Curran, gui"We hope to be playing 80%
tar and Mike Kassen, guitar.
(Hahahahahaha) It's
original
music during the perforAnother
bright
spot
in
this
that voice in the back of my
mance
."
.
·
band
's
prospects
has
to
be
their
mind again. (what do you
All four members of the band
want?) I want a rocking chair . originality . In fact, over 75% of
are currently pursuing an educa(nonono . . . tell me christ- the ir mu sic is original. Just how
tion here, at the University,
good
they
are
can
be
discovered
mas) I love you . (louder) I
while devoting the resr- of their
by attending their concer t in
love you . (Louder) . I · LOVE
time to music.' In fact, they are
YOU (h ahaha) I LOVE YOU Ambassador Auditor ium on Janin the process of recording .at the
uar y 15th.
MOMILOVEYOUDAD LOVE Polaris
studio right here, in this
The
four
members
of
NorthYOUSIS I LOVE . Y A'LL
town.
ern Comfort met each other on
LOVE
LESBIAILOVEDD
WVE JOANNE . ..
. . . Do I have to buy th em
presents now? (isn 't love the
neatest pres ent anyone can get? )
Ya . .. but am I going to get a
rocking chair ou t of all this
love or not? . . .

EffectiveDec.12, -1977
The

Toronto-DominionBank
Nei\leLlllllt
FreeC.OUuellna
.

located in the University Centre .bu ilding

(No-et'f'ecton low medical fee)
Free ........ c:y Tat
(or S7 at independenr lab)
J Hour
Stay

will have two cash iµithilrawal ONL Y lines

Nedieald,8'ueOOII
MCIWdieed

in order to provide more e.ffectiv~ service
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'Westrive for hip patient
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lal1cer basketball-tough, aggressive and fast
By PETER NASH

The Lancer basketpall squad
m'anaged one win and one loss
this , week although the y played
well in -both games.
.Erindale · College could n' t
muster enough offence to be
competitive against Windsor as
the Lancers beat th em 90 -54
last Friday . On the other hand
the Wayne St;i.te Tartars slipped - by the Lancers with a 7674 win Wednesday night.

··You win some
In th e first contest, Erindale
College was just no competi·tion for the Lancers. Windsor
opened a 14 point lead early
in the first half and Erindale

failed to get close -fqr the _rest
of the game. ·
Both teams tried to play a
running game . including qujck
release offence and a full court
press. Vince Landry scrambled
through th ·e Erind~le . press and
did fine · job setting i. press
for Windsor. Landry ended up
with 3 steals and 6 points.
Bob Oostveen was Windsor's
maj? r · offensive threat with 24
points and some fine offensive
rebou ndi~g,. O_ostv een -help~d the
Lancers ope n up a °34 po int
hal f time lead , 57-23 .. The hot
shooting Oostveen fin.ished the
game with a 75 per' 'cent' shoot~'
ing average.
· The second half was a bit

Wicker (14) is cornered by Minella (41) and Greenwood.

slow_er than the first ·with both
teams . in the bon us early. Jim
Molyneux had th e hot hand ,
for the Lancers, in the second
half with 8 ,points . . That gave
him a rPame total of. ·16 points.
The · Lancer defence held
strong ~at~ in the game due 'to
,fine performances by Fred Rob.son an~i' Charlie Pearsall. Robson
did a good job on the boards
ei:ids of the court and
at both ' .....
managed 2 blo cked shots . Ch~rlie had another good defensive
game ~ontrolling the boards and
blocking 4 shots.
Kevin Greenwood and John
Popovich were the other Lan:
cers to score in double figures with 12 and 10 points respec tively. Both players are newcomers to the Lancer squad and
hopefully they will be able to
benefit the Lancers in the future
as they did last Friday night.
D.· Buck and B. Reid were
the highscorers for Erindale.
Reid had 11 points and Buck
had 14. Erindale failed to score
many points because they were
unable to penetrate Windsor's
defence. Most of their points
came from outside shooting . The
Erindale d.efence was fairly good
Charlie · Pearsall (54) gets up and
but they were unable to control
look on.
the defensive boards, allowing
Windsor to get 2 or 3 shots at .
the game that he was very happy,
a time.
with the Lancers' performance.
Coach. Paul Thomas said after
"We played our _,,best game of
•the season against Erindale.
'We're ready to play (regular
season) right now although there
are still several systems I would
like to add."
Coach Thomas also noted ·
that the Lancers were playing
more aggressive, something that
he had hoped would develop. He
remark .ed that "We played very
·peppy, something we needed ."
The home court advantage
_helped the Lancers although '
there was only a cro~d of 250.

Andyou .
lose$ome
Th,e second contest had a bet ter crowd (40 0) as well as
better competition . '{he Wayne
State squad came out cold in
the first half Wednesday night
and the Lancers took advantage
with an early 17-8 lead .
The Lancers. penetrated well
with fine play early in th e game
with Charlie Pearsall , Bob Oostveen and Vince Landry . The
Wayne State · coach also helped the Lancers by drawing a
technical foul for unsportsmanlike conduct.

makes sure as Erindale players

by both teams.
Coach Paul Thomas · commented that "We could have
won that game •if we'd done a
few things differently. This game
was meant to be a learning
experience ." He was commenting on the fact that the Lancers used a full platoon rather than keeping the starters
in. Coach Thomas wants to
give all the players floor experience during preseason.
The Lancers were unable to
keep up with Wayne State's
hot shooting in the second
half , although the game stayed
close.
Charlie Pearsall played -well
with 6 points and 19 rebounds .
. Bob Oostveen and Vince Landry combined for 16 points
each with Dan Devin close
behind at 14.

Late in the game the Lancers tied the score at 74 after
exchanging baskets with the
Tartars. With eight seconds left,
· Wayne State's Tyl.er put up a
15-footer from the .base link
and put the Tartars · ahead
76-74. The Lancers brought the
ball in faci ng a full court press
and still managed . to get down
court with only thr ee seco nds
running. Charlie J>earsall pumped one up at the last second
but it rolled off the rim.

Wayne State managed to
battle back with a late first
half surge, taking a one point ,
Overall the Lancers should
36-35 half time lead.
be congratulat e.cf for a tough
Wayne State's Pherone Rich aggressive perfor ma nce.
ardson was cold in the first
The Lancers play at home
·half but came out hot in the
this Saturday against Saginaw
.second . Rich ardson ended up
Valley.
wifh 18 rebounds and 2 3 points.
The regular season begins
The Tartars' Grady Wic~er _also
on January 14th .
managed 2 3 points with four
consecutive baskets, late in the
game, to keep Wayne State
Pregnant
ahead.
The style of play in the secdist, 888ed
ond half ., went from a fast,
CALL BIRTHRIGHT 252.:n22v
.
.
-,
.
- . . '.
· aggressive runmng game to a
Pregnanc:y
tests avulable.
.,.slo.\Y~J\
.,...mD.te
. patterned ~..a-tt.aek
,. -•.•.-. ~.·-·~·,. , · ,, ,... , • · .

and
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Hockey Lancers ·split series with Waterloo
'

I

.

Inconsistency is an old friend
of the Lancer hockey team and
it came back for a visit last
week leaving the team with one
very convincing win and one disaster.
: The Lancers had met the
University of Waterloo Warriors
pnly four days earlier, dropping
them 5..:3,but by 3:fluke in the
scheduie the same two teams
faced off for a ·we.ekend series.
Saturday the Lancers showed
class and ta)ent and alt-hough
they never totally commanded
the action they captured the
game 7-5. On Sunday, suffering from the 'afternoon-afterthe-morping-after-the-night-be- ,
fore blues' the Lancers came out .
flat and were humiliated 10~3.
Saturday, it lo<?ked as though
the Lancers were going to have
a couple of lark games as the .
first goal was scored by the Waterloo captain in his own net.
Tom Green got credit for that,
and J14aurice Biron combined
with Jack Rosassen adding one
each before the midway point
of the first period.
The team seemed to be
cruising to an easy victory bat
with 35 seconds left the Warriors began to show signs of life.
Eric Brubacher tucked away one
by Mike Freeman before the
end of the period.
After a goaltender change in
the second period the . Warriors
seemed to get themselves on
tr;ck and by the nine minute
mark the game was tied 3-3.
Rosassen added his second, intercepting a Waterloo pass and

~

't
~

c.;
»
~

]
~

Jack Rosaasen sends one sailing on Saturday. He led the team to a 7-5
took Sunday's match 10-3.
as the Lancers handed it all to
the Lancers on top 7-5.
them, including a number of
"The bubble had to burst"
coach ·
complained
assistant
goal~.
The game started out very
Owen Freeman, "they came out
well, both teams putting in a
running at us . . . and we just
didn't finish things."
good first period of hockey,
with the visitors ~oming out on
That was the story on Suntop of the scoring, 3-2 . Kirk
day as both teams made aboutMarshall started the game off
turns from the previous day .
with a goal at the 4 3 second
Freeman commented that the
mark. Maurice Biron added to .
Warriors came out running, and
the cause, but Joe Marcaccio,
the Lancers came out flat. Add

Attention ·intra murals

now

League Starts

3
10
10
5
8

January
January
January
January
January

10
11
10
12
15

If you're looking for a place .
to relax over the break you may
have a tough time; most of the
facilities at the Human Kinetics Building and St. Denis
Hall will be closed .

Pre-entries will also be accepted for
"Specials" up to ancl including the
date of competition
Men's Weightlifting (January 31)
Free Throw Contest (January 9 - 13)
Table Tennis Tournament (January 16 - 20)
Billiards Tournament (January 24, 25)

Fr .iday December 9 will be
the last day for recreationa,l use
of the St. Denis gym, as it will
be converted for more depressing activities (ie. i t will pe full
of desks for exams).
·.

Lancerette basketball

The Humah Kinetics po ol
will be closed from N1onday·
December 19 t~rough January
3 for cleaning and repairs.
The lower level of the ·complex will only be _open till
5 p.m . from December J9 to
Thursday December 22, and
then will close c~mpletely till
January 3.

poor but opto _mistic
Royal Church stated, "It's disBy ERIC MAYNE
couraging but we keep our spiThe University of Windsor
rit up. We work- hard. " He cited
Lancerettes are currently exinexperience and lack of size
periencing the trials and tribuas their main weaknesses and
lations of a re-building year.
The women were soundly depointed out that "Even if we
feated twice last weekend losing
play good defense , we still get
to Waterloo 92-41 and to Guescored against."
lph M-28.
Handicapped by the fact that
Kerri Towers ~ was the out- . several playerS' were forced to
standing Lancerette performer,
quit due to other commitments,
scoring .10 points against WatCoach Church remains optierloo and 14 against Guelph .
mistic about the team's potRegarding their losses, Coach . - ential to improve.
·

.

I

2215
Wyandotte W.

Pizza, Ravioli, Chicken, Ribs~ etc.

256-4993
Look for our specials regularly.
Attention University Students
15% off or 2 free 10 oz . Cokes for
all ddiveries made to campus.

should behanded in

+ ·Literate Sports -Riters +-.
+
.
' . .
+
+_
. Needed .
.. +
L ~ --..:~..,.;;.
-. _.,..........~~..:....~~ __t;.
-

SAM'SPIZZERIA

Drug·Cla-im forms for December

,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

fa_.:

within two . But Langlois and
Hodge each added to the score
before the end of the period .
Thus the Laneers headed into
the final stanza four goals down
and their spirits worse.
Both teams took too Ill:any
penalties. On more than one
occasion Wate~loo would draw
two minutes in the box, the
Lancers would ·start their powerplay, _then they too would

exercise

Entries Close

January
January
January
January
January

victory that day, but Waterloo '

draw a minor and nullify any
advantage.
In the third period, the
Warriors managed to take the
.breaks from the Lancers, chalking up . three more before the
final buzzer.
Not one player, or even any
section of the team, can be
blamed for Sunday's loss; it
was the whole team. The attitude was wrong, the legs we~en't
prepared, nobody seemed willing
to finish anything. Passing was
haphazard, fore- and back-checking was incomplete and coverage
in front of the net was weak.
These are facts, , and the team
has dealt with them betore.
The reason why . they never
showed before was because the
r~ar-guard literally held the
whole team in the game . :
The combination of Mike
Freeman and Don Johnson just
didn't have a good day. We all
have those once in a· while. But
as coach ·Freeman (Mike's brother) . noted, "the goaltending
has to be solid ... goalies aren't
allowed the luxury of having a
bad day."
The Lancers will h;,i.ve the
whole Christmas break to work
all the bad days out of their
systems before they head into ,
the second half of the OUAA
season. They do have one exhi :
bition game scheduled , to help
keep them sharp, as they face
Calvin Community College on
December 2 1:' Their first game
of the new year is against third
place Laurier.
The game will - be·· played
at Adie Know Arena in Wind. sor.

Getyour

Entries are now being accepted for
Intramural Sports
That begin in January

* Men's Ball Hockey
*Women's Basketball
*Co-Ed Inner Tube Water Polo
*Men's Volleyball
*Co-Ed Bowling

Ken Greene and Don Langlois.
put the Warriors on top early,
taking the lead 3-1.
In the second period the
Warriors came out fired up and
Mike Zettel and Jamie Hodge
made it 5-2, before most of the
fans were in their seats after intermission. The Lancers
momentarily got back in the
groove, when Rosaasen took a
Scott Hunter pass, slapped it
home, and brought Windsor

this to chippy play on both
sides and quite a few breaks
going against the Lancers, ~nd
you get a 10-3 slap in the face
for the Lancer: , and the Warriors' first win of the season.
''We are better than our record shows" commented Waterloo coach Bob McKillop after
the lopsided victory, "we just
haven't made the breaks for
ourselves." They didn't have
to make anyt .h.ing ()fl Sunday

firing it through goalie Bob
Clark's legs to put the Lancers on top 4-3.
But not for long. Less than
three minutes later Waterloo's
Dave Jutzi tied it up again.
After this momentary lapse
Rosaasen picked up his hat
trick early in the third period
and the . Lancers didn't look
back. Bert Fournier added two,
and Waterloo picked . up another closin off the scorin with

By DON PEPPIN

Dec. 12- 16, 1977
in order to rece,iv.e refunds·in January
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A new event was added to the
Intramural calendar this year ,
the Channel Swim . The swimmers had the month of November to swim across the English
Channel, a distance of 20 miles..
Thirteen peopl e entered the
swim . A total of seven-swimmers
comple.ted the 20 miles.
Outstanding
performances
were recorded for Paul Webb
Paul Kapusniak, and Ron Crea:
ghe who swall) 27, 29, and 44
miles respectively. Dave Gladish,
Barb Peebles, Barb Puckering,
and ' R,osemary Mosseau also
·
Went the distance .

By DON PEPPIN

Everybody loves Christmas, right? And the holidays usually
brings on very few complaints, right? Wrong. University coaches
hate it. ·
\, Now I'm no t saying that they 're all a bunch of Scrooges or anything, . it 's just that hockey, basketba ll and man y other ·sports just
get int o the groove in time for the break . This wrecks th e routin e
mos t teams have gotten into, and if the team's record is on t he
ups wing it can destroy any momentum they have built up ('f hat
figures). Of course if you're w it~ the hockey team . ..
Christ mas me ans that we'r e getting close to the beginning of th e
regular season in basketbal1 . The Lancers get und er way January
14 with their season opener against Waterloo. With the new cheer leaders and one of the best teams in the past --f ew years it should
make for a most enjoyable season for Windsor fans. If I may · be
alloweq. the luxury of a moment 's speculation, I think perhaps the
City of Roses may see itself represented at the Nati onal Championships come spring .
But what of ~he · potential competition? How do they look?
Down he re in our little corner of Canada we hear very little about
other league action and how the competition is faring, so • have
prepared a short primer on the major competitors in Canadian uni- -·
versity basketball.
·
At the top of the national ratings is the University" of Manitoba
Bisons who have shown themselves to be top contenders by virtue
of an undefeated pre-season. They tipped off against Alberta, Victoria and a number of senior teams and came out on top of all. Much
of the credit for the Bisons' success this year is attributed to Martin
Riley , who averages around 30 points a g~me and just came off a
summer with Canada's national team .
Moving to the east coast, the Saint Mary's Huskies have posi tioned ~~emselves very neatly into second spot in the ratings. The
ever-powerful Husk ies have more depth and balance on this year's
squad. They proved that in a- recent U.S. roadtrip where almost the
whole te am saw regular court play and the team's ,scoring was balanced as well. The Acadia Axemen are known for more than just
football , taking third in the national poll. Winning their own 'Tipoff tournament ' with a convincing (to say the least) 99-54 victory
over Concordia, the Axemen show few initial flaws but depth could
becom e a factor as the season and the competition get tougher .
Moving back to Ontario the York Yeome n squ eezed in a fourth
place rating by virtue of some decis ive wins early in th e season and
an 85-76 league victory over Laurentian . Most sour ces · think th e
La~rs
(pre~ently in ev_enth) will move up in~ the r~i~~s ,. on ce
everyone- has a c,hance to see them aga~si some € arnidfarr t eams.
But we already know. Right?

[t v> __

B.asketball'
star

_

Some of the entries in the Channel Swi~ : Front ;~ w (from left to
right): Rosemary Mousseau, Barb Peebles, Tamra Tobin, and Barb
·
Puckering. Back row .: Paul Webb, and Ron Creaghe.

University of Windsor basketball fans may get a nice ;urprise with the enrolment of Stan
Korosec next semester.
Korosec originally started
university at Simon Fraser after playing 'basketball for 5 years
at Brennan High School. He
gained all-star status 3 years
in · a row as a 6 foot 6 inch,
220 centre.
In - the rebounding depart ment Korosec out classed any of
his competitors
during high
school. He is also a powerful
offensive threat with a good
jump shot · and fine ability · to
move to the basket for a big
man .
After spending two months
at Simon Fraser Korosec decided that he woulcl rather go to
school in his home town. The
coaches _out we~t _felt htl.t . he
would ,u be a starter for the
pow erful Simon Fraser squad.

Intramural standings
By PETER MUD RACK

If your intramural team just
won a big game, or a player
had a spectacular game , The
Lance would like to hear about
it so that your team can get the
public;iity it dchly deserves. The
Intramural Sports column could ·
b e improved with this · additional information, instead of
just publishing standings and
results . If you 've got something
to brag about, The Lance

would like to hear about it.
Contact the Intramural office
and place these results with
them ,
Intramural ' men's basketball
l~ague desperately needs q!Jalifled referees for games starting
next semester. Payment is made
on a flat rate . per game. If
interested,
contact referee-inchief Mike Gabriel at 2568123.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
For the Week Ending Dec emb er 2
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Coach Paul .Thomas com- ·
mented that Korosec would be a
great asset to the team. He
could - be used as a second
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RESULTS

Gradkins
Warriors
Lancer FB
MBA
Smokies

59

Mutants 37
Eng. Machine 47
Smokies 63
Humkins 46
Gradkins 39
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N£W!J[AR
YOUR HOST, PETER ROMERIL

SEEYOUALL TUE5DAY,J~NUARY3rd
HAVEA VERYENJOYABLEVACATION

.

PLEASE ORI -VE CAREFULLY
OVER THE HOLIDAYS
HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL IN YtJUR PUB
IN THE NEW YEAR ENJOYING A FEW..... !

·# The GalleryLounge

